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INTRODUCTION 

 

The foremost question for human – that means intelligent – existence is the meaning of life and the 

universe.  There is no other issue that concerns us more and yet, no other that divides us more.   

 

Left and right, liberal and conservative, believers and non-believers face a gap that seems 

unbridgeable.  The contradictions are irreconcilable and affect many aspects of modern life, from 

politics to education, from science to faith.  Is there a God in Heaven who created the world and us 

personally, or did it all start with a big bang, and are we just mutant apes? 

 

After more than two millennia of divine revelation, philosophical argument, and scientific research, 

the discord and conflict are even more serious and dangerous than ever, threatening global peace and 

security – “in the name of God.”   

 

Honest intellectuals are in a vacuum, neither siding with blind faith nor with agnosticism and moral 

relativism.  They have no other choice, no middle way that avoids both extremes of religious 

fundamentalism and scientific materialism.  If the Bible is already wrong about the visible history of 

biology and cosmology, how could it be “absolute and final” for the higher-than-visible, spiritual 

dimension of life and the universe?  They find that, on the other hand, the preliminary findings of 

science are no sufficient reason to dismiss ages of virtue and devotion, holy books and churches as 

irrelevant, as a prominent physicist suggests: “God is the name people give to the reason we are here. 

But I think that reason is the law of physics…”
1
.  Is it really so, either God’s law or physics?  

 

Even believers are in disarray.  Throughout history nothing has troubled mankind so much as “belief 

in one God,” creating turmoil on earth and division in heaven: Allah against Yahweh against Jesus’ 

Father against Brahma against Buddha.  Other problems believers are struggling with are the 

“justification of God” (theodicy): if He is almighty, all love, and all knowing, why does He permit 

evil and suffering; is He lacking in power, goodness, or knowledge?  Then there are the concepts of a 

half-eternal soul, created in time to last for all time (an ontological oxymoron); everlasting 

retribution for temporary deeds; gratuitous forgiveness (why abstain from evil if one can repent and 

be forgiven in the end?); God's absolute sovereignty as creator and first cause, in fact denying our 

free will and self-determination as secondary beings; the duality between nature and spirit, secular 

and sacred, natural (bad, original sin) and supernatural, assuming two realities with opposing 

qualities (temporal vs. eternal, impure vs. pure); the indispensable role of certain events and persons 

in history (“only Jesus can save you”), and the need for particular creeds and rituals for salvation, 

thus imposing immanent, man-made conditions on the transcendent, infinite source of creation. 

 

This book is an attempt to solve the current spiritual deadlock, to offer an alternative that can lift us 

up into a higher level of spiritual understanding; a spirituality that explains all parts of the spectrum, 

                                                
1  Stephen Hawking, Time, Nov. 15, 2010 
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in accord with the whole of reality.  Such solution must exist, because there is only one reality.  

Global harmony is possible, because the basic fact of our existence is that we stand on the same 

“ground of being.”  The reason we cannot find a common ground is not due to the nature of reality 

but to what we make of it.   

 

The current disagreement, antagonism, and conflict are not warranted, because they have no ground 

in reality.  There is a middle way: to finetune the mind and penetrate to the heart and center of all – 

material and spiritual – matter.  Doubt and confusion fall silent in awe of what is in the middle of it 

all, the ultimate and absolute source and substance of being.  That One will easily and gracefully 

expose the huge mistakes we make, and the huge potential of the human mind to solve 

 

The Unsolved Questions 

 

Who has never wondered:  Who am I?  What am I doing in this body and in this world?  Why are we 

born if we have to die?  Such questions never leave us, in fact.  Some people spend their lives in 

search of answers, but most of us give up because there seem to be none.  

 

Why is there so much suffering and injustice in this world?  Is there any final justice?  Young people 

are especially concerned, yet as we grow older we lack the courage to confront such questions.  

Eventually we start waiting for and fearing death.   

 

As our lives pass by, the basic questions remain unsolved.  We are so used to living with doubt and 

ignorance that we are no longer aware of the overwhelming issues, while the trivial ones keep us 

awake at night.  We stick to a world of short-term solutions, so-called realism, but remain deaf to the 

pleas of our very existence.  The bigger the questions are, the more we leave them hanging. 

 

During childhood we may have wondered where people come from, why they all grow old and die, 

and why no one ever returns.  As we came of age we may have mulled over such mysteries as 

nature’s glorious beauty and disastrous cruelty, man’s angelic goodness and demonic evil, God’s 

infinite love and the suffering of his innocent creatures.  We may have wondered about the existence 

of a higher, invisible reality, another world and other spiritual beings, or about the beginning of time 

and the end of space.  

 

As we get older we doubt the purpose of achieving anything, realizing that we have to leave 

everything behind.  What is the meaning of it all if everything comes to an end?  For ages and ages 

people have lived and died, toiled and thought, fought and feasted, but for what?  What happened to 

them, and what will happen to us?  Will our efforts and achievements, goodwill and sacrifice be in 

vain?  Why does absolutely nothing last? 

 

Why do our lives appear to be preset as soon as we are born, and why do we seem to lack the power 

to control or change our basic life course?  Some are “born to be” intelligent and successful while 

others are “thrown into this world” to fail and suffer, born with the wrong genes or in the wrong 
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place, unable to achieve a decent existence no matter how hard they try.  Is all inequality on earth 

due to randomness and mere chance, or to the will of God, or is it our own fault?  Why is a lifetime 

so short – in the middle of all eternity – and so meager, confined to so few things and opportunities, 

while the majority of mankind cannot even enjoy the little we have?    

 

If intelligent life on this planet evolved as an accident, how could dead matter produce living spirit?  

How could a genius or a spontaneous child emerge from unpredictable particles?  Does man shape 

his destiny or does nature shape man; and who or what shapes nature?    If everything happens by 

chance, how can the forces that shape life and the universe – in a dazzling display of order-in-

diversity still far beyond the grasp of science – be blind? 

 

A pressing question is: How should I live my life?  Am I thinking and doing the right thing?  Is life 

about self-satisfaction, to enjoy as much as we can, or does the pursuit of happiness mean living a 

moral, virtuous life?  Are we responsible for what we do, or can we get away with it, as if all 

cheating, stealing, and killing never happened?  Are good and evil, right and wrong universal 

principles, or just conventions of changing times and different cultures?  If I have a free will, why 

can’t I control my own thoughts and impulses, why do I “fail to accomplish the things I want to do 

and find myself doing the very things I hate?” (Rom 7:15) 

 

If life goes beyond the grave, why can’t we know for sure?  If there is more to the universe (totality 

of being) than meets the eye, why can’t we detect and prove it?  Can we see reality “just as it is” or 

can we only look through a peephole of some space and time, confined to what our limited 

perceptions and changing impressions tell us?  Are we alone, the only souls in dark, cold space?   

 

What is our worth; are we nothing more than biology and brain chemistry, fleeting contingencies in 

an aimless cosmos?  Do we exist due to other forces, determined by other causes and conditions, or 

are we self?  What is the value of having opinions and convictions, and what about the other 

(contradicting) views; which are true, or is there no truth?  Why, then, do we stick to our own views 

as if we alone are right?   

 

A crucial question is whether this is our first and last chance, our one and only lifetime?  Or should 

we “spend no time worrying what else there might be because this life is what we’ve got, and 

thereafter nothing can happen to us because there will be no us for anything to happen to” (a 

university professor)?  

 

When we encounter a minor setback or a major disaster, we wonder why we should suffer (and 

others not), and why this, our very own life, obstinately runs its course, beyond our will and control, 

beyond all human power and progress.  Sooner or later we come to realize the true condition we are 

in – a fragile body carrying a terminal disease called mortality – with no way out but a dead end.   

 

Life offers more paradoxical experiences and conflicting emotions, from happiness to sorrow, from 

expectation to disappointment, joy to despair, peaceful clarity to overwhelming confusion.  There are 
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moments when “all is bright and love is everywhere,” and moments when we “cannot take it 

anymore,” with much boredom in between.  From birth to death, we do not know why things happen 

to us, and why they always change.   

 

Life is so unpredictable that we do not really know if we will still be around tomorrow.  Faced with 

such ignorance and impotence we do not know how to deal with our problems, let alone how to solve 

them once and for all.  We spend our lifetime rushing about, working hard to create some certainty, 

to secure solutions from others, from governments and laws, scientists and experts, religious advisers 

and other gurus.  But since they cannot solve their own problems, how could they solve ours? 

 

We do not have to be philosophers to sense the real questions.  Just as we do not travel anywhere 

without knowing where we are going, how can we make a lifetime’s journey without wondering?  

Even if we do not care to know the reason for being and for being as we are, we cannot avoid 

worrying about how long we will be healthy and what kind of luck is waiting.  People with power 

and success readily admit that their achievement was mainly a matter of luck; but where does good 

and bad luck come from?  

 

We are born to wonder and to wander in search of “something” we seem to have lost.  Humankind 

has tried everything: learning and skill, power and prosperity, pleasure and renunciation, excitement 

and silence, ruthless war and worship of God.  We have been through it all and after more than two 

millennia of research and development we are still at the beginning, still groping in the dark, from 

origin to destiny.  Human civilization is an endless variation on the same theme; the hope of solving 

the questions is the hidden persuasion behind all quests, whether they are political, social, economic, 

scientific, artistic, philosophical, or religious. 

 

 The Answers of Religion, Philosophy, and Science 

 

One may believe that religion has provided the answers.  All traditional faiths claim to have solved 

the questions, offering doctrines with explanations from the beginning (genesis) to the end 

(eschatology) of the world.  It is because of the unsolved questions that religions exist.   

 

Religious beliefs are based on “hearsay,” on supernatural revelations and not on positive findings.  

They assume that the human mind lacks the capacity to know, and that there is no solution for now, 

that this life is only a prelude, that the real thing comes after we die.  

 

Religions are man’s protest against the omnipotence of death.  They base their faith on another, 

invisible reality and pass the responsibility for this life and world on to another power.  All emphasis 

is on God, not on man but on an other-than-actual, unknown dimension that is separate from the here 

and now.  From that other power religious representatives on earth derive their authority, 

independent from and above secular power.  It is only through that super-reality that man can be 

saved.  But to see that reality come true we must wait until we close our eyes.   
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Religions assume the deficiency of human nature, the inferiority of man and the superiority of the 

divine; self is defective and the Other perfect.  All and everything originates with a Creator Lord; life 

and death are His free gift and we depend on Him for our very existence.  “The believer knows that 

this life is in the hands of God: ‘You, O Lord, hold my lot’ (Ps. 16:5), and he accepts from God the 

need to die: ‘This is the decree from the Lord for all flesh, and how can you reject the good pleasure 

of the Most High?’ (Sir. 41:3-4)… In life and death, he has to entrust himself completely to the good 

pleasure of the Most High, to his loving plan” (Pope John Paul II).  God’s ways may be mysterious, 

His plan inscrutable, but his judgment and wisdom are unquestionable.  “Trust in the Lord with all 

thine heart, and lean not unto thine own understanding” (Prov 3:5).     

 

The founders of religions were undoubtedly great men of vision and spiritual accomplishment.  We 

owe religions much respect for their contributions to mankind, for the inspiration of ethics and 

morality, hope and love, goodness and beauty they have generated over the centuries.  Without the 

values and principles they represent, this world would surely be a less humane place.   

 

It was not the founders, however, but their followers who, lacking a similar spiritual attainment, 

established what became typical of religions: blind faith, scriptures calling for unquestioning belief, 

churches assuming unquestionable authority.  They demanded trust in what could not be verified, 

much like a forbidden territory or military zone where no one can trespass, under the assurance that 

one’s interests are taken care of.  When we believe we do not question anymore, but the questions 

remain.   

 

Believing that the problems were solved did, in fact, create more problems that persist to this day: 

religions claim to possess the one and only truth but they ignore, deny, oppose, or even fight each 

other.  Dogmatism, claiming unconditional legitimacy for one’s ideology, has justified proselytism, 

discrimination, persecution, holy wars, and oppression of the weak by the strong.  On the secular 

scene, not-knowing the answers led to a host of semi-religious attitudes and myriad myths old and 

new.  Few advisers, religious or other, do not enjoy guiding others: Listen to me and you are right! 

 

Sages enlightened others by their own enlightenment, 

Nowadays people try to enlighten others by their own confusion.
2
 

 

* * * 

 

When religions fell short of providing evidence for their claims, philosophers and scientists went 

their own way, without religion.  Metaphysics and ontology made it their task to look behind the 

door of religion to understand the nature of reality.  Out of this search came monism, dualism and 

other ‘isms’.  While getting entangled in the dispute about the basic principle and substance of being, 

other contradictions arose, such as idealism and materialism, theism and atheism.  Confronted with 

                                                
2.  Mencius, a Chinese philosopher of the fourth century BC; VII B 20 
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these differing opinions and theories, philosophers then questioned what all assumptions were based 

upon, whether there was anything wrong with the questioner, whether man's thought as an 

instrument to discover the truth was well equipped for such a search after all.  Logic and 

epistemology made it their task to determine whether human thought and language are capable of 

pronouncing truth.  Only after these issues have been cleared will it be possible for philosophy to 

shed light on the real issues.  As long as thought does not provide certainty, one must resort to faith, 

yet who will draw the line between faith and superstition? 

 

After more than two thousand years of speculation, philosophy is still coping with the problems of 

understanding and language.  In other words, humanity is still looking at its tool and has not yet 

reached the stage of real “philo-sophy” or “love of wisdom”.  The failure of philosophy to provide 

certainty encouraged the empiricism of positive science.  If nothing could be seen one could at least 

touch.  Although science is mainly concerned with the nature of matter and its applications, its 

original intention is not that different from religion and philosophy: to understand the nature of the 

world, to “decipher the cosmic code” and discover the source and substance of life and the universe.  

Yet, no matter how much science and technology have changed the face of the earth, no matter how 

far research reaches, from quarks to quasars, the questions remain.  In fact, the deeper and farther 

modern science explores matter and space, the more questions surface and the greater the mystery 

grows.  (One important scientific problem of our day is that the fundamental theories of gravity and 

quantum mechanics are in conflict).  

 

The newest, fascinating discoveries reflect amidst dazzling complexity an even more awe-inspiring 

order, from the cosmic to the biological level, of a universe that is completely self-organized and 

self-sustained.  The universe displays an inexhaustible creativity and autonomy, leaving no place for 

an other/external agent who set it in motion or placed it under its control.  Nature obeys no other 

laws than its own.  “The more a man is imbued with the ordered regularity of all events, the firmer 

becomes his conviction that there is no room left by the side of this ordered regularity for causes of a 

different nature.  For him neither the rule of human nor divine will exists as an independent cause of 

natural events,” said Albert Einstein.  “If the universe is really completely self-contained, having no 

boundary or edge, it would have neither beginning nor end: it would simply be. What place, then, for 

a creator?” asks Stephen Hawking (A Brief History of Time). 

 

Scientists are the first to admit that science knows only what our senses and instruments tell us about 

how nature works, revealing nothing but descriptions in terms of measurements, values, standards, 

principles, and formulas they constructed in the first place.  “Physical concepts are free creations of 

the human mind, and are not, however it may seem, uniquely determined by the external world... All 

our science, measured against reality, is primitive and childlike.” (Einstein) 
3
  Science and 

technology are still at the beginning of their journey; they know how to use electricity and travel to 

the moon but cannot yet produce a leaf of grass, not even one cell.  What will science look like when 

                                                
3.  Albert Einstein, The Evolution of Physics, 33 
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the current formulas and theories are outdated, a hundred or a thousand or a hundred thousand years 

from now? (Imagine a planet where civilization started a million years earlier.
4
)    

 

The growing complexity of the sciences has created more, not less, uncertainty.  The many learned 

disciplines are disconnected and cannot communicate with each other.  Physics and metaphysics, 

cosmology and ethics, psychology and chemistry, for example, cannot converse in the modern, 

sophisticated mind.  All fields of knowledge have become so specialized and complex that even the 

most brilliant minds cannot encompass them.  The fragmentation of our view of the whole has made 

us lose sight of the fact that all fragments are but man-made models and labels, artificial paradigms 

and thought constructs imposed upon one reality, a natural and indivisible totality that has none of 

these.  

 

Modern science is based on the assumption that matter is the only reality, but matter cannot explain 

itself.  The study of phenomena registers the how of things but does not clarify their meaning.  In a 

materialistic worldview, reality is reduced to quantity, to data that can be measured, analyzed, and 

stored.  But no one knows what is actually measured – what energy is, for example.  Consciousness 

is emptied of its essence and considered an epi-phenomenon, a secondary phenomenon resulting 

from neuro-chemical processes of the brain (professional literature talks about the mind as “the 

brain”).  Intelligent life on earth is a splendid but accidental occurrence of mindless matter.  Behavior 

is the result of genes (DNA, chemistry).  Medicine looks at physical symptoms with almost no one to 

investigate the mental and meta-physical roots of health and disease.  Such narrow sciences cannot 

explain the whole, self and the world, matter and spirit.  “We shall not expect the natural sciences to 

give us direct insight into the nature of the spirit.”
5
  Since in real life spirit and quality – such as 

happiness, truth, goodness, and beauty – matters more than matter (quantity), could that not be part 

of “the universe” too? 

 

On the other hand, the new sciences enable us to ponder the mysteries of life and the universe in a 

more adequate and broader context than before.  We are struck by the insignificance of our earthly 

existence, not only on a cosmic scale but also uncovering the limitations and conditioning of the 

human brain.  Modern man is more aware of his smallness and transience but also of his central 

importance as conscious intellect.  A sign of a new era ahead is that the physical sciences have 

pushed to the end of matter and discovered that its basis is not solid after all but void, “a nothingness 

with an infinite potential of energy that is everywhere”.  Nothing is fixed and stable, but all is in 

constant flux and global, cosmic interaction (quantum physics).   

 

No longer sure of their founding principle – that the study of matter can explain everything – the 

sciences have suggested that the basic quality of the universe might be consciousness.  Max Planck 

                                                
4.  “Stephen Hawking hypothesizing the consequences of aliens visiting Earth: ‘I think the outcome would be 

much as when Christopher Columbus first landed in America, which didn’t turn out very well for the Native 

Americans’.” Time   

5.  Erwin Schrödinger, What is Life? & Other Scientific Essays, 232 
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said at the beginning of the quantum revolution: “Consciousness I regard as fundamental, and matter 

as derivative from consciousness... everything that we regard as existing postulates consciousness.”  

And more recent: “Another idea of science is appearing, in which information instead of matter plays 

a leading role. Physicists, for centuries, have thought matter to be the basis of physical theories. Now 

a movement is afoot that considers information as primary and matter to be what arises from a 

correct understanding of information… John Archibald Wheeler, the physicist who invented the 

terms black hole and wormhole, also believes that information is the basis of everything” (Paul 

Davies).
6 
 Since all perception and knowledge arises in the mind, that is where science will 

eventually turn to, inside and not outside, in order to break through the screen of matter.  But that 

demands a more difficult discipline, to train and clear the mind first – the main purpose of 

Buddhism. 

 

While modern science has revealed that all matter in the universe is basically empty, void of any 

independent, unchanging substance, modern man has created a culture that is based on the opposite 

view, that of unprecedented materialism.  Science and technology have removed boundaries and 

superstitions but also created new ones, such as the belief that scientific knowledge is the only way 

of knowledge, and that we have no obligation to look any further than what sensory experience tells 

us.  After the decline of the traditional faiths, science has been idealized as the new religion, 

promising to solve the questions (and installing new dogma and hierarchy as well).  Words like 

“scientifically unjustifiable” and “rationally inexplicable” sound like charges of superstition and 

heresy.  But scientists know better; they realize that we are still at the beginning of knowledge, only 

scratching the surface, and that they receive more authority than their science can warrant.  Modern 

man is mesmerized by science because it offers at least some positive certainty, but do we have to 

wait until it discovers the deeper layers of energy and matter, of life and mind, in order to solve the 

basic questions and develop a more intelligent civilization? 

 

* * * 

 

Positivistic science concluded that the human mind is the product of brain chemistry and human life 

the result of evolutionary circumstances.  It tries to solve man’s problems by controlling physical 

conditions.  Western religion, on the other hand, believes in an invisible super being, and tries to 

solve man’s problems by seeking divine mercy and grace.  But neither theism nor materialism rely 

on and fully realize the potential of the human mind.  Both look outside the self for another agent, 

either an “empty” concept of matter or a vague divine spirit.  Unlike science and religion, Buddhism 

honors human nature.  

 

Modern trends show that when morality is based on divine commandments, ethics break down when 

religious beliefs break down.  The tragedy is that when the moral dimension of life is ignored, human 

nature and its innate potential for truth and vision remains undeveloped and leaves society “with 

nowhere to go. As we go up in terms of civilization, we go down in spiritual decay and emptiness of 

                                                
6. “Toward the Invisible” in Mind, Life, and Universe, ed. Lynn Margulis and Eduardo Punset, 317 
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the soul. The vacuum and devastation of the soul is very alarming...” said Alexander Solzhenitsyn 

(the Nobel laureate who is credited for single-handedly bringing down the Soviet empire).  “In the 

twentieth century, the universal tendency, not only in the West but everywhere, was to destroy any 

hierarchies so that everyone could act just as he or she wants without regarding any moral authority.  

This has already been reflected in, and has influenced, the whole of world culture, and the level of 

world culture has been lowered as a result.”
 7
   

 

When democracy means equal rights for all opinions, for falsity as well as truth, for amorality as 

well as morality, mean as well as noble, twisted and uninformed as well as responsible and wise; 

when the ideal of liberty entails relativism and liberalism or freedom from value and principle, duty 

and discipline, then it creates more slavery on the treadmill of self-satisfaction.  When emancipation 

means to think and do as we please and dispatch “the moral order of the universe” to the relics of 

history; when traditional values are abolished to respect everyone’s whims, egalitarian rights and 

hollow creeds like political correctness, ideological equivalence, indifference, permissiveness, 

skepticism, and agnosticism, then the distinctive core of being human – i.e. intelligent-moral-

spiritual as opposed to dumb-sensual-animal – becomes less instead of more developed; as is 

manifest in the decadence of our culture.   

 

“We are moving toward a dictatorship of relativism which does not recognize anything as for certain 

and which has as its highest goal one’s own ego and one’s own desires.” (Pope Benedict XVI)  The 

result is agnosticism or primitive beliefs, or both. “I frequently meet scientists who, outside their 

narrow discipline, are superstitious...  The existing religions just aren’t big enough: we demand 

something more from God than the existing depictions in the Christian faith can provide... The ‘death 

of God’ has been accompanied by the birth of a plethora of new idols… from strange pagan cults and 

sects to silly, sub-Christian superstitions.” (Umberto Ecco) 
8
 

 

The irony is that, besides Darwin, Marx, and Freud, religion itself is to blame for the loss of moral 

clarity and genuine spirituality.  By submitting morality to supernatural faith and biblical authority, 

religion alienated it from its human roots, from its intrinsic value and importance.  The result is that 

spirituality – in the sense of understanding, knowing and seeing what life and the universe are all 

about, the highest function of human intelligence – has gone into its deepest slumber in history; as 

enlightened masters in the East have warned.   

 

The founding fathers of America established a land of democracy and opportunity for more, not less, 

spirit; for moral perfection, to upgrade and not downgrade or discredit virtue.  They would be 

embarrassed to see their democracy turned into mass lobby.  As Thoreau complained: “Why level 

downward to our dullest perception always, and praise that as common sense? The commonest sense 

is the sense of men asleep, which they express by snoring.”
9
  When looking back at people like 

                                                
7.  Dialogues with Solzhenitsyn, 2006 interview  

8.  2007 interview 

9.  Henry David Thoreau, Walden 
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Thoreau and his mentor Emerson, it is obvious that the moral-spiritual awareness of our time has 

fallen way below theirs.  Transcendentalists embarked on a path of spiritual self-reliance and 

universal wisdom that transcended both sectarian-dogmatic faith and rational-scientific materialism.  

Instead of following in their footsteps we have turned backward, back to dualistic-theistic beliefs and 

fundamentalist assumptions.  Instead of becoming more aware and opening up a greater, higher, and 

deeper reality, modern religion has shrunk into primitive forms of religion – God as big Santa Claus 

and meddler in personal affairs.  

 

George Washington declared in his inaugural address: “The foundation of our national policy will be 

laid in the pure and immutable principles of private morality”, and in his final address: “Can it be 

that Providence has not connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue?”  His generation 

still knew how reality works, and what the founding principles of a new world-order ought to be.  

Like the founders of human civilization in both East and West, they knew that “the element that 

counts for the most is no doubt the ethical one.  Confucius [founder of “the most stable culture and 

polity known to history,” David Nivison, Arthur Wright] was convinced that the cosmos is a moral 

order and that human affairs can prosper only when they are in harmony with the moral nature of the 

world.”
 10 

  

 

The purpose of being human, to understand life and live accordingly, is now absent from civil 

culture.  The highest form of learning, learning to be human has fallen into oblivion and is missing 

from our schools.  The younger generation is aware of it: “The education we have received here is 

not only incomplete, it is entirely hollow… The spirit of intellectual thought is lost… the most 

important questions were not asked.  Things like ethics, things that define who we are, were 

ignored… I urge you to re-evaluate what it means to be educated,” said the valedictorian at a high 

school commencement speech; “if you were there you would have seen the kids stand up and clap.” 

(CNS.com, 06/29/2006) 
 

The younger generation faces a void.  What is good and bad, right and wrong? is their frequent, 

honest question.  Lacking genuine guidance and support (instead of sectarian or libertarian 

indoctrination) they cope with the anxiety of a meaningless road ahead.  Missing discipline and 

virtue, their source of energy and inspiration fails them and increasingly sinks them in depression.
11

  

The older generation looks on helplessly, deploring the loss of ethical values that made them strong 

and happy.  They wonder if history is not repeating itself, considering that the rise and fall of nations 

                                                
10.  Frederick Mote, Intellectual Foundations of China (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1989), 39 
11.  “In a depressing new book Lost in Transition, The Dark Side of Emerging Adulthood [by Christian Smith 

a.o.], a group of sociologists documents how people in their late teens and early twenties have come to view 

moral choices as ‘just a matter of individual taste’, and seem perplexed when asked to make judgments about 

behavior that earlier generations would clearly label as wrong...  From blind deference to churches and 

authority, our society has swung to the other extreme, and now morality is purely ‘something that emerges in 

the privacy of your own heart’.” (David Brooks in The New York Times, quoted in The Week, 9/23/2011) 
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depends on the moral-spiritual quality of its people, not on quantities of any kind; and if the 

“progressives” are in fact not “retrogressives.” 

 

Unprecedented is modern down-to-earth-ism.  From ancient to recent times Heaven played a 

dominant role in the lives of most peoples and cultures; witness the influence of the Bible and the 

landscape of the earth, studded with churches and temples.  When awareness of Heaven preoccupied 

the human mind, earthly activity was subjected to its divine service and prize; modern society is 

driven by goods and services, lining its main streets with sanctuaries of finance and price.  And when 

turning to religion, modern man slips into the business of supplication, making a mockery of God 

and Heaven, called upon to serve their fancies. “Let us pray, that we may win” (and the others lose). 

 

So-called quality of life is reduced to quantity, to economic efficiency, physical comfort, and sensual 

pleasure.  Modern civilization has established a world order that is based on human weakness, not 

greatness, on selfishness and strife (competition to eliminate the other), not virtue, on ever growing 

greed and need (more consumption for more production for more profit for more consumption); on a 

“world order” that would collapse without these constituent flaws.  Would it not be naive to be proud 

of a civilization that, after its most advanced and bloodiest century in history, proclaims Business as 

its highest goal, honoring in deadly earnest the motto: “We don't care, as long as we make money!” 

(i.e. move money from others’ pockets into our own).  Or to borrow a more gentle expression from 

another ancient Chinese sage (who like the greatest minds in history had none of the conveniences 

we now consider indispensable):  

 

 One knows how to gain one's ends,  

But one does not know why these are one's ends.
12

 

 

 The Mind Experiment 

 

There has been a discipline, however, that has been around for two and half millennia but is still 

largely unknown: the teaching of Buddha, a “perfectly enlightened one.”  Arnold Toynbee observed 

“the coming of Buddhism to the West may well prove to be the most important event of the twentieth 

century” (A Study of History).  But the West has yet to prove the great historian right.   

 

Buddhism is not what most people think it is.  Its founder did not intend it to be a religious belief 

system based on supernatural faith, revelation and scripture, worship and clergy.  The Buddha was a 

human teacher, a searcher and finder of the truth we are all looking for.  That you do not have to 

believe to be truly spiritual is the message of Buddhism. 

 

The Buddha is not a deity, nor is he an atheist.  His teaching affirms what religions have in common: 

the importance of morality and ethics, concern for others, self-cultivation and mindfulness, and a 

worldview that goes far beyond a short lifetime on earth.  But Buddhism also explains the 

                                                
12.  Zhuangzi, also from the fourth century BCE; 29.82 
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differences among religions, why they disagree and what steps shoud be taken to arrive at a correct 

understanding, and match our age of globalization with a higher level of common, universal wisdom.   

 

As a secular spirituality, Buddhism shows that the human mind is capable of “knowing and seeing 

for oneself” the source and substance of all reality, on earth as in heaven.  It explains the totality of 

being and highlights important issues that are not present in religions, such as karma and rebirth, and 

an infinite range of heavens and gods, none of which are eternal or absolute.   

 

Its highest doctrine is called “non-duality” because the ultimate nature of reality is “only one.”  

There are not two realities, one natural and one supernatural; there is only one source for all creation, 

for both matter and spirit.  Real salvation, unconditional and everlasting deliverance from suffering 

and ignorance, does not depend on the intervention of a mysterious Other but on self-realization.  

 

Buddhism offers a common ground for believers as well as nonbelievers, and a clarification of God 

even agnostics can accept.  The common ground of Buddhism is “the ground of being” we all stand 

upon.  Unlike other religions, the Buddhist path explores the inside, and unlike other philosophies, it 

reveals a dimension of the mind that is still unrecognized in the West.  The Buddha’s discovery is a 

“science of the mind,” his teaching an empirical and verifiable theory-with-praxis to know for certain 

what Mind, Life and the Universe are all about, in this or any other world.  This knowledge also 

means power, to know how to achieve liberation and autonomy.  Such wisdom has been well known 

and documented in the East as “omniscience” and “enlightenment.”  One must wonder why 

Buddhism is not better known in the West.  

 

“Buddhism is not Buddhism” and the Buddha was not a Buddhist but a human being who showed 

“the only way” for all spirituality.  Innumerable, known and unknown, are those in the past who 

followed his advice and solved the questions Western religion, philosophy, and science are still 

struggling with.  

 

 Mind Training 

 

One could read books and learn for years about thermodynamics, but there is only one way to know 

what heat is: to stick out a finger and feel.  When we experience something, we do not think, but as 

soon as we think of it the experience is gone, because we are not (in the) present anymore but absent-

minded, away from the here-and-now into thoughts-about-it.   

 

Thoughts know nothing but themselves.  Intellectual learning and analytical thinking is indispensable 

but it should not be taken for realizing the truth.  A dozen PhD’s cannot reveal the nature of ultimate 

reality, and yet, we have the habit of taking thoughts-about reality for reality.  To experience instead 

of having ideas, opinions and beliefs, is as important as taking medicine instead of reading its label.  

Thoughts are like curtains before our window, and once removed, light shines in all of itself.  

Wisdom arises when the mind experiences pure concentration. 
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The central practice of Buddhism is therefore meditation, consisting of the dual practice of “stopping 

and discerning” (samatha and vipassana).  To stop thinking comes first because without abiding in 

tranquility no real insight and contemplation can take place.  The mind is like a mirror of water, only 

yielding clear reflections when still.  To experience true reality the mind has to be silent, not a blank 

but a clear, empty, open mind. 

 

The ordinary state of mind is “like a waterfall” said the Buddha, incessantly and uncontrollably 

flowing with thoughts and images, even as we sleep.  To pay attention the whole world has to stop in 

order to focus on one thing (like focusing a camera on one point for the whole picture to become 

clear).  Concentration is the pivot of spirituality as it is of all human activity: no believer can pray, no 

student learn, no philosopher think, no scientist discover, no artist create, and no child can play 

without it.  “You need only to develop concentration,” the Buddha said, “because the one who is 

concentrated sees things conform to reality.”   

 

Buddhist meditation is a neutral discipline that neither assumes nor ponders (as in religion and 

philosophy).  Its simple act of “resting and stopping” is a most refreshing and rejuvenating exercise 

that energizes the body and the brain (the first remedy for discomfort and disease is rest).  It suffuses 

the mind with fresh energy and clear sight, and it amplifies mind power to enhance any task at hand.  

It not only generates profound peace and spiritual joy but also physical bliss and vital, healing 

energy.   

 

“Scientists [have found] that meditation not only reduces stress but also reshapes the brain” (Time, 

Jan.10, 2006).  A newsletter of the Harvard Medical School reported: “Modern science is 

investigating the ancient practice of meditation, and uncovering strong evidence of . . . better mental 

and physical health. Over the past three decades, researchers . . . have published more than 1,000 

peer-reviewed articles on meditation. Their work suggests that regular practice of meditation is 

linked to – among other things – significant relief from a variety of stress-related physical and mental 

problems, a stronger immune system, longer life, increased energy, and positive changes in brain 

function.” 
13 

 

 

As all spiritual traditions know, higher consciousness goes hand in hand with daily practice.  Insight 

and vision, inspiration and wisdom decline when concentration power declines, and concentration 

declines when discipline declines.  These three, [1] moral conduct, [2] concentration, and [3] wisdom 

rely on each other like the three legs of a tripod; no insight and wisdom without concentration, and 

no concentration power without correct conduct and much merit from virtue.  Socrates, for example, 

the founding father of Western philosophy and science, had an incredible concentration power; he 

was not only “the wisest” but also “the most virtuous man of his time.” 

 

                                                
13  “Meditation—The Relaxation Remedy,” in Mind, Mood and Memory, July 2006, newsletter published by 

the Massachusetts General Hospital and the Harvard Medical School 
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Buddhist adepts sit in meditation for hours and even for days without moving a thought, a leg or an 

eyelid.  They experience a state of mind-body that is characterized by “lightness and ease.”  Pure 

energy, light, and bliss enable them to practice in optimal comfort for as long as they wish.  This 

does not happen overnight and like every art and proficiency, spiritual cultivation has to be learned 

step by step, based on exercise, method, and time. 

 

An ancient Zen master said that meditation is like learning archery; only after long practice do 

you hit the bull’s-eye. Enlightenment is experienced instantaneously, but meditation work must 

be done over a long time, like a bird that when first hatched is naked and scrawny, but then 

grows feathers as it is nourished, until it can fly high and far. 
14

 

 

“Mens sana in corpore sano,” a healthy mind in a healthy body becomes more important as the level of 

consciousness rises.  It cannot be emphasized enough that for spiritual realization to be genuine, and to 

provide certitude beyond the grave, a tangible mind-body transformation is the basis.  In this new, 

hitherto unthinkable meditative state of mind, called dhyana-samadhi, one’s physical energy circuitry is 

purified and opened up to flow through and fill all cells of the body, which then produces more clarity 

(like a battery for light) than the dimness we witness now.  En‘light’enment is nothing but the activation 

of the pure and original knowing luminosity of our mind-ground, shining eternally but usually only 

glimpsed just before dying. 

 

Western religion has considered it unorthodox for spirituality to involve the body (see the Vatican’s 

pronouncements on yoga, for instance), believing that “the soul cannot see God” unless it leaves the 

body, after death.  “No one organism can possibly yield to its owner the whole body of truth” said 

William James, one of America’s greatest thinkers.  This is true for a normal organism without 

meditative wisdom capacity.  But as can be learned from mystics or God-seers, the highest achievers of 

religion, they experienced not only mental ecstasy but also intense physical rapture.  That is why they 

often described their experience in terms of erotic love and spiritual marriage (see e.g. the Song of 

Songs in the Bible).  In the East, the vital connection between body and mind has been thoroughly 

explored and developed into a spiritual science that does not fail.  

 

Spirituality for the New Millennium 

 

Wisdom and Knowledge shall be the Stability of thy Times 

is the prophet’s warning on the entrance of the Rockefeller Center in New York (Isaiah 33.6).  It has not lost 

any of its urgency.  The crucial question for our time is how the human mind can attain “wisdom and 

knowledge,” to reach a view that is conform to Reality, pave the way for a revolution of intelligence and 

start a truly new age of global peace and happiness.   

 

The reason for different opinions, contradicting beliefs and conflicting worldviews is not different 

worlds but different views.  Disagreement arises when partial truths and subjective opinions are 

                                                
14 Chan Master Yuan Wu (1063-1135), Thomas Cleary, Zen Essence, (Boston: Shambhala, 1989), 35. 
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considered as complete and absolute.  “The theorizing mind tends always to the oversimplification of its 

materials. This is the root of all that absolutism and one-sided dogmatism by which both philosophy and 

religion have been infested” (William James). 
15

 

 

For example, Christians, Jews, Muslims, and Hindus are correct to believe in different gods and 

heavens, because that is how it is.  Agnostics, on the other hand, are also right not to believe in any, 

because none of these beliefs really matter – all being, on earth as in heaven, is impermanent and 

relative, subject to causes and conditioned to come to be and then fall away (Chapter 1) – as long as they 

value the worth and consequences of human conduct.  Religions are right to believe in the seriousness of 

good and evil (karma) and its grave consequences resulting in heaven and hell, but they are wrong to 

assume that these states are eternal (Chapters 3 and 4).   

 

Buddhism offers the “middle way” between believing that a God in Heaven created us and the world, 

and thinking that He is a delusion and we the work of evolution, mutant apes.  There is “intelligent 

design,” not just haphazard, mindless evolution, but not in the sense of religious fundamentalism or even 

the Deism of the founding fathers.  The creative force behind all existence is supremely intelligent and 

just (how else could there be science?). 

   

Destiny depends on one’s personal conduct, on the right or wrong use of Mind.  The basic law of 

existence (Dharma) is the rule of moral causality that applies equally to all.  Karma is the power of 

creation that also brought the gods to what and where they are. 

 

The main difference between religion and Buddhism is self-responsibility.  We do not suffer against our 

will because of God’s will (to test or tease us), or because the supreme Intelligence of the universe got it 

wrong, but because of our own wrongness.  Correct use of the life-force brings only good karma, from 

excellence on earth to splendid life in heaven.  Self-created karma is responsible for good and bad luck, 

for poverty and disease, for dissatisfaction among the lower classes and mediocrity in the rich.  Conflict 

and violence, spiritual decline and environmental decay, even natural disasters, all is the result of mind-

created karma.   

 

Believers struggle with the realities of evil and suffering (“how could an all-loving and almighty Creator 

let this happen?”), while non-believers may see nothing but mere fluke and chance.  Karma, meaning 

volition and conscious intention to act, holds the middle between the “inscrutable workings of 

Providence” and blunt meaninglessness.  It also solves “the battle between those who think that 

character comes from nature and those who think that nurturing is the key,” as present nature is the 

result of former nurture (Chapter 4). 

 

“To avoid evil, do more good, and purify the mind is the message of the Buddhas.”  Buddhist meditation 

is for the sake of purification or self-correction, concentration power is for wisdom, for “clearly 

knowing and seeing” not only the outside world but the inside in the first place.  When meditation is 

                                                
15 William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New York: Penguin Classics, 1985), 26 
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correctly practiced no evil and no bad karma, the root of all suffering, can arise.  “All the evil in the 

world issues from man’s inability to sit quietly by himself for a while” (Blaise Pascal).  What is the use 

of cleaning up the outside if we do not purify the inside?  The damage on human civilization and on the 

environment wreaked by greed is obvious, and even more evident are the ravages and setbacks caused 

by hatred and war.  Less obvious, however, is the third of “the three poisons” or bad roots, namely 

delusion or non-enlightenment; ignorance is the very “first cause.”   

 

Spirituality, in its final analysis, is not a process of construction but deconstruction, to eliminate the 

wrong views and tendencies that bind us to the endless birth-death cycle of Samsara (Chapter 6).  Only 

a pure mind can arrive at the inner silence from which the true nature of self and the world can be seen.  

The “mind experiment” is thus not to learn new things but to dissolve what stands in the Way of its self-

revelation.   

 

The benefits of meditation, from blissful tranquility to divine ecstasy, from healthy longevity to 

clairvoyance and miraculous powers, are not the goal of Buddhism.  These are side effects, flowers 

along the road; to dwell on them for their own sake is to stray from wisdom or seeing the truth about all 

phenomena.  Only pure concentration power leads to the wisdom that is “transcendental,” because all 

phenomena and all states of mind, life and death, worlds and heavens are transcended.   

 

All things are too narrow for me;  

I am so wide: I behold an uncreated in eternity. 
16

 

 

When beholding the eternal and infinite Uncreated source of creation, all creations are transcended: 

 

 When you are in what is not time, not space, not form, not motion and not thought, 

 and see what you perceive when nothing is perceived, then you see the original Mind. 

 

Enlightenment is therefore immediate, without the intermediate states of thought or feeling.  This does 

not mean that nothing needs to be done, that there are no prerequisites and intermediate goals to be 

realized.  The road to enlightenment is long and arduous because the un-enlightenment of the mind is a 

hard and complex fact, built up during innumerable former lives.  There is no sudden enlightenment 

without gradual practice and there is no cultivation work that, if correct, does not tend toward 

enlightenment.  Spiritual cultivation involves systematic, step-by-stpe training, and enlightenment is the 

outcome of exact attainments and specific fulfillments (Chapters 6 and 7).   

 

Spiritual adepts know that “it is not we who choose the Way but the Way that chooses us” (Dag 

Hammarskjöld).  The Way of self-realization is universal and nondenominational, proceeding of its own 

accord when the conditions of morality and virtue, concentration and insight are right.  There is no other 

Way.  Spiritual training is a matter of getting it right: correct thinking, correct conduct, and correct 

mindfulness lead to the correct samadhi (the Eightfold Path).  Without correct insight and (world)view, 

                                                
16  Hadewijch, a Flemish woman mystic of the 13th century; poem XXI 
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mere meditation or energy work (like yoga) is futile.  Without discipline, ethical and virtuous action, 

great merit from goodness and self-sacrifice, contemplation is sterile.  Without pure concentration 

power, transcendental wisdom is out of the question.  And without realizing “no-self” (only the mystics 

knew in the West; Chapter 8), there can be no real compassion or unconditional, universal love, and no 

view from the top of non-duality.  When one of the legs of the spiritual tripod is missing, such as moral 

discipline, the enterprise fails and so-called enlightenment is a deception. 

 

“The one prudence in life is concentration; the one evil is dissipation,” 
17

 said Ralph Waldo Emerson, 

“the wisest American.”  Concentration spontaneously induces awareness of “truth, goodness, and 

beauty” (Plato), confirming the moral and spiritual dimension that is at the origin of Western 

civilization, but in danger of being lost in our time.  It will enable religion to regain its original charisma 

and joy, to “experience something of God.”  Eventually it will clear away the human veils, hung 

throughout the ages, which tempt us ever again to reduce the Absolute to relatives, the Uncreated to our 

own creations.   

 

Buddhism is difficult and enlightenment extremely rare.  The difficulty of Buddhism, however, lies in its 

simplicity and our complexity.  For the nonbeliever, Buddhism is an exit out of a dead-end; it offers an 

antidote for agnosticism while not contradicting science and philosophy.  It directly shows the way 

toward the one reality that constitutes both matter and spirit, to reveal the Light that shines in this and 

every other world, and in every one of us.  For the believer, Buddhism provides a basis for dialogue 

among all, a common ground for worldwide ecumenism (not just a monotheistic family affair).  After 

all, to solve the questions is what every person is looking for.    

 

“There is only one reality, or it is not real.  There is no second, or it is not true” (Chan/Zen saying).  Not 

the paths we choose but the going matters, not the maps we study but the mountain is real.  To act in 

earnest we have to surrender our quiet stroll for a serious climb, as all realized ones did before us. 

                                                
17  Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Power” in Emerson, Essays and Lectures (New York: The Library of America, 

Literary Classics of the United States, 1983), 982 
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Chapter  1 

 

 SOME HARD BUT NOBLE TRUTHS 

 

Truth must of necessity be stranger than fiction, 

for we have made fiction to suit ourselves. 

G.K. Chesterton 

 

When I consider the impermanence of everything in this world, then I can find no 

delight in it. If this triad of old age, illness, and death did not exist, then all this 

loveliness would surely give me great pleasure . . .   If people, doomed to undergo old 

age, illness, and death, are carefree in their enjoyment with others who are in the 

same position, they behave like birds and beasts . . .   How strong and powerful must 

be your own mind that in the fleeting pleasures of the senses you find substance!  . . .  

The world looks to me as if ablaze with an all-consuming fire.  If a man has once 

grasped that death is quite inevitable, and if nevertheless greed arises in his heart, 

then he must surely have an iron will not to weep in this great danger but to enjoy it.
18

 

 

These words are from the Buddha when he was still a young man, before he set out on his quest for 

enlightenment.  They do not indicate any final truth, yet they tell us something about his initial 

approach.  His search, as all quests for truth, began with honesty, with seeing things as they are, and 

with facing — not evading or embellishing — the facts.  The basic facts about our life in this world 

are problematic and disturbing, and mankind has gone to great lengths to conceal and ignore them.  

To confront them is not a matter of pessimism but of realism. 

 

 Impermanence and Suffering 

 

The most obvious and least appreciated fact of our existence, for everybody at all times, is 

transience: the evanescence of things and the fleeting nature of life and the world.  Nothing is more 

pervasive, nothing worries us more, than impermanence. 

 

Life is a paradox, a blunt contradiction.  To come into this world also means to leave it. There is no 

problem on earth like life and death.  All other problems and contradictions arise from this one.  

There is not only no life without death, but all existence suffers the same fate: whatever is born has 

to die, whatever has a beginning has an end, and there is nothing without beginning.  All beginnings 

— creation, birth, innovation, formation, production, manifestation, etc. — end.   

 

What is born is new; it did not exist before and will be nonexistent again, never to come back.  

Coming to be and passing away, formation and decay is the condition of all existence.  All things, 

events and people, stars and galaxies, appear to disappear.  “To be” means to be suspended between 

                                                
18 Edward Conze, Buddhist Scriptures (Penguin Classics, 1959), 40-41 
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nothing and nothing, going from nowhere to nowhere.  “All existence is subject to origination, and 

all that originates is subject to cessation” – a Buddhist expression for the experience of “opening the 

truth eye,” the initial awakening when “entering the stream” of spiritual realization.     

 

What originates and ceases leads a vain existence, is basically hollow, void of substance or empty.  

Whatever we achieve and obtain, possess and control, we must eventually give up.  Whatever we 

gain seems to be in vain, whatever we do a waste.  Nothing belongs to us, as nothing can be-long; 

it all leaves us even before we leave it.  Everything is always becoming, coming and going out of 

existence, not actually “being,” never staying as it is. 

 

There is nothing we can grasp and hold.  As soon as something has arrived, it is already shifting and 

leaving, and we start looking for the next, the new being empty of the old.  The whole world is like 

this; all is constantly moving and changing, crumbling and vanishing as in “an all-consuming fire.”  

Have we never felt like “children playing in a house that is on fire?” (Buddha)  Or to quote an 

ancient Western sage, “Infantile rages, infantile games! Souls carrying corpses around!” (Marcus 

Aurelius) 
19

    

 

The present is already history as soon as we think of it.  What happened last week is already a dream, 

or even less.  There is nothing but now, but now does not be-long either; not a moment of it can be 

grasped; it is not only passing away, dying the instant it is born, but it is never the same either.  We 

cannot even take hold of our own thoughts; they leave us before we know, and although we may re-

think them and think of them as the same, they never are.  We seem to remember something as the 

same, but every thought is a new event, coming in a different way, subject to different circumstances.  

All that ever went through our heads has left without a trace.  The same is true for everything; there 

is nothing but formation of energy, constant transformation and dissipation.  There is no repetition, 

no exact recurrence, neither in our brain nor in the whole universe. 

 

There is nothing to be held.  To hold is to stagnate and disintegrate.  If we were to hold our breath, 

we would die.  In order to live we have to let go of every moment, every breath, until we give our 

last.  Our brain waves, breath, and blood are moving along with our whole body; all cells are 

changing and dying to make room for new ones.  The whole environment is changing and moving at 

tremendous speed, the speed of the earth’s rotation, its orbit in space, the galaxy’s orbit in space, and 

invisibly but fundamentally, at the speed of electrons.  Modern physics has shown that solid matter is 

not solid at all but composed of fast-moving particles, forming and disintegrating incessantly.  There 

is nothing constant in the whole universe – except the constant of change.   

 

There are only temporary events, meetings of shifting configurations of flowing and fleeting energy.  

Energy, the basic element of all phenomena, material and mental, cannot be held or stored, repeated 

or recovered.  And yet, it is omnipresent and inexhaustible; we only have to rub our hands to produce 

some.  There is not one fixed, solid, constant, incorruptible entity, essence, or substance in the whole 

                                                
19 Meditations, Book 9, 24 
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universe.  Inconstancy and transience mark everything.  When something is over, it is gone as if it 

had never been.  Existence is more like dreaming; it is not real, but still it exists.   

 

This is the pain of all pains: that there is nothing to be-long or to be-hold, nothing but uncertainty 

because all is changing and impermanent.  To live is to desire the impossible, to strive for what can 

never be secured, to toil and gain nothing in the end.  To be “alive and well” is like a “dead man 

walking,” an oxymoron.  The only thing we really know for sure is that the end is coming.   

 

This basic fact of existence, the plain truth about life and death, is called “suffering” in Buddhism.  

Suffering in this context means not just accidental pain and casual affliction but the fundamental 

condition of all existence-experience.  Literally, it means “contemptible void.”  What is devoid of 

permanence and substance is “ill” and “unsatisfactory” (Sanskrit: duhkha), causing uncertainty, 

stress, and frustration, the anguish of impermanence, the vexation of futility.  To live is to appear for 

a lifetime of pathetic experiences and to disappear altogether, while both our coming (birth) and 

going (death) happen beyond our knowledge and control, without our being consulted about either.   

 

Between birth pangs and death throes we undergo more suffering we have not asked for.  Although it 

is our lifelong desire to escape suffering, we cannot avoid pain and sorrow, and the longer we live, 

the more we get of it.  Discomfort, malfunctioning, disease, aging, and death are the fate of every 

life.  They are universal, so common and yet so tragic, so incompatible with our sincerest longing, so 

inhuman that we would rather have them removed from the earth altogether. 

 

Suffering is an existential truth about the nature of life as such.  All experience, perception, and 

sensation is “burning” with the unease of uncertainty, the disappointment of deficiency, the certainty 

of termination.  Suffering is built into the very fabric of life.  It is the anguish of departure that 

follows all arrival, like a shadow, like breathing out after breathing in.  

 

We are born to suffer the frustration of a half-baked creation, a baffling absurdity: to be and not to 

be.  Why is our deepest aspiration to be alive when nobody ever stays alive?  Why do we devote 

ourselves to health and comfort above anything else, when our only future is eventual discomfort and 

demise?  Why do we spend our lifetime securing a stable accommodation for what is only a 

temporary shelter?  This body is only a residence that we are renting, like a rental car but without 

lease agreement or insurance.   

 

As if in a worldwide conspiracy, the older generation is silent about the basic facts of life and spares 

the younger generation the prospect of what transpires just by growing older: the disillusion no 

make-believe can heal, the aches and pains no pills nor doctors can cure.  To ignore impermanence 

and suffering is a common trait of the human character, an evasion that lands us in more suffering 

because it is a state of denial that fosters delusion.   

 

“We treat transitory things as though they will last forever. We live our lives pretending that we are 

immortal, especially while we are young, building schedules and plans for ourselves, concerning 
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ourselves with petty and trivial matters. We get attached to things that are stripped away from us. We 

hold tight to what we must eventually lose. Then we get upset when we experience the pain of loss ... 

When we grow older, we have to face the truth even more. Things happen to snap us out of our 

dream world. People grow old, people get sick, and people die. Then we pay the price for our 

ignorance.” (a college student) 

 

The more we think about it, the more we are puzzled about “the absence of what we desire and the 

presence of what we avoid.”  We avoid pain even though it is our lifelong companion from the very 

moment we come into this world; the newborn baby suffers “a pain as of a thousand needles when it 

leaves the womb.” (Buddha)  We cannot experience the feelings of other creatures, but we may 

assume that they suffer even more than we do.  The animal world is dominated by the fear and 

struggle for survival, a battlefield of predator and prey, to eat or be eaten, while the fate of 

domesticated animals is even worse: to be imprisoned, slaughtered, and eaten by man.  Even plants 

seem to suffer.  “It is difficult to believe in the dreadful but quiet war of organic beings, going on in 

the peaceful woods and smiling fields” (Charles Darwin).  All sentient beings share a lifelong 

struggle – to avoid suffering and attain happiness – in vain.  

 

Our body is not as healthy as we assume.  We constantly perform all kinds of balancing acts to avoid 

discomfort and disease.  When we become more experienced with a healthy lifestyle, we are already 

older and closer to degeneration.  Biology tells us that we start falling apart once we are past 

eighteen.  We cannot work too long before we are tired, and even sleeping too long is intolerable.  

We cannot sit or walk too long before feeling pain.  We can never stop filling up and emptying 

again, letting off and recharging, cleaning and becoming unclean, again and again.  When we eat or 

drink too much, or make too much love, there comes pain.  The distractions we regularly need – the 

pleasures of food, travel, sex, and entertainment – are but a change of stimulation interpreted as 

enjoyment.  We think of lesser degrees of discomfort as comfort, of minor sufferings as fun.   

We are so used to the permanent stream of discomfort that we do not notice it.  The basic condition 

of the body is to be dis-eased, never really at ease and healthy but always wanting, until the end, 

which is not the final recovery but the decline and the rotting away. 

 

Birth means death, but death also means birth.  Life produces new life all the time, and with every 

new life comes new suffering and death in an endless cycle of production and destruction, like the 

endless waves of the ocean.  There is no end to it, and we do not know the reason why. 

 

Another aspect of impermanence and suffering is the fragility of life.  Life on this planet is 

dependent on the interaction of precise parameters, such as gravity, electro-magnetism, atmosphere, 

climate, and quality of air and environment.  Each of these conditions enables our survival within 

narrow limits.  A slight imbalance in our body or its environment spells disaster.  We feel threatened 

by pollution, global warming, infectious diseases, natural disasters, man-made accidents, and 

terrorist attacks, but have we ever wondered what would happen if our planet moved just a little 

closer to or farther from the sun? 
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Civilization has made great technological and material progress, mainly focusing on making life in 

this world less un-comfortable.  Although the general life expectancy has risen sharply in most 

countries, this progress is but a matter of reprieve, adding some more years to a life span that will 

always be too short.  If scientists could eliminate all cancer and heart disease, our life span would 

only be expanded by a few years.  Moreover, it seems that when the traditional diseases are cured, 

other incurable syndromes appear.  There is also the alarming trend of mental disorders becoming the 

plague of this century. 

 

Even if we have the temporary luck not to suffer from any illness or discomfort, we undergo 

afflictions and worries that are part of everybody’s normal and healthy lives.  We are more familiar 

with problems, restlessness, anxiety, stress, boredom, doubt and confusion than with their opposites.  

We are mostly unaware of it, but we “suffer” a constant stream of dis-order, either a state of 

distraction cluttering our mind with endless thoughts and feelings we cannot control, or a state of 

dysfunction, lethargy, sleep, and unconsciousness.     

 

Human life means to worry – about something or about nothing.  Our minds are restless because we 

are not satisfied with things as they are.  We are always wanting, striving, making plans, setting 

goals, hoping, and working for tomorrow.  We produce a load of work to fill the “unsatisfactoriness” 

of life, to furnish an inner vacancy, a sense of lacking, and prepare for a better future: if only I had 

more money, a better degree, a better man, a better job, a better house, better health, better luck, a 

new car, or a new nose, then I would be happy.  But happiness eludes us; it always seems to be close, 

until the hour of truth approaches, and we realize that we are going to leave and lose everything – our 

body, relationships, achievements, and possessions; until we discover that we too are part of a 

generation whose members disappear one after the other, and we start reading the obituaries.  

 

Impermanence covers the whole of existence, inside and out.  It intrudes and penetrates to the core of 

the mind.  All thoughts and feelings never stop moving and changing, incessantly flashing like 

electrons in a vacuum.  Even when asleep, the brain “detonates and gets bombarded by impulses 

from within the brain stem, trying to impose order on a sensory firestorm that is as active as when we 

are awake,” say neurobiologists.  Conflicting emotions, ups and downs, likes and dislikes, love and 

hate, passion struggling with reason, hope with despair, unrest with acceptance – all states of mind 

respond to states of affairs that come and go: success and failure, gain and loss, fame and disrepute, 

praise and blame, pleasure and pain.  They arrive and leave as guests we neither invited nor asked to 

leave.  And the things we do invite are often born from restlessness and anxiety, generated to help us 

flee from ourselves and escape a guest we know too well but fear the most: fear itself. 

 

Sometimes we would like to find someone who could help us, but we are on our own.  We rarely 

meet anyone who really understands us, with whom we can share our innermost thoughts and 

feelings, and who never disappoints us.   

 

There are, of course, moments of beauty and love, of joy and bliss, but unmixed happiness does not 

belong to this world.  The most beautiful moments move us to tears.  Of the most delightful things, 
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like masterworks of art, we favor the ones that express genuine human emotion, such as tragedy in 

the Greek classics, or that reflect, as does modern art, the torments of our time.  Humanity cries 

beautifully with Dido: “When I am laid in earth, may my wrongs create no trouble in thy breast. 

Remember me, but ah! forget my fate.” 
20

   

 

Pleasant or unpleasant, after they provide happiness or sorrow, all moments become remembrances 

of things past and times gone by.  Our memories are not real, either; they are sporadic images that do 

not accurately represent the things, persons, or events but our subjective reproductions and 

interpretations of them.  Moreover, all memories disappear.  “All is transitory: the one who 

remembers and what is remembered,” 
21

 was a common theme in classical times, and “Even now . . . 

the darkness does not lift but becomes yet heavier as I think how little we can hold in mind, how 

everything is constantly lapsing into oblivion with every extinguished life, how the world is, as it 

were, draining itself, in that the history of countless places and objects, which themselves have no 

power of memory, is never heard, never described or passed on.” 
22

 

 

We can take hold of neither the future nor the past.  “The past” does not exist (anymore); “the future” 

does not exist (yet); there is only the present.  The past is nothing but the present “dustbin of 

history,” existing only when we think, recall memories, and construct mental images of it.  

Imagination, memory and history, anticipation and future exist only in the present mind.  Nothing 

exists outside the moment we are in.  There is nothing but now, and this very moment is fleeting, 

never the same, not to be taken hold of either.  There is not even what we call “the present.”  There is 

but this time-less, eternal now – that does not linger for a moment.  

 

Another contradiction that bothers us all is the “separation from what we like and association with 

what we dislike” (Buddha).  Everyone we love, all that we value, we must one day leave behind.  

The greater the attachment the greater the pain will be.  We never obtain what we want; there is 

always the gap between wish and attainment, ideal and reality, our dreams and the course of our 

lives.  There is always something lacking, be it in terms of knowledge and control, love and family, 

career and belongings, or wisdom and peace of mind.  While we miss the people and the things we 

would love to be with, we cannot avoid company and circumstances we find less than appealing.  

Everything has its downside; the good things are too expensive and the cheap ones of poor quality.  

There is always someone else to blame and something to complain about, be it the competition or the 

economy, our health or the environment, the weather or the government. 

 

Besides personal troubles and worries, there is the pain of the world around us.  We have to function 

in a world we did not choose and cannot change, and we have to play by the rules whether we like 

them or not.  There are global issues nobody can solve, social, economic, ecological, political, 

ideological problems and conflicts, and hopeless, endless human sufferings.  According to a recent 

                                                
20  Henry Purcell, Dido and Aeneas, end of Act III 

21 Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, Book 4, 35 

22 W.G. Sebald, Austerlitz (New York: The Modern Library, 2001), 24 
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survey 8% of all people on earth fall in the category of extreme human suffering, 65% are in a 

condition of severe human suffering, and 11.8% find themselves in the group of moderate human 

suffering; only 14.8% of the world’s population experience minimal human suffering. 
23

  Are we 

making progress?  “In [2002] America, real income has doubled since 1960 . . .  Yet our divorce rate 

has doubled, teen suicide has tripled, and depression has increased tenfold.” 
24

    

 

After a long history of human effort and progress, research and development, the civilized world is 

not even close to real solutions.  Some political, social, and economic models prove to be better than 

others, but no expert can make predictions for more than five to ten years ahead, and few parties and 

governments (that do not impose themselves by force) hold out for any longer.  The result is still 

substandard conditions, dearth and poverty, lack of education, information, freedom and 

opportunities for the majority, affluence and waste for a minority; (every three seconds a child dies 

of hunger, while some cows receive thousands in government subsidies).   

 

Even when the news headlines do not deal with conflict, crisis, and war, people are constantly 

fighting and dying every day.  Our planet has never had a day without hatred and violence.  This 

most advanced period of history poses even more threats than before.  “The choice before mankind 

will be not just whether we make the future better than the past, but whether we will survive to enjoy 

the future.” 
25

  This is of course a relative truth, a general way of speaking that overlooks the fact that 

there is no survival, neither for us nor for our descendants.  

 

No single thing abides, but all things flow. 

Fragment to fragment clings; the things thus grow 

Until we know and name them. By degrees 

They melt, and are no more the things we know. 

Globed from the atoms falling slow or swift 

I see the suns, I see the systems lift 

Their forms; and even the systems and their suns 

Shall go back slowly to the eternal drift. 

Thou too, O Earth? Thine empires, lands and seas? 

Least, with thy stars, of all the galaxies, 

Globed from the drift like these, like these thou too 

Shalt go. Thou art going, hour by hour, like these. 

Nothing abides . . .  
26

 

 

When this earth and sun will vanish from the sky, as other stars have already done, then nothing will 

remain, nothing of all we have done and nothing of all we still “have to” do.  And nothing in the 

                                                
23 International Index of the Human Sufferings, published by the Population Crisis Committee   

24 Newsweek, September16, 2002, 48 

25 Richard Nixon, 1999: Victory Without War (Touchstone Books, 1990), 13 

26 Lucretius, On the Nature of Things, paraphrase by Mallock 
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whole universe will bear a mark of it.  There will be nothing and nobody to remember, as if mankind 

had never existed.  “Futility of futilities, all is futility!  For all his toil, his toil under the sun, what 

does man gain by it?” 
27 

 Or to listen to a modern tune: “All we do crumbles to the ground, though 

we refuse to see. Dust in the wind. All we are is dust in the wind. Everything is dust in the wind.” 
28

   

 

Our revels are now ended. These our actors, 

As I foretold you, were all spirits and 

Are melted into air, into thin air: 

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,  

The cloud-capp’d towers, the gorgeous palaces, 

The solemn temples, the great globe itself, 

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve 

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded, 

Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff as dreams are made on,  

and our little life is rounded with a sleep. 
29

 

 

There Are No Things 

 

That nothing is permanent and unchanging also means that nothing has substance, a lasting nature 

and fixed character of its own.  Everything is caused and conditioned by other things; all phenomena 

depend on other-than-self factors, elements, and agents to come into existence.  Not a single thing 

arises of itself, stays of itself, and stays the same, i.e. identical, with a fixed identity of its own.  

Everyone and everything is intrinsically part of an interminable web of interdependent causation.  

This fact of universal connection and dependence, together with impermanence and transformation, 

reveals a fundamental lack of substance/essence or self.  This is called the truth of “no-self” in 

Buddhism: “all things have no self.”   

 

“Self” means autonomy, to be independent, free and in control.  But nothing and nobody is like this, 

self-produced and self-sustained, self-sufficient, self-reliant and self–contained, un-caused and un-

conditioned.  In the whole universe not a single self-created, self-existent is to be found.  Not even 

the cosmos represents a self because it is in constant motion and transformation, not remaining its 

same self for a moment.   

 

Without parents we would not exist, without air to breathe we would stop existing, without bio-

electricity we could not even think a thought or feel a feeling (of “self’).  Body and mind are in 

constant flux, conditioned by and plugged into an immense network of elements and relationships, 

too big and complex to be conceived or computed, while it all happens within a frame of space-time 

                                                
27 Eccl. 1:2-3 

28 Kerry Livgren, sung by the group Kansas 

29 Shakespeare, The Tempest, IV, i, 148 
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that is itself relative.  Nothing exists outside relativity, outside some form, place, and time; nothing 

exists absolutely or indefinitely but everything definitely does not exist most of the time/eternity.  

 

To be relative means to be in relation but also to be limited to only so much space-time.  All is 

caused and conditioned to be just the way it is, with this and no other form, only here and nowhere 

else.  By merely being it can only be like this, not otherwise nor at another time.  “To be” means not 

only to be dependent on other factors but also to be-in-process, at a certain stage of evolution and 

devolution.  To exist means to be nothing more than some form with some properties at some point, 

to be only thus and not otherwise.  All existence is “thusness.” 
30

 

 

There is nothing but a cosmic wide web of mutual interaction and co-origination.  All arises from 

previous and simultaneous, direct and indirect causes and circumstances.  All relations and 

combinations in their turn depend for their existence on other and further links and causes, and so on 

ad infinitum.  All action is caused by former reaction, all causation being the effect of other causes 

that are effects of former causes, in an unfathomable chain-reaction.  Everything is exactly what it is 

because of all former trans-actions, exactly the result of what “others” cause it to be.  Who or what is 

not caused to be has no reason to be, no be-cause, and does not exist. 

 

There is nothing partially impermanent/relative and partially permanent/absolute.  What is 

impermanent is wholly so; there are no half-transients/half-eternities, creations with a beginning and 

no end (an ontological contradiction); nor are there half-selves/half-no-selves.  Neither among nor 

within, nor behind that infinite web of dependent origination, nor among the elements and properties 

that constitute a being, is there a substance or aspect that could be identified as self.  There is not a 

“thing,” no real being but only becoming.  In the whole universe there is no-thing to behold.   

 

“Originally/basically there are no things.” (Chan saying 
31

)  There are but events, fleeting and 

irreversible, inevitable and irretrievable occurrences.  Each event occurs because of what came 

before it, and each event is indispensable for the next one to occur; each step follows the former and 

leads to the next.  There is only one course of events, one arrow of time, one step at a time, like the 

links in a chain.  If one link were missing there would not be the present but a different situation.  

The present depends on the past to arrive at this specific, unique moment in space-time – which is 

already fleeting and transforming into the next.  Everything is the consequence of former steps and 

farther links in a fathomless range of serial sequences; from A comes B, and there is no D without C.   

 

The daily facts of life and the discoveries of science suggest just that.  We see nothing but change 

and mutual causation, no fixed entities and independent realities.  We affix concepts and names, we 

label “things” out of convention and practical necessity, but these are only mental representations, 

abstractions that do not exist in reality but only as “things” we name and designate.  What we 

                                                
30 A Buddhist term for the phenomenal or immanent side of reality, the relative nature of all existence; to be  

distinguished from “suchness” or the permanent, transcending form-space-time nature of absolute reality. 

31 Chan Master Hui Neng, The Platform Sutra, Chapter 6  
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consider to be real “things” is in our imagination only, the fabrication of discriminative thought.  

This commonsense thinking is called “erroneous thinking” or “false thought” in Buddhism. 
32

   

 

The myth of “creation out of nothing” has made us believe in things as if they were created as they 

are, having independent, separate, and unchanging essences.  We think of a car, for instance, as a 

representation of “the car,” a label for something that would exist apart from this or that car, and that 

would be more than the assembly of its parts.  But there is only this and that car, all different, ever 

changing, and constantly needing maintenance and repair, or ready for the scrapheap.  If any of the 

elements and agents, causes and conditions were missing, be it the initial concept and design, labor, 

steel and other material, fuel and oxygen for combustion, people who made the machines to make it, 

people who made those people, roads on a planet with gravity, etc., there would be no car.  Every car 

is just a temporary combination of other factors.  The same is true for all and everything.  

 

All things, persons, and events are nothing apart from their constituent causes, components and 

properties, relations to others and surroundings, and their particular slice of space-time.  To exist, 

this table and this book had to come from a tree, from seed and earth and sun and water and air, this 

planet from a blazing star, from a big bang, from . . .  nobody knows.  When looking closer, with a 

scientific eye, there is nothing but particles, fields, and motions of energy arising from a quantum 

void.  When looking from afar, this car like any other thing did not exist some time ago and will not 

exist soon.  Its elements will be worn into new configurations, transforming into other things.  When 

conditions gather, there is an appearance; when they dissipate, there vanishes the thing.  No thing is 

created as such but all is the result of causal – not casual – origination and subject to cessation, in an 

inexhaustible display of interminable mutations.  

 

I Am Not Any Thing 

 

Commonsense knowledge seems so real that it conceals the truth. If one understands that 

ordinary knowledge is established through conventions, formed in reliance on causes, 

conditions, and factors, one has the possibility of understanding reality . . .  

For example, when people recognize a person, a house, or some other compounded thing, 

they always think of it as being real, although not necessarily with a definite name. They do 

not know that “person,” “house,” etc. are conventional establishments . . .  

When one says, “I planted the tree,” one accepts the fact of planting the tree without any 

further investigation of what this “I” really is. Such knowledge is not ultimate and is 

characterized by relative contradiction. Such things may as well be accepted as ordinary 

worldly knowledge because sentient beings have always lived with this kind of mental state – 

considering such things real. Such thinking will never reach ultimate reality, however . . .  

                                                
32 Similarly in Greek philosophy, every “thing” is phantasia, based on our representations, which are tuphos 

or vanity in the sense of emptiness and pride. 
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If one investigates self-nature correctly, analyzing it layer by layer to expose its ultimate 

existence, one will discover that there is no real self-nature. That all things are without a self-

nature is the reality of all things. 
33

  

 

If interdependent causation, change, and impermanence apply to my person as well, “who am I”?  

What is my substance; do I have a real self, an independent and unchanging identity?  To come into 

existence and continue to exist, “I” am the result of a wide range of factors based on “other” causes 

and conditions.  Causation and transformation are the condition of my whole being, body, and mind 

– cells of my body transforming ceaselessly, thoughts and feelings arising and leaving instantly 

without ever coming back.  Who am “I” among these phenomena that are not anymore?   

 

“When I was a child of about eleven or twelve, my science teacher explained to the class that the 

body’s cells are constantly dying and being replaced, and so, after a period of a decade or so, none of 

our cells would be the same . . .  If this was indeed true, and not the tiniest of our physical selves 

remained beyond a given time period, how could anyone be the same person from one moment to the 

next? Even if one looks for the self in the mind, that mind is still a product of genetics and 

experience as expressed in the very physical forms of chemicals and neurons, all of which have been 

replaced over and over again” (a college student). 

   

We do not choose our lives, parents, environment, genes, or gender.  Whatever we know, see and 

hear, think and feel is based on what happens around us, not because of some autonomous “me.”  

“My mind” comes from outside sources such as education, media, peers, etc.  Our bodies are defined 

by the environment and natural processes, our identities by our roles in society, our jobs by what the 

job market has to offer, our personalities by the culture and time we live in.  To discover that there is 

no real self-nature is a startling fact but a fundamental experience not only for Buddhism but for all 

sages; they are sages because they know that there is “no thing” and “no self” in the common sense.  

 

The Five Skandhas 

 

The human phenomenon that we identify as “self” consists of different elements.  Our sense of ego is 

not a single, unchanging experience but a bundle of ideas about a “permanent ego” that we project 

onto the stream of changing factors of mind and body.  Buddhism classifies the basic elements that 

make up our individual existence into the five aggregates or skandhas (Sanskrit for group, pile, 

bundle, collection, khandha in Pali): form, sensation, perception, volition, consciousness.  These are 

the building blocks that constitute our “self.’  They also sum up all other phenomena and 

experiences. 

 

1. Form (Sanskrit, rupa) or matter means the physical aspect of reality, the body, and the world.  It 

consists of the physical elements: earth (solidity, support, resistance), water (fluidity, cohesion, 

dissolution), fire (heat and energy), air (wind and motion), and space.  These basic elements form the 

                                                
33 Yin-shun, Cheng Fo zhi Dao, 278-283 (trans. The Way to Buddhahood) 
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physical universe, including the human body and the sense organs along with the objects we see, 

hear, touch, taste, and smell.  This aggregate represents all physical qualities such as corporeality, 

shape, figure, color, size, spatial occupation, dimensionality, configuration, and connectivity.  It 

includes all forces and forms of energy and matter, mass and gravity, space and time, extension and 

distance; the laws and properties of physics; biological properties such as vitality and nutrition, 

health and disease, femininity and masculinity, growth and decay; all forms of bodily and verbal 

expression; and all mental representations of matter in the form of names and labels, imaginations, 

dreams, abstract concepts, formula, symbols, and figures. 

 

In the Eastern spiritual context, “form” also includes an invisible dimension of physics, the 

fundamental field and subtle energy structure that underlies and supports the material world, the 

patterns of primal energy that shape the universe and its constant transformation.  Besides this 

“essence of the elements” there is still another category of formal matter that has not yet been 

detected by science, called “sensitive matter” (S. pasada rupa) or “animate materiality.”  It is the 

sentient, living substance in every cell of living organisms, the root element of sense-organs.  This 

form of energy enables the energy flow and transformation process from material-sensory perception 

to brain signals to mental cognition.  (This crucial link between biology and consciousness is still 

unknown, and the way in which matter and mind communicate is a pressing question for scientists). 

 

2. Sensation (S. vedana) includes mental and physical feelings, the impressions that arise when the 

senses contact rupa/form.  There is not only sensing of the physical world that we see, hear, taste, 

smell, and touch, but also the world of mental representations, thoughts, and ideas, including 

language; mental faculties are a sixth sense for Buddhism.  Sensation means subjective reaction and 

response, emotional evaluation upon experiencing sense objects and mental images, like physical 

pleasure and pain, mental delight and anguish, clinging and repulsive sensations, as well as 

physiological sensing such as feeling cold or hungry or comfortable, pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral.  

The six sensations are born from contact through the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and the mind.  

 

3. Perception (S. samjna) means the thinking, discriminating function of the mind, thought 

formation, mental process, conceptual ideation, cognition and recognition by way of discerning 

features and categorizing objects.  It refers to rational and discursive thinking, apprehending 

properties and designing mental objects, initiating and taking hold of thoughts, ideas, images, and 

memories, to represent, interpret, identify, classify, and label perceptions, creating mental pictures of 

data and concepts to be grasped as “things.” 

 

The perception/cognition skandha is the uninterrupted stream of thoughts that never leave us during 

this lifetime.  We are born with it and as we grow up our differentiating intellect develops, diversifies 

and identifies, and grows strong until the whole complex of mental phenomena, views, and attitudes 

is regarded as an ego.  What we consider as self is a bundle (skandha) of cognizance that we identify 

with, just as we identify with the [1] body and [2] feelings.  (This aspect of cognitive psychology is 

well understood and the most scientific of the branches of psychology.) 
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4. Volition (S. samskara) is also called the “forming forces” and “mental formations” aggregate.  It 

includes all volitional activities and their impact.  Will and intention direct the way we think, speak, 

and act.  Our priorities in life, choices and habits, impulses and predispositions that influence and 

propel our inner and outer conduct are conditioned by past intentions and actions.  This ongoing 

mental formation is the basic processing force of life.      

 

In general this skandha means process and production, the creative force that shapes and moves our 

life and the world.  For an individual it indicates current volitional tendencies and habit patterns, 

along with the karma-formations built up in former lives that generate our current life experience.  It 

explains the basic, subconscious impulses that shape a character to think and act in a certain way.  

Conditioning and reinforcement, compliance and resistance, attention and energy, desire and 

aversion, stimulation and resonance belong to this skandha.  Above all, it explains the way we are 

born and the destiny that comes with it.    

 

This skandha is the creative power of karma that carries us from life to life.  As basic life force it 

steers all formation and transformation, and also constitutes the kinetic energy that keeps our bodies 

alive through the autogenous motions of breathing, blood circulation, cellular interaction, neuro-

transmission, bio-electricity, brain-waves, metabolism.  It is the moving force of life, the driving 

energy that stirs, arouses, stimulates, agitates, disturbs, and confuses us without end, not giving us 

peace even when asleep.  It is the driving force of “the wheel of birth and death” (S. samsara) that 

turns endlessly beyond our knowledge and control.  It is the will to live and to continue to exist, the 

restlessness that makes us move, even if we do not want to.  It is the perpetual flux that causes 

everyone and everything to move on and never be the same; the processing force that drives our lives 

to death; the universal force of creation and destruction that is forever in motion and not to be 

stopped by any power; the evolving and revolving motion of the universe, the shaping force behind 

all worlds and beings in it; the power that summons genesis and termination, and processes all 

existence or “thusness” in between; the never-depleting energy source of life and the universe.  

 

5. Consciousness (S. vijnana) is the capacity to be aware and know, the basic constituent of all 

experiences that makes us aware of the other skandhas.  It functions as visual, auditory, gustatory, 

olfactory, tactile, and mental consciousness.  It enables us to cognize things, to have a human life and 

interact with body and world.  It is the knower behind the brain, body, feelings, sense impressions, 

thoughts, and volitions, the source and background of them all.  There is no person and no life-in-a-

world without it; within it, all comes into existence. 

 

According to Buddhism, there are eight kinds of consciousness.  Besides the five sense-

consciousnesses of sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch, the sixth consciousness is that of thoughts 

and mental images.  The seventh consciousness is the spontaneous intellect of life itself, such as the 

intelligence that knows how to grow and operate our body, long before we start thinking.  It is the 

self-awareness behind perceptions, the ego-center that refers thoughts and emotions to a self, 

creating the impression of division and duality between self and other, subject and object.  This 

deeper layer of the mind is also the source of our problems.  It perpetually stirs the mind with what 
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Buddhism calls the “afflictions” that are generated by the “three poisons”: [1] desire, attachment, 

greed, lust, [2] aversion, anger, hatred, and [3] ignorance, confusion, delusion.  It colors the whole 

world and turns all impressions – which are in themselves neutral and do not stir the mind – into 

good or bad, likeable or dislikeable.  It projects and superimposes these qualities on a reality that 

does not have them, thus distorting our view of self and the world.  It immerses the mind in a stream 

of impure and unclear consciousness, convoluted by grasping and rejecting, loving and hating, 

arising from an undercurrent of self-opinion, self-concern, self-love, and self-conceit.     

 

The eighth consciousness is the foundation of both the subjective mind and the objective world.  It is 

the Spirit of religion (“in whom we live, move, and are”) and the monad of philosophy (“the one and 

ultimate constituent of the universe”).  It functions like a data base and operating system for both the 

personal, subjective mind and the objective, cosmic intelligence.  The physical world is the objective 

manifestation of the eighth consciousness.  Its phenomena are produced by the common information 

provided by the global consciousness of sentient beings, operating as collective forming force 

(karma).  For an individual, the eighth consciousness is not just the present, conscious mind but the 

collection of all imprints or “karmic seeds” generated, accumulated, and reinforced “since beginning-

less time.”  These imprints in the mind are called seeds because they reside in the “mind-ground” to 

mature, grow, and develop until they produce the fruits of our life experiences. 

 

Buddhism calls the eight consciousness “storage” or “container” (S. alaya) consciousness because it 

stores and contains all the “seeds,” inputs, residues, energy charges, or imprints from volitions, 

words, deeds, and their impact.  All conscious acts, as they are played out in both inner thought and 

outer conduct, make a live impression on the eighth consciousness (like the sensor in a digital 

camera that is charged by the incoming light photons).  They remain there active as specific charges 

with the potential to develop as images or perceptions until the appropriate circumstances appear to 

manifest themselves as full-blown, real-life perceptions.  The life experiences we have of ourselves, 

others, and the world are generated by the processing force formed by the fourth aggregate and 

informed by this consciousness.  We only reap the fruits of the seeds we sow.  We are reborn in this 

body and this world (not in heaven, for example) because we have planted the seeds for it in the past, 

and all that we see happen – in terms of life and mind, failure and success, good or bad luck, health 

and wealth – is what we have initiated ourselves.  Nothing comes from nothing, and nothing is 

anything else than effect from cause.  The human phenomenon is not an exception to the universal 

law of causality.   

 

The seeds of our activity are not static but dynamic, like the moving current of a stream, continually 

modifying and interacting with the inputs from the other seven consciousnesses.  The alaya 

consciousness is the common ground of them all.  It not only stores the impressions from every 

thought, word, and act we commit but also the universal seeds that contain all the forms of the 

universe.  All these seeds, personal and global, are interconnected and sprout in the future when the 

appropriate conditions allow.  What we presently experience are some results of these seeds, our own 

individual seeds of personal fate and the shared karma of family, community, nation, and world.  All 

worlds (including heavens and hells) are produced by the seeds of this consciousness, and the reason 
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why people share similar histories and common environments is due to similar seeds.  Just as 

individual lives are the fruit of personal seeds, so does the world’s appearance or quantity rest upon 

the quality of common karma and global consciousness.  The manifestation and materialization of 

these seeds/imprints defines the world we experience. 

 

This alaya consciousness is like an infinite web that instantaneously and simultaneously reflects all 

other seeds, to manifest the whole of actuality and potentiality of the material, biological, mental, 

and spiritual world.  Nothing exists outside this all-encompassing presence of consciousness (often 

interpreted as “God” by those who had a glimpse of it).  But this is not the ultimate reality.  The 

Substance of Mind itself is fundamentally, originally, and eternally pure and clear, like a mirror with 

an infinite capacity to reflect without itself being affected or changed.  Being empty and infinite in 

nature, its (finite) contents consist only of the imprints that are produced.  The alaya consciousness is 

an ever-changing process, like an omnipresent, fluctuating medium; it is not the unchanging 

substance of Ultimate Reality but its first-level projection.  It contains all the forms and functions, 

laws and principles of the universe, which are its second-level projection.  The world of life and 

death we know is its third-level projection.  

 

Even this most basic level of consciousness does not constitute a self.  As Confucius said when 

standing by a stream: “It passes on just like this, not ceasing day or night.” 
34

  The appearance of a 

constant, identical stream is an illusion; as the popular saying goes, “you cannot step twice into the 

same stream.” 

 

This ontology is part of the highest Buddhist teaching, called Yogacara in Indian Buddhism and 

“Consciousness-only” or “Creation by Mind Only” in Chinese Buddhism.  These deeper levels of 

consciousness and of reality in general are empirical observations, based on the wisdom of 

enlightenment, and they can be verified by everyone who reaches a sufficient level of clarity.  

Buddhism provides a comprehensive description and systematic guidance for such mental 

clarification. 
35

  

 

The skandhas, as basic elements of existence, are not to be considered as separate agents but as 

components and properties that co-exist.  It is not always possible to discern the skandhas separately.  

Thought, for instance, is intimately linked with the other skandhas: 

 

That which is feeling and that which is perception and that which is discriminative 

consciousness are associated, not dissociated, and it is not possible to lay down a difference 

between them, having analyzed them again and again.  Whatever one feels, that one 

perceives; whatever one perceives, that one knows and discriminates.  (MN 43, 1.293) 

  

                                                
34 Analects 9:17 

35 William James thought that Western psychology would soon develop along Buddhist lines, but Freud came 

along and changed that course. 
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“For the ignorant, it is hard to separate consciousness from sense faculty,” to distinguish the eye-

faculty from the eye-consciousness or the body-feeling from the body-consciousness.  But to see the 

skandhas as they are and for what they are, as all there is – with no self within, behind or beyond – 

means the end of suffering: 

 

When regarding things seen, heard, sensed, and cognized by you, in the seen there will be 

merely the seen, in the heard there will be merely the heard, in the sensed there will be 

merely the sensed, in the cognized there will be merely the cognized, then you will not be “by 

that.” When you are not “by that,” then you will not be “therein.”  When you are not 

“therein,” you will be neither here nor beyond nor in between the two.  This itself is the end 

of suffering. (SN iv 73)36 

 

All that exists – material or mental, secular or spiritual, visible or invisible, real or imaginable – falls 

within the five skandhas.  They constitute the whole experience of life and the world and there is 

nothing about a person or about this or another world that exists outside them.  There is no 

objectivity or subjectivity beyond consciousness, volition/forming force, perception/cognition, 

sensation, and form/matter.  Analysis of the skandhas, if carried out thoroughly, shows that there is 

no core; it is like peeling an onion.  There is no independent carrier or owner apart from its qualities.  

When all attributes and components, like ingredients, mass, weight, form, color, taste, and texture are 

removed from a piece of cake, there is nothing left. 

     

The Buddha warned against clinging to any phenomena as a real self, including the eighth 

consciousness: “The alaya consciousness is very deep and subtle; all its seeds flow on like a rushing 

stream. I don’t want to speak of it to the ignorant, for fear they will cling to it and take it as self.” 
37

   

The eighth consciousness is vast and deep as the ocean, the seventh and sixth are like waves on the 

surface, and the five sense consciousnesses are like ripples on the waves. 

The skandhas make up our whole experience.  Because they are our life and our world, we cling to 

them because it is all we know.  They take hold of us because there is nothing else to hold onto.  But 

when we assume them to be of real substance and treat them as our real being, then we suffer. 

 

Form is impermanent . . .   Feeling is impermanent . . . Perception is impermanent . . . 

Volitional formations are impermanent . . . Consciousness is impermanent. What is 

impermanent is suffering. What is suffering is nonself. What is nonself should be seen as it 

really is with correct wisdom thus: “this is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self.”  

Whatever kind of form . . . feeling . . . perception . . . volitional formations . . . consciousness 

there is, whether past, future, or present, internal or external, gross or subtle, inferior or 

superior, far or near: inspect it, ponder it, and carefully investigate it, and it should appear 

to be void, hollow, insubstantial.  For what substance could there be in form . . . and 

consciousness?  There are these five skandhas . . . subject to clinging. So long as I did not 

                                                
36 The Connected Discourses of the Buddha, trans. Bhikku Bodhi (Wisdom Publications, 2000), 1175-6 

37 Samdhinirmocana Sutra, chapter 5 
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directly know them as they really are, I did not claim to have awakened to the unsurpassed 

perfect enlightenment. (SN 22:45, 95, 56; iii 44, 140, 58) 

  

The condition for spiritual cultivation that leads to “the knowledge and vision of liberation” is 

therefore non-clinging and detachment, realizing the true nature of all phenomena.  Liberation is not 

an abstract flight of the soul but a concrete process of step-by-step disentanglement from and 

transcendence of the skandhas. 

 

Without directly knowing and fully understanding the all, without developing dispassion 

toward it and abandoning it, one is incapable of destroying suffering. And what is that all?… 

the eye . . . forms . . . eye-consciousness . . . eye-contact . . . and whatever feeling arises with 

eye-contact as condition  . . . the ear . . . the mind . . . and whatever feeling arises with mind-

contact as condition . . . This is the all. Without directly knowing and fully understanding this 

all . . . one is incapable of destroying suffering. 

To see the eye as impermanent, forms, eye-consciousness, and eye-contact as impermanent, 

as impermanent whatever feeling arises with eye-contact as condition . . . to see the eye as 

suffering . . . and as suffering whatever feeling arises with mind-contact as condition . . . to 

see the eye as nonself  . . . as nonself whatever feeling arises . . . it is because it is empty of 

self and of what belongs to self that it is said, “Empty is the world.”  

The eye is empty of self and of what belongs to self . . . Whatever feeling arises . . . that too is 

empty of self . . .  Doesn’t eye-consciousness . . . ear-consciousness . . . mind-consciousness 

arise in dependence on the eye and forms . . . on the ear and sounds . . . on the mind and 

mental phenomena?  . . . If the causes and conditions for the arising of consciousness would 

cease completely, could consciousness be discerned?  For such a reason it is nonself.  

(SN 35:26) 

 

The Senses  

 

A human being comes alive through the combination of the skandhas, to form a body and mind, to 

connect with the world.  Perception of the world is based on the five sense faculties and their 

consciousnesses.  Sense organs are like receiving instruments while the outside objects are like 

transmitters of waves and particles that activate them; they in turn send signals to the brain.  Light, 

sound, smell, taste, and touch are different in nature and require different organs to receive them, and 

so are their visual, audio, etc. signals different kinds of energy that run through different nerves to 

different brain centers.  Awareness of sense data depends not only sense faculties but also on 

different kinds of consciousness.   

 

The sense-organs, nervous system, bio-energy, and brain chemistry belong to the first skandha.  

Feelings and reactions to them belong to the second.  Perceptions and cognitions, mental “images” of 

concepts and sense data belong to the third skandha.  The senses, part of the first form/matter/body 

skandha, operate within specific and narrow limits.  They are confined to their own spheres, fields, or 

“boundaries of form” to produce the impressions from visual, audio, etc. objects.  Only when sense 
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organs register data belonging to their specific field are they operating.  The eye has to register a 

visible form for the visual system to provide a perception, and it sees only what is within its range of 

light-waves/particles.  The ear knows only of a limited range of sound, just as smell, taste, and touch 

produce only data within their field.  The sense objects are responsible for arousing the faculties and 

their respective consciousnesses; without object no impression and no consciousness.   

 

Together there are eighteen physical and mental elements that condition the process of perception: 

the five sense organs, the five sense objects, the five sense consciousnesses, and the mental faculty, 

objects, and consciousness.  Just as the other organs, the brain also limits our ability to see, hear, and 

think.  We can only register certain frequencies and phenomena.  The eye intercepts only a small part 

of the light spectrum (we cannot see X rays or radio waves, for example, nor the UV rays birds and 

insects can see).  Our ability to smell and hear is nowhere near that of a dog.  Many phenomena fall 

outside our receptive range and escape not only our sense faculties but scientific instruments as well.  

Likewise, our mental cognition is limited by the mind’s perceiving power and receptive range; most 

of our potential intelligence never enters our mind. 

 

Ears cannot see and eyes cannot hear.  From seeing arises visual consciousness, from body-touching 

tactile consciousness, etc.  To perceive sights, sounds, and thoughts we not only need the appropriate 

objects and faculties but also the corresponding consciousnesses.  Every form of consciousness arises 

from contact of its faculty with the corresponding element.  The light that travels as electrical energy 

through the nerves and provides vision is made of another energy than conceptual or a tactile 

perception.     

 

Not only the faculties (receivers) but also the objects (emitters) have their limits.  When the source of 

light or sound is too far away, it cannot reach us because of the distance in between.  Most of the 

stars are hidden from our eyes.  On the other hand, many rays and waves do reach us but we are not 

able to register them.  The fields between the senses and their objects are the “boundaries” that limit 

but that also make transmission possible.  Space and air carry light and sound so that they can reach 

and activate eyes and ears.  Each of these faculties and their consciousnesses exist as distinct forms 

of perception; we can “see things” when we close our eyes, or “feel” when we dream, for instance.  

The various forms of intellectual activity arise from the impact of mental data.  Without impact no 

consciousness; with impact the whole world arises and submerges us in “thusness.” 

 

Our “doors of perception” can be further opened, however, and our faculties can even be developed 

to the extent that they operate simultaneously in one integrated interface, able to see with the ear 

faculty or hear with the eye consciousness, as happens in advanced meditation.  They can extend into 

space, time, and form because the mind possesses an unlimited potential to know and perceive.  This 

can be seen to some degree when people die and leave their body; as evidenced by first-hand 

accounts of “near-death experiences” (i.e. only after clinical death), they start seeing, hearing, 

feeling, knowing and understanding amazingly more than when alive, without brain and biological 

sensors.  Gods and angels see and hear and know of course much more, without them.   
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No matter how far these faculties are extended, even to the degree of psychic and miraculous powers, 

they never reach beyond the realm of “thusness.”  All phenomena, even the most sublime and divine 

experiences, visions or visitations, are just that.  Every phenomenon depends on causes and 

conditions to come into existence, and to fall away.  The supernatural is just as natural as the rest, 

because it exists; and the natural is just as awesome. 

 

According to Buddhism, the crucial link for sense perception is the already mentioned “sensitive 

matter,” the pure, inner layer of living body-matter that is at the base of the sense faculties (organs, 

nerves, and brain) and that transmits the outside world to the mind.  This living matter grows old and 

weak and dies like the rest but it can be enhanced, purified, and empowered.  Spiritual cultivation 

can enhance and extend the working of sense faculties, and turn them into spiritual powers of seeing, 

hearing and knowing.  Meditation can transform this “animate matter” into higher faculties and 

activate “super” powers and knowledges (next chapter), and also enable the performance of miracles, 

for instance (making no exception to natural law, only revealing a deeper layer of physical reality).  

 

Whatever comes into existence carries the “marks of existence” and obeys the universal laws of 

cause and effect, impermanence, and lack of self-substance.  There is nothing outside the “world 

wide web” of dependent origination.  Supernatural and other phenomena that are normally invisible 

or unthinkable can be perceived and known when the mind extends its range, through meditation and 

mental purification.  It is like climbing a ladder; when the mind ascends into higher consciousness, it 

naturally and spontaneously witnesses higher dimensions of pure and subtle form/matter, like the 

heavens of all religions.  But the final goal of spirituality is not to have visions of heaven and 

communicate with gods and spirits, but to establish such purity as to transcend all phenomena and 

realize the eternal and infinite, form-less and skandha-less nature of the Absolute. 
38

 

 

No Self 

 

If everything – the world, the body and the mind – is in a state of constant change and 

transformation, how can an “eternal” (never-changing) soul exist?  If all phenomena, including the 

human phenomenon, “arise dependent on conditions” and therefore have no (independent) self-

nature, what is it that transmigrates from life to life?  No-self means that nothing and nobody exists 

of its own.  Everything is dependent on “other” causes and conditions to be some-thing or some-

body for some time.   

 

                                                
38 A modern story about the illusion of the senses (like Plato’s famous Cave) is the movie The Matrix. 

“Morpheus: You felt it your entire life: that something is wrong with the world. You don’t know what, but it’s 

there, like a splinter in your mind …  It is the world that has been pulled over your eyes to blind you from the 

truth.  Neo: What truth?  Morpheus: That you are a slave. Like everyone else, you were born into bondage, 

born into a prison that you cannot smell or taste or touch, a prison for your mind. Unfortunately, no one can be 

told what the Matrix is, you have to see it for yourself.  N: How would you know the difference between the 

dream world and the real world?   M: What is real? … What you can feel, smell, taste and see … then “real” is 

simply electrical signals interpreted by your brain.” 
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Body is not a self.  If this form were a self, then this form would not be subject to suffering, 

not tend towards destruction, and it would be possible to say “Let my form be thus, let my 

form not be thus”.  But inasmuch form is not a self, it is subject to suffering [tending toward 

destruction] and there is no way to say, Let my form be this and not that way.  In like manner 

feeling . . .  perception . . .  formation . . .  and consciousness are not a self. If consciousness 

were a self . . .  it would be possible to say, Let my consciousness be this way, let it not be that 

way!  But as consciousness is not a self, it is subject to suffering [it tends towards 

destruction]. (Mv i 6) 

 

Even the body is but a right of use.  We did not decide to be a boy or a girl, black or white.  We do 

not know how long it will be alive, nor what tomorrow will bring.  This body is not really our own, 

and what is not ours should be of little concern, yet nothing worries us more.  This body is an 

assembly (skandha) of elements, forming, evolving, and dissipating according to nature’s laws, not 

ours.  It cannot survive on its own for even a moment; not without millions of bacteria that also make 

our body their home; when we eat we feed them and we cannot exist without them.   

 

If this body were really mine, we would not become ill and give our last breath against our will.  And 

still, nothing else receives so much attention and causes so much trouble, while plainly letting us 

down in the end.  We are not in control but we are constantly under the body’s control.  We spend 

day and night serving it, providing it with shelter and transportation, food and healthcare, comfort 

and rest.  Our bodies dictate our life, our economy and industry.  Modern civilization has become a 

body culture, geared to the comfort and satisfaction of its senses.  Our body-ego has eclipsed our 

higher, human – i.e. spiritual and meta-physical instead of animal/physical – dimension.  And when 

we are tired of toiling to provide it with more than it needs, we prefer entertainment that better be 

spiced with some bodily action like sports, sex, and violence. 

 

If I am not the body, I could propose that my “self” is in the body, in the energy that keeps it going, 

like the fuel in a car or the oxygen that fuels fire.  The light of our consciousness, however, is just 

another aggregate that has no self-existence but depends on other conditions, like a light that depends 

on other things to shine. Thoughts and feelings arise from the interaction of the senses with the world 

of sight, sound, and thought.  Consciousness has no fixed identity and is in constant flow, its 

thoughts tumbling “like a waterfall” (Buddha).  We cannot stop the flow or even hold onto one 

moment of it.  Without control over it, we don’t even know what our next thought will be.  What we 

cannot control instead controls us and disturbs us with problems and afflictions (we do not want), 

and is thus not “us.”  All the movements and fabrications of consciousness and sub-consciousness 

are like ripples on the water or birds in the sky, leaving no trace or shadow behind.  There is no 

abiding ego or self-substance.  What we can remember from when we were young, for example, are 

just memories of things no longer in existence, but not who “we” were.  

 

The stream of consciousness offers such an endless succession of mental scenes, images, memories, 

fantasies, flashes of impressions and perceptions that we can’t possibly be aware of everything that 

goes on.  We either think a thought or feel a feeling or hear a sound or see a sight, but never together.  
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When we have a headache, for instance, we only feel pain when we focus on it but not the moment 

when we think of aspirin.  We cannot listen to two different sounds at the same time, or think and 

feel something at the same time, but we rapidly switch between thoughts and sense-experiences.  

There is only one moment to experience now and at any time.   

 

The phenomena that make up our experience are nothing but the skandhas.  Thoughts and concerns 

about me, for instance, arise only now and then, but there is no separate experiencer.  This is not easy 

to grasp – it is an “awakening” – but it should be obvious that we are not our eyes or ears, heart and 

brain [1], just as we are not the impressions, thoughts and feelings [2, 3] they produce.  When we 

worry, for instance, we can tell that we are not our worries because they come and go.  We are not 

our happiness or sadness; joy follows sorrow and after joy comes other sorrow.  All these are fleeting 

in an endless stream that does not stay.  They are like clouds in a clear and empty sky.  The constant 

sky behind the fleeting clouds is where we must look to catch a glimpse of our true nature, the space 

between two thought-moments.  When purely aware of the ever-present sky and its clear shining 

infinity, of the thoughtless, timeless interval between past and future, then the eternal now is empty 

of a self and of anything belonging to a self.  

 

We ignore the essence of our being because it is not any-thing.  We don’t awaken for our real life 

because we are looking for self in the wrong places – our real self does not belong to anything that 

goes through our mind.  It is like a mirror, reflecting everything that comes and goes, events and 

phenomena, pleasure and pain, youth and aging, without being affected or stained by any 

appearances-disappearances – because these are empty showings.  The pure awareness behind 

thoughts (we know something before we form thoughts or words about it), the silent and lucid 

“knowingness” is always aware of both knowing and not knowing.  The mind’s substance or self-

nature cannot be conceived or perceived because it does not appear-disappear.  It is like a screen on 

which moving pictures appear, from birth to death and beyond.  We see pictures but not the screen; 

without screen there are no pictures, and without pictures no screen is to be seen.   

  

To remove the veils from our window, to open the wisdom-eye that sees real truth, to know and 

understand things seen and unseen, to find real happiness and freedom, only one thing is needed: 

self-cultivation.  “One has seen nothing until one comes face to face with oneself.”  This is a major 

difference between Eastern enlightenment teachings and Western spiritual traditions: non-duality.  

Since the mind in its origin and essence is not different from the origin and essence of reality, to 

recognize “ultimate reality” or to “see God face to face” is a matter of self-discovery, of looking 

inward, not outward or upward.  Since our self-nature has been silent and pure, shining bright since 

eternity, we (only) need to purify and empty our mind for its nature to manifest itself.  We have to 

stop thinking and acting as an ego to let the self-nature of the absolute reveal itself.  That is why 

awakening is found in a state of rest, not in mental activity of any kind, not in producing new images.   

 

Spiritual cultivation comes down to stopping, to letting go and detaching from false notions, until the 

light of enlightenment shines through of itself.  Real practice is not wishing and waiting for someone 

else to purify us from our self-made impurities, to disentangle us from self-created entanglement.  It 
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is not hoping for another’s intervention to deliver us from the consequences of still another’s original 

sin.  Liberation is here and now; it starts with giving up craving and clinging, to realize that there is 

 Nothing to grasp, 

 Nothing to expect and nothing to prove, 

 Nothing to gain and nothing to lose,  

 Nothing to choose and nothing to reject,  

 Nothing to hold onto and nothing to behold, 

 Nothing to rely on and nothing to dwell upon,  

 Nothing to believe and nothing to achieve, 

 Nothing to desire and nothing to fear, 

 But to know that there is only reason to relax and let go ever more.   

 

The ultimate experience is that there is nothing to experience; the final truth is that there is no-thing 

to be seen and no-body to see.  Ultimate reality is inconceivable because there is nothing to be 

conceived.  It is closer than anything that can be reached and closer than anyone who reaches.   

 

Emptiness 

 

If there is no self, one may ask, who is responsible? How is there continuity and accountability, 

karma and reincarnation?  Who or what reincarnates?  “If there is no self, who or what goes from one 

state of existence to another in the cycle of birth and death?” 
39

  The answer is that there need to be 

no permanent and unchanging self in order for a being to be born and pass away and undergo 

different life experiences.  “If birth-and-extinction of the skandhas, the elements, and the senses are 

without a self, then who is born and who passes away?  Only ignorant people keep being reborn and 

passing away without realizing that suffering can be ended, without knowing Nirvana.” 
40

 

 

To discover the absence of a limited, separate ego opens the way to realize that our “ground of 

being” is not different from The Ground of Being.  The one origin and foundation of all being (also 

called “Un-ground” in the West) is not a being.  The absolute is not any-thing (relative).  The source 

and substance all existence is made of, that which makes existence happen, is not among existence, 

while it is never and nowhere absent either. 

 

All things, from the thoughts in our head to the stars above, are birth-and-death phenomena.  

Because “the source of all phenomena is not among phenomena,” Buddhism called it Emptiness.  

Emptiness in this context is not nothingness (“nothing” does not exist), nor is it a negative concept in 

the sense of mere void or absence.  It is not any thing – limited, separate, relative, caused and 

conditioned.  On the one hand, it is like space, the room that makes it possible for all being to take 

place.  On the other, it is the basic stuff all being is made of, like the quantum vacuum of physics, the 

infinite field of energy that makes all formations possible.  Life and the universe, heaven and earth, 

                                                
39 Taisho 31.2b 

40 Taisho 16.570b 
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all material and spiritual realities are made of It, rest upon It, arise-and-vanish in It.  It is because all 

is made of emptiness that it can all appear and disappear, without leaving a trace.  Emptiness does 

not appear or disappear, begin or end, move or change, increase or decrease, come and go – like 

everything else does.  It is because of emptiness that everything exists as it does, coming and going 

in an inexhaustible profusion of formation and destruction, of beings and worlds arising and falling 

away.  Only emptiness can do this: initiate and terminate it all.  If That were not empty, nothing 

could be impermanent and always changing, ceasing to be, dependent on other causes and 

conditions, and without self substance.  It all materializes and vanishes, as if nothing happened, 

because it is made of no-thing. 

 

Emptiness does not mean that nothing is real or that nothing matters but that “all existence is empty.”  

Empty means having “no nature of its own,” nothing but interdependent origination and mutual 

causation.  The other marks of existence, impermanence and suffering, indicate what is negative and 

are easier to recognize; they are the problematic side of existence.  No-self and emptiness convey the 

answer in the most exact possible statement.  Emptiness is a negative word for what words cannot 

say, for what is ultimately real and true, for the inconceivable source of all.   

 

For him who admits emptiness, all appears possible; 

for him who does not admit emptiness, nothing appears possible. (Nagarjuna) 

 

That the inexhaustible source of being is not a being means that it cannot have form or qualification.  

Any appearance or property would make it such and not otherwise, something relative and not 

absolute.  Not being anything, it was never born and will never cease.  Its nature is unbound, infinite 

possibility, unending openness, perfect clarity and immaculate radiance.  Emptiness is not to be 

thought of as non-existent; it is neither existence nor non-existence.   

 

What is absolute is not only transcendent (beyond time, space, and form) but also immanent.  

Emptiness is the One that opens up infinite space, the eternal Now where time can pass, the formless 

essence all creation takes its form from.  Nothing and nobody exists outside of this absolute.  

Whatever happens, from galaxies to ideas, has no other source and substance than this emptiness. 

 

Substance must exist on its own and cannot be caused or conditioned, nor can it share its substance 

with another.  There can only be one (non-duality); if divided into two or more, it would be finite.  A 

second would border on, be separated from, and limit the first that would be confined within its own 

borders, outside the borders of the other.  Any second (duality) would plunge both into relativity and 

annihilate the essence of an absolute.  Emptiness is absolutely empty or it is not empty.   

 

Silent and pure, it can only be seen when all birth-and-death phenomena are seen for what they are, 

as mere appearances, rising and subsiding like waves in the ocean.  Made of nothing but water, they 

happen endlessly, with no self-existence of their own.  To realize no-self is like perceiving the nature 

of water: all waves, bubbles and rivers, seas and icecaps, clouds and snowflakes, steam and sweat are 

but transformations of water, nothing but ever changing modes of one substance.  Some-body, like a 
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drop of water, has a distinct individual appearance apart from the others, but it does not exist apart 

from its water substance; it has no self-nature and has therefore the potential to turn into any other 

appearance of water.  All is like that, arising and subsiding in an infinite sea of emptiness. 

 

All existence, mind and matter, anti-matter (dark matter and dark energy make up most of the 

physical universe) and physical worlds (only 4%), empty space and spiritual heavens are functions of 

one substance.  Emptiness is not something else, a separate reality, another dimension different from 

plain reality.  The whole of life and the universe is of one seamless substance, one formless essence – 

in numberless forms.  This ultimate non-duality is called the “middle way,” holding the middle 

between being and non-being.  The Uncreated and creation, Formlessness and form, Absolute and 

relative, Self and no-self, Mind and thought, Transcendent and immanent, Noumenon and 

phenomena, Emptiness and existence, Nirvana and Samsara coexist in perfect union.   

   

Form is not different from emptiness,  

Emptiness is not different from form.  

 The same is true for the other skandhas. 
41

 

 

Because form, feeling, perception, formation, and consciousness are empty of self-existence, they 

offer nothing that stands in the way of the empty absolute that supports and permeates them.  It is 

because they are empty and have emptiness as their substance that all comes and goes without end, 

without exhausting the source.  Our thoughts can come and go incessantly and endlessly, without 

ever filling up and overflowing our mind, because they are empty.   

 

The eternal, beginningless and endless substance of reality is not different from the original-

fundamental nature of the mind.  This is what enlightenment awakens to.  “substance,” the 

inexhaustible origin of creation is itself uncreated, infinite, and absolutely empty, while “function” is 

what is created, caused and conditioned (by other and therefore non-self), limited (to its thusness, 

being only this or that), changing and impermanent (beginning and ending).  Functions are endless 

because their source/substance is empty and therefore unlimited and inexhaustible. 

 

Emptiness and Spirituality 

 

The highest levels of religion concur with the spiritual principles of no-self and emptiness.  Even the 

monotheistic belief systems that seem to be in disagreement with Eastern philosophy produced 

amazing insights that are in line with Buddhism.  Christian, Jewish, and Muslim mystics have 

declared time and again that “God as Absolute” is not a person.  When they describe their pure 

experience, not clothed in theological jargon but in plain empirical language, they state that the 

essence of spiritual being is not only beyond all thought and images but beyond the duality of self 

and other,  and formless nothingness.   

 

                                                
41 Heart Sutra, explained in Chapter 7 
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A few examples may show how the highest cultivation stages in other religions are in line with 

Buddhism.  In Jewish mysticism (Kabbalah) “ayin” means “the absolute nothingness of God,” the 

“Primeval One who is the cause of all in equal oneness in the depths of nothingness.”  In the 

Christian tradition the most straightforward of the medieval mystics is Meister Eckhart (1260-1327).  

His “combination of mystical insight with intense intellectual power laid the foundations at once of 

German philosophy and German mysticism.” 
42

  He used his popular pulpit to declare the emptiness 

of both God and his creation:  

 

All creatures are pure nothing.  I do not say they are a trifle or they are anything: they are 

pure nothing. 
43

   

“Saint Paul rose from the ground and with open eyes saw nothing.”  I think this text has a 

fourfold sense. One is that he saw Nothing, and the Nothing was God . . .  The second: when 

he got up he saw nothing but God. The third: in all things he saw nothing but God. The 

fourth: when he saw God, he saw all things as nothing . . .   Anything you see, or anything 

that comes with your ken, that is not God, just because God is neither this nor that. Whoever 

says God is here or there, do not believe him. The light that is God shines in the darkness. 

God is the true light: to see it, one must be blind and must strip from God all that is 

“something’ . . .  When the soul is unified and there enters into total self-abnegation, then she 

finds God as in Nothing . . .  He saw God where all creatures are nothing. He saw all 

creatures as nothing, for he has the essence of all creatures within him. He is an essence that 

contains all essence. 
44

 

 

Another example from Eckhart’s time is a Christian woman (the spiritual pioneers at that time were 

ladies), Marguerite Porete, who burned at the stake in 1310, for declaring:   

 

For between Him and her, there is not any difference, whatever there might be of natures. 

For whoever feels something of God through matter that he sees or hears outside himself, 

because of work that he does by himself, this is not the total fire. So also no nature of fire 

adds any matter into itself, but instead it makes of itself and the matter one thing, no longer 

two but one. So it is with those of whom we speak, for Love draws completely their matter 

into herself.  Love and such souls are one same thing, and not two things, for this would be 

discord; but it is one single thing, and thus there is accord. (see Chapter 8) 

 

The same truths of no-self, emptiness, and non-duality were proclaimed in Islam as well.  Muslims 

prostrate themselves to “surrender their selves” in the presence of God.  The mystic Rumi explained 

the famous saying of the saint al-Hallaj “I am God”:  

 

                                                
42 Evelyn Underhill, Mysticism (Oxford: Oneworld Publications, 1999), 463 

43 Meister Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, Maurice Walshe (Shaftesbury: Element Books, 1996), Vol. I, 284 

44 Ibid. 153-8 
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This is what is signified by the words “ana’l Haqq,” “I am God.” People imagine that it is a 

presumptuous claim, whereas it is really a presumptuous claim to say “ana’l abd,” “I am the 

slave of God”; and “I am God” is an expression of great humility. The man who says “I am 

the slave of God” affirms two existences, his own and God’s, but he that says “I am God” 

has made himself non-existent and has given himself up; “I am God” i.e. I am naught, He is 

all, there is no being but God’s. 

 

Like Jesus, al-Hallaj (858-922) was executed for proclaiming, “If you see me, you see Him.”  There 

are many more examples of this transcendental breakthrough in the major religions (Chapter 8).  But 

these mystics were the exceptions rather than the rule; they reached a higher spiritual realization than 

the clergy and their following.  The religious establishment of their (and our) time failed to realize 

that there is an absolute difference between personal gods in heaven and the Ultimate Reality.  Gods 

are beings; the Absolute is non-being.  Serious prophets, those who tried to awaken mankind to that 

ultimate truth, were often met with unbelief, condemned of heresy, or executed (psychologically or 

physically) by religious officials who lacked their spiritual attainment.   

 

The greatest saints and mystics, sages and philosophers reached if not an “awakening” at least 

advanced stages of mental clarification (dhyana-samadhi).  During medieval times, however, they 

had to compromise with the dogmatic claims of the church, and their writings usually reflect an 

ambivalence to reconcile their experience of non-duality with the dualistic beliefs of their religion.  

An “orthodox” mystic who received the blessing of the church, Jan van Ruusbroec (1293-1381), 

nevertheless wrote:  

 

In the one-fold enjoyment of the essence they are one without difference. In this simple unity 

of the divine essence there is no knowing, nor desiring, nor acting; for this is a modeless 

abyss that is never reached with active understanding. 

All loving spirits are one single enjoyment and one beatitude with God without difference.  

For the blessed essence which is the enjoyment of God Himself and all His beloved, is so 

simple one-fold, that there is no personal distinction of neither Father nor Son nor Holy 

Spirit, nor any creature . . .   For there all the elevated spirits in their super-essence are one 

enjoyment and one beatitude with God without difference.  There the beatitude is so one-fold 

that no distinction can enter it evermore. (Chapter 8) 

 

Saint Thomas Aquinas, the greatest philosopher and theologian of the Christian Church (author of 

Summa Theologiae, e.a.) must have seen this a century earlier.  A year before he died, he had an 

awakening and reportedly said (in 1273): “All I have written seems to me as so much straw.” 

 

Emptiness and Science 

 

The “basic stuff” or substance all phenomena are made of is, like the quantum vacuum of modern 

physics, an infinite sea of energy where all matter arises from, a “zero point field” that permeates 

every atom of our body and our universe.  Although discovered a few decades ago, the emptiness of 
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the physical world is not common knowledge because the results that arise from this scientific 

observation are astounding and troublesome to the common worldview.  Quantum mechanics found 

that energy, the source of matter, is fundamentally empty.  Matter and energy arise from the basic, 

“background emptiness” of the universe.  Stephen Hawking explains: “Particles can be created out of 

energy in the form of particle/antiparticle pairs. But this just raises the question of where the energy 

came from. The answer is that the total energy of the universe is exactly zero.” 
45

 

 

Matter is composed of atoms, which are electrons, neutrons, and protons that consist of quarks.  

Quantum field theory explains that both quarks and electrons are but little disturbances in the 

background fields that permeate our universe.  All matter is “no more real than waves traveling over 

the surface of the ocean, that is to say, made of emptiness.”  The theory goes on to confirm that the 

ground state energy of the universe is infinite.  “Wherever you examine a vacuum without any 

disturbance or particles present, there is an infinite potential of energy.”  Physics has provided a 

tangible expression for the Buddhist equation between “emptiness and wondrous being,” Nirvana 

and Samsara. 

 

Science has suggested a primal balance at the origin of the universe, a perfect symmetry out of which 

all space, time and form came tumbling down.  Science has pushed through the barrier of matter and 

finds itself before a “wall” (Planck), before an insurmountable mystery, an unfathomable reality 

where gravity can be such that all “space collapses and time explodes.”  The search for the origin of 

the universe has ended in “an infinite ocean of energy which has the appearance of nothingness” 

(Wheeler).  

 

“Something unknown is doing we don’t know what,” was Albert Einstein’s comment on the 

Uncertainty Principle.  He had more insights that exemplify Buddhist principles. (Introduction)   

“We think of a substance as something that can be neither created nor destroyed.”  “The true value of 

a human being is determined primarily by the measure and the sense in which he has attained to 

liberation from the self.”  “There is no essential distinction between mass and energy . . .  We could 

regard matter as the regions in space where the field is extremely strong . . . There would be no 

place, in our new physics, for both field and matter, field being the only reality.”  “People like us, 

who believe in physics, know that the distinction between past, present and future is only a stubborn, 

persistent illusion.”
46

 

 

Another important physicist, Sir Arthur Eddington, observed: “We have learnt that the exploration of 

the external world by the methods of physical science leads not to a concrete reality but to a shadow 

world of symbols, beneath which those methods are unadapted for penetrating.  Feeling that there 

must be more behind, we return to our starting point in human consciousness – the one centre where 

                                                
45 Stephen Hawking, A Brief History of Time (New York: Bantam Books, 1990), 129 

46 Albert Einstein, The Evolution of Physics (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1938), 43, 208, 258; The World 

as I See It (Secaucus, NJ: Carol Publishing Group 1999), 7-8; The Expanded Quotable Einstein (Princeton 

University Press, 2000), 75   
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more might become known. There we find other stirrings, other revelations than those conditioned 

by the world of symbols . . .   Physics most strongly insists that its methods do not penetrate behind 

the symbolism. Surely then that mental and spiritual nature of ourselves, known in our minds by an 

intimate contact transcending the methods of physics, supplies just that which science is admittedly 

unable to give.”
47

 

 

Science found out about the tremendous power of “emptiness” (of splitting atoms and more recently 

the much more terrifying force of black holes). “No-thing” is where it all comes from and where it 

goes back.  We have discovered the physical side of the equation between origination and cessation, 

creation and extinction, but how can we realize the spiritual consequences?    

 

Emptiness and Philosophy 

 

Because the West has focused on the order of phenomena, on formal things (defined as “substances” 

by Aristotle) rather than on the higher order, philosophy missed the final mark and never established 

a “common cause.”  The realization of ultimate truth requires more than rational thinking.  “Time 

and again the passion for understanding has led to the illusion that man is able to comprehend the 

objective world rationally by pure thought without any empirical foundations – in short, by 

metaphysics.” (Einstein) 
48

  To break through and transcend or “empty out” the conceptualizing 

thought skandha, to reach pure concentration and wisdom, requires serious spiritual training, 

including correct behavior and great virtue, before one can establish a clear/pure/empty mind, needed 

order to realize the pure and perfect nature of the absolute; and the guidance of enlightened teachers.  

There are instances of individual breakthroughs, but they are rare.   

 

Foremost is Socrates, the founding father of Western philosophy.  He achieved such level of spiritual 

proficiency that he was not easily understood.  Even his closest followers, Aristotle and Plato, missed 

the “awakening” of which their Greek predecessors were apparently aware of. 

 

Another Western thinker by the name of Baruch Spinoza (1633-1677) was considered by some to be 

an atheist and by others a mystic or God-knower.  He argued about the substance of reality: that there 

can only be one, that it cannot be produced but exists of itself in virtue of its own nature, and thus 

exists eternally.  If there are not two substances of the same kind, it is infinite; since God is infinite, 

He is the one and only substance, and all else is only a mode of God.  Spinoza’s absolute has been 

ridiculed as “the God of the philosophers, not the God of Abraham and Moses . . .”  His views were 

not a theoretical abstraction but the expression of a most real, personal, and transcendental 

experience, whereas the gods of the Bible are a matter of faith or hearsay.   

 

“By substance we can understand nothing else than an entity which is in such a way that it needs no 

other entity in order to be.  That whose Being is such that it has no need at all for any other entity is 

                                                
47 Sir Arthur Eddington, Science and the Unseen World (New York: MacMillan Company, 1929) 

48 Albert Einstein, Ideas and Opinions (New York: Crown Publishers, 1954), p. 88   
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the “ens perfectissimum” (most perfect being)” wrote Martin Heidegger, 
49

 the foremost 

metaphysical philosopher of the twentieth century.  He once said in regard to Chinese Chan (Zen) 

Buddhism, “This is what I have been trying to say in all my writings.”  A similar remark came from 

the great psychologist Carl G. Jung, who was reading a Chinese Chan master on his deathbed (sic) 

and asked his secretary to tell the translator that “He was enthusiastic . . .  he sometimes felt as if he 

himself could have said exactly this. It was just it!” 
50

 

 

On the other hand, most of Eastern philosophy has been more consistent with the highest order.  In 

China, for instance, wisdom and meditation traditions had already developed long before the arrival 

of Buddhism.  The Classic of the Way and its Virtue/Power (Laozi’s Daodejing/Tao Te Ching, the 

most often translated book after the bible) opens with: 

 

The Dao (Way) that can be told of is not the eternal Dao; 

The name that can be named is not the eternal name. 

The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and Earth; 

The Named is the Mother of all things. 

There is always non-being to see its subtlety, 

And there is always being to see the outcome. 

The two are the same 

But after emerging they are named differently. 

Together they are called deep and profound. 

Even deeper and more profound, 

The door of all subtleties!  

 

“Dao is the greatest of all things that can be named (Section 25). It is ahead of all things (Section 62). 

It is everywhere and operates all around (34). It is infinite (59). All things and all values originate 

from it (34, 41, 51). It has neither form nor restriction, is not confined to any thing or form, and is 

really unnamable. These characteristics make Dao permanent and constant (1, 16, 28, 32, 47); it is 

the Way for all times. The Dao of old can be used to master things of the present (14). Thus Dao is 

both in and above time, immanent and transcendent. It is the universal order and yet is above it . . .  

All being comes from non-being, and things depend on non-being to function (11).”   

 

According to the foremost commentator of the Daodejing, Wang Bi (226-249), “non-being is the 

mind (essence) of Simplicity, which is Dao, as well as the mind of Heaven and Earth. To attain the 

constancy of Dao, it is necessary to achieve its vacuity and nothingness to the infinite and extreme 

degree (16). There can be no unity of things without it (42, 47). And only when there is non-being 

can being perform its function (38) . . . Although non-being serves well for things to function, it must 

not be forgotten that it is substance. As such, nonbeing is original/fundamental substance . . . 

Although Heaven and Earth are extensive, non-being is the mind . . . Therefore if one destroys 

                                                
49 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time  
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oneself and one’s ego, then all people will respect and come to him from far and near (38). In the 

ultimate sense, substance and function are identical. This has become a general pattern in Chinese 

philosophy.” 
51

 

 

The existentialist philosopher Karl Jaspers commented: “Dao is the origin and goal of the world and 

all things, hence also of the thinker. The philosophy tells us first, what Dao is; secondly, how all 

being proceeds from it and moves toward it; thirdly, how man lives in Dao, how he can lose it and 

regain it, both as an individual and in political society. Thus in Western terms, it deals with 

metaphysics, cosmogony, ethics, and politics . . . they are one fundamental idea. An exposition can 

be considered successful if it conveys an awareness of this fundamental unity . . . Insofar as being is 

what we see, hear, and grasp, insofar as it is image and form, Dao is nothing. Only in the Dao that is 

free from being is the source attained. This source is not nothing in the sense of not-at-all, but in the 

sense of more-than-being, whence come existing things. Nonbeing is the source and aim of all being. 

In itself it is essential being and as such beyond being . . . Dao is unchanging. “It depends on nothing 

and does not change.” (25) Dao is dependent on itself, while man, earth, heaven, and all things 

outside of the Dao are dependent on something else.” 
52

 

 

* * * 

 

Truth and reality are not different for religion, philosophy, or science.  Finding truth requires mental 

clarification, self-cultivation and self-realization rather than adherence to an ideology or a belief 

system.  Genuine salvation means liberation from suffering, ignorance, and rebirth (here or in 

heaven), which is a matter of realizing ultimate truth. 

 

By relying on the contemplation of emptiness, which does not posit a self-nature, one can 

eliminate meaningless elaboration through continuous practice. After meaningless 

elaboration is eliminated, erroneous discrimination will not arise because it will have lost its 

object.  When the mind’s discrimination stops, prajna (transcendental wisdom) will arise; 

then one will no longer have confusion or create more karma. Because of this, the body that 

suffers will no longer continue, and one is liberated. The liberation of sages is attained by 

relying on the contemplation of emptiness . . .  Only through the investigation of self-nature 

and the profound penetration into the ultimate can one thoroughly break down the 

fundamental ignorance of beings and thoroughly understand the truth of the world. . .  

  

Why Suffering 

 

 . . . Why do sentient beings suffer, and why do they transmigrate through cycles of birth and 

death? They do so because of confusion and karma. Karma arises from confusion. Confusion 

is ignorance, which primarily means having the affliction of the view of the “I and mine.”  

                                                
51 Wing-Tsit Chan, Commentary on the Lao Tzu by Wang Pi (The University Press of Hawaii, 1979), x-xi 
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A sutra says, “Ignorance is caused by deviant thinking.” This ignorance comes from 

erroneous discriminations. Sentient beings discriminate erroneously and do not know the 

truth because of meaningless elaboration. Erroneous discrimination arises in dependence 

upon phenomena. When it arises, one intuitively feels that the object is real, that it exists as 

an entity just as it appears, that it is unrelated to the mind’s discrimination, and so forth. This 

is not only an illusion of erroneous discrimination; in ordinary people’s minds, the object 

seems to be present as it appears. This is the source of fundamental error and is not in 

harmony with reality . . . That which is not, but appears to be, is meaningless elaboration, 

and the mind’s discrimination–perception through names and words–cannot realize its own 

error. 
53

 

  

If “I” am not among the skandhas, if this body is not “me,” what is there to fear, to lose or to gain?  

Who or what is suffering?  If there are “no-self” and “no-things,” who and what is there to worry 

about?  It is only when we mistakenly identify with what we are not that problems and difficulties 

arise.  When this body-ego is considered to be the real me, it becomes the most important thing in the 

world to which everything and every-body must yield.  But then there are all the other people, 

making the same claims, and the world-stage is set for trouble.   

 

Ego is the reason for being good or bad, for working hard or being lazy, for loving and hating, 

contention and conflict.  When we pray or scold, it is all because of “me.”  Ideas and beliefs about 

identity and property, economic, political, cultural, social, psychological, and religious conflicts, all 

dualistic views of self-and-other, race and class, gender and status, profit and power, the division and 

mistrust of a world in turmoil, of conflicting self- and group-interests and opinions — are the work 

of “I.”  What would be missing in a world without greed and selfishness, offense and defense, strife 

and struggle, hatred and violence, and what would life be like without worries, illusions, and 

frustrations?  What is needed for a real “new world order,” one of common vision and purpose, 

peace and harmony, joy and energy, and unfailing strategy? 

 

To find such common sense, a skandha-like analysis of human existence is most helpful.  Nothing 

escapes the nature of existence, the basic condition of impermanence and suffering.  The skandhas 

are the ones that “lead us into temptation,” the shadows that cover us in darkness, that distract, 

disturb, and obsess us, the thieves of our peace and happiness.  They cause anxiety because they 

make us crave and depend on what is fleeting and unsubstantial.  We cherish unreal expectations and 

cling to things that are always moving and changing.  We chase after them endlessly to find 

ourselves in constant stress, empty of what we want and full of unfulfilled desire.   

 

The skandhas hold us captive in a world of illusion because we grasp what cannot stay nor satisfy.  

They immerse us in a world of fragmentation; they engulf us in a self-combustion that ravages us 

within and without, “an all-consuming fire” that leaves nothing whole. 

 

                                                
53 Yin-shun, The Way to Buddhahood (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1998), 278-83 
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All things are on fire.  The eye is on fire; forms are on fire; eye-consciousness is on fire; 

impressions received by the eye and their sensations, that also is on fire.  With the fire of 

passion, of hatred, of infatuation, with birth, ageing, death, sorrow, lamentation, misery, 

grief and despair are they on fire.  The ear is on fire, sounds are on fire . . . the body is on 

fire, the mind is on fire, ideas are on fire.  (Mv i 21) 

 

The soft/spiritual message of the Buddha’s Fire Sermon is reflected in hard/physical nature, where 

indeed all life and matter is “burning.”  The crux of biological life in this world is to burn oxygen; 

there is no life without metabolism; to stop breathing or eating (calories to burn) means the end of 

energy, the cold of death; to live is to burn up incessantly.  Our most precious faculty, the ability to 

see, means nothing without the burning of “fire” (the light of the sun or of fuel/electricity).  Without 

fire there would be utter darkness, nothing to see; the world would be blind.   

 

All matter is “on fire,” from the particles of energy to the stars and the sun and its offspring earth.  

We live on a “planet,” i.e. a cooling chunk of the sun that is still blazing on the inside, and bound to 

burn up in the end together with the sun.  Fire is the symbol of birth-and-death, the element of life 

but also of destruction, the paradigm for all and everything between the ignition of the big bang and 

the cold extinction of a universe.  Our every sensation and perception, our whole life experience is 

made of “igniting and extinguishing,” the transformation of energy.  We are nothing but mere 

transformations, sparks in a cosmic process that never lacks fuel and never stops burning and burning 

out.  Enlightenment or emancipation from the birth and death cycle is called Nirvana, literally 

meaning “extinction,” “gone out,” or “blown out.”   

 

We suffer not because of the skandhas but because we are entangled in the skandhas, because we 

ignore them for what they are, give them more credit than they deserve and expect the impossible 

from them.  In spite of, or perhaps because of our dissatisfaction with things as they are, we crave 

and grasp them endlessly.  We try to conquer objects and objectives and all we gain in a lifetime of 

struggle, going from defeat to battle and from battle to defeat, are short-term results and short-lived 

solutions.  We submit ourselves to this sadistic gratification and become the accomplices of this 

existential torture, shaping and sharing a world of delusion, of triple fraud: deceiving ourselves, 

deceiving others, and being deceived by others. 

 

The less we find substance and happiness, the more we crave – more money, more achievement, 

more status and success, more power and control, more comfort, belongings and conveniences, more 

speed and more data, more growth and more products, more leisure and distraction.  And because 

“everything is on fire,” becoming ashes as soon as it has shined, we need new things, new ideas, new 

trends, new models, new incentives, new developments, new diversions, new gadgets, and new news 

all the time.   

 

The more we grasp and attach ourselves the more we suffer, until we recognize the source of our 

frustration and suffering, and give up craving, grasping, and delusion.  Only confusion could fool us 

to assume permanence in the midst of impermanence, substance in what has none, satisfaction in 
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what is “void and unsatisfactory” (dukkha).  Only greed could lead us to devote so much labor to 

amass what is never “mine.”  Only egotism could cause us to be flattered by an ego that is nowhere 

to be found.  The root of the problem is not only “not knowing how it is” but believing to “know 

better.”   

 

The root cause of suffering is delusion and ignorance, ignoring reality and turning values and 

principles upside down, mistaking suffering for happiness, impermanence for permanence, not-self 

for self. The cure is wisdom, to see the skandhas for what they are and stop mistaking them as me 

and mine.  This does not mean that we have to renounce the world.  The immediate cause for 

suffering is craving (Pali, tanha, thirst).  We live in a state of incessant and unquenchable thirst.  We 

are born in this “sense-desire World” (Chapter 3) because we desire it, want to be part of it, hunger 

and thirst for its “things” and experiences.  Wisdom does not mean that we have to part with it but 

that we are no part of it.  It is our craving and grasping, attachment and misidentification with what 

we sense and desire that makes us suffer. 

 

It is not the outer objects that entangle us. 

It is the inner clinging that entangles us. (Tilopa) 

 

We not only take this world for granted but we crave it.  Mankind has mastered an unusual art, the 

endurance of suffering.  Buddhism calls this world the Saha World or “world of endurance.”  This 

world wants nothing more than to grasp and hold what slips away.  The more we collect, the more 

we lose and suffer in the end; the more we suffer, the more we want, and the more we accumulate 

suffering.   

 

What is the origin of suffering?  It is that craving which gives rise to ever fresh rebirth and, 

bound up with pleasure and lust, now here, now there, finds ever fresh delight.  It is craving 

of the senses, craving for existence, craving for non-existence. . .   No first beginning of the 

craving for existence can be perceived, before which it was not and after which it came to be.  

But it can be perceived that craving for existence has its specific condition. I say that also 

craving for existence has its condition that feeds it and is not without it.  And what is it? 

Ignorance one has to reply. (AN x 62) 

A first point is not discerned of beings roaming and wandering on hindered by ignorance and 

fettered by craving. There comes a time when the great ocean dries up and evaporates and no 

longer exists  . . . a time when the great earth burns up and perishes and no longer exists, but 

still there is no end of suffering for those roaming and wandering on hindered by ignorance 

and fettered by craving  . . . like a dog tied up on a leash bound to a post: it would just keep 

on running and revolving. So too, the uninstructed regards form as self  . . . feeling as self . . . 

perception as self  . . . volitional formations as self  . . . consciousness as self  . . . He just 

keeps running and revolving around the skandhas  . . . not freed from them  . . . not freed 

from birth and death  . . . not freed from suffering, I say. (SN 22:99)      

 

* * * 
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When we attain something, we are happy for a while.  But are we happy because of the object we 

attain (with which we are doomed to part), or because we are content (and let go for a while)?  Peace 

and joy arise naturally when we are content, when we do not try to hold what does not be-long and 

do not pretend to be what we are not. In moments of detachment and transcendence, when letting go 

of all and everything, we naturally and spontaneously experience superior joy, a glimpse of the 

eternal bliss that is Nirvana.  Peak experiences of truth and happiness usually occur in states of 

exceptional concentration and lucidity, in the absence of self.   

 

Alfred Tennyson, for example, “frequently had, up from boyhood . . . a state of transcendent wonder, 

associated with absolute clearness of mind”: “this has come upon me through repeating my own 

name to myself silently, till all at once, as it were out of the intensity of the consciousness of the 

individuality, the individuality itself seemed to dissolve and fade away into boundless being, and this 

was not a confused state but the clearest, the surest of the surest, utterly beyond words – where death 

was an almost laughable impossibility – the loss of personality (if so it were) seeming no extinction, 

but the only true life.  I am ashamed of my feeble description.” 
54

 

 

While the West has stood in awe at the threshold of spiritual reality but left to chance or to God’s 

grace to know only casual transcendental experiences, without understanding their causality, the East 

developed a thorough proficiency to explore and develop the mind’s potential for ultimate 

knowledge.  Buddhism has provided the most comprehensive and systematic theories and methods 

for spiritual realization.  Buddhism is not about suffering but the end of suffering: 

 

If deluding mental states disappear, nothing but happiness and delight develops, tranquility, 

mindfulness and clear awareness – and that is a happy state. (DN i 196) 
55

  

Let us live happily, hating none in the midst of men who hate.  Let us live happily, free from 

disease. Let us live happily, free from care.  Let us live happily, we who possess nothing.  Let 

us dwell feeding on joy like the Radiant Gods. (Dp 197-200) 

 

Nature proves when we are right.  When we stop being deluded, it rewards us with blessings, from 

plain health to divine happiness.  To discern truth heralds the dawn of a new consciousness with 

absolute certainty: that there is no reason for sorrow but for joy, that happiness is an inalienable part 

of our nature while suffering is not.  But to find real happiness we first have to understand the 

suffering of the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
54 Quoted in William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (Penguin Classics, 1985), 384 

55 Thus Have I Heard, The Long Discourses, Maurice Walshe (London: Wisdom Publications, 1987), 167 
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 The Four Noble Truths 

 

This is the truth of suffering: birth is suffering, aging is suffering, disease is suffering, death 

is suffering, to be united with what one does not like is suffering, separation from what one 

likes is suffering, not to get what one wishes is suffering; in short, the five skandha 

attachments are suffering. 

This is the truth of the cause/accumulation of suffering: it is craving which leads to rebirth, 

accompanied by passionate clinging, welcoming this and that, namely the craving for sensual 

pleasure, the craving for existence, and the craving for non-existence. 

This is the truth of the cessation of suffering: it is the disengagement and cessation without a 

remainder of this very craving, its abandonment, its forsaking, the liberation from it and the 

non-attachment to it. 

This is the truth of the way leading to the cessation of suffering: it is this Noble Eightfold 

Path, namely, right view, right thinking, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 

effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration.   

This is the noble truth of suffering . . .  and of the path that should be cultivated. Thus in 

regard to things unheard before, there arose in me vision, knowledge, wisdom, penetration, 

and light. This noble truth of suffering is to be fully understood, the origin of suffering is to 

be abandoned, the cessation of suffering is to be realized, the way leading to the cessation of 

suffering is to be developed. 

When my knowledge and vision of these Four Noble Truths as they really are was thoroughly 

purified, then only did I claim to have awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in 

this world, with its Gods and Men. The knowledge and vision arose in me: Unshakeable is the 

liberation of my mind. This is my last birth. There will be no more of thusness. (Mv i 11) 

 

The first pronouncement of the founder of Buddhism, after he became a “Buddha” or “perfectly 

enlightened one” was about the foremost problem in this world, suffering, and how it can be solved.  

When the five skandhas are seen for what they are, and are no longer expected to deliver what they 

cannot, “all suffering and difficulty are overcome.” (Heart Sutra)  “Whoever in this world overcomes 

this craving will find that suffering falls away like water-drops falling from a flower.”   

 

Upon hearing his teaching people all over the universe, “Gods and Men [reacted by opening] the 

dustless, stainless, truth-seeing eye, [seeing that] whatever is of the nature of origination is of the 

nature of cessation” (passim).  The deities responded in heaven after heaven: “the wheel of the 

Dharma (universal truth) has been set in motion, which cannot be stopped by anyone in the world nor 

in heaven.” 

    

The facts that life and death do not satisfy and that there is a cause for this unhappy situation are 

plain and easy to understand, but the implications reach far and deep.  The message is that there is a 

way out.  Final liberation with full knowledge and vision is possible in this body and mind: 
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It is in this fathom-long body, with all its perceptions and thoughts, that I proclaim the world, 

the origin of the world, the cessation of the world and the path leading to the cessation of the 

world.  (SN i 62) 

There is a dimension where there is no earth, water, fire, or air . . . nor this world nor a 

world beyond nor both . . .   Here is no coming or going, no staying, passing away or arising 

(in a new destiny). This is not something fixed, it moves not on, it is itself not based on 

anything. This is indeed the end of suffering.  There is an Unborn, Unbecome, Uncreated, 

Unconditioned (uncompounded of the skandhas).  If there were not this Unborn, Unbecome, 

Unmade, Unconditioned, there could not be apparent escape from this here that is born, 

become, made, and compounded.  But since there is the Unborn  . . .  the escape from the 

born, become, made, and conditioned is known. (Ud viii 3, 80)  

 

The last words of the Buddha were:  

 

 All things are impermanent; work out your own salvation with diligence. (DN ii 156) 

 

His message is not endurance but enlightenment.  A human being like each one of us, he discovered 

the way to end suffering and ignorance, a way that can be “perfectly understood, seen with our own 

eyes and realized,” on the condition that it is correctly practiced. 
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Chapter  2 

 

A REAL MAN 

 

Buddhism and its Founder 

 

Who was this man who realized “complete, perfect, and supreme enlightenment”?  Before exploring 

the path that the Buddha advised to follow, we will first look at his experience – how he faced doubts 

and problems and how he, alone and almost desperate in the end, searched, struggled, and became a 

Buddha. 

 

“Buddha” means someone who understands (S. budh), not partially but fully, not in the least 

confused but totally clear-minded.  According to Buddhism, Shakyamuni Buddha is the only one in 

this world who has realized perfect and complete enlightenment.  He is “this one person who arises 

in the world for the welfare of the multitude, out of compassion for the world, for the good, welfare, 

and happiness of Gods and Humans” (AN xiii 1). 

   

The Buddha was not the founder of a “religion” (Introduction), not a divine savior or a heavenly 

messenger but a human being, in fact a radical humanist.  His main discovery was that the human 

mind has the potential to become perfectly clear-minded, just like he did.  To become enlightened is 

nothing supernatural but the fulfillment of being human.  A Buddha is one who has fully realized the 

potential of the human mind, while Buddhism is the way to actualize one’s original-fundamental 

human nature.   

 

To honor the Buddha is not to worship him or to pray but to pay respect, to acknowledge his 

accomplishment and emulate his example as someone who reminds us of our own capacity.  He did 

not consider himself as a religious authority but as a counselor and teacher who simply offers advice: 

 

There is Nirvana, there is the way leading to Nirvana, and I am there as an adviser. Some 

taught by me attain the goal, others do not. What can I do? A Tathagata only points the way. 

(MN iii 6)  

 

He called himself “Tathagata” which is a title for a perfectly enlightened one.  Literally it means 

“thus come” (C. rulai) or “thus gone,” one who has come or gone all the way and arrived at 

destination; someone who has reached (gata) enlightenment in the same way (tatha) that other 

Buddhas have.  The Buddha we know “is not merely one unique individual who puts in an 

unprecedented appearance on the stage of human history and then bows out forever.  He is, rather, 

the fulfillment of a primordial archetype, the most recent member of a cosmic “dynasty” of Buddhas 

constituted by numberless Perfectly Enlightened Ones of the past and sustained by Perfectly 

Enlightened Ones continuing indefinitely onward into the future . . .   Though the Nikayas (Buddhist 
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scriptures) stipulate that in any given world system, at any given time, only one Perfectly 

Enlightened Buddha can arise, the arising of Buddhas is intrinsic to the cosmic process.” 
56

             

  

The Buddha himself explained his title as “not coming and not going,” because a Tathagata, being 

the embodiment of the absolute substance of reality, is not conditioned by time, space, or form.  His 

body is the eternal and universal “body of truth” or dharma-kaya (a name for absolute reality), which 

“is nowhere and is nowhere absent” (Chapter 1).  Not arriving and not leaving, not moving and not 

still, not high and not low, the Buddha is always present.  When a person has pure faith, the Buddha 

is right here.   

 

Faith in the Buddha means “faith in mind.”  “This mind is Buddha-mind” said the Chan (Zen) 

masters.  To realize this Buddha-mind and become enlightened means to “see reality as it is.”  

Reality does not depend on our interpretations of it; truth does not belong to any “ism,” Buddhism or 

other.  Not to realize truth, not to see things as they really are is to fail the human mind.  The 

message of the Buddha, and of all Tathagatas past and to come, is not a particular belief system or 

ideology; truth does not belong to any opinion, culture or time; it is not ancient or modern, nothing 

“buddhist” but a plain, human agenda: 

 

Not to do evil, to do good, to purify one’s mind – this is the teaching of the Buddhas. 

(DN ii 49, Dp 183) 

 

Not only fully enlightened Buddhas but also sages, saints, and prophets in East and West have 

declared morality to be the first priority.  Sages are those who understand the meaning of life and the 

universe, who know that the law of all existence is “cause and effect,” that causality not only works 

for physical things but for the whole of reality.  What causes us to experience the life we are living, 

the basic logic (logos or reason) that explains self and the world, is morality. 

 

So did the founders of the major civilizations in West and East (during the Axial Age 800-200 BC) 

found “that the cosmos is a moral order and that human affairs can prosper only when they are in 

harmony with the moral nature of the world. The remarkable feature of this, of course, is that the 

foundations of [their] ethical system are secular . . .   Moral principles derive no authority from 

supernatural revelation but are simply the self-justifying, obviously reasonable discoveries of sages 

and worthies of the historical past . . .   It had the character of a rationally known epoch of normal 

human experience . . .  of cosmic retribution.” 
57 

 

This moral order of the cosmos was the central message of Socrates in Greece and Confucius in 

China.  Their “philo-sophy” (love-wisdom) was not love of rational speculation but of living truth; it 

was not a way of thinking but a way of life, based on principle and virtue.  To understand the Logos 

of existence, to fathom the Reason and Meaning of life and the universe, the mind has to be (behave) 

                                                
56 Bikkhu Bodhi, In the Buddha’s Words (Somerville MA: Wisdom Publications, 2005), 44 

57 Frederick Mote, Intellectual Foundations of China (McGraw-Hill, 1989), 39 
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in accordance with the Nature of Being.  To understand the whole, the human mind has to be in tune 

with the Mind of the whole.  “The highest good is to arrive at the enjoyment of such a nature . . .  that 

is the knowledge of the union that the mind has with the whole of nature” (Spinoza). 
58

   

 

To know the highest good one has to be good, not good at something but at being human.  To 

become really clear-minded one has to be clear about principles and values and live accordingly.  

The road to enlightenment starts and ends with conduct: to avoid all wrongness, to do what is right 

only, and to do evermore good.  “To purify the mind” then means self-examination and self-

correction in the first place.  According to the Dalai Lama: 

 

Our prime focus is the attainment of definitive goodness, but what prevents us from reaching 

it is the emotional obscurations . . .  We need to practice lifetime after lifetime in order to 

gain complete freedom from them . . . by practicing the discipline of avoiding unwholesome 

actions . . . meaning that we refrain from negative conduct that is motivated by the three 

afflictions . . . of attachment, aversion, and ignorance.  The root source of all these is 

fundamental ignorance . . . the ignorance that is confused as to the nature of reality . . . 

confused about causality . . .” 
59

   

 

Taught by a Tathagata, one with an unobstructed vision of totality, this message has a universal, 

cosmic dimension.  Avoiding evil and doing good is not only the foundation of religion and 

humanism but of life and the world as a whole.  Morality is not just a human convention or divine 

decree but the creative force of life itself, the basic energy source that shapes not only life but also 

the environment for the life it sustains.   

 

What is morally wrong is “unwholesome,” counterproductive and detrimental to our very existence.  

Evil is bad not because tradition says so but because it is harmful in itself.  Truth and goodness are in 

the nature of things, while wrong and evil go against it; they constitute the power that shapes a happy 

or unhappy life, in a beautiful or an awful world.  Even the ancient Stoics knew about the seriousness 

of karma – “moral evil is the only evil, moral good is the only value.”  Both religious and secular 

traditions have emphasized morality and ethics, but none in the West explained exactly why. 

 

Buddhism defines morality in terms of natural-universal law.  Moral evil means conduct that is 

“conducive to ill, injurious to oneself and others” (MN i 44), while good is what leads to well-being 

and excellence in all respects.  Because wrong and evil go against the nature of being, they lead to 

harm and misery, unhappiness here on earth and further down the cosmic scale into lower, much 

worse conditions than the worst on earth.  What is exclusively pure and wholesome leads to blissful 

existence in heaven.  What is mixed, not pure but not too bad, stays in between, among humans.   

 

                                                
58 Spinoza, A Portrait of the Philosopher, 13 

59 Mind in Comfort and Ease (Wisdom Publications, 2007), 61, 51 
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Extreme (and therefore invisible for our limited senses) conditions in heaven and hell, and all 

visibles in between, are produced by the quality, good or bad, generated by the mind.  Karma means 

“volitional act,” and only what comes from our own (not an Other’s) mind is responsible for the 

spectrum of life in the universe, from inferno to paradise (Chapter 4).  “Mind precedes life and the 

world,” said the Buddha.  To purify the mind means all.  

 

That means that ethics (not economics) is our first and last resource; not our quantities but our 

qualities, goodness and generosity (instead of profit) generate the positive force to enjoy a happy life 

in a pleasant world.  Ethics (not genetics) designs life’s course and destiny.  Karma (not physics and 

mathematics) is the intelligent law of the universe.  Causality and justice prove the infallibility of the 

Mind, of the One that makes not only science but everything else work.  Existence, from personal 

life to common environment, is the result of acting according to universal Law (Dharma) or not. 

 

There is no way of circumventing the nature of things, to jump over discipline and morality before 

purifying the mind and gaining higher insight and transcendental wisdom (the goal of Buddhism) or 

reaching heaven (the goal of religion).  This causal order of things is what Buddhas teach. 

 

A Buddha is a messenger of certainty and joy.  If one does the right thing (cause), there are better 

results, with cosmic certainty.  When doing good there can only be a bright future.  Good is 

beneficial for the whole; what is true and beautiful is not only psychologically but physically and 

existentially so.  The nature of reality works with dazzling precision not only for its lower, material 

sphere but also for its higher, mental-spiritual dimension.  Spirituality is an exact discipline: 

 

Discipline is for the sake of restraint, restraint for the sake of freedom from remorse, freedom 

from remorse for the sake of joy, joy for the sake of rapture, rapture for the sake of 

tranquility, tranquility for the sake of concentration (dhyana), concentration for the sake of 

knowledge and vision of things as they are. (Parinirvana XII 2) 

  

Mental purity, gained through moral self-improvement and virtuous conduct, leads to calm and 

clarity, concentration power and penetrating insight (the spiritual tripod).  It is the source of both 

spiritual and secular (biological, psychological, material) blessings: 

 

Be islands unto yourselves.  Let the Dharma be your island . . .  meditating . . .  ardent, 

clearly aware and mindful . . .   If you do so, your life-span will increase, your beauty will 

increase, your happiness will increase, your wealth will increase, your power will increase. 

(DN iii 77) 

 

The truth explained by the Buddha does not belong to him or to Buddhism but to reality.  “Dharma” 

means law and order, rule and principle, doctrine and method.  It was the original name for 

Buddhism: “Buddha-dharma.”  The teaching of the Buddha is not an ideology or a belief system but 

a truth-finding discipline.  Dharma also means the eternal substance of reality, whether it is known as 

Buddhism or not.  The truth found and explained by the Buddha is not different from the universal 
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law of cause and effect.  What it has to say about the meaning of life and the universe, self and the 

world, is not an opinion of faith one can choose to believe or not, but rather a truth that is verifiable 

by and applicable to all: 

 

He did not create it, and it was not created by another either. (T 99.85b-c) 

If a Tathagata emerges or not, the natural law of causality, the reason for things to be as they 

are remains: all formations are impermanent, suffering and without self. (AN i 286) 

 

Even the truth of no-self, absent in mainstream religions and philosophies, is a universal fact:  

 

Whether Buddhas arise in this world or not, it always remains a fact that the constituent 

parts of a being (skandhas) are lacking in a self. (ibid) 

 

The same is true for the law of karma, retribution and rebirth.  Fate and destiny are not a matter of 

chance or accident, nor of divine mystery, but of natural course, intrinsic justice and cosmic 

consequence.  Heaven does not reward good but is in itself the reward of good, produced by the 

karma-power of excellent virtue and purity.  The basic fact of life and the universe is that it makes 

sense.  All follows the reason and intelligibility of Dharma; all is part of one and the same Nature.  

Naturalness, logical order, causal connection and consequence, fairness and exactness apply without 

exception. 

 

What is causation?  With birth as condition, aging and death arise. Whether there occur 

Tathagatas or not, this nature of things stands in all, this causal sequence, the relation of this 

to that. A Tathagata awakens to this and breaks through to it. Having done so, he explains it, 

teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, analyzes it, clarifies it and says “Look! 

Aging and death are conditioned by birth . . .  Thus the actuality in this, the inerrancy, the 

not-otherwiseness, specific conditionality . . .  And what is subject to causation? Aging-and-

death is impermanent, conditioned, arisen causally, by nature withering away, passing away, 

fading away, coming to an end. Birth is impermanent . . . mind-body is impermanent . . .  

consciousness is impermanent, ignorance is impermanent, coming to an end. (SN ii 25) 
60

 

 

* * * 

 

During his lifetime the Buddha’s mission was “to commit himself to the Truth he had discovered, to 

honor, to respect, and to serve it.” (T 99.321c)  Yet, today we know Buddhism mainly as different 

sects and even “religions,” 
61

 on first sight differing as much as their distances in space and time.  All 

these forms of Buddhism, however, all traditions with their own scriptures, cultivation methods, 

rituals, precepts and symbols, folk beliefs and superstitions, go back to one and the same “founding 

                                                
60 The Connected Discourses of the Buddha, trans. Bhikkhu Bodhi (Wisdom Publications, 2000), 551 

61 The fifth edition of Richard Robinson’s original The Buddhist Religion was re-titled Buddhist Religions 

(Wadsworth, 2005) 
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father.”  They represent different developments of later generations, not unlike the formations, 

reformations, and contra-reformations of other religions.  In the past there were even more Buddhist 

sects than today, some of which originated with the Buddha’s direct disciples.  They propagated 

different aspects of his teachings, focusing either on remembering and transmitting the teachings, on 

meditative training, on ascetic practice and keeping the precepts, on philosophical debate, or on 

cultivating supernormal powers.  During his lifetime the Buddha endorsed these different directions 

taken by his followers.  

 

The traditional schools and sects of Buddhism form a coherent whole and reflect the approaches the 

Buddha himself adopted to teach people with different capacities and different levels of realization.  

He was a “skillful teacher” who used didactic and methodical “expedient means” to educate people, 

from the initiation of newcomers and lay people to the instruction of long-time monks and nuns, to 

the perfection of arhats or realized ones.  (He did not repeat himself for forty-five years as the 

stereotyped repetitions of the Pali scriptures might suggest; these were part of an oral tradition that 

was transmitted for a few centuries before being written down; they are the earliest sources available, 

but they reflect the approach of one sect only among others that disappeared). 

 

Above all, the Buddha himself warned not to try to exhaust the scope of his knowledge and activity, 

because his range is one of “four inconceivables”: unfathomable and not to be speculated about are 

the scope of  [1] a Buddha, [2] meditation-concentration, [3] karma and its workings, and [4] the 

origin of the world, “thinking of which one would become distraught” (AN ii 80).  The teaching of a 

Tathagata has neither end nor limit.  “If one would listen to Dharma for a hundred years, then come 

to the end of one’s life, the teaching of the Tathagata would still not be exhausted.” (T 24.612)   

 

Even “if one would explain [the Buddha’s doctrine] for eons as numerous as the grains of sand in the 

Ganges, it would add nothing to your mind” (Lankavatara Sutra).  No matter the theories and 

methods of practice, all teachings are means to one end, which is the firsthand experience of ultimate 

reality.  Doctrines and cultivation methods establish objects to connect consciousness provisionally, 

but true understanding is not an object of intellect, nor the result of praxis (what comes with praxis 

also disappears without it, is caused and conditioned by it, is relative and not absolute).   

 

The living experience of enlightenment is not “something” that can be learned and acquired.  What 

the Buddha tells us to see is not in concepts or words, sacred texts or mystic formulas, not in statues 

or rituals, not in theories or techniques, not in creeds or good works, not in any special experiences 

or altered states of consciousness. 

 

Not even the Buddha’s living person was an object of idolization.  He is “simply a revealer,” 

transparent to the Truth, and he told his listeners not to look at him but through him, to see what he is 

pointing at in order that they also may become transparent to the Truth.   

 

What use is the sight of this vulnerable body? Whoever sees the Dharma, sees me, and 

whoever sees me, sees the Dharma. 
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When asked how to discern truth from superstition in the midst of differing and contradicting 

theories and ideologies, he answered not to accept anything on the grounds of scriptural authority 

(religion) or mere reasoning (philosophy), or because it conforms with one’s preconceived notions, 

or because it enjoys popularity, or because the teacher enjoys prestige: 

 

Do not go by hearsay and tradition, or by common opinion, or by what is stated on the 

authority of scriptures.  Do not go by speculations and conclusions, or by attractive theories 

and favorite ideas, or by impressions of personal merits of a teacher or respect for a master.  

But see for yourselves: when these things are unwholesome, to be rejected, blamed by the 

wise, and conduce, when followed out and put into practice, to misfortune and suffering, then 

you should reject them.  When they are wholesome . . .  and lead to good fortune and 

happiness, then you should adopt them. (AN i 189) 

 

When asked “who would succeed him, he said that the practice of morality should be the guide and 

master for the entire Buddhist community, naming “moral discipline” as his successor,” 
62

 instead of 

appointing a spiritual leader and founding a church with a clerical hierarchy, because “a Tathagata 

does not think in such terms.”   

 

Even right before the Buddha died, and when “heaven descended upon earth with flowers and 

perfume, divine music through the air, and the deities of ten thousand world systems paid their last 

homage,” he preferred “the greater honor: to follow his teachings.”  And asked if he would make the 

necessary arrangements for the guidance of the order of monks, he denied the need for such reliance: 

 

I have taught the Dharma, making no distinction between esoteric and exoteric: the 

Tathagata has told everything and does not hold back any truths . . .  Therefore you should 

live as islands unto yourselves, being your own refuge, seeking no external refuge. Hold fast 

to the Dharma as a lamp and a refuge. Look not for refuge to anyone beside yourselves.  

(DN ii 101) 

 

* * * 

  

Nobody can understand or realize for us.  To work out our salvation we have to purify ourselves.  

Nobody, not even a Tathagata, can save us in our place: 

 

How could one purify or defile another? You yourselves should make the effort. Tathagatas, 

for their part, are simply revealers. (Dp 165, 276) 

 

The Buddha’s teaching is to find out and see if it works, to verify its truth, test its efficacy, and 

experience its immediate relevance. 

                                                
62  The Dalai Lama, The Way to Freedom (HarperSanFrancisco, 1994), 128 
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 So you have been guided by me with this Dharma, which is visible here and now, 

 immediately effective, inviting inspection, onward leading, to be experienced by the 

 wise for themselves. (MN i 265) 
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A distinctive feature of Buddhism is its liberating impact and engaging power that manifests as soon 

as it is put to practice.  The Buddha frequently “inspired, fired and delighted them until far into the 

night.”  

It is the whole, not the half, of the pure life – this friendship, this association, this intimacy 

with what is lovely in the beginning, in the middle, and in the end. Who is a friend, an 

associate, an intimate of what is lovely, we may expect that he will make much of the noble 

eightfold path. (SN v 2) 

 

To commit oneself wholeheartedly, intellectual acquaintance is not enough.  While knowledge of the 

teachings comes first (right view), this should not be mistaken for realization.  To know all about 

Buddhism is not yet knowing what Buddhism is all about.  To accomplish Buddhism one eventually 

has to forget all about Buddhism. 

 

As being like a raft, I have taught you how Dharma is for the purpose of crossing over and 

not for the purpose of holding on to. Those who understand the similarity to a raft will let go 

even of the teachings and practices, let alone what are not the teachings and practices.  

(MN i 134-5) 

 

But to reach the destination – where we have never been – we need to follow a road, step by step, 

based on expert advice, just as any itinerary is based on directions by people who have been there.  

In order to meditate it is not enough to close our eyes; we should also know where we are going.   

 

Truth and practice form a continuous circle that spirals upward level after level.  Spiritual cultivation 

without understanding the principles, meditation practice without reading the sutras and 

commentaries is like walking on one leg.  Mere knowledge of texts and theories without moral and 

meditative application is a cerebral edifice, an empty enterprise.  Theory and practice are the two 

wings needed to fly.  Just as one does not read cookbooks to satisfy hunger, or read medicine labels 

instead of taking the medicine, conceptualization alone is not conducive to wisdom.  In this context 

the Buddha warned his disciples not to mistake thoughts-about-reality for reality.  As the Surangama 

Sutra notes: 

 

You are still using your clinging thoughts to listen to the Dharma.  This is like someone 

pointing a finger at the moon.  If you look at the finger instead of the bright moon, you are 

not clear about light and dark. (T 945.111a) 

                                                
63  The Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha, trans. Bhikkhu Nanamoli and Bhikkhu Bodhi (Wisdom  

Publications, 2001), 358 
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To realize what the Buddha has seen as a result of his long and arduous meditation practice, not to 

mention his previous lives of virtue and self-sacrifice, we too have to do just that.  Moral merit and 

meditation lead to the “correct concentration” (dhyana-samadhi) which is the last and crucial step on 

the eightfold path.  Correct meditation is impossible, however, without the steps that come before it.  

Right after his enlightenment he told his companions who were still practicing austere asceticism: 

 

   Take the middle way, which creates understanding, develops knowledge, attains 

concentration and accomplishes emancipation, which leads to wisdom, to enlightenment and 

to the transcendent; it is a way of eight corrections: correct view, correct thinking, correct 

speech, correct action, correct livelihood, correct effort, correct mindfulness, and correct 

concentration. (T 26.777-778) 

 

 The road to enlightenment is a comprehensive program, not just an intellectual or religious ideology 

with sporadic attempts to silence one’s thoughts.  The eightfold path starts with right view and right 

thinking, which means comprehending the basics: the four noble truths, the marks of existence, 

dependent origination, karma and rebirth in the Triple World (next chapters).  The eightfold path is 

about correcting, finding out what is wrong and changing it.  “To improve is to change, to be perfect 

is to change often,” said Winston Churchill.  The road to perfection is a revolution of our way of life, 

an upheaval of our worldview and what we take for granted.  Self-improvement begins with realizing 

that we are not enlightened but ignorant of the truth (the unsolved questions). 

 

Buddhism has nothing selfish, on the contrary.  To renounce the world as monk or nun is to 

“specialize” in following the Buddha.  The purpose of going into seclusion (as the Buddha did for a 

long time before his teaching career of forty five years) and practicing “unsocial” virtues like 

chastity and celibacy is mind training, to attain samadhi for the sake of insight and compassion.  

There is no wisdom without preliminary meditation/concentration training, but its purpose is 

enlightenment for the sake of others.  Buddhism has a very active and practical, world-saving aspect.  

Wisdom and compassion go hand in hand; there is no enlightenment without universal and 

unconditional love.  Learning Buddhism is eventually for the sake of others; but if one cannot change 

oneself first, how can one ever change the world?   

 

Buddhist training supposes an unfolding, not a shrinking of talents and faculties, nor a shirking of 

responsibilities.  Spiritual cultivation, on the road to ultimate Reality, starts with confronting the here 

and now.  To face “tremendous infinity” one cannot run away from the intricacies of the finite.  How 

could one be touched by the Transcendent if one remains unmoved by the beauty and suffering of the 

immanent?  How could one expect to move swiftly through the heavenly meditation realms if one is 

slow and heavy on earth?  The point of suffering, falling, and standing up, life after life, is to learn to 

brace oneself for the work ahead – “the great cause of solving life-and-death.” 
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The Buddha did not teach indiscriminately but chose to instruct those who were ready, with a state of 

mind that was “malleable, without the hindrances, inspired and steadfast.”  His activity centered in 

the cities where he found the people he wanted to address: 

 

 Just as in a pond of lotuses, some grow in the water without rising out of it, some rest on the 

water’s surface, and some rise out of the water and stand clear; so too, surveying the world 

with the eye of a Buddha, I saw beings with little dust in their eyes and with much dust in 

their eyes, with keen faculties and with dull faculties, with good qualities and with bad 

qualities, easy to teach and hard to teach. (MN 26; i 167)   

 

For common people he spoke progressively and explained the first two levels of spirituality, human 

and divine cultivation, by starting with the importance of morals and merit to avoid the woes of hell 

and attain a heavenly state.  For those with excellent roots he caused an eye-opening experience, a 

sudden insight that activated the “Dharma-eye, realizing that whatever is subject to origination is 

also subject to cessation.”  As one of his first (female) students testified: “And when he knew me to 

be ready of heart, he instructed me: “This is suffering, its origination, its cessation and the path that 

is straight, plunging into the Deathless.”  I am stood . . . I have attained the Deathless, tranquility, 

Nirvana, the stable place.  I am set firm, with love, unwavering in vision.” (DN iii 84) 

 

Roots of human goodness are the qualification for concentration and wisdom.  Sensibility for and 

understanding of the mundane is a prerequisite for realizing the supramundane.  The Buddha himself 

experienced this world thoroughly, while rising above it: 

 

The Perfected One has perfectly understood the world and freed himself from it. Whatever 

beings in the world have seen, heard, felt, recognized, realized, sought or considered, that I 

have understood. Just for this reason am I called the Perfected One. (AN 4.23) 

 

He knew much more about the world and the universe than he ever said and than we will ever come 

to know.  He compared what he knew with the leaves of a forest behind him and what he told his 

disciples with a few leaves in his hand, saying “there are far more things that I have found out than I 

have revealed; there are only a few things that I have revealed.”  He discouraged people to engage in 

moot speculation and resort to  

 

unprofitable reasonings, such as “The world is eternal” or “The world is not eternal”; or 

“The soul and the body are the same” or “The soul is one thing, the body is another”; or 

“The Tathagata exists after death” or “The Tathagata does not exist after death” or “The 

Tathagata both or neither  . . .” because this reflection is unbeneficial, irrelevant to the 

fundamentals of the spiritual life, and does not lead to revulsion (of delusion), to dispassion, 

to cessation, to peace, to direct knowledge, to enlightenment, to Nirvana. (SN v 418) 

 

Although the Buddha discouraged such definitive reasonings, he revealed amazing “scientific” 

observations.  He spoke of the environment in terms of innumerable micro and macro worlds, long 
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before microbiology and cosmology could illustrate what he meant.  He showed excellent worldly 

qualities as well, such as political skill, legal expertise, refinement, erudition, and even melancholy 

when, for instance, he saw a beautiful city for the last time.  He explained his relation to this world 

and its opinions (an important advice, a Buddhist does not argue or compromise): 

 

I do not dispute with the world; rather, it is the world that disputes with me.  A proponent of 

the Dharma does not dispute with anyone in the world. Whatever is denied among the wise, I 

too deny.  Whatever is acknowledged among the wise, I too acknowledge . . .   As a lotus is 

born in the water and grows up in the water, but having risen up above the water, it stands 

unsullied by the water, so too the Tathagata was born in the world and grew up in the world, 

but having overcome the world, he dwells unsullied by the world. (SN iii 140) 

 

To learn from the Buddha, to “come and see” one has to leave and go looking.  As long as we think 

to know it already, then we can only see what we already know, which is not what we are looking for 

nor what a Tathagata is pointing at.  If interested in enlightenment, one should look at one who 

“awakened to the unsurpassed perfect enlightenment in this world, with its Gods and Men.”  The 

truth and praxis of Buddhism are in the realization of the Buddha, not necessarily in the 

interpretations and clarifications of later generations, and surely not in what we may think about it.  

Without the Buddha there would be no Buddhism, but without Buddhism there still stands the 

towering man and his extraordinary experience. 

 

 The Man 
 

 

The appearance of a Buddha is a very rare occasion, because it is borne from the fruition of eons of 

spiritual practice, moral perfection, and immeasurable merits.  The Buddha gave many descriptions 

of his previous lives, from a former world period, unknown to human history, to his last stay in 

heaven where and when he selected time, place, and parents for his final rebirth as a man.  This 

occurred in a series of typical events that accompany the formation and advent of a Buddha-to-be, 

from his first encounter with another Buddha another world time ago, to his last stay in heaven. 

 

According to Buddhism, we live in an auspicious universe.  The present cosmic period is an “eon of 

worthy sages” and will know more Buddhas, but not for billions of years.  Some sources say that 

Buddhas emerge only in three out of every ninety-one incalculable cosmic periods.  These and 

similar accounts highlight a cosmic vision, a space-time-world outlook that goes far beyond our 

perspective of history.  The Buddhist view is one of infinitude, “as it really is.”  The manifestation of 

living beings and worlds knows no beginning in time, no end in space, and no limit in form.  This 

also means that there have been innumerable Buddhas, some of them residing in a cosmic “pure 

land.”  It is not essential, however, to believe in these revelations in order to follow the way the 

Buddha characterized as “seeing with own eyes.”  

 

The Buddha we know is called Shakyamuni Buddha.  According to tradition he lived from 623 to 

543 BC; the Buddhist era starts at his death (the year 2012 is then 2555).  Modern scholars have 
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placed his dates either at 566-486 (making him a contemporary of Confucius in China) or around 

480-400 (a contemporary of Socrates in Greece).  There is no academic certainty about the date of 

his birth, but all sources agree that he was eighty when he died.  His first name Siddhartha refers to 

his youth at the court of his father, who was a local chief of the Shakya clan near the present Nepal 

border.  Gautama was his brahmin clan/family name, and Shakyamuni, “the sage of the Shakyas,” is 

his Buddha title.  Shakyamuni Buddha is what Buddhists call him, to distinguish him from other 

Buddhas.  He mentioned several colleagues such as the popular Amitabha Buddha (of the Pure Land 

sect), Vairocana, Dipamkara, Bhaisajaguru, Akshobya Buddha, and Maitreya, the next Buddha for 

this world, to name a few.  

 

Although Siddhartha Gautama must have been a special man, he never claimed to be more than a 

man.  His down-to-earth honesty and plain humanity is a striking feature of his personality that 

emerges from many anecdotes.  For instance, one day he was begged to bring back to life a dead 

child.  He told the mother that he would help, but only after she brought him a mustard seed that 

came from a house where no death ever took place.  Instead of delivering the miracle he was asked to 

perform, he made the mother go out and understand the truth of impermanence and the futility of 

miracles (all those “saved” became old and sick and died just the same).  Moreover, the Buddha 

knew whether the person of the baby corpse had already moved on to a new reincarnation.  

 

The Buddha did possess miraculous powers but he rarely made use of them in public.  Like all 

enlightened ones, he thought lightly of psychic and miraculous exploits.  He even forbade his 

disciples to make a display of the supernatural powers they had attained as a natural result of their 

spiritual training.  His means of conviction was the truth; his “marvel of instruction was the more 

noble and sublime miracle.”  When a disciple asked him if his supernatural powers could take him to 

heaven, he said:  

 

When the Tathagata concentrates body in mind and mind in body, he abides in the sensation 

of bliss and lightness. With little effort his body rises in the air. Then he enjoys the various 

forms of miraculous power. (SN 51.7) 

  

Among the accounts of miraculous occurrences around his birth is one instance that deserves 

attention because of its humanist rather than its supernatural significance.  Right after his birth 

Siddhartha is said to have walked seven steps, and with one hand pointing to heaven and the other to 

earth, he said: “In heaven and on earth I am the only Honored One.”  According to masters of Chan 

(Zen) Buddhism, who are the last on earth to be suspected of superstition, the Bodhisattva (Buddha-

to-be) proclaimed in this one sentence the whole message of his lifetime.  They pointed out not the 

fact that the Buddha could already walk and talk as a newborn baby, but that this statement 

anticipated the essence of his teaching:  In the whole universe there is but One.  It is not the ego of 

our person but the universal essence of life and mind itself, the substance of being that permeates and 

transcends all.  There is only this Self, of which all sentient life is an emanation.  To know this “I” is 

to be enlightened.  “When you understand this, the great cause is accomplished,” the masters said. 
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The scriptures explain how the Bodhisattva prepared himself to become a Buddha, up until his last 

lifetime in the Tushita heaven (a lower heaven; see Chapter 3).  They highlight that he remained fully 

conscious when passing away in that heaven, when being conceived by his mother, and when being 

reborn as a human. 

 

I heard and learned this from the Blessed One’s own lips: “Mindful and clearly 

comprehending the Bodhisattva appeared in the Tushita heaven . . . remained there for the 

whole of his lifespan . . . passed away from the Tushita heaven . . . mindful and clearly 

comprehending descended into his mother’s womb . . . and as soon as the Bodhisattva was 

born, he stood firmly, took seven steps and said: “I am the highest in the world . . .  This is 

my last birth.” (MN 123) 

 

The fact that the Bodhisattva possessed exceptional clarity of mind does not diminish his humanity.  

Advanced spiritual cultivation naturally acquires higher faculties, to know, see and hear what is 

normally invisible and inaudible, and it activates the “superpowers” that enable adepts to perform 

miracles.  (The Buddha, like Jesus, had an immaculate conception).  

 

Another episode surrounding Siddhartha’s birth that tends to be overlooked was the prediction of 

priests and seers.  As was common in India, they were invited to interpret a dream his mother had at 

the time of conception, and they were also present at Siddhartha’s name-giving ceremony.  Both the 

dream and the special marks they observed on the child’s body led them to conclude that these were 

the signs of an exceptional event, the birth of a Great Man.  (There are stock descriptions of the 

thirty-two major and eighty minor physical marks on a Buddha’s body).  They foretold that 

Siddhartha was to become either a “Cakravartin” – a wheel-turning monarch, world ruler and 

universal sovereign who installs a reign of peace and harmony for all of mankind – or a Buddha.  

The youngest among them was unequivocal in his vision and predicted that the child would become  

a spiritual and not a worldly leader.  From there on this seer waited to become his disciple. 

 

The Buddha was well aware of his status and potential mission as a Cakravartin.
64

  Such ideal world 

leader was an ancient concept in India, much like the classical Western idea of a universal monarch, 

a King of Justice who rules the world in a golden age.  According to these traditions, the world is 

from time to time conquered and governed by a sovereign who turns the suffering and chaos of this 

world into an age of peace and happiness.   

 

Buddhism also describes “seven treasures” that accompany a Cakravartin and enable him to rule the 

world, such as economic and military experts, and a so-called “wheel treasure” that announces the 

arrival and sway of such a ruler;
65

 it is a gigantic spinning and humming phenomenon appearing over 

the capitals of the world, something like a nuclear spaceship cruising and forcing the surrender of 

any enemy.  A Cakravartin is also called a Dharma King, one who rules the world by truth.  The 

                                                
64 DN ii 141-2 and passim 

65 DN i 89, ii 16-19, ii 172ff, iii 142ff.  
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military might in this case serves not to occupy and exploit but to liberate people, to establish peace, 

harmony, welfare, and democracy by promoting ethical standards and virtuous conduct, under a 

benevolent government guided by Dharma.   

 

Our world has not yet seen such an enlightened ruler, a Sage-king who truly understands human 

nature and acts upon it, who can convince the majority of people to follow him/her, because what 

he/she says is right and true.  A great leader is not just someone who can improve the economy and 

provide the people with better living standards; he/she must also be able to respond to the cultural 

and intellectual needs of humanity and improve our psychological and spiritual well-being as well.  

We have not even seen a great thinker in modern times who comprehends the central human issues 

and can enlighten us with a comprehensive outlook, an “ideology” that clarifies and harmonizes all 

aspects of man’s reality, including natural science as well as cultural, social, political, philosophical, 

and spiritual fields.  

 

The Buddhist implication is that a universal sovereign capable of pacifying, governing, inspiring and 

uniting mankind, and a fully enlightened Buddha, “who draws back the veil from the world” and has 

a lasting spiritual influence, are of equal caliber.  It also means that Buddhism has a worldly, 

humanist dimension; it honors civilization, secular responsibilities and achievements, peace and 

prosperity, and distinct cultures.  These ideals are part of the Bodhisattva career; although they are a 

feature of original Buddhism, they were only fully articulated in later Mahayana. 

 

The lesson is that a full development of human qualities is required in order to seek enlightenment.  

We first have to be normal, healthy and able persons before we can embark on the spiritual path.  It 

makes no sense to yearn for more if we cannot fulfill the basics of being human.  Human 

responsibility, character, merit and plain wisdom are the prerequisites for concentration and 

transcendental wisdom.  To aim for spiritual excellence one should be capable of worldly excellence 

first, able to perform any secular task. 

 

Another implication is that the appearance of a Buddha in this world is as exceptional for mankind as 

a ruler who can produce worldwide unity, stability, welfare, and harmony through his mere presence 

on earth.  Under the rule of a Cakravartin — a “sage who acts without acting,” as was also known in 

Chinese antiquity — there is no need for law enforcement, power struggle, and military defense 

anymore.  In modern times such an age would imply a higher development of human civilization, a 

political, economic, and social infrastructure that makes poverty, injustice and conflict, crime and 

violence things of the past.  In a global, technological world this would also mean facilities of 

information, communication, administration, management, transportation, artificial intelligence, etc., 

that by far exceed what we have now.  

 

Even the environment and the climate should be optimal for crops to grow, etc.  The appearance of 

such a sovereign depends not only on a Cakravartin’s personal merits, but also on the compatibility 

of a civilization.  Mankind has to earn and deserve such a golden age.  A Cakravartin in an optimal 

world can come about only in accordance with universal law, when virtue, integrity, honesty, and 
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kindness prevail, when a society is adequately provided with positive energy resources from 

excellent karma, such as correct judgment and right action.  The condition of the world as a whole, 

ecology and habitat included, depends on the quality of the humans it provides for.  The Buddhist 

message is that a “sustainable future” does not depend on material manipulations (quantity) in the 

first place but on the moral, human-spiritual development of its inhabitants.  

 

The biographies recount how Siddhartha’s father Suddhodana, who ruled one of the more or less 

independent territories at the time, was upset with these predictions.  Siddhartha was his only son and 

successor and he became preoccupied with providing him with a sheltered life, to prevent him from 

“leaving home” and becoming a renouncer as was a popular custom at the time.  The home-leavers 

were a class called “sramanas,” – spiritual practitioners, a movement of wandering mendicants, 

ascetics, and truth-seekers who enjoyed support and respect from society. 

 

Besides luxury, pleasure, and an optimal education, his father also arranged for his son’s protection 

from the outside world so that nothing would divert Siddhartha from becoming the ruler instead of 

the spiritual seeker as prophesied.  On top of the prospect of an excellent career, Siddhartha enjoyed 

all the best the world had to offer.  Nevertheless, he was prone to pensive moods and quiet 

contemplation.  The scriptures relate that as a boy he sat in silent awareness, moved by the weal and 

woe of life in his home village.  As he later remembered, he once passed into meditation-absorption 

(dhyana) when he was only seven.  During his life he enjoyed silence, spending long periods in 

solitude and practicing daily meditation until his last day.   

 

He was exceptionally talented and capable of any accomplishment, yet he also experienced deep 

contemplation, serene melancholy, and compassion.  Aloof and unimpressed by worldly life, he felt 

like a stranger in his own land, silenced by a sadness that characterizes the noble and wise.  He spent 

time pondering why the world is as it is, sympathizing with the suffering instead of the rich and 

powerful, preferring giving to taking, knowing that “there is a problem.”   

 

His spiritual awareness must have grown stronger over time until he decided to “go forth in the 

homeless life” to become a sramana, to discover a way of true meaning and happiness for the world, 

rather than becoming a political ruler.  Despite the precautions and diversions provided by his father, 

he became one of the wandering mendicants.  Siddhartha left his princely entourage and started 

traveling all over, learning the traditional teachings and practices that promised salvation.  This most 

capable and bright young man left behind a life of comfort and security, abandoned the company of 

teachers, Brahmins, friends, wife, and courtesans, relinquished his status and influence at the council 

where his father presided, and renounced the prospect of the highest power in the land with political, 

financial and other material incentives that would have delighted any young man in his right mind. 

 

Another aspect of Siddhartha that worried his father was that his heir, being a member of the warrior 

caste, lacked interest in military affairs.  He did practice martial training, however, as we are told by 

an anecdote about a tournament to obtain the hand of his beautiful fiancée, which was a custom at 

that time.  He allegedly outstripped his rivals by, among other feats, swinging a (small) elephant over 
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a wall.  Although this story may belong to the superman legend that had already begun to develop a 

few years after his enlightenment, the bottom line is that he was physically strong and apparently 

also interested in feminine charm.  He once warned his monks that “I know of no other form, no 

other voice, no other scent, no other taste, no other contact that so captivates the mind of a man as 

the form . . .  and the touch of a woman,” and he advised them not to look at them (they were not 

fully clad), to talk to them, or at least to practice mindfulness. (AN 1.1)   

 

Since Siddhartha probably also attended his father’s council and tribunal it is unlikely that he waited 

until the four legendary trips to the outside world to discover the facts of life, old age, sickness, and 

death, and the existence of an alternative, more meaningful way of life.  An early text describes 

Siddhartha’s line of thinking, as he later recounted:   

 

I lived a spoiled, a very spoiled life. In the midst of that happy life the thought came to me:  

“Truly, the simple worldling, who is himself subject to old age, is disgusted when he sees an 

old man.  But I too am subject to old age and cannot escape it.”  At this thought all delight in 

my youth left me.  “Truly, the simple worldling, who is himself subject to disease, is disgusted 

when he sees a sick man.  But I too am subject to disease and cannot escape it.”  At this 

thought all delight in my health left me. “Truly, the simple worldling, who is himself subject 

to death, is disgusted when he sees a dead man.  But I too am subject to death and cannot 

escape it.”  At this thought all delight in my life left me. (AN 3.38) 

  

* * * 

 

It is impossible to sort out facts from legend in the narratives of Siddhartha’s life.  The oldest 

scriptures, which appeared no earlier than five centuries after his death, contain religious elements, 

pious embellishments, and supernatural exaggerations.  Based on earlier “sutras” – i.e. orally 

transmitted discourses of the Buddha (spiritual people had a fantastic memory in ancient times), 

which deal with the teaching of Dharma rather than the teacher – the Buddhist scriptures contain 

only incidental biographical data and some casual remarks the Buddha made about his former days 

and former lives.  Later, these accounts and their growing tradition were compiled into life-stories 

(jatakas).  There is, for instance, the account of a life as a prince that ended when he sacrificed his 

body for a starving tigress and her cubs.  Early sutras also mention that he had been a Cakravartin 

before.  In style and conception these stories are in line with the Indian literature of that time, not 

renowned for historical accuracy.  They are not histories but stories with a message, with the purpose 

of illustrating the meaning of Buddhism and the lessons to learn. 

 

As embellished and hyped as these stories may be, the key elements are clear.  Siddhartha led a 

worldly and trouble-free life, provided with the best of all contemporary opportunities.  He complied 

with his father’s wishes to have a family and assisted him in the administration.  He was an urbane 

man, and remained so for the rest of his life as can be seen from numerous instances that show his 

keen knowledge of society.  But after his son was born, Siddhartha left his family and his three 

palaces, clandestinely at night, against the will of his father.  The bottom line is that the Buddha-to-
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be was a human being.  Siddhartha relied on common human resources to accomplish what would 

become the most uncommon achievement in history. If he were more than human to begin with, 

there would be no cause for us to follow.  To be different from the common and ordinary and achieve 

actual liberation in this world is not a utopian but a feasible aspiration, for us as it was for him.  

 

A fundamental issue is the human, natural context of Buddhahood.  This life, our present situation, 

provides us with all we need to proceed and succeed on the road of spiritual cultivation.  But even 

someone like Siddhartha, “born to be” a world leader, had to make a choice.  He could not go on 

leading a worldly life, busying himself with government, political, economic, social, military, and 

family affairs, and simultaneously become a spiritual leader.  One cannot do both, – be spiritually 

and worldly successful, serve the truth and power or money, have an “interesting life” and a 

meaningful one – at the same time.   

 

Siddhartha saw no basic solution in the social, cultural, economic, and political field.  According to 

the scriptures, he regarded life in this world, in its final analysis, as a condition of suffering, stress, 

inconstancy, frustration, dissatisfaction, and futility.  He saw all busy-ness centered around four vital 

instincts and necessities: to satisfy hunger and thirst, to possess, to control, and to satisfy sexual 

desire.  To enjoy these needs and appetites is the basic function of human life and the backbone of all 

activity.  Yet the end of all is death, with nothing left.  We may try to “live on” in the minds of other 

people, but that is for them and not us; or we may believe to survive in heaven, but nobody is sure 

about that.    

 

Siddhartha realized that no knowledge, power, or wealth on earth can solve the basic problems.  A 

lot could be done, of course, to alleviate the sufferings of the lower classes and to reduce inequality 

and injustice.  But to create a nation of prosperity and equality out of a divided and unstable India, 

not only economic and political but also military action was necessary, which would lead to the 

inevitable sacrifice of many lives.  Even if he was able to unite and develop all of India, how long 

would that stability last?  If Siddhartha became a Cakravartin, ruled the world and redressed the 

wrongs of society, there still would be nothing he could do about the main facts of life — suffering, 

aging, sickness, and death — shared by rich and poor, rulers and ruled alike. 

 

A vital factor in Siddhartha’s spiritual career was the historical background – the social, cultural, and 

spiritual conditions of his time.  At that time India offered an optimal environment to devote oneself 

to spiritual cultivation.  There was the Brahmanic religion with its tradition of a hereditary 

priesthood, guardians of unique ancient scriptures and sacred rituals, and the Vedas, considered to be 

the most profoundly inspired texts of mankind. 
66

  The Brahmins shared the spiritual scene with an 

alternative tradition dating back before the Vedas which resulted in the movement of sramanas.  

                                                
66 The philosopher Shopenhauer said about their “deep, original, and sublime thoughts: Access to the Vedas 

is, in my eyes, the greatest privilege this century may claim over all previous centuries.” And R.W. Emerson 

in his Journal: “It is sublime as heat and night and a breathless ocean. It contains every religious sentiment, all 

the grand ethics which visit in turn each noble poetic mind . . .  eternal necessity, eternal compensation, 

unfathomable power, unbroken silence.”   
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These were originally free-thinkers who adopted a wandering life in search of liberation, looking for 

an answer outside the Brahmanic tradition.  They contested the authority of organized religion, with 

its professional priests and their dogmatic and ritualistic claims, such as the “magical” belief that the 

gods had to comply automatically when rites were carried out properly.  These spiritual strivers 

belonged to a class of cosmopolitan pilgrims, inspired sages and poets, rishis and sadhus, who 

embodied a wide variety of speculative systems, philosophical and religious doctrines and practices.  

Of all these, the yogic, Upanishadic, and Jain teachings enjoyed the most influence.    

 

Self-mortification with extreme forms of asceticism was a common practice in the spiritual quest, as 

it increased the “vital energy” (prana, kundalini, or chi in Chinese and pneuma in Greek) needed to 

reach higher consciousness, mystic union, and psychic powers.  Most of the unworldly adventurers 

were professional mendicants who led celibate lives.  Chastity has been practiced in all cultures as a 

physiological and neurological prerequisite for sublimating vital energy into pure (dhyana) 

concentration power, for there is no real and lasting spiritual perception without mind-body 

transformation (the original reason for celibacy, now forgotten).  They experimented with all kinds 

of disciplines, first following one teacher and then another group or school, while engaging in debate 

with those holding differing views.  The lack of exclusivity, practicing one discipline while not 

excluding others, is a main difference between Eastern and Western traditions. 

 

At the core of this movement and of Indian spirituality in general was the mystical experience of the 

reunion between the individual soul and the universal Spirit-Creator, called Atman and Brahman.  

This highest spiritual goal was approached by different means but meditation was the central 

practice. Body and mind had to be purified and energized to realize higher consciousness and enter 

the successive stages of spiritual attainment, including spiritual superpowers such as empirical but 

extra-sensory perception beyond this world of material reality.  Reason and intellect were considered 

“lower knowledge” while “ultimate knowledge” had to be obtained through the progressive 

cultivation of concentration or mind clarification, leading to direct intuition and contemplative 

vision.  The central goal was, as in all religious and spiritual disciplines, the elevation and 

sublimation of this life experience in order to achieve salvation or transcendence of the human life-

and-death situation, through union with the eternal source of being.  But different from both 

primitive and modern religions, reliance was not on an “other power” but on self-realization.  Indian 

wisdom cannot be derived nor understood from intellectual learning alone, without actually realizing 

spiritual insight through meditation practice. 

 

There is apparently no theory or cultivation method — be it religious prayer, ritual, devotion and 

contemplation, or gnosticism, transcendentalism, asceticism, naturalism or new-age-ism — that does 

not have a precursor in the Indian tradition.  Even the modern scientific concept of atoms and Arabic 

numbers originated in India.  India’s main religious and philosophical trends were basically the same 

as those of today.  Our modern views were already classified among those common at that time, such 

as theism (the belief that the universe is the work of a Creator and all beings evolve gradually 

towards a final, divine salvation) and atheism, agnosticism, hedonism and positivistic materialism 

(the belief that what is beyond the visible world cannot be verified; God, soul, and salvation are 
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fiction; good and evil, right and wrong are irrelevant; the only value is to enjoy life).  Even the rituals 

of Eucharist, baptism, consecration, etc. in modern religion evolved from Indian sacrifices, ablutions, 

and anointments. (Some claim that Jesus spent his hidden years in India).  

 

There were holy ascetics as well as amoralists, fatalists/determinists, relativists, sophists, skeptics 

who committed to no opinion or method, and eclectics who consider all “isms” as elucidating part of 

the truth.  The Buddha divided them into two streams: eternalists who believe in the soul and life 

after death, and annihilationists who believe life ceases completely.   

 

The main difference between Western and Eastern culture was the emphasis on self-experience.  

Spiritual cultivation was first and foremost a matter of personal development, mainly through the 

experience of meditation practice rather than through a mere theoretical resort to rational arguments 

(philosophy) or to faith (religion).  The point was to self-realize oneness with God (Brahman) and 

achieve actual, tangible salvation.  Spinning thoughts or mere devotion were considered to be 

missing the point.    

 

The historical setting for Siddhartha was the unique richness of Indian culture, the cradle of all later 

spiritual development.  The brightest minds at that time joined the truth-seekers and became 

professional mendicants, choosing to be beggars (nowadays they are most sincere and proud about 

money).  His background was in the Yoga-Upanishad as well as the Brahmanic tradition, which was 

most likely the official ceremonial at his father’s court.  Although the Buddha would come to dismiss 

all these theories and practices as not revealing the ultimate truth, he only did so after having learned 

and mastered them successfully.  Later he would analyze, assimilate, incorporate, and synthesize the 

great variety of traditional Indian cultivation practices into his own teaching.  These traditions were, 

after all, the very steps that brought Siddhartha to the brink of his final realization.  

  

 The training years 

 

Gautama applied himself to the highest yogic attainments of samadhi concentration and trained with 

two eminent teachers until there was nothing more he could learn from them.  He first attained the 

state of “no-thought concentration” or “the base of nothingness.”  This is the seventh on the scale of 

eight concentration levels.  These stages of concentration – the highest levels of consciousness – are 

the pure states (qualities) of mind that have their cosmic counterpart in the highest and purest planes 

of existence (quantities).  This is the third of the four infinite realms in the Formless World, situated 

above all other heavens.  To practice this “concentration of nothingness” leads to rebirth in “the 

realm of infinite nothingness” (where a lifespan lasts for 60,000 cosmic periods; Chapter 3) 

 

At such a meditation level distracting thoughts disappear altogether.  This is not an easy matter: we 

can try to sit quietly without any thoughts disturbing the mind, try to exercise unmoving focus and 

enjoy boundless peace and unshakeable lucidity, but no matter how many years we might spend 

trying, we are not able to reach that point.  Although “concentration without thought” is not actively 
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doing good, it is a most meritorious achievement because it “turns off” the source of all wrong and 

evil.  

 

Our whole world originates from thoughts.  Initiatives and actions, war and peace, greed and deceit, 

love and hate, more bad than good, all arise from thought.  Even inferior living beings have thoughts 

and feelings to some extent, as we can observe in a dog or cat.  Therefore this state of no-thought is a 

definitive attainment, replacing the ordinary mental state of either distraction or oblivion with a new 

dimension of deep and vibrant clarity, light and bliss, enjoying hitherto unknown freedom and self-

control.  Gautama must have been extremely intelligent to have been able to reach this stage in a 

short time and then abandon it.  (To this day most meditators consider this samadhi as the ultimate 

goal.) 

 

He then practiced and mastered a still higher level, the “concentration of neither-perception-nor- 

non-perception” or “neither-thought-nor-non-thought samadhi.”  This state is the highest mental 

attainment and leads to rebirth in the “the infinite realm of neither-perception-nor-non-perception” 

where a lifetime takes 84,000 cosmic periods.  This level of consciousness generates an energy, 

intelligence, and presence of mind that coincides with the “top of the universe,” above the dhyana-

heavens of the Pure Form World and above the realms of boundless space, infinite consciousness, 

and infinite nothingness of the Formless World. (Chapter 3) 

 

At this stage, consciousness becomes so pure and subtle that it functions beyond perception and 

reveals “knowing without thinking.”  It surpasses all phenomena and extends infinitely, physically 

merging with the universe.  In this state an awareness of another order arises gradually and starts 

functioning spontaneously, “flowing vastly” of its own accord, uniting with the omnipresence of 

Spirit.  It is still consciousness, yet between being and non-being.  It is a super-mental intelligence 

that exists separately from ordinary consciousness.   

 

Although his teacher had not realized this state himself and therefore acknowledged Gautama as his 

master, Gautama left again, knowing that this was not yet enlightenment.  “This Dharma does not 

lead to Nirvana but only to rebirth in the plane of neither-perception-nor-non-perception” (MN 26), 

meaning that the highest level of concentration that leads to the longest possible lifespan is still 

within Samsara, the realm of birth and death.  When passing away from that sphere of infinity, life 

goes on and one is reborn in a lower world, and what looked “eternal” comes to an end. 

 

Whether “without-thought” or “neither thought nor no-thought,” all states of mind are experiential 

realms, altered states of consciousness that are the product of mental-physical causes and conditions, 

arising (not existing before) and disappearing, impermanent and thus unreliable.  As long as we live 

we can never know apart from the existence we are in.  Even the most lofty and expanded states of 

consciousness operate within the limitations of experience, based on the functioning of body and 

brain.  They are conditioned and thus ultimately unsatisfactory.  They are coming and going and do 

not reveal the Source from where they come nor where they go.  They belong to (the function and 

content of) consciousness and do not reveal the Substance of Mind.  The highest realms in heaven 
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are still “thusness,” immanent and conditioned by the quality of the mind, relative and contingent, 

not the Absolute or Transcendent.  

 

Exalted philosophical-religious doctrines and spiritual attainments, such as the mystic union of the 

soul with the divine, do not yet give an answer as to what is beyond it, nor what will be after the 

experience is gone.  Pure logic told Gautama that meditation alone, even the highest samadhi, does 

not reveal ultimate reality.  If practiced as an end in itself, samadhi-concentration is “heterodox.”  In 

terms of religion, heterodox or unorthodox means contrary to or different from an established creed 

or doctrine.  The Buddhist definition, however, is to resort to some “other” (heteros), to search for 

truth outside the self-nature of the Mind; heterodox then means not to know one’s original and 

fundamental Nature but to look for something else. 

 

Nonetheless, these mental concentrations are a very high spiritual achievement and they play a 

crucial role in the cultivation process that leads to the final goal.  To firmly establish an immutable 

state of pure and clear “no-thought” is already exceptional.  To then discard it and let it dissolve into 

an even deeper concentration, generating the spontaneous cosmic presence of the “neither-

perception-nor-non-perception” is like creating a parallel universe, something we can hardly fathom 

in our age. 

 

After having accomplished this, Gautama declined both the position of leader of this school and of 

partnership with his former teacher (which was likely more for political than spiritual reasons; 

Gautama was a VIP after all).  He went out on his own, escorted by a few companions who were 

probably sent by his father after he left home, and the seer who had been waiting since his birth.  

Together they practiced severe asceticism for several years, of which the Buddha later gave vivid 

descriptions.  Having reached such high proficiency in meditation, he now demanded the utmost of 

his body and went so far in austerities that he almost died.  He experimented with yogic techniques 

such as trance without breathing and extreme forms of mortification that made him emaciated until, 

according to his own words, he could touch his spine through his stomach.  Later he related that 

some in heaven were concerned:  

 

I thought: “suppose I practice entirely cutting off food.” Then deities came to me and said: 

Good sir, do not practice entirely cutting off food. If you do so, we shall infuse heavenly food 

into the pores of your skin and this will sustain you. (MN 36)  

 

One day he collapsed and news spread that “Gautama had died.” Such death was not uncommon.  

Extreme asceticism could include fasting to death, as was the case among some sects who believed 

that old karma could be annihilated by self-starvation.  Eventually, he discarded self-mortification 

but again, only after he had accomplished what the tradition of his time upheld as a means to 

salvation. 

 

The Buddha recounted an instance of his concentration skill.  Once when he was meditating, a bird 

came nesting on his head, for he was apparently as messy and motionless as a shrub.  When he 
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became aware of what was going on, the bird was already hatching its eggs.  So as not to destroy the 

little family-to-be, he continued his concentration and waited until the whole family had flown off 

before shaking the dirt from his head.  Besides the power of concentration, this anecdote illustrates  

the compassion and love for all sentient life that comes with it. 

 

Having gone to the extremes of body and mind training Gautama concluded: 

 

Whatever ascetics or Brahmins experience painful, racking, piercing feelings due to exertion, 

this is the utmost, there is none beyond this. But by this racking practice of austerities I have 

not attained any superhuman distinction in knowledge and vision worthy of the noble ones. 

Could there be another path to enlightenment?  (MN i 246)     

          

It is not by starving the body, ignoring comfort and hygiene, or exercising self-torture that our mind 

can be mastered.  Perceptions and passions might even become stronger and drive ascetics mad with 

obsessions and hallucinations, or with depression and aversion, leading to revulsion and desire to end 

one’s life in this world.  But suicide squarely contradicts Buddhist ethics.  In The Life of Milarepa we 

read: “the faculties and the senses of each of us are innately divine. If you die before your time, you 

commit the sin of killing a god. That is why suicide is such a great crime. Even in the exoteric 

tradition of the Sutras there is no greater sin [no worse karma] than to cut off one’s own life.”
67

 

  

On the other hand, although it does not offer a final solution, asceticism is a most virtuous and 

rewarding conduct.  Self-discipline and mortification have always been part of the religious 

traditions, such as retirement from the world, monastic life in poverty, obedience, chastity, and other 

practices of self-denial.  Seekers of perfection strain themselves to purify conduct, refine perception 

and sublimate awareness, to energize and not to dampen the spirit.  But neither painful asceticism nor 

blissful samadhi lead in and of themselves to the liberation and transcendental wisdom of 

enlightenment.  Pain and bliss do not concern our true nature, heavenly ecstasy or infernal anguish 

do not affect our real life, nor do altered states of consciousness reveal our eternal substance.  These 

temporal experiences are solely the result of the interaction of a person’s constituting factors (the 

skandhas). 

 

Gautama changed course and left the mountains for the more hospitable south.  His five colleagues 

thought that he could no longer endure the hardships of ascetic cultivation and had “lost faith.”  They 

abandoned him when he accepted food and recuperated from his austere practices.  The news then 

spread that “Gautama had taken to the easy life.”  His old-time companions were the first, however, 

to see a radiant, transformed Gautama after his enlightenment, and they became his lifelong 

disciples, once he had explained the “middle way” between mortification and indulgence, between 

world-denial and worldliness, the eightfold path of correct attention to body and mind. 

 

 

                                                
67  trans. Lobsang P. Lhalungpa (New York: Penguin, 1992), 70 
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 Enlightenment 

 

After he recovered from his austerities, Gautama made a firm decision, one that resulted in what 

Buddhists consider to be mankind’s highest spiritual achievement, a legacy that will last as long as 

mankind is interested in “what really matters.”  At this time, Gautama was utterly alone; nobody and 

nothing in the world, no teacher or tradition, no scripture, revelation or doctrine, no method, model 

or ideal could help him any further.  He had exhausted them all and reached the ultimate of both 

mental and physical exertion.  Now he faced a void with nothing in sight.  This “hopeless” situation 

must have kindled his final resolve: to sit in meditation and “not to move from my seat, until I have 

attained supreme wisdom.”  He later described his training attitude: 

 

Not to be self-complacent in blissful states and not to shrink back weakly in the struggle. 

Without shrinking back I struggled on and on.  I said to myself: I may be reduced to mere 

skin, sinews and bones, my flesh and blood may dry up, but I shall win what has not been 

won. Thus through untiring diligence I won awakening; I won total freedom from bondage. 

 

During this period Gautama underwent a radical transformation.  Scriptures of different schools give 

various versions, some informative and matter-of-fact, others more dramatic and miraculous, but all 

sources agree on the method Gautama followed.  He remembered the dhyana experience when he 

was still a boy, and instead of the difficult way he had thus far explored, he practiced the relaxed and 

peaceful way of meditative concentration.  He focused on his breathing until he reached the state of 

samadhi.  He noted that “tireless energy was aroused in me and unremitting mindfulness was 

established, my body was tranquil and untroubled, my mind concentrated and unified.”   

 

Then he experienced progressively the four stages of dhyana-concentration.  These are the levels that 

characterize the meditation process in general.  When the mind enters unmoving focus it develops 

clarity and bliss in a distinct sequence of body and mind transformation, called the four dhyanas.   

He often described what exactly happened during the night before his enlightenment, always 

mentioning these dhyana stages: 

 

Having detached myself from sense-desires and unwholesome states I entered and dwelled in 

the first dhyana, which is accompanied by thought and examination, with rapture and 

happiness born of separation.   

With the stilling of thought, I entered and dwelled in the second dhyana, which has self-

confidence and unification of mind, without thought and examination, with rapture and 

happiness born of concentration. 

With the fading away as well of rapture, I dwelled in equanimity, and mindful and clearly 

comprehending, I experienced happiness with the body; I entered and dwelled in the third 

dhyana, of which the noble ones declare: “He has a pleasant abiding who has equanimity 

and is mindful.” 
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With the abandoning of pleasure and pain, and with the previous disappearance of joy and 

displeasure, I entered and dwelled in the fourth dhyana, which has neither pain nor pleasure 

and includes the purification of mindfulness due to equanimity. 

 

The first dhyana is experienced as mental joy and physical rapture.  This delight is born from 

separation or seclusion from the senses and discriminative thinking, but still sustained by mental 

effort and attention.  After this concentration is maintained, the second dhyana arrives when all 

mental activity stops and makes place for an unmoving focus of mind that produces a higher level of 

clarity and bliss, born from concentration.  Its superior joy is the result of being freed from thought 

perception and enjoying mastery over the mind, (described as an experience akin to a bird leaving its 

cage).  The third dhyana is a rare accomplishment shared only by “the noble ones.”  When reaching 

the fourth dhyana, Gautama was effortlessly in possession of “the three higher knowledges” (S. 

abhijnā). 

 

These are the amazing results of the mental purification process that open up the mind’s original but 

latent capacities: 

 

When my mind was thus concentrated, purified, bright, unblemished, rid of imperfection, 

malleable, wieldy, steady, and attained to imperturbability, I directed it to knowledge of the 

recollection of past lives. I recollected my manifold past lives, that is, one birth . . .  a 

hundred births . . .  a hundred thousand births, many eons of world-contraction, many eons of 

world-expansion, many eons of expansion and contraction: “There I was so named, of such 

clan, with such an appearance . . .  and passing away there, I was reborn elsewhere.” Thus 

with their aspects and particulars I recollected my manifold past lives. 

This was the first true knowledge attained by me in the first watch of the night. Ignorance was 

banished and true knowledge arose, as happens in one dwells diligent, ardent, and resolute. 

When my mind was thus purified . . .  I directed it to knowledge of the passing away and 

rebirth of beings. With the divine eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, I saw 

beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, fortunate 

and unfortunate, and I understood how beings fare on according to their actions (karma) 

thus: “These beings who behaved wrongly by body, speech, and mind, who held wrong view, 

and undertook actions based on wrong view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have 

been reborn in a state of misery, in a bad destination, in the lower world, in hell; but these 

beings who behaved well . . . who held right view . . . have been reborn in a good destination, 

in a heavenly world. Thus with the divine eye . . . I understood how beings fare on according 

to their actions (karma). Thus was the second true knowledge attained by me in the middle 

watch of the night . . .  

When my mind was thus concentrated, purified . . .  I directed it to knowledge of the 

destruction of the taints. I directly knew as it actually is: “This is suffering. This is the origin 

of suffering. This is the cessation of suffering. This is the way leading to the cessation of 

suffering.” I directly knew as it actually is: “These are the taints. This is the origin, the 

cessation, and the way leading to the cessation of the taints.”  
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When I knew and saw thus, my mind was liberated from the taint of sensual desire, from the 

taint of existence, and from the taint of ignorance. When it was liberated, there came the 

knowledge: “It is liberated.” I directly knew: “Birth is destroyed, the spiritual life has been 

lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more coming back to any state of 

being.” 

This was the third true knowledge attained by me in the last watch of the night. Ignorance 

was banished and true knowledge arose, darkness was banished and light arose, as happens 

in one who abides diligent, ardent, and resolute.  (MN 36) 
68

 

 

He witnessed an astonishing memory and saw his innumerable former lives and the causes for being 

reborn, first for himself and then for the other beings throughout the universe.  After realizing how 

rebirth comes about, he also knew how to put an end to it, through the “cessation of the taints,” also 

called extinction of the outflows (S. asravas) – elimination of the defilements, faults, corruptions, 

contaminants, cankers, influxes, binding influences, and leaks.  The asravas are the basic problems 

that need to be solved before achieving liberation and enlightenment.  They are sensual desire, desire 

for existence or non-existence, views, and ignorance.  These are the basic factors that support life’s 

processing force and produce specific, individual becoming (the Ten Bonds, Chapter 6).  The 

outflows are responsible for the continuation of karmic existence by maintaining involvement in the 

skandhas and perpetuating the cycle of birth and death.  

 

Existence means being-in-a-world, the world flowing into our senses and consciousness, and we 

“flowing out” into the world through the senses.  In their rudimentary form these influxes and 

outflows are something we know well: we are perpetually flowing through and flooded by sights, 

sounds, contacts, impressions, and thoughts.  That means that our mental and vital energy is 

dissipating and drained by the incessant appeals on eyes and ears, brain, thought and emotion.  The 

outflows are the deep-rooted knots, the existential fetters that tie us up in Samsara.  Flowing in 

through the senses and running out towards sense- and mind-objects, these restless impulses give rise 

to the afflictions (S. klesa) or vexations, the common worries and troubles of life.  They are summed 

up under the three poisons: greed/lust/attachment, aversion/anger/ill-will/hatred, and 

delusion/ignorance.  The most obvious symptom of the outflows is sexual “leaking,” the loss of vital 

energy (without which there is no birth-with-death on earth).   

 

These are the causes “that defile, bring renewal of existence, give trouble, ripen in suffering, and lead 

to future birth, aging and death” (MN 36.47).  An essential aspect of meditation is therefore to stop 

the outflows, not only to stop the influx of the senses and the flow of thoughts but also to increase 

and transform physical-vital energy into spiritual power.   

 

                                                
68 trans. Bhikkhu Nanmoli and Bhikkhu Bodhi, The Middle Length Discourses (Somerville, MA:Wisdom 

Publications, 1995), 104-6; In the Buddha’s Words , (Wisdom Publications, 2005), 63-67 
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The final steps toward the Buddha’s enlightenment were the three higher knowledges: to see one’s 

previous lives (in detail), to “see with the divine eye the passing away and the coming to be of all 

beings according to their acts and karma,” and the elimination of the outflows or the know-how of 

liberation.  When the mind is purified of all defilements, it is liberated.  This liberation means “to 

transcend the stream of death and birth, to be free from the bondage of samsara, to attain the state of 

liberation in which one is free within samsara, in control of one’s birth and death, in the state of no 

birth and no death.”
69

  This experience is described as the highest possible fulfillment:  

 

The knowledge and vision arose in me: Unshakable is the liberation of my mind. Birth is 

destroyed, the spiritual life has been lived, what had to be done has been done; there is no 

more coming back to any state of existence. (SN v 423) 

  

One step led to the other; seeing his endless rebirths enabled him to understand the process of life 

and death, the mechanism of karma that determines all living beings.  He perceived the universal law 

of causality that underlies all existence; the whole universe, heavens and hells included, appeared to 

him “as in a mirror” and “as a nut in the palm of my hand.”  The discovery that all existence listens 

to one and the same rule, the law and order of cause and effect, led to his awakening for the ultimate 

fact that since all is based on causes and conditions, nothing exists of itself.  What is based on other 

causes and conditions is empty of self-substance, has no being of its own, is empty in nature; 

emptiness is the ultimate ground of being. (Chapter 1)   

  

* * * 

 

These three higher knowledges usually follow other special faculties and powers that are activated in 

the meditation process.  First, the magical foot ubiquity is the ability to generate various kinds of 

emanation bodies and to appear at will in any place, in this or in another world, heavens included.  

Then comes the divine ear which can hear and comprehend all sounds in the universe, and last the 

ability to know and understand the minds of other beings.  The standard description is 

  

to have mastery over the body and enjoy the various magical powers, such as appearing 

manifold without being obstructed, passing through walls and mountains as if through the 

air, walking on water as if on the earth, soaring through space, up to the Brahma Heavens, to 

hear with the divine ear sounds both heavenly and human, far and near, to know the minds of 

other beings by penetrating them with one’s mind. (passim) 

 

Together they are known in Buddhism as the six spiritual powers: [1] the divine eye that perceives 

all forms of material or ethereal existence, [2] the divine ear that hears and comprehends all sounds, 

[3] the knowledge of the minds of others, [4] unimpeded bodily action such as the ability to appear 

wherever, [5] the knowledge of previous lifetimes and the working of karma, and [6] the extinction 

of the outflows. 

                                                
69 Sheng-yen, Orthodox Chinese Buddhism (Elmhurst, NY: Dharma Drum Publications, 2007), 156 
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Venerable Yin-shun, author of The Way to Buddhahood, explains: 

 

With the power of magical transformation, one can change into many different shapes, 

become invisible or visible as one pleases, and penetrate mountains, rivers, and stonewalls. 

One can also travel underwater and underground, fly into the air, reach the moon and the 

sun, and so forth. With the power of the divine eye, one can see things that are coarse or 

refined, near or far, in light or darkness, external or internal. In particular, one can see the 

form of the karma of sentient beings, whether they will be reborn in the heavens or on the evil 

destinies, and the like. With the power of the divine ear, one can hear all kinds of sounds near 

or far, understand different human languages, and even comprehend the sounds of the 

heavens, birds, and animals. With the knowledge of other minds one knows the thoughts of 

other sentient beings. With the knowledge about previous existences one knows the previous 

lives of sentient beings, what kind of karma they have created, and the places from which they 

have come. With the power to end faults (outflows), one can know the circumstances that 

liberate beings from afflictions and recognize whether one’s own afflictions are completely 

overcome. 

Of the six spiritual powers, the power to end faults is universally possessed by all arhats, 

while the remaining five depend on the arhat’s meditative practices. These five powers can be 

developed not only by Buddhists but also by non-Buddhists. Although it is said that in all 

arhats the six spiritual powers are completely unobstructed, arhats with these powers vary in 

scope of what they can know or see; only for buddhas are these powers ultimate. 
70

 

 

While these spiritual powers are linked to a high level of concentration power, the termination of the 

outflows is achieved only through wisdom.  The former are “mundane” powers, because they belong 

to concentration in general and do not leave “immanent” or “worldly” existence (the heavens are part 

of the whole world; next chapter).  Only the last is “supramundane” or transcendental and typically 

Buddhist.  It is realized by the arhat, one who has completed the path of liberation and is freed from 

the bondage of birth and death.    

 

From the standpoint of spiritual cultivation there is nothing supernatural, unnatural or abnormal 

about these higher modes of knowledge and mind-power.  Except for the wisdom to terminate the 

outflows, all five higher faculties — divine eye, divine ear, knowledge of others” minds, knowledge 

of former lives, psychic power to appear at will — can accompany the attainment of samadhi and 

mental concentration, irrespective of tradition.  They were known, at least partially, in many ancient 

cultures, and everyone who applies enough time and energy can develop them.  

 

As human beings, we are endowed with these faculties.  The latent potential in each of us stretches 

far beyond common perceptions, beyond our wildest dreams, actually.  A universe of “knowing and 

seeing” lies at our feet, yet we remain unaware of it (because we are too busy, too serious or rather 

                                                
70  Wisdom Publications, 1998, 198-199 
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not serious enough about “facing reality”).  We are satisfied with only a fraction of our human 

birthright to know as it actually is, to function in a world of much greater dimensions, where 

interminable horizons are waiting for us to discover them. 

 

This life and body offer the resources for penetrating much farther than the thwarted experiences we 

actually have – to see, hear, move, and know with boundless capacity.  But we make no use of it, 

leaving our powers dormant until we die.  When leaving the body these faculties awaken, as 

witnessed unwittingly during near-death experiences, or as implicitly acknowledged by all religions 

who take for granted the capacity of the soul to be reborn in heaven or in hell.  For those in heaven, 

these powers are the natural functioning of being reborn on a higher level of existence, in a pure 

energy-environment with energy-bodies far beyond our gross, biological capacities.  This 

supernatural dimension is the natural result of excellent karma from moral merit and mental purity.  

For humans, these powers and attainments are linked to the degree of concentration-power and, like 

every art and expertise, they are naturally and causally acquired through merit and concentration 

mastery.  If someone displays such an “innate gift,” without obvious connection to cultivation 

practice, it does not mean that it is a haphazard, unwarranted gift from heaven but a remainder from 

an acquired capacity in previous lives.     

 

These powers include psychic abilities such as clairvoyance, healing powers, hearing voices from 

heaven or elsewhere, visions of heaven and other revelations.  However, super-knowledges and 

faculties do not reveal ultimate reality.  They are wonderful manifestations of Mind, but not its 

substance, only some function.  They are the side effects, the by-products of concentration, resulting 

from opening up energy channels and expanding our mental faculties through samadhi.  They are 

like electric appliances, applications of energy that help us see, hear, and know what we otherwise 

could not, but they are not Energy nor Mind – Intelligence itself.  These innate faculties can be 

“turned on” when our concentration-power enables our own original light to illuminate what is 

normally hidden.  The most difficult to obtain is the divine eye, which requires the highest 

meditation-attainment; but once it is opened the other faculties easily follow. 

 

The five higher faculties are like flowers along the way to spiritual development.  If they are pursued 

for themselves they may lead astray into psychological and mental deviations, and result in spiritual 

disaster.  Someone who has reached profound meditation humbly and clearly knows whether any of 

these faculties have opened up, and knows them to be a matter of course, as nothing to be amazed 

and talked about.  As they come along in silent meditation, they should be kept as such, behind 

closed doors.  The Buddha prohibited the use of such powers among his students – who possessed 

them – because they spoil the life-essence and dissipate the mind into even more appealing outflows 

and distracting taints.  Psychic and supernatural powers, in the absence of insight and wisdom, 

prevent further realization.  To know more “thusness,” relative phenomena in time-space-form, is not 

knowing the Mind/Knower.   

 

Although they come naturally with advanced meditation, these knowledges and powers are a hazard 

for spirituality.  To esteem and extol “supernatural” feats is a sign of ignorance for it ignores the 
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greatest feat of all, the Nature of Reality, and favors the world of “maya” or illusion.  A great Zen 

master once replied when challenged by a psychic to walk over water: “My miracle is carrying water 

and fetching firewood.”      

 

Gautama did not attain these faculties when he first practiced the samadhis of “no-thought” and of 

“neither-perception-nor-nonperception,” nor during the training years of his arduous ascetic life, but 

in a very short time after he had discarded all methods and techniques.  His omniscience was the 

result of his transcendental wisdom, because the highest wisdom also activates the subordinate 

faculties of knowing and seeing.  His perfect wisdom and complete enlightenment, however, were 

only achieved after he underwent a radical purification and transformation, going through extreme 

exertion and exhaustion, followed by a thorough rejuvenation and radiant metamorphosis.  

 

The original texts mention temptations Gautama was faced with before his spiritual breakthrough.  

Such negative forces, that oppose and try to prevent a major spiritual accomplishment, have been 

witnessed by many great saints and sages (see e.g. Jesus in the desert).  When on the verge of a 

significant advance, these powerful tempters try to oppose and obstruct it, in order to keep their flock 

of ignorant and deluded followers thriving in this world of desire and passion. They can appear as 

spirits (mostly “asuras” or lower deities, not “devils from hell” but astral beings that belong to the 

lowest class of celestials; next chapter) who become apprehensive in the face of being exposed and 

weakened by the light of truth spreading through the world.  When afraid of losing control over 

human society, they throw their weight about; much like humans who love to control their animals, 

they try to dominate human society.  

 

The antagonist of liberation is Mara, a deity from a lower heaven of sense-desire.  He tried with all 

his might to keep the Bodhisattva away from enlightenment.  According to the early scriptures, his 

task is to discourage truth and promote delusion and lust.  Assisted by a host of demonic, frightful 

creatures, Mara waged a battle against the Bodhisattva, who remained unimpressed.  He saw these 

phenomena for what they were – conjured up, empty phenomena that disappeared as they closed in 

on the light of wisdom.  Mara first sent his alluring daughters Discontent, Delight, and Desire in an 

attempt to seduce Gautama from becoming a Buddha.  Some commentators pointed out that the 

battle with Mara was nothing more than a battle to defeat the most obvious enemy of enlightenment, 

the ego and its self-conceit; enlightenment cannot arise without first realizing no-self.  Mara is 

mainly known in Buddhism under another, less spectacular aspect, namely man’s inner delusion and 

attachment to the skandhas that hold us captive to birth and death. 

 

Such events should not be lightly rejected as religious superstition, mere symbolism or myth, 

however.  Demonic powers can materialize and interfere with human life in order to obstruct 

spiritual realization.  But the internal reality is much more important than the unusual external threat 

of astral beings.  Demons and devils are also manifestations of the One Mind (non-duality), and may 

be no more than reflections of one’s own subconsciousness.  They are due to the wrong energy-

habits and the bad karma seeds planted in the past; the three poisons – greed/lust, anger/hatred, 

delusion/ignorance – are the real devil, the spirit of all evil.   
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Although Mara and his affiliates can be very deceitful and “launch a war with the help of all powers 

in hell,” they are not dangerous and can do no real harm.  (Humans can be much more dangerous.)  

The real problem is not that we do not know these rare phenomena but that we do not recognize 

Mara, because he is also a master of disguise, the spirit of complacency and self-deceit in all of us.  

He is our god of the senses, as his position in the sense-desire heaven suggests.  The Buddha warned 

that he “did not consider any power so hard to conquer as the power of Mara” (DN iii 78) – or the 

power of non-enlightenment. 

 

Temptations and obstacles are a normal part of advanced spiritual practice.  Of the reactions that take 

place in the body due to changing physiological functions, the first sign of headway is sexual arousal. 

This does not mean that sexual appetite is a sign of meditation expertise, but that lust proves the 

basic ignorance that reveals its verve as soon as some degree of relaxation and new vitality is 

attained.  The many cases of sexual abuse by self-professed “spiritual masters” means that they are 

not masters but slaves of Mara. 

 

The obstacles on the way to spiritual progress should be viewed as stepping-stones needed to ascend.  

If the upward path were smooth, one would easily slide down, as do most people who are “lucky 

enough” to enjoy a life without problems.   

 

When Heaven is about to confer a great responsibility on any man, it will exercise his mind 

with suffering, subject his sinews and bones to hard work, expose his body to hunger, put him 

to poverty, place obstacles in the paths of his deeds, so as to stimulate his mind, harden his 

nature, and improve wherever he is incompetent.
71

   

 

Another popular Chinese saying is: “To climb the Way by one foot, Mara’s obstacles are ten feet 

high.”  Without difficulties in life, one might not be interested in progress but instead take the easy, 

not the spiritual road.  Awareness of imperfection and problems are a catalyst because their energies 

can be turned around into positive forces of purification, virtue, and concentration power – “Our 

weakness is our strength.”  

 

During that night Gautama reflected upon the conditions that lead to the sufferings of life, old age 

and death.  Paying “careful attention” he observed the process of causation, tracing it back to its very 

root.  He thereby achieved “a breakthrough by wisdom” and realized the full impact of causality, the 

universal principle of dependent origination (S. pratitya-samutpada) and its twelve fold chain of 

causation (Chapter 5), and the possibility of its cessation.   

 

Then it occurred to me: “When what exists does aging-and-death come to be? By what is 

aging-and-death conditioned?” Then, through careful attention, there took place in me a 

breakthrough by wisdom: “When there is birth, aging-and-death comes to be; aging-and-

                                                
71 Mencius 6 B 15, W.T.Chan, A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy (Princeton University Press, 1963), 78  
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death has birth as its condition. When what exists does birth come to be? . . .  existence? . . .  

clinging? . . .  craving? . . .  feeling? . . .  contact? . . .  the six sense bases? . . .  name-and-

form? . . .  When there is name-and-form, consciousness comes to be; consciousness has 

name-and-form as its condition. 

This consciousness turns back; it does not go further than name-and-form. It is to this extent 

that one may be born and age and die, pass away and be reborn, that is, when there is 

consciousness with name-and-form as its condition, and name-and-form with consciousness 

as its condition . . .  

Origination, origination — thus in regard to things unheard before there arose in me vision, 

knowledge, wisdom, penetration, and light . . .  I have discovered this path to enlightenment, 

that is, with the cessation of consciousness comes cessation of name-and-form . . . of the six 

sense bases . . . of contact . . .  Such is the cessation of this whole mass of suffering.  

Cessation, cessation . . . I saw the ancient path, the ancient road traveled by the Perfectly 

Enlightened Ones of the past. And what is that ancient path? It is just this Noble Eightfold 

Path; that is, right view, right intention, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 

effort, right mindfulness, right concentration.  (SN 12:65; ii 104-7) 

    

Whatever originates also ceases; cessation is what enlightenment hinges upon.  In a positive sense, 

the core of his experience was the infinity of Emptiness: 

 

What originates from causes and conditions is empty in nature,  

from empty nature causes and conditions arise.   

 

The ultimate nature of all phenomena is empty, because only Emptiness can be the infinite source of 

all creation. (Chapter 1)  

 

At early dawn Gautama suddenly “awakened” when he casually “looked up and saw the bright 

morning star.”  In this moment, he had awakened not only to the nature of the star but to the nature 

of all existence.  Everything became perfectly clear, seen “just as it is.”  The Bodhisattva had gone 

the way to the end and realized what he himself called “ultimate, universal, and perfect 

enlightenment” (S. annuttara-samyak-sambodhi). 

 

His first reaction was amazement and awe, not about his own achievement, but about the fact that 

everybody is nothing less than a Buddha: 

 

How amazing!  All sentient beings everywhere fully possess the wisdom and virtues of a 

Tathagata but do not realize it because of false thinking and attachment. 
72

 

 

He saw the universal “democracy;” the original and fundamental equality of everyone in the whole 

universe.  We are all equally and fully equipped with transcendental wisdom and compassion, virtue 

                                                
72  Flower Ornament Sutra, Taisho 10.272c 
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and merit, higher knowledges and powers, only we do not realize it because of our “false thinking 

and clinging.” (ibid.)  As an outcome of his years of training and hardship, after his distinguished 

birth and resignation from a bright career, such modest finding was surprising – Amazing, we are all 

equal, except we do not know it, because we delude ourselves and pay no attention.   

 

Awakening reveals nothing that we are not already.  One does not become enlightened but stops 

being unenlightened.  We are not “awake” because we fool around and stick to our own ideas and 

opinions, preventing us from recognizing the true nature of our mind, the emptiness of self and of all 

things.  We hold stubbornly fast to our habitual thinking and are not able to let go of wrong views 

and attachments.  Like Plato’s cave-dwellers we shun the Light; like sleepwalkers we are intoxicated 

with a dream world of definitions and appropriations of “me” and “mine,” clinging to likes and 

dislikes, unable to stop the stream of irrelevant thoughts, superfluous elaborations, and unreal 

representations, that lead to self-deception.  All false thinking and clinging, however, do not matter if 

we can find out the One who does all the thinking and clinging. 

  

Siddhartha Gautama was so impressed when he became a Buddha that he was speechless and wanted 

to remain so, by leaving this world.  The gods of heaven, he later told, were moved and urged him to 

teach the world the truth that he had found.  They implored him that all the efforts, merits, and vows 

he had made in the past should not be in vain but for the benefit of all, and that he could not just 

leave.  Thereupon Sakyamuni answered: “Stop, stop, my truth is too wonderful to be conceived!” 

(Lotus and Avatamsaka sutras).  In other words, the truth about ultimate Reality is beyond words and 

ideas; the Absolute should not be conceived in any way.  No particular doctrines and disciplines can 

grasp it for it is not to be inferred by any concept, event or fact, not to be imagined or reasoned 

about, not to be defined, determined, analyzed, or summed up.  No philosophical theories, no 

religious beliefs, no spiritual techniques, nor their negation, apply to It.  The Formless cannot be 

drawn into any form or content of consciousness.  This was another surprising conclusion for 

someone who experimented with all available methods of spiritual cultivation and reached the 

highest proficiency in both mental purification and physical transformation.  The texts record his 

reservations about revealing to the world a discovery that is 

 

profound, hard to see and hard to understand, peaceful and sublime, unattainable by mere 

reasoning, subtle, to be experienced by the wise.  But this population delights in attachment, 

takes delight in clinging, rejoices in clinging.  It is hard for such a population to see this 

truth, namely, specific conditionality, dependent origination. And it is hard to see this truth, 

namely, the stilling of all formations, the relinquishing of all acquisitions, the destruction of 

craving, dispassion, cessation, Nirvana.  If I were to teach the Dharma, others would not 

understand me, and that would be wearying and troublesome for me. 

(DN ii 36, MN 26; i 167)   

 

For weeks after his realization the Buddha was still abiding in the bliss of enlightenment and found it 

quite impossible to communicate his experience.  He also doubted that he would find a suitable 

audience – people who could understand “this abstruse Dharma, which goes against the worldly 
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stream” and accept the truth of suffering, impermanence, no-self, and emptiness.  Thereupon the god 

Brahma Sahampati (“Lord over Himself”) intervened and replied that the world would perish 

without his message (sic!), and that there were some with little dust on their eyes who would attain 

liberation if only they could hear it.  Whether convinced by a god or of his own conviction, he 

decided “To set in motion the wheel of Dharma. In a world that has become blind I go to beat the 

drum of the Deathless.” (MN 26). 

     

The first person he met and told his message “shook his head and said: “May it be so, friend,” and 

took a bypath and departed” (just as we take bypaths and depart life after life).  Later, the Buddha 

managed to awaken masses of people and he did not doubt the benefit his discovery would bring to 

the world, on earth as in heaven, as he told his disciples to “go and wander for the welfare of the 

multitudes, for the happiness of the multitudes, out of sympathy for the world, for the benefit, 

welfare, and happiness of Gods and Humans.”  The Buddha dedicated his life to “guide others to the 

shore,” for forty five years, until his last day when he was eighty years old.  He was sick and died 

probably more from the ailments he contracted during the years of his austerities than from a much 

debated food poisoning.  He passed away into Great Nirvana, “after entering the four dhyanas.”  

  

Since he has gone, he has been considered by many as mankind’s foremost spiritual teacher: a 

revolutionary who dismissed traditions and revelations, consummated philosophy and religion, and 

solved the perennial questions.  His dedication and resolve led to the realization of what is most 

uncommon yet most human: to see and to know.  This Real Man removed the veil of mankind not 

stealing the Light from “a jealous God” 
73

 but from the bottom of our Mind. 

                                                
73 The Ten Commandments, Exodus 20:5, Deuteronomy 5:9 
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Chapter 3 

 

 LIFE AND UNIVERSE 

 

                              The universe is a machine to make gods. 

                                                     Henri Bergson 

 

What did the Buddha — “a Tathagata, a Knower of the Worlds, a Teacher of Gods and Men” — 

perceive of beings and worlds in the entire universe? 

 

Buddhism is not an atheistic ideology but is, in fact, full of gods and heavens.  The earliest scriptures 

never stop mentioning them.  As we just learned, Gautama was visited by two celestial beings at the 

time of his awakening.  Mara had already appeared during the years of his ascetic training, 

attempting to prevent him from progress.  After the Buddha’s enlightenment, he tried to convince the 

Tathagata to pass away into Nirvana without revealing his discovery to the world.  Mara continued to 

plague the Buddha, first looking for some weakness in the Perfect One and then distracting and 

tempting his disciples and listeners, trying to obstruct their spiritual realization, deluding them with 

the spell of the senses.  He also appeared when the Buddha was terminally ill and urged him to die.   

 

By contrast, the second visitor was a most noble god, Lord Brahma, who was impressed by the 

Buddha’s realization.  Out of love for this world he exhorted the Buddha to make his discovery 

known for the welfare of mankind.  Brahma, according to Buddhism, became a Lord of Heaven 

because of his excellent karma generated by a very virtuous human life many eons past. 

 

The Buddha had many more encounters of this celestial kind (two hundred entries in the Pali canon).  

Throughout his life there was constant interaction with gods and spirits who appeared to inquire 

about some doctrine, to inform him about life in heaven, to intercede on behalf of others, or who 

came down in hosts to listen to his talks.  The early sources tell that every night he was in meditation, 

he had one or more visitors from heaven.  The Buddha himself persistently referred to heaven, 

naming gods personally with “name and address” in one of the numerous celestial abodes. 

 

Buddhist scripture makes it clear that the Buddha and his disciples perceived a dimension of reality 

that is beyond normal scope.  Not only did they know, based on their own observation, about other 

realms of existence but they also personally interacted with various deities and spirits.  Their 

“worldview” covered much more than the matter, life, space, and time-dimensions we call “the 

universe.”  With amazing ease they moved into higher spheres which they described as distinct levels 

in the superstructure of the universe.  What we vaguely call “heaven” is for Buddhism a multitude of 

world-levels, consisting of gradually ascending and expanding planes of existence.  These levels 

range from lower, more tangible heavens close to earth, to pure heavens of light and bliss, to infinite, 

immaterial realms at the zenith of the cosmos.  All are inhabited by innumerable beings, with mind 

and body faculties upgraded in accordance with the level they reside in.  Heavens consist of “pure 
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physics” offering superior qualities of life with intelligence, power and glory, happiness and beauty 

that vastly surpass our greatest imagination. 

 

Heaven is a natural phenomenon, for its existence does not depend on a super-nature but on Nature.  

Our inability to perceive it is due to our mental limitations.  For those with sufficient concentration 

power (samadhi), these celestial worlds are accessible and their residents are as easily seen as if they 

were to look into a neighbor’s garden.   All traditional religions acknowledge the existence of heaven 

and hell, and they all have knowledge of heavenly beings, deities, saints, angels, and other spirits.  

This information is mainly based on the observations of prophets, seers, mystics, saints, and sages 

who achieved a high level of spiritual cultivation.  Depending on their samadhi accomplishment, 

they can perceive one or more heavenly spheres, or can remember from a previous stay in heaven 

one or another celestial abode and its inhabitants.  Only later religious representatives — who lacked 

a similar spiritual expertise — mistook these partial observations to be total and final. 

   

This is one reason for the differences and disagreements between religions.  Each believes its own 

perspective to be unique, its perception of God to be the one and only, and Heaven to belong 

exclusively to them – while they have only heard about, not even seen, what Buddhism reveals to be 

a mere fraction of the whole heavenly reality.  It is also possible that the initial religious founders 

knew more about gods and heavens but did not disclose everything they knew to avoid consternation 

and disbelief among their contemporaries.  These partial views of heaven led to incomplete beliefs, 

half-true dogmas, contradictions and conflicts among religions. 

 

The Buddhist worldview includes a comprehensive vision of the heavenly reality, “just as it is.”   

Based on the capacity of the human mind, not on divine revelation, the Buddha sketched a map of 

the “whole universe.”  It contains a great variety of heavens, not as a hypothetical belief, rational 

theology, or mythical symbolism but as real worlds with specific dimensions and concrete persons.  

Such firsthand observation of “universal reality” was not unusual at the Buddha’s time.  Because of 

their samadhi powers, he and his followers actually conversed casually with divine beings on an 

equal footing, as they would with acquaintances, while the gods themselves reacted in a plain and 

unassuming way.  Gods were not revered or worshipped by the Buddha and his followers. 

 

The “devas” (collective name for heavenly beings) are not above men or outside the world, not 

transcendent but immanent, worldly beings.  They all have distinct features and occupy certain 

positions in a vast hierarchy of levels, each heaven providing specific qualities of life and 

environment, body and consciousness.  There is a Lord God in most realms but no one is in charge of 

the whole; there is no super lord, no unique and supreme ruler of the universe, no divine creator of 

all and everything.   

 

Some Gods believe themselves to be eternal and almighty because of the exceptional qualities of 

their existence – such as an extremely long lifespan, unwavering happiness, extensive presence, 

power, and knowledge – which makes it difficult for them to “see things as they are” (impermanent, 

suffering, non-self, empty; Chapter 1).  They enjoy such bliss and brilliance that it is difficult for 
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them to realize that all beings are, in essence, equal; that their godly state is just a matter of natural 

and temporal retribution, the result of their own excellent karma, and that they too are subject to the 

universal law of causality, to suffering and frustration when their karma runs out.  They experience 

decay, death and rebirth (in a lower plane).  By themselves they do not discern ultimate truth, but 

when they did upon hearing the Buddha’s teaching, “they beat their breasts and wept” (AN ii 33).   

 

Gods are finite because they exist.  They are delimited and conditioned by their own thusness, by the 

very attributes and properties (skandhas) that make them divine.  They are “imprisoned in their 

person” (SN iii 85).  Although none of them are responsible for the world or for other beings, they do 

have more-than-human powers.  Their destiny highly exceeds our human one, because they have 

been much better than we have been; it is their excellent karma that took them there.  Therefore we 

should emulate them for the moral and spiritual qualities that earned them such splendid existence.  

As religions know, they can appear on earth and interact with humans, they can protect us and 

intervene on our behalf; they are affected by our prayers, which they can answer insofar as [1] their 

power extends to us, and [2] we have the spiritual capacity and karmic affinity to receive their help.  

But there is not much they can do to alter man’s destiny or their own. 

  

Gods and heavens are part of and evolve within the whole of existence, or they would not exist.  

They are no exception to the general rule but subject to the universal process of origination-cessation 

just like the rest of us, ruled by cause and effect.  They evolve according to the natural law and order 

of the universe (Dharma).  Heavens and hells, gods and angels, spirits and demons are not a matter of 

mythology but of cosmology. 

 

There is much more to reality than what our senses and brain register.  From the human level, the 

pure worlds above are perceived when the mind ascends in pure concentration (dhyana-samadhi).  

“sursum corda” – lift up your hearts – is to be taken literally.  To “contemplate God in Heaven” has 

been the main purpose of all religious exercise: to cultivate a supernatural awareness through prayer, 

moral excellence and mental purity, single-minded faith and contemplation.  That means essentially 

to develop dhyana-concentration, to shut out the world of the senses, to silence the distraction of 

thought, to rise above this earthly-bodily dimension and “unite with Heaven.”   

 

At times when spiritual cultivation was more developed, gods and heavens were a natural part of life, 

as can be seen in the traditions of Greco-Roman culture, Judeo-Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, 

Daoism, and other religions.  All of these offer observations that match one or more aspects of the 

heavenly reality as it has been elucidated in Buddhism.  The Buddha’s omniscience covered the 

whole of reality, and his revelations about gods and heavens have been, and can always be, 

corroborated by people with adequate samadhi power.  There is nothing exclusively Buddhist about 

it; any spiritual adept can discern the superstructure of the universe.  

 

The Buddha once described a heavenly voyage undertaken by one of his followers, to whom “the 

thought occurred: “I wonder where the four great elements—earth, water, fire, and air—cease 

without remainder” (in other words, “what is beyond the physical universe”).  And that brother 
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attained to such a state of mental concentration that the way to the deva-realms appeared before 

him.” After having gone through the consecutive realms of the lower heavens and having put his 

question to the gods there (who referred him each time to a higher instance), “he became so absorbed 

in concentration that the way to the Brahma-world appeared before his mind thus pacified.  He went 

to the gods of Brahma’s Assembly . . .  then the Great Brahma himself appeared . . .  and finally, as 

swiftly as a strong man flexes his arm, he vanished from the Brahma world and appeared in my 

presence” (DN i 215-222). 

 

The Buddha himself proceeded likewise.  Once asked about the whereabouts of a group of his 

followers who had recently died, “he sat down, thinking over, considering and concentrating his 

whole mind on the question of them, making a resolve: I will find their future, their fate after this 

life, whatever it is.  And then he perceived the destiny of each one of them.  In the evening, after he 

emerged from meditation, looking bright and shining . . .  [the Buddha said:] ‘Then an invisible spirit 

made himself known . . . and appeared himself before me, a splendid presence’.”  It was the spirit of 

a former king who explained his rebirth among gods as a king of non-humans, who now wanted to 

engage on the path of enlightenment and was asking the Buddha for advice. (DN ii 204) 

 

On several occasions the Buddha described in detail the rebirths of disciples who were recently 

deceased, also mentioning their actual status on the path of spiritual realization.  He advised his 

students to see this for themselves and explained a manner of self-inspection, like looking in a 

mirror, to discern clearly one’s future and make sure that:  “I have destroyed hell, animal-rebirth, 

ghost-realm, evil fates, and sorry states. I am a Stream-enterer (first stage of the path), incapable of 

falling back into states of woe, certain of attaining Nirvana.” (DN ii 92-94)  When he spoke about 

rebirth, he frequently warned against being reborn in the “descents” and “states of woe,” among 

animals, afflicted spirits and miserable ghosts, or worst of all, in one of the hells.   

 

The Buddha declared—more than two thousand years before people like Giordano Bruno 
74

 in the 

West were burned at the stake for saying the same—that the universe is infinite.  There are 

innumerable worlds and world-systems, “as many as the grains of sand in the Ganges River.”  This 

limitless cosmos teems with an endless variety and immeasurable amount of living beings.  The 

Buddhist view of infinity is not abstract but concrete, boundless in a real, existential sense.  The 

universe stretches beyond all imagination and conception.  It belongs to “the four unthinkables,” just 

as the knowledge of a Buddha, the working of karma, and the range of dhyana, so are “space, the 

amount of worlds, and the number of living beings inconceivable.” 

 

The Buddha’s vision is unique as a complete worldview, revealing all – both physical and spiritual – 

existence in the universe.  He spoke of space and time beyond the emergence and collapse of this 

universe, as beginning and endless cosmic formations and dissolutions.  He confirmed the ancient 

idea of world-ages, beginning with a golden age and followed by gradual deterioration, as was then 

                                                
74  Giordano Bruno was burned alive in 1600 by the Vatican in Rome, because of such “heretical” teachings 

as the infinity of the universe, the plurality of inhabited worlds, and universal ethics. 
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known in India but also in Greek-Roman and Chinese traditions, and he described the ages as cycles 

in a perpetual process.  He saw much more “out there” than what science has seen so far, not just 

spiritually but also physically.  He could make his voice heard throughout a Great Universe,  

 

or even further, if he chose. How could that be done?  The Tathagata suffuses with radiance 

a Thrice Thousand Great World System (one billion worlds). When its inhabitants perceive 

this, then the Tathagata would make his sound heard. That is how he would do it. (AN i 227) 

 

 Worldviews 

The richer we have become materially,  

the poorer we became morally and spiritually. 

Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

Throughout time our view of “the world” and our place in it has changed dramatically.  Philosophy 

and theology are still recovering from past mistakes, either defending old beliefs or adapting to new 

discoveries, and trailing behind science.  In recent decades our “worldview” or outlook on life and 

reality has continued to change.  The evolution of the natural sciences is rapidly transforming our 

perception of both the universe and ourselves.  Man is no longer seen as a separate entity but as an 

integral part of a tremendous organic, ever changing whole. 

 

Although “the world” is just in front of us, one and the same for all, everyone holds to different 

views.  The world we experienced as children was different from the one we see now.  What new, 

unexpected world will we discover in old age and death?  And what about the world in the eyes of 

enlightenment?   

 

All we know is our own world we live in, and we never fully understand how others perceive it.  

Still, we think of it as “the world” and as the only reality.  We even think that we know it as it is, but 

nothing could be less true.  Our worldviews may be something we are not quite aware of or 

concerned about, but they control our lives personally and socially.  They inspire choices and actions 

(selfish vs. altruistic), expectations (final justice and retribution or not), understanding of meaning 

and principles, truth and values.  They define the ideology and political party one chooses, what to 

believe in and where to stand on issues.  They shape science, culture, arts (worldviews-in-action, 

inspired by a certain vision of reality), and the entirety of civilization.  The world created around us 

is the expression of specific views about it.  Now as in the past, the patterns of society and the paths 

of history reflect the prevalent worldview of the time.   

 

The influence of worldviews, whether conscious or subconscious, is of course greater in the 

humanities and other fields where “the observer determines the observation” even more than in 

quantum physics.  Yet even scientists, cultivating objectivity, are conditioned by subjective views in 

their choice of theories and experiments, in the kind of questions they ask and in the evaluation of 

their findings.  These, in turn, alter and determine the views of society at large. 
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Habitual views about “me” and “the world” are limited, biased, and ingrained in one’s 

consciousness, will, and character, biologically built into the brain after ages of routine and 

reinforcement.  (Some so-called religious people kill themselves and others over differing beliefs, 

because their views have grown into the brain.)  They determine priorities and shape identities, 

careers, families, cultures, societies, world order, and future.  Just as people are the products of their 

minds, so the world is the product of worldviews.  All activity derives from thought; the choices 

made and the actions taken or foregone, activity as well as inactivity, follow preconceived notions of 

what life is all about.  Both life and the world are the solidification of thoughts.  If, for instance, one 

believes in “self” and “things” (Chapter 1) and considers the world as a collection of separate, 

independent entities, then it is fragmented and divided between mine and yours; it becomes my 

rights, my property and interests, my beliefs and opinions, my social status, traditions and customs, 

my identity, my gender and my race — against the rest.  

 

Science is exploring an unknown universe with no boundaries in sight, a cosmos that displays an 

intelligible, causal-scientific order and dazzling precision, an all-pervasive unity-in-diversity that 

constantly transforms, a world that contains nothing static but produces new features and evolves 

itself all the time.  Yet our view of the world is colored by the opposite, by definite and fixed entities, 

limits and ceilings, divisions and separations, and arbitrary randomness. 

 

Our worldview has been reduced to “hard facts,” to what can be defined, measured and mastered by 

the labels and rules, instruments and controls we have devised, by the models we have superimposed 

on reality — human behavior reduced to DNA and reflexes, metaphysics to brain-chemistry, 

physical reality to particles, organic life to cells, spiritual reality to beliefs.  The sub-disciplines of 

human knowledge were originally intended to create more precision and clarity, not myopia, to find 

our way in the cosmos, not to get lost.  Modern life has become complex and sophisticated to the 

extent that one hardly conceives of anything other than artificial, man-made things – thoughts and 

words, arts and sciences, technology and economy, law and administration, qualifications and 

degrees, jobs and money, institutions and ideologies.  What is of real, natural, permanent, and true 

value in all of this? 

  

In becoming more learned, real “learning” is forgotten – the major occupation of classical cultures.  

Wisdom and perennial philosophy, in both the East and West, considered modern learning as 

pseudo-knowledge, as heaping up information without actually bringing the student closer to solving 

the basic questions, without making the student a better and wiser human being, without providing 

an outlook on the meta-physical dimension of reality.    

 

Modern civilization conditions the mind into a few predictable tracks, retarding the human race into 

an “economic animal kingdom.”  Its worldview has shrunk to the point where “humanity is so 

restricted that it has no sense for the origin and goal of its existence” (J. W. Goethe). 
75 

 So much so 

                                                
75  “So eingeschränkt ist die Menschheit, dass sie für ihres Daseins Anfang und Ende keinen Sinn hat.” (Die 

Leiden des jungen Werther) 
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that one is not even interested in what should be more important than just a lifetime, the eternity that 

comes before and after it.  If we knew more about our greater “environment,” about the importance 

of living and the consequences of views and conduct, this planet would offer a different “world.”  

 

Mankind is losing its spiritual dimension and keeping a “one party” system: one creed, one 

egalitarian ideology, one unchallenged dictatorship—materialism, promoted worldwide without 

revolution.  The result is the growth of opportunism, moral relativism, and agnosticism, and the 

decline of ethics. 

 

Due to globalization, we are more informed than ever about the many issues—religious, political, 

social, and economic—that divide this planet.  There are no issues the world unequivocally agrees 

upon, not one matter we act upon as one (man)kind.  At the same time, we all cope with a 

fragmented, shattered personal world as well.  We live in different, often conflicting worlds: a 

natural world of physical reality and an abstract world of ideas, a world of lofty character on Sundays 

and another one of daily business and self-interest, of public demand and vested establishment and 

an ideal world of personal yearning. 

 

Modern man feels lonely in a multitude of unrelated facts, unable to touch the great, infinite whole 

we are plugged into.  The complexity of modern specialties lacks a unifying soul, none of them 

knowing exactly what the others are doing.  Professionalism is the goal, the mastery of a small 

discipline that has no relevance to the whole.  A lawyer is interested in playing with the law rather 

than in promoting justice, a businessman in making money rather than in serving needs, politicians in 

winning votes rather than in taking responsibilities, a student in getting a degree rather than in 

learning for life, a pastor in managing his flock rather than in finding and serving the truth.  There 

are exceptions, of course, but they are increasingly rare. 

 

To function well we have to specialize, to limit our vision evermore.  When we do our job well we 

find our lifetime irretrievably spent in the service of a few things, and when we lose our job we 

become reduced to a nobody.  As a result we look for compensation in another, better world, an 

escapist land of sports, entertainment, and fantasy, religion and superstition, hard(er) work or drugs. 

 

To identify the reality we live in we constructed models and theories and took the new paradigms as 

real.  Modern sophistication sees reality through the eyes it has devised itself, imagining the world 

like the blind in the Buddha’s simile who try to discern an elephant from a leg, trunk, tusk, or ear 

they can grasp.  To gather the whole and recombine the fragments, one now tries to “construct a 

worldview.”  We search for clarity and order while “there is no chaos, except in our mind.”  We seek 

to piece together meaning in a whole that is always present, already coherent, at peace and in 

harmony, where “all things are at ease, except for man” (Chan sayings).     

 

When the outlook is blurred, human values shrivel and conscience degrades, to the degree that 

everything can be sacrificed on the altar of money, even the planet.  When the meaning of life and 
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universe is obscured, the source of inspiration, of “truth, goodness, and beauty” dries up and 

civilization goes astray, creating a world that is against the cosmic grain and may destroy us.   

As our grip of matter tightens, our spirit loses stability, clarity and range.  We settle ourselves more 

comfortably on earth and we are pulled down by gravity and dulled by opacity, so we turn the pursuit 

of happiness into the pursuit of “growth.”  This distortion leads anxiety, depression and other 

disorders to grow as well.  As we choose our ways above The Way, our sense of reality is out of 

Order (Dharma). 

 

When civilization is preoccupied with gratification of desire; when intelligence is reduced to facts 

and data and rational explanations; when leaders and philosophers can fail as human beings; when 

“everything goes” in the name of liberty; when education means to mold the next generation into a 

culture of “getting and spending;” when ethics promote civic virtues that “pay,” such as industry, 

economy, and ambition (still a vice a few decades ago); when excellence means competition – to 

eliminate others –, from sports to business to academics; in one word, when our praxis belies the 

ideals we preach (no wonder the youth suffer increasingly from depression), then there must be 

something wrong with our worldview.   

 

After more than two thousand years of a majestic view—when the cosmos was first perceived as a 

moral order (Greek-Roman, Indian, and Chinese classics), then as a mystic machine operating with 

celestial harmony, followed by a period of reactionary renaissance, then romantic individualism, then 

optimistic “enlightenment” and belief in human reason and progress — an age has arrived of 

uncertainty, of (sure) doubt and (learned) ignorance/agosticism.  The unpredictable quantum 

universe of physics, the erratic subconscious of psychology, the dissonance of modern art, the 

bewilderment of philosophy, the bigotry of religion, ideological conflict and violence — it all 

suggests that there is no “right view” (first step on the Buddhist path). 

  

 * * * 

 

But the essentials of life are the “soft facts,” like happiness and suffering, good and bad luck, energy 

and weakness, truth and illusion, heavenly peace and hellish vexation, all of which affect us most but 

have no part in modern research and development.  These are qualities and therefore cannot be 

measured or controlled, acquired or insured, because they belong to the living reality, to being and 

not to having. 

 

Modern civilization believes that quantity is the essence of reality and promises that only more of it 

will bring the solution.  Such semi-religious assumptions are based on the hypothesis that sensory 

experience is the only guide through life and the universe, that the world has nothing more to offer 

than what the senses reveal.  Buddhism, like all major spiritual traditions, teaches the opposite: it is 

only when the senses are transcended that true reality reveals itself.  As has also been acknowledged 

in the West, from Socrates to modern science, sensory experience is unreliable, in fact illusionary.   
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The ultimate goal for physics as for metaphysics, for natural and human sciences as for religion, is to 

find a common ground, a “grand unification theory” that puts all (not only physical) pieces together. 

This does not mean that we have to wait for the invention of such a theory to see the light, just as we 

do not need optics and ophthalmology to use our eyes.  The presence of an all-encompassing source 

and ground of being is the first and foremost fact.   

 

As natural science develops, it actually follows in the footsteps of the Buddha, even detecting a hint 

of Nirvana.  “One of the beliefs of modern physics [is] that the universe may have begun in a state of 

perfect symmetry . . .  that form arose from formlessness . . . It may even be that we owe the very 

origin of our universe to the imperfection of the breaking of the absolute symmetry of absolute 

emptiness . . .  [T]his idea violates none of the known laws of physics . . .” 
76

  

 

Science discovered the perfect intelligence of the macroscopic and the microscopic world, besides its 

impermanence and no-thingness.  The burning of a star, the teeming of a virus, the vibration of a 

brainwave, the budding of a flower, the blooming of a feeling: they all depend on precise parameters 

and fundamental constants.  A slight modification of these values (electro-magnetism, gravity, 

chemistry) triggers disintegration and cessation of existence altogether, and would have made it 

impossible for life to appear in the first place.  If the universe displays such profound order to an 

inscrutable degree (disorder applies only to minor scales), how could life, in all its marvel and 

intricacy, have evolved by chance, from mindless matter, as a long series of “exact accidents”?  If 

scientists share the belief that nature is rationally intelligible, “that the universe really is a uni-verse, 

a single system ruled by a single set of laws,” why should this apply to only the gross, physical 

appearance of life and the universe, and not to the nature of reality as a whole, including vital and 

spiritual energies?  If there is this infallible law and order (“dharma”) for matter, why not for nature’s 

most precious act, human life?    

   

 The Buddhist View 

 

The Buddhist central theme is the oneness (non-duality) of reality, of self and the world, natural and 

supernatural, sacred and profane, physical and mental.  Enlightenment sees all phenomena as 

“created by Mind-only” (not the same as monism or idealism).  The autonomy of mind over matter 

has far-reaching implications and serious consequences.  It means that consciousness leads natural 

evolution, not the other way around (as is the modern myth).  Creation is not a matter of matter 

(quantity) but of quality.  The forming force of life is moral quality.  The body is the projection of 

the soul, the brain the solidification of consciousness (thus capable of transformation).   

 

Life in the whole universe is far from limited to the biological formations we know.  The 

environment is the physical result of our general mentality.  Our world is the quantitative formation 

from our qualitative information (fourth skandha).  Our life, both as personal and common world 

experience, is the hard consequence of our soft, mental-moral history.  Our mode of existence, this 

                                                
76 Timothy Ferris, The Creation of the Universe (Kent, Ohio: PTV Publications, 1985), 16-17  
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body in this world, is generated by the quality—good or evil, right or wrong, wholesome or 

unwholesome—of our thoughts, words, and deeds (karma).  Only vice and demerit can make us sick, 

unfortunate, or inept.  Nobody and no world, no future and no other dimension in the universe 

escapes the law of karma – and its infinite potential for renewal and transformation. 

 

Another consequence of Mind-only is that all existence is mindful and rightful.  Life makes perfect 

sense, for it is the exact result of Reason, ruled by infallible Justice.  If we don’t understand or are 

unhappy with it, it is not because the universal Mind got it wrong but because we are ignorant. The 

basic energies that shape our life, fortunate or unfortunate, are produced by the causes we have 

initiated, by our application of the universal life force.  Our dark or bright experiences are the exact 

outcome of the qualities we have created, of the positive and negative energies we have accumulated.  

No goodness, love, or sacrifice ever escapes the cosmic Registry; no evil will ever be forgotten.  We 

may think that we can “get away with it,” but the Mind is not stupid.  All is waiting for its proper 

fruition, to even out in the grand balance of Reason.   

 

Existence is but experience of retribution, undergoing the outcome of self-created karmic forces.  In 

the universe’s mind, or rather in the Mind’s universe, good and wholesome action produce fortunate 

and bright existence, while bad and negative use of the life force creates unhealthy and painful 

conditions.  Our own karma creates such and no other life-in-a-world experience.  In other words, 

what has to be experienced is determined before existence.   

 

This implies that moral and spiritual values are of absolute priority, with universal validity and 

cosmic efficacy. Ethics are more important for the future than bank accounts; virtue and wisdom are 

the basic credit line.  Only altruism and generosity, instead of self-interest, secure a better future.  

Only virtuous merit has the power to create a better world.  Neglect of morality will inevitably make 

us poor and miserable, sick and ugly, — if not in this lifetime then in our next generation.  Good and 

evil, right and wrong, true and false constitute the core, the creative force of both life and its world. 

 

Values like integrity, loyalty, goodwill, patience, kindness, and other traditional virtues are more 

important than other efforts to change the world.  Only right views and conduct generate the positive 

energies to create a better world.  Only goodness, not goods, produces a higher quality of life, from 

here to paradise. 

 

The influence of truth and ethics is like a cosmic ripple effect, a metaphysical power with physical 

emanation, penetrating much further in matter-time-space than we can imagine.  It organizes higher 

dimensions of pure form and consciousness, modes of existence that offer more excellent forms of 

life-and-world than we could dream of.  Purely good karma means so much positive life force and 

summons such cosmic response that it surges upward to create a world of pure light and delight, of 

much longer and happier life with glorious bodies and surroundings that are too phenomenal, too 

pure and radiant for our fleshy senses to perceive.  Compared with the experience of heaven, life on 

earth is dense coarseness, chilly misery, and pathetic futility.  Very bad karma, on the other end, 
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persistently negative and degrading life-energy creates not only sub-human (animal) but sub-

terrestrial (infernal) existence in a world that is much worse than the worst conditions on earth. 

   

Negative energy leads down the cosmic scale, here and hereafter.  Evil is what contravenes the 

universal life force.  Wrongness is the dark force that produces the opposite of well-being.  It paves 

the way for unbecoming, unwholesome, unhealthy, unfortunate life experience, creating pain and 

sorrow, hate and despair from here to hell.  As is apparent already in this world, excellence rises and 

perversity falls.  Only what is wrong and evil creates the downward energies that produce life in 

realms where misery and pain are the main experience, be it in purgatory or in hell, as an animal or a 

despondent human. 

 

Bright and dark, positive and negative are more than just verbal coincidences of material and 

spiritual polarities.  The complementarity of opposites is not an accidental circumstance but the 

essential condition of all energy (not only in physics).  Opposition-attraction is the generating force 

of all fields and patterns of existence.  Whatever exists, thing or event, has two poles; everything has 

two sides to it.  There is no light without dark, no inner without outer, no rise without fall.  Above 

and below, movement and tranquility, life and death, inhaling and exhaling, day and night, ebb and 

flow, heat and cold, stimulation and reaction, thesis and antithesis, boom and bust, pleasure and pain, 

heaven and hell – whatever comes into existence does so within the duality of positive and negative 

(yang and yin).  Existence is but a tension field, an ever alternating flux, a never-ending passage 

from life to death.  Whenever something – be it physical, biological, or psychological – develops and 

reaches its extreme, it turns into its opposite.  When we reach the fullness and wisdom of a lifetime, 

we return to dust, just as an apple falls to the earth when it is at its best. 

 

A symbol for the nature of all phenomena, and a model to illustrate the momentum of all existence, 

is the wheel.  A circle has no beginning or end and represents the beginning- and end-less motion of 

becoming – the cyclic, revolving pattern of all being in the universe and of the universe itself.  All 

life turns about the wheel of Samsara, the endless cycle of life and death, birth and rebirth; it is the 

wheel of cause and effect.  In biblical language, all is created by the wheels (ophanim) of the Divine.  

A wheel-turning monarch (Cakravartin) ensures a golden age when the universal law of truth and 

morality are in full swing for all of mankind. (Chapter 2)  The Dharma wheel, representing the 

teaching of a Buddha, is the manifestation, operation, rotation-in-time of timeless truth, set in motion 

by a Tathagata.  The most “moving” illustration is in the physical world where all turns round, from 

our constant and endless rotating and orbiting on this planet, witnessing day and night, seasons and 

tides, to the incessant spinning motion that is the mode of all matter, from subatomic to astronomic 

spheres. 

 

Another implication of Mind-only is that all living beings, in all worlds at all times, share a 

fundamental equality.  All are grounded in the same substance-body of reality (Dharma-kaya), made 

of one and the same essence.  A sure sign of enlightenment, therefore, is universal and unconditional 

love, called compassion in Buddhism.   
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Real love does not distinguish between “me and other” and has no conditions or limits.  “I” should 

not love the “other” like myself but as my Self.  I do not love my neighbor out of sympathy or pity, I 

do not love because of like or lust; I love all without distinction because all are my Body.  Your 

suffering is mine, your fate affects me and the whole world; no enemy does not deserve my sincere 

compassion.   

 

Real or selfless love is a matter of seeing truth, of perceiving reality as it is, not a matter of belief or 

of sentiment but of wisdom.  The capacity for non-conditional love rises spontaneously when the 

mind awakens to its original Nature.  Respect and solidarity, democracy and human rights, all-

encompassing compassion (for “infidels” just as well) is the true meaning of religion and spirituality. 

 

The Buddhist worldview of oneness and wholeness is the immanent side of transcendent non-duality. 

All states and modes of being belong to an all-pervasive continuity.  There is no ontological 

difference between natural and supernatural.  All that exists, in heaven as on earth, is part of the 

world of becoming, governed by the same laws of cause and effect.  The forming force of the 

universe as a whole and in all of its parts, including personal fate, is a natural, exact, and just 

phenomenon, not a supernatural, personal intervention or arbitrary creation.  There is no offshore 

command, no super-being beyond being.  The nature of reality has nothing beside it; the fullness of 

being is right here and now, not in another world or yet to come or at the end of time.  If something 

is lacking, it is not actual reality but our perception of it. 

 

The Cosmos 

 

Although he left us with only a few casual remarks on the physical universe, the Buddha made 

astonishing observations.  He could actually “see as far as he liked” (Nid 2, 356) in space and time. 

 

In space, he perceived incalculable world systems.  He called a solar and planet system a “single 

world unit,” a group of a thousand such units a “minor world-system” or “small chiliocosm,” a 

thousand of these “small thousand worlds” a “middle thousand world” or “medium chiliocosm,” and 

again a thousand middle world-systems a “great thousand world” or “thrice-thousand world system.” 

  

In the Indian vocabulary of his day he might have referred to what we know as galaxies and clusters 

of galaxies.  He frequently mentioned the “three thousand great thousand great universe” which 

became the standard Buddhist expression for the physical cosmos.  Once he said, for example, that 

he could make his voice heard throughout a “great universe,” 

  

or even further, if he chose. How could that be done?  The Tathagata suffuses with radiance 

the Thrice-a-Thousand Great World System. When its inhabitants perceive this, then the 

Tathagata would make his sound heard. That is how he would do it. (AN i 227)   

 

He knew this to be a boundless cosmos with innumerable world systems.  He also mentioned “a 

darkness of intermundane space, impenetrable gloom, such a murk of darkness as cannot enjoy the 
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splendor of sun and moon” (SN v 455).  Taking into account that there were no astrophysical notions 

or names yet, this observation may refer to intergalactic space, dark matter and dark energy, black 

holes and supervoids, the anti-gravity stuff (no one knows what it is yet) that makes up most of the 

universe and makes it expand.  He spoke of expanding and collapsing, evolving and dissolving 

universes, with neither beginning nor end. 

 

Modern science has not only discovered that there are hundreds of billions of stars in our galaxy and 

hundreds of billions of galaxies in the universe, that there may be a multitude of universes, like oases 

in a boundless void, but also that there may be other unknown dimensions, worlds and universes that 

are invisible for man.  It knows that this visible universe started from an infinitely small atom and 

continues to grow at an ever-expanding rate; and that all stars (suns) and other celestial bodies are 

born to die, emerging and burning out.  These findings describe a multi-verse (instead of uni-verse) 

that is not fixed but in constant flux, and complex beyond imagination.   

 

Not only did Buddhism predict these findings, it also said that there will be more discoveries of even 

greater importance.  This visible cosmos is only part of what it calls a “Triple Universe” that contains 

other, purer/higher physics and time-space-form dimensions, called heavens.  The whole world, 

including the heavens of religion, is endlessly changing and running through a four-phase cycle of 

expansion, stability, contraction, and annihilation.  All is subject to the same laws of existence, with 

the higher, invisible dimensions – and their inhabitants – being part of Nature as well.  Nothing is 

super-natural (fixed and eternal); all is dependent on causes and conditions to arise, change, and fall 

away.   

 

The Buddhist “worldview” in space sees an inconceivable number of worlds bursting with life.  

Science knows that there are more stars in the universe than there are grains of sand on this planet, 

but nothing yet about life elsewhere.  In his unobstructed vision, the Buddha saw life everywhere, 

sentient beings too numerous to calculate, in an endless variety of life forms.  Among his other 

“early scientific” observations were the wave-particle and flow-event duality of all phenomena, long 

before quantum physics would reach this conclusion.  Both physics and biology reflect the 

stream/flow and particle/event nature of karma and consciousness, the fourth and fifth skandhas that 

are the basic formation and information source of existence (Chapter 1).    

 

In time, the Buddha saw infinity at work in an incalculable series of cosmic cycles, each enduring for 

what he called a “great kalpa” or eon:   

 

An eon is long. It is not easy to count it and say it is so many years or so many hundreds of 

thousands of years . . . Suppose there was a great stone mountain, one solid mass of rock. At 

the end of every hundred years a man would stroke it once with a piece of fine cloth. That 

great stone mountain might by this effort be worn away and eliminated but the eon would still 

not have come to an end. And of eons of such length, we have wandered through so many 

eons, so many hundreds of thousands of eons . . .  
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Imagine the grains of sand between the point where the river Ganges originates and the point 

where it enters the ocean . . . the eons that have elapsed and gone by are even more 

numerous than that. Why? Because samsara is without beginning. (SN 15:5, 15:8) 
77 

 

A full cosmic period or eon consists of four periods, beginning with a phase of contraction and 

dissolution, followed by a static phase of annihilation/void, then by a formation/expansion phase, and 

finally by a static phase of stability.  When a universe is formed, its moving-forming force (fourth 

skandha) first generates motion-energy and then moves successively into wind/gas/fire, damp/liquid, 

and earth.  In terms of the ancient four elements, a “blowing wind wheel” formed out of the original 

moving force; the whirling and spinning, speed and friction of wind/gas concentrated into “fire 

wheels” that were activated and driven by wind and heat.  After a long time, these blazing gas wheels 

condensed into hot liquid “water wheels,” cooled down into spiral gas and fire formations, and 

solidified into worlds and “continents” after a long period of coagulation.   

 

According to the Buddha we are now in the expansion phase of this universe.  After this comes an 

incalculable period of status quo, before the next contraction and dissolution:  

 

When the eon rolls up, it is no easy thing to reckon, so many billion years; when the eon 

being rolled up stands still . . . when the eon rolls out . . . when the eon being rolled out 

stands still . . . these are the four incalculable periods of the kalpa. (DN ii 142) 

  

A full cosmic period or great kalpa consists of four middle kalpas and each of these incalculable 

periods is divided into twenty small eons or antara-kalpas.  The Buddha perceived infinite cosmic 

cycles, not just a single creation of the universe.  (The fourteen billion years after the big bang is but 

the beginning phase of the current cycle, an “inch” in the cosmic span.  Science and religion want us 

to believe, moreover, that life started only a “minute” ago.) 

 

Buddhism has understood the infinity of the universe not merely in the abstract but with concrete 

indications of the evolution and dissolution cycles for each period.  The Buddha described in detail, 

for instance, the signs of deterioration and extinction, in what way a world collapses and how the 

living beings fare in it.  He predicted (AN iv 103) a time when the rains will stop and life on this 

planet will disappear, when  

 

Seven suns appear and this world bursts into flames, blazes up and becomes a single sheet of 

flame (supernova?).  And the fiery beam reaches even to Brahma’s world (heaven).  Out of 

the blaze there is neither ash nor dust to be found.  Thus impermanent are things, thus 

unstable and insecure . . . be utterly free from them!  Who would think or believe that this 

world would burn up, utterly perish and be no more, except on the evidence of sight?  

 

                                                
77 The Pali text has “without discoverable beginning,” while Mahayana texts specify “without beginning.” 
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He spoke of our wonderful world going up in a puff of smoke, leaving no trace behind – no planet, 

no history, no civilization whatsoever – only the karmic force to generate the next world. 

 

Once developed, a human world lasts for twenty cycles during which the human life span starts at 

eighty-four thousand years (a literary symbol to indicate an extreme number) and dwindles to ten 

years, repeating this pattern over and over.  He observed life from the infinitesimally small to the 

infinitely vast, such as hosts of microorganisms that inhabit our bodies and eighty-four thousand 

little creatures in a cup of water.  Ever ahead of modern science he perceived that our world unit, 

called Saha world, is but a small and impure one, of the more miserable and hazardous kind, among 

a countless multitude of other, greater, and more splendid worlds, and that life on this planet is 

among the shortest in the universe. 

 

We are not the only intelligent species in the cosmos.  There are many kinds of humans, at different 

levels of evolution and civilization.  The Buddha named “four continents” and “eight subcontinents” 

in the human realm, with varied life and environment conditions.  He considered our “southern 

continent” (Jambudvipa) the most favorable for spiritual cultivation.  Innumerable other humans and 

humanoids inhabit other “continents,” where they enjoy not only happier and longer lives but also 

higher intelligence with quasi-magical powers in fantastic environments.  All different conditions are 

the result of different karmic causes leading to different modes of existence.  Differences are only 

conditioned by the infinitely versatile karmic energy – all according to the same universal law of 

cause and effect. 

  

A Tathagata’s main discovery is that life is limitless, infinitely stretching out with neither beginning 

nor end in time, nor limits in space and form.  This essential quality-potential of life applies to all 

sentient beings.  Our body and our lifetime are only passing phenomena, like a day from morning to 

night in an endless succession of birth and death and rebirth.  After we die we wake up in another 

body and environment, ignorant of what came before it.  But a Buddha, and anyone with sufficient 

spiritual competence, knows and sees from where life has come and to where it will go.    

 

Six Destinies in a Triple Universe 

 

Science has made us aware that we live in a small world, a minor planet circling an insignificant star 

in a minor galaxy, measuring a hundred thousand light years across, which is only one of many 

billions of galaxies.  Buddhism further explains that the physical universe is only a minor part of a 

Triple Universe.  The cosmos we perceive is part of the World of Desire or Sense World, the lowest 

of the three world spheres, which includes already some heavens.  Beyond this comes a second, fine-

material realm, called Pure Form World, consisting of a succession of ascending and expanding 

heavens where life, bodies, and surroundings assume ever more pure and extensive energy 

formations.  Then comes a third realm, the immaterial, infinite spheres of the Formless World.  The 

“Triple World” represents the whole range of existence, the total sequence of all visible and 

invisible, actual and possible worlds in the universe.   
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The Buddha also perceived lower-than-earth levels of existence and persistently warned people of 

the danger of being reborn in one of the hells.  With astonishing ease he perceived all of these realms 

with their inhabitants:  

 

as if there were two houses with doors and a man with vision standing there between them, 

seeing people entering a house and leaving it and going back and forth and walking across.  

Even so do I with the purified vision of the divine eye, surpassing the vision of men, see 

beings as they are passing hence, as they are coming to be, and I see that beings are mean, 

excellent, comely, ugly, well-going, ill-going according to the consequences of deeds.  

Indeed, these venerable beings who are endowed with good conduct, who are of right view, 

acquiring for themselves the karma of the right view, at the breaking up of the body after 

death, they are the ones who attain happiness, arising in a good course, a heaven world . . .  

the ones who attain existence among men.  Indeed, those who are endowed with wrong 

conduct are arising in the realm of the shades, in an animal womb . . . who attain a state of 

loss, a miserable course, the downfall. (MN iii 178) 

I comprehend hell and the way leading to hell, I comprehend that according to the way one 

lives, one reappears, at the breaking up of the body after death, in a sorrowful state, a bad 

bourn, the abyss, hell.  And I comprehend animal birth and the way leading to animal birth ...  

the realm of ghosts . . .  of humans . . .  of devas and the way leading to deva-worlds, and that 

according to the way one lives one uprises, after death, in a good course, a heaven world, 

that too I comprehend. (AN i 73) 

 

Heavens and hells are real planes of existence providing more intense, infernal or supernal, fortunate 

or unfortunate life experiences than on earth.  All hells and heavens operate in space, time, and form. 

They provide bodies and environments with specific characteristics and conditions.  The higher the 

sphere into which the beings arise, the vaster the expanse, the longer their lives, the more radiant and 

pervasive bodies and faculties become, and the more bliss, vision, knowledge, intelligence, beauty, 

love, power, and glory they enjoy.  On the other end of the cosmic ladder, beneath the human plane, 

life declines into greater density and gravity, into ever harsher and darker life sensations, from dumb 

animals to ghostly shades, all the way to the bottom of the universe, where the life experience 

suppresses all thought and feeling in confinement and torture, and where utter darkness brings 

extreme cold and loneliness, or where the energies of evil and passion fuel a blazing, brutal inferno.  

 

From top to bottom there is a gradation of six possible ways of existence that encompass all life in 

the Triple Universe.  “The six destinies” from and to which all life proceeds are [1] heaven (deva), 

[2] spirit (asura), [3] human, [4] animal, [5] ghost (preta), and [6] hell.  Like climbing up and down a 

ladder, all living beings take up one existence or another, one destiny after the other, upgrading, 

downgrading, or staying more or less the same with each life passage.  To cease living – non-

existence – is impossible.  According to their karma, all beings find themselves in the existence-

experience which they have generated for themselves.  From infernal oppression and torment to 

heavenly bliss and glory, all modes of existence are retributory, a matter of cause and effect.   
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All life in these destinies is exactly caused to be what it is.  The cause is created by karma, which is 

the volitional quality behind conscious activity (next chapter).  All karma leaves an indelible mark on 

the cosmic Intelligence (alaya consciousness of the 5
th

 skandha).  There is no karma generated that is 

lost or forgotten in the universe.  The universal Mind behind all creation makes no mistakes or 

oversights (or there could be no science).  Each life enacts former and generates new karma that, 

together with the old that has not yet been activated, will surface one day, in one or another realm 

and destiny of the Triple World, continuing forth without end. 

 

Life is boundless in its manifestations, but always bound to specific conditions.  There is no life in 

the universe without body-sensors/faculties and environment.  To exist means to be some-body in a 

corresponding world.  Earthly life depends on nourishment—oxygen, food, sense, feeling, and 

thought stimuli—and dies without it.  Yet it is also limited by this world.  Our brain and senses may 

fail to register the goings-on of other worlds, below or above us, but this does not mean that the life 

force is confined to the biological, human, and animal life forms we perceive.  All planes of 

existence are interrelated and integrated in one cosmic assembly line.  We wander through the 

system, endlessly visiting destinations—now earth, then heaven, and then hell—recycling life after 

life as long as we keep the cycle of Samsara going. 

 

The human condition presides in the middle of the scale.  It is the destination where light and dark, 

day and night, flesh and spirit, gravity and grace, rest and motion, good and evil, joy and sorrow mix.  

The outstanding feature of the human world is its completeness of existential features, its open-ended 

creativity and inexhaustible potential to forge one’s future destiny.  There is less incentive for 

cultivation in the heavens where the devas are attached to their exquisite satisfaction and see no need 

for spiritual progress.  And there is less freedom and opportunity, of course, in the below-human 

planes where life’s inhibitions make it quite impossible to consider moral and spiritual issues.  An 

animal has no choice but to kill its prey, for instance (although some animals can practice moral and 

spiritual cultivation, such as legendary foxes).  This human existence is the most crucial stage, the 

central gateway where choices and decisions are made, where the qualifications and disqualifications 

are established for further travels up and down the cosmic ladder.  Human life produces new karma 

as no other destiny can.  The other states mainly serve the retribution-experience of old karma.  

 

The Buddhist worldview is “homocentric” or “humanist” because humanity is at the helm of the six 

destinies, and to be born as a human is a most fortunate occurrence.  Decisions and actions 

undertaken now will never be undone but undergone, even for eons.  We are now offered the 

opportunity to work for excellence and to ascend into more light and bliss, but above all, to search 

for truth and find out what life and the universe are all about, to take the road of emancipation from 

this endless, unwitting, futile odyssey, to work out self-liberation and stop going places.   

 

Genesis 

 

There comes a time when sooner or later, after a long period, this universe contracts.  At the 

time of contraction, beings are mostly reborn in the Abhasvara Brahma world.  And there 
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they dwell, mind-made, feeding on delight, self-luminous, moving through space, glorious – 

and they stay like that for a very long time.  But sooner or later, after a very long period, this 

universe begins to expand again.  At a time of expansion the beings from the Abhasvara 

heaven, having passed away from there, are mostly reborn in this world.  Here they dwell, 

mind-made, feeding on delight, self-luminous, moving through the air, glorious – and they 

stay like that for a very long time. 

 

When a period of contraction begins, beings cease to be reborn in hell, while those in hell continue to 

die.  With the disappearance of the hells, and with them a whole world system, the beings arise in a 

higher heaven that has not perished, where they abide until the next universe.  Those who have not 

expiated their sins may be reborn in a hell of another world that is not in the process of contraction. 

(AK iii 89-90)   Life continues during the long period of transition from an old to a new universe, not 

in a biological body and environment but in a pneumatic, celestial body and world.  As to the origin 

of human life on earth, this sutra (DN iii 84-91) continues:  

 

At that period there was just one mass of water and all was darkness, blinding darkness.  

Neither moon nor sun appeared, no constellation nor stars appeared, night and day were not 

distinguished, nor months and fortnights, no years nor seasons, and no male and female, 

beings being reckoned just as beings. 

After a long period of time “savory earth” spread itself over the waters where those beings 

were . . .  Then some greedy being tasted the savory earth on its finger, became taken with the 

flavor and craving arose in it.  Then other beings . . .  and the result was that their radiance 

disappeared, while moon and sun appeared . . .   Those beings continued for a very long time 

feasting on this savory earth, and as they did so their bodies became coarser, and a 

difference in looks developed among them . . .   When the savory earth had disappeared, an 

outgrowth cropped up which the beings set to eat, so their bodies became coarser still and 

their differences increased still more . . .  and “honey”. . . and “rice” appeared and they fed 

on it for a very long time.  And as they did so, their bodies became coarser still and the 

difference in their looks became even greater, and the females developed female sex-organs 

and the males male organs.  And the women became excessively preoccupied with men, and 

the men with women; passion was aroused and their bodies burnt with lust, and they indulged 

in sexual activity . . .  

 

Scientists assume that some billion years ago the atmosphere of the earth prevented the sun from 

shining through because of thick clouds and gases.  The earth, initially being hot and without 

atmosphere, cooled down and was covered by a dense darkness.  The steam condensed and torrential 

rains flooded the earth for hundreds of thousands of years, forming the oceans. 

  

The Buddha saw a slow evolution, not an instant creation and not an evolution from lower to higher 

sentient beings.  The “evolution” is from spiritual to physical, from ethereal, powerful and radiant to 

“coarser and coarser.”  Material craving and indulgence entails degeneration from a fine-material to 

a gross-material world, from great, freely moving beings of light-energy to clumsy little humans of 
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flesh and blood.  Another element in the Buddha’s genesis account that challenges a materialistic 

worldview is that the physical environment for mankind as a whole evolves along the moral-spiritual 

quality of its inhabitants.  The environment provides vegetation and food that has degenerated from 

“spice,” freely available everywhere, to rice/grain obtained through hard labor.  Human life 

developed from celestial beings enjoying virtual immortality, splendid vitality and beauty – sex 

developed only after humans became coarse and ugly – not from apes. 

  

The Buddha here mentions a single evolutionary process, one cycle of human history and world 

formation, while there is an “incalculable” series of such cycles.  He declared to “know the ultimate 

beginning of things”: “I know not only that but more than that.  While I know that, do not hang on to 

it.”  He discouraged his disciples from thinking about such unthinkables as the beginning of the 

world (AN iv.77) because “such brooding is senseless, has nothing to do with pure conduct” and 

does not lead to spiritual development on the path to “peace, full comprehension, enlightenment and 

Nirvana” (SN lvi.41).  “What do you think are the more numerous, just this handful of leaves I have 

here or those in the grove overhead?  Just so much more things have I found out but not revealed, 

because they are not the rudiments of the spiritual life.” 

 

An essential contribution to the Buddha’s final enlightenment was the vision of all existence as 

caused and impermanent, and the knowledge of karma, reincarnation, and cosmic cycles: 

 

With the mind thus concentrated . . .  I knew for myself previous lives and the facts of 

innumerable cosmic periods.  I remembered the facts of former existences, of one life, ten 

lives, hundred lives, thousand lives, and of cosmic periods of formation and decay, all very 

distinctively.  To die here and to be reborn there, its causes and circumstances, its beginning 

and end, I understood it all very clearly.  I got rid of ignorance and there was no darkness 

anymore. I saw it for myself and I knew.  

Next I saw the lives and deaths of living beings.  With the divine eye I observed the different 

kinds of beings, their being born and their dying, their good and bad appearances, the nice 

and the ugly, their lucky and unlucky destinies, following their good and bad conduct, I 

distinguished it all.  There were all those who behaved wrongly, physically, orally or 

mentally, and were reborn in hell when they died. There were all those who behaved, spoke 

and thought rightly, and when they died, they were born in good places, up in heaven.  

Know that certain religious teachers and priests day and night do not understand the truth 

nor the way.  I say now that those people are extremely stupid and deluded.  But I do 

understand the truth and its way, day and night.  Thanks to my meditation, after attaining the 

joy and bliss of the dhyanas, I reached perfectly pure concentration, clear mind, and I 

directed my thought to the knowledge of former existences . . .  very clearly, not only my own 

previous lives, other’s previous lives, but also creations and destructions of former universes. 

(T 2.125.666b-c) 

 

What the Buddha did not see was a superior being, a single Lord who rules over all.  Even the 

highest divinities, no matter the extent of their might and majesty, are not eternally locked into their 
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stations.  They may rule over a heaven and more worlds but they do not overrule the laws of 

existence which they themselves obey.  Although they may live for an extremely long time, they will 

one day be reborn in a lower destination.  He explained the origin of religious beliefs in a personal 

God Creator: 

 

There are some ascetics and Brahmin priests who proclaim the partial eternity of the self and 

the world.  On what grounds?  There comes a time when this world contracts and when 

beings are mostly reborn in the Abhasvara Brahma world.  But the time comes when this 

world begins to expand.  In this expanding world an empty palace of Brahma appears.  And 

then one being, from exhaustion of his life-span or of his merits, falls from the Abhasvara 

world and arises in the empty Brahma-palace. And there he dwells, mind-made, feeding on 

delight, self-luminous, moving through the air, glorious— for a very long time.  Then in this 

being who has been alone for so long, there arises unrest, discontent and worry and he 

thinks: “Oh, if only some other beings would come here!”  And other beings, from exhaustion 

of their life-span or their merits, fall from the Abhasvara world and arise in the heaven 

palace as companions for this being.  And there they dwell, mind-made . . .  for a very long 

time.  And then that being who first arose there thinks: “I am Brahma, the All-Seeing, the All-

Powerful, the Lord, the Maker and Creator, Ruler, Appointer and Organizer, Father of All 

that have been and shall be.  These beings were created by me, because I first had this 

thought:  “Oh, if only some other beings would come here!”  That was my wish, and then 

these beings came into this existence!”  But those beings who arose subsequently think: 

“This, friends, is Brahma . . . Father of All that have been and shall be.  How so?  We have 

seen that he was here first, and that we arose after him.”  And this being that arose first is 

longer-lived, more beautiful and more powerful than they are.  

And it may happen that some being falls from that realm and arises in this world.  Having 

gone forth into homelessness, by means of effort and right attention he attains to such a 

degree of mental concentration that he hereby recalls his last existence, but none before that. 

And he thinks: “That Brahma . . . he made us and he is permanent, stable, eternal, not subject 

to change, the same for ever and ever.  But we who were created by Brahma, we are 

impermanent, unstable, short-lived, fated to fall away, and we have come to this world.”  

(DN i 17-19) 

 

The source of religious beliefs in a personal God as the eternal creator of half-eternal souls derives 

from a partial knowledge, a remembrance of a previous existence in heaven.  Such religious beliefs 

are based on real but half-way spiritual attainments, leading to half-truths and unsubstantiated 

dogmas.   

 

The Buddha’s limitless vision illustrates the Buddhist view that the appearance of a “perfectly, 

completely enlightened” Buddha is a very rare occasion in the world.  But in all cultures people have 

known about heaven and hell.  The human mind has the innate potential to perceive what lies beyond 

this earthly shore, as we may occasionally become aware of a much more potent but immaterial 

reality, in rare moments of expanded, pure awareness when we experience “something of God” and 
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have a “glimpse of heaven,” for instance.  Already in this body and this world we can enjoy such 

clarity and bliss, such pure and kind illumination that all we have seen, loved, and adored pales 

before it – as when divine light, supreme goodness and peace suffuse us, as when heavenly music, 

angelic jubilation, seraphic beauty move us, as when higher motives and amazing grace inspire us.  

But we also encounter heaven’s antipode: diabolic scheming and deceit, satanic malevolence, terror 

and torture, demonic injustice and perversity, devilish glee, ghostly ugliness, and hellish, unremitting 

pain.  Somehow we have always known that this universe has more to offer, above and below, than 

the dull perceptions of a short life on this southern continent. 

 

 The Triple Universe 

 

The world we live in is called “desire world” or “sensuous world” (S. kama loka) because life in it is 

based on the desire of the senses.  It is born from sexual attraction and intercourse between male and 

female.  If this desire did not exist, then neither would we.  Once procreated, life revolves around lust 

for food, sex, money, and power to satisfy the basic needs of hunger and thirst, sleep and comfort, 

possession and control. (Chapter 2)  We lust after this world for its sense data, to experience sight 

and sound and touch, to satisfy feeling and emotion, and to find food for thought to satisfy the 

intellect.  Life in this world is all about perception and satisfaction.  If we miss them, we may 

become insane.  With nothing to see and hear, feel and think about, there would be no life (as the 

plug is pulled on those who don’t react to this world anymore).  We never cease to engage in sense 

experience, even when asleep and dreaming. 

 

Existence in this world means need, always wanting but never fulfilled desire.  When there is nothing 

to desire, the will to live and the life force may leave.  We are always looking forward, expecting, 

wishing and willing, hoping and praying, imagining and planning, liking and disliking, choosing and 

rejecting; always lacking, waiting for something.  Even when dying we cannot keep from grasping 

and clinging. We fear death because we fear the end of sensation, the end of desire.   

 

Desire is so great that we don’t know what we actually want.  It is beyond our ken, greater than 

ourselves, so great that it controls the mind (instead of the mind controlling desires).  The Buddhist 

view is that we are born in this world by virtue of desire; desire precedes birth.  As a consequence of 

the mind’s priority over matter, we exist in this world because we want to; otherwise, we might be in 

another kind of world.  We want to be a part of it, to experience its impact on the senses.  Even birds 

love it; they have more partners than needed to reproduce their kind, and they sing more than needed 

to demarcate their territory.  Electrodes implanted in the pleasure center of a rat’s brain have shown 

that they are more interested in pleasure than in survival.  Dolphins practice sexual stimulation 

without reproduction, and fish will eat until their stomachs explode. 

 

The Sense-Desire World, at the bottom of the Triple World, contains the whole spectrum of sense-

experience, from pure pleasure and satisfaction in the “desire heavens” to extreme displeasure and 

frustration in hell.  When sense desire overshadows intelligence, when lust and greed, passion and 

anger become predominant, the life-energy naturally transmutes into a lower plane of existence.  The 
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animal realm, for instance, is where sense-experience overwhelms and suppresses the other faculties; 

consciousness is restricted to instinct and may develop even more specialized senses (sight, sound, 

smell, taste, orientation and communication, etc.) than in humans, with appetites that are impossible 

to control.  An animal may smell and hear much more but can hardly refrain from taking its favorite 

food, killing, or coupling when the need or opportunity arises.  To misuse the life force and indulge 

in lust, anger, violence, and cruelty results in a lower, ruthless, inhuman sense-realm.  The 

environment becomes a jungle of predator and prey, survival of the fittest, to devour or be devoured.  

A basic feature of the animal life, besides its lack of intelligence, is “incessant fear,” the Buddha 

said. (AN v 289; see birds and squirrels)   

 

But the animal kingdom is not the end, not the bottom of worse-than-human existence.  Suffering 

extends further down the cosmic ladder into an underworld of exclusively harsh and oppressive 

sensations, from blunt depravation to purely dark and painful circumstances. 

 

Hell is where existence-experience is utterly suffering, where all sensing, feeling, and thinking is 

reduced to pain, torment, and distress.  All one knows in this world is woe.  Life-energy is fueled by 

harmful, destructive, unwholesome karma.  The lower the plane, the greater the pain.  The three 

levels of existence in the Desire World below the human condition—animal, ghost, and hell—are 

called “unfortunate destinies” or “abodes of misery” where fate spells nothing but misfortune. 

 

Just as experience-existence extends below the biological plane, invisibly but intensely, so does it 

also rise above biological life to provide even more enjoyment of the senses.  The highest level in 

this world of sense-desire is a realm of celestial paradises.  It is subdivided into six distinct planes 

called the Sensuous or Desire Heavens.  There is a hierarchy of sensation, body-appearance, and 

environment in these heavens.  Life still centers around desire and sense experience, like on earth, 

but on a much brighter and magnificent scale; perception rises above our gross physical conditions, 

offering a life experience that goes beyond all earthly imagination.  While the human world provides 

a mixture of pleasure and pain, these heavens provide pleasures beyond those of the human world, 

with light-bodies and sense-data that surpass our loveliest dreams, in surroundings where all is 

magnificent and supremely delightful.  Body and senses undergo a cosmic upgrading, a sublimation 

of the faculties of feeling, seeing, hearing, and communicating, in a form-space-time setting that 

delivers maximum sense-satisfaction, supernal beauty, comfort, and delight.  These successive 

heavens provide progressive fulfillment of all desires, seemingly without limit or end, but they are 

not the end of impermanence and suffering.  According to the Buddha:     

 

I have seen the heavens of the sense-realm, where whatever one sees . . .  and cognizes with 

the mind is desirable, lovely, agreeable, never disagreeable . . .  Devas and humans delight in 

objects, they are excited by objects. With the change, fading away, and cessation of objects, 

devas and humans dwell in suffering. (SN iv 126) 

 

Above the heavens of the Desire World unfolds the Pure Form World.  Excellent karma expands the 

life-and-world force into immensely vast heavens of a more refined, non-sensual, spiritual nature – 
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a quantum leap of another order altogether, also called the “fine-material” world.  These heavens are 

substantially different from the heavens in the sense world, where life still centers around the sense 

faculties and is procreated by the differences in gender.  Here, the inhabitants have no desires and 

lead lives of pure, peaceful, and blissful intensity, undisturbed by the turbulence and dissipation of 

the world below.  This second dimension of the Triple World is Heaven proper, a truly “new,” 

ineffable world. 

 

The beings and their world-environment are made of “higher energy” or “pure physics,” consisting 

of self-luminous light (in the lower world light depends on burning suns and fuel).  Their lifespan is 

much longer and their powers of intellect, perception, information, communication, etc. rely on 

energy resources that are beyond the physical conditions below.  The human mind is able to perceive 

the higher dimensions of the Triple Universe, however, when it detaches from biological brain 

activity and exercises the sense- and thought-transcending mental purity, light and delight of dhyana-

concentration.   

 

As Dante wrote: 

 

 We have ascended from the greatest sphere to the heaven of pure light.   

Light of the intellect, which is love unending;  

love of the true good, which is wholly bliss;  

bliss beyond bliss, all other joys transcending .
78

 

 

Mystics, saints, and sages know about the condition of pure concentration (dhyana), of clearing the 

mind of all thoughts and images in order to leave the sense-desire world and perceive a higher, 

spiritual (dhyana) realm.  In Buddhism, this second realm of the Triple Universe, the pure 

form/matter world, is also named after the mind quality that generates it, namely the Dhyana 

Heavens.  It is a great spiritual realm, immensely vast and differentiated with many distinct levels, 

each with specific causes and conditions that also make the gods vastly different in lifespan, beauty 

and radiance, presence and perception, might and majesty.  All these are the natural, karmic 

production of the universal life force. 

 

To transcend the world of sense desire is the first step of real concentration and spiritual awareness, 

the only way to enter, know and see for oneself the spiritual world or heaven proper.  This is the 

world of Ideas or Forms of which Plato speaks, the world of saints and mystics, of divine love and 

contemplation of which all religions speak.  To be reborn in it is the goal of all religious exertion; to 

perceive it now is possible through meditative dhyana attainment.  

 

 

 

 

                                                
78  Paradiso XXX 38-42 
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 Mankind 

 

According to Buddhism (and other spiritual traditions) the evolution of human life begins with an 

age of perfection, in a paradise where people live happily and for a long time.  Then follows a period 

in which life diminishes, both in duration and in happiness, until a third period is reached when 

human features are but half of those in the first.  The fourth period is an age of degeneration and 

decay, divided into five stages of gradually increasing turbidity and chaos, starting when life suffers 

biological setbacks and drops below an average span of twenty thousand years.  After this comes a 

period when views and values degenerate into egoism, greed, etc., after which passions and 

delusions, lust and anger, pride and doubt prevail.  As a result, human miseries increase and 

happiness dwindles until life is reduced to dwarfish proportions with an average lifespan of ten years, 

when people start having sex at the age of five and are not more than eighteen inches tall.  This last 

stage happens twice before human life ascends again.  A full cycle of decrease and increase takes a 

small kalpa and twenty of these form a middle kalpa. 

  

The Buddha’s discourse “The Lion’s Roar on the Turning of the Wheel” explains this cycle.  He 

describes the ideal conditions on earth, a long time ago, when Cakravartins reigned.  These 

conditions persisted until there came a king who neglected to give property to the needy:   

 

Poverty became rife, the taking of what was not given increased, from theft the use of 

weapons and the taking of life increased - and from the increase in the taking of life, people’s 

life-span and beauty decreased, and as a result the children of those whose life-span had 

been eighty thousand years lived for only forty thousand . . .  From the taking of life, lying 

increased . . .  the speaking evil of others increased, and in consequence, people’s life-span 

and beauty decreased.  Of the generation that lived for ten thousand years, some were 

beautiful and some were ugly . . .  and committed adultery    . . .  harsh speech and idle 

chatter increased . . .  covetousness and hatred increased . . .  wrong views increased . . .  

incest, excessive greed and deviant practices increased . . .  respect for parents, for religious 

and for community leaders decreased, and in consequence people’s life-span and beauty 

decreased, and the children of those who lived 250 or 200 years lived only 100 years.   

A time will come when the children of these people will have a life-span of ten years, and 

girls will be marriageable at the age of five.  The ten courses of moral conduct will 

completely disappear and evil conduct will prevail exceedingly: for those of a ten year life-

span there will be no word for “moral” . . . and those who have no respect will be the ones 

who enjoy honor and prestige . . .   All will be promiscuous in the world like goats and sheep, 

fowl and pigs . . .  and fierce enmity, hatred, anger and thoughts of killing will prevail, 

parents and children, brothers and sisters against each other, just as the hunter feels hatred 

for the beast he stalks . . .  

But there will be some who think: Let us not kill nor be killed . . .  and they will emerge from 

their hiding-places and rejoice together . . .  and they will abstain from the taking of life . . .  

and their children will live for twenty years . . .  and on account of more wholesome 
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practices, life-span and beauty will increase . . .  until their children will attain to eighty 

thousand years. 

 

The Buddha then predicts another golden age for mankind on a powerful and prosperous continent, 

well-supplied and crowded with people in villages and cities that will be but a rooster’s flight one 

from another.  People will be kind, generous and righteous.  In the capital city, a Cakravartin will 

arise who will conquer the whole world, not by power but by law.  At that time, a few billion years 

from now, there will arise in the world another Buddha, named Maitreya. (DN iii 68f) 

 

The message is that the life-world force (karma) as a whole, and in the long run, creates biological 

and ecological conditions in accordance with, and generated by, the moral-spiritual quality of the 

sentient beings for whom it provides.  In principle, our habitat evolves from ethics, another 

consequence of the supremacy of mind over matter, of quantity following quality.  It produces an 

abundance of fine food for free when we behave correctly, but it yields only coarse edibles for which 

we have to labor when we behave wrongly.  General recognition of truth and accordance with 

universal Law (Dharma) produces overall excellence.  When the Law is lost, when popular culture 

goes against the cosmic grain, life loses its original and natural well-being.  Only a revival of ethics 

and virtue can herald a new era and world “order.”  And only after this will there appear a new 

Buddha and Cakravartin who will reign over a golden millennium. 

 

Another remarkable point is that the decline of mankind begins with economic injustice; poverty or 

the inequitable distribution of goods is the cause of social unrest and further deterioration.  Humanity 

is presently on a downward course.  After the ruin of truth and principles, biology will weaken and 

life will shorten.  Further “progress” of artfulness and complexity will result in amplified brains, 

large heads, long fingers, and short, weak limbs that will become useless because all will be 

mechanized and computerized.  Hoodlums will become kings, and the majority will behave “freely 

like animals.”  Humans usually repent only after things get worse.  With rampant agnosticism and 

immorality, virtue and goodness will become things of the past until even the concept of morality 

will have been erased from our memories, dictionaries, and databases. 

 

An age of destruction is marked by several stages of calamity.  There will be disaster periods of 

“weapons, pestilence, scarcity, famine, and dearth.”  There comes a period of new and incurable 

diseases and epidemics, a period when the world will turn into a battlefield with enemies and arms 

everywhere, out in space but also closer than we can imagine; even the flora on this planet will 

become destructive and poisonous, plants and trees will turn into “weaponry.”  Finally, there will be 

a deluge and few people will survive.  These will be more fortunate as they will be good and 

righteous again and start a new chapter for mankind.  After a gradual upward evolution the human 

body and its environment will blossom again for the happy few.  But humans rarely learn; all will 

deteriorate again, and worse than before.  

  

When the human lifespan is limited to thirty years, there will come a time when all food and drink 

will be inedible (toxic, polluted, radioactive?), and the human race will reach the brink of extinction.  
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When the general life expectancy is twenty, another disastrous period of diseases and plagues will 

cause mankind almost to perish.  When the life expectancy is reduced to ten years, society will fly 

into a murderous rage and people will slaughter each other until most are dead.  Those who are left 

will gather together and repent; they will denounce evil and practice the good causal basis to increase 

their health, wealth, happiness, and liberty again. (T 1579)   

 

In the end there will be great cataclysms, described by the Buddha as a “collapse of the four 

elements.”  First there will be a conflagration, an explosion of the sun that will burn up the whole 

solar system.  The Desire World will be destroyed, including the lower heavens up to the first realm 

in the Form World.  (The Buddha compared its distance from the human world to the distance 

traveled by a stone falling for twelve trillion years).  After seven cycles ending in such world-fires, a 

greater catastrophe will turn the universe into ice and then liquefy it again, into a sphere of water that 

will dissolve the world “like salt,” up to the second realm of heavens in the Form World.  Then 

comes the third great cataclysm of wind, when the whole universe will spontaneously vaporize, 

including the third level of the dhyana-heavens. 

 

The fire catastrophe will destroy all who are subject to desire and “afire” with sexual love, craving, 

anger, arrogance, and ignorance.  Only those on earth and in heaven with pure concentration power 

will not burn.  More serious is the water catastrophe, which will flood everyone who still “waters” 

with craving.  The third catastrophe of “wind” will be disastrous even for meditators who did not yet 

transform the body’s energy (also called wind) channels.  Only those who reached the fourth and 

highest dhyana degree will be safe. 

 

Rather than worry or despair, one should trust that Life is just and unlimited, shaping all according to 

self-generated karma.  After a downfall and a holocaust there always follows an upward trend and a 

new age.  This planet should normally last for billions of years; if we spoil it prematurely, we will 

move out and take up residence in another of the innumerable worlds.  Those who are very good can 

spend a long time in heaven.  If successful at spiritual training, one can be reborn in a Pure Buddha 

Land and be sure of becoming an enlightened bodhisattva (and transcend the whole world). 

 

With sufficient insight and compassion, one can come back to this world and make sure to have the 

right affinities and conditions to continue on the right path.  But the Buddha and many masters have 

foreseen that this world will degenerate so much that the Dharma will become extinct.  Therefore 

many Buddhists have chosen to leave for the heaven where Maitreya, the next Buddha, resides, 

preparing his followers to come back when this world will have evolved into a higher civilization 

and “pure land.” 

 

Rebirth in hell is not a good prospect at all.  Once in hell it is difficult to be reborn as a human again, 

and if such a rarity occurs it does not bode well.  Just as the Buddha adulated the glorious rewards of 

heaven and exhorted people to “do evermore good,” he never tired of warning against the dire 

consequences of serious evil:  
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If once in a very long time that fool came to human status again, he would be born low, 

needy, ill-favored, ugly, sickly or handicapped, unable to get food . . .  he would behave 

wrongly and after dying arise in a woeful destiny. (MN iii 169) 

 

 Hell 

 

Many a talk I could give about hell, but it is not easy to describe in full the many anguishes of 

hel . . .   He who is a fool, having behaved wrongly in body, speech, and thought, after dying 

arises in hell, which is thoroughly undesirable, thoroughly disagreeable, thoroughly 

unpleasant.  Even a simile is not easy, so many are the anguishes of hell.  It is as though men 

should arrest a thief, an evil-doer, and punish him in the morning with a hundred spears, and 

still alive, be stabbed again with a hundred spears at midday, and still alive, again at 

evening.  Would not that man experience anguish and dejection? . . .  Which is the greater, 

this stone the size of my hand, or the Himalayas?  Even so, that anguish and dejection 

experienced by three hundred spears, does not count, does not amount even to an 

infinitesimal fraction, cannot even be compared with the anguish of hell. 

 

The Buddha left no doubt about the existence of hells and ghost realms.  His observation was based 

on actual perception, on the samadhi faculty of the “divine eye” he obtained even before his 

enlightenment: 

 

I comprehend the mind of somebody who behaves in such a way that he is heading for a 

sorrowful state . . . after some time I can see, by purified divine vision, that after dying he has 

arisen in hell where he is experiencing exclusively painful, sharp, severe sensations . . .   A 

man with vision may see him, fallen into that charcoal pit, experiencing exclusively sharp, 

severe pain.  I comprehend the mind of somebody who is heading for an animal rebirth . . .  

like fallen into a cesspool.  I comprehend somebody heading for the realm of the pretas . . .  

(MN i 74-75) 

“If it was because of indolence, my good man, that you did not do what is good in body, 

speech and thought, they will undoubtedly do unto you in accordance with that indolence.  

For this evil deed is yours; it was not done by mother, father, brother or sister, not by friends 

and relatives, not by priests and not by divine beings.  This evil deed was done by you; it is 

you yourself that will experience its ripening,” thus King Yama, the Lord of the underworld. . 

.  I tell you all this not because I have heard it from someone else, be he a recluse or a 

Brahmin.  But only that which is known by myself, seen by myself, discerned by myself— only 

that I tell you. (MN iii 165-167, 183-186) 
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Some early Buddhist scriptures are rife with specifications of location, duration, and causes for being 

reborn in a specific hell, as well as the retributive effects and the cruel treatments undergone as a 

result of specific wrongdoing. 
79

 

 

There are eight levels of hells, all of different intensity, proportional to the degree of evil in 

someone’s actions.  Just as the heavenly experiences of pleasure, joy, splendor, and power are 

beyond earthly comprehension, the experiences of hell are far beyond the pain and suffering of this 

world.  Although some states of suffering last very long, no stay in hell is eternal; there is no 

“everlasting damnation.” The denizens of hell are at the lowest cosmic level, but they are not inferior 

beings.  As they focus intensely on their suffering, they develop some concentration power and two 

of the higher knowledges; as long as they are not overwhelmed by pain, they can know another’s 

mind and remember their own former existences. 

 

Life at every cosmic level, not only on the biological plane, needs vital energy and nourishment in 

order to survive.  Besides energy for feeling, thought, and consciousness, the hell body also needs a 

degree of substantial food.  Its receptacle are “intestines” where some air element (kinetic energy) 

moves and supplies the power that makes a very long life possible.  The longest lifetime in the 

deepest hell lasts for a middle kalpa (one fourth of a full cosmic cycle).  Bodies may grow to 

enormous sizes in order to enlarge the sense of pain.  Males and females are not interested in each 

other, due to the grueling sensation of discomfort, caused by uninterrupted and fierce pain. 

 

Pretas 

 

There is a remarkable anecdote about the sighting of a preta (ghost) by one of the Buddha’s disciples 

who perceived such miserable creature and found it not horrifying but amusing.  Together with a 

colleague he set out for the daily alms round, and when descending the hill where they were staying, 

“he passed a certain place and smiled. ‘What is the reason, friend, that you smile?’ asked the other. 

‘It is not the right time for that question, friend.  Ask me again in the Buddha’s presence’.”  Later 

when they were together with the Buddha, the following conversation took place: 

 

Just now, friend, as I was coming down from Mount Vulture Peak, I saw a skeleton going 

through the air, and vultures, crows, and hawks, following in hot pursuit, were pecking at its 

ribs, pulling it apart while it uttered cries of pain.  It occurred to me: “But this is wonderful!  

It is amazing, indeed, that there could be such a being, such a spirit, such a form of 

individual existence!” Then the Buddha said: “There are disciples who have attained vision 

and knowledge who can know, see, and witness such a sight.  I too saw that being before but I 

did not speak about it because others would not have believed me, and that would have led to 

their harm and suffering for a long time. This being used to be a cattle butcher in this same 

                                                
79 For descriptions of specific hell-karma, see for example D. and A. Matsunaga, 1972. The Buddhist Concept 

of Hell. New York: Philosophical Library, and B.C. Law. 1973. Heaven and Hell in Buddhist Perspective. 

Varanasi: Bhartiya Publishing House, and T 723, 725, 726.  
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place. Having been tormented in hell for many hundreds of thousands of years as a result of 

that karma, as a residual result of that same karma he is experiencing such a form of 

individual existence. (SN ii 254-6) 

 

Pretas exist in a class between hell and mankind (like purgatory).  They are usually called “hungry 

ghosts.” These are not the souls of the departed – who only roam about for a limited period after 

death before their next rebirth in one of the six destinies (Chapter 5) – but “permanent residents” of 

this realm.  It is the miserable domain for those who lived as misers and are reborn with ugly ghostly 

forms and constant, insatiable cravings.   

 

It is a Buddhist custom to offer food and prayers for these poor creatures.  The Buddha was asked 

once by a Brahmin if dead relatives actually enjoyed the gifts offered to them.  He answered that 

humans can pray and offer for some of the dead, but only: 

 

“Well, if there be ground for it, it does profit them, but not if there be no ground.”  “Pray, 

Master Gautama, what is ground and what is no ground?” “somebody who takes life, who 

takes what is not given, who is a wrongdoer in sex, a slanderer, of bitter speech, an idle 

babbler, covetous, harmful in thought and wrong in view, such a person is reborn in hell, 

where he subsists on food proper to hell-dwellers.  On that is he grounded, and this is the no-

ground on which those gifts do not profit him.  When reborn in the womb of an animal, there 

he subsists on food proper to creatures so born.  When somebody who abstains from taking 

life, stealing, etc., is reborn among humans . . .  or in the company of the devas, there is no 

ground to profit from such gifts.  But when somebody who takes life . . .  and has wrong views 

rises up in the realm of pretas, there he subsists on whatever food proper to that realm.  

Whatsoever offerings his friends and fellows and relatives convey to him, on that he subsists, 

on that he is grounded.”  

“But suppose, Master Gautama, that this dead relative has not reached that place, who then 

enjoys that offering?”  “Other relatives . . .  that place is never empty of relatives dead and 

gone. Anyhow, who offers to the dead and gone is not without reward.” (AN v 269-270) 

 

Pretas are also referred to as shades, wandering souls, lonely spirits, starving shadows, and hideous 

ghosts.  They are often characterized by have huge bodies/bellies and tiny throats that cannot take in 

the food they so desperately covet.  Most suffer insatiable craving and unquenchable thirst, 

perceiving nourishment but unable to consume it.  Some cover their nakedness with long disheveled 

hair, begging for food with a potsherd, living in cemeteries, dark caves, dumping grounds, or 

cesspools.  Others are monstrous and horrible beyond description.  Most of these live in one of the 

thirty-six regions in the underworld of Yama.  They have varying life spans, some very long, and 

different sizes, some miles tall, others a few inches, and even microorganisms may belong to this 

category.  The main class has sensual experience that is not exclusively painful, and they also know 

sexual desire, behaving almost like humans. 
80 

 

                                                
80 For a vivid description by a contemporary witness of the kind of ghosts that are active on the human level, 
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There are “twelve kinds of pretas who come and make apparitions in this human world, from those 

who feed on vomit, on remains, and on excrement . . . to those who have a flying palace and those 

who are gifted with magic powers.”  Certain pretas with great powers rule over others.  In general, 

the pretas are divided into two kinds: those with some eminence and virtue and those without.  Some 

of the more fortunate ghosts have human appearances and qualities and are said to be living among 

men, while some come even closer to the celestial realm.  Some have supernatural powers, and the 

best among them are like Asuras (next), with regular and awe-inspiring features.  They have their 

residence anywhere under heaven, on mountains and seas, under water or in the air.  At the other 

extreme, some pretas are closer to the animal realm and operate like bacteria and voracious viruses. 

 

Rebirth as a preta, like a phantom or a vampire, is dependent upon one’s lifestyle.  To be persistently 

greedy, avaricious and jealous, wicked and crooked, to be given to flattery, falsehood, and 

corruption, to be mean, stingy, and acquisitive towards others, and to amass wealth without giving, 

all lead to the poor ghost-realm. (T 729)  To practice casual evil, to be unconcerned about good or 

bad, to hold wrong views, to cling obstinately to possessions, to continue craving, grasping, and 

clinging obstinately when already dying may all lead to rebirth as hungry ghosts. (T 80)    

 

A popular Chinese sutra mentions ten categories of pretas who, 

  

after being scorched in the hells for successive eons, will have paid for all the wrong they 

have done and will be reborn in the realm of hungry ghosts.  If craving be the cause of their 

misdeeds, they will, after paying for their sins, take the form of strange ghosts; if lust be the 

cause, they will come back, after hell, as drought ghosts; if deceitfulness. . . as animal ghosts; 

if hate, as noxious ghosts; if revengefulness, as cruel ghosts; if arrogance, as starved ghosts; 

if fraud, as nightmarish ghosts; if wrong views, as naiads; if unfairness, as servant ghosts; if 

disputation, as medium ghosts.  These beings are completely dominated by their passions 

which cause their fall into the realm of hells where they are scorched dry by the flame of 

passion and from which they will emerge as hungry ghosts.  These states are the products of 

karma created by wrong thinking.  If they awaken to enlightenment, they will find that 

fundamentally these karmic states cannot be found in the profound, perfect and bright mind.  

When all karmic effects have been completely endured in the realm of hungry ghosts, they 

will be reborn as animals who meet their former creditors to repay outstanding debts. 
81

 

  

 Animals 

 

There are animals, breathing creatures that are grass-eaters.  That fool who formerly 

enjoyed tastes here, having done evil deeds here, after dying arises in companionship with 

                                                                                                                                                              
see George Ritchie MD., Return from Tomorrow (Fleming H. Revell, 2004), 1ff 

 

81 The Surangama Sutra, trans. Lu Kuan Yu (London: Rider, 1966), 185-187 
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those beings that are grass-eaters.  There are dung-eaters who at the smell of dung from afar 

run up, thinking “we will eat here” . . . There are animals that are born in the dark, grow old 

and die in the dark, in water, in filth . . .  In many a disquisition could I talk a talk about 

animal birth, but it is not easy to describe in full, so many are the anguishes of animal birth. 

(MN iii 167f) 

 

The main difference between the animal world and the other destinies is the lack of intelligence 

(especially foolishness with regard to karma).  Animals do possess some degree of consciousness 

and awareness, memory, thought and feelings, but are constrained in a mammal, reptile, amphibian, 

bird, fish, insect, or germ body-and-environment.  Their life experiences are very limited, as they are 

absorbed and overshadowed by biological senses.  As neighbors of the pretas, their main obsession is 

food.  Animal rebirth is the result of “bestial” behavior, indulgence in instincts (delusion, lust, and 

hatred) and a wrong attitude towards life in general.  Persistent accumulation of karma from the 

mindless self-satisfaction of carnal desires, be it food or sex or brutality, leads to rebirth as an 

animal.  In general, the life force that leads to an animal rebirth is unwholesome karmic energy 

generated by heedless violation of the Buddhist “ten commandments.”  These are three wrongdoings 

that involve the body: [1] taking life, [2] stealing, [3] sexual misconduct; four wrong conducts of 

speech: [4] lying, [5] exaggeration, [6] abuse, [7] ambiguous talk; and three of misconducts of 

thought: [8] covetousness, [9] malice and [10] wrong views. (Chapter 4) 

 

To succumb to greed, anger, and stupidity, to ruin or harm the lives of others through wrong words, 

to annoy, anger, and hurt, to indulge in wicked and licentious conduct—all of these lead to the 

animal kingdom. (T 80)  Too much sensuous love may spark off, somewhere in the future, life as a 

goose, a pigeon, a peacock, or a duck.  (The Chinese sources mention the mandarin duck as symbolic 

of an excessively affectionate couple).  Too much foolishness may produce life as a maggot, an ant, a 

moth, etc.  The reward for lack of wisdom may be life among horses, cows, sheep, elephants, deer, 

and other wild animals.  Anger and hate produce ophidians, bees, scorpions, and other poisonous 

insects.  Arrogance, self-conceit, wickedness, and hidden ill-will beget tigers and lions.  Hypocritical 

and treacherous karma results in pigs, dogs, donkeys, foxes, and wolves.  Stingy, jealous, resentful, 

rash, and restless behavior causes human life to degenerate into that of apes and monkeys.  

Shamelessness and garrulousness contracts the body of a black bird.  To be insatiably avaricious or 

to practice double talk for splitting up relatives and friends, brings the experience of a cat or a bear. 

Religious people who practice great charity but not mindfulness (action but not prayer/meditation) 

and who are easily irritated and angry, or haughty and belittling to others, may fly to heaven as a 

dragon or garuda. (T 723)   

 

The animal realm is much larger than the human one.  There are thousands of ants and other bugs in 

one man’s garden, while the seas are full of even more creatures, not only according to the Buddha 

but marine scientists; the deeper the ocean, the stranger and more diverse its species become.  A 

great number of still unknown water creatures are lurking in the ocean’s abyssal plains where they 

never see any light (some carry their own light) nor hear any sound and experience constant cold and 

hunger, almost like pretas.   
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The range of living beings also extends to forms that cross borders or combine features from 

different destinies, like dragons (who have a positive connotation in the East), phoenixes, sphinxes, 

and other mythical beasts that may be part-animal, part-human, and part-spirit.  As with the former 

destinies, the most fortunate find themselves on the threshold of the destiny above, and the least 

fortunate experience the level below.  Some humans enjoy almost god-like conditions, while others 

have to live like animals, or worse, like hungry ghosts. 

 

 Asuras 

 

In the oldest Buddhist texts, the Asuras are “anti-gods,” spirits who live in conflict with the gods, but 

not as a separate realm.  Mahayana commentaries have assigned them to a distinct realm above the 

humans and below the devas of the Desire World.  They are also known as demigods, titans, demons, 

and spirits.  They are secondary spirits similar to the personal forces in polytheism, the daemons of 

Greek mythology, and the fallen angels of the Bible.  Their main characteristic is celestial karma but 

without its blissful enjoyment; they have a heavenly capacity but lack the happiness and satisfaction 

of the gods because they lack their merit.  This produces in them a jealousy and an anger which 

renders them inferior on the spiritual scale, and they often pursue battle with the gods, making them 

infamous in many cultures.  Although they have both good and bad qualities, they are, overall, more 

excellent and more powerful than humans. 

 

Asuras form a class of many different beings, as reflected in the great variety they occupy in many 

traditions.  They are sometimes ranked below the human plane, among the gods, or not classified at 

all (in which case the Pali scriptures make only mention of five, instead of six, destinies).  One 

category is the Gandharvas, sometimes mentioned as celestial musicians who entertain the devas 

with exquisite pleasures, along with their female counterparts, the Apsaras.  They also appear as 

nature gods, spirits of trees, rivers, mountains, etc., who live from the fragrance of flowers and the 

vital essence of plants and waters. (DN ii, SN iii 249f)  There are spirits and fairies who dwell in 

forests (SN i 197), in healing herbs, and those who preside like guardian angels over important 

places, bestowing those sites with power. (DN ii 87) 

 

Another variety which often appears in both Buddhist and other scriptures is the Yaksas. The lower 

ranks among them are frightening, ugly and terrible ogres and demons who can possess and even 

devour people.  They make even the Buddha’s hairs stand on end.  A chief among them appears 

before the Buddha as a most noble vision, however. (DN ii 207)  Some have faith in the Buddha, but 

most do not because “they find it distasteful and unpleasant to refrain from taking life, from taking 

what is not given, from sexual misconduct, lying, strong drink and drugs.” (DN iii 194)  The same 

ambivalence is true for other types of Asuras, such as Pisacas, goblin-like Kumbandhas, monster-like 

Raksasas, giant, lightning, bird-like Garudas who are usually at war with the serpent-, elephant-, or 

cloud-like Nagas.  These last are renown for performing magic to protect the Buddha, but they may 

also be ferocious, venomous, and fire-spitting. (MV i 3, 24, T 1421, 1428) 
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Asuras are often mentioned as a possible destiny for rebirth (DN ii 7), with different grades (DN ii 

209, 259, 285, iii 7f, 148f, etc.).  They are treated with respect as a class of bad-tempered gods 

different from common demons and ghosts.  They often coexist with the devas but mostly as 

antagonists, with the status of fallen angels.  When celestials abandon virtue and purity and get 

involved in passions, they may turn into these anti-gods.  The Buddha told the following story: 

 

In those days there were asuras dwelling in the Heaven of the Thirty-three (second of the 

Desire Heavens).  Said Sakka, king of devas, “What good to us is a kingdom which others 

share?”  So he made the asuras drink the liquor of the devas (sura), and when they were 

drunk he had them hurled by their feet into the steeps of mount Sumeru. (Jataka i 202) 

 

Since then, asuras have been at war with the gods.   

 

Long ago a battle was raging between the devas and asuras, and the asuras won and the 

defeated devas simply fled, with the asuras in hot pursuit.  Then the devas thought, “The 

asuras give chase, let us battle with them a second time!” and they fought a second time and 

were defeated and pursued.  And a third time they fought and the devas were defeated and 

fearful they retreated into their city . . . Long ago, another battle raged but this time the devas 

won and the asuras fled . . .  and they lost a second and a third battle . . .  and retreated in the 

asura city thinking, “we will dwell by ourselves and have nothing to do with the devas,” and 

the devas thought likewise.   

In just the same way, a monk aloof from sense desires enters and abides in the first dhyana 

and thinks, “Now that I have come to the refuge for the fearful, I will dwell by myself and 

have no dealings with Mara.”. . .  And when a monk enters and abides in the second . . . third  

. . . and fourth dhyana, he thinks likewise and Mara too . . . and when a monk enters and 

abides in the concentration of infinite space . . . of infinite consciousness . . . of nothingness   

. . . of neither perception nor non-perception, and by wisdom sees the outflows destroyed . . . 

he has become invisible to Mara, the Evil One, and passed beyond the world’s entanglement. 

(AN iv 432)  

 

This is the Buddhist meditation program in a nutshell, illustrated by the battles in heaven.  At other 

instances it is the god Sakra (P. Sakka, Indra in the Vedic tradition) who refers to the wars with the 

asuras, upon which the Buddha similarly advises his followers to find a more definite spiritual refuge 

from temptation in samadhi. 

 

Since their fall from heaven the Asuras have their own rulers, domains, cities and palaces. According 

to Buddhist and pre-Buddhist traditions they also dwell on mountains and over oceans, the latter of 

which they especially enjoy. “On one occasion an asura King came and visited the Buddha who 

addressed the spirit thus: “I imagine that the asuras find delight in the mighty ocean?” “Yes, lord, 

they find pleasure in the wondrous marvels there which they delight to see and see.” (AN iv 198) 
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Asuras move freely through space and are able to manifest their appearance at will.  The men look 

ugly and fearsome while the women, purer in mind, are extremely beautiful.  Sakra, the king of 

devas, is said to have married an asura maiden.  They behave like humans and have congenial 

relationships, but they like to contend, to be suspicious and jealous, and to outstrip others.  Some are 

very kind, but others act maliciously and are harmful to men.  Those who obey the Four Deva Kings 

(in the first Desire Heaven) are beneficial and protective, like guardian and warrior angels, while still 

others are divine artists who accommodate the devas with exquisite entertainment.  They live as long 

as a thousand deva-years (36 million human years).  Their food, which appears at their wish, is not 

palatable, another reason why they envy and quarrel with the gods.  Although some may be wicked 

and aggressive by nature, they usually do not trespass morality but cultivate virtue and merit—which 

is why they are close to heaven—and are therefore able to enter the path of spiritual realization.  But 

some of them are like Mara, evil opponents of human liberty and spiritual emancipation.  

  

The cause for rebirth as an asura is primarily conceit, in particular estimating oneself as superior or 

equal while being equal or inferior, attaching high importance to self, body, and “mine,” considering 

oneself as enlightened or possessing values which one has not.  Other factors are a strong thirst for 

life combined with both excellence and lesser evil, especially flattery and deceit, and fondness of 

suspicion, pride, jealousy, struggle, and contention.  The overall impression is that asuras are proud 

and fierce, power-hungry and belligerent.  

 

 The Heavens 

 

Heaven occupies the vast majority of all worlds in the Triple Universe.  The Buddha persistently 

addressed the prominence of this “exclusively happy world,” not as a promise for those who believed 

in him but as the natural outcome of moral and spiritual excellence, whether one believes or not.  

Heaven is an immense super-complex of superior worlds with superior people, extending far above 

and beyond the physical cosmos.  The Buddha considered his enlightenment incomplete as long as 

he had not clearly perceived all heavens and gods: 

 

Before my awakening I perceived auras, but I saw no forms.  I thought “If I were to see both 

auras and forms, knowledge and vision within me would thus be better purified.”  Later on, 

living zealous, earnest, resolute, I perceived both auras and forms, but I did not stand or talk 

with any of those devas. Later on . . .  I did, but I knew not of those devas that they belonged 

to such and such community . . .   Later on . . .  I did, but I did not know how those devas 

passed away from here and arose there, as the result of their deeds, nor did I know their 

food, their experiences, their weal and woe, nor how long they live, nor whether I had 

formerly dwelt with them or not.  Later on . . .  I knew all these things . . .   As long as the 

knowledge and vision of the higher gods was not fully purified in me, I did not realize as one 

wholly awakened to the highest enlightenment, unsurpassed in the world of gods and men. 

(AN iv 302) 
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The sixth destiny includes all beings above the level of humans and spirits.  The general term for all 

those who reside in heaven is deva, meaning celestial, heavenly person, deity, or god.  All early 

Buddhist scriptures are abounding with references to gods and heavens, not in the abstract but in a 

specific and concrete manner, providing detailed lists of them in their respective stations.  When the 

Buddha first explained his awakening to the world, to his five companions who initially did not 

understand him, there were innumerable devas who rejoiced, in heaven after heaven: 

 

The earth devas exclaimed: “The Wheel of the supreme Law has been set in motion . . . and 

nobody in this world, no religious and no god, can turn it back.”  When hearing the 

exclamation of the earth devas, the devas of the heaven of the Four Great Kings also 

exclaimed: “The Wheel . . . has been set in motion . . .” When the devas of the heaven of the 

Thirty-three heard their shout of joy . . . the Yama devas . . .  the Tusita devas . . .  the devas 

who delight in creating . . .  the devas who wield power over others” creations . . .  the devas 

of Brahma’s retinue repeated: “The Wheel of the supreme Law has been set in motion . . . “    

At the very moment that the exclamation reached up to the Brahma World, this ten- thousand-

fold world system shook, quaked, and trembled, and an immeasurable glorious radiance 

appeared in the world, outshining the divine majesty of the gods.  

(SN v 423-4, MV i 12, T 109, 1421, 1428) 

 

In this and the other lists, gods and heavens are named in a specific order.  The Earth Devas come 

first because, as their name suggests, they reside the closest to earth, followed by five other classes 

who reside in the heavens of the Desire World.  Then come the gods of the Brahma World, a general 

term for the heavens of the Form World.  Speaking to lay people, the Buddha gave an even more 

specific and longer list and explained that anyone who lives morally can be reborn in one of the 

following heavens: 

 

If, householders, one who observes conduct in accordance with the Dharma, righteous 

conduct, should wish thus: Oh, that on the dissolution of the body, after death, I might 

reappear in the company of the gods of the heaven of the Four Great Kings! . . .  in the 

company of the gods of the heaven of the Thirty-three . . .  the Yama gods . . .  the gods of the 

Tusita heaven . . .  the gods who delight in creating . . .  the gods who wield power over 

others’ creations . . .  the gods of Brahma’s retinue . . .  the gods of Brilliance . . .  of limited 

Radiance . . .  of immeasurable Radiance . . .  of Streaming Radiance (Abhasvara) . . .  the 

gods of Glory . . .  of Limited Glory . . .  of Immeasurable Glory . . .  of Refulgent Glory . . .  

the gods of Great Fruit . . .  the Aviha gods . . .  the Atappa gods    . . .  the Sudassa gods . . .  

the Sudassi gods . . .  the Akanittha gods . . .  the gods of the realm of Infinite Space . . .  of 

Infinite Consciousness . . . of Nothingness . . .  of Neither-perception-nor-non-perception!” – 

it is possible that on the dissolution of the body, after death, he will reappear in the company 

of the gods of . . . Neither-perception-nor-non-perception . . .  (MN i 289) 

 

This passage provides a full list of all the heavens.  After the gods of the Desire World enter those of 

the Pure Form World, from Brahma’s Heaven all the way to the Ultimate Form Heaven (Akanistha). 
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Then come the gods of the third and highest world in the Triple Universe, consisting of four infinite 

spheres of the Formless World.  The gods are usually listed in this order of twenty-eight heavens; 

sometimes there are more but always in the same order.  From the above list it seems that the 

Buddha’s audience was familiar with this “whole-world view,” and later generations and traditions 

considered this well-defined hierarchy of gods and heavenly spheres as a matter of fact. 

 

This is a distinct contribution of Buddhism to a more comprehensive worldview than what other 

religions believe to be just one heaven and one god, in a rather abstract and indistinct way.  Such 

distinct and complete knowledge of the heavens is based on the Buddha’s “complete enlightenment.” 

Another, and major difference is that “heaven” has been the highest goal for all religions, but not for 

Buddhism.  The Buddha did not explain the reality of heaven for its own sake but in function of 

further spiritual cultivation.  There is something higher than the highest heaven, something more 

important, more definite, “infinite,” “eternal” and fundamental than being reborn in heaven after 

death.  The above discourse continues: 

 

If one should wish: “Oh, that by realizing for myself with direct knowledge I might here and 

now enter upon and abide in the freedom of mind and deliverance by wisdom that are 

taintless through the destruction of the outflows!” it is possible . . .  

 

This does not mean that heaven is not an important aspect for Buddhism.  All spiritual cultivation, 

including the Buddhist path, follows the Way of Heaven.  First comes the Human Way of morality 

and virtue, and then the Heavenly Way of mindfulness and concentration (prayer), contemplation 

and vision (mysticism).  The Way of Heaven is an integral part of all spiritual cultivation, because it 

is the way of the universal Mind.  The levels of heaven are the emanation of the Mind’s own nature, 

the outer-cosmic quantity that represents the Mind’s inner quality, the superstructure of the universe 

that reflects the superstructure of the Mind (non-duality).  Whenever the mind ascends into higher 

levels of consciousness, through meditation-concentration, it not only knows and perceives but enters 

and experiences, “dwells and talks with the deities” of those levels. 

 

The sequence of heaven is therefore also called after the stages of meditative concentration: the Four 

Dhyana Heavens in the Pure Form World and the Four Infinite Concentrations of the Formless 

World.  All heavens above the Sense-Desire World evolve along “the four dhyanas and eight 

samadhis” (so called because all stages arise from concentration, i.e. samadhi), the term for both the 

inner development of higher consciousness and the outer, physical reality of cosmic ascension and 

expansion. 

 

Another implication is that all spirituality develops along this meditative-celestial sequence, because 

it is the superstructure of (one and the same) Mind.  All advanced religious and spiritual experiences, 

as soon as they reach pure concentration, follow one and the same gradation of dhyana-samadhi 

development.  The Buddha often advised that [1] there is no other way than the way of heaven, i.e. 

the sequence of dhyana-concentration (that is how he became enlightened and how he passed into 

Nirvana), but also that [2] it is the way and not the final destination.  All heavens belong to Samsara, 
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the totality of existence (or they don’t exist); existence means that all life, on earth as in heaven, is 

caused and impermanent. (Chapter 1)  To “go to heaven” does not mean “eternal life” (as is 

commonly believed); to be reborn there also means to die there one day and to be reborn elsewhere.  

There is only one way out of the endless birth-death cycle of Samsara: Nirvana, final liberation from 

birth and death, total freedom and control, the end of suffering and ignorance, bliss and wisdom 

without end.  This “freedom of mind and deliverance by wisdom is possible, here and now, through 

the destruction of the outflows.” (Chapter 2)  This is what transformed Siddhartha into Buddha, and 

what makes Buddhism what it is.  After he Buddha realized the full extent of heavens and gods, he 

saw that impermanence, causality, and emptiness apply to all existence:   

 

 You say there is no other splendor higher or more sublime . . . that just as a beautiful gem 

glows, radiates, and shines, of such splendor is the soul after death. What do you think? This 

beautiful gem or a glowworm in the thick darkness of the night — of these two, which gives 

off the splendor that is more excellent and sublime?  . . .  or the morning star in a clear 

cloudless sky . . .  or the sun at midday . . .  ? Beyond this I know very many gods [whose 

splendor] the radiance of the sun and moon does not match, yet I do not say that there is no 

other splendor higher or more sublime . . .    

There is an entirely pleasant world; there is a practical way to realize an entirely pleasant 

world. Here, quite secluded from sensual pleasures, secluded from unwholesome states, a 

monk enters upon and abides in the first dhyana . . . in the second . . . in the third . . . in the 

fourth dhyana. He dwells with those deities who have arisen in an entirely pleasant world 

and he talks with them and enters into conversation with them . . . It is not for the sake of 

realizing that entirely pleasant world that monks lead the holy life under me. There are things 

superior and more excellent.   

  

After having seen the top of the universe and the working of all existence, till the very end of 

thusness, his mind was liberated from the outflows or factors that bind every being, on earth as in 

heaven, to Samsara: sensual desire, desire for existence or non-existence, views, and ignorance.  To 

end relative existence (all existence is relative, chapter 1) means to realize the Absolute, the only 

eternal and infinite One – all gods and heavens and mental states share.  To know the One substance 

of being also means to know all being.  

 

When his concentrated mind is thus purified . . .  and attained to imperturbability, he directs 

it to knowledge of past lives . . .  to knowledge of the passing away and reappearance of 

beings . . .  to knowledge of the destruction of the outflows . . .  When he knows and sees thus, 

his mind is liberated . . .  and there comes the knowledge of liberation . . .  This too is a 

higher and more sublime state for the sake of realizing which monks lead the holy life under 

me. (MN ii 33-9) 

  

The dhyana process of samadhi-concentration leads to the opening of the divine eye and the other 

super cognitions and powers, before the wisdom of liberation arises.  The central issue for the 

Buddha’s enlightenment, as for all spiritual realization, is therefore the role of meditation.  There is 
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only one way: mental purification and clarification, to ascend and expand into the light and bliss of 

dhyana.  Buddhism follows the way of religion (or what should be the essence of all religion, not 

mere belief but self-realization of the Way of Heaven), all the way to the top of the universe, before 

realizing final liberation, which is not rebirth (and death) in heaven but transcendence of all 

existence.  The goal of meditation is transcendental wisdom, knowing and seeing what all life and all 

universes are all about; the function of meditation is to ascend first, step by step.   

 

Another consequence of the supremacy of mind is that there is a natural transformation of the whole 

being.  Upon entering the first dhyana the unmistakable signs are mental and physical lightness and 

ease, light and bliss, stability and liberty, “fulfillment of wish”—unthinkable in this world of endless, 

unfulfilled desire.  The Buddha left no doubt about it: only a dhyana quality of mind, achieved 

through spiritual exercise in this life, can ensure a higher rebirth in the next life.  Only the attainment 

of dhyana-concentration (be it through prayer, contemplation, or meditation) can effectuate rebirth in 

a dhyana-heaven, the real “spiritual” world beyond the lower heavens of the sense-desire world.  The 

foremost condition for spiritual accomplishment and for rebirth in God’s (Brahma) heaven is 

therefore to break through the barriers of thought and sensation (first three skandhas), to transcend 

the world of sense and desire in this life.   

 

The celestials of the lower heavens are still under the influence of sensual desire, sexual attraction, 

attachment to form, sight, sound, thought and feeling.  They are therefore not able to practice dhyana 

concentration, nor to know or enter the door to the dhyana heavens above.  This also means that in 

order to truly cultivate spirituality, one must forego sexual desire.  Neither dhyana concentration nor 

“heaven proper” are feasible without mind-and-body transformation, for which abstinence is 

indispensable. 

 

 * * * 

 

Existence is a matter of experience, sensation and perception.  As no life on earth can be compared 

with the experience of heaven, neither can the mightiest of men compare with a heavenly person: 

 

A poor thing is human sovereignty beside heavenly bliss.  Fifty years of human life are a 

single night and day to the Devas of the Four Great Kings . . . sixteen hundred human years 

make one night and day of the Devas Who Delight in Others” Creations and sixteen thousand 

such years make up the life-period of these Devas.  But there is the possibility that some 

woman or man . . . may be reborn in the company of these Devas.  It was in this connection 

that I said: A poor thing is human rule compared with heavenly glory.(AN i 213) 

   

Although a Cakravartin, having exercised supreme sovereign rulership over the four 

continents, with the breakup of the body, after death is reborn in a good destination, in a 

heavenly world, in the company of the Devas of the Thirty-three realm, and there 

accompanied by a retinue of celestial nymphs, he enjoys himself with celestial sensual 
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pleasure, still . . . he is not freed from hell, the animal realm, and the domain of ghosts, not 

freed from the plane of misery, the bad destinations, the nether world. (SN v 342) 

 

A person who creates the bases of meritorious action founded on generosity and virtue to a 

medium degree . . . is reborn among men of good luck . . . to a high degree . . . among the 

Devas of the Four Kings.  There the Devas having created the bases of merit, founded on 

generosity and virtue to a very high degree, surpass the others of their realm in ten respects: 

in length of divine life, beauty, happiness, glory, influence, and heavenly sights, sounds, 

smells, tastes, and contacts. (AN iv 241)   

  

All life in heaven is the result of what came before it; there is no other law and order than the 

universal law of cause and effect.  Heaven not only has its causes and conditions but also its limits, 

neither exceeding nor disobeying the natural laws of existence.  Life in heaven is not a supernatural 

abstraction beyond existence but consists of natural, definite and concrete “quantity” in energy/form, 

space, and time.  Buddhism illustrates the totality of life and worlds through an elaborate map that 

outlines all consecutive stages in the Triple World.  It specifies the quantities of time, space, life 

duration, and other conditions and attributes of body, consciousness, and environment for each stage.  

The numerical specifications are not to be taken literally; their purpose is to convey a concrete sense 

of how life in heaven gradually develops and extends.   

 

A celestial day in the lowest heaven equals fifty years on earth and doubles at every next level, one 

day in the sixth heaven thus lasts for sixteen hundred human years.  The life spans of the gods extend 

equally, from five hundred celestial years in the first heaven (the shortest stay in heaven is nine 

million years on earth), to a thousand years (each day lasting a hundred years on earth) in the second, 

up to sixteen thousand celestial years (with days of sixteen hundred human years) in the sixth.  The 

gods in the seventh heaven (first Brahma- or dhyana-level) live for a fourth of a cosmic period, and 

their life-span doubles for each higher heaven, with those in the highest immaterial sphere enjoying a 

stay of eighty thousand kalpas, virtually “forever.”   

 

The heavens also extend gradually in space, from a small chiliocosm of 1,000 world-systems through 

a middle chiliocosm of 1,000,000 worlds, up to a great chiliocosm of 1,000,000,000 world units.  

The higher the gods, the longer and the more excellent is their life, and the more radiant and 

extensive is their presence, body, and environment.  All is the quantitative result of the quality of 

mind, the degree of moral excellence, spiritual cultivation, mental purity and concentration power 

attained in former human lives.   

 

Someone who contemplates “limited radiance” arises after death among the gods of Limited 

Radiance . . . of Immeasurable Radiance . . . of Defiled Radiance . . . of Pure Radiance.  At a 

time when those deities gather together, a difference in color can be seen but not a difference 

in light.  It is as though one should take several oil-lamps into a house; a difference in flame 

would be discernible but not a difference in light.  At the time when the deities go away from 

there, a difference both in color and in light can be seen, as with the lamps taken away . . .  
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When mindfulness is expanded to a single root of a tree . . .  or to the sea-girt earth, of these 

two developments of mind which is the more widespread?  This is the reason why, although 

they have uprisen in a single class of deities, there are deities of limited light and others there 

of boundless light . . .   Some monk here contemplates defiled light, his bodily unchastity is 

not properly suppressed, his sloth and torpor not properly removed, and his restlessness and 

worry are not properly disciplined; his meditation burns but dimly; after death he arises 

among the gods of Defiled Radiance (and so on, MN iii 147f). 

 

The gods in the heavens of the Form World have their capacity fabulously and cosmically expanded: 

 

The Brahma of a Thousand world system is long-lived, glorious, abounding in happiness; he 

dwells suffusing and pervading the thousand world system and those beings that have uprisen 

there . . . The Brahma of a Hundred Thousand world system . . . abides intent on pervading a 

world-system of a hundred thousand worlds and the beings that have reappeared there.  

(MN iii 102)   

 

When the Buddha withdrew in meditation to find out about the fate of his former disciples (p.70), he 

was told that:  

 

those who having lived the holy life under the Lord had recently appeared in the Heaven of 

the Thirty Three, where they outshine the other devas in brightness and glory.  And for that 

reason the Thirty Three gods were pleased, happy, filled with delight and joy, saying: “The 

devas’ hosts are growing, the asuras’ hosts are declining!” And then, Lord, a glorious 

radiance shone forth from the north, and a splendor was seen greater than the sheen of the 

devas.  And Sakka said: “Gentlemen, when such signs are seen, such light is seen and such 

radiance shines forth, Brahma will appear. . .  Lord, whenever Brahma appears to the Thirty 

Three gods, he assumes a grosser form, because his natural appearance is not perceptible to 

their eyes. (DN ii 208f) 

 

Just as humans cannot see the divine beings above them (while they can see us), neither can the 

inferior gods perceive the heavens above them.  Superior beings can reveal themselves to inferior 

beings, but not in their own body.  Instead, they must appear (like Greek-Roman gods) in an 

“apparition-body” that corresponds to that lower level.    

 

All life in the universe is “reproduced.”  In the first heavens, still part of our sensuous desire world, 

birth is given by the female after intercourse with a male deva.  New life still relies on sexual desire, 

beautiful looks, sweet talk and touch, fragrance and companions, to satisfy celestial tastes.  In the 

heavens of the pure Form World, bodies are made of light and procreated by the love/communion of 

pure, spiritual energy.  There is no male-female distinction anymore but “males only” (“Brahma” of 

this realm is the equivalent of “God” in other religions; the Trinity of Christianity may be from this 

level, since the Son has a Father but no mother, while their “medium” is the Spirit).  In the highest, 

Formless World, life is generated without an intermediary by pure mental concentration; thought 
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alone suffices to produce a “transformation body” (an illustration of the congruence between the 

cosmic order and the meditation process, where the production of a “mind-made” or “thought-born” 

body is part of the cultivation process; cfr. DN i 17 and i 77). 

 

The heavens are called “receptacle-worlds,” environments that receive/accommodate the superior 

modes of existence the gods have earned for themselves and generated through the force of superior 

karma.  The many different abodes are to accommodate different karma formations.  The higher the 

heavenly sphere, the vaster its expanse in space and time, the more spiritual-ethereal, pervasive and 

universal, sublime and profound its experience, and the more immaterial or less concrete and 

diversified its properties; the closer to earth, the more solid, specific, sensational the detail.  More 

phenomenal manifestation means thus more (relative) phenomena or thusness, impermanence, 

impurity, etc., and thus a less perfect level of existence. 
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The Triple World 

                       Space       Time  

III. Formless World      Four Concentration Heavens 

                                        28 Neither Perception nor Non-Perception 80,000 

                                        27 Nothingness 60,000 

                                        26 Infinite Consciousness 40,000 

                                        25 Infinite Space                                             without measure 20,000 

 

 

II. Form World             Four Dhyana Heavens    

               4th Dhyana      24 Ultimate Form (Akanistha) 16,000 

                                        23 Excellent Manifestation 8,000 

                                        22 Excellent Vision 4,000 

                                        21 Without Heat 2,000 

                                        20 Without Distress 1,000 

                                        19 Without Thought 500 

                                        18 Vast Fruition 500 

                                        17 Blessed Love 250 

                                        16 Birth of Blessing                                1,000,000,000 worlds 125 

               3rd Dhyana      15 Flourishing Purity 64 

                14 Unlimited Purity       32 

                13 Lesser Purity                                        1,000,000 worlds 16 

   2nd Dhyana      12 Clear Light-Sound (Abhasvara)               8 

                 11 Limitless Radiance   4 

                 10 Limited Radiance                                    1,000 worlds             2 kalpas 

    1st Dhyana       9 Great Brahmas                         1   

                 8 Brahma Ministers                           1/2 

                 7 People of Brahma                                      4 continents             1/4 kalpa 

 

I. Desire World              Six Desire Heavens 

                                         6 Autonomy over Others” Creations 

                                         5 Delight in Transformation 

                                         4 Tusita (with inner sphere) 

                                         3 Yama    

                                         2 Thirty-Three 

                                         1 Four Great Kings 

Six Destinies Heaven 

Asura Realm 

Human Realm 

Animal Realm 

Preta Realm 

  Hells  
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 The Six Desire Heavens 

 

[1]  The first heaven of The Four Great Kings is the most differentiated of all celestial abodes.  It 

offers a wide variety of beings, some far away and others close to or even mingling with the earth.  It 

is also the most densely populated of all the heavens (being the easiest to be reborn in).  This heaven 

is located “at the region of sun and moon” and consists of several levels.  Together with the next 

heaven, it is described as still belonging to the earth realm, affectionately resembling this world but 

transposed on an ethereal, magnificent scale.  It is a paradise of supernal comfort and sensation, 

whose inhabitants possess faculties of vision, knowledge and feeling, power of moving and 

interacting, etc., that greatly exceed earthly powers and sensations.   

 

The inhabitants of this sphere enjoy the pleasures of the senses in surroundings and facilities that 

surpass our wildest imaginations: celestial landscapes with nature scenes of rivers, mountains, lakes, 

and gardens with resplendent flowers and jewels in brilliant shapes and colors, as well as dazzling 

cities of light, throne- and assembly-halls, glittering mansions and palaces, populated by an 

impressive array of celestials, accompanied by artists producing sublime music, dancing and singing 

fairies and enthralling beauties; this sphere represents the most exquisite pleasure satisfactions.   

 

It was considered dishonorable, however, for a Buddhist to be reborn in this heaven.  This lowest 

heaven is called the Heaven of the Four Great Kings because it is governed by four sovereigns, each 

guarding one of the four quarters (the four giant guardians at the entrance of Chinese temples).  

These Four Kings have ordered their attendants and subordinates in a complex hierarchy of power, 

titles, privileges, and duties, such as leaders and lobbyists, wise and influential councilors, protectors 

against evil, inspectors of mankind, messenger and guardian angels, office holders, patrons of 

countries, cities, and institutions, trustees and caretakers of mountains, forests, seas, and rivers.  

 

The main cause for being reborn in a lower heaven is the avoidance of what is wrong (the ten 

Buddhist commandments against killing, stealing, adultery, lying, etc.) and the practice of virtue and 

wholesome conduct in general.  This heaven is in particular the retribution destiny for those who do 

no harm to others and are therefore protected by heaven; for those who do not relish fame, profit, and 

frivolity but instead enjoy observing morality and discipline.  It is for “those in the world who do not 

seek eternity and are not able to renounce the love for their spouses, but, not interested in irregular 

sex, their minds are serene, brilliant, and shining.  After death they are reborn in the region of sun 

and moon.  This class is called the Four Heavenly Kings (Cāturmahārājika).”
82

   

 

[2]  Next is the Heaven of the Thirty-Three, so called because of its representative government.  

While most heavens have an authoritarian god-ruler, this plane is managed like a confederation by a 

collective leadership, a congress-like lively – but holy – assembly.  This heaven is divided into 

                                                
82 T 945.19.145c. The Surangama sutra has been a prominent classic of Chinese Buddhism, especially among  

practitioners, because of the wealth of information on cultivation practice and of beautiful language.  

Lu Kuan Yu, 190; Buddhist Text Translation Society, vol.VII, 198; hereafter quoted as T 945. 
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thirty-three regions, eight for each direction and a center “on top of Mount Sumeru” where the chief 

Vedic god Indra resides, well known as Sakra (P. Sakka) in Buddhism because he is a devotee of the 

Buddha, a faithful “stream-enterer” and protector of Buddhism. 
83

 

  

This heaven was originally the abode of the asuras.  Since they were sent down “to the foot of Mount 

Sumeru” where the new Asura Realm developed, this heaven has been guarded against a possible 

attack from them and from intruders like human seers and yogis with supernatural powers, by the 

Four Kings and other semi-divine beings, some of which are “winged for quick flight.”   

 

This heaven has the most frequent contact with humans of all the heavens in the history of religions.  

In Buddhism, there are many stories about Sakra visiting the Buddha and his prominent disciples, 

and about the conventions of the Thirty-Three.  There are more details known about this heaven than 

any other, such as having a metropolis called “the beautiful to behold,” equipped with splendid and 

delightful places where the devas come and go to experience pleasure sensations and perceptions.  Its 

floor, for instance, is made of a hundred colors and soft as cotton, undulating under the feet to 

facilitate walking.  In its Nandana park a famous tree grows where young devas patiently wait for a 

fruit to produce a wine that intoxicates for a four month-long period (a prototype of the drug problem 

among youngsters?)   

 

According to an early commentary, “They do not know bliss who have not seen Nandana, the abode 

of glorious male devas belonging to the host of Thirty-Three.  According to tradition, devas were 

sent to the park by Sakra when their decease was imminent, there to dissolve like snow or like a 

wind-blown lamp-flame and be reborn” (SN i 5). 

 

The magnificent scenes crowded with lovely celestials everywhere convey a message of supreme 

delight, comfort and ease, beauty and joy, pleasure and love, compared to which earthly sensations 

look coarse and vulgar, pathetic and ugly.  This was the Buddha’s message when he used his power 

of “upaya” (expedient, skillful means) to cure his half-brother from love sickness.  Their father, 

afraid that this son too would leave home instead of becoming his successor, had arranged for him a 

very beautiful wife.  After he had followed the Buddha for some time, instead of his fiancée, Nanda 

made it known to his colleagues that he would return to a worldly life.   

 

The Buddha asked him: “But why, Nanda, are you discontented with leading the holy life?” 

Nanda replied: “On departing from home, revered sir, a Sakyan girl, the loveliest in the land, 

with her hair half-combed, looked up at me and said: “May you return soon, Master.”  

Recollecting that, I am unable to endure the holy life.”  Then the Lord took Nanda by the 

arm, and just as a strong man extends or flexes his arm, so did they vanish from the place 

and appear among the devas of the Tavatimsa (Thirty-Three) Heaven.  Now on that occasion 

about five hundred pink-footed heavenly maidens had come to minister to Sakka, and the 

Buddha said to Nanda: “What do you think, who is more beautiful, more fair to behold and 

                                                
83 Sakkasamyutta, SN, chapter 11 
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more alluring, that Sakyan girl or these ladies?” Nanda said: “Compared to these pink-

footed nymphs, that Sakyan girl is not worth a fraction.” The Buddha said: “Rejoice, Nanda!  

I guarantee that you will obtain five hundred pink-footed nymphs.” 

 

After serious meditation practice, Nanda “realized even here and now through his own direct 

knowledge that unequaled goal of the holy life.” (Ud 3.2) 

 

This heaven is for those who, besides avoiding evil and doing good, are soft and gentle, endure 

humiliation, dislike contention, esteem rules and norms, support parents, family and community.  

According to the Surangama Sutra (further quoted as T945), it is for “those with slight sexual love 

for their spouses but who when dwelling in purity do not attain its full flavor.  After death they 

surpass the light of sun and moon and reside at the summit of the human realm (Sumeru). This class 

is called the heaven of the Thirty-Three (Trāyastrimsa).” 

 

The celestials of these two heavens are said to have intercourse between couples “to appease the 

physical heat and mental vexation of their desire; relaxation of sexual desire is caused by the 

emission of energy through the sense-doors.”  This contact causes an immediate energy transmission 

and an instant conception with birth by the female deva of a grown child, a “little angel” of a few 

years old. 

 

[3]  The next heaven is the abode of the Yama Devas, “those who have attained divine bliss.”  They 

are full of joy and are especially noted for their joyous singing.  This heaven is the retribution for 

those who like to reconcile others, who are benevolent and joyful without harming, affable and free 

from love and hate, and who do only good.  For “those whose sexual indulgence is only incidental, 

without after-thoughts, and who are in the human world less affected and more tranquil.  After death 

they dwell brilliantly and peacefully in empty space where the light of sun and moon does not reach.  

These people shine of themselves.  This class is called the Suyāma Heaven.” (ibid) 

  

While the former heaven of the Thirty-Three is positioned at the Sumeru level (probably the galactic 

level) and illuminated by orbiting suns and planets, the Yama heaven has no need for physical light 

sources.  There is no division of day and night, but rather it is cast in perpetual light.  This level, also 

called “Heaven of empty space,” has a quality that goes beyond the energy dimension of normal 

physics.  Bodies and surroundings are shining of themselves, with a brilliance that is said to be 

white-golden; its floor shines like multi-colored clouds.  A lifetime in this heaven lasts for 2,000 

celestial years or, one day lasting for 200 years, 15 million human years. (AK II 172) 

 

[4]  The next Tusita heaven is an important one in Buddhism because it is the residence of the 

Masters and Bodhisattvas.  It has an inner sphere where Maitreya, the next Buddha, is spending his 

last lifetime before coming to earth, together with other sages and masters who have vowed to save 

mankind and will precede, accompany, or follow him as teachers in the coming golden age.   These 

Bodhisattvas are usually practicing dhyana-meditation, and sometimes they leave the inner sanctum 

to join the public in the outer paradise of that heaven, to proclaim the “Wonderful Dharma.”  If 
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someone there reaches sufficient maturity for awakening to the Truth, he/she enters into the inner 

circle.  The mother of Siddhartha Gautama, who died seven days after giving birth to her son, is said 

to be there.   

 

Although this heaven still belongs to the Sense World, its inner sphere is so “subtle and profound” as 

to be out of reach for humans (mystics, seers, etc.) and for deities of this and other heavens.  It also 

remains unshaken by the cataclysms of a cosmic destruction period. 

 

Reborn in this heaven are those who enjoy hearing the truth and who give their minds to the 

right doctrine and the wisdom of liberation; those who like to admire others for their merit 

and are admirable for their own virtue; “those who are tranquil at all times but still react 

when contact arrives, not yet able to resist.  After death they ascend to a subtle realm, not 

connected with the human and celestial levels of the lower world.  Even the three calamities 

(fire, water, and wind) of a destruction kalpa do not reach it.  This class is called the Tusita 

Heaven.” (T 945)   

 

[5]  While pleasure and joy in the former heavens of the Desire World are not attainable at will, the 

fifth heaven is where all desires are satisfied, where thoughts and wishes are transforming forces and 

take objective shapes, where even one’s own form can be changed as one pleases.  This Heaven of 

the Gods who Delight in Creating is the retribution for charity and morality, for spontaneous and 

constant love and joy, for dynamic progress and great serenity in spiritual life.  It is for “those who 

have no desire of their own and when lying down, do it to please their partner and taste it like 

chewing wax.  After death, they are reborn in a superior realm of transformation.  This class is called 

the Heaven of Delight in Transformation (Nirmānarati).” (ibid)   

 

Once a disciple of the Buddha was visited by a host of lovely devas with such transforming power.  

They greeted him: 

 

“We are the fairies of lovely form.  In three respects we wield power and dominion: in an 

instant we can assume any color we desire, produce any sound we desire, obtain any 

happiness we desire.”  Then the venerable Anuruddha thought: “Oh that these fairies would 

become all blue” . . . and knowing his thoughts they became all blue . . .  yellow, red, white.  

Now some of the fairies sang, some danced and some clapped their hands, all bedecked, 

making heavenly music, at once sweet and charming, alluring, lovable, and bewitching.  

(AN iv 262f) 

 

[6] The summit of the sense desire world is a heaven where enjoyment of the senses and autonomy 

of sensation is complete.  One can even avail oneself of the merits and creative powers of others to 

fulfill one’s own desire, and create objects desired by others to control them, or have others create 

the objects one desires for oneself.   
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This is the heaven for those with subtle sensitivity and pure conduct, with excellent roots of 

goodness and superior affinities, with perfect discipline and with virtues and merits that 

surpass the former levels, for “those who have no worldly minds and, when interacting with 

the world, remain lucid and aloof.  After death they can surpass all the (former) levels with 

or without creation.  This class is called the Heaven of Autonomy over Others’ Creations or 

Gods who control what is created by others (Paranirmitavasavartin).  Although these six 

heavens are free from agitation, there is still intercourse” (T 945). 

 

Life on this level lasts for more than nine billion years.  (Mara, the Tempter, belongs to this heaven; 

when he dies he will be succeeded by another; stations in heaven are not personal but more like 

offices).   

 

Procreation of life in the desire heavens happens through “celestial marriage” between partners with 

male and female complexions.  But there is a gradation of love-making: in the first two heavens 

couples still embrace, while in the higher heavens sensual love is consumed consecutively by 

holding hands, a mutual smile, or by gazing into each other’s eyes; in the highest sphere, a mere 

glance is enough to attain great joy; an instant of ecstatic union is all it takes to give birth to a new 

being of light. 

 

The higher the stage in heaven, the feebler the fire of desire becomes.  In the highest of these 

heavens, sensuous desire fades to make place for a subtler, more substantial form of joy that is not 

derived from sexual appeasement, while the differences between male and female have also greatly 

disappeared.  In the first heaven the celestials observe conjugal fidelity, but in the next spheres the 

god kings may have many partners, all according to their karmic merit.  While they have intercourse 

with one, the others do not know; in addition to concealing power, jealousy still seems to have a 

place in heaven.  Some heavens have more females than males.  (The Muslim belief of heroes being 

reborn in a heaven where they enjoy the company of many virgins may be correct.  The question is, 

however, who arrives there as male and who as female; and if terrorist mass murder with suicide 

counts as heavenly virtue and merit?)  

 

Consequently, people who abstain from worldly desire and lust, who are serious about suppressing 

sexual desire and practice chastity and asceticism without further insight, may arrive in a heaven 

where they do not know any better than to enjoy the gifts of heaven, to indulge in the pleasures of 

celestial companions and make love as they have never dreamt of on earth (the motivation of most 

terrorists for suicide).  If they cultivate “heavenly vice,” however, instead of the spiritual path, they 

will go down the cosmic ladder, not only to the human realm but further down to the animal realm 

and to hell, after their good karma has been spent and nothing but the bad is left. 

 

In addition to desire for love, beings in these six heavens also desire food and sleep.  Food is said to 

be even more important than pleasure.  All life depends on nourishment; there is no life without body 

and no body without appropriate nourishment.  Food is fourfold: [1] morsel and periodic nutrition 

(meals) to maintain the organism, [2] sense-contact with things to see, hear, feel, and touch to 
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stimulate vitality, [3] nutriment for thought to activate and motivate will and intellect and to nourish 

the spirit (mental nutriment means already more than food for the intellectual elite on earth), and [4] 

concentration energy for consciousness to maintain the higher state of existence (adepts on earth can 

already do without food or sleep when in samadhi). 

 

The higher the heavenly sphere, the more subtle and potent the food.  Heavenly food is absorbed 

through the whole body.  (When Gautama intended to abstain from food during his austerities, he 

was approached by deities who told him not to do so, or else they would “infuse heavenly food into 

the pores of his skin” to keep him alive. (MN i 245)  According to their class and merits, the celestial 

essences for the deities are of various shining colors.  Their food is far from the coarse edibles we 

enjoy, which they view similarly to the way we view animal fodder.  The smell alone of mankind is 

said to disgust the deities a hundred leagues away, but they love the perfume of virtue, “the scent of 

seers long vowed to holy things.” (SN i 226))  Some deities have such delicate bodies that if they 

miss a single meal they may pass away from that heaven. 

 

Although life in heaven is extremely delightful and happy, free from the physical disadvantages on 

earth, there still exist both thinking and attachment, even suffering and worry caused by old age and 

weakness, by fear of falling behind and ceasing to be.  There are also “devas who are corrupted in 

mind. They spend an excessive amount of time regarding each other with envy, and by this their 

minds are corrupted, they become weary in body and mind and fall from that place.”   

 

Life in heaven is not even guaranteed to run its full course; just as with humans, when one’s karmic 

credit is spent too quickly without generating new positive karma, it runs out prematurely.  “There 

are certain devas called “corrupted by pleasure.” They spend an excessive amount of time addicted to 

merriment, play, and enjoyment, so that their mindfulness is dissipated, and by the dissipation of 

mental concentration those beings fall from that state,” the Buddha said. (DN i 20, 19)  These 

celestials are said to live without concern for spiritual progress and to give in to all heavenly 

temptations.  When the life power of happy heavenly karma expires, the gods show signs of decay.  

Their radiance diminishes, they hardly leave their thrones, and they sweat and smell from anxiety.  

At this time their companions stay away and, as happens on earth, the old and sick are abandoned 

and even expelled from the joyous society to die alone in misery. 

 

These six heavens belong to the Sense World of Desire that contains the whole range of sense-

experience, from the most grueling pains in hell to the exalted pleasures in heaven.  It is only when 

the bondage of sense desire is broken, when the mind turns inward and becomes unified in dhyana-

concentration that a transmutation takes place, an existential quantum leap out of this pain-and-

pleasure world into the next.   
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The Form World 

 

A certain person who, aloof from sense desires, aloof from unwholesome conditions, enters 

the first dhyana and experiences its delight, longs for it and enjoys its bliss, and having 

attained it abides in it, remains established in it, given to it, in general spending his time in it 

and not falling away from it, is upon death reborn among the Brahma Gods.  A kalpa is the 

life span of these gods . . .    

A person who enters the second dhyana, that calming of the inner self, that one-pointedness 

of mind without thought, and having attained it abides in it . . .  is reborn among the Gods of 

Radiance.  The life span of those gods is two kalpas . . .    

A person who attains the third dhyana, experiencing that ease of which the Noble Ones 

declare: “He who is detached and alert dwells in ease” and abides in it . . .  is reborn among 

the Gods of Glory. . .  for four kalpas.   

A person who attains the fourth dhyana, a state of neither ease nor discomfort, of equanimity 

and utter purity, and abides in it . . .  is reborn among the Vehapphala Gods . . .   for five 

hundred kalpas.   

A person who enters the first dhyana . . .  the second . . .  the third . . .  the fourth . . .  and no 

matter what conditions arise in terms of form/matter, feeling, perception, processing force 

and consciousness (the five skandhas), perceives them as impermanent, suffering, empty and 

not self, is reborn among the Gods of the Pure Abodes.  This rebirth is not partaken of by 

ordinary persons.   

A person who lives irradiating the world with a heart full of love, in all directions and in all 

places, under all circumstances and conditions, pervading the whole world with loving 

kindness that is widespread, grown great and boundless, free from anger and untroubled, he 

experiences its pleasure, longs for it and enjoys its bliss.  Established in it . . .  he is reborn 

among the Brahma Gods . . .   A person who lives pervading the whole world with a heart full 

of compassion . . .  of sympathetic joy . . .  of equanimity . . .   is reborn among the Gods of 

Radiance . . .  of Glory . . .  the Vehapphala Gods. (AN ii 126f) 

 

The condition to connect with God’s heaven, to enter the realm of Brahmas in the Pure Form World, 

is to leave behind the Desire World – its senses, desires, and discriminative thinking – and enter 

dhyana concentration.  There is no rebirth in Brahma’s heaven after death, or “union with God” in 

this life, as long as there is no separation from the sense world and its distractions.  True religion and 

spirituality start here.   

 

The Buddha was once asked about the many religious sects, all claiming to teach “the only straight 

path, the direct path, the path of salvation that leads to union with Brahma.  There are so many kinds 

of Brahmin priests who teach different paths . . .  do all these ways lead to union with Brahma?”  In 

other words, among all religions that claim different ways of salvation, what exactly leads to the 

union with God that they all seek?  The Buddha asked in return: 
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But is there then a single one of these learned Brahmins who has seen Brahma face to face? 

Or has the teacher’s teacher of any of them . . .  or the ancestor seven generations back of the 

teacher of one of them seen Brahma face to face? . . .   Not one of these . . .  nor could any of 

the early sages say to know and see when, how, and where Brahma appears.  So, what they 

are saying is in fact: “We teach this path to union with Brahma that we do not know or see, 

this is the only straight path.”  This cannot possibly be right . . .   Just as a file of blind men 

go on, clinging to each other . . .  Just as if somebody who wants to cross a river were to call 

out: “Come here, other bank, come here!,” would the other bank come over to this side on 

account of that person’s calling, begging, requesting or wheedling? . . .   as if somebody 

should wish to cross over to the other bank, but was bound on this side by a strong chain . . .  

in just the same way, these five strands of sense-desire are called bonds and fetters . . . 

That someone who is enslaved, infatuated by sense-desire, should attain after death to union 

with Brahma — that is just not possible . . .   That a disciple practices morality, attains the 

first dhyana . . .  then, with his heart filled with love, dwells suffusing one quarter, the second, 

the third, the fourth, the whole world, upwards, downwards, across, everywhere, always with 

a heart filled with love . . .  abundant, unbounded, without hate or ill-will . . .  so by this 

meditation, by this liberation of the heart through loving-kindness . . .  compassion . . .  

sympathetic joy . . .  equanimity . . .  he leaves nothing untouched, nothing unaffected in the 

sensuous sphere.  This is the way to union with Brahma . . .  That a monk, not encumbered 

with wives and wealth, without ill-will, pure, disciplined, after death should attain to union 

with Brahma — that is possible. (DN i 235f)   

 

“This is the way to union with God,” the Buddha said, “to practice morality and attain the first 

dhyana.”  First comes morality, discipline and virtue, then the practice of mindfulness and 

meditation, with such constant and prolonged intensity as to gain entry to the first dhyana-stage of 

samadhi concentration, of undistracted and unmoving, clear and bright focus.  This attainment of 

tangible and lasting mental clarity is the gateway to heaven, the way of all mystics and saints who 

realized union with God.  Without exit from the sense-desire world, there is no entrance into the 

world beyond.  Mere believing, praying and wishing, “calling and begging” is not enough. 

 

The first dhyana is defined as “joy and rapture born from separation.”  It is the state of mind when 

mental concentration has reached unmoving, single-minded “absorption” without distracting 

thoughts.  This mind quality is called samadhi.  When preparing for samadhi, both the mind and the 

body undergo a radical transformation; the energy channels open up and all cells of the body are 

flooded with the warmth of pure energy, called kundalini in yoga, and “fire of love” by Christian 

mystics, to name a few.  It is from the sixth heaven, on the threshold of the dhyana heavens, that 

mankind received the esoteric revelations of kundalini yoga (a spiritual tradition that is based on the 

production of a new vital energy in the body, to provide the human organism with the kind of bliss it 

needs to enter dhyana-concentration). 

 

This breakthrough is preceded by an unmistakable mind-body experience of “light and ease” that 

leads to the spiritual joy and physical rapture of the first dhyana. (Chapter 6)  This mental-physical 
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felicity cannot come about without detachment, parting with, emptying out, and transforming 

sensuous desire.  As long as the physical, sexual energy is aroused and “leaks,” there can be no 

transformation of vital energy into the pure energy of spiritual realization.  There can be no union 

with God and his spiritual world as long as a person remains tied up in the sense world.  

 

On one of his visits to earth, Sakra prepared the way by sending a celestial musician, a gandharva, to 

draw the attention of the Buddha who was then enjoying the bliss of dhyana, with a love song (sic).  

Sakra then approached and asked: “By what fetters are beings – gods, humans, asuras – bound that 

they live in hate, harming one another, hostile and malign, though they wish to live without hate and 

in peace?”  The Buddha replied: “Ruler of the Devas, it is the bonds of jealousy and avarice . . .  

which arise from like and dislike . . .  which arise from desire . . .   Desire arises from thinking. When 

the mind thinks about something, desire arises . . .  Thinking arises from the tendency to 

proliferation.  When this tendency is present, thinking arises; when it is absent, thinking does not 

arise” (DN ii 276f).  

 

Another prerequisite for dhyana-concentration or “oneness of mind” is the cessation of thinking, the 

spontaneous (not forced) absence of thoughts.  “Proliferation” means distraction or dissipation, 

“flowing out” into the differentiation and multiplicity of the empirical world.  “Through the complete 

fading away and cessation of the six-fold sense-impressions (thought included), there comes about 

the cessation and coming-to-rest of the world of diffuseness . . .  Mankind delights in the diffuseness 

of the world, the Perfect Ones are free from such diffuseness.”  “Freedom from Samsara diffuseness” 

is another name for Nirvana. 
84

   

 

The heavens in the Desire World were not free of thinking and desire; although there was a gradual 

overcoming of body and sense involvement, the mind still continued to flow out into worldly, 

phenomenal diffuseness.  In the next eighteen heavens, sense, thought, and desire are transcended, 

but purity is only gradually established and completed.  This is a much greater and superior world 

than the former heavens, progressively ascending and expanding into ever higher, clearer, brighter, 

more powerful, and longer lasting heavenly realms.  But there is still samsaric diffuseness, “form that 

matters” and karmic formation in the Form World.  The first three heavens are called “Brahma,” 

meaning “God” and “purity,” besides “first dhyana” heavens. 

 

Appearances are youthful in these heavens.  Bodies of light are white-silver and dressed in golden 

apparel.  They are transformational or apparitional, born by immediate apparition or metamorphosis 

into instant maturity.  Not only is there freedom from sensuality, but also independence from 

nutrients and sleep.  To recover energy, all one has to do is to enter into dhyana-concentration and 

“feed on its delight” to be full of new energy.  The three basic needs of the desire world—food, sex, 

and rest—are absent. 

 

 

                                                
84 Nyanatiloka, Buddhist Dictionary (Colombo, Ceylon: Frewin, 1972), 123 
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The First-Dhyana Heavens [heavens 7-9] 

 

All people who devote themselves to spiritual development without practicing dhyana are 

lacking in wisdom.  If they are only able to control the body and abstain from sexual desire, 

not even thinking of it, love-contamination does not arise and they do not stay in the world of 

desire.  Such persons will, in response to their mindfulness, take on the bodies of Brahma 

Companions.  This heaven is called the People of Brahma. (T 945) 

 

After a life of spiritual cultivation, body and mind attain a purity that is no longer affected by 

worldly sense-desire, so that there is no cause, no existential basis for being reborn in the realms 

below. When life ends, instant transmutation takes place among the People of God. 

 

Those who have eliminated desire habits and manifest a mind free from lust, who are lovingly 

and gladly in accordance with all rules and discipline, able to practice the brahma virtues all 

the time, will be reborn in the heaven of the Brahma Ministers. (T 945) 

 

The brahma virtues are loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity.  They are 

called “the four immeasurables” or “divine abidings” (brahma-vihāras) because when practiced in 

meditation, they expand consciousness immeasurably and unite in mind with the loving god Brahma.  

Entry in the first dhyana heaven is still a matter of mental control, discipline, and virtue, while for 

the second level, discipline has become perfect and natural, grown into the “ease and joy of 

concentration,” complying without effort and spontaneously with all norms, observances, rules, and 

precepts.  At this stage, body and mind are purified to a degree that they are a paragon of excellence 

for the rest of the community.  When people are free from desire and display charismatic power and 

spontaneity, they naturally become Ministers of God. 

 

When body and mind are wonderfully perfect, impressive and dignified without flaw, clear 

understanding joins purity and discipline; this person is qualified to reign over the Brahma 

multitude as a Brahma King in the heaven of the Great Brahmas.  These three superior levels 

cannot be harassed by any suffering or worry.  Although there is no correct practice of true 

samadhi, the outflows remain inactive in a clear and pure mind.  This is the first dhyana 

heaven. (T 945) 

 

After the mind has been recollected, the second level displays pure virtue.  In the third, body and 

mind become harmonized and radiate charisma, power and glory, commanding respect and 

admiration, inspiring love and adoration.  Pure virtue has reached the stage of excellence and 

mastery, intelligence and benevolence, much like a superior gentleman in our world who inspires and 

receives respect, trust, and authority.  This is the realm of heavenly Kings who rule over a Kingdom 

of God (the level of the Lords of religion). 

 

The People live for a quarter, the Priests for a half, and the Great Brahmas or God-Kings for a whole 

cosmic period.  The bodies of the latter are said to be a few miles high (the reason why churches 
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were built as high as possible, to accommodate their presence?)  The inhabitants of this third realm 

are not like humans who have their own opinions; they are different in body but uniform in mind, of 

one will (“Thy will be done on earth as in Heaven”).  As Dante observed:  

 

The essence of this blessed life consists in keeping to the boundaries of God’s will,  

through which our wills become one single will;  

so that, as we are ranged from step to step throughout this kingdom,  

all this kingdom wills that which will please the King whose will is rule.
85

 

 

This third level, the ninth of all heavens, is sometimes omitted in Buddhist context because “it never 

happens that an Aryan (Noble One) is reborn among the Mahabrahmas, because this heaven is a 

place of heresy, where Great Brahma is considered as Creator.  Because there can only be one 

sovereign, an Aryan would there be superior to Great Brahma” (AK vi 38). 

 

The first dhyana devas share the notion of divine creation and belief in one personal God reigning 

supreme.  They also believe that their state is eternal, not subject to change, and that this God is the 

ultimate other, with a separate self-substance that is real, universal, and responsible for the creation 

of all things.  This is how the Buddha regarded a “creator god:”  

 

“This is permanent, this is stable, this is eternal, this is entire, this is not liable to passing 

away, this is not born, nor does it age or die or pass away or uprise, and there is not another 

further escape from this,” said a Great Brahma once to the Buddha, who replied: “Steeped 

in ignorance is this Brahma . . .”  The Brahma-god replied . . .  “You will never see another 

further refuge however much you may go in for toil and trouble.  But if you would ascertain 

extension, you will become near to me, reposing on my substance, to be done to as I will, 

dwarfed.” 

“But I too, Brahma, know this . . .   Moreover I both comprehend your bourn and your 

splendor: Brahma is of such great psychic power, of such great majesty, of such great fame… 

as far as this thousand world system . . .   But there are, Brahma, three other classes which 

you do not know and see but which I know and see.  There is the class called Radiant Ones 

from which you have passed away, arising here; but because of your very long abiding here, 

the recollection of it is confused . . .   There is the class called Lustrous Ones . . .  the class 

called Vehapphala . . .   I, knowing the all to be all, to that extent knowing that which is not 

reached by the all-ness of the all, do not think: “It is all, in all, as all, all is mine.” 

(MN i 326f) 

 

The first-dhyana realm is said to perish in the first destruction period of fire, “because the mind is 

still distracted.”  Detachment and separation from the sense-world, joy and rapture, initial 

concentration (still influenced by reflection and conception such as dogmatic beliefs), are the 

                                                
85 Dante, Paradiso III 79-84, trans. A.Mandelbaum 
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characteristics of the first-dhyana heaven.  The three first-dhyana levels occupy the second of the 

nine realms in the Triple Universe (the whole Desire World being the first).  

 

The Second-Dhyana Heavens [10-12] 

 

The next Brahma-heaven assembles the pure beings who have consummated the pure living 

and who, abiding with serene and unmoving mind in profound stillness, emit light.  This class 

is called the heaven of Limited Radiance (Parittābha).  When light illumines light, glory 

becomes boundless and illuminates the world in the ten directions, changing everything into 

crystal.  This class is called the heaven of Unlimited Radiance (Apramānābha).  When light is 

perfectly assimilated and maintained, the substance of the instruction is realized and purity is 

propagated with inexhaustible function and resonance.  This class is called the Heaven of 

Light-Sound.  These three superior levels cannot be harassed by any grief or anxiety.  

Although true samadhi is not correctly practiced, the coarser outflows are already subdued 

in the clear and pure mind.  This is the second dhyana. (T 945) 

 

The third level is also called Radiant Gods or Abhāsvara, the heaven where beings abide during an 

interim cosmic period.  While the first dhyana still depends on deliberation, exercise, and discipline, 

it becomes natural and self-established in the second.  When concentration reaches this stage of 

unwavering focus and deep silence, the mind starts shining of itself.  The three levels of this second-

dhyana heaven are therefore named after the nature of light/radiance generated. 

 

Sustained pure (brahma) conduct leads to further ascension and expansion, if the mind remains 

unstirred, settled and clear.  The mind then functions autonomously and becomes luminous (initial 

light stage).  When concentration power manifests light, a profound, wonderful, dazzling brilliance 

develops and extends with a ripple effect, igniting horizon after horizon, until it illuminates and turns 

all surroundings into “clear crystal.”   

 

When concentration power transforms into even more light, light-source and radiance kindle each 

other, like light-waves rolling on until the whole realm shines forth with glorious light and splendor, 

with unlimited brilliance.  When purity becomes perfect, its transforming power knows no obstacles 

and no boundaries (boundless stage) and illuminates the “ten” (all) directions.   

 

In the third stage, when the wonderful working of light reaches its full extent and replaces sound, 

communication is transmitted by light.  The Word, “instruction” of the message (the theme of the 

power of purity) happens visually.  This does not mean that there is no language spoken above the 

second dhyana level.  The Lotus Sutra mentions universal light and sound reaching all the way up to 

the top of the Form World (Akanistha heaven).  Sound, voice, and music can be heard everywhere in 

heaven.  Hearing and seeing are the two senses that remain after leaving the sense world. 

 

The second dhyana covers a thousand-world system.  Unlike the first dhyana-heavens where the 

glory of Brahma surpassed his community and ministers in terms of appearance, size, speech, and 
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apparel, etc., these gods have uniform bodies.  They do not differ in figure, color, and shape, 

although they emit light in various degrees.  In the Abhasvara heaven, the gods flash their light in all 

directions “like lightning” and communicate by light (S. ābhāsvara means shining, bright).  Also 

unlike the former deities who think the same, the Abhasvara gods have diverse intelligences, 

depending on their concentration range and different perceptions of bliss.   

 

Higher concentration generates superior delight.  The gods in this realm enjoy the ecstatic bliss that 

is typical of the second dhyana and that provides them with superior life-energy.  Life in these 

heavens lasts for respectively two, four, and eight cosmic periods.  While in the first dhyana-heavens 

there was still concern and worry (such as “will it last?”), in the second dhyana heaven nothing 

external or internal hinders or obscures bliss.  This stage does not yet guarantee that there will be no 

rebirth in a lower condition.  In the second dhyana, the outflows that cause existence (desire for 

existence, wrong views, and ignorance) are mastered and subdued, but not yet rid of their causal 

basis.  Only further concentration power and correct insight, leading to the correct samadhi of no-self 

and emptiness, can eradicate the roots of diffuseness, the bonds of life-and-death, and prevent one 

from being reborn in the sense world.  This is the specific cultivation work of the second dhyana.   

 

The first dhyana realm is free from the “sorrows of desire” only because worries and fears of falling 

back are suspended through mindfulness and contemplation.  The second dhyana has left all the 

“worries of desire” behind, so that all consideration and thinking subsides.  “Without conception and 

discursive thought” this dhyana is marked by “rapture and joy born of concentration” (instead of 

separation).  It is still subject to the outflows (desire for eternal life) and does not realize the true 

samadhi yet, knowing the absolute Substance that is not born and does not die.   

 

Cultivation in heaven consists of further “purifying the mind” (the teaching of all Buddhas) through 

expanding “the four divine Brahma abodes” into boundless states of loving-kindness, compassion, 

altruistic joy, and equanimity.  Deep, unmoving concentration generates endless light and delight.  

This is a jubilant heaven.  When joy overflows, the gods utter “the best of all sounds: Joy, oh joy!”  

When they tire of this delight (which still disturbs the mind) they pass on to “the concentration of 

neither pleasure nor displeasure,” the third dhyana.  The second dhyana level perishes at every eighth 

destruction period by water (after seven fire cataclysms), due to the “flow and ebb” of delight. 

 

The Third-Dhyana Heavens [13-15] 

 

These gods, turning perfect light into sound, disclosing its voice and revealing its wonder, 

develop the practice of spiritual essence that leads to the bliss of calm extinction.  This class 

is called the Heaven of Lesser Purity/Virtue (Parittasubha).  When the emptiness of purity 

manifests itself, expanding without limits, body and mind are light and at ease, realizing the 

bliss of calm extinction.  This class is called the Heaven of Unlimited Purity/Virtue 

(Apramānasubha).  When the whole— world, body, and mind— become utterly pure, the 

virtue/power of purity is accomplished and a superior abiding takes place, returning to the 

bliss of calm extinction.  This class is called the heaven of Universal Purity or Flourishing 
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Virtue (Subhakrstna).  These three superior levels are of great compliance, with body and 

mind retreating in silence and enjoying boundless bliss.  Although the true samadhi is not yet 

attained, in a state of peaceful serenity, happiness is complete.  This is the third dhyana.  

(T 945) 

 

These three heavens are also named in terms of beauty because these gods “radiate with glory” and 

in terms of the “Minor, Boundless, and Universal Radiance” of their auras.  Life lasts for 16, 32, and 

64 kalpas respectively. The third dhyana realm perishes every sixty-fourth destruction period when 

the last wind calamity extinguishes a whole universe, for “coming and going” is not yet abandoned 

in these heavens. 

 

The inhabitants of the third dhyana heavens have no separate senses and exercise all the faculties of 

the six consciousnesses at once.  Their physical presence does not resemble any ethereal body.  Since 

their experience is one of total ease, complete happiness and oneness, “they return to the bliss of 

stillness and extinction.”  At this stage, purity reaches perfection; rapture and ecstasy (still a 

hindrance for deeper concentration) subside and make place for perfectly calm and pure bliss.  When 

purity is complete, it reveals emptiness and stretches without limits. 

 

The karmic merit of this concentration is such that body and mind are experienced like empty space, 

functioning with complete “lightness and ease,” without any obstacle, limit, or fixed position.  This 

concentration therefore suffuses “the whole world.”  When perfect purity is reached, all becomes 

empty.  Ultimate purity and emptiness generates inexhaustible energy.  One becomes aware of a 

realm of extraordinary excellence and settles in an abode of pure and perfect happiness.   

 

With the fading away of rapture and ecstasy, clarity becomes all-pervasive and the whole world 

becomes illuminated.  While in the former stage purity determines the quality of light, here it 

discloses the quality of sound as the basis of creation (“In the beginning was the Word” John 1:1).  It 

is only at this stage, after the consummation of light and the revelation of Sound, that duality (of light 

and dark, moving and stillness, self and other, etc.) is overcome to reveal the empty substance of all 

existence.  There is “great compliance,” accordance and union with the Mind of the universe.  These 

gods attain purity, radiance, and power of universal dimensions, beyond personal differences.  Body 

and mind are uniform in these heavens, and perfectly tranquil. 

 

The Fourth-Dhyana Heavens [16-24] 

 

The fourth Pure Form Heaven consists of nine realms, none of which are subject to cosmic 

destruction.  The degree of concentration is completely calm and pure, free from the outflows (or 

“corruptions.”)  Therefore no external cataclysms affect it; it is incorruptible. (AK iii 101)  This does 

not mean that this heaven is everlasting; its “receptacle-abode” is produced and destroyed with the 

beings that dwell there.  Life in these heavens lasts for 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 8,000, and 16,000 cosmic 

periods. 
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There exist different classifications of the levels of the fourth dhyana but all list the five highest as 

the Pure Abodes (Suddhāvāsa).  This is the famous realm of the Non Returners, those who have 

practiced cultivation to the degree that they are not subject to rebirth anymore and will attain Nirvana 

without returning to a lower existence, because they have completely cut off the outflows that cause 

rebirth.  Here only Arhats, those who have completed the path of liberation, are reborn. (Chapter 6) 

 

The fourth dhyana delivers the super powers, higher faculties and knowledges (magical powers, 

divine ear, penetration of the minds of others, remembrance of former existences, divine eye), 

opening the way to the final extinction of the outflows (Chapter 2).  It is in the fourth dhyana that all 

Tathagathas attain enlightenment.  For those who are ignorant of the path of liberation, these heavens 

offer “a state of neither ease nor discomfort but pure equanimity.”   

 

This level of gods is not limited in body and mind; their cause for suffering has ended but their bliss 

is not permanent and is bound to decline after a long time.  As the dual mental state of suffering and 

bliss, together with the characteristics of duality are wiped out, the nature of pure blessing is born.  

This class is called the Heaven of the Birth of Blessing (Punyaprasava).  When their mental state of 

rejection (of bliss and suffering) is perfectly harmonized, they reach a superior understanding of 

purity and enjoy unimpeded blessings, attaining a wonderful conformity that extends to the future.  

This class is called the Cloudless Heaven of Blessed Love (Anabhraka). 

 

From this heaven there are two ways to go.  If in the former state of mind boundless pure 

light is cultivated, blessing and virtue/power are realized in perfect clarity, to stay.  This 

class is called the Heaven of Vast Fruition (Vrhatphala).  If the mental state of dislike of both 

suffering and bliss continues into a deep concentration of renunciation, without interruption, 

it will end up in renunciation of the path too, extinguish both body and mind, and congeal 

mental activity to “dead ashes.”  For five hundred kalpas such person, based on the cause of 

generation-extinction, will not be able to discover the nature of “neither birth nor death,” be 

extinguished for the first half and generated for the latter half of this period.  This class is 

called the Heaven of No-Thought. 

These four superior levels cannot be affected by the suffering and bliss experiences from any 

of the worlds.  Although this is not yet the unconditioned, immutable ground, as there is still 

the notion of attainment, skill and application are now perfect.  This is called the fourth 

dhyana. 

Then follow the Five Heavens of No Return.  When the nine types of habit-energies 
86

 
 
from 

the lower worlds are eradicated, both suffering and bliss are gone and there is no need of a 

residence below anymore . . .   This is the Heaven Without Distress . . .  the Heaven Without 

Heat . . .  the Heaven of Excellent Vision . . .  the Heaven of Excellent Manifestation  . . .  the 

Heaven of Ultimate Form (Akanistha).  These Heavens of No Return are unknown and 

unseen by those below, not by the Four Dhyana gods nor by the Four Heavenly Kings, who 

have only respectfully heard about their existence — much like on earth where the holy sites 

                                                
86  see Chapter 6, the Ten Bonds 
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of arhats in deserts and deep mountains cannot be seen by ordinary worldlings.  In these 

eighteen heavens [life] proceeds independently, without intercourse, but the bonds of 

physical manifestation are not finished yet; therefore, they all belong to the Form World.  

(T 945) 

 

The higher heavens are beyond human description and comprehension.  To understand these realms 

one has at least to have mastered the first dhyana (complete stopping/samatha of thoughts is 

necessary before there can be real discernment and contemplation/vipassana).  The “knowledge and 

vision of the higher heavens and gods” was even for Gautama not a simple task.  

 

The Formless World [25-28] 

   

In the former heavens, existence was still based on some pure form.  When concentration reaches the 

absorption of formlessness and the last, most subtle forms of “self” are also overcome, one can enter 

the spheres of formless infinity. 

By utterly transcending consciousness of form . . .  and experiencing space as infinite, one 

reaches up to and abides in the realm of infinite space . . .   Established therein . . .  when this 

person dies he is reborn in the company of the Gods who have reached the sphere of infinite 

space . . .   A person who utterly transcends the sphere of infinite space and experiences 

consciousness as infinite . . .  is reborn in the company of the Gods experiencing the sphere of 

infinite consciousness . . .   Who utterly transcends the sphere of infinite consciousness, with 

the idea of “nothing at all exists”. . . is reborn in the company of the Gods experiencing the 

sphere of nothingness . . .   Therein the ordinary man stays and spends his lifetime according 

to the life span of those Gods, then he goes to hell or to the womb of an animal or to the 

realm of ghosts. (AN i 267) 

  

The Buddha lived among these gods in previous lives, but the early texts do not elaborate.  They only 

mention the attainment of these concentration states and the possibility of rebirth among the 

corresponding realms of the Immaterial World.  Since there is not any form, “there is nothing 

conceivable, not even with the divine eye, in the formless world.”  These gods, having no form or 

appearance are discernible only by the omniscience of a Buddha.  The last heaven of the Form World 

below was called Akanistha, “summit of existence” or “unsurpassed heaven” because there is no 

form of existence above it. 
87

  Life in these spheres lasts for respectively 20,000, 40,000, 60,000, and 

80,000 kalpas.   

 

According to Chan Master Sheng Yen: “Beings in this realm are pure spirits; therefore they have no 

sense faculties . . . The bliss of the formless realm is not sensation per se but an approximation of 

liberation . . . because beings in this realm have still a sense of self. Therefore they are not really 

fully liberated from the cycle of life and death and rebirth. Nevertheless, the individual has been 

liberated from the limitations of body and mind. So corresponding to the realm, bliss ranges from the 

                                                
87 Encyclopedia of Buddhism (Ceylon: Govt. of Sri Lanka, 1977), Vol.3, 427 
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coarsest level of the desire realm, to the higher and subtler bliss of samadhi, and to the highest and 

subtlest of all, the bliss of the formless realm.”
88 

  The Surangama sutra explains: 

 

From this summit of existence , the extremity of form/matter, there are again two roads: if 

renunciation creates wisdom, the light of wisdom reaches fullness and penetrates beyond the 

world of perception, realizing the arhat state and entering the bodhisattva course.  These are 

the converted Great Arhats.  If after attaining renunciation of the body as a hindrance, body-

elimination is realized, one enters the void.  This is the sphere of (infinite) space.  With all 

obstacles dissolved, there is neither obstacle nor extinction, only subtle consciousness 

remains.  This is the sphere of (infinite) consciousness.  When both the nothingness of form 

and consciousness are annihilated, the ten directions become still and vast so that there is 

nowhere to proceed.  This is the sphere of nothingness.  When the nature of consciousness 

becomes immutable and annihilation reaches its limit, in infinity the nature of finity is 

revealed, which is like both being and non-being, ending and unending.  This is the sphere of 

neither perception nor non-perception. 

The gods on these levels delve into the limits of nothingness without realizing the absolute 

truth of emptiness.  They come from the heavens of no return after having exhausted the 

noble path.  These are called the unconverted dull arhats.  If, coming from the heaven of No-

Thought or another heterodox heaven, they delve into emptiness without returning (to 

Reality, without realizing Nirvana), they stray in the outflows without learning (Dharma) and 

they eventually enter cyclical existence again.  The gods in these heavens are thus ordinary 

persons (not enlightened), compensating the fruits of karma and re-entering Samsara when 

retribution has ended.   

The Lords of these heavens, however, are Bodhisattvas, coursing in samadhi and progressing 

on the road of practice towards Buddhahood.  In these four empty heavens body and mind 

are finally extinguished and the nature of concentration is manifested in the absence of any 

form-result from karma. Here ends the Formless World. (T 945)  

 

* * * 

 

This heavenly cosmology is an essential part of Buddhism and of spirituality in general.  It is 

unknown in Western religions because they lack the visionary power of a Buddha (who claimed to 

have attained enlightenment only after having seen the highest level of heaven) and other enlightened 

masters.  A frequent question is therefore whether all these realms of heaven and hell exist 

objectively, as real places in space-time-form/matter, or merely subjectively, experienced in the mind 

of the individual only.  The Buddha’s answer was, according to the Surangama sutra: 

  

All living beings are the fundamentally pure and absolute Reality, but because of their false 

thinking they have developed wrong habits, hence the inner and outer phenomena.  Inwardly, 

the desire for everything causes wishful affection so that passions develop.  These passions 

                                                
88 Chan Master Sheng Yen, Things Pertaining to Bodhi (Boston: Shambhala Publications, 2010), 16-17  
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accumulate endlessly and produce the fluids of craving, such as watering mouth, tears in the 

eyes, sexual secretion, sleek body (endocrinal secretion, etc.).  All liquids are characterized 

by the nature of water that flows down and not upward.  All these lubricants of lust become a 

stream that cannot be stopped, and with death they sink down into degeneration instead of 

rising in sublimation. 

As a result of longing for better things and circumstances, wishful thinking arises and, 

accumulated, produces upward energy.  For instance, when the mind is strictly bent on the 

observance of moral rules and religious precepts, on purity and tranquility, the whole body 

and environment become light and clear.  Although spiritual thoughts and practices differ, 

they all are characterized by lifting up instead of sinking down.  To think incessantly of 

ascending and not descending leads naturally to the experience of an outer reality that 

surpasses the present state. 

In all worlds, life and death succeed each other.  Life yields to the stream of nature; birth 

follows the way that the former habits have taken, and death follows the flow of change 

towards extinction.  When life comes to an end and the body has not yet lost its warmth 

energy, all good and evil actions of a lifetime appear together in the mind.  The negative 

energy of death and the yielding energy of life contend with each other.  When a lifetime has 

been devoted to mindfulness and ideals, consciousness will ascend and must be reborn in a 

higher plane of existence.  When the mind was more thoughtful than lustful, but not light 

enough to ascend to higher spheres, one is reborn in the realm of spirits (asuras).  If 

mindfulness and affection are in equal proportion, one will neither rise nor sink, but be 

reborn in the human realm.  Mindfulness results in intelligent people, while stupidity comes 

from the dumbness of passions. 

If former lusts exceeded thoughtfulness, one is reborn among the animals, among beasts for 

heavy infatuation and among fowl for mild sentiment.  With lust and thoughtfulness in the 

proportion of seven to three, one will sink into the water level and be reborn close to the fire 

region, to endure fierce heat, or with the body of a hungry ghost scorched by heat and 

drowned in water, suffering from hunger and thirst for many ages.  With passions and 

thoughtfulness in the proportion of nine to one, one will sink into the fire level and be reborn 

where wind and fire meet, to dwell in an intermittent hell if passions were mild, and in an 

unremitting one if they were strong.  For thoughtfulness totally overtaken by violent passion 

there is the deepest, hottest, and longest of all hells.  Although these are creations of bad 

karma, self-inflicted and self-experienced, they are common retributions of karmic energy, 

shared in common environments with all those who suffer from the same causes in a 

collective realm of experience.  Thus all living beings are created differently by their different 

karma.  Through their own false thinking they enter into the corresponding realms of the 

world, which are originally and basically empty, indeed. (T 945) 
89

 

                                                
89

  Abridged from The Surangama Sutra, Lu Kuan Yu, 175-198, BTTS, Vol VII, 82 ff.  More information 

about the six destinies and the heavens, besides the already quoted Surangama sutra and the Abhidharmakosa-

bhasya, T1558: Avatamsaka sutra, T278 (trans. T.Cleary, The Flower Ornament Scripture), the 

Sukhavatavyuha sutra, T360, Madhyamagama sutra, T26, Mahaprajnaparamita sutra, T220, T723, T725, 

T726, and the Yogacarabhumi sastra, T1579, T1542, T1545, T1851. 
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Appendix 1:  Near Death Experience 

 

Because of modern medical technology, there are more and more people who clinically die and are 

resuscitated.  After “coming back” some of them disclose what happened in the interim.  They seem 

to have experienced some other part of the universe, beyond our ordinary, bodily perception.  

Although they are often met with skepticism and disbelief, the testimonies of millions of people 

assure us that by leaving the body and having their senses and brain-limitations lifted, they 

experienced an expansion of the mind-faculties to see, hear, move, feel, and understand much more 

than was ever possible within the body.  They involuntarily wandered through various unknown and 

unimaginable realms and were “shown a glimpse of the things of heaven,” “privileged to view only a 

tiny vestibule of heaven,” but impressive enough to change their lives ever after.  Near death 

experiences other than heaven are very rare, apparently because only good karma entitles one to go 

to heaven and come back.   

 

These experiences all share a marked departing from the body/brain and subsequent “traveling an 

immense distance at enormous speed” (creating the dark tunnel effect) to arrive in another, ineffable 

world.  None of these experiences are identical, however; the accidental visitors of heaven all seem 

to go to different places where they perceive different scenes and dimensions and meet with different 

beings of light.  Near-death experiences vary widely, from paradise-like natural beauty to pure light 

and bliss. 

   

The common Western worldview, based on the notion of a single heaven, cannot account for this, 

but the variety of afterlife experiences is consistent with the multitude of beings and planes of 

Buddhist cosmology.  Buddhism also describes an “intermediate state” (bardo state, next chapter) 

between lives, after death but before arising in a new destiny. “Intermediate beings” are capable of 

traveling with the speed of thought, to visit various places and forms of existence, before taking up 

definite rebirth.  The near-death experiences show striking similarities with these descriptions too.  

But the main significance should be sought in the working of karma.  Near-dead persons, who have 

their normal limits of sense- and brain-perception lifted, involuntarily perceive other and different 

worldly realms as they are propelled by the force of their karma.  They witness the level of heavenly 

experience that corresponds with their karmic disposition (fourth skandha).  They usually remain in 

the lower heavens and perceive much splendid detail.  Some see a higher heaven where they may 

encounter beings of light in an environment of pure light, bliss, and peace (not the transcendental 

light of enlightenment, as some authors suggest).  The requisite state of “near-death” experience is 

clinical death, separation from the body and the brain; (therefore, discussion of chemical brain 

reactions by other authors should also not apply). 

 

Here follow some accounts of these perceptions, which are usually told in a modest and factual way, 

without philosophizing or theologizing.  Some descriptions are exuberant in phenomenal detail, 

others silenced in awe. (One should remember that more detail and phenomenon means a lower level 

in heaven).  Moreover, these are experiences by people who were not really but nearly dead.  The 

actual process of dying and being reborn in a new destination takes up a few days or even weeks 
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after clinical death (next chapter).  The following quotations are not meant to endorse the various 

interpretations given by the authors who cite them. 
90

 

 

“It was not a light but the absence of darkness, total and complete . . .  We’re not used to that 

concept because we always get a shadow from a light unless the light is all around us.  But this light 

was so total and complete that you didn’t look at the light, you were in the light.” 

“I could have moved away from my (dying) body anytime I wanted to . . .   It was just a thought 

process.  I felt I could have thought myself anywhere I wanted to be instantly . . .   I just felt 

exhilarated with a sense of power.  I could do what I wanted to do . . .   It’s realer than here, really.” 

“It was almost like you materialize there and all of a sudden the next instant you were over here.  It 

was just like you blinked your eyes.” 
91

  

“It was a wonderful feeling.  In the peace, beauty, joy and, above all, love, I felt more truly alive 

than I ever have before.”   

“All pain disappeared, comfort seized me.  Only my essence was felt.  Time no longer mattered and 

space was filled with bliss.  I was bathed in radiant light and immersed in the aura of the rainbow.  

All was fusion.  Sounds were of a new order, harmonious, nameless (now I call it music).” 

“I just found myself in this extremely bright light and felt absolute peace.  I feel the light and the 

peace were one . . . and it was beautiful. I had no sense of separate identity. I was in the light and 

one with it.” 

“I found myself in a place full of radiant light.  It’s quite unlike anything you could possibly imagine 

on this earth.  The light is brighter than anything you could possibly imagine.  There are no words to 

describe it.  I was so happy, it’s impossible to explain.  It was such a feeling of serenity, a marvelous 

feeling.  The light is so bright that it would normally blind you, but it doesn’t hurt one’s eyes a bit.”
92

 

“I was still in a body – not a physical body, but something I can best describe as an energy pattern  

. . .  it was transparent, a spiritual as opposed to a material being.”
93

  

“There were no sounds of any earthly thing. Only the sounds of serenity, of a strange music like I 

had never heard. A soothing symphony of indescribable beauty blended with the light I was 

approaching.  As I reached the source of the light I could see in.  I cannot begin to describe in 

human terms the feeling I had at what I saw.  It was a giant infinite world of calm, and love, and 

energy and beauty.  It was as though human life was unimportant compared to this.  And yet it urged 

the importance of life at the same time it solicited death as a means to a better, different life.  It was 

all being, all beauty, all meaning for existence.  It was all the energy of the universe forever in one 

immensurable place.” 

“It might possibly be the speed of light or possibly even faster than the speed of light.  You do realize 

that you’re going just so fast and you’re covering vast, vast distances in just hundredths of a second 

...  And then before you is this most magnificent, just gorgeous, beautiful, bright, white or blue-white 

light . . .   It’s almost like a person.  It is not a person, but it is a being of some kind.  It is a mass of 

                                                
90 An overview of near-death studies: Lee Bailey and Jenny Yates, The Near Death Experience: A Reader 

 (New York: Routledge, 1996) 

91 quoted in Michael B. Sabom, Recollections of Death (Harper & Row, 1982), 34, 41f 

92 quoted in Margot Grey, Return from Death (Arkana, 1985), 33, 46 ff  

93 quoted in Raymond Moody, Life after Life (Mockingbird Books, 1975), 49 
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energy.  It doesn’t have a character like you would describe another person.  It is something to 

communicate to and acknowledge.  And also in size, it just covers the entire vista before you.  And it 

totally engulfs whatever the horizon might be . . .   Then the light immediately communicates to you...   

This communication is what you might call telepathic.  It’s absolutely instant, absolutely clear.  

There would never be a doubtful statement made . . .   The light communicates to you and for the first 

time in your life . . .  is a feeling of true, pure love.  It can’t be compared to the love of your wife, the 

love of your children, or some people consider a very intense sexual experience as love and they 

consider it possibly the most beautiful moment in their life — and it couldn’t even begin to 

compare.” 

“And he (one of the “beings of light”) said “but you aren’t going to be staying because it isn’t time 

for you yet.” And I said to him, “This is all so beautiful, this is all so perfect, what about my sins?”  

And he said to me, “There are no sins. Not in the way you think about them on earth. The only thing 

that matters here is how you think.” And then I asked him . . .  “Can you tell me - what it’s all 

about?” And he did tell me. And it only took two or three sentences. It was a very short explanation 

and I understood it perfectly. I knew it was something I had always known and managed to forget . . .   

And he said, “You can take the answer to your first question (about sin) but the answer to the second 

question you won’t be able to remember.” 

“I was in a heavenly pasture with flowers. It was another place, another time, and perhaps it was 

even another universe. But it was definitely another consciousness - vibrant and more alive than the 

one I had known in my earthly life.  My ears were filled with a music so beautiful no composer could 

ever duplicate it . . .   I was no longer aware of my physical existence on earth, of my friends, my 

family, or my relatives.  I was in a state that existed of nothing more than consciousness, but what a 

sublime consciousness it was!  It was like a rebirth into another, higher kind of life.  As my senses 

expanded I became aware of colors that were far beyond the spectrum of the rainbow known to the 

human eye. My awareness stretched out in all three hundred sixty degrees. It was as if I was in the 

center of a lotus flower which was unfolding its beauty around me in every direction . . .  In the 

middle of one circle was a most beautiful being. It was neither a man nor a woman, but it was both. I 

have never, before or since, seen anything as beautiful, loving, and perfectly pleasant as this being.  

An immense, radiant love poured from it. An incredible light shone through every single pore of its 

face.  The colors of the light were magnificent, vibrant and alive. The light radiated outward. It was 

a brilliant white superimposed with what I can only describe as a golden hue . . .   The second circle 

surrounded the first.  In it I became aware of six shimmering mother-of-pearl-like impressions which 

unfolded and opened up in the way the petals of a freshly created flower open up to the sun.  They 

were living beings.  Their beauty, charm, splendid emanating colors, and the closeness I felt to them 

were breathtaking.  From beyond this impression, I became aware of the most powerful, radiant, 

brilliant white light.  It totally absorbed my consciousness . . .   It seemed to radiate from the very 

center of the consciousness I was in and to shine out in every direction through the infinite expanses 

of the universe.” 

“At the same time all my life was presented instantly in front of me and I was shown or made to 

understand what counted . . .  what I had counted in life as unimportant was my salvation and what I 

thought was important was nil.” 
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“He (rather than a she) came to me at an unthinkable high speed, passing through the universe, 

through whole galaxies to come where I was.  I was in a world (a huge world) of total nothingness, 

except myself.  The bright light I had seen at first, as a window in a world of total darkness, was all 

about me now . . .  In a matter of seconds he entered “my world” hundreds and thousands of light 

years away and traveled to my side and took hold of my right hand.” 

“The vision of the future I received during my near-death experience was one of tremendous 

upheaval in the world as a result of our general ignorance of “true” reality.  I was informed that 

mankind was breaking the laws of the universe and as a result of this would suffer.  This suffering 

was not due to the vengeance of an indignant God but rather like the pain one might suffer as a 

result of arrogantly defying the law of gravity.  It was to be an inevitable educational cleansing of 

the earth that would creep up upon its inhabitants, who would try to hide blindly in the institutions of 

law, science, and religion.  Mankind, I was told, was being consumed by the cancers of arrogance, 

materialism, racism, chauvinism, and separatist thinking.  I saw sense turning to nonsense, and 

calamity, in the end, turning to providence.”  (R. Pasarow, when 17 years old). 
94

 

 

Appendix 2: The Music of the Spheres 

 

One of the marvelous aspects of heaven, with connotations in both Western and Eastern traditions, is 

“heavenly music.”  Where does the inspiration for (heavenly) beauty come from, if not from 

chemistry, genes or DNA, food or hard work?  Just as dhyana concentration clears the mind to 

develop transcendental insight and perennial wisdom, so is beauty born from moments of stillness 

and heightened, pure awareness, from “listening.”  Some melodies are unforgettable, and they are all 

different.  If there were a thousand or a million more great composers, they would still be making 

unique and different music.  What is the source, the inexhaustible fountain of inspiration? 

   

Perhaps you only know the music of Man, and not that of the Earth.   

Or even if you have heard the music of the Earth, you have not heard the music of Heaven. 
95

 

 

From antiquity to this day masters of meditation can actually hear, literally and not literarily, the 

music of Heaven.  They say it can be heard in remote areas and on mountains where the environment 

is clean, but only with a purified, energized hearing faculty (able to perceive “higher frequencies”).  

It is unusually beautiful, not to be compared with any music, melody, or harmony on earth, they say. 

   

The Buddha found it quite normal for people who practice dhyana-samadhi to “hear heavenly 

sounds, pleasant, delightful, enticing” (DN i 153f).  According to Buddhist meditation practice, “with 

mind concentrated, with the divine ear, purified and surpassing that of human beings, one hears 

sounds both divine and human, whether far or near” (DN i 79). 

 

                                                
94 quoted in Kenneth Ring, Heading toward Omega (William Morrow, 1984), 53 ff, 198 

95 Zhuangzi, Section II; trans. Burton Watson, Chuang Tzu, Basic Writings (New York: Columbia Univ. 

 Press, 1996), 32 
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In both Eastern and Western literature this phenomenon has been described as “the best of all 

sounds,” “cosmic harmony” and “music of the spheres.”  Since heavens exist on a higher level of 

physical reality, called Pure Form in Buddhism, these subtle but pervasive spheres of pure physics  

include light and sound, as can be seen and heard when the mind matches that level of purity.  This 

cosmic-spiritual dimension can be perceived as magnificent light, as in the descriptions of “clear 

crystal,” “lapis lazuli” (golden-blue) and “coelum crystallinum” (crystal heaven) in medieval 

Christian literature, and as heavenly sound.   

 

The theme of cosmic harmony and heavenly music fascinated Western writers, philosophers, and 

poets for more than twenty centuries, beginning with Pythagoras and Plato in Greece, Cicero in 

Rome, and others who seriously believed, or knew from experience, that this music of the spheres 

can actually be heard when the human hearing faculty and the environment are pure.  Augmented 

with Christian elements, the music of the spheres was a popular theme throughout the Middle Ages 

and was assumed audible only for saints in blessed moments.  In the Renaissance, a serious scientist 

like Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) found in it “the fulfillment of his world interpretation.”  “The 

movements of the heavens are nothing except a certain everlasting polyphony, perceived by the 

intellect, not by the ear” (The Harmony of the Universe).  The original inspiration, based on actual 

perception of the ancients’ music of the spheres, later degenerated into rational-mathematical 

speculation.  Among the Western classics, Dante described the music of heaven: 

 

 . . . the Great Wheel that spins eternally 

in longing for Thee, captured my attention 

by that harmony attuned and heard by Thee, 

I saw ablaze with sun from side to side 

a reach of Heaven  . . .  

that radiance and that new-heard melody 

fired me with such a yearning for the Cause 

as I had never felt before. (I 76-84) 

Unequal voices make sweet tones down there. 

Just so, in our life, these unequal stations 

make a sweet harmony from sphere to sphere. (VI 124-126) 

 

and Shakespeare: 

 

How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank. 

Here we will sit, and let the sounds of music 

creep in our ears.  Soft stillness and the night  

become the touches of sweet harmony. 

Sit Jessica.  Look how the floor of heaven 

is thick inlaid with patens of bright gold. 

There’s not the smallest orb which thou behold’st 

but in his motion like an angel sings,  
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still quiring to the young-eyed cherubims; 

such harmony is in immortal souls, 

but whilst this muddy vesture of decay 

doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.  

(The Merchant of Venice, act V) 

 

Appendix 3:  Contemporary Testimonies 

 

Heaven’s presence on earth has dwindled so much that it has become preferable to doubt or flatly 

deny it as a higher reality.  But samadhi is still achievable when people devote enough time and 

energy to meditation.  In places like India and the Himalayas, yogis and seers, sadhus and mahatmas 

are still in touch with heaven (much like in the Old Testament).  They visit one or another celestial 

realm, or heavenly beings come down and interact with them, not merely due to the human’s belief 

but because of their samadhi power of perception. 

 

A yogi from Bangalore, for instance, told a modern author that he was well acquainted with a famous 

mahatma who “now resides in brahma-loka. I went to brahma-loka in my subtle body and met him 

there.”  Contrary to what the author asserts to be “a figure of speech,” this yogi did just what he said, 

he went in a subtle (mind-made) body to the brahma (dhyana) realm.  The mahatma himself traveled 

into a remote mountain area to visit the “indra-loka” (desire heavens) but was cheated by a celestial 

gandharva. “Gandharvas do exist. They have more powers than human beings, but are jealous of us. 

You, too, could see them” he told the wondering author. 
96

 

 

This report also illustrates a common misunderstanding among yoga and Hindu students, who all too 

easily consider some samadhi attainment – accompanied by one or more superpowers such as 

clairvoyance, healing, producing other bodies or material substances, or “immortality” – as revealing 

“the highest Dimension of existence, the Uncreated Domain of God.” (ibid)  Samadhi and its many 

possible miraculous phenomena are “relative phenomena.” (Chapter 2)  To display such powers 

(which everyone with good karma is able to learn if they spend enough time) and to consider 

samadhi attainments as final illumination and complete self-realization, is samadhi and not  

enlightenment. 

  

In Yogananda’s autobiography there is a spectacular account of his guru’s “resurrection.”  Sri 

Yukteswar, who has been dead for a few days, appears in a tangible body and gives an extensive 

explanation of his experiences in heaven, confirming part of the Buddhist cosmic map.   

 

Though I see it as ethereal, to your sight it is physical. From cosmic atoms I created an 

entirely new body . . .  I am in truth resurrected – not on earth but on an astral planet. Its 

inhabitants are better able than earthly humanity to meet my lofty standards . . .  It is called 

                                                
96 Ananta Murthy, Maharaj, A Biography of a Mahatma Who Lived for 185 Years (San Rafael, CA: The 

Dawn Horse Press, 1986), 27, 48 
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Hiranyaloka or “Illumined Astral Planet.” There I am aiding advanced beings to rid 

themselves of astral karma . . .  No one can enter Hiranyaloka unless he has passed on earth 

beyond the state of sabikalpa samadhi into the higher state of nirbikalpa samadhi . . .  There 

are also nearly perfect beings who have come from the superior causal world . . .  A causal-

bodied being remains in the blissful realm of ideas . . .  There are many astral planets, 

teeming with astral beings. The inhabitants use astral planes, or masses of light, to travel 

from one planet to another, faster than electricity and radioactive energies. The astral 

universe, made of various subtle vibrations of light and color, is hundreds of times larger 

than the material cosmos.  The entire physical creation hangs like a little solid basket under 

the huge luminous balloon of the astral sphere. Just as many physical suns and stars roam in 

space, so there are also countless astral solar and stellar systems . . .  The astral day and 

night are longer than those of earth. The astral world is infinitely beautiful, clean, pure, and 

orderly . . .  The ordinary astral universe – not the subtler astral heaven of Hiranyaloka – is 

peopled with millions of astral beings who have come, more or less recently, from the earth, 

and also with myriads of fairies, mermaids, fishes, animals, goblins, gnomes, demigods and 

spirits, all residing on different astral planets in accordance with karmic qualifications . . .  

The advanced beings on Hiranyaloka remain mostly awake in ecstasy during the long astral 

day and night . . .  usually engrossed in the conscious state of highest nirbikalpa bliss . . .  

still higher is the unconditioned existence of almost completely liberated souls in the causal 

world, who eat nothing save the manna of bliss.  

 

The description continues in specific and fantastic detail, from the lower “astral” Desire Heavens to 

the “causal” Dhyana Realm.  Sri Yukteswar’s material resurrection body (like Jesus”) is a higher 

attainment than the “mind-made” body of a yogi as an astral traveler.  Both are known in Daoism as 

yin shen and yang shen emanations, and also in Tibetan Buddhism as “impure” and “pure” illusory 

body projections.  The lesson, however, of this and any other “resurrections,” besides the natural-

scientific exactness and causal-karmic procedure of all life in the Triple Universe, is universal 

impermanence, dream-like unreality or emptiness: “My new body is a perfect copy of the old one.     

I materialize or dematerialize this form any time at will, much more frequently than I did while on 

earth. By quick dematerialization, I now travel instantly by light express from planet to planet or, 

indeed, from astral to causal or to physical cosmos . . .  Now my finer fleshly body – which you 

behold and are even now embracing rather closely! – is resurrected on another finer dream-planet of 

God. Someday that finer dream-body and finer dream-planet will pass away; they too are not forever. 

All dream-bubbles must eventually burst at a final wakeful touch. Differentiate, my son Yogananda, 

between dreams and Reality!”
97

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
97 Paramahansa Yogananda, Autobiography of a Yogi, 476-494 
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Appendix 4:  On Earth as in Heaven 

 

Life on earth displays but a tiny part of all existence in the Triple Universe.  According to Buddhism, 

it is only a faint reflection of its splendid celestial prefiguration, an evanescent copy of a “perennial” 

prototype.  An example among the many of our world’s diminutive relativity to an immensely 

greater world is our social and political order.  Heaven offers a grandiose and complex society in a 

gigantic establishment of relationships and communities, leaders and their followings, mandates and 

hierarchies, in a celestial bureaucracy with such pomp and circumstance as to put the mightiest 

powers on earth to embarrassment.  There are lower area managers accountable to regional directors, 

who report to the “board of the Thirty-Three,” organized like a representative council of “united 

nations.”  Some heavens enjoy a democratic and independent rule, while others have a more 

autocratic King who in turn submits to the higher authorities of the heavens above.  Some gods and 

spirits have responsibility and power to deal with matters on earth, such as the destiny and protection 

of people who need and deserve special help.   

 

Even among Buddhists who were not religiously superstitious, it was known which specific spirit 

had to be called upon in case of trouble with Mara during meditation.  The Tempter would disappear 

as soon as the name of that spirit, with relevant authority and jurisdiction, was invoked. (T 310)   

 

There are different Lords in heaven who try to expand their sphere of dominance on earth.  Some are 

jealous of others” constituencies, which might be the reason why so many religious conflicts and 

holy wars were inspired “in the name of God.”  And there are all kinds of spirits, great and small, 

trying to manipulate and control mankind; they love to rule humans just as humans love to control 

and domesticate animals.  

 

“Among the gods of the desire-realm there are crazy deities; all the more reason that there are insane 

humans, pretas, and animals.” (AK iv 58)  This implies that the gods, like anyone else, can suffer 

from mental disease without having a biological brain/body; dementia and other disorders do not 

necessarily stem from physical, genetic or brain disorder but from karmic predisposition (fourth 

skandha) in the first place.  If gods can be crazy, “all the more so” for inferior beings.  The mind’s 

make-up prefigures the body; all sentient life is the product of karma, the projection of pre-existing 

data in the alaya consciousness materializing into biological or ethereal bodies.  Another aspect of 

the priority of Mind: a substratum of preceding consciousness is needed to inform all bio-energy, 

including genes and the brain.   

 

The overall Buddhist theme of non-duality implies that the bases for mental and physical health are 

not material-biological in the first place.  Spiritual cultivation enhances and transforms not only 

one’s mind and character but one’s physical appearance and energy constitution as well.  As in 

heaven, intelligent life on earth derives its formation not from chemistry but from consciousness.  

Every-body, from the glorious beings of light in heaven to the mangled sufferers in hell, is an 

embodiment of self-created karma, a work of one’s own mind. 
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Chapter 4 

 

   KARMA  AND  REBIRTH 

 

Justice is the cornerstone,  

the foundation of the universe. 

A. Solzhenitsyn 

 

When a person dies there is the possibility of being reborn as a human, a celestial being (deva), a 

spirit (asura), an animal, a ghost (preta), or in hell.  Besides these six destinies in the Triple 

Universe, there is no other course and no non-course.  There is no way of withdrawing and 

disappearing after death, of leaving existence altogether and vanishing into nothing, as if nothing 

happened and nothing will happen again.  “Not to be” is not an option.  These destinies include the 

ways of life that lie before and behind us.  The flow of life never comes to a stop but rolls on, rebirth 

after rebirth, up and down, now in this and then in another higher or lower level.  There is no way of 

stopping the advance of our little lives in the great, cosmic process; there is no stepping off the wheel 

of Samsara and breaking the chain of birth and death.  Life runs through heaven, earth, and hell with 

perfect precision and without external interference.  There is nothing and no one who set it into 

motion, and no one who can alter or halt it. 

  

Although we are responsible for the life we experience, it does not mean that we are in control of it, 

that we can become any being as we like, that we are capable of changing and directing our existence 

at will.  We cannot be reborn as we wish; we cannot even “add one single cubit to our span of life” 

(Jesus).  Obviously, there is a mighty power at work, a force religions have believed to be God.   

  

The Buddha’s vision was, and is, revolutionary.  All religions, old and new, are based upon the belief 

that a Lord in heaven created the world and us.  Shakyamuni’s message is clear and simple: there is 

no such creator.  He did not say that there is no God but rather that there are many gods in many 

heavens, and that none of them is the creator of life and the universe.  The origin and eternal 

substance of creation, the ground of all being is not a being (Chapter 1).  There is no supreme 

manager in heaven mysteriously managing our lives.   

 

All beings in the whole Triple Universe, gods included, are a matter of causality.  Nothing comes 

from nothing, nothing happens by chance, and nothing is the creation of an-other, outside agent.  The 

only cause for being who we are is self-created karma.  The reason for experiencing a particular 

existence in a particular world is the processing force (fourth skandha) that is the result of our former 

conduct.  This is a crucial, central message of the Buddha:  

  

 What we are today comes from our thoughts of yesterday, 

and our present thoughts build our life tomorrow: 

 our life is the creation of our mind (Dhammapada). 
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Karma means act, not the result or retribution of acts as is commonly assumed.  It applies only to 

conscious, deliberate conduct, to acts that express free will, based on intention and decision: 

 

 Volition (P. cetana) is what I call karma, for through volition one acts by body, speech or 

  mind. (MN 36) 

It is due to the thought behind it that an act is wholesome or unwholesome (Vasubandhu). 

 

Karma is created by what goes on inside.  That is where the real action is, where the choices and 

decisions are made for what happens outside.  Every life is the outcome of what we have thought, 

willed, and done previously.  Since karma is where life comes from, biology is the product of the 

mind; the idea that the body/brain comes before the mind is a modern myth.  “Scientific” materialism 

has created the impression that what goes on in our mind is of no concern, to the point where we 

believe that our thoughts are without influence or consequence, unrelated to the rest of reality; that 

our innermost life is an independent and insignificant domain that has nothing to do with the external 

facts of life; and that we are set apart from nature and its universal laws, not a part of the causal 

process of becoming.  Karma means that the opposite is true; the way we think and conduct 

ourselves defines the way our existence takes place in this or another world.  We are alive, exactly as 

we are, because we undergo the effects of our own – not someone else’s – former thought, volition, 

and action. 

 

Because there is no life without a world/environment to live in, karma is also responsible for the 

world: 

The world exists because of karma,  

all things are produced because of karma, 

and all beings are bound by karma,  

 like a linchpin fixes a fast-moving chariot. (Sutta Nipāta 654) 

 

The Triple Universe, from hell to heaven, is “created by Mind-only”:  

 

Mind precedes all states. 

Mind is chief; life is the creation of mind. 

If one speaks or acts with an impure mind, suffering follows, 

 if with a pure mind, happiness follows, as one’s shadow. (Dhammapada 1-2) 

 

The creator of life-and-death is the power of the karma we create.  Its power is such that it can 

generate the most brilliant future in a most glorious world; if we apply the mind incorrectly, it will 

create a life-experience that we will regret.  Karma does not eliminate our free will but is the exact 

consequences of what we how we deal with it.  Karma does not determine us, we determine karma.  

  

It is the one principle that makes sense of life.  Whatever we are is the outcome of mindful conduct.  

Whatever is born is the functioning of Mind, of unfailing, universal intelligence.  That means that I 

am part of a meaningful whole, never lost but always connected to the heart of reality, to the justice 
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of the universe.  Whatever I do, think, or say, counts.  I am not apart from the wonderful whole of 

being, not a disconnected accident but living proof of Meaning. 

 

As human beings we continuously create karma.  We never stop thinking and acting, moving along 

specific lines of thought and action.  Motion means direction.  By thinking we make choices all the 

time through will and intent, like and dislike, grasping and rejecting, following (trains of thought) 

and avoiding; through thoughts and thoughtlessness we create events in specific directions, kinetic 

energies that take shape in form, space and time. 

 

Mind is the “chief” and “creator” of our lifetime and of the world as well.  We are not only 

responsible for the state of our personal affairs but for the state of the nation and the world.  The 

mind’s quality creates the kind of body-in-environment (quantity) we experience.  The power of 

karma processes life in a world, but it is also the reason for the world to be as it is.  The information 

and forming force that carries history into a certain direction, the energy that propels all and 

everything through ever changing conditions and circumstances is nothing but karma.  The world 

turns for better or worse according to the morality of those in it; only better ethics (not just politics 

and economics) can create a better world.   

 

Destiny is our own production, and we, not another puppet master, will be running the next show. 

 

  By self is evil done; by self is one defiled. 

By self is evil left undone; by self is one purified. 

Purity and impurity depend on oneself; no one is purified by another. (Dhammapada 165) 

  

There is no other power than self-power.  Self is responsible for creating goodness’ paradise or evil’s 

hell.  There is no other Judge.  We are our own Lord. 

 

* * * 

 

The crucial step toward the Buddha’s enlightenment was his observation of karma and rebirth:  

 

When my mind was thus concentrated, purified, bright, unblemished, rid of imperfection, 

malleable, wieldy, steady, and attained to imperturbability, I directed it to knowledge of the 

recollection of past lives. I recollected my manifold past lives, that is, one birth . . .  a 

hundred births . . .  a hundred thousand births, many eons of world-contraction, many eons of 

world-expansion, many eons of expansion and contraction: “There I was so named, of such 

clan, with such an appearance . . .  and passing away there, I was reborn elsewhere.” Thus 

with their aspects and particulars I recollected my manifold past lives . . . 

I directed my mind to knowledge of the passing away and rebirth of beings. With the divine 

eye, which is purified and surpasses the human, I saw beings passing away and being reborn, 

inferior and superior, beautiful and ugly, fortunate and unfortunate, and I understood how 

beings fare on according to their actions (karma) thus: “These beings who behaved wrongly 
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by body, speech, and mind, who held wrong view, and undertook actions based on wrong 

view, with the breakup of the body, after death, have been reborn in a state of misery, in a 

bad destination, in the lower world, in hell; but these beings who behaved well . . . who held 

right view . . . have been reborn in a good destination, in a heavenly world. Thus with the 

divine eye . . . I understood how beings fare on according to their actions (karma). Thus was 

the second true knowledge attained by me in the middle watch of the night. (MN 36) 

 

The final condition for realizing “perfect and complete enlightenment” was knowing and seeing all 

gods: 

As long as the knowledge and vision of the higher gods was not fully purified in me, I did not 

realize as one wholly awakened to the highest enlightenment, unsurpassed in the world of 

gods and men. (AN iv 302)  

 

After his enlightenment innumerable people came to see the Buddha, including heavenly beings at 

night when he was in meditation (Chapter 2).  When they asked him questions about personal 

matters he usually referred to some events in one or another lifetime, as a human, an animal, a spirit 

or a god, in a long and distant past or in another world history altogether.  In this way he explained in 

detail the causes for one’s current state, just as he used to talk about his own previous lives.  The 

reason for being “only” who and what we are is not the result of another – parents, genes, God or the 

environment – but a consequence of one’s conduct in former lives.   

The doctrine of karma and rebirth supports the idea that there is much more to life and the universe 

than meets the eye (and than religions believe).  The reason why we cannot remember former lives is 

lack of mind power.  “If you could only develop concentration,” the Buddha said, we could see 

karma at work, just as he did even before his enlightenment. 

  

There is karma that is experienced in hell, in the animal world, in the world of men, in the 

heavenly world; this I call karma’s variety . . .  Karma may arise in this life-time, in the next 

birth or in later births; this I call karma’s fruit.  

These four acts I have myself comprehended, realized, and made known. There is a dark act 

with a dark result; a bright act with a bright result; an act that is both dark and bright, with a 

dark and bright result; and the act that is neither dark nor bright, with a result neither dark 

nor bright, itself being an act that leads to the termination of acts . . .   Who plans planned 

bodily action joined with harm . . .  planned action of speech  . . .  of thought, joined with 

harm, is reborn into a world that is harmful. Thus born into a harmful world, harmful 

contacts touch him and he feels sensation that is harmful, that is sheer pain, as happens in 

hell. This is called a dark act with a dark result . . .   So born into a harmless world, harmless 

contacts touch him, and he experiences sensation that is harmless, utter bliss, such as do the 

Ever-radiant Gods. (AN iii 414, ii 230) 

 

The inequality among the human race is neither created by God nor is it the result of random, 

accidental factors.  To deny karma is to deny the meaning, worth and consequence of a life’s 

performance; it undermines liberty, self-responsibility and self-determination, and it ignores the 
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working of universal intelligence and justice; it is either an insult to God or to the Intelligence of life 

and the universe (upon which science is based).  

 

“What is the cause and condition why human beings are seen to be inferior and superior? 

For people are seen to be short-lived and long-lived, sickly and healthy, ugly and beautiful, 

uninfluential and influential, poor and wealthy, low-born and high-born, stupid and wise.  

What is the cause, Master Gotama?” 

“Beings are owners of their karma, heirs of their karma; they originate from their karma, are 

bound to their karma, have their karma as their refuge. It is karma that distinguishes beings 

as inferior and superior.” 

“I do not understand in detail, Gotama . . . “ 

“A person who kills, is cruel, intent on injuring without mercy to living beings . . .  is reborn 

in a state of deprivation, in an unhappy destination, even in hell . . .  if reborn as a human, he 

is short-lived. This is the way that leads to short life. But a person who abstains from killing 

living beings, who gentle and kindly abides compassionately to all living beings . . .  is reborn 

in a happy destination, even in the heavenly world or, if reborn as a human, he is long-lived...  

Who is by nature harmful to creatures . . .  is reborn in hell . . .  or as a human afflicted with 

disease . . .  Who is of an angry and irritable character; even when criticized a little, he is 

offended, becomes angry, hostile, and resentful, and displays anger, hate, and bitterness . . .  

reappears in a state of deprivation . . .  or as an ugly human. Who is not angry . . .  will be 

beautiful. Who is envious will be without influence    . . .  who is not envious will be 

influential . . .  the stingy will be poor . . .  the charitable will be wealthy . . .  who is obstinate 

and arrogant will be low-born . . .  who is respectful will be high-born.    

Owners of their karma are the beings, heirs of their karma, karma is the womb from which 

they are born . . .  karma divides beings by lowness and excellence.” (MN iii 202-6) 

 

We are life’s programmers, heaven and hell’s engineers, Samsara’s playwrights and actors.  We are 

our own successors, not heirs of evolution, race, culture, education, or history, but heirs of our own.  

Those factors do determine our development but it is our karma that brings us into their presence and 

sphere of influence.  The real reason, the deeper cause for disease and wellbeing, poverty and wealth, 

ability and disability, intelligence and stupidity, is not God or Nature, randomness or good/bad luck, 

but karma.    

 

Although this doctrine, the cornerstone for the highest knowledge and vision in the world, has been 

known for more than two millennia, disbelief in karma and rebirth is still the most conspicuous 

difference between Western and Eastern spiritual traditions.  One reason, besides religious beliefs, is 

that there is no positive proof, only the testimony of those with sufficient insight, based of mental 

purification/clarification training.  Karma and reincarnation are gaining influence, though, not 

because people are developing better concentration power but because they find it a more plausible 

explanation for the basic facts of life than the typical assumptions and dogmas about individual 

creation out of nothing, one single human lifetime, original sin, etc.  The deficiencies, such as the 

transience, inequality, injustice, and innocent suffering in this world are but a mystery for those who 
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believe that an almighty, all-knowing, and all-loving God is the cause (the problem of theodicy).  

Max Weber wrote that karma “stands out by virtue of its consistency as well as by its extraordinary 

metaphysical achievement: It unites virtuoso-like self-redemption by man’s own effort with 

universal accessibility of salvation.”
98

 

 

* * * 

  

Good or bad means wholesome or unwholesome, skillful or unskillful with regard to producing 

fortunate or unfortunate results.  Something is bad not only because it hurts someone else and is 

therefore to be avoided and may be punished by society, but because it hurts oneself and creates 

harmful, unhealthy, unhappy, inferior existence-experience in the future.  Good is what is 

existentially – both metaphysically and physically – beneficial, leading to excellent conditions.  Bad 

is what is counterproductive, detrimental, contrary to well-being, degenerating and downgrading life 

in all respects, loading the cosmic memory with the information to program a problematic future.  

Good is what is profitable in the long run. 

 

A person who asks: What is wholesome? What kind of action will lead to my welfare and 

happiness for a long time? . . .  reappears in a happy destination. But if instead he comes 

back to the human state, then wherever he is reborn he is wise. This is the way that leads to 

wisdom, namely, one visits a recluse or brahmin and asks such questions. Thus the way that 

leads to short life makes people short-lived . . .  the way that leads to stupidity makes people 

stupid, the way that leads to wisdom makes people wise. (MN iii 206) 

  

Karma does not imply determinism, predestination, or fatalism, but the opposite: it ascertains 

autonomy and self-reliance to the full extent.  We are not only free to do as we want, but we also 

enjoy or suffer the consequences of what we do with our freedom.  We are masters of and 

responsible for our own destiny, as befits true liberty.  Destiny is the natural outcome of our self-

initiated acts, the effect being exactly commensurate with its cause.  “Exactly,” in the sense of 

correspondence between cause and result, does not mean that every specific phenomenon has a 

specific cause.  Karma applies to the life-force as a whole, to our course of life in general, not to 

details.  We catch cold, for example, not because of a certain wrongdoing in the past but because of a 

virus, indigestion, or changing climate.  Overall, however, our general condition of good or bad 

health, long or short life, good or bad opportunities and circumstances are not a matter of 

coincidence. 

  

The Buddha considered the workings of karma as one of “the four unthinkables” because its scope is 

so complex and far-reaching that it is not computable, utterly inconceivable, and therefore not a 

matter to speculate about.  This means that we should not be concerned about or try to figure out why 

things happen to us.  However, this does not mean that we should “not think” about karma.  If we all 

                                                
 

98 Essays in Sociology (Oxford University Press, 1947), 359 
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gave it due consideration and became aware of its importance, of the hard consequences of our 

intentions and actions, our lives and the whole world would change drastically, overnight. 

  

“In the long run” also explains why bad things happen to good people, and why the bad guys can get 

away with it.  Life is nothing but the process of karma retribution, living out karma from the past and 

replacing it with new karma.  Everyone in this world has good and bad karma; which is why we are 

here and not in heaven or in hell in the first place.  Usually people are unaware and just “enjoy life” 

as much as they can (“carpe diem”).  This is the greatest tragedy of all: they are using up the (little) 

good karma they have earned in the past without producing new good karma for the future.  The 

result is that when this life is over, only the bad karma is left.  Those with very bad karma, who are 

ready to go down anyway, may seem to be lucky because they are burning up all the good merit that 

is left, while creating even more evil.  Fortunate people enjoy power and wealth because they earned 

it in a previous life, but if they only deplete their merit/credit and do nothing in terms of morality and 

virtue, charity and generosity, to replete their good karma, their good fortune may be over when this 

life is over.   

  

There is no reason for jealousy.  Life and the universe are an exact-scientific enterprise; nothing is 

for nothing.  The best, most fortunate people are those with enough merit to devote a life to spiritual 

cultivation, but as they still have bad karma left from an unfathomable past, like everyone else, they 

need to suffer and dissolve those negative energies in order to make definitive progress.  Suffering 

and difficulties can therefore be a way to eliminate and cleanse our bad (hell, preta, animal) karma to 

prepare for the pure light and bliss to come.  Misery and obstacles may therefore be a good sign for 

those who are serious about spiritual realization.  This idea is present in many religions, as denoted 

by the Christian sayings “God tries the faithful” or “God tests those whom he loves.”  That is why 

saints, mystics, and sages are truly happy when they suffer, because they somehow know that to 

surrender to “the will of God” (i.e. the universal law of karma) means to burn up bad karma, which is 

the only way to purification and final clarification.  This insight was also expressed in the Chinese 

classics (and a favored advice of educators):   

 

When Heaven is about to confer a great responsibility on any man, it will exercise his mind 

with suffering, subject his sinews and bones to hard work, expose his body to hunger, put him 

to poverty, place obstacles in the paths of his deeds, so as to stimulate his mind, harden his 

nature, and improve wherever he is incompetent. (Mencius 6B:15) 

  

Whether or not we believe in heaven and hell, karma and rebirth, “whether there appears a Tathagata 

in the world or not, there stands this cosmic fact”:  “Not in a hundred kalpas will the effects of our 

deeds cease to exist” (Chinese saying).  Whatever happened cannot be erased but leaves an indelible 

mark, an imprint in the (eighth) store-consciousness, a seed that will blossom one day.  A word 

cannot be unspoken nor a thought un-thought; an effort to undo the consequences of an act is a but 

new act, leading to further effects.  That karma is irreversible, however, should not be taken in a 

static but a dynamic sense.  Like a living organism, all acts that reside as seeds in the alaya 

consciousness interact as a whole, flowing like a river all the time. 
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This causal nature of existence involves reincarnation.  If we don’t believe in previous lives, there is 

no way of understanding life.  What we experience is a matter of nature’s causal course, not of 

accident.  This and every lifetime is neither a matter of unwarranted blind fate or inscrutable 

manipulation from above but of effectiveness from our side.  Life is not created to bestow upon us 

experiences of some undeserved kind, for some unknown reason; life and death are not a mystery.  

We only lack the clarity of mind to understand that the Constitution of the Universe (Dharma) is 

reason and justice, that the basic law of existence is ethics.  There is no other Judge or Lord but what 

is true and righteous. 

 

Without moral values and principles our worldview will be guided either by blind faith, at the risk of 

idiocy, or by a sense of general farce and senselessness.  Religion, promoting morality and virtue, 

mindfulness of a higher order that inspires positive meaning and purpose, is better than agnosticism 

that undermines vital energy (leading to depression) and paralyzes effort and spiritual progress.  

Liberalism and moral relativism have paved the way for indulgence and disintegration (the basic 

reason why America is losing its edge).  The greater problem is that people seem to have no choice 

but between two immature extremes: either fundamentalism or rational materialism.  When 

discipline and morality are based on religious/supernatural beliefs, they disappear when religion 

does.  The Buddhist, secular/natural meaning of karma could therefore play a vital role to fix society 

and solve the animosity, contradictions and antagonisms that break people up between left and right 

– a spiritual (r)evolution for a (real) new age of (real) enlightenment. 

 

The central task of spirituality, and of human education in general, is therefore ethical (not political) 

correctness, clarity about right and wrong, correct (world)view, correct action, correct effort (the 

Buddha’s eightfold path).  The main priority to have a meaningful life and improve one’s lot is to 

understand karma and do what is right only (“avoid all evil and do moe good”).  A better future lies 

in better conduct now.  Right thinking and action lead to favorable conditions and golden 

opportunities, while confused, twisted, and corrupted attitudes lead to evermore misfortune and 

ultimate frustration.  The karmic life force is so immense that, based on our effort or lack thereof, we 

command the whole spectrum of life, not only in this world but in the Triple World.   

 

“It is in the nature of things” that serious wrong and evil creates misery and pain that exceed by far 

the most miserable conditions on earth.  But going down the cosmic scale, nothing is lost.  In hell the 

wrong is expiated and a new life starts again.  There is no injustice, no eternal damnation for 

temporal acts.  This logic applies for heaven as well; once an excellent life-force runs out, it comes 

down again to be confronted with some bad from the past.  Up and down, “since time without 

beginning” and without end, we have all been to heaven (at least the Abhasvara heaven during a 

suspension cycle of the world; Chapter 3), and probably to hell as well. 

  

One is always in the process of paying off bad karma and depleting good karma.  The Buddhas 

therefore advise not only to abstain from evil but also to do as much good as possible.  If one does 
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not have the opportunity to do a lot of good, one can still accrue merit through acts of altruism and 

generosity, goodness and giving away to those in need.  All you need is merit. 

  

Virtue not only has the merit to change things for the better in this world and to yield rebirth in 

heaven, it is also the foundation for the spiritual path as a whole.  Merit is the indispensable power 

reserve to develop meditative concentration and insight on the road to self-realization, enlightenment 

and transcendental wisdom (prajnā).  The final meaning and purpose of virtuous conduct and merit 

accumulation is to empower the mind to develop purity, clarity, and freedom to transcend the 

skandhas, karma included.  When the mind achieves concentration power and profound insight, 

selfless love and compassion can accrue more merit than one will ever be able to use up.  The highest 

merit comes from transcendental wisdom in action, i.e. selfless giving without even being aware of a 

giver, a gift, a receiver, or a reward (Chapter 7).  The blessings from such generosity are 

“immeasurable and inconceivable” and its merits so great that they can never be exhausted.  This is 

the kind of generosity a bodhisattva needs in order to help others and save the world. 

 

* * * 

 

Our lifetime is not an isolated event but just an episode in an endless sequence.  This current lifetime 

is not only the product of a previous life but the mixed result of the karmic evolution from infinite 

past lives.  All latent energies are here, waiting for an occasion to manifest.  What happens now is a 

tiny part of all that could happen, of all the seeds, causes and affinities we have created in the past.  

What happens in a short lifetime is only what fits into its current frame of timing, conditions and 

circumstances.   

  

Everyone has a history that goes back for “beginningless kalpas.”  In that inconceivable past we all 

have spent lives together, so that we seldom meet and interact with another person with whom we 

have no affinity and who has never been our mother, father, sister, brother, son, daughter, husband or 

wife, friend or enemy. 

 

If a man were to prune out the grasses, sticks, boughs and twigs in this India and pile them in 

four inch stacks, saying for each: This is my mother, this is my mother’s mother – the grasses 

. . .  would be used up, ended, but not the mothers of that man’s mother. 

The bones of a single person wandering in Samsara would, if collected, be a heap as Mount 

Vepulla. Long time have you suffered the death of father and mother, of sons, daughters, 

brothers and sisters, and you have verily shed tears upon this long way, more than there is 

water in the four oceans.  Long time did your blood flow by the loss of your heads when you 

were born as oxen, buffaloes, rams, goats . . .  or when you were caught and beheaded as 

criminals or highwaymen or adulterers; verily, more blood has flowed upon this long way 

than there is water in the four oceans.  And thus you have for long time undergone sufferings, 

torment, misfortune, and filled the graveyards full, verily, long enough to be dissatisfied with 

every form of becoming and free yourself from them.  
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We all have experienced innumerable lives not only as humans, as a beggar or a king, a priest or a 

prostitute, a woman or a man, but also as animals, as ghosts or powerful spirits, as glorious gods or 

poor devils, once enjoying supreme bliss in heaven and once suffering all pains of hell.   

 

Those who spend a life of religious cultivation are reborn in Brahma’s heaven where the 

ordinary person stays and spends a kalpa, which is the life span of the gods in the Brahma 

heaven; then he goes to hell or to the womb of an animal or to the preta realm. (AN ii 126) 

 

Once we end up in the animal kingdom, we share its suffering but also its foolishness, which makes 

it hard to be reborn as a human again;  

 

More difficult than that a blind turtle in the ocean, surfacing once in a hundred years, would 

put his neck through a yoke drifting on the water. Why is that? Because there is no practicing 

of the Dharma there, no practicing of what is righteous, no doing of what is wholesome, no 

performance of merit (MN iii 169). 

Taking up a little dust on the tip of his fingernail, the Buddha asked: “Which is more, this 

little dust or the great earth? . . .   Just so few are those beings who, when they pass away as 

human beings, are reborn in heaven; more numerous are those reborn in hell  . . .  as an 

animal . . .  as a ghost.  Just so few are those beings that, deceasing in heaven, are reborn in 

heaven . . .  or among men; more numerous are the ex-gods who are reborn in hell, as an 

animal or a ghost . . .   Just so few are those beings that, deceasing in hell, are reborn among 

humans . . .  or in heaven; more numerous are the ex-gods who are reborn in hell, as an 

animal or a ghost (SN v 474-5). 

  

As a rule, when a cosmic period comes nearer to its conclusion (which is not the case now as the 

universe is still expanding), the life appearances will become more chaotic and kinds of humans will 

appear more diverse.  When this or another world comes to an end, the living beings continue their 

karmic retribution-existence elsewhere.  Samsara is like a cosmic prison; when one institution is 

pulled down, the inmates are moved to another receptacle-world; our jail term is interminable, 

without parole. 

  

The meaning of this life is to right some wrongs and reap some results of what we have done in the 

past, while creating new liabilities and assets.  We connect with people to settle accounts, to be 

happy together or endure each other as couples, partners and friends, competitors and adversaries.  

Just as lovers are destined to meet, so are “enemies bound to meet on a narrow road.”  Good relations 

reflect good affinities and positive causes from the past, while bad experiences are the fruits of 

negative karma.  The people who cross our paths are old acquaintances, former traveling fellows 

from one or another phase of existence, to whom we owe something or who owe something to us, or 

both.  We sometimes feel “as if we have known each other before,” which is indeed the case.  

Today’s parents take care of their children because they owe it to them who were once their parents. 
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Husbands and wives are together because of past causes; 

good causes or bad causes,without causes they do not come together. 

Sons and daughters are originally former debts; 

to seek repayment or to make repayment, 

it is only because of debt that they arrive. (Chinese saying) 

 

That the “excellence and lowness already seen among humans” extends further into higher and lower 

states of existence than those visible to the eye should not amaze us.  We don’t perceive the other 

realms and destinies not because they don’t exist but because we have not developed the capacity to 

see them.  An advanced cultivator perceives karma at work and naturally notices people’s karmic 

background, not only their human histories but also the traces of a previous animal, ghostly, or 

celestial lifetime.  They also see people pre-figuring their coming destiny, for better or for worse; 

samadhi power reveals the (seeds of) the future as well as the past.   

 

Again and again do generous donors give,and find a place in heaven . . .  

Again and again we tire and toil anew, 

again and again the slow-witted ones find a womb, 

again and again comes birth and death, 

again and again men bear us to the grave. 

But when one has gained the path of no more becoming, 

that one of comprehensive wisdom is no longer born again and again (SN i 174). 

 

Even rebirth in the highest heaven does not put a stop to running the treadmill of Samsara; even the 

gods are cogs in the cosmic machine.   

  

Again and again the Buddha warned people of the unique opportunity of human life and the severe 

consequences of one’s behavior.  Mankind is the station in Samsara where we have the opportunity 

to learn, to devote and apply ourselves to spiritual cultivation.  Heaven is not a final, eternal abode, 

and it may not be such a good place, after all.  The inhabitants of the Desire Heavens spend a long 

life expending their good merits in the face of enticing pleasures of celestial sensations, while 

meditation practitioners who miss the wisdom of Dharma may end up in the Heaven Without 

Thought (#19) if they cultivated no-thought samadhi (like in the Vedic sect the young Buddha first 

joined, where this was considered as liberation).  Once reborn in that high, immaterial realm, 

however, there is no alternative but to remain in thoughtless concentration.  When that karma 

expires, after a half millennium of cosmic periods, those gods are demoted without any remembrance 

of what has happened.  Their new thoughtless karma causes them to be reborn at lower-than-human 

levels, or as an idiot.  

 

 * * *  
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The course of action that generates unwholesome karmic power is tenfold: killing, stealing, sexual 

misconduct, lying, slandering, rude speech, gossip, covetousness, ill will, and wrong views.  

According to the Buddha, 

 

It is by reason of conduct not in accordance with the Dharma, by reason of unrighteous 

conduct that some reappear . . .  even in hell. It is by reason of righteous conduct that they 

reappear . . .  even in heaven . . . There are three kinds of bodily conduct, four kinds of verbal 

conduct, and three kinds of mental conduct not in accordance with the Dharma . . .   To kill 

living beings . . .  to take what is not given . . .  to misconduct oneself in sensual pleasures, 

have intercourse with women protected by their family, who have a husband or are betrothed 

or protected by law . . .   To speak falsehood for his own ends or for another’s ends or for 

some trifling worldly end.  To speak maliciously, to repeat what he has heard in order to 

divide . . . and create discord.  To speak harshly, rough, hard, hurtful to others, offensive to 

others, bordering on anger, not conducive to concentration.  To gossip, to speak at the wrong 

time, to speak what is not fact, what is useless, contrary to the Dharma and the Discipline, 

worthless, unreasonable, immoderate, and un-beneficial . . .   If someone is covetous and 

covets the wealth and property of others . . .  or he has a mind of ill will and intentions of 

hate . . .  or he has wrong view, distorted outlook, thinking thus: “There is no fruit or result 

of good and bad karma; not in this world or in another world” (MN i 285-7).  

 

Then follow the kinds of conduct that lead to rebirth in heaven, with the list of heavens in the Triple 

World (as listed in chapter 3).  Next emphasis is placed on being wrong and not acting in accordance 

with truth.  Lying, dishonesty, and deception are considered to be the root of much evil.  As can be 

easily observed, an individual or a regime that has no shame at lying is capable of many evil actions. 

(MN i 415)  It is remarkable that four of the ten Buddhist commandments deal with speech, and three 

with thought.  As Immanuel Kant notes, “In law a man is guilty when he violates the rights of others. 

In ethics he is guilty if he only thinks of doing so.” 

 

“Sin” means wrongness, not trespassing against some higher authority or commandment but against 

oneself and against the nature of reality.  The bad karma that, “if practiced, carried on and frequently 

cultivated, leads to rebirth in hell, or among animals, or ghosts,” is caused by the “three poisons: lust, 

anger, and delusion.”   

 

An act done in lust, born in lust, caused by lust, originated by lust is not profitable; it is 

blameworthy, it has sorrow for result, it conduces to the arising of karma, not to the ceasing 

of karma.  So also with regard to acts done under the influence of malice and delusion . . .  

An act done without lust . . .  is profitable; it is praiseworthy, it has happiness for result, it 

conduces to the ending of karma, not to the arising thereof. So also with regard to acts done 

without malice and delusion . . .   

Desire is generated for things which in the past were based on desire, for the like things in 

the future as well as in the present . . .  One remembers and turns over in one’s mind thoughts 

about things based on desire in the past . . .  in the future . . .  in the present, and so desire is 
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generated. Become desirous, and one is fettered by those things. I call this a fetter, that heart 

full of lust.  That is how desire is generated for things that in the past were based on desire. 

These are the three conditions for the arising of karma. (AN i 262-3) 

  

Lust means covetousness, including all greed, material and other.  Desiring, craving, grasping, and 

clinging (to what is impermanent and insubstantial) is a foolish course of action, just as anger and 

hate are (ignoring causality).  The three poisons or emotional afflictions (S. klesa) are usually 

expanded to include arrogance and doubt.  They all come down to one: delusion, ignoring truth.  The 

power that shapes life is super-intelligent; it is the spiritual quality of our acts, not what (quantity) we 

actually achieve that counts.  We usually reverse the truth, turning upside down meaning and value.  

It is not the immediate, physical result of our acts, like success or failure, but the attitude with which 

we perform them that make them wholesome or not. For example, patience (a virtue) is more 

important than a goal achieved with impatience (a vice), let alone achieved at the expense of others.  

Life is nothing but retribution-experience; if we cannot enjoy the fruits we are looking for, it is only 

because the right seeds are missing. 

  

Some karma we produce now may already ripen and manifest itself in this lifetime, but most of it 

comes later, just as we now undergo the consequences of past karma.  We can see the law of 

causality at work in the physical world, which is the reflection of a deeper, absolute reality (Dharma-

dhatu).  Causality is the foundation of all existence; nothing comes from nothing and everything 

follows its cause; our little lives are no exception to the universal rule.  Moreover, the Law of the 

universe does not expire when our body expires. 

 

The working of karma is unfathomable not only because the causal link between action and result 

includes past, present, and future, but also because retribution does not come alone, as one effect 

from one act, but in relation to the organic whole.  Among the many kinds of karma, some is 

ineffective as long as the circumstances for its fruition are missing, or if some counteractive karma is 

stronger and suppresses its ability to manifest.  There is also destructive karma in the sense that it 

supplants with its own result the influence of weaker karma.  Supportive karma is only able to 

maintain and consolidate already existing results, without producing results of its own.  The builder 

of this mind-body is called regenerative or productive karma; it is responsible for the differences 

among us and for our individual personalities.  Weighty and habitual karma, whether wholesome or 

unwholesome, ripens earlier than light and rarely performed karma.  Death-proximate karma or the 

volition present immediately before death, which normally reflects a person’s general attitude in life, 

is indicative of the next existence.   

 

When requirements are met and the occasion arises, retribution manifests itself.  Karma persists 

through the expanse of space and time, and no matter how far behind our thoughts, words, or actions 

lie, they will produce an eventual consequence, with the same power even after billions of years. 

When and where we harvest depends on different conditions at different levels of fundamental, 

accessory, and intermediate circumstances.   
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To acknowledge karma is to understand why things are as they are, and why it makes no sense “to 

blame heaven and accuse man,” nor to envy or compare oneself with others, nor to despair, be angry 

or depressed.  Karma does not make mistakes; it is we who make them.  Karma is what we created, 

which means that we can change it, but also that only we alone can change it. 

 

Understanding the significance of what we are doing, personally and globally, opens up the meaning 

of history, otherwise confined to mere events and data.  We are not only responsible for our 

descendants but we “will be our own heirs.”  As long as we go on cheating, taking advantage, 

hurting others, we create a future where we will return to be cheated and hurt, perpetuating and 

aggravating a world of inequality, injustice, and misery; a world where those robbed come back to 

rob, the unjustly rich to be poor, the exploited to be rich, the slaves to be masters.  No human law 

replaces or improves cosmic Law (Dharma).  Whether mankind chooses more greed, anger, and 

delusion, or their opposites, this world will be the result of karma, of the actions we take and those 

we avoid.  We could have done better.  Karma, viewed retrospectively, also implies all the chances 

we have missed.   

 

To take karma seriously does not imply brooding over past and future lives: 

 

It is not wise to attend to thoughts like: “Was I in the past? What was I in the past? Shall I be 

in the future?  What and how shall I be in the future? Am I or am I not?  What and how am I? 

Where has this being come from? Where will it go?”  When he attends unwisely in this way, 

the view of self arises in him . . .  “It is this self of mine that speaks and feels and experiences 

here and there the result of good and bad actions; but this self of mine is permanent, 

everlasting, not subject to change, and it will endure as long as eternity”. This speculative 

view is called the thicket of views, the wilderness of views, the contortion of views, the 

vacillation of views, the fetter of views. Fettered by the fetter of views, the untaught ordinary 

person is not freed from birth, aging, and death, from sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, and 

despair; he is not freed from suffering, I say. (MN i 8) 

 

Whether we believe in karma and rebirth or not, they operate just as well.  We do not go to heaven 

because of faith but rather because of the workings of karma, nor do we avoid hell because we refuse 

to give it a thought.  Bigotry, dogmatism and superstition, intellectual laziness and complacency, 

skepticism and agnosticism are unwholesome karmic factors of their own.  Heedlessness has its own 

unwitting retribution; unaccountable conduct reaps unexpected, inexplicable mishaps, blows from 

the unknown.   

 

Both religion and philosophy work to solve the problem of life and death, to break through ignorance 

and transcend an apparently out-of-control reality.  But to think or believe alone is not enough; 

results stem from action, not belief.  “The Buddha warned people that praying to be reborn in heaven 

without good karma is like throwing a big rock into a pond and praying for the rock to float” 

(Venerable Yin-shun).  Moreover, those who are fervent, stubborn, arrogant believers of one faith, 
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disregarding, opposing, or converting other faiths, may in a next life become defenders of what they 

now deny and fight.   

 

 The Process of Becoming 

 

How did it all begin?  What is the very “first cause” of this causal order?  The answer is that there is 

no first cause.  If the nature of all being is causation, then there cannot be a “first” being without it 

being caused itself.  That first cause would have needed a “zero” cause, and so on, ad infinitum.  An 

absolute beginning should also have an absolute end.  This does not belong to reality but to thoughts 

about reality (as it does not belong to physical reality either; once asked about “the beginning of 

space and time” Stephen Hawking replied that this was like asking “what is north of the North Pole?)  

There is no beginning or end; beginning also means end, and end means beginning. 

 

We are used to viewing life and death as opposites, as if birth would be the very beginning of life 

and death the very end, as if by being alive we take part in the world while death would put us out of 

existence altogether.  Life and death are not opposites but alternations, two sides of one process.  

Nothing comes from nothing (birth) and nothing disappears into nothing (death).  Life itself has no 

beginning and no end.  Birth and death are the cyclic phases of an eternal process of manifestation 

and transformation. 

 

This life is just one interval, one passage in a beginning- and end-less succession.  The years of a 

lifetime are like a day, from morning to evening; we sleep, awake, and go through the cycle again 

and again.  After today comes tomorrow, and after death comes another life.  Like the turning of a 

wheel, the closer we are to the end, the closer we are to the beginning; just as birth inevitably invites 

death, death inevitably yields (re)birth.  The older we are, the closer we’ve come to being young 

again.  The younger we are, the closer to having been old and dead. 

 

What is causation?  With birth as condition, aging and death arise. Whether there occur 

Tathagatas or not, this nature of things stands in all, this causal sequence, the relation of this 

to that. A Tathagata awakens to this and breaks through to it. Having done so, he explains it, 

teaches it, proclaims it, establishes it, discloses it, analyzes it, clarifies it and says “Look! 

Aging and death are conditioned by birth . . . “ 

Thus the actuality in this, the inerrancy, the not-otherwiseness, specific conditionality: this is 

called dependent origination. And what is subject to causation? Aging-and-death is 

impermanent, conditioned, arisen causally, by nature withering away, passing away, fading 

away, coming to an end. Birth is impermanent . . .  mind-body is impermanent . . .  

consciousness is impermanent . . .  ignorance is impermanent . . .  and coming to an end.  

(SN ii 25-26) 

 

When Gautama made this discovery, during the night of his enlightenment, he exclaimed: “All things 

are thus born from conditions! A brahmin who enters the first dhyana and understands this law of 
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conditioning can dismiss all doubts . . .  all suffering; having destroyed Mara’s powers of darkness, 

he is like the sun rising in empty space.” (T 1421, 103a ) 

 

At first sight, the fact that all origination is dependent on causation, that death is due to birth, is 

simple and obvious.  However, the Buddha’s doctrine of “dependent origination” (also called 

conditioned arising, interdependent genesis or co-production, S. pratityasamutpada) is among the 

most difficult themes in the history of philosophy and religion.  “Creation” is not caused by a simple 

fact of “creation out of nothing” but as a complex sequence, as a cycle of interrelated and interacting 

links, called “the chain of twelve conditions” (S. nidanas):  

 

Death is conditioned by birth . . .  birth is conditioned by becoming . . .  becoming is 

conditioned by grasping . . .  grasping is conditioned by craving . . .  craving is conditioned 

by feeling . . .  feeling is conditioned by contact . . .  contact is conditioned by sense . . .  sense 

is conditioned by mind-body. . .  mind-body is conditioned by consciousness . . .  

consciousness is conditioned by forming force . . .  forming force is conditioned by ignorance. 

(SN ii 25)  

 

The Buddha made this a central theme of his early teaching, equating ignorance of this genesis 

process with primal ignorance (S. avidya); to understand it means to understand truth itself, to open 

the door of liberation: 

 

One who sees dependent origination sees the Dharma; one who sees the Dharma sees 

dependent origination. (MN i 191) 

 

It is through not understanding, not penetrating this principle that the world has become like 

a tangled ball of string, unable to escape from the lower states of existence, from the ill 

course of woe and ruin and the round of birth-and-death. (MN i 55) 

 

With this as condition, that comes to be; with cessation as condition, that ceases to be.   

That means: if ignorance ceases, then the karma-formations cease . . .  if birth ceases, then 

aging and death, all sorrow, suffering, and worrying cease. (T 1421 p.102c) 

 

If there were no birth at all, anywhere, of anybody or anything: of devas to the deva-state, of 

spirits, of ghosts, of humans, of animals to the animal state, if there were absolutely no birth 

at all of all these beings, then with the absence of all birth, could aging and death appear?. . . 

“Becoming conditions birth”. If there were absolutely no becoming: in the world of sense-

desire, in the world (heavens) of form or in the formless world, could birth appear? . . .   

“Grasping conditions becoming”; if there were absolutely no clinging: sensuous clinging, 

clinging to views, to rules and ritual, to ego-belief, could existence appear? (DN ii 57-58) 
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No other theme has been so often discussed in Buddhism because of its alleged importance but also 

because of its difficulty to grasp.  The Buddha cautioned: “Profound is this dependent origination, 

and profound does it appear.”  The arcane formula is as follows:  

[1] Because of ignorance,  

[2] forming force arises;  

[3] because of forming force, consciousness arises;  

[4] because of consciousness, name-and-form arises;  

[5] because of name-and-form, the six senses arise;  

[6] because of the six senses, contact arises;  

[7] because of contact, feeling arises;  

[8] because of feeling, craving arises;  

[9] because of craving, grasping arises;  

[10] because of grasping, becoming arises;  

[11] because of becoming, birth arises;   

[12] because of birth, old age and death arise. 

 

From A comes B, and from B comes C.  Ignorance is the condition for our birth, birth the condition 

for our death, and death then yields a return to ignorance.  The circle turns without beginning 

(creation) or end (annihilation).  For every condition there is an antecedent; before the be-ing comes 

the be-cause, the cause for a particular effect, the reason for being such and not otherwise.  There are 

remote causes and immediate conditions for all becoming.  Without the whole of contributing 

factors, fundamental and accessory causes, essential elements and accompanying circumstances 

(seed, genetic code, environment), there would be no product.  To start a car everything needs to be 

present; fuel, air, a road and a driver.  But each of these causes and conditions are related to and 

dependent on other and former causes and conditions (such as all the resources it takes to provide 

fuel).  The same holds for life and death.  If one of the links is missing, the chain is broken.  If the 

first condition, ignorance, is missing, the Deathless liberation from the cycle is realized.  If craving 

and grasping is eliminated, the chain can be equally broken. 

 

The whole world follows the way of cause and effect.  Every phenomenon arises from its generating 

causes and causal connections.  All existence stems from a universal and unfathomable network of 

interdependent origination.  An origin gives rise to a related result only.  Causality is sequential and 

serial: from A follows B and because of B C must follow.  Nothing caused can cease to be causing.  

Just as there is no birth without death, there is no death without rebirth.  What is always follows what 

was, and is always followed by what is (be)coming.  It is like walking or climbing a staircase: every 

step follows the preceding one.   

 

We find ourselves at a certain stage because of all the previous steps.  At any moment, we can only 

progress to the step that follows the former.  We cannot arrive somewhere without going the distance 

and the direction leading there.  If we did not come from the previous (life-)step, we would not be 

where we are.  Every step is conditioned by its predecessor and conditions its successor.  Every step 

is both result and cause.  To move is the cause, to be somewhere the result.  Like everything, life is a 
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process of causal links, a sequence of successions stretching far beyond this life-step.  If we did not 

take former steps, we would not be.  We are who we are because of the ways we went before. 

 

[1] The process of becoming originates with ignorance.  Primordial oblivion, fundamental 

unawareness, not knowing the origin of life, not understanding the substance of conscious being, not 

recognizing the nature of reality, this is the original force behind life-with-death.  Ignoring the 

absolute, eternal essence of life means to be thrown into relative, mortal existence.  Not seeing the 

light means to blindly undergo an unwitting, unintentional, ignorant birth-and-death process.  Not 

only its inception but the whole of ordinary, unenlightened life is under the spell of ignorance (the 

unsolved questions).  It is the most basic condition of our lifetime, the state of our current mind, and 

the obscurity we return to when we die. 

  

We think all our life and we still don’t know its meaning.  We do not even know where one thought 

comes from and where it goes, let alone where we come from and where we go.  Blindly we go 

through life and we die without ever having “seen.”  Not with a single thought do we really know, 

because thoughts know nothing but themselves.  It is because we do not really understand that 

endless, pointless thoughts clutter our mind, at all times.  Thinking that is born from ignorance is 

called “false thinking” in Buddhism.  One false thought is enough to scatter the mind’s original and 

fundamental clarity.   

  

[2] Forming force is the driving force for life and thoughts; both are impossible to stop as long as 

they feed off of ignorance.  From not knowing comes unrest, the impulse to move, momentum, and 

blind motion.  This link is connected with the processing force that moves life and death (fourth 

skandha).  It is the force that moves the arising and disappearing of all thought movements, coming 

and going without ever returning, rushing like a current.  We are restless and do not have a clue 

because thoughts come from not knowing, from ignorance.   

 

The manifestation of this moving force is twofold.  Along with the stream of thoughts and impulses 

there is the physical impetus that keeps our body and the world (first skandha) going.  Our body is 

changing, growing, aging and dying, constantly in motion; from modifying cells to vibrating brain 

waves.  It forces the whole world, from climate to politics, from particle to astro-physics, into the 

perpetual process of change. 

  

[3] Motion/formation/process generates consciousness (fifth skandha).  Out of blind motion (chaos) 

arises consciousness (order).  For human existence, this third link is the basic capacity for primal 

cognizance, the pre-conscious awareness that knows what is going on in mind and body, that informs 

the brain how to grow and function, that knows hot and cold, comfortable or not, long before 

thinking starts.  In nature, it is the universal intelligence that knows and creates all with a genius, 

memory, innovation, precision, complexity, and order of which no individual consciousness is 

capable. 
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These three links – ignorance, formation, and consciousness – are the roots of this life and exist 

before we are born.  We do not know or remember how and why we became a human; we were born 

unknowingly.  But before birth there was already a specific life force, a power of karma, an exact 

information to shape us into this and no other being.  These are causes of the past, the conditions that 

existed before this life and that decided on the nature of our present existence, the seeds and roots of 

what we see budding and growing in this life. 

  

[4] Name and form, individual soul and body, is the first link in this life.  The name (mental) and 

form (physical) constituents of a new person are produced when the old consciousness descends into 

a human womb.  When a lifetime starts, the forming force shapes a new form with a new name.  It is 

no longer called “ignorance, karma-formation, and consciousness” but embryo or some-body.  

“Name” designates the individual person, defined by a unique composite of consciousness that 

generates a particular human being. The undefined physical elements are organized into an organic 

whole, creating an original, well-defined combination.  Karma-conditioned consciousness and the 

elements – spirit and matter (solids, liquids, oxygen and other chemicals, caloric, kinetic, electro-

magnetic energies) – gather, animate, and integrate to “form” somebody with a “name.” 

  

Consciousness is the vital and intelligent principle that guides the embryo through life in the womb 

and further directs its course throughout life.  At the time of conception a pre-existing consciousness 

with a unique character and specific qualities (such as the level of spiritual cultivation, merit, 

wisdom, talents, and defects accumulated during former lives) is carried over from the last life and 

animates a fetus in the womb. Because of its presence, a fetus or body-and-mind person can develop.  

Without this consciousness, the person dies; it can leave the organism again before the fetus is born, 

in which case there is a spontaneous abortion.  Without consciousness link, there can be no birth; 

every birth is rebirth. 

  

Karmic heredity decides our biological, psychological, societal, environmental and astrological 

constellation.  A unique personality is the reflection of a specific consciousness layout.  The 

intelligence that creates our fate and character is neither “unconscious,” dumb material, nor 

haphazard or erratic, and it is nothing new either, not the creation of a “blank soul” in an “alien 

body” shaped by external, impersonal factors.  Before we are born we have already become who we 

are, conditioned by the mental make-up and karmic build-up of the last and all former lives.  Every 

former act, every choice and decision during our beginning-less journey is like every step we have 

taken to arrive at this point.  Our genetic code is not a wild gamble from a huge gene pool but the 

exact outcome, the biological projection of our self-programmed karmic blueprint.  In general, 

“name and form” mean concept and format, notion and production, abstract ideas and concrete 

shapes.  They could not be created without former [3] consciousness. 

  

[5]  In the womb, name and form develop the six sense organs, the senses or “bases” for entering the 

world of sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, and thought.  The fetus gradually assumes these functions  

until it is able to lead its own life and function in the world with its own faculties, ideas, feelings, 
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memory, imagination, will, etc.  It is already sensing and aware, but only vaguely, in the womb.  In 

general, this fifth link consists of the faculties that are needed to connect and interact with the world. 

  

[6]  When the new sentient being leaves the womb, it enters and contacts the world where its senses 

come in touch with sense-objects.  In order to function, the sensors need to be activated by their 

respective objects.  Contact/touch/stimulation, received and transmitted by the “conscious/sentient 

matter” (chapter 1), is the link between the sensing organs and their corresponding fields (like 

electro-induction).  It means connection and relation, impression, interaction, stimulus and 

resonance.  Without contact, there is no response from the senses and no perception of the world.  

  

[7]  From contact comes feeling, impact on and reception, inducing sensations of hot and cold, 

comfort and discomfort, pleasure and pain, etc. (part of the second skandha)  There cannot be 

sensation without sensors touching the Sense-Desire World. 

  

[8]  Once a being is born and in touch with the world it begins to feel the conditions of hunger and 

thirst, desire and affection, fear and love, etc.  Craving, the eighth link, becomes all-pervasive.  To 

experience the world brings craving for food, sensation, and perception.  We are always wanting, 

needing, seeking, and thirsting without end or repose: from air to breathe, a desire for comfort, 

satisfaction and gratification, for recognition and pleasure, wealth and power, to a final place to rest.  

The more we touch and feel, the more we want and the more we like; the more we like, the more we 

cannot be without.  This Sense-Desire World thrives on lust.  Craving is also intellectual and 

spiritual; we crave knowledge, and we may even desire to forsake this world for a higher purpose, 

because we crave more and better. 

  

[9]  From craving comes grasping or clinging to attachments, the urge to possess and appropriate.  

When we covet, we go and get, from seizing small opportunities to grabbing power, from sticking to 

one’s favored brand to one’s sacred opinion and belief.  Grasping is so serious that we never stop 

reaching out and holding onto something, material or mental.  Even when meditating, as we let go of 

worldly things and stop grasping “profit, fame, and pleasure,” we nurture a higher ambition and cling 

to spiritual experience, still choosing what we desire and rejecting whatever may disturb us, even 

reacting with anger at what may obstruct our noble endeavor.  When becoming aware of before 

unknown, subtle energy sensations, we start craving and grasping the meditative experience as well. 

  

The process of becoming rests upon a vicious circle.  Attachment and aversion, desire and anger are 

the primary fuel for ignorance, and because of ignorance the truth is unknown, the real nature of 

things (causality, impermanence, no-self) is denied and grasped as “self” and “things.” (Chapter 1)    

  

[10]  Grasping leads to becoming.  When all we want is more of this life, then that is what we get.  

We grab life and want better conditions and circumstances, more opportunities here and even more 

thereafter (eternal life in heaven).  We love existence and want to continue existing.  Grasping 

creates more karma formation and leads to further becoming. 
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[11] Becoming conditions birth and [12] from birth follows old age and death. 

“All formations are impermanent.”  All that arises changes and disappears; all that is touched, felt, 

longed for, clung to, vanishes.  Wherever there is be-coming there will also be going (expiring).  

Gradually withdrawing from life and passing away creates as much anguish and suffering as there is 

attachment, craving, and grasping for life.  There is the sorrow of leaving all and everything behind, 

grief and despair because there is nowhere to go and nothing to expect.  These and other final 

torments, like the sensations of life-energy abandoning the body and creating a choking mess of 

organs ceasing to function while one is still alive, of senses disintegrating while one is still 

conscious, are only relieved by the comatose exhaustion after agony.  Death returns the person to 

where it all started: unknowing, darkness, ignorance.  The circle is full and starts all over again.  The 

Buddha concludes: “Through rebirth are conditioned old age and death, sorrow, lamentation, pain, 

grief and despair.  Thus arises this whole mass of suffering again in the future.”  What originates 

from ignorance ends in suffering.   

 

 * * * 

 

This twelvefold origination process can be divided into causes and effects in past, present, and 

future.  The third to tenth links are at work in the present as the developing stages of life: from 

conception to death there is consciousness [3]; when mental and physical factors unite, a body-and-

mind is conceived [4]; in the womb the sense organs are formed [5]; after birth there is contact with 

the outside world [6], but not yet full awareness of pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow; feeling [7] 

gradually develops for a few years, while sexual lust has to wait until puberty.  Even later, other 

forms of love and thirst for more important things and experiences manifest: craving [8] for control, 

security, prosperity, posterity, and other needs and enjoyments develop into lifelong grasping [9].  In 

the course of this process new karma-fruits are gathered and the seeds planted for the next becoming 

[10].  The third to seventh links are transfers, retributions of the past; what we are experiencing now 

is the result of past causes manifesting.  Craving [8] and grasping [9] are the active producers of 

karma, generating new becoming [10]; they are the causes in the present that bear fruit in the future. 

They will manifest themselves in rebirth [11] and subsequent death [12].   

 

These links are consistently present at all times.  They condition each other constantly, cause being 

result and result being cause simultaneously.  They do not only operate in a row or sequence but as 

an instantaneous, simultaneous circle turning, without beginning or end.  Ignorance never leaves us, 

and even “death” is never absent; the cells of the body start dying as soon as they are formed; 

thoughts vanish as they appear; every event is old, every fact is history as soon as it happens.  At any 

moment one can observe the full circle of interdependent arising. 

  

From a basic state of unknowing [1] arises instability, restlessness – the blind drive to move [2].  We 

are always intent on going somewhere, on saying or doing something.  But before we actually stand 

up and do it, a great deal of thinking, organizing consciousness occurs [3].  We never stop 

discerning, discriminating, and imagining things, giving names-and-forms [4], to engage in one after 

the other entry (outflow) into the world of sense [5].  Being in touch with phenomena, we undergo 
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sensations and impressions [6] and react with feelings [7], gratified or frustrated, liking or disliking.  

From feeling comes thirst and craving [8], from craving comes grasping [9], and when grasped, 

things become reality [10].  All along new karma formations are produced, resulting in never-ending 

rebirth [11], while for everything born there is death [12], for everything fresh and shining comes 

rust and decay, all that is new becomes old, and every thought and experience disappears to – we do 

not know [1].    

  

All these phenomena function naturally, each cause being the inherent result of what caused it; 

restlessness from the unknown, craving and grasping from contact and sensing.  There is no 

perception without senses and brain, no person without consciousness, and no intelligence without 

motion and energy (just as there can be no computer/artificial intelligence without electricity).  It all 

operates of itself as a constant flux, and there is no way to interrupt or leave it.  Even when trying to 

stop it, to be only aware of “now” as in meditative concentration, we are still moving in distraction, 

feeling sensations, imagining, remembering, expecting, grasping and following.  When not cluttered 

with thoughts, we fall into the muddle of sleepiness, back to ignorance, never able to be in control of 

our mind and exercise uninterrupted, clear awareness (samadhi).  Instead, the constantly arising 

conditions are in charge, stirring and scattering the mind, and whenever we see thoughts coming we 

follow them, not knowing where or why, because they are made of ignorance. 

  

Ignorance means not only not-knowing but also misunderstanding and misrepresenting the nature of 

things; error, delusion, wrongness, ignoring the relations between present, past, and future, 

substituting the natural law of causality with unfounded theories, unreal beliefs and imaginings, and 

“upside-down” views – such as mistaking impermanence for permanence, non-self for self, suffering 

for happiness. (Chapter 1)  The primal source [1] of suffering [12] is also the origin of all other 

problems, worry, frustration, temptation, and guilt.  Five emotional afflictions (klesa) cause all other 

trouble and perpetuate the chain, personally and worldwide: 1. greed/attachment/lust, 2. aversion, 

anger/hatred, 3. delusion/ignorance (the 3 poisons), 4. arrogance/conceit, and 5. doubt.     

  

The only way to break the chain, from ignorance to suffering, is to counteract confusion and 

distraction by training a clear mind, to stop the moving force with unmoving concentration, the 

stream of thought with stopping (samatha), the influx and distraction of the senses with detachment 

from them.  The Buddha’s eightfold path corrects misunderstanding and creates the conditions for 

breaking, away from, the chain.  The last step is “correct samadhi” because “Who enters the first 

dhyana and understands this law of conditioning, can dismiss all doubts and suffering . . . he is like 

the sun rising in empty space.”   

  

Meditation may be the crucial tool to turn ignorance into wisdom, but while meditating we are still 

immersed in unknowing.  As soon as we want to know, thoughts arise out of ignorance.  Instead of 

truly knowing, we get ideas, mere mental fabrications.  “One thought of ignorance erects thousands 

of barriers.”  As long as we are not clearly “awake,” all is dreaming, error, and pretending.  It is 

enough, however, to eliminate illusion for a moment, to cut off the next false thought for good to 

break the chain and “solve life and death.”  “If cultivation cannot reach the level of no-thought, all 
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possible kinds and sorts keep flowing like water.” (Chan sayings)  If we cannot cut off “this one 

thought,” all else is in vain and everything can still happen.   

 

 Death and the Intermediate State 

 

After one life expires and before the next life starts, the process of becoming does not stop; its 

consciousness continues for a while in an “intermediate state.”  Having lost its body and not having 

formed a new one yet, this consciousness [3] is extremely alive.  Before long it receives a new 

incarnation, driven by the karmic life-power [2] to continue its odyssey on earth or elsewhere.  This 

state between death and birth consists of the consciousness aggregate that is based on the alaya 

(matrix, storehouse, or repository) consciousness, so called because it contains the seeds of all 

former karma and future existence. (Chapter 1) 

  

When we die there is nothing we can take with us, no body, no feeling, no thought, no knowledge, 

not even the memory of everything we cared for.  We die when the karmic life force for a particular 

lifetime is exhausted.  But the fresh karma we have created in this lifetime, together with what is left 

from the previous past, will immediately bring us to life again.  All acts have left an indelible imprint 

in the alaya consciousness where the seeds lie for further existence.  Nothing can be undone by 

dying, on the contrary; “unless the wheat grain falls in the ground and dies, it cannot bear fruit.”  We 

have to die first in order to see the results of our life’s actions.  We have to wait until the next life to 

reap the harvest.   

 

No new life is possible without death, for life can only proceed on account of death.  In fact, life and 

death go hand in hand all the time; to be alive means to be dying already.  Biologically speaking, we 

start dying as soon as we are born.  A growing, living organism is one in which the cells are dying 

and being replaced.  To grow is to have more replacement cells than spent ones, and to grow old is to 

have fewer.  “To live is to die and to die is to live” is also true psychologically.  Every thought and 

feeling has to pass away before there can be a new one; to be aware and innovative we have to forget 

the old.  To see tomorrow, today has to go.  To be alert today means that yesterday is forgotten.  If 

one could not forget but kept remembering, one would become insane.  Living means to let go, 

moment after moment, thought after thought, breath after breath. 

  

To die is natural.  Every body grows towards death in a gradual process of deterioration.  Its breath 

slowly shortens, from breathing with the diaphragm as a baby does, to using only the upper lungs as 

it grows old, until its last breath chokes in the throat.  A baby lifts its legs effortlessly in the air, but 

they become progressively heavier and more rigid until they refuse to walk.  Even so does the body’s 

final disintegration follow a gradual process.   

  

The same elements that govern nature are also at work in our body.  Traditionally, these are “the five 

elements.”  The earth element represents body solids; water represents all body liquids; heat, 

temperature and energies that keep life moving; air, the vital breath of life; and void, the space for 

the organs to function.  Without space, there would be no room for air, oxygen, blood, and fluids to 
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flow and interact.  Without warmth, the body would be cold and numb; it needs calories to burn 

constantly. 

  

Upon death, the first of the five elements to disperse is the solid earth element.  The body starts to 

feel heavy, like dead matter.  Life is leaving and death is closing in, causing pain and fear that may 

be worse than a nightmare, as if the earth is collapsing and splitting open, as if one is being squeezed 

between masses of iron or buried beneath a mountain.  Simultaneous physical pain and psychological 

agony create a mental confusion that might be quite impossible to withstand, let alone overcome and 

transcend, unless one is prepared for it.  If through cultivation and meditation one does not learn how 

to cope with pain and fear, how to break through, dissolve, and transcend the form and sensation 

skandhas, to realize their emptiness in normal circumstances, one will be swept away at the moment 

of death.   

 

Meditation is not just cultivation of peace and comfort.  As long as we are involved in feeling good 

and experiencing bliss, we are captives of the feeling skandha.  Only concentration power combined 

with wisdom knows how to deal with pain and terror.  These near-death experiences, their intensity 

and length depend on individual karma, generating the skandhas of process-power, sensation, and 

perception.  The working of the life force is such that our karmic retribution comes down on us as a 

whole, in a comprehensive and conclusive way, at the moment of death.  For those with a very heavy 

burden, suffering can be so intense that it seems to last for an eternity, indicating the kind and length 

of suffering that is still waiting. 

  

Faith and concentration power alone, such as one-pointed focus on a prayer or visualization, are not 

enough.  Ignorance is the root cause of suffering and only wisdom liberates.  Unified focus in 

unshakeable concentration must be combined with an understanding of what existence, the skandhas, 

life and death, pain and horror, are all about.  This means a solid grasp of emptiness, not just 

imagining empty space but actually experiencing the non-existence of physical elements and the 

afflictions they create.  One must realize the no-self of the body before understanding how the 

skandhas of sensation, conception, volition- and karma-formation, and consciousness can be 

emptied.   

  

Death is the culmination of a lifetime.  Hardship is the test, agony the moment of truth.  Simple 

belief in heaven, for instance, is not sufficient, nor is a mere capacity for enduring pain.  The first 

serious test may come after the oppression and dissolution of the solid element, when the water 

element breaks loose (causing the cold sweat of death and the discharge of bodily liquids).  The 

dying person may disappear into a dark and distant void, hardly seeing and hearing anymore, even 

those at one’s side.  One may feel lost as in a fierce storm, as if drowning and sinking to the bottom 

of the ocean.  At this time even the strongest minds may crumble. 

 

Only spiritual realization, understanding “empty substance” can reassure us that nothing is really 

happening during death; it is just the body, the material elements breaking down.  Wisdom then tells 

us that this has nothing to do with “me”.  But if “I” have identified myself for an entire life with the 
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body, its appearance, senses, energies, and feelings, then “I” will be breaking down too.  Unless we 

have learned to detach from the body and its experiences – including the phenomena of kundalini, 

auras, chakras, and other energy-manifestations, which are the orchestrations of the form skandha 

and the “wind” element – the fear of dying will overtake us and generate all kinds of emotions, such 

as regret, unwillingness to part, a need to look and ask for relatives, or to settle final accounts. 

  

Conscious and unconscious compulsions and habit-energies arise and act together, causing inevitable 

confusion and distraction, overwhelming even those who have been taught to pray.  Perceptions of 

pain, terror, and loss may envelop and overwhelm the dying person who is swept away by the iron 

power of karma – the inextricable grip of self-inflicted mental formations and deep-rooted existential 

bonds and fetters – to the next round of Samsara. 

  

Before the air element dissolves and the last breath rattles through the throat, a violent tempest may 

blow up with all kinds of terrifying scenes and emotions breaking out, a frenzied darkness and 

loneliness lost in a vast mass of confusion and ignorance.  The graver the karma, the more oppressive 

and gloomy the void is.  Unreal images may appear like horrible, threatening faces or scenes from 

real life, the wrongs we did to others and whatever karma is haunting us, conscious or subconscious, 

it all exists within our mind.  Known or unknown before, the whole manifests, and it all becomes 

clear in a flash: not enough good and too much bad.  Karma’s retribution is dawning. 

  

The breaking up of the body’s void/space element is usually the most terrifying experience. Absolute 

nothingness, nothing to see or hear or feel, nowhere to go, no place to stand, no room to move, no 

space to exist, nothing to rely upon or hold on to, only the immensity of vast and indefinite darkness.  

At a total loss in boundless void, there is no sign or point of reference of any form, space, and time.  

But for those who have practiced concentration and insight, void and emptiness hold nothing fearful.  

On the contrary, solitude and absence of any phenomena “burning with impermanence and 

suffering” brings peace and delight.   

  

For those who have practiced and achieved oneness of mind without distraction (samadhi), suffering 

and horror have no effect.  When there is real “focus on one” there are no other thoughts; all other 

distractions of anguish and terrifying perceptions are naturally absent.  When there is clear presence 

of mind, abiding in pure, silent, boundless emptiness, there is no place for second thoughts.  The 

vicissitudes of life and death make no impression; what is happening is not horrifying.  It is simply 

nature taking its course.  The dispersion of the elements concerns the mortal body, not the eternal 

soul, and is a periodical change, a fluctuation in the endless stream of life and death, an inevitable 

phase in the limitless appearance of life.  The physical circumstances of death may be the same, but 

the psychological experience, anguishing or not, varies depending upon spiritual achievement.  

Concentration power and the light of wisdom make all the difference. 

  

With the dissipation of the air element, the oxygen supply of life is cut, the heat/energy element 

extinguishes, and the body starts to cool off.  The Buddha’s remarks about the phenomena 

accompanying death indicate how at this point one can recognize in which of the six destinies a 
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person is going to be reborn. The location that remains warm after the rest of the body has become 

cold is where the life energy has left.  The human body is a microcosm that reflects the Triple World: 

its breast-heart region represents the human realm, its face the asura realm, the front and top of the 

head the heaven realm, the abdomen the animal realm, and the lower limbs the ghost and hell realms.  

If the heart region remains warm, this is a sign of rebirth in the human world.  This could also be 

seen from the attitude and expression at the last moments, especially of good people; for those to be 

reborn as humans, there is clarity of mind but a certain sadness, a reluctance to leave this world.  If 

the energy leaves from the head, rebirth is in a higher plane.  Dying peacefully and happy, not 

disturbing anyone but with a smile, while the top of the head remains warm, points to heaven.  Those 

who were truly good-natured but easily irritable and upset may die as they lived, with a fierce look, 

joining the asuras.  When the energy leaves from the abdomen and reincarnation is heading for the 

animal realm, the process and circumstances of death are likely to be strange and more painful, such 

as hiding in a humiliating place, suffering from peculiar diseases or bizarre complications.  If the 

knees remain warm, then there is famine and dearth looming among the shades.  If the soles are last 

to remain warm, the going is hot all the way down. 

 

Immediately upon death follows an instant of intense joy when all of a sudden one is released from 

the pressures and inhibitions of the body.  Not only pains and tortures are gone but also the brain and 

sense limitations are lifted.  This joy can be accompanied by a sensation of pleasure and sexual 

desire that is stronger than during life if the bondage with this world (of sense desire) entices an 

imminent return.  Memory recovers far beyond normal; not only are the details of this past life 

clearly remembered but also those of previous lives. There may be all kinds of subtle and strong 

sensations, clear visions, hearing and knowing, all according to the course karma takes.   

  

Upon real death, when leaving the body completely and for good, there is a flash of clarity, a 

moment of both deep and intense intelligence and dazzling light, the manifestation of original/eternal 

clear light.  This supreme epiphany, however, comes and goes quickly if one does not understand 

how to recognize it.  This can be a moment of self-realization, the fulfillment of a lifetime of spiritual 

cultivation.  Depending on the level of former practice, insight, and concentration, those who 

recognize what is happening will also know what to do, how to enter and abide in the clear realm of 

emptiness (also called the “clear light of death” in Tibetan Buddhism).  During life, to recognize and 

remain in that state of formless light for as long as possible is an excellent form of cultivation.   

An ordinary person goes unconscious at the same moment that an adept unties all entanglement.  

Someone who has realized the extinction of the outflows and awakened to the Mind’s original nature 

also knows that there is no need for a further destiny, regardless of the death circumstances.  With 

joyful, peaceful certainty and supreme satisfaction, one knows that the job is done.  The standard 

expression for the liberation of the “arhat” realization is: “My births have ended, pure conduct is 

established, my task is accomplished, I will not undergo further becoming.”   

  

When that clear light is not recognized for what it is, or lost sight of through distraction, the journey 

goes on unconsciously into the next destiny.  When consciousness leaves the body, the sense 

consciousnesses withdraw and the sense faculties cease to function, the energies that flow through 
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and animate the body break up and leave it cold and lifeless.  But before being reborn there is an 

intermediate phase, called the “bardo” state in Tibetan Buddhism. 

  

The time of being virtually but not actually dead may last for a couple of days.  That is why 

Buddhism recommends to leave the dead undisturbed for two to three days – instead of freezing 

them or performing an autopsy.  After the sudden experience of release and elation, there is oblivion 

and passing away into obscurity, back to primal chaos, unconsciousness, ignorance.  One has just 

vacated a last abode, lost body and senses, and is at a total loss, confused and roaming about in 

indistinct darkness, not yet looking for a new life entry.  Everything one has accumulated and 

cherished on earth has disappeared.  The whole world of sight and sound, feelings and ideas, 

memories and hopes for the future, the tangible realities one was so sure of, relatives and beloved 

ones, even one’s own “name and form,” all is gone.  The Buddhist lesson is that it never really 

belonged to us; we only had its right of use for some time.  Then we will find ourselves isolated, 

devoid of attributes and qualities, even without a knowing soul; only something like a black hole, a 

karmic shadow, a yin-body made of negative/dark energy.  (With enough meditative concentration 

power one can actually see these dark shadow-beings passing by.) 

  

According to the Buddha (MN i 266, ii 157), “three conditions are needed for conception here: 

coitus, during the mother’s fertile period, in the presence of a gandharva” (here meaning the 

intermediate being, not the spirit species of chapter 3).   

 

What could the gandharva be if not the intermediate being?  What is the intermediate being?  

The intermediate existence, between death and rebirth, cannot be said to be born because it 

has not arrived at the place where it should go.  Between the death-existence, the five 

skandhas at the moment of death, and the birth-existence, the five skandhas at the moment of 

rebirth, there is an existence, a body of five skandhas that goes to the place of rebirth.  This 

existence between two destinies is therefore called intermediate existence.  It is produced but 

not born because it has not arrived at the place where it should go, which is the place where 

the retribution of karma takes place. (AK iii 10-12) 

 

The intermediate being is the unsettled transitional state between death and rebirth, in search of a 

new body to become another individual.  It is said to have seven days to take up a new destination.  

If it cannot, it dissolves and takes a new form to dissipate again after seven days.  Each cycle makes 

it more difficult as its perceptions become more dim.  This may happen up to seven times, for a 

maximum of 49 days.  This interim state is characterized by wavering and indecision about which 

rebirth circumstances to choose.  Usually it does not take long before retribution produces a new 

individual, reborn as a human or in another destiny.  

  

Ghosts and other pretas are not intermediates but definitive reincarnations as non-humans.  They 

have an antipodal physical wavelength, a body made up of negative (yin) instead of positive (yang) 

energy.  Although the ghost realm is inferior to the human world, hungry ghosts and other shades 

have greater powers of remembering (former lives), mind-reading, and movement.  Similarly, the 
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intermediate state is characterized by a high degree of memory, intelligence, and mobility, but it is 

basically a state of instability, of vacillation between wholesome and unwholesome, good and bad 

tendencies, the condensation of a lifetime’s attitudes. 

  

After death one obtains exceptional capacities to remember former lives and to see, hear, know, and 

move about.  (These powers are then much greater than in the human dream state where one can 

wake up with the solution to a problem or dream up a good literary piece or see places and move in 

conditions that are beyond a normal capacity.)  Since the gandharva has left the impediments of body 

and brain, there is much greater penetration and agility.  A thought is enough to be at another place 

or with another person.  However, the intermediate being is far from being in control, as it is 

manipulated by karmic attraction.  There is no real comprehension, no truthful intention and 

subsequent decision-making, no wisdom and freedom to know and decide where to go and not to go.  

It has no choice of destiny, no way of avoiding the impending appointment of Samsara.  Karma’s 

“fatal attraction” can be compared with the pull of gravity that rules all matter in the universe.       

  

When the gandharva enters a womb to become an embryo, its special capacities are lost to be 

replaced by unconsciousness and confusion.  It forgets all it has seen and known.  It is no longer an 

intelligent and agile intermediate being but a coarse and primitive embryo growing into a fetus.  For 

exceptionally good and wise persons with a strong affinity for a high realm, there is no intermediate 

state.  They ascend and arise, in an instant, in an apparitional body to their appointed heaven realm.  

The same holds for those with very bad karma; they descend directly to the lower preta or hell realm 

and may even do so before they are completely dead.  Evil persons are lucky if they enjoy some 

intermediate existence, and they do so only if they have done some good.  Good and wise persons 

may also go to heaven after one intermediate cycle.   

 

There are only two places an intermediate being is unable to visit: a womb, because this would be the 

end of the intermediate state and the beginning of a new existence, and the field of enlightenment, 

because this would mean awakening, the end of ignorance and the liberation from its karma force.  

Intermediates are most likely to be found in places where people gather, especially where a woman 

and a man have intercourse.  People like to be alone and unseen when making love, while in fact 

they always have lots of spectators, curious and attracted to wherever the action is, eager to be 

conceived. 

  

When there is a spiritual awakening from the intermediate condition, there is a sudden burst of great, 

bright light, like an explosion of splendid rays shining with boundless radiance, an emanation of the 

nature of Substance functioning as brightness.  This “light” of the original-basic nature is empty and 

has no luminosity (as opposed to dark) or any other qualifications, but for those with samadhi-

wisdom attainment this instant yields a moment of recognition and stabilization, not yet entering the 

“site of enlightenment” but beholding the Way, not entering any heaven or other destiny in the Triple 

Universe but the “supramundane path.”  Those who know what is happening also know what to do.  

They perceive that this “is it” – the original state, the return, the final recovery.  And because of an 
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acquired transcendental taste they are settled, calm, and clear.  This is not the end, however, but only 

an attainment dependent on one’s spiritual concentration and wisdom level, not yet enlightenment. 

 

When we close our eyes and play dead, all we can see is a mass of dim obscurity, a darkness we do 

not really understand; we do not recognize the transcendental, meta-physical light of emptiness that 

is always shining before our eyes, radiant, pure, and all-pervasive.  This infinite luminosity is 

independent from light and darkness, never and nowhere absent, not even in an impenetrable 

underworld or a tremendous black hole.  With sufficient insight and concentration power, one can 

recognize and remain in it, even with some burdensome karma.  But for ordinary people the initial 

clear light of death transforms immediately, corresponding to the karmic force that will carry them 

into the next destination.  Greed, anger, delusion, arrogance, and doubt manifest in all kinds of 

visions, colors, and images.  Like a movie running fast-forward, scenes are projected of all the good 

and bad with the consequences for oneself and others one did not realize at the time.  Sharp images 

appear of the times when one was both worthy and unworthy as a person, of the moments one found 

goodness, honesty, patience, etc., more or less imperative than worldly and selfish concerns.  One’s 

power of perception becomes extremely quick and keen and one receives his/her own “judgment.”  

There may be visits to hells and heavens, apparitions of the Lord of the underworld, Lord Jesus 

coming to welcome us, Lord Maitreya appearing to teach us or Amitabha Buddha to receive us in his 

Western Paradise of Utmost Joy.  All phenomena (quantity) that appear then are the result of our 

karma, in response to our moral and spiritual quality. 

  

Whatever happens, whether the scenes are blissful or terrifying, one should remain alert, not afraid or 

attached.  This is a time for abiding in right mindfulness, oneness of thought and unmoving focus, be 

it on a prayer or a mantra.  A popular practice in Buddhism is reciting the name of Amitabha, the 

Buddha of infinite light, in order to be reborn in his Pure Land.  Intentional rebirth follows only if 

one is in full control of the mind, which supposes a concentration power of at least the first dhyana. 

  

Tibetan Buddhism has developed a way of salvation for those in the intermediate bardo state: a dying 

person is continuously told what he/she may expect to see, the transcendental clarity, the different 

colors and rays of light with their respective significance and destination, or some peaceful and 

wrathful deities.  At the same time the person is advised of the right attitude, how to be mindful and 

not be tempted by engaging visions, “not afraid of horrifying scenes and monster-like demons that 

come to take you, for they are not more than retribution products invoked by your karma.  They 

should not be feared for they are intermediate phantoms just like you are.”  The phenomena of the 

bardo state, the breaking up of the original Light into colors, shapes, and images is caused by the 

differentiation of karma and its imminent destiny.  The bardo guide cautions not to be led astray by 

visions so as to avoid a wrong rebirth.  All such images, and much more – every culture and religion 

has its own versions – belong to the inexhaustible phenomena of existence, to the boundless life 

manifestation in the Triple Universe.  But all phenomena arise from self-created causes and 

conditions, as part of the dependent origination process. 
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The intermediate soul to be reborn as a human is directed by its karmic disposition and attracted to 

certain relationships, which are the result of relationships and affinities from previous lives.  If 

causes and conditions are in place to become the child of a certain couple, the gandharva experiences 

pleasure in the parents’ act and is drawn into the womb.  Its karmic condition causes it to take sides 

in the love act; if it will be a boy, it falls in love with the woman, uniting with her while identifying 

with, or rather rejecting and replacing, the man, undergoing his pleasure of orgasm as well, thrilled 

and confused, knowing and seeing nothing else but the woman’s sex.  If it is to be a girl, it will be 

attracted to the man and act as the woman.  To be conceived, living beings in the Desire World rely 

on the libido between the sexes.   

 

The Buddhist texts only give broad outlines, not specific rules that could apply in individual cases.  

Rebirth does not always follow the same timing or pattern.  An intermediate being may also 

experience images of terror, such as being drawn into a storm or inundation, or being chased by 

ghosts or enemies, or hiding in panic from one or another disaster.  Such gloomy scenes are the 

effect of an unfortunate retribution and spell a life of misery.  This may already cause physical and/or 

mental damage at the moment of conception.  In such cases the original brilliance of the mind is 

obscured like sunlight in a storm.  As in dreams, peaceful, delightful, and colorful scenes indicate 

good fortune, foreboding a smooth lifetime.  The outcome of the intermediate transition depends on 

the wholesome and unwholesome karmic effects of one’s lifelong behavior, especially of greed, 

anger, delusion, and conceit.  Someone who is obsessed by money, for instance, may see a glittering 

abundance of it, embrace it and drown in it; or someone may have loved something too much and be 

reborn with an exceptional gift for it but not much else. 

  

As embryos we are conceived in ignorance, without knowing at the time or remembering now.  

Whatever we have known, experienced, and achieved before, we are born without, parted from all 

knowledge of a previous life.  When entering a womb, we are overwhelmed by confinement, lost in 

darkness and oblivion.  In concealment and pain we grow in the womb until at the moment of 

delivery we are thrown into the world, in pain again.  Even the greatest minds are confused and at a 

loss when they are reborn, unable to maintain their presence of mind, concentration and wisdom 

during the process of rebirth.  At the time of conception even a bodhisattva can get lost.  According 

to the Buddha, one usually loses the Path either at the moment of conception, during the stay in the 

womb, or when leaving it. 

  

From hells to heavens, all beings are reborn in the destiny that corresponds to their spiritual level.  

Whether one ends up in a higher or a lower realm, all depends on moral quality, merit, and spiritual 

cultivation.  There are very few who have so much spiritual leverage that they can control which 

realm they are reborn into, such as the realized ones who reside in Maitreya’s Tusita heaven or in the 

Pure Abodes (the highest level of the Dhyana Heavens).  Those who had an initial awakening can be 

reborn among mankind a few more times to complete their cultivation work before they can reach 

enlightenment (next chapter).  But even bodhisattvas and arhats who choose to be reborn as humans 

in order to help others are still under the lingering karma influence of their former lives.  Only the 
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greatest are able to remain in full knowledge and control, to come back without karmic residue, 

riding on the force of their great, inexhaustible merit.   

  

Those few who are able to remain clear-minded through conception, pregnancy, and birth still 

confront the difficulties of choosing a new life and making the right decisions of time and 

circumstances, parents and society, and more.  It is not easy to get all factors right, to reenter this 

world with the appropriate affinities and opportunities.  In the past there were also great masters who 

chose to be reborn into difficult circumstances, not because of their poor judgment but to set an 

example.  They became an orphan or a misfit of society in order to show others how to deal with 

worldly success and failure, praise and contempt, and how to embark on the road of spiritual 

cultivation in spite of all adversities.  They illustrate the basic truth that all are equal in Mind, that all 

are potential Buddhas.  But nobody becomes enlightened just by dying or being reborn (as can be 

seen from the Buddha’s own biography); there is no attainment without great effort and no salvation 

outside self-realization.  There is no other to rely upon and no time to wait for.  If we do not learn the 

art of concentration and wisdom when alive and well, how are we going to “save our soul” under the 

agony of death and its aftermath? 

 

How Karma Works 

 

Buddhism shows exactly how such fundamental change – self-improvement that leads to body-mind 

transformation and self-salvation – is possible.  

 

While physical phenomena undergo an endless succession of change, it is even easier to 

observe the transience of mental states. Psychological changes engender mental states, which 

bring about good or bad actions. Actions, in turn, influence our mental inclinations. Our 

future is actually shaped by this circular interaction of mental states and behavior. 

If this is the case, is it possible for an eternal, never-changing soul to exist? Of course it is 

impossible. A fixed soul does not even exist when we are alive, not to mention after we die: 

our bodies and minds exist in a state of incessant change. So what is the fundamental 

substance that transmigrates and can transcend mundane existence (become enlightened)?.  .    

In accordance with the view that “phenomena arise dependent on conditions” and “things 

lack self-nature,” the physical world exists dependent on causes and conditions, as does the 

spiritual-mental domain. Things arise when the right causes and conditions are present, and 

they disintegrate and disappear when causes and conditions disperse. Something as large as 

a celestial body or even the whole universe, or a single atom, all exist because of the right 

combination of causes and conditions. Without causes and conditions, nothing would exist. 

Thus, in a sense, we can say that nothing really exists. Scientists studying physics and 

chemistry can easily support this observation . . .  

Buddhism describes the spiritual domain using the term “consciousness” . . .  The eighth 

consciousness integrates the life process [providing coherence and continuity within one 

lifetime and between lives] . . .  Residue from all the activities of the first seven 

consciousnesses, good or evil, is deposited and registered in the eighth, which serves as the 
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depository of all karmic seeds . . .  But the storage is not that of a one-way depository. It 

takes deposits from outside and makes withdrawals from inside. What is deposited is the 

psychological residue of behavior, which is imprinted on the field of consciousness and 

called karmic impressions or seeds; what is withdrawn are psychological impulses that later 

develop into behavior and the results of behavior, called karmic fruits or active dharmas. In 

this manner, things move in and out, out and in, seeds becoming active dharmas, and active 

dharmas leaving behind more seeds . . .  The flow of cause and effect from seed to active 

dharma and active dharma to seed goes on and on, from countless lives in the past until 

countless lives in the future. This flow of causality comprises the coherence we experience in 

one life and the continuity between different lives . . .   

The eighth consciousness itself is ceaselessly changing, qualitatively different not only 

between two lives, but even between two fleeting thoughts. Exactly because thoughts arise 

and pass away moment to moment, and every thought is different from all other thoughts, we 

are capable either of sinking and rising in the sea of Samsara or of going beyond it . . .  

Besides this changing continuum of karmic seeds and fruits, there is no such thing as the 

eighth consciousness itself . . .  The objective of Buddhist practice toward liberation is to 

disrupt this current of birth and death induced by karmic seeds and fruits. When the function 

of the eighth consciousness ceases, that is when nothing is deposited and nothing is 

withdrawn; that is the complete realization of emptiness. In Buddhism, this process is called 

“transforming the (defiled) consciousness into (purified) wisdom,” after which one will not 

be dominated by birth and death but will be free. 

From the above discussion, we see that the eighth consciousness is not equivalent to an 

eternal soul. If an eternal soul did exist, then the transformation of an ordinary person into a 

noble one, that is, liberation from the cycle of life and death, would be impossible . . .  Only 

after the defiled, delusion-ridden, provisionally-manifest eighth consciousness is emptied is 

complete liberation attained . . .  One experiences the illuminating wisdom of “neither 

emptiness nor existence” rather than the entanglements of ignorance and vexations.  

 

This is Chan Master Sheng Yen’s answer to the question of “the soul,” the question that is central in 

mankind’s quest for the meaning of life.  It “exemplifies the exquisite nature of Buddhist philosophy 

in de-emphasizing the value of a permanent self, but at the same time recognizing the value of self-

improvement and self-transformation.” 
99

  

 

Venerable Yin-shun summarizes the Buddhist teaching of karma and rebirth as follows: 

 

Humans are tied to suffering and happiness, both of which fluctuate rapidly. Still, this is a 

good environment for practicing the Buddha Dharma. In the evil destinies, beings suffer so 

much that they have no time to practice. In the heavens, there is so much happiness that the 

beings there have enjoyment all the time. Their wisdom declines and they make no connection 

with the Dharma . . . Humans are the pivot of ascent and descent. For example, one is reborn 

                                                
99 Chan Master Sheng Yen, Orthodox Chinese Buddhism, (Dharma Drum Publications, 2007), 35-37 
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in heaven because, as a human, one accumulated good karma and practiced meditation. If 

one is reborn very high in the heavens or is reborn in heaven straight from an evil 

transmigration, this can only be because of the good deeds that one has done as a human in 

past lives. The principal reason that one might descend to the evil destinies is that one 

committed bad deeds as a human. If one falls into the evil destinies from the heavens, it is not 

because one has done evil as a divine being, since divine beings do not do extremely evil 

deeds. Such a fall is instead because one’s good fortune in heaven has come to an end and 

past evil karma, unresolved until this time, has matured to the point of retribution. 

Rebirth in the destiny of animals or ghosts straight from the hells is also not caused by evil 

deeds of the beings in hell. Since they are so occupied by suffering, how can they do evil? 

Such rebirths are all caused by the evil deeds beings have committed as humans in previous 

lives. Except for a few beings with higher status, the majority of ghosts and animals do not 

commit evil deeds. Even in the human world, an ignorant child or a psychotic lunatic cannot 

be held responsible for such serious crimes as killing. Animals, who are more ignorant than 

children, act only from their natural instincts. 

On the other hand, human beings” ability to practice meditation, with its possible 

consequence of being born in heaven, is good karma. Becoming a monastic person, keeping 

the precepts, practicing cultivation, ending birth and death, becoming a buddha – these are 

possible only for humans. When humans do evil, they can be extremely evil; when they do 

good, they can rise to the ultimate. With regard to ascent and descent in the five destinies, 

good or evil human conduct is the central pivot from which all movements up or down are 

initiated. Because of this, one should be cautious not to lose the human form and fall into the 

evil destinies. One should also be happy that one is a human now, because the opportunity to 

be free from birth and death and to become a buddha has arrived!
100

  

                                                
100 Venerable Yin-shun, The Way to Buddhahood (Wisdom Publications 1998), 70-71 
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Chapter  5 

 

MEDITATION 

This is the direct path  . . . 

for the attainment of the true way. 

Buddha, MN 10.2 

  

There is a popular saying in Chan (Chinese Zen) Buddhism: “What is your original face, before your 

father and mother were born?”  The purpose of this question is to aid one in realizing one’s true 

nature.  This life is tied up with a body that is born from parents, who gave us birth but also death.  

Once alive, this body advances towards its own demise and after it dies we are born again with 

another body from other parents.  A lifetime is but a phase in an endless cycle, every sequence being 

different, the consequence of the former.  Who am “I” in this flux and transformation; what is my 

real being, my substance and identity behind these fleeting lives; do I have an “eternal” (permanent 

and unchanging) soul?  This is the one we have to find, our pre-existential face, the One that was 

never born and never dies. 

 

To look for this one is not just about the original-fundamental nature of one’s own being but of all 

being.  My ground of being is not different from The Ground of Being.  Whether it is called God in 

religion or Energy in science, Absolute or Ultimate Reality in philosophy, Dao or the Way in 

Chinese philosophy, Self-nature and Mind in Buddhism, there is only one Origin and Substance of 

reality.  Names and concepts do not really matter because “the Way that can be named is not the 

eternal Way.” 
101

  It was named just That in Indian philosophy – “I am That.”   

 

It is also called Emptiness in Buddhism, because the source of all phenomena is not among 

phenomena.  All phenomena depend on other causes and conditions to arise and vanish and are 

therefore empty of a self-nature (Chapter 1).  This is what Buddhas and Tathagatas discovered; 

“What originates from causes and conditions is empty in nature; from empty nature causes and 

conditions arise” (Chapter 2).  That all phenomena are basically empty is not just a logical, 

theoretical conclusion but an empirical awakening for what is absolutely real, always and 

everywhere.  It is an overwhelming experience of what is universally and eternally true, of what is 

most obvious – but rarely seen.  Emptiness is only seen when the mind is pure and clear enough to 

fathom the non-duality of our mind and the universal Mind.  “To realize one’s nature perfectly” is to 

realize the nature of this One Mind. 

 

The source of all phenomena is not just the quantum void of energy that science believes to be the 

only, material reality; it is also the Intelligence that knows how to create creation.  The Mind behind 

the laws of physics is also behind the law of ethics, karma and rebirth.  In Buddhism, matter, physics, 

chemistry, and biology (including the brain) are only the first of five aggregates of existence, while 

the physical plane of existence is but a fraction of all realms and worlds in the Triple Universe.  

                                                
101 Daodejing, 1 
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Material science overlooks the most important part of living; happiness and wisdom, “truth, 

goodness, and beauty” (Plato) are not physical quantities but qualities of spirit.  Buddhism goes as 

far in denying materialism and scientific-rational agnosticism by saying that “All is created by Mind 

Only.”  

 

Mind, then, is not a divine being in heaven but the Non-being that all being arises from, on earth as 

in heaven.  It is the Omniscience that is never mistaken, the Conscience that leaves nothing 

unnoticed, the Memory that never forgets, the Reason (Logos) why nothing happens without reason 

or consequence (karma; Chapter 4).  “I am That” is the reason why man can become enlightened, 

omniscient like a Buddha.   

 

The main question for spiritual realization, for finding the truth and meaning of life and the universe, 

is not about theory, however, but practice.  It is not about whom or what to believe, nor how to 

approach the mass of spiritual advice the world has to offer, but about how to clear the mind and see 

for oneself.   

 

The best thing about the universe, as we have learned from science, is that we can be sure.  Nature as 

a whole, not just the material world, proceeds in an intelligible and predictable way.  Human life is 

no exception to the universal law of cause and effect.  Karma is not an invention of the Buddha or a 

religious dogma but the Way life and the universe work.  Spirituality is therefore a matter of self-

development and self-realization, of human being science.  It is a matter of exact learning, gradual 

training and transformation, verifiable progress and perfection.   

 

Spiritual training is called “cultivation of the Way” because it follows a natural and universal way, in 

order to “awaken to the Way” or “realize the Way” (expressions for becoming enlightened).  The 

Way consists of three levels, starting with the Human Way, because plain human excellence is the 

basis for all higher spiritual development (just as one does not enroll in higher education without 

completing elementary and high school first).  Self-inspection and self-correction are the beginning 

but also the end of the Way, which at its final stage focuses again on discerning and dissolving the 

factors that make us un-enlightened: common-human wrong views and attitudes. 

   

When the initial stage – consisting of moral discipline, virtue and goodness – has produced enough 

merit (positive karma), the next step is to develop focus, concentration power and clarity of mind.  

The purpose of “avoiding evil and doing good” is “to purify the mind” (the message of all Buddhas).  

This part is called the Heavenly Way, because virtuous conduct combined with mindfulness and 

concentration (like prayer and meditation) leads to rebirth in heaven.  Further meditation training can 

even produce rebirth in one of the higher heavens of the Pure Form realm.  These are also called 

“dhyana heavens” because they are only accessed (now and after death) with a mind in pure 

concentration (dhyana-samadhi).   

 

These two stages are common to all religions.  The Buddhist contribution to spirituality is a third 

stage – of wisdom.  Buddhism is called the “supramundane” path of liberation because the former 
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are still “mundane” stages within the Triple World.  All its heavenly realms have to be transcended 

because none of them are final or eternal. (Chapter 3)  The final goal of spiritual realization is 

therefore “transcendental wisdom” (prajna).  This is not ordinary wisdom but the know-how of 

transcending (“going beyond,” paramita) life-and-death in the Triple Universe.  These three levels of 

spiritual development are called the “three trainings”: moral discipline, concentration, and wisdom.   

 

The central practice in Buddhism is meditation because it opens the way for insight and wisdom to 

arise by calming and clearing the mind.  The know-how required to transcend life’s impermanence, 

suffering, and ignorance is based on the meditative development of the opposite qualities, 

permanence (unmoving stability or concentration power), bliss, and light.  The final purpose of 

meditation is great wisdom and compassion, not only self-liberation but also the know-how to help 

and liberate others.  Transcendental wisdom is universal in its compassion, encompassing all sentient 

beings. 

 

The most simple and humble act – to sit down, relax, and stop thinking – can lead to the highest 

spiritual achievement.  Along the way, meditation generates, more than any other means of self-

improvement, a tangible mind-body transformation from physical health and mental clarity, memory 

and inspiration, to a better life experience in general (based on karma transformation).   

 

The most precious (and least known) human asset is the potential for self-salvation, not only freedom 

from suffering and ignorance but absolute self-autonomy.  The human mind has the power to untie 

the bonds that bind it to the “eternal” cycle of birth-and-death in Samsara.  It has the power to arise 

in a state of neither birth nor death and enjoy the privileges (human rights) of liberation: the 

“eternity, purity, bliss, and self of Nirvana.”  That human nature has all it needs to go all the Way 

was the “amazing” discovery of the Buddha (Chapter 2).     

 

The secret of salvation is within oneself, within human reach and nothing other than self-reliance and 

self-transformation.  The many benefits of meditation have been confirmed by modern science, but 

its main purpose is often forgotten.  Correct meditation, the last step on the eightfold path, is not 

easy because it is not easy to correct, i.e. change oneself.  Purification of the mind involves the work 

of penetrating, breaking through and overcoming the third thought-skandha, discerning the mental 

formations of the fourth skandha, the deep-rooted wrong tendencies and habit-energies that make up 

the self, transforming the karmic forces that propelled us into this lifetime, and the basic 

consciousness of the fifth skandha where the seeds are stored for further becoming (Chapter 6).  

Only profound meditation can do that. 

 

“If practitioners want to follow the Way, they must practice meditation.  Besides meditation there is 

no door, no way.” 
102

  Ancient Buddhas and modern masters are unequivocal: 

 

                                                
102 Chan Master Zong Mi, Taisho 48.2015.399b 
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It really is necessary to sit in meditation and cultivate concentration.  Truly illuminating 

mind and seeing nature does not necessarily depend on sitting meditation, but still there is an 

absolute connection.  If you want to return to the pure original face, and take a step further 

and transform this physical body, it will be impossible to do unless you rely on sitting 

meditation.  Apart from this, there is no other road to take.  Moreover, it is impossible 

without going through the work of cultivating practice.  Why? To know clearly that original 

face is something natural and spontaneous, but this natural thing has been dirtied and 

darkened so much by dust and dirt since beginningless time, that it must be given a cleansing.  

Thus, the goal of all the various kinds of meditation work is just to cleanse this first; only 

then can you see what is originally there.
 103

 

 

Mindfulness 

 

Once asked by an eminent disciple for a brief statement about his teaching, “the Dharma in digested 

form,” the Buddha did not start with a “Buddhist” theme but with what comes before it.   

 

Purify the very beginning of what is wholesome . . .  You shall abandon evil deeds of body, 

speech and thought, and realize good deeds of body, speech and thought, so shall you, 

leaning upon moral conduct and taking a firm stand in moral conduct . . .  Conduct is of two 

kinds, one to be followed and the other not to be followed. To make onslaught on creatures ...  

to take what is not given . . .  to have illegitimate intercourse . . .  if this kind of bodily 

conduct is followed, unskilled states of mind grow much and skilled states of mind decline . . .  

Lying, slander, harsh speech, bordering on anger, frivolous chatter, not conducive to 

concentration . . .  if this kind of vocal activity is followed, unskilled states of mind increase 

much and skilled states of mind decrease . . .  With covetousness, malevolence, harmfulness 

in mind, unskilled states of mind grow much and skilled states of mind decrease . . .  To avoid 

these, if one is not covetous, not malevolent and not harmful in mind, if this kind of thought is 

followed, unskilled states of mind decrease, skilled states of mind grow much.  

(MN iii 46-51) 

  

In all cultures and at all times, from ancient India and Greece to the major traditions of religion and 

humanism in West and East (such as Confucianism in China), the emphasis has been on “the very 

beginning of what is wholesome.”  Without “a firm stand in moral conduct . . . skilled states of mind 

decrease.”  Morality is not just a matter for religious believers; what is unskillful is unwholesome for 

the whole of human life and civilization.  There can be not much of a wholesome development, 

personal or global success, social, economic, political, or cultural progress if it does not build on 

morality and virtue.  The foundation of life and the universe is not a different one for different 

opinions and beliefs.  The Way is universal and valid for all; any further and higher roads start from 

                                                
103 Nan Huai-Chin, Ruhe xiuzheng Fofa, p. 230; trans. Working Toward Enlightenment (York Beach: Samuel 

Weiser, 1998), p. 249-250   
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the human way.  “The very beginning,” the first human being learning – what should be the primary 

concern of education – is ethics.    

 

To be clear about right and wrong and behave accordingly, avoiding what is unwholesome and stop 

creating negative karma altogether, thinking only what is wholesome and doing evermore good, is 

already a formidable task.  Nothing but right view, thought, and conduct lead to right mindfulness 

and concentration, the last steps of the eightfold path. 

 

There is this unique way to the purification of beings, for overcoming sorrow and distress, for 

gaining the right path, for realizing Nirvana, namely the four foundations of mindfulness. 

What are the four? To abide contemplating the body as body, ardent, clearly aware and 

mindful, having put aside hankering and fretting for the world; to abide contemplating 

feelings as feelings, consciousness as consciousness, mind-objects as mind-objects.  

(DN ii 290) 

 

“The one and only way” 
104

 is nothing special; it has no creeds or scriptures, no churches or temples, 

no rules or rituals, just plain awareness of the one and only reality we actually know for ourselves.  

The Great Discourse on the Four Foundations of Mindfulness describes the process of meditation, 

after reminding of moral perfection and universal love: 

 

Being perfected in morality . . .  compassionate, trembling for the welfare of all living beings 

. . .  experiencing in oneself the blameless bliss from morality . . .  one becomes a guardian of 

the sense-doors. How? On seeing a visible object one does not grasp at its features and 

develops restraint of the eye-faculty . . .  [the same for sound, smell, taste and touch]. On 

thinking a thought, one does not grasp at its features and develops restraint of the mind-

faculty. One experiences within the blameless bliss that comes from guarding the sense-

doors. 

 

Spirituality begins with discipline, with guarding of the sense-doors.  The thought and the sense 

faculties, together with their respective objects and consciousnesses constitute the eighteen elements 

of the human phenomenon (Chapter 1).  The six faculties function as the media/doors between the 

mind and objects.  “To purify the mind” starts with not blocking the sense doors with objects of 

perception but with emptying and opening them up.  When purified, each of them can function in 

unison to inform the mind with different sense data simultaneously.  (This phenomenon is also 

known in psychology as synethesia).  The human mind has the capacity to perceive the six kinds of 

data at once, as happens in advanced meditation.  (Gods and angels do not need brains and organs to 

know, remember, see, and hear more than we do). 

 

                                                
104 “ekayāna magga,” Satipatthana Sutta, MN 10.2; translated as “The Sole Way” in Nyanaponika Thera, 

The Heart of Buddhist Meditation, 139, and “The Direct Path” in Nanamoli and Bodhi, The Middle Length 

Discourses of the Buddha, 145  
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The faculties are also called the “six roots” or “bases” – from which the mind performs good or bad 

behavior, by craving and grasping the sens(e)ations of form, sound, taste, feeling, and mind-objects. 

Keeping them in check prevents bad behavior from spoiling the eighth consciousness with bad seeds.    

These also generate the opposite “affliction” of desire, namely aversion.  Both craving and the many 

forms of aversion (ill-will, anger, hatred) are based on ignorance; they form the three poisons – 

greed, hatred, and delusion – that are the roots of all evil in the world. 

 

With clear awareness in walking, standing, sitting, lying down, in speaking and in keeping 

silent, one becomes accomplished in mindfulness. Satisfied (with a minimum of comfort) he 

goes his way, just as a bird flies hither and thither burdened by nothing but its wings, so he is 

contented. 

Then . . .  he sits down cross-legged and concentrates on keeping mindfulness established 

before him. Abandoning worldly desires, he dwells with a mind freed from worldly desires, 

and his mind is purified of them; abandoning ill-will and hatred, by compassionate love, 

abandoning dullness and drowsiness, by perceiving light, abandoning restlessness and 

worry, by calming the heart, abandoning doubt, without uncertainty as to what things are 

wholesome, the mind is purified of covetousness, anger, sloth-and-torpor, worry-and-flurry 

and doubt. When he sees that these five hindrances have left, gladness arises, from gladness 

comes delight, from the delight in mind the body is tranquilized, with a tranquil body he 

experiences joy, and with joy his mind is concentrated. 

Being thus detached from sense-desires and unwholesome states, he enters and remains in 

the first dhyana, which is (still) with thinking and pondering, born of detachment, filled with 

delight and joy.  And with this delight and joy he so suffuses, drenches, fills and irradiates his 

body that there is no spot in the entire body that is untouched by this delight and joy born of 

detachment. 

With the subsiding of thinking and pondering, by gaining inner tranquility and oneness of 

mind, he enters and remains in the second dhyana, which is without thinking and pondering, 

born of concentration, filled with delight and joy, so suffusing the body that no spot remains 

untouched. 

With the fading away of delight, he remains imperturbable, mindful and clearly aware, and 

experiences in himself that joy of which the Noble Ones say: “Happy is he who dwells with 

equanimity and mindfulness,” and he enters and remains in the third dhyana. And with this 

joy devoid of delight he so suffuses his body that no spot remains untouched. 

Having given up pleasure and pain, and with the disappearance of former gladness and 

sadness, he enters and remains in the fourth dhyana . . .   And with mind so concentrated, 

purified and free, malleable, workable, established, and having gained imperturbability, he 

directs and inclines his mind towards knowing and seeing . . . to the production of a mind-

made body, and out of this body he produces another body, having a form, mind-made, 

complete in all its limbs and faculties. And he directs his mind to the various supernormal 

powers, to the divine ear, to the knowledge of others” minds, to the knowledge of previous 

existences, to the knowledge of the passing-away and arising of beings, with the divine eye 

seeing beings arise base and noble, well-favored and ill-favored, to happy and unhappy 
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destinations as karma directs them, after death being reborn in a lower world or a heavenly 

world . . .  and to the knowledge of the destruction of the outflows . . .    

And through knowing and seeing, the mind is delivered from the outflow of sense-desire, of 

becoming, of ignorance, and the knowledge arises: This is deliverance, there is no more of 

thusness. (DN i 64-97) 
105

 

  

Since ignorance, the root cause of all problems and worries, functions as “false thinking,” the way to 

develop insight and wisdom is to “lay dry” the source, to stop delusive thinking altogether.  

Lack of content is the remarkable condition of the whole spiritual process that leads to knowing and 

seeing the totality of life and the universe.  It is not a learning process of filling the mind with ideas 

or beliefs, but un-learning, turning inward to empty the mind so that pure concentration can arise; as 

the Buddha explains: not grasping any sense- and thought-impressions, “burdened by nothing, 

abandoning worldly desires, ill-will, dullness, restlessness, doubt . . .  [and only when] the mind is 

thus purified” does the sequence of concentration develop.  Dhyana is born of detachment and gets 

into second gear without thinking and pondering.  The third dhyana arises with the fading away of 

delight, and the fourth after “having given up pleasure and pain, with the disappearance of gladness 

and sadness.”  Only then comes the first positive action, directing the mind to the various 

supernormal powers, but the final act is again destruction of the outflows.  Nothing but purifying and 

emptying the mind, and nothing but pleasure and bliss, vision and knowledge as a result. 

 

To empty the mind is not possible straightaway.  When beginning to meditate, people often 

experience an unstoppable stream of thoughts and feelings.  Buddhism has therefore introduced 

various methods to calm the mind, to bring all thoughts into one focus and concentrate the stream of 

consciousness on one object.  Concentration in this sense of collecting the mind, to let nothing (from 

the senses) distract one’s attention, is not a Buddhist invention but a common practice, in fact, a 

prerequisite for all human achievement.   

 

Once the mind is stabilized and focused on one object, its “light and power” can develop in any 

direction, be it religious “grace” and heavenly vision, philosophical insight, scientific penetration, 

artistic inspiration, or another excellence.  Unique to Buddhism is the purpose of meditation which is 

not any object or blissful state but wisdom to “know things as they really are” (impermanent, impure, 

suffering, no-self), to transcend Samsara and finish the life-death cycle of ignorance.  Meditation 

without moral discipline and abandoning of desire does not lead to the liberation of enlightenment. 

  

 It is in this way that one must learn the four stations of mindfulness, dwelling with thought 

bound. For, when one does so, one knows the prior and the posterior, the superior and the 

inferior. What is the reason? When mindfulness is sought outside, then one is compelled to 

look for thought, and thought distracted is never liberated.  Know all this as it really is!  . . .    

Once the mind is rejoiced, then one shall experience bodily pleasure. Once bodily pleasure is 

experienced, thought shall be concentrated and one whose thought is concentrated is a 

                                                
105 Walshe, ibid. p. 100-108 
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disciple of the Sages, and learns in this way: I will collect my externally disturbed thought 

and make it rest, giving rise to notions neither of perception nor of observation. Having 

neither perception nor observation, one dwells in the pleasant stage of having cast off 

thought, and once having taken this pleasant stand, one knows things as they really are. 

What the Tathagata means by a “great man,” now listen sharply and think on it well. To 

dwell in mindfulness of the body, of sensations, of thoughts, of dharmas (phenomena), 

without taking leave of desire, if this mindfulness neither gains release nor puts an end to the 

outflows of existence, I say that he is not a man of great stature. What is the reason?  

That his thought is not liberated.  (T 24.614-5, 2.172a-b) 

  

Mindfulness means to collect and bind all thoughts, to dwell and rest, not giving rise to any notions, 

to stop following thoughts and images and stay unmoving in single-minded focus.  With time and 

practice the mind becomes calm and lucid, just as a glass of muddy water needs time to settle and 

become clear.   

 

When still, the mind functions like a water mirror and reflects perfectly, not distorting or omitting 

anything, (just as the whole picture becomes clear when focusing a camera on one point).  When 

thoughts eventually stop, the mind enters a new, hitherto unknown state of clear, stable, and 

expansive consciousness, and one enjoys the physical pleasure and mental bliss of initial dhyana-

concentration.  To suffuse all cells is an experience of mind-body transformation; the body’s nerve 

and bio-electricity circuitry becomes purified and opens up to let conscious energy flow through.  

Dhyana marks the birth of a new mind in a new body, while opening up a new world as well: the 

Pure Form World beyond the World of Sense-desire (Chapter 3).   

 

Nature proves when the mind gets it right, first providing the happiness of morality and then the 

greater happiness of concentration.  The following passages highlight the mental joy and physical 

pleasure that are an essential characteristic of the process of dhyana concentration.  Meditation is not 

a blank and sterile exercise but the source of superior awareness and well-being.  The physical 

benefits and the mental powers are tangible evidence, the karmic retribution and cosmic resonance of 

spiritual, i.e. higher than sensual and rational, development. 

 

Whatever happiness or joy arises from the sense-pleasures is known as sensual happiness.  

To declare that this is the highest happiness and joy that beings may experience, I do not 

agree, because there is other happiness more excellent and sublime.  To be aloof from sense-

pleasures and from unskilled states of mind, and to enter and abide in the joy and rapture of 

the first dhyana, born of separation, this is happiness more excellent and sublime.  But there 

is still another happiness more excellent and sublime than that happiness. 

 

The Buddha then describes the further stages of concentration as ascending and expanding happiness 

until the highest concentration is reached, which is not yet the summit of happiness: 
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Yet another happiness is more excellent and sublime . . . by wholly transcending the infinite 

realm of neither perception nor non-perception and entering and abiding in the cessation of 

perception and sensation.  This is the other happiness that is loftier and more sublime.  

(MN i 398-400) 

 

Correct mindfulness, the seventh step of the eightfold path after correct view, aspiration, speech, 

action, livelihood, effort, is constant awareness (P. anussati): to pay attention and be aware at all 

times and circumstances, “with clear awareness in walking, standing, sitting, lying down, in speaking 

and in keeping silent.”  With exercise and time (body and brain need biological time to develop), 

both body and mind experience a “lightness and ease” that eventually leads to the state of samadhi, 

the last step on the path. 

 

When learning to stop and stay with one object, the object of concentration eventually stays by itself, 

effortlessly and without further distraction or absent-mindedness.  The body is forgotten, feelings are 

forgotten, thoughts are forgotten; all that is left is single-minded focus, freed of any “thing” – the 

first step of liberation.   

 

The advice of Chan masters for whatever great experience or small problem their disciples came up 

with in their meditation practice was invariably “Put it down! Let it go!” or “If you meet the Buddha, 

kill the Buddha!”  The Buddhist way of “solving problems” is to let pure attention shine, like sun on 

ice, to melt down complexities and difficulties.  Whatever happens next, on top of pure 

concentration, is already a “second thought” replacing and obscuring the original One.  Whatever 

phenomena may appear beside meditation, they are distraction, construct of consciousness, 

constructed by ignorance.  One only has to think “one” and let go of all else until thoughts stay away 

by themselves.  When the mind stops wandering and all thought-moments become one, this very 

moment becomes all time, eternity. 

 

 Meditation  

 

The Buddha and his followers practiced sitting meditation throughout their lives, as was a common 

tradition in India.  According to Buddhism, the lotus posture traces its roots to former Buddhas in 

previous world-ages.  It has been the general meditation posture in the East, but not easy to adopt for 

Westerners who usually have stiffer joints and may therefore prefer sitting cross-legged or in half 

lotus.  The reason for the lotus position is not religious but physiological, to enhance the flow of 

body energy and facilitate concentration power.  It facilitates like no other exercise or position the 

relaxation of the body and the energizing of the brain, allowing one to remain motionless and alert 

for a long time; it is the final goal of all yoga. 

 

For the full lotus posture both knees should be touching the ground, the legs crossing at the calf, the 

feet resting on the opposite thighs with soles turned upward, the hands resting one on the other, 

palms upward on the lap.  The spine should be upright and not leaning.  Sitting on the edge of a firm, 

thick cushion helps to elevate and straighten the spine, while allowing the knees to rest on the floor.  
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Most people start sitting with crossed legs, the feet tucked under the knees, or in half lotus posture 

with one leg and foot lying on the calf of the other leg.  After relaxing and sitting for some time, the 

knee joints become suppler and the full or half lotus easier.  Head, neck, and spine should be kept in 

a vertical line but not straight; the spine should adopt a natural curve, as if hanging from the crown.  

The right hand rests on the left with the tips of the thumbs slightly touching (connecting major 

opposite brain areas); this is called the “samadhi seal.”  The shoulders are kept erect, not drooping 

but without effort.  The chin is slightly pulled back (to slow the bloodstream to the brain).  It is 

recommended to close the eyes (because modern eyes are already overtaxed), or to open them 

slightly to prevent drowsiness, the gaze resting on the floor in front.  The face has a light smile of 

relaxation.  The purpose is to be comfortable, without using force (knees and back take a long time to 

heal when hurt) – and to forget the body altogether.  

 

The main rule is to be at ease and thoroughly relaxed in muscles, nerves, and brain.  Noises and 

bright light may create tension, and darkness may cause sleepiness.  It is better to meditate often for a 

shorter time than for a long time but infrequently.  To make real progress, meditation should become 

a vital part of one’s daily life.  Meditation masters recommended to their students: “Do it with an 

aspiration so strong that it will be the cause of fulfilling your provisional and final aims. Meditate in 

this way during four sessions: predawn, morning, afternoon, and at nightfall. Furthermore, if at first 

you meditate for a long time, you will be readily susceptible to laxity and excitement. If this becomes 

your habit, it will then be difficult to correct your awareness. Meditate in many short sessions.  If you 

end your session while still wanting to meditate, you will be eager to reenter each future session.”
106

 

 

The time spent in meditation will eventually save lots of time that would otherwise be lost in poorer 

health, more sleep, less calm, concentration, inspiration, and efficiency.  It will save one from a 

lower quality of life experience and a shorter lifetime in general.  However, meditation is only for 

healthy and normal people.  It cannot be used to address mental problems, as it may aggravate 

instead of cure them.  As for spiritual training, meditation relies on moral discipline as well as 

correct insight.    

 

The beneficial effects on the mental and the biological-cellular level are not the real purpose of 

meditation, but only provisional aims.  Mere body postures, yoga, lotus or other gestures and energy 

workouts are not spiritual but bodily cultivation; concentration does not depend on external forms.  

For accomplished meditators, all basic postures and movements of the body – walking, standing, 

sitting, and lying – are compatible with the meditative state, provided they are dignified in manner, 

though none is as efficient as the lotus posture. 

   

 * * * 

One may not be aware of it but the mind is never still and clear; it is always thinking or sinking, 

either in a state of restlessness and distraction or torpor and sleep.  As soon as we wake, the stream of 

thought takes over to scatter and clutter the mind with endless ideas and feelings, beyond our will 

                                                
106 Tsongkhapa, The Great Treatise on the Stages of the Path, (Snow Lion Publications, 2000), 100 
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and control, without reason and without end, until we are tired and retire into unconsciousness.  We 

are always witnessing one of both, either yang or yin, day and night, turning round with the rotation 

of the planet. 

  

The impulse that propels the stream of thought is a function of the life force that moves us from birth 

to death and from life to life (the fourth skandha and the second link in the origination chain, before 

consciousness).  Even when sleeping and dreaming we undergo perceptions and sensations, and 

when not dreaming we slip into oblivion.  Once awake our mind rushes in a race, jumping from 

thought to thought, “moving like a monkey” from branch to branch.  This monkey-mind is a constant 

dis-ease and dis-order that affects us profoundly; if intensified, it may turn into real mental disorder 

and disease.  When weary of all the turmoil, we “turn off the power” and “faint” again. 

 

Few people ever experience a state of mind that is beyond both thinking and oblivion, neither 

scattered nor sunk.  Perfectly still and bright, not running off and dropping into absent-mindednes 

but witnessing unwavering presence of mind, clear and pure concentration attained and maintained at 

will, is called samadhi in the East.  It is not (yet) enlightenment, as is often assumed.   

  

Meditation is not sitting and thinking or feeling in a different, subtle way, which is only a shift in 

appearance.  It is not avoiding all thought and creating a blank mind, which is in fact a big “false 

thought” suppressing all others, nor is it sleeping in disguise.  Correct concentration is a mental skill 

that requires a long time to learn through exercise and experience.  It comes at the end of the 

eightfold path, after the other steps have been corrected (including the right view about karma and 

rebirth in the Triple Universe).  Dhyana-samadhi follows naturally when the former steps are 

perfected.  This may even happen spontaneously, as is shown by some saints and sages who never 

practiced “meditation” but attained mindfulness and dhyana-concentration as a result of a life of 

discipline and pure conduct, mindfulness and single-minded contemplation (after more lives of 

virtuous merit and positive karma).     

 

Meditation starts with correct mindfulness, not only paying attention when one meditates but paying 

constant attention, clear awareness in “walking, standing, sitting, lying down,” in speaking and in 

keeping silent.  Mindfulness means to bear in mind and to have at heart, to be aware of what happens 

in the mind, not only when we think of it but all the time.  It is not occasional consideration and 

special application now and then, nor is it a deliberate, conceptual reflection, but an abiding 

awareness that stays focused on one object constantly, without having to recall or reason about it.  

Like awaiting a verdict, being afflicted with a serious disease, or having an addiction, one is 

constantly aware of it, concerned or worried, without having to think of it.  Mindfulness stays and 

operates behind the flow of thinking consciousness.   

  

To be mindful means to fix, attach, bind our running thoughts, like fixing a wild horse to a pole; until 

the mind finds the ability to rest in focus and stay without moving away, as long as one wishes, with 

lightness and ease.  The beginning is difficult for everyone.  Progress depends on motivation, 

seriousness, and devotion to the task (people who are terminally ill may spontaneously glide into 
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samadhi after they have detached from everything).  The next phase, entering real concentration, is 

easy, like sliding into a comfortable state of stable awareness and growing energy, clarity and joy, 

with spiritual and physical results that cause an unquenchable satisfaction. 

  

Concentration is not just a matter of sitting meditation.  Correct concentration is developed and 

strengthened through continuous attention and clear “presence of mind” even when talking, handling 

affairs, or watching television.  Only when the samadhi experience becomes constant does it become 

a solid power – the proficiency needed on the road toward enlightenment.   

  

The object of attention in developing oneness of mind can be anything – a divine image, the setting 

sun, or a dollar bill – as long as one does not shift and move away from it.  Buddhist mindfulness 

does not aim at samadhi for itself but for the sake of wisdom, to “know as it really is.”  It therefore 

advises to focus on actual reality, specifically the four foundations of mindfulness: body, sensations, 

consciousness, and phenomena.  The standard method is to combine these four with the marks of 

existence (Chapter 1) and with another basic mark of our earthly existence, the impurity of the body.  

The concrete practice is mindfulness of [1] the body as impure, [2] sensation as suffering, [3] 

consciousness as impermanent, and [4] all things as without self.    

  

The first object of mindfulness is the body, the solid reality we confront from birth to death.  It is 

also the first body/matter/form element of the five skandhas – the cluster or shadow that needs to be 

cleared away in order to realize no-self and emptiness.  To dissolve the body-ego and its complex of 

feelings and ideas (second and third skandhas), mindfulness concentrates on the objective physical 

experience, to overcome this barrier before aspiring to transcend life-death in the Triple World. 

    

As we can observe, even when sitting quietly in meditation, trying to experience calm and clarity, the 

body causes feelings and distractions, until we cave in and do as it pleases, moving (dissipation) or 

resting (oblivion).  When trying to cultivate the spirit it is matter, the body and the senses that draw 

us in, pin us down, and hold us in their grasp.  On top of that we have the mental habit (fourth 

skandha and seventh consciousness; Chapter 1) of regarding “this body as mine; this I am, this is my 

self.”  But it is not; it is not our creation and it is never quite our own; we listen to it much more than 

it listens to us; and after all we have done for it, no matter how much we care for it, it takes us to the 

grave where its impermanence, no-self, and impurity become appalling. 

  

The body and its senses are a source of delusion and suffering, but also the vehicle that can take us 

beyond.  What we see and know of the world is what the body-senses tell us.  Our existence is 

defined by its experience, immersed in its environment, sense-impressions and brain-reactions.  It 

throws us in a stream of unremitting limitations, vexations and afflictions.  It makes us work hard to 

provide it with much more than it needs, never giving us peace and always causing us to act or to 

sink into sleep.  But it also provides the vitality and energy to transform our experiences into 

something we have never dreamt of.   
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To liberate ourselves from the obstacles of the body-skandha and to turn them into the ease, 

lightness, clarity, and bliss of samadhi, the most effective methods are three meditations on the body 

and [1] its impurity, [2] its decay and what remains after death, its white skeleton, and [3] its vital 

breath. 

  

Buddhism, as a pragmatic and empirical discipline, developed many training methods of spiritual 

cultivation which resulted in different teachings, schools of thought, and sects of practice.  But it 

does not promote any specific method as “the” indispensable technique.  Each person is unique and 

needs an individual approach, while all disciplines and practices are only “expedient means” and 

“skillful devices” to reach the ultimate goal – transcendental wisdom.  Samadhi is only the tool to 

develop it.   Correct mindfulness is the crucial part of the eightfold path because it generates the 

“powers and fulfillments” that pave the road to enlightenment. (Chapter 6) 

  

There are myriad cultivation methods in the world, but what counts for Buddhism is not their 

specific object (of devotion, for instance), not the content consciousness is focused on but the act 

itself of focusing, stabilizing, and concentration.  The purpose is to eliminate all thoughts and 

emotions.  In fact, every mental activity that practices single-minded attention in an undistracted and 

sustained way has the capacity to open up a state of bright, alert, and expanded awareness, as if time 

stands still. 

 

All objects and states of mind are produced by consciousness; they arrive and leave, arise and 

subside in the conscious mind.  Therefore, the way to be freed of and reach beyond the stream of 

mental formations is to use consciousness to create a mental object to connect with and focus on, to 

hold onto and stay with thought bound.  This object is an intentional, contrived mental act, just as 

any other construct of consciousness.  It can be prayer, visualization, chanting a mantra, 

contemplation of anything; what matters is that the focus of all attention is on a single thing.  The 

applications of mindfulness are endless but the essence of them all is to focus on one and become 

empty of the rest.  All spiritual methods, no matter background or belief, come down to one: a point 

we tie and fix our attention upon, to collect the whole floating and fleeting mass/shadow (skandha) 

of thought and perception.  That oneness of thought-moments has the power to experience spirit, to 

create living faith in a higher, more real dimension of reality, beyond the transience and relativity of 

form, space, and time. 

  

As the meditative state grows gradually in depth, intensity, and purity, wisdom and insight into the 

true nature of reality arises under the condition of adequate preparation.  Qualification or maturity to 

engage in spiritual training – to learn transcendence of impermanence and suffering, to “solve birth 

and death,” to know the essence of all there is to know – does not come from knowing a lot, from 

having (quantity) ideas about spirituality but from being (quality) virtuous as a human being who is 

used to thinking and acting with integrity and goodness.  It does not make sense to aim high and start 

from advanced levels of spiritual training (such as Zen or Mahamudra) without first learning the 

basics.   
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Moreover, the entire process revolves around the idea of conduct.  If behavior is not right and pure, 

whatever may be achieved through “spiritual exercise” in terms of samadhi and superpowers proves 

to be detrimental in the end.  But when there is a strong groundwork of moral purity and great merit 

from virtue, the next stages of the spiritual path arise naturally.  Time and again the Buddha warned 

about the power of karma.  Once the gravity of karmic formations is realized, discipline becomes a 

deep conviction and constant source of mindfulness, naturally leading to concentration power. 

The Buddha left a wealth of advice on how to practice spiritual cultivation.  He summarized the ways 

of mindfulness that are most suited to enhance discipline and virtue, concentration and wisdom, 

under ten categories. 

 

 The Ten Methods of Mindfulness  

 

There are “ten great roads” to generate the “correct samadhi,” leading to “the great reward,” “all 

forms of good,” “the elixir of immortality” (S. amrta), “Deathlessness.”  

 

 1. Mindfulness of Buddha   

 

For this as well as the following methods one has to do some serious thinking (first step on the 

eightfold path) before trying to stop thinking (last step).  “Buddha” means complete and perfect 

enlightened one, a unique realization that took three immeasurable kalpas of virtue and self-sacrifice 

– the amount of time and merit it takes to achieve the unexcelled, perfect, universal enlightenment of 

Buddhahood (S.anuttara-samyak-sambodhi).   

  

The first method is like the common spiritual practice in religion, mindfulness of a Supreme Being or 

Highest Power, though Buddhists focus on learning from and emulating the Buddha, rather than 

worshipping God.  A devoted Buddhist, however, believes in the omnipresence and omniscience of 

the Buddha.  Living faith in the Buddha enables one to contact him, anywhere and anytime, and to 

connect with his inexhaustible energy.   

 

In a recent Buddhist sermon by a Taiwanese monk, mindfulness of the Buddha was explained as 

follows:   

“His wisdom knows us, our problems and our needs, better than we know ourselves, and his 

compassion loves us more than our mother.  The reason why we don’t feel his presence is our lack of 

mindfulness.  To be mindful of the Buddha means being aware of his infinite perfection, wisdom and 

goodness, merit and power.  That leaves him no choice but to help us, if we could only seriously ask 

for it.  For someone with sincere faith, the Buddha’s response is as certain as seeing one’s face when 

looking in a mirror.  He is bound and compelled by his perfect enlightenment to guide us; just as we 

are bound and conditioned by our imperfection to be guided by wrong views – to mistake our ego as 

the center of the world, as better than the rest, slighting others and blaming everyone else except 

ourselves for the bad karma results we may experience.  His light is waiting to illuminate us, if we 

could only open up.  It is like having a radio but being unable to tune in and hear his Dharma because 

we have not switched it on.  That is why we have a hard time believing in the Buddha.  We only 
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believe what our senses tell us and only listen to the thought-channel in our head – mainly talk of 

desire, aversion, delusion, arrogance, and doubt – while we could follow him and actually become 

like him.  His mind is like pure and clear water that flows freely everywhere, while ours is like ice ...  

we behave like cocoons.” 

 

In general, this method of mindfulness of the Buddha reflects on what we are, compared to what he 

is; on the trivialities we understand compared to his omniscient knowledge; on what we care for, 

compared to his compassion; on what we are capable of, compared to his cosmic might; and on what 

we deserve, compared to his infinite reserve of merit and blessing.  It makes us grateful for his 

exceptional achievement and compassionate teaching (Dharma).     

 

In popular Buddhism, people worship statues and images of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, like deities 

in other religions.  But “for serious practitioners who have a better understanding of Buddhism, those 

images are just a tool for practice. When they want to express gratitude, or practice concentration, 

the Buddha statue serves as a focus for their attention . . . they are inclined to conduct themselves 

similarly, to emulate the Buddha — one who possesses infinite merit and wisdom . . . If there is any 

benefit to be gained from the buddhas at all, whether it be paying respect to the Buddha, or by using 

the statue as a tool, that benefit comes from the Dharma that the Buddha taught. The act of paying 

respect to the Buddha helps to incorporate more Buddha-dharma into our practice. Thus, what may 

appear to be worshipping becomes, in fact, a kind of practice, cultivation. Prostrating to the Buddha 

becomes a meditative exercise.” 
107

     

 

The role of Buddhist meditation, and spiritual cultivation in general, is to open up and empty out.  

The more clean the mind-mirror, the clearer the reflection; so the effort so the result.  Faith in the 

Buddha means faith in Mind.  “This mind is Buddha-mind” said the Chan masters.  He was a man 

just like we; how can we become like him?  What is perfection?  What is ignorance and what is 

enlightenment, exactly? 

    

This Buddha-mindfulness method is much like prayer and contemplation in other religions, based on 

devotion and concentration, single-minded and whole-hearted focus on a deity like Jesus, Yahweh, 

Allah, or Krishna.  The intention is to gain spiritual (dhyana-samadhi) power to unite with the 

honored one, but in Buddhism always with the purpose of learning and following his example, not 

worshipping or asking for forgiveness.  No Gods in heaven can undo the karma we create for 

ourselves; they cannot even undo theirs.   

 

The first disciples “attained the goal of liberation” by practicing mindfulness of the living Buddha:   

 

“They call him Buddha, Enlightened, Awake, dissolving darkness, with total vision, and 

knowing the world to its ends, he has gone beyond all the states of being and becoming.  This 

                                                
107 Chan Master Sheng-yen, Zen Wisdom (Dharma Drum Publications, 2001), 95, 98 
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man is the man I follow.  This man is a universe of wisdom and a world of understanding, a 

teacher whose Truth is “the Way things are,” instant, immediate and visible all around.” 

 

Asked why he does not spend all his time with this man, Pingiya, who is too old and weak to follow 

the Buddha, answers: 

 

“There is no moment for me, however small, that is spent away from him.  With constant and 

careful vigilance it is possible for me to see him with my mind as clearly as with my eyes, in 

night as well as day.  And since I spend my nights revering him, there is not, to my mind, a 

single moment spent away from him.  I cannot move away from his teaching; the powers of 

confidence and joy, of intellect and awareness hold me there.  Whichever way this universe of 

wisdom goes, it draws me with it.”   

Then the Buddha spoke: “Pingiya, other people have freed themselves by the power of 

confidence.  You too should let that strength release you; you too will go the further shore, 

beyond the draw of death.” 

“This man,” said Pingiya, “is a perfectly Enlightened One: everything accessible to 

knowledge is known to him, even the ultimate subtleties of godhood.  There are no more 

questions for the doubtful who come to him: the teacher has answered them all.” . . .   

“Yes,” said the Buddha, “you may consider this as mind released.” (Sutta-Nipāta 1133-49) 

 

When remembering the Buddha, the first disciples visualized his live appearance which was said to 

be exceptional, displaying the lustrous marks of a Cakravartin or “great man.”  His physique was the 

result of his exceptional past merits.  Amidst the imperfection and dissatisfaction of life stands an 

example of pure perfection, an inspiring standard worthy of our attention and mindfulness. 

 

Pure Land 

 

More meditation methods concerning Shakyamuni and other Buddhas as well were developed 

throughout history.  The Buddha himself recommended a method that became, through the ages and 

to this day, the most widely practiced in Mahayana (East Asian) countries.  The method of 

recollecting Amitabha Buddha in order to be reborn in his Pure Land has been recommended by 

many teachers in the past, including Chan masters, and even more so for our modern time.  The 

reason is that we live in a spiritually difficult time, when Buddhism and other religions are declining 

and people are struggling with a heavy karmic burden.  Compared to ancient times, modern man can 

hardly develop a clear mind with the mental powers that are needed for enlightenment. 
108

  This 

method (called “Nianfo” in Chinese, “Nembutsu” in Japanese) is based on mindfulness of a cosmic 

Buddha in his Land of Utmost Bliss, by simple repetition of his name “Amitabha Buddha” (meaning 

infinite light, or Amitayus, infinite life).  It consists of reciting the Amitabha Sutra, imagining and 

visualizing his Pure Land (not a heaven but a cosmic Buddha domain) where all phenomena are 

                                                
108 As master Sheng-yen, who spent many years teaching in the US and Taiwan, “never encountered 

someone who had attained samadhi.” (Zen Wisdom) 
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beautiful and conducive to cultivation of concentration and wisdom, where nothing distracts from 

seeing this Buddha and hearing his Dharma.   

 

This practice is recommended for older people and for those who wish not to spend further lifetimes 

on earth but to be reborn in that World of Utmost Joy, where everyone is sure to achieve 

enlightenment without being reborn elsewhere.  Reciting this Buddha-name must be done correctly, 

however, with sincere faith and mindfulness, not as an automaton. To be reborn in that Pure Land 

requires both pure concentration and pure conduct.   

 

Thus have I heard: Once the Buddha was in Sravasti, together with many great Arhats, 

Bodhisattvas . . .  and great multitudes of heavenly beings . . .  and told Sariputra: To the 

West from here, beyond millions of Buddhalands, there is a world named Utmost Joy, where 

there is a Buddha, known as Amita, who is preaching now . . .  All beings in that land are free 

from suffering and only enjoy every bliss; therefore it is called Utmost Joy . . .  [then follows 

a description of the inconceivable marvels of a paradise that enjoys such wondrous 

adornment because of that Buddha’s inconceivable merits].  The radiance of that Buddha is 

immeasurable, shining on countries everywhere in all ten directions, without obstruction, and 

therefore he is called Amitabha. The life of that Buddha and his people lasts for countless, 

boundless great kalpas, and so he is named Amita. Since he became a Buddha, it has now 

been ten kalpas . . .  The living beings born in the Land of Utmost Joy are all Avaivartikas, 

many of whom will attain Buddhahood in this life. Their number is countless. The living 

beings who hear this should take the vow to be born in that land, and will thus be enabled to 

join the company of such superior and good people in the same place. One cannot only rely 

on few good roots, blessings, virtues and causal connections to be born in that land. If there 

is a good man or good woman who hears about Amita Buddha and holds firmly his name, 

whether for one day, for two, three, four, five, six, or seven days, single-mindedly without 

distraction, when this person approaches the end of life, Amita Buddha and all the holy ones 

will appear before him. When the end comes, this person, with his mind free from inversion, 

will go to be born in Amita Buddha’s land of Utmost Joy . . .  These good men and women are 

all under the protection and mindfulness of all Buddhas and will invariably not retrogress 

from Unexcelled, Perfect and Complete Enlightenment . . .  As I am now praising all 

Buddhas’ inconceivable merits, likewise all those Buddhas praise my inconceivable merits 

and say: Shakyamuni Buddha can do very difficult and rare things. In the Saha land during 

the time of the five bad defilements, of kalpa, views, afflictions, living beings, and life 

turbidity, he can attain Unequaled, Perfect and Complete Enlightenment, and declare this 

hardly believable Dharma for all the world, which is indeed very difficult. 
109

 

 

This method ensures a safe future.  The chances of hearing the true Dharma here on earth will 

become increasingly rare, because of a growing trend to neglect morality and virtue.  It will take 

                                                
109 The full text of this sutra can be found in Inagaki Hisao, The Three Pure Land Sutras, Garma C.C.Chang, 

A Treasury of Mahayana Sutras, 315-360, and Luis O.Gomez, The Land of Bliss 
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millions of years until this world will turn into a pure and happy land and be ready for the next 

Buddha Maitreya (Chapter 3).  The usual process of dying poses difficulties, anxieties, and the risk 

of losing what one has built up during a lifetime of spiritual cultivation.  There are the hazards of 

going astray not only while suffering the dissolution of the four elements, or while being drawn into 

the adventures of the intermediate state, or while being conceived, or while leaving a womb (Chapter 

4), but also of being reborn in a charming heaven of pleasure, or under less fortunate circumstances 

on earth.  

 

When the mind has trained to focus on this saving Buddha and his vows, concentration power should 

stay unmoving throughout the transition period, to allow rebirth in this realm and be sure of no 

regression in the future.  Once enlightened, albeit after a long time, it is for the rest of eternity.  This 

Land of Ultimate Bliss is for advanced practitioners (bodhisattvas-to-be) whose religious faith is not 

selfish but for the sake of wisdom and compassion; it is only after self-realizing enlightenment that 

one can effectively help others.   

  

As for all methods of mindfulness, concentration power is needed “to hold firmly his name . . .  

single-mindedly without distraction . . .  with the mind free from inversion” (i.e. free from false 

thinking and mistaking no-self as self, impermanent as permanent, etc.).  Even entering God’s 

heaven proper, meaning to be reborn in the first dhyana-realm, presupposes dhyana-attainment in 

this lifetime. 

  

The Buddha also taught other methods of being reborn in better places, like mindfulness of 

Maitreya’s Pure Land, the next Buddha for this world who now resides in a lower heaven that is 

close to earth. 

 

At present, Maitreya Bodhisattva is living in the inner court of the Tusita Heaven . . .  as 

Shakyamuni Buddha in the past. This special region is an adorned Pure Land where 

Maitreya frequently preaches the Dharma to infinite numbers of beings. After some time, 

Maitreya will come to Jambudvipa to become a Buddha. By then, this world will already be 

transformed into a Pure Land . . .  Therefore, if one vows to be born in the Pure Land of 

Tusita, one will see Maitreya Bodhisattva and will follow him in his descent to the human 

world of the future. Seeing a Buddha and hearing the Dharma, one will progress upward 

naturally. How could one worry about regression? . . .  In comparison to rebirth in other 

pure lands of the worlds in the ten directions, the doctrine of rebirth in Maitreya’s Pure Land 

is most precious and secure . . .  [because it is] very close . . .  As for the length of time 

involved in this process, after one is reborn in the inner court of Tusita in the next life, it will 

not be too long before one will return to the human world . . .  This is different from being 

reborn in other pure lands, in which one has to be single-minded without scatteredness in 

meditation, which is certainly not easy . . .  One need not necessarily vow to attain the bodhi 

mind or the mind of renunciation . . .  In brief, regardless of the kind of capacity one has for 

studying Buddhism, one needs only to take refuge in the Three Treasures, give properly, keep 

the precepts purely, and vow to return to Maitreya’s Pure Land. One is guaranteed to 
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progress upward in the course of practice through seeing the future Buddha and hearing the 

Dharma frequently, so one should not worry about the possibility of future regression. 
110 

 

 2.  Mindfulness of Dharma 

 

This practice underlies mindfulness as a whole.  Dharma means the truth and teaching of the Buddha, 

not only typically Buddhist doctrine but the universal truth as expounded by a Tathagata, one who 

clearly and fully knows the nature of reality in all respects.  This includes natural law, the universal 

principles of phenomena, people and events, both physical and spiritual dimensions; the substance of 

life and its full range in the Triple Universe, the Way the universe operates and the working of 

karma, the causality of cyclical existence in the six destinies in past, present and future, the 

twelvefold chain of dependent origination, the no-self and emptiness of ego and phenomena.  This 

method means to “constantly be aware” of the true nature of all existence.   

  

Mindfulness of “dharmas” as phenomena means to observe and examine the nature of things, the 

way they appear in our consciousness and how we react to them.  This constant reflection is not mere 

thought and conception but direct observation.  It includes the meditation methods of fixing the 

attention on a metaphysical riddle (huatou and koan) as in Chan and Zen in order to gain immediate 

insight into the nature of the mind.  It also includes study methods of logic and philosophy as in the 

Buddhist Yogacara and Mind-only schools, as well as in Jnana Yoga and Advaita Vedanta in 

Hinduism, and other spiritual disciplines. 

  

Most important is the combination of “knowing Dharma” with “applying Dharma.”  To realize 

wisdom, to arrive at the transcendental experience of ultimate reality and witness no-self and 

emptiness, truth has to be understood-in-action.  The theoretical principles have to be tested, verified, 

internalized, and actualized in life.  Mindfulness of Dharma not only knows the right view but puts it 

into practice, combining insight with some deep reflection and penetration of meditation, and with 

action; to let the truth permeate all aspects of life, at all times and circumstances.  It also requires 

understanding that all theories, practices, and stages of realization are but “expedient means” leading 

to the correct samadhi of Nirvana, which is absolutely empty. 

 

 3. Mindfulness of the Sangha  

  

This practice originally focused on the monastic order of Buddhist “professionals,” the mendicant 

men and women with shaven heads, clothed in rags, who had forsaken the ordinary way of life in 

order to not be distracted and tied down by worldly views of convention and appearance; to give 

expression to what alone is real and beyond appearances; to lead a life that is dedicated to integrity 

and detachment, discipline, morality and virtue, intellectual honesty, serenity and precision, poverty 

and chastity; not to care about what the world may think of this reversal of its establishment and 

common sense (the Buddha was the first in history to establish a monastic community life).  

                                                
110 Abridged from Yin-Shun, The Way to Buddhahood (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1998), 102-105  
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Members of the Sangha, followers of the Buddha and ordained by himself or his disciples, were held 

in high esteem, but only the “realized ones” were entitled to counsel others and initiate newcomers 

into the order.  They formed the “congregation of noble ones,” those who had made it to “the other 

shore” and joined the community of sages, those who embody eternal truth and everlasting life.  

  

To learn the Dharma one must rely on the wise guidance of the Sangha . . .  Buddhism 

teaches that we should “rely on the Dharma, not on an individual,” and so taking refuge in 

and transmitting the correct Dharma is of utmost importance. Consequently, the behavior of 

monastics is their personal business, and as long as they have correct views and can preach 

the Dharma, even if they break the precepts, laity should still give them respect . . .  The 

Buddha is worshiped because of the Dharma, and the Sangha is paid reverence due to one’s 

faith in and acceptance of the Dharma. Worshiping the great bodhisattvas is one way of 

paying reverence to the Sangha. While of course we should revere and make offerings to 

spiritually realized monastics, we should also do the same for ordinary monks and nuns who 

keep precepts and teach the Dharma . . .  even to monastics who do not keep the precepts but 

have right view and can teach the true Dharma . . .  In fact, in these days long after the 

Buddha has left us, noble monastics [enlightened to the noble (S. arya) level] are hard to 

find. 
111

 

  

Besides respect for its members, mindfulness of the Sangha means to be in communion with the 

enlightened ones, the arhats and bodhisattvas, eminent masters and other “noble ones.”  

Accomplishment in the past as at present depends on the mentor, on the person who transmits the 

light.  If we cannot share the actual guidance and presence of an enlightened master, we should 

recollect the worthy sages of past generations and learn about their lives, experiences, and teachings.  

How did they live, study, and practice?  To examine and follow their example, to actually do what 

they advised us to do is to be “mindful” of the Sangha.   

  

A further development was the preeminent role of the teacher or guru in the esoteric sects.  

Mindfulness is directed towards an “honored one” and his specific methods of instruction.  

Recollection of and communion with a spiritual teacher of high cultivation attainment, with 

enlightened transcendental beings — who by virtue of their transcendence of space/time/form are 

always present everywhere — means sincere faith in their being with us, and in what they represent.  

Spiritual union with a Teacher is a potent way to reach samadhi and its power-operations.  The 

Teacher uniting with the disciple is a wonderful working of the spirit, as has been manifested 

through many different signs of dhyana-samadhi proficiency in other religions as well. 

 

4. Mindfulness of Discipline  

  

This method directs all attention to constant self-improvement, examination and correction of one’s 

behavior, one’s inner conduct above all.  It is the effort to set one’s mind fully and constantly on 

                                                
111 ibid. p. 87 
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avoiding unwholesome thought and action, to raise ever more “skillful states of mind” such as the 

“four boundless states of loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity” (S. 

brahma-vihara, pure abidings, divine abodes), also called “the four immeasurables” because they 

make the mind immeasurable.   

  

Through observing one’s mind until all conduct becomes pure, samadhi is naturally attained.  

Eventually it means eradication of the outflows and the bonds and compulsions that bind us to the 

birth and death cycle (next chapter).  Only this leads to Nirvana, which is unconditioned and 

spontaneous perfection, and only then can good and evil, the duality of right and wrong, be left 

behind.   

 

The main purpose of discipline is to subdue and dissolve karmic obstructions that have built up 

during ages of inadequate conduct and have resulted in the mental problems, temptations and 

destructive emotions we suffer.  If there is no foundation of discipline and moral integrity, 

meditation will not only not work but will cause more problems than just distraction.  Spiritual 

training means perfection through discipline; it has little or nothing to do with special experiences or 

paranormal powers.  On the other hand, pure discipline will prove mightier than any psychic or 

miraculous powers. 

  

To develop the spiritual qualities of enlightenment, to excel and transcend the realm of birth-and-

death that is caused and dominated by good-and-evil, we need a huge amount of excellent, positive 

karma.  Once advancing on the road of pure conduct and great goodness, spiritual power, blessings 

and merits (that cover not only spiritual but all aspects of life) will grow exponentially, creating more 

comprehensive benefits than we can imagine, because selfless goodness is the heart of creation.  

  

Concentration power and wisdom arise from moral excellence.  If we have trouble meditating, 

praying, or believing, and miss wisdom, spiritual clarity, and charisma, conduct is where to look.  

That is why self-discipline in people of all cultures has led to amazing natural and supernatural 

powers.  The wisdom and influence of Socrates, for example, the father of Western thought, came 

not from special genes or brain cells but from the moral discipline and concentration power of 

someone who was known as “the most virtuous man of his time.” 

  

 5. Mindfulness of Giving  

  

Mindfulness of giving practices compassion and wisdom at the same time.  It means constant 

concern for others, forgetting oneself and renouncing the ego.  Generosity and selfless love means to 

be intent on benefitting others instead of oneself (against worldly common sense); on letting go and 

giving away instead of “going and getting,” not even thinking of “doing good” and acquiring merit  

for one’s own sake.  Giving is not only giving away of one’s belongings (that do not be-long 

anyway) but giving up and surrendering oneself, not grasping or holding on to anything, not even 

beliefs and opinions, not even one’s life.  Real giving is a difficult task.   
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This mindfulness prepares for awakening in action.  When one gives and gives up everything until 

no thought and no body is left, then (only) can one expect to experience the samadhi of no-self and 

emptiness.  When personal ideas and opinions, preferences and inclinations are given up and thrown 

out, pure concentration arises of itself – after the ego, the source of false thinking, is gone.   

 

6. Mindfulness of Heaven  

  

This spiritual exercise is the core of religion.  The purpose of all religious activity – from individual 

faith and devotion to communal liturgy and celebration, from altruistic conduct to mortification and 

holiness – is to ascend to a higher, heavenly realm and enter into union with the Divine, the defining 

goal of Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, and Judaism.  (The practice of devekut or “cleaving/adhesion,” 

for example, is to achieve single-minded concentration).  To be reborn in God’s heaven, beyond the 

lower heavens of the sense-desire world, sexual desire has to be cut off to make place for the bliss of 

dhyana-concentration – the main but forgotten reason for chastity and celibacy.  To experience 

something of heaven is the goal of prayer and contemplation, to “lift up one’s heart” (sursum corda) 

literally, up to the level of dhyana-heaven experience and achieve actual separation from senses and 

thoughts, body and world, to enter a new, pure world.   

  

The condition is mindfulness with no distraction or second thought, as can be seen in the “the brief 

rule” for Catholic monastics: “Sit in your cell as in paradise. Put the whole world behind you and 

forget it. Watch your thoughts like a good fisherman . . .  Realize above all that you are in God’s 

presence, and stand there with the attitude of one who stands before the emperor. Empty yourself 

completely and sit waiting, content with the grace of God . . .” 
112

 

  

Constant awareness of God, to pray not just now and then but to “pray always” (Jesus) and live “in 

the presence of God” is the theme that permeates all religious exercise.  A clear definition of 

Christian mindfulness which illustrates the goal of one-thought concentration is given by the great 

mystic-philosopher-theologian Meister Eckhart: “Therefore if a man begins to travel this path in the 

midst of other people, let him first commit himself strongly to God and holding him firmly in his 

heart, let him unite within himself all his strivings, thoughts, wishes, and powers, so that nothing else 

can arise in him.” 
113 

  

 

To be mindful of those in heaven is not only to remember and adore them for their superb qualities 

and merits, and implore their intercession, but also to honor their excellence by following their 

example.  Mindfulness of heaven, in Buddhist perspective, means to be aware that exalted states of 

heaven exist because of excellent karma.  Saints and angels and divinities may not have realized 

enlightenment yet, but they have the power to protect those who practice moral excellence and 

concentration.  That is why they are in a blessed and more fortuitous position than the rest of us.  

This position is the result of pure conduct and virtue, and most worthy of our admiration and 

                                                
112 Saint Romuald’s Brief Rule for Camaldolese Monks. 

113 Meister Eckhart, Sermons and Discourses (Pembridge Press, 1990), 95; italics added 
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emulation.  To keep those in heaven constantly in mind leads to communion with their samadhi state.  

Another reason to be mindful and thankful of heaven is that we may receive help and blessings from 

above.  Mindfulness of heaven partakes of its grace, power and glory.  The main difference between 

Buddhist mindfulness of Heaven and religious worship is that “God’s Kingdom” is not “where God 

is King over you.”  Gods are not superior and humans not inferior. 

 

Other religions are much respected by Buddhists, because their over-all inspiration is in consonance 

with the Dharma and they differ from Buddhism only in final (enlightenment) degree.  Buddhist 

ultimate truth and transcendence of the highest heavens in the Triple World is the Buddha’s 

achievement and not ours.  Therefore, one should not look down on religions but ask oneself if one is 

capable of their standards of living virtuously, of selfless love, constant prayer and dhyana-

experience; in other words, whether one is able to accomplish the basics of Buddhism.  

  

 * * * 

 

These six recollections have in common that they are other-related, either believing or trusting what 

others have realized (Buddha, Dharma, Sangha, Heaven) or acting toward others (discipline and 

giving).  It is typical of religious faith to shift one’s attention from actual reality, from the uncertainty 

and suffering of this world, to a better world.  In contrast, the following four methods of mindfulness 

rely solely on our own resources and are based on plain human reality, on bare attention and naked 

awareness, stripped of any beliefs or ideals. 

 

7. Mindfulness of Stopping and Resting  

 

This is a most simple and effective but difficult practice, to exercise the “extinction of body and 

mind” as if in samadhi.  In fact, all spiritual exercise goes through the stage of “stopping” (samatha) 

before reaching samadhi.  Thorough mental and physical relaxation, not only dissolving superficial 

stress but deeper problems, compulsions, and illusions as well, allows one to drop and let go of all 

issues and concerns of body and mind, put down everything and come to real rest.  Doing this means 

one will eventually reach the peace of Nirvana.   

  

Resting and taking a break from all attachment and involvement, worries and troubles, vexations and 

afflictions that may bother us is in itself a healthy and energizing practice.  To be at rest in all 

circumstances, “whether sitting, standing, walking or resting,” and to stop all thinking, willing, and 

doing is a most difficult thing to do.  When emptying the mind, untying psychological-physical 

knots, thoroughly freeing and opening up the nerves and energy-channels, a remarkable phenomenon 

takes place: body and mind fill with new energy, eventually merging with the spiritual energy that 

sustains the universe.  Only when the (separate) ego stops can the real One come out. 

 

When this experience of calm and peace becomes a routine and a skill, it generates the state of 

samadhi, and mindfulness becomes fixed, hour after hour, day in and day out.  The result is 

rejuvenation, recovering the vigor of youth.  It is also the only way to recover our original Nature; 
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true rest and stopping stops everything: the drive and pull of desire and ignorance, the force of karma 

and its cycle of birth and death, the wheel of Samsara.  When the body is empty and all phenomena 

have left the mind so only emptiness remains, then the experience of emptiness should also be put to 

rest, which is the most profound stopping, the “cessation and calm extinction of Nirvana.”  “When 

false nature stops, stopping is enlightenment.” (Surangama sutra)  

 

 8. Mindfulness of Breathing 

  

The most recommended method for attaining samadhi is concentration on breathing, because it 

involves and transforms both body and mind, thus laying a foundation for further cultivation.  It is 

called anapana in Buddhism, equal to pranayama in Indian yoga and the main object of Daoist yoga.  

It was also known in ancient Greece as pneuma, and it is a recommended method in Orthodox 

prayer, 
114

 Sufi and other spiritual traditions.  In general, Buddhist and esoteric meditation starts with 

this practice of focus on breathing, such as “calming and discerning” (samatha-vipassana) in 

Theravada, “cessation and contemplation” in Tientai (Jap. Tendai), recitation and visualization in 

Pure Land (Jap. Jodo), and “tempering the breath” in esoteric Tibetan Buddhism (as in the practice of 

“tumo heat”).  It is also the basis of energy practices in yoga, kundalini, and qi-gong.  These practices 

focus on the breathing process and awareness of its every movement, until it becomes so subtle that 

it almost stops, and the body starts generating its own inner energy (kundalini arousal).   

 

When the mind and the inner breath-energy become one, both air and thoughts stop coming and 

going.  Breathing means more than air passing through the nose into the lungs.  Oxygen is a chemical 

and not the vital energy itself, not the breath of life.  This subtle breath, called qi (ch’i) in Chinese 

(pronounced “chee”), is not only in the lungs but everywhere; it breathes throughout the whole body, 

in and out of all cells, and it joins the energy of the cosmos, interacting with the flux of life “between 

heaven and earth.”  The air we breathe is only the medium that carries the life-breath, like an 

envelope containing a jewel.  The ancient Daoists, experts in breath-energy training, called it “the 

mystic pearl of heaven and earth, the source of all breaths.”  Usually we are not aware of this subtle, 

all-pervasive, most basic but “soft” energy; it is perceived only when the mind is tranquil and the 

body pure and attuned.   

  

From daily life one knows the link between breathing and consciousness, between the rhythm and 

quality of inhalations-exhalations and different states of mind.  When agitated, anxious or angry, or 

when calming down with a sigh of relief, or taking a deep breath before an important decision, mind 

and breathing move in tandem (science has identified a relationship between thoughts/emotions and 

breathing).  But there is more.  Breathing not only converges with our mind but depends on it; it is 

made of the mind’s thought-movements because of the link between prana/qi energy and 

consciousness.  When in control of breathing one can be in control of the mind, and vice versa.  The 

purpose of anapana is to prepare for samadhi: when one-thought concentration becomes one with the 

breath, breathing may become so thin and unmoving that the flow of air spontaneously stops, and the 

                                                
114 See for instance the Philokalia and The Way of the Pilgrim (Spiritual Classics from Russia) 
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body opens up its energy-channels (the qi-meridians of acupuncture) to come alive with its own 

inner life-breath, without breathing air (yogis in India can bury themselves for several days).   

  

In the early Buddhist scriptures on mindfulness, 
115  

the anapana exercise consists of being fully 

aware without distraction of the “wind” element in the body, establishing a link between mind and 

breath, connecting all thoughts with the inhalation and exhalation process.  “When breathing out 

long, you should know how long the exhalation is, when short, you should know how short the 

breath is, when light . . .  or heavy . . .  or warm . . .  or cool . . .”  This breathing exercise is very 

efficient to improve alertness and memory, and to enhance health and brain function in general.   

  

However, in order to become a spiritual practice leading to samadhi and transcendental wisdom, the 

mind should not stay with the in-and-out breaths but focus on the empty, non-moving, not coming-

and-going interval in-between, until external, coarse air-breathing subsides and internal breathing 

takes over, igniting the inner energy flow (preparation stage of kundalini).  This phenomenon (called 

xi in Chinese) is the turning point, the start of energy (qi) transforming into spirit (shen).  This is also 

the major object and pivot of yoga, both Indian and Daoist.  To arrive at this stage, one should focus 

on the gaps between breathing, gradually extending the empty, quiet interval.  Breath and mind calm 

down until they unite of themselves.  The purpose is to remain in this state, which naturally leads to 

further concentration progress.   

  

The sutras explain: “When there is breath, know it is there; when there is no breath, know it is not 

there; know your breath is coming from the mind; know your breath is entering through the mind.”  

To “know” at this stage means clear and calm awareness (not yet samadhi, only “quiet sitting”).  

When distracting thoughts are gone and stay away, they cannot be thought anymore, even if one 

would like to think them.  When the body turns to inner respiration, it produces its own vital energy, 

without relying on outside elements, filling with life-breath without breathing chemistry in and out.  

The body-mind starts a new way of life, generating light and energy of itself, able to see in the dark 

(without light/burning of sun or electricity) and inside the body, literally.  The brain and all other 

cells fill with pure energy and the body becomes light and supple, soft like an infant, recovering its 

health and extending its life-span.   

 

With thoughts gone, the mental conception and discrimination process of the sixth consciousness has 

stopped and the third skandha obstacle/shadow is overcome; not only physical sensations and mental 

distractions but all former difficulties, hindrances and afflictions are gone.  They have made place for 

the physical rapture and spiritual joy of the first dhyana. 

 

As a start, it is advised to observe the breathing without interfering, like watching a sleeping baby 

breathing.  It is recommended to count the breaths, from one to ten.  When this practice generates an 

awareness of the pause in-between, it enters the stage of “following the breath” throughout the body.  

Counting should then be abandoned to focus on no-breath in between. 

                                                
115 Pali Nikaya, MN 10, 118 and DN 22, and the Chinese Agama, T 125 and  T 602 
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“In tempering and refining the breath, this breath [qi] is not the breath that moves in and out the 

nostrils.  This method only makes use of this breath and sets it in motion.  It is like using a match: 

after the fire is lit, you do not need the match anymore.  There is warmth in every person’s body and 

life, and the body itself also has energy.  We must take this qi and directly experience it; only then 

are we doing anapana.  If you really experience the vital energy directly, then within seven days you 

are sure to realize the fruit of enlightenment.”  “If you do not travel this road, then it will be 

extremely difficult if you want to attain the results of cultivating practice.” 
116

  

 

The first goal for all meditation is thus to “stop” (samatha).  The reason for making the breath the 

sole object of consciousness is to connect and unite consciousness with vital energy; as long as it 

flows in and out, thoughts keep coming and going.  The goal of focusing on breathing therefore is to 

stop breathing. “Stopping the breath is something our minds create: this deliberate action is for the 

sake of transforming this body.  Only after the physical body of the four elements has been entirely 

transformed will you be able to see the real one: The ocean of awakening, by nature clear and perfect 

— perfectly clear, the original wonder of awakening.”
117

 

 

9. Mindfulness of the Body  

  

There are many ways to meditate on the body and enter samadhi.  The Buddhist practice includes 

focus on the body’s impurity, to become aware of its uncleanliness and repulsiveness in order to 

counteract lust, craving, arrogance, and ego-illusion and practice detachment, to detach from the 

body and its senses (the “separation” that marks the entry of dhyana).  When meditation on the 

impurity of the body has been carried out thoroughly, the result is the transformation into a pure, 

mind-made body.  The creation of this spiritual body is the vehicle for obtaining spiritual powers and 

the know-how of liberation.  Other meditations on the body also developed from the contemplation 

of a Buddha’s glorified body of bliss to an actual transformation of one’s perishable body of flesh 

into an “incorruptible diamond body.”  Later developments are various Bodhisattva evocations, 

where one unites oneself with those bodies in esoteric practice. 

 

 Contemplation of the White Skeleton 

  

The method called “contemplation of the white skeleton” was a favorite cultivation practice 

throughout history, because it leads to samadhi with spectacular results of a quick realization of no-

self and emptiness.  It is this method together with anapana that convinced the Chinese intelligentsia 

to accept Buddhism early on, because many practitioners attained miraculous superpowers, psychic 

abilities, healing power and longevity, thanks to its thorough mind-body transformation.      

After the body dies, it decomposes until nothing but the skeleton remains.  This ultimate physical 

                                                
116 Nan Huai-chin, To Realize Enlightenment (Samuel Weiser, 1994), 184, Working Toward Enlightenment 

(Samuel Weiser, 1993), 120 

117 Working Toward Enlightenment, 254 
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fact of human life is the starting point for this exercise.  Most religions, when realizing the limits and 

hindrances imposed by the body, have resorted to austerity, mortification and other techniques of 

fasting and asceticism in an attempt to free the spirit from the flesh.  The Buddhist way to counter the 

dominance of the body and free the mind of the first skandha-cloud is to see it as it is: to observe it 

carefully, examining and analyzing how it looks precisely, under the skin and further inside.   

  

When the mind is concentrated and capable of “contemplation” (vipassana comes only after 

“cessation” or samatha), one is able to visualize the inside of the body, its organs, nerves and bones, 

blood circulation, energy channels (on which acupuncture is based), etc.  Next, one should imagine 

the final state and fate of the body, disintegrating, shedding its skin and flesh, and scrutinize in detail 

its composition as well as decomposition and what remains after the perishables of flesh and organs 

are gone.  Then one should turn the vision inwards and inspect or “scan” the body from the inside, 

literally; it is not enough to imagine and visualize.  The basic visionary capacity, called the eye-root 

consciousness, should be turned inward.  This skill, called inner vision, was like most of the 

Buddha’s methods not his invention but well-known in other ancient cultures as well.  This inner 

vision is, like inner breathing, a natural power that is activated through concentration, a spontaneous 

functioning of natural intelligence (useful and effective in diagnosing and healing disease, through 

meditation). 

  

“Introspection” of the body starts with imagining in detail all organs, tissues, fluids, bones – all that 

is contained within this “bag of skin,” as Buddhists call it.  Then one should reflect on mortality and 

imagine oneself as dead (an exercise that gave the modern yogi Ramana Maharshi his first samadhi 

experience when he was seventeen).  The body is viewed as a lifeless corpse, in all its parts, 

undergoing the successive stages of decay and rotting away, first rigid, then soft and swollen, blue-

grey, festering, exuding blood and pus, fissured, eaten by worms, and baring the bones. 

  

After meditating on the “impurity of the body” and seeing oneself turn into a heap of filth, one 

should think of the lower destinies, especially the hungry ghosts, who consider this kind of 

rottenness as precious food.  Mindful of generosity and compassion, the body is then offered to all 

those roaming, invisible beggars, mad with hunger and thirst.  To sacrifice oneself for the more 

unfortunate, ugly, and detestable non-humans among all sentient beings, to relinquish one’s body to 

feed another’s life is part of the “impurity contemplation” and a powerful way to practice (universal) 

compassion.  When this method succeeds, after giving up the body out of love for living creatures we 

usually shun, unusual peace and joy arise because we have satisfied many lives, returning some 

sacrifice of so many animals slaughtered to satisfy our body. 

 

After the body rots and is eaten away by worms and maggots and bacteria, all that remains is the 

bones.  One should sit motionless and thoughtless, just observing the white skeleton.  This 

contemplation unfolds in successive stages: after the bones are clearly seen, they are perceived as 

shining bright, dazzling white, and emitting light.  Then follows the contemplation of the basic 

elements, earth (solid stuff), water, wind, and fire, and successively witness their destruction, until 

nothing is left of “me” but the ashes of a skeleton, in wide empty space.   
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When that dust also blows away, only emptiness remains.  This contemplation of the emptiness of all 

physical form/matter (first skandha), including the absence of a body-self, is a true but only initial 

realization.  There is no perception of the body and “me” anymore, nothing but vast, bright space.  

Coarse and impure physical life has turned into brilliant energy, and concentration has reached the 

opening stage of dhyana-concentration.  To remain in this light without perception and sensation of 

body and ego is still the product of effort and contrived activity, however.  This experience, although 

definitely without suffering and worries and of incomparable delight and serenity, is not yet 

liberation or independence from birth and death. 

 

This method was recommended by the Buddha and later masters as a powerful exercise of 

purification and sublimation, a strong foundation for spirituality and transcendence, a way to dispel 

the first “poison” of greed and lust, selfishness and materialism, and cultivate universal compassion, 

to fully realize the impermanence, suffering, no-self and emptiness of the body first.   When people 

overlooked these and similar instructions for “physical” spiritual training, attainment declined 

because the groundwork was missing.  Esoteric Buddhism promoted a revival of body-

contemplation, based on the meditation of impurity and the white skeleton (as can be seen from the 

human skulls figuring in Tibetan images).  As long as the body is not emptied and transcended, other 

methods inevitably lead to mistakes, especially the “paired/dual practices” of sexual embrace in 

esoteric Buddhism and yoga.  In a so-called spiritual but in fact non-empty and non-selfless setting, 

this indulging in carnal desire is a much more serious mistake or “sin” (unwholesome action) than 

any other worldly offense, “leading to the deepest and longest of hells.”  Misunderstanding esoteric 

practices with regard to sex has caused Buddhism irreparable harm. 

 

Next follows an unabridged translation of the opening passage from an early and still influential 

meditation manual (Sutra of the Secret Essential Method of Dhyana 
118

), describing in detail the 

“contemplation of the white skeleton”: 

 

One day the Buddha with his following was visited by an intelligent and very learned monk. 

He paid his respects but, as the Buddha sat absorbed in dhyana, was greeted with silence. He 

then turned to Sariputra and asked him about the meaning of the teaching . . .   and he then 

asked the other disciples, but he could not understand.  Finally he went back to the Buddha, 

who rose from his meditation and saw the monk bowing at his feet, in a flood of tears, 

requesting earnestly to reveal the truth.  The Buddha then fully explained the four noble 

truths, but he still failed to understand, just as before.  Deities who were listening to the 

Buddha’s words, however, realized the pure dharma eye, and honoring him with heavenly 

flowers they declared to have quickly realized the truth and become Stream-winners.  When 

the monk heard the heavenly language he felt shame and wept, and without words, like a 

crumbling mountain, he prostrated himself and repented before the Buddha. 

Ananda then asked the Buddha about the causes for the fate of this monk, who – being very 

learned and well-versed in all scriptures and sciences, and after so many years of religious 

                                                
118 Chan mi yao fa jing, T 613 
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life – could not taste the flavor of the Dharma; was he to blame for something?  The Buddha 

then explained that, innumerable aeons ago, this monk had met the Buddha of that time.  

Being intelligent and learned he was conceited and heedless because of his knowledge and he 

did not practice the four foundations of mindfulness.  After having wasted his life he fell in 

the darkness of hell.  Thereafter he was reborn many times as a king among dragons and 

elephants, and when leaving the animal realm he went to heaven as a result of discipline 

during his former religious life.  Reborn among men he is now able to meet the Buddha, 

because he was versed in the former Buddha’s teaching, but because of his previous 

heedlessness and lack of cultivation of mindfulness, he could not become enlightened. 

The monk then asked the Buddha to teach him how to practice mindfulness.  Thereupon the 

Buddha explained, not only for him but for all those who suffer from heedlessness, the 

method of fixing mindfulness, to destroy the robbers that are the distracting thoughts, the true 

way of immortality, the medicine of the Buddhas of all times to cure the defilements, to close 

all doors of heedlessness, to open for Men and Gods the eightfold correct path. 

This is the method: You should sit in a quiet place, upright in the correct lotus-posture, left 

hand on the right, with closed eyes and the tongue touching the palate.  Let the mind stay 

concentrated, without being distracted.  First fix your attention on the big toe of the left foot.  

Visualize attentively half the toe and imagine a blister rising.  Watch carefully until it 

becomes very clear.  Then imagine the blister festering.  Look at the half toe until it turns so 

white and clean as if emitting white light.  After seeing this, visualize the whole toe being 

stripped of flesh.  Just watch the toe until it becomes completely clear, shining white.  This is 

“the method of fixing attention.”  

Now observe two and three toes.  After three toes, the mind expands gradually and you 

should view five toes.  Fix the mind on observing the five toes of the foot, shining bright as 

white light, clearly discerning the white bones.  Watch carefully the five toes, without 

straying.  If thoughts scatter they should be focused again on the half toe as from the 

beginning.  When this perception is made, the whole body glows and warmth develops under 

the heart.  This is “fixing the mind to stay.”  

When thoughts have stopped, the imagination has to be aroused again, to let the flesh of the 

sole split open to both sides.  Watch the bones in the foot until they are as clearly 

distinguished as possible.  The bones in the foot should look as white as dazzling snow.  View 

subsequently your anklebone, shinbone, kneecap, thighbone, pelvic bone, ribs, backbone and 

shoulder bone, visualizing each being stripped off the flesh from both sides, until they are 

clearly perceived, in dazzling white light.  From the shoulder to the elbow, from the elbow to 

the wrist, from the wrist to the hand, from the hand to the fingertips, let the flesh split open 

for each  . . .  

Once this visualization is made, one’s own body looks as white as a snowman, the joints still 

holding together.  If it looks yellow or dark, one should repent.  After repenting one sees a 

skin growing over the skeleton, then stripped off and fall in front where it gradually grows, 

from the size of a bowl to a cask and as big as a tower – it increases or decreases according 

to one’s will – and it steadily grows into a big mountain.  There are maggots gnawing the 

mountain, dropping pus and blood, and innumerable worms wriggling in the pus.  The skin 
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mountain gradually rots away until little is left and the maggots start fighting for food . . .  

This is “the initial meditation on impurity.”  

When the monk heard the Buddha’s explanation, he carefully observed one contemplation 

after the other, spending ninety days without distraction.  On the last evening of the summer 

retreat, he realized the four stages of the arhat fruits and was in full command of the three 

superknowledges and the six superpowers.  Great was his joy and he went to pay his respects 

to the Buddha:“Through meditation, through the correct experience, based on samadhi, my 

destiny has been terminated.  I will not experience any further existence.  I know for sure that 

the path corresponds with the truth, and that pure conduct will be completed.  This method 

contains the sweet dew of immortality, and who consumes it enjoys ambrosial delight.” 

The Buddha said: “Now that you have truly realized this method, you can freely exercise the 

eighteen transformations.”  Indeed, the monk stood in the air and performed freely and 

autonomously the supernatural powers. 

 

Remarkable is, first, the way karma operates throughout the different destinies, from a very 

intelligent but stubborn and arrogant man to rebirth in hell, as an animal, up to heaven, and back.  

Then comes the long concentration practice “without distraction,” illustrating how plain focus on 

physical reality and natural imagination leads to super-natural powers like “walking on water as on 

earth, going through walls and mountains as through water,” etc.  Liberation means concrete 

empowerment, solving life and death not just intellectually but actually breaking through, dissolving, 

and mastering the matter/body skandha first.   

  

This sutra contains more than thirty “meditations of the white skeleton,” each effectuating certain 

aspects of the liberation process.  One of them describes how to gradually view one’s place, 

surroundings, and then the whole world filling with white skeletons walking and staring towards 

oneself.  Another meditation envisions the skull descending upside down into the hollow abdomen 

where the intestines were, and dissolving into bright light.  This is an effective remedy for a 

distracted, chaotic mind, and for high blood pressure as well.  All thoughts and feelings take place in 

our head and over-load the brain.  This exercise “takes everything off one’s head” literally, by taking 

off our head altogether and leaving us supremely relieved.  Once the impurity of the body has been 

viewed and all flesh has been removed, one can also use the white skeleton to locate and cure 

specific syndromes and diseases (before the symptoms appear).  Concentration power is able to 

empty and dissolve the bones with all the discomfort and sickness they support.  The Buddha was not 

only a spiritual teacher but a remarkable physician as well, not by miraculously healing others but 

teaching how to become thoroughly healthy and revitalized through the self-power of the mind. 

 

 10. Mindfulness of Death 

  

This exercise deserves special attention among the ten methods of mindfulness, because death has 

been a principal topic of meditation for all spiritual disciplines, including Christianity.  It provides 

the essentials of true training that lead to actual attainment.  It is the easiest but least practiced way, 

because we are afraid of death.  To meditate on death means to be realistic, not pessimistic.  Wisdom 
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starts with acknowledging reality as it is.  Life does not exist without death.  As long as we do not 

confront the main problem of life, no other problem can really be solved.  To understand death is to 

know what life is all about; to elude death is to ignore how things are, not giving truth and wisdom a 

chance to dawn upon us.  To confront death is to knock on “the Door of Deathlessness.”  

  

The key to this mediation is not to imagine oneself as dead but to be mindful of complete rest and 

relaxation.  The body and the brain are gone, of no concern anymore (a similar supreme relief is 

reported by people who have had near-death experiences).  Detachment, to be without any other-

intervention or self-manipulation, without any intentions, expectations, beliefs or whatever creations 

from our side, is the most pure and direct way to spiritual realization.  It is the right practice to 

realize the Uncreated. 

  

We know from modern sciences, and likely from our own experience, how fragile human life is.  

Any disturbance of our inner make-up or outer environment means disaster, if not the termination of 

our “wonderful, beautiful world.”  This life is short and unpredictable to the extent that we are never 

sure of tomorrow, never really sure of coming home from a trip or waking up the next day.  

Although modern civilization has worked hard to make death seem far away and absent from our 

lives, it is as close as our shadow, as our breath.  Life is floating on such a thin thread of breath, so 

flimsy that we depend on “air” to conduct our many important affairs.  The life of this body is but a 

transient, unreliable accommodation, capable of letting us down at any moment.  And there is 

nothing we can do about it, no prevention, no insurance, no immortal resort on this planet nor in any 

of the other abodes in the Triple Universe. 

  

“Mindfulness of death is very fruitful . . .  and has Deathlessness as consummation. Meditate more 

intensely on death!” the Buddha once said.  One of the monks replied that he knew how to meditate 

on death.  “How do you meditate on it?  I hope to live for not more than seven years” answered the 

monk. “Your meditation is not mindful but thoughtless of death,” declared the Buddha.  Another 

monk said he hoped to live not more than seven months, another one talked about seven days, and 

others about one day, one morning and not more than the time for a meal.  The Buddha told them: 

“You all meditate heedlessly on the meaning of death.”  One monk said “I only need the time for 

breathing out without waiting for the next breath.”  The Buddha said “This is really meditating on the 

meaning of death, without heedlessness.  All phenomena are conditioned, empty and quiet, born and 

perishing moment after moment, like magic, without true reality.” 
119

 

  

To be mindful of death at any moment is a powerful way of spiritual cultivation.  When mindful that 

death is imminent, not only in meditation but also in daily life, one can set aside all that is 

nonessential to concentrate on “the one thing that is indispensable.”   To be mindful of death means 

to do only what is right, and do it now, moment after moment.   

 

                                                
119 T 1509.228, T 125.742, AN iii 303-306 
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Life is just this, one moment after another.  When one has detached from and transcended transient 

phenomena, simply concentrating on this moment, one can naturally and spontaneously enter the 

peace and bliss of samadhi, and experience the true nature of eternal life; one can find out what all 

coming and going is about and where it all turns around.  What is the point of birth with death, and 

the essence of all life-death phenomena?  How can we be in charge of where we go, or stop going, 

after death?  Many masters have spent their time concentrating on this one topic, not on Buddhas or 

Divinities or Scriptures or good works, not on auras and chakras, heaven and hell, but on death, the 

only thing we are really sure about.  We had better hurry and take this fleeting opportunity to find 

out, they say. 

 

* * * 

These are the main topics to focus on.  The first three, recollecting, rejoicing and taking refuge in the 

Three Jewels, the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha, are the basics for the Buddhist community.  

The fourth and fifth, mindfulness of moral discipline and giving are part of daily life for anyone who 

is serious about self-development and spirituality in general.  For the rest, we can choose whether to 

start our meditation with “breathing” and continue with “heaven” or “rest” or “body” or “death” – it 

all depends on our needs, disposition, and the level of cultivation practice we have achieved.  When 

tired and sleepy we can visualize light or do some recitation and chanting of a Buddha’s name or 

mantra; when restless we can do some breathing and qi-energy exercise to calm down body and 

mind; when feeling relaxed, resting brings us to an even deeper level of concentration; and after 

entering concentration we should practice all available cultivation methods to purify the mind and 

realize no-self and emptiness, step by step.  

  

These methods are to be applied in a skillful way.  There is a story about the Buddha noticing two 

monks sitting in a kind of meditation that was not right.  He called the two community leaders who 

were their mentors and criticized both “noble disciples” for not observing the physiognomy of their 

students and failing to instruct them according to their karmic disposition.  One of the two monks 

was a silversmith before, practicing concentration on fine work (holding his breath), and the other 

had been a cloth-bleacher (seeing white).  The latter was practicing anapana and the first was 

concentrating on the white skeleton.  Once they practiced the other way round “they soon realized 

the fruit of the path.” 

 

It is advised to practice more than one method, one we like and one we don’t, because the last one is 

usually more effective – spiritual training is about self-reform and detachment, getting out of habits 

and bonds.  Every technique involves imagining and “pretending” first, to pre-figure (rest, death), 

visualize (Buddha, Sangha, Heaven), and penetrate (Dharma, discipline, self-giving, breathing, body) 

the intended result, staying constantly mindful of it.  After visualizing a Buddha in his Pure Land and 

reciting of his name or chanting a mantra, for instance, breathing will become light and easy, 

clearing the way for the “lightness and ease” that precedes entering dhyana and emptiness 

meditation.   
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Stopping/cessation (samatha) always comes before practicing vipassana.  It is only when the mind 

stops wandering and abandons its normal clutter, inner talk and outer distraction, that it acquires the 

power to penetrate into the deeper layers of consciousness and reality, after confusion, problems and 

emotions disappear.  Once in samadhi, one does not become restless or tired anymore, but the mind 

is open and clear, radiantly aware and ready to investigate “things as they are.” 
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         Chapter 6 

 

 REALIZATION 

The aim of life is self-development. 

To realize one’s nature perfectly – 

that is what each of us is here for. 

   Oscar Wilde 

     Dhyana and Samadhi  

 

There is an account of the realization of the Buddha’s son who had asked his father “how to practice 

anapana in order to get rid of anxiety, vexation, and other thinking, to obtain the great fruit of 

retribution and to taste the elixir of immortality.”  The Buddha told him: 

 

“Go to a quiet place without people, sit cross-legged, with correct body and correct 

attention, without any other thoughts, and fix the attention on the nose: be aware of a long 

exhalation being long, of a long inhalation being long, of a short . . .  of a cool . . .   of a 

warm breath . . . .  Contemplate exhaustively the body breathing in and out and be aware of 

everything.  At times when there is breathing, be aware of it, and at times when there is no 

breathing, be also aware of it.  Be aware when the breath issues from the mind and be aware 

when the breath enters through the mind.”   

When he was meditating like this . . .   he became liberated from the mind of desire and was 

freed from all evils.  With perception and with contemplation he was constantly mindful of joy 

and peace, and he entered the first dhyana.  With perception and contemplation, he turned to 

inner respiration and enjoyed delight.  Concentrating his mind one-pointedly, without 

perception nor contemplation, he was now mindful of the joy of samadhi and he entered the 

second dhyana.  Then without paying attention to the joy, he experienced in his body the bliss 

which the sages usually seek to enjoy, and he entered the third dhyana.  Suffering and delight 

were finished and he was freed from anxiety and vexation.  In the absence of suffering and 

delight he attained pure and calm mindfulness and he ranged in the fourth dhyana.   

In this samadhi, his mind was purified from defilements and his body became soft and supple.  

He knew where he came from, he remembered his former acts and he was conscious of the 

events of his former lives during countless kalpas . . .  In this samadhi his mind was purified 

from imperfection and freed from all bonds.  He knew the minds of others and with the pure 

divine eye he contemplated the kinds of beings being born and dying; and he knew it as it 

really is. 

When contemplating like this, his mind was liberated from the outflow of desire, from the 

outflow of existence and the outflow of ignorance.  Being liberated, he also obtained the 

wisdom of liberation.  Life and death were finished, pure conduct was established, what had 

to be done was settled and there was no further existence to be experienced.  He knew it as it 

really is. (T 125, 582) 

 

All early texts invariably mention the same process of four dhyana stages: 
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Separated from sense-desires, separated from unwholesome mental states, one enters and 

remains in the first dhyana, which is accompanied by consideration and attention, with 

rapture and joy born of separation. 

With the subsiding of consideration and attention, gaining inner serenity and oneness of 

mind, one enters and remains in the second dhyana, which is without reasoning and 

reflection, with rapture and joy born of concentration. 

With the fading away of rapture, remaining imperturbable, mindful and clearly conscious, 

one experiences the joy of which the Sages say: “With equanimity and mindfulness one 

dwells in happiness,” has attained the third dhyana and remains in it. 

Having abandoned pleasure and suffering, through the disappearance of earlier joy and 

sorrow, one attains the fourth dhyana, perfect purity of mindfulness and equanimity, and one 

remains in it. (passim) 

 

Entering dhyana means experiencing a joy that is not only mental but also physical, an 

unprecedented pleasure that fills the whole person with new and subtle energy, calming both body 

and soul to the point that the breath stops moving in and out and thoughts stop coming and going.  

Spiritual light and power ignite and pervade the body’s circuitry and make all cells, nerves, and brain 

respire with an “inner life-breath.”  Filled and stilled with autonomous energy, the meditator radiates 

from within and has become independent from physical elements.  Without the need for air and 

oxygen burning, nor for the heart pumping blood, he/she has entered a new, not physical but spiritual 

dimension.  Without this distinct transformation of the biological (hungry, thirsty, sleepy, sexual) 

organism into a pure, light, and energized body, dhyana-samadhi and genuine spirituality have not 

been attained. 

  

“Separation” is the specific mark of the first dhyana.  This means a previously unknown 

independence and autonomy, not only psychological and mental detachment but also physical 

liberation and freedom from the world of sense-desire, not by deliberately refraining from desire but 

by being fulfilled and freed from all want.  Gradually a partition takes place, as if there were a split 

between body and mind; mind separates from body and sensory experience is transcended.  Before, 

one is sitting in a heavy and coarse body, aching here and tingling there, always feeling something 

somewhere.  When real concentration arrives, stability, oneness and freedom of mind, ease and 

peace, lightness and incomparable joy arise.  This new awareness of sublimation and liberation, 

unknown and unthinkable until it is actually experienced, generates a mental and physical bliss that 

exceeds any previously known pleasure.  The mass/gravity of matter/body and the “shadow” of 

sensory feeling (first and second skandhas) have released their grip.   

  

At the end of this first stage, the length of which depends on karma and effort sustained in unmoving 

focus, the initial bliss of mental freedom and sensory disentanglement fades away to make room for 

a purer degree of concentration.  The second dhyana arises when rapture and concentration power 

merge into one experience of inner joy, into a permanent state of happiness and harmony.  This joy 

comes from within and is present under all circumstances, independent from external events and 

experiences (even under hardship or danger).  This is also the stage where true compassion is born, 
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naturally of itself, inspiring spontaneous love for all without distinction or condition, without having 

to exert or persuade oneself.  When maintaining focus and not dissipating the new energy of the 

initial dhyana, “without perception or contemplation, with samadhi mindful of joy only, one moves 

into the second dhyana” as if shifting into a distinct “second gear.”  The mind becomes firmly fixed 

and stable, while another kind of delight arises.  In the first dhyana delight was born from separation 

while in the second it derives from concentration, this time caused by the cessation of thought (that 

still accompanied the first dhyana). 

  

The third dhyana arrives with an impression of absence, when the sensation of former rapture is left 

behind and may seem like falling back and being excluded from bliss.  In fact, this is only getting 

used to concentration.  The feeling of ecstasy disappears because there is nothing special to be 

ecstatic about; it is only “getting back to normal” after all.  Giving up the experience of mental and 

physical rapture is a vital evolution; these feelings were still causing instability and should be 

abandoned so that a purer, calmer and more blissful state can arise.  This deeper level of samadhi 

causes a crucial change: body and mind are deeply at rest and all energy/bio-electricity has stopped 

moving.  The bliss of this state is again different, not caused by any awareness but purely by the 

inner mind.  It is autonomous and permanent, equal at all times, a consummate happiness that 

pervades and radiates throughout.  This is “the wonderful joy innerly possessed by a bodhisattva.” 

  

In the second dhyana, thoughts, inner speech, and discursive thinking come to rest, but there is still 

awareness of the experience going on, registering but without further reflection or discrimination.  

The third stage of concentration is reached when “no longer mindful of joy, one experiences in 

oneself the physical bliss which all sages know.”  Even the impression of joy is left behind and pure 

bliss arises, causing the body to undergo a radical transformation (only at this stage can the body be 

thoroughly cured from disease; what came before it was alleviating symptoms).  The third dhyana is 

not easy to achieve, however, because it requires great merit from former virtue and goodness.  It is 

the culmination of happiness, the consummation of human nature into “sagehood.”  It is “the best of 

all joys”; compared to its supreme bliss, the former experiences of delight and pleasure seem 

ordinary.  The third dhyana realm in heaven is also the happiest one in the Triple Universe.  When 

the Buddha delivered his discourses (sutras), innumerable deities and spirits from all over the 

universe came to listen, but the number of deities from this level was far less, because they were 

loathe to part with their sphere of bliss. 

  

Only at the fourth dhyana is the mind thoroughly purified and able to be completely freed from its 

underlying “defilements and bonds,” and only now do the spiritual powers arrive: remembering 

former lives, the divine eye opening and seeing karma at work, from hell to heaven, “as it really is,” 

as easy as “looking at a nut in the palm of your hand.”  The fourth dhyana is a matter of pure 

concentration, fully energizing and transforming the human organism into great light, into a perfect 

vehicle that takes the mind wherever it wants to go, illuminating whatever it wants to know and see 

in space and time.  This is not enlightenment yet; to know more about life and the universe is not yet 

to know the Knower or the universe’s Mind. 
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Entering dhyana-concentration is an unmistakable experience for both body and mind.  The mind 

stays in focus without distraction and without effort.  Thoughts have left except for the “one thought” 

of imperturbable concentration, because there is no reason to look any further and move around 

anymore.  There is no limit to this one thought-moment, and it remains this way.  In addition to the 

mental changes, dhyana affects the body drastically.  Before we were distracted and could hardly 

forget the body and sit quietly for prolonged periods of time; now it can remain in the same posture 

for a long time, without fatigue or discomfort, as long as one wishes.  The comfort is such that there 

is no desire whatsoever but to remain in this state.  The physiological process reverses as the body 

becomes “soft and supple” and recovers its youth.  The life-force, independent from outside 

elements, generates its own energy; the meditator radiates with an inner spiritual glow and can 

literally see in the dark.  There are no disturbing stimuli from the outside, except for sound; harsh 

and sudden noises may have a traumatic effect (therefore a little chime is used to draw the attention 

of dhyana-practitioners in Buddhist monasteries). 

  

The clarity and stability of samadhi is a general, common condition of all genuine spiritual 

attainment.  Upon the “separation” of the first dhyana, the lower realms of existence in the Sense-

Desire world are left behind.  Without entering dhyana and experiencing its new mode of being, 

there is no transformation and ascension into the next heavenly world, neither in this life nor after 

death.  This cosmic-universal sequence is the common ground for all spirituality and religion, no 

matter interpretation or belief, Eastern or Western background, ancient or modern times.  The 

heavens do not listen to man’s beliefs, opinions, imageries and denominations; they are the concrete 

result of actual causes, not of wishful thinking or stubborn opinions (“believing”), but of tangible 

mind-body transformation.  The heavens are universal or “catholic,” i.e. open for the public at large, 

no matter what someone might believe about religion and spirituality.  The higher (dhyana) heavens 

are of a superior quality to the material conditions of life and the world we know, a dimension of 

“higher physics” that obeys universal law and order, not man-made gimmicks.  

 

But even the highest and purest concentration, and the heaven it represents, remains within the Triple 

World, within Samsara (Chapter 3).  The loftiest state of mind is still a state, a phenomenon that is 

causally conditioned and created.  It remains a relative attainment and not the unconditioned, 

uncreated Absolute.  Beyond these “four dhyanas and eight samadhis” (Chapter 3) Buddhism 

therefore introduces a “supramundane” samadhi – the “other happiness more excellent and sublime 

...  wholly transcending the infinite realm of neither perception nor non-perception and entering and 

abiding in the cessation of perception and sensation.”  The cause for this “attainment of extinction” 

that transcends all existence is the “elimination of the outflows,” including the desire for any state of 

(celestial) existence or non-existence.  This is the “fruit of the Arhat.”  The ninth and final stage is 

based on what comes before it, on what causes it: the qualifications of pure concentration (dhyana), 

clear conscience (wholesome karmic consciousness), a mountain of good merit, and correct insight, 

seeing truth and knowing the nature of reality.   

 

Morality, concentration, and wisdom are the three prerequisites for enlightenment, like the ABC of 

logic.  The first two, including dhyana-samadhi, are the backbone of all spiritual realization, for all 
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schools of Buddhism as well as for all other religions and spiritual disciplines.  (Saints and sages are 

those who have achieved at least the first dhyana-level; that is why the Church requires some sign of 

miraculous, supernormal – i.e. dhyana-samadhi – power before declaring someone a saint).   

 

No matter which road of spiritual cultivation one chooses, the body-mind is nothing but this body-

mind, and its development follows its own nature, which is of a universal (non-denominational) 

order.  If one believes otherwise and foregoes the foundations of moral discipline and mindfulness in 

an attempt to practice the highest Mahayana methods of perfection, for example, this mind-body will 

still be bound and emancipation from life and death will have no basis in reality.  To turn the 

ignorance of non-enlightenment into transcending wisdom, this human condition must first be 

developed and transformed.  There is no real achievement outside the dhyana process, no alternative 

or shortcut, no extra-universal way.  Realization is an exact equation, not the invention of Buddhism 

but the discovery of enlightenment.  Mind purity, clarity, and power are not properties of one or 

another conviction but of the universal Mind.  If not built on the four dhyanas, spiritual cultivation 

builds on sand.  As history has shown, when practice was neglected for theoretical speculation, 

Buddhism was in decline. 

 

It was through the four dhyanas that the Buddha reached enlightenment and through the four dhyanas 

that he passed into Great Nirvana.  During his active life dhyana-meditation was his daily “heavenly 

dwelling” from which he drew happiness, regardless of physical discomfort and pain.  And it has 

been the vital exercise for his followers, because it is “the only way.”  It not only opens the door to 

the wisdom of liberation but to the quality of life, clarity and peace of mind, fulfillment and 

happiness every human is looking for.  One can only wonder why this kind of “mind science” is not 

better known in the West; if seriously practiced, it could clarify many issues religion, philosophy, 

and science are struggling with.  But that would require a more demanding, personal struggle. 

 

When dhyana develops and false thinking stops, “temptation” or unwholesome volition is naturally 

absent, because the source of all evil, thought itself, has been de-activated.  One has found the source 

to generate one’s own vital, mental, and spiritual energy.  Merging with the energy of the universe, 

the key to its inexhaustible energy and the secret of life is found.  This is neither the end nor the 

purpose of meditation, however.  To sit quietly and just enjoy samadhi would only burn up good 

karma.  Tibet’s foremost Buddhist sage warned about the heavenly pitfalls of wrongheaded 

meditation:  

 

If instead you cling to the mere feeling of bliss in body and mind, you will stray into rebirth 

as a god or human in the Realms of Desire.  If you are attached to the state of mind that is 

free of thought, you stray into becoming a god in the Realms of Form . . .   If you are 

fascinated by being empty and nonconceptual, you stray into becoming a god in the Formless 

Realms. In these ways you go astray into the Triple World. 
120

  

                                                
 

120 Padmasambhava, Advice from the Lotus-born, trans. Erik Pema Kunsang, (Rangjung Yeshe Publications, 
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In samadhi one does not react in the old ways anymore because the usual patterns of old, the innate 

dispositions have been suppressed.  But the habit-energies and attachments, wrong views and 

unwholesome attitudes, mental “defilements and bonds” are still present in their roots.  They are like 

grass under a stone, still alive and capable of “regaining the land as soon as the winds of spring 

blow” (Chinese saying).  At this stage the work of mind-purification must proceed, to disentangle the 

knots that keep us tied to the wheel of Samsara, eliminate the forces of karma, eradicate the roots of 

delusion, and dissolve the “existential bonds” that bind us to birth and death and rebirth.  

Concentration has to be combined with the untying of these knots, and the degree of both 

achievements, dhyana-concentration and elimination of the “ten bonds” defines the level of “fruition 

of the path.”  “Path” means that there is progression, gradation of realization, before the final “bodhi-

fruit of the Way” can arrive – the wisdom of enlightenment that is the goal of all Buddhism. 

  

 The Ten Bonds  

 

After the Buddha’s son obtained the spiritual powers, he “purified his mind from all the defilements 

and bonds” and “made such contemplation as to be liberated from the mental outflows of desire, 

existence, and ignorance.  After he attained liberation, he also attained the wisdom of liberation.” 

 

The outflows are sense desire, desire for existence, views, and ignorance.  The ten bonds are an 

extension of these, namely five negative attitudes or disturbing emotions: the three afflictions or 

poisons of [1] craving/lust/greed, [2] aversion/anger/ill-will/hatred, [3] delusion, [4] arrogance and 

[5] doubt; and five wrong views: [6] the view of the body as self, [7] the biased, one-sided, or limited 

views, [8] the mistaken and perverted views, [9] the views that cling to norms and rules, and [10] the 

views that cling to views.  The five wrong views expand on the last of the “ten negative actions” (the 

Buddhist “ten commandments” against taking life, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying, exaggeration, 

abuse, ambiguous talk, covetousness, malice, and wrong views). 

 

These are the bonds or psychological fetters that condition us to act as we do, the habits that make up 

our personality, the constraints that keep us in bondage from birth to death, immersing us in 

ignorance, impermanence and suffering, desire and frustration – the miseries of non-enlightenment.  

They are not only obvious habits but also hidden compulsions, mental entanglements that keep us 

from attaining samadhi and wisdom, life after life.  They are also called attachments, dispositions, 

proclivities, tendencies (anusayas), afflictions, vexations and passions (klesa).  They are the root-

causes that inflict upon us all other problems and faults, the compulsions that drive us to commit the 

same mistakes over and over again.  We stick to them unconsciously because they are “innate” 

dispositions, belonging to the mental formations of the fourth volition skandha that existed before we 

were born and that propelled us in this kind of person and life experience.  They are instinctive 

misconceptions in all of us, prior to our knowing and willing.  They come before and after us, they 

“envelop” (AK) and shroud us all, even the gods, in their fog.   

                                                                                                                                                              
1994), 36-38 
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Our personal lives are molded by the karmic formations we have built up “since beginningless time.”  

These habit-energies are constantly forming and reinforcing; they constitute the specific life-shaping 

force that carries us from life to life.  They are so much at the basis of the life-process that a human 

being is in fact nothing more than a “creature of habit.”  (According to biological science, habit-

formation is already at work in single-celled organisms).  There is nothing more to an “ego” than its 

habits and views that command routines, tendencies, and fixations of thinking, feeling, and acting.  

To be “imperfect,” confined and conditioned just as we are, is the result of “personal” views and 

biased volitions, the imperfect outcome of the wrong use of an originally perfect mind.  Narrow, 

pitiful selves are formed by the karma productions we produce; no “other” (God or higher power) is 

to blame for creating us thus.   

 

This basic habit-formation illustrates the “no-self” (no permanent core or substance, no fixed 

identity) of all personality; there is nothing more to it.  If all problems, tendencies, addictive views 

and usual attitudes were gone, one would be a fully understanding and loving being, incarnating the 

knowledge and powers, virtues and perfections of a bodhisattva, a living example of non-problematic 

and non-biased but liberated and trans-personal sagehood.  We would be realized persons, “real 

men.”  

 

The bonds manifest themselves in degrees and layers, some of which are latent and others active, but 

all are potent and capable of being activated at any time.  To get rid of them is a matter of in-depth 

cleansing.  Wrong views can be abandoned by seeing truth, using wisdom to undo their continued 

incorrectness and untruthfulness.  To disentangle oneself from these mental fetters means first to 

detect and discern them, and then correct and dissolve them.  But to get rid of complexity, of innate 

greed, anger, ignorance, arrogance, and doubt, to become perfectly clear-minded and compassionate, 

is to become another person altogether.  Spiritual cultivation is, therefore, not for some “altered state 

of consciousness” but to alter one’s conduct from the mind-ground up.  To weaken and cut off these 

fetters will in turn enable our discipline, concentration, and wisdom power to develop.  Liberation 

from their bondage is the typical “supramundane” contribution of Buddhism, leading to (triple) 

world transcending wisdom. 

 

The view of the body as self [6] is belief in the body as an ego, as one’s person.  It holds onto the 

view that the body is one’s identity, and one’s own to keep.  This common ego view is the first and 

last impediment to attaining samadhi and wisdom; it is the root source of personal problems 
121 

and 

social miseries.  The Buddhist way to counteract this erroneous perspective is to be generous and 

practice acts of goodness and self-sacrifice; and meditate on the body’s impurity and impermanence, 

instead of considering a confined, dependent, mortal body as one’s real, independent, lasting “self” 

existence (Chapter 1). 

                                                
121 Research done by Dr. Larry Sherwitz has shown that those who have the strongest belief in a “self” and 

refer most to themselves as “I, me, my, and mine” are also most at risk for heart disease and stress-related 

illnesses. 
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The one-sided views [7] include opinions and theories that are “extreme” and believe in 

“antinomies,” such as eternal existence or annihilation after death, but also other “isms” and 

ideologies that hold certain opinions to be true against others, like materialism or idealism, 

determinism and fatalism or accidentalism (uncausedness, randomness), scientific-material 

rationalism (what science does not know or cannot explain does not exist), agnosticism, nihilism, 

monism, dualism, capitalism and communism, fundamentalism and dogmatism, etc.  These are 

limiting perspectives, views of fences and contradictions, boundaries and ceilings that prevent the 

mind from becoming open and free, keeping it from unlimited and unconditional love (the “four 

immeasurables” or “divine abidings”).  Most “personal” views (“false thinking”) and experiences, 

even a “cosmic” experience, are limited to their own defining characteristics and are one-sided 

views. 

 

To draw lines in terms of race and gender, to think of culture and country as defining and dividing 

blocks, or to consider humans as the highest beings in the world for whose sake animals can suffer 

and die – all these belong to biased and partial views.  Most philosophical thinking and religious 

ideologies belong to this category. 

 

While these wrong views cling to some opinion positively, the mistaken views [8] dismiss or deny 

what is real and true.  These are “heterodox perspectives” that are not in accord with reality and 

entertain opposite, misguided, false, inverted or upside-down, perverted views.  They include views 

such as skepticism, liberalism, pluralism, moral relativism and permissiveness, to consider as void 

and immaterial universal values and principles, ethics and truth, to disbelieve in karma and 

reincarnation, to believe in superstition and dogma (that only those who share one’s own belief can 

be saved).  These are also related to [4] arrogance and [5] doubt.   

 

The observance views [9] cling to creeds and precepts, to do’s and don’ts, rules and rituals, customs 

and commandments, prohibitions and obligations, to asceticism or any other specific behavior or 

activity as indispensable for salvation.  When these views receive absolute validity and holy priority 

(as with many religious creeds), they belong to the “belief in causes that are not causes,” such as the 

belief in a creator-lord as cause for the world and oneself, or in do’s and don’ts that constitute sin in 

one religion but not in another.  To hold onto particular creeds and customs obscures the mind from 

universal truth and incapacitates one’s concentration and wisdom power.  It confounds and conceals 

ultimate reality with what are only relative, provisional and expedient means.  On the other hand, 

spiritual wisdom and real freedom will conform and spontaneously abide by all proper norms and 

conventions society deems necessary, but without being blinded by them.  

  

The fifth category is views that cling to views [10], such as the belief that one’s views are right, that 

the way one sees things is the way they are.  To hold one’s own subjective perspective as supreme 

and infallible is the last but not least mental affliction.  They are also called estimating views; they 

hold one’s particular views as being the truth against which to measure and judge, select, cling and 

reject, extol and condemn – as in religion, politics, economics, and academics.  Examples are “I am 
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an expert, a professional, and therefore I know better,” or “I am a Christian and therefore I am 

saved,” etc.  One easily gets trapped in some philosophy or ideology or “I know best” attitude, or 

how to run a business or a country, often unable to consider truth in differing views. 

  

The wrong attitudes are also called erroneous volitions, disturbing emotions, and unskillful mental 

states.  [1] Desire is twofold, according to the world where it takes place.  It is plain greed, lust, 

craving for pleasure and satisfaction of the senses, grasping for possession and control, for profit and 

fame in this world, but also subtle “spiritual desire” for a better existence in a perfect, eternal world.  

The first desire is attached to objects, while the second, in the absence of any sense-objects, is turned 

inward.  The beings in heaven who do not cultivate the spiritual path (of self-reform) are attached to 

their superior “ego,” to their glorious bodies and powers in a sublime environment, and to their 

attainment of a higher-ranking state of being, which they may mistake for final realization.  Although 

delivered from attachment to sense-pleasures, the gods in the higher heavens are attached to the 

mystical, blissful experience of their own person (AK v 2), and to its admiration by worshippers. 

 

Worldly craving never leaves us in this Desire World, where we are always looking forward, 

aspiring, expecting, trying to grasp and hold.  Public life, society, and “world order” are inspired by 

greed and lust; the modern ideal is to satisfy power, prestige, fame, and ambition – based on ego-

view.   

  

Arrogance/conceit/pride has many faces, such as feeling “superior to equal” or “equal to superior”; 

assuming “I and mine” (my achievement, my property, my rights); presuming attainment, spiritual 

qualities or enlightenment without actual realization; complacency; self-righteousness; disdain for 

others, considering oneself right and others wrong, etc.  Linked to arrogance is doubt, since both are 

based on confusion and delusion, and subject to contestation.  “Knowing better” (not believing that a 

Buddha or an enlightened teacher could know better, for example) is an endless source of hesitation, 

reservation, suspicion, uncertainty, questioning, misgiving, distrust, disbelief, and need to “convert” 

others. 

  

Anger is obvious in everyone, as we are dissatisfied with ourselves and with things as they are.  

Displeasure and disappointment, frustration and annoyance, provocation and jealousy, resentment 

and indignation, irritation and aggressiveness come out as soon as “I” am hurt, “my” hopes and plans 

are thwarted, “my” ideas and opinions, ambitions and interests are denied or contradicted, “my” 

property and dominion intruded.  Frustration leads to anger, anger to conflict and hatred, hatred to 

vengeance and violence (the root of terrorism is certain “ideologies” or wrong views; ignorance leads 

to intolerance).  It all comes down to ignorance, not only not knowing but ignoring and denying the 

true nature of things – promoted by a world that is driven by doubtful goals and mistaken priorities, a 

world of triple fraud: being deceived by others, deceiving ourselves, and deceiving others.     

  

The personal roots of these wrong attitudes are difficult to detect and eradicate in oneself.  As we 

focus on one fault, others grow strong.  Craving is not only plain greed and lust but it includes all 

subtle selfishness, psychological and intellectual possessiveness, social and “spiritual” ambition.  
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Anger is not only obvious hatred, rage and ill-will, hostility, bitterness, envy, rancor, criticism, but 

“part of human nature” as displeasure, impatience, personal offense, tendency to “blame heaven and 

resent man” (Chinese expression), and to complain about everyone and everything except oneself, 

i.e. failing to see self-created karma as the main source of unpleasant experiences.  

 

The wrong view of ego manifests as aversion for what “I” dislike, grudge when “I” am wronged, 

temper when “I” am disturbed, obstructed, or argued with.  We all suffer from arrogance, self-

importance, conceit, sensibilities, vanity, condescension, aloofness, hubris, egotism, pride and 

prejudice, complacency and self-righteousness, and the list of ego-symptoms goes on; who does not 

think of oneself as being better than the others?   

  

Conceit leads to doubt, because “it can’t be true” that we alone are right and the others wrong.  It is 

uncertainty, wavering and indecision, skepticism, a divided attitude, not knowing what to think 

(about the causality of past and future, karma and reincarnation), or what to do (is Buddhism right or 

not, is this teacher worth my trust?), lack of insight and faith in the universal validity of perennial 

truth.  If there were no doubt but absolute “faith in Mind,” this would be awakening. 

    

Delusion takes many forms of wrong views, from plain deception and impossible promises of 

fulfillment to stubborn hopes and preconceptions about self, the world, and the beyond, to the 

upside-down views that dominate public life; from the common illusions about me and mine, 

possession and property, certainty and security, values and principles, limits and necessity, substance 

and permanence, to the primordial ignorance about the nature of cause and effect. 
122

  

 

Because we ignore “the meaning of life,” the fact that the creative principle of creation and driving 

force of our lives and the world is karma, we do everything except what needs to be done in order to 

improve our lot.  We live in reverse, in a topsy-turvy world, blaming others for what is our fault, for 

the bad karma we create and the suffering that results.  We spend our lives making great efforts – 

political, economic, scientific, social, legal, psychological – to control the damage we do.  We focus 

on undoing the results of karma, to undo our own doing instead of stopping the wrong doing, of 

addressing the cause.  The unsatisfactory conditions we experience are the result of exact causes, 

stemming from nowhere else but “wrong mind.” 

  

                                                
122 “For most people, generating good karma takes a great transformation of mind, especially if it is to 

become a reflex. Early training teaches people to seek their own advancement over the advancement of others, 

and one who sacrifices himself is seen as a pushover, even as stupid. A child who rejects acting in a selfish 

manner (in normal societal ways, like ambition and a certain measure of material greed) is often not 

considered normal by the parents. Material greed is the expected norm of almost every person. Ownership and 

collecting material goods are the goals of working, which has taken over our lives without reason and is no 

longer what one might call right livelihood . . .  I think that material consumption in the modern world is the 

greatest drain to skillful karma, and is still not seen as a fault. The better one is at accumulating goods, the 

more temporal glory one seems to attain.” (a college student) 
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According to Buddhism, the imperfection of the world, the so-called source of our problems, is the 

result of the problematic make-up of our mind – not the other way round.  We are not the result of 

circumstances or genes but self-responsible (Chapter 4); we are not bound to a difficult life in a 

troublesome world because of the world but because of a troubled mind.  Common wrong views 

result in global deterioration (global warming is the result of greed, for instance).  And when they 

aggravate in a person, they land him/her in more trouble, from suffering in this life to rebirth in a 

lower destiny. 

 

I do not perceive one single thing that, after the breaking up of the body after death, causes 

beings to be reborn in a state of loss, in a miserable course, in destruction, in hell, other than 

just this: wrong view.  For someone of wrong view, whatever deed of body, of speech, of mind 

accomplished according to that view, whatever intention, whatever aspiration, whatever 

resolve, whatever mental function - all these things lead to imperfection, to the unpleasant, 

the distasteful, the harmful, to suffering.  Why is this?  Because the belief/view is bad.  

(AN i 31-32) 

 

The opposite, a very happy world, comes true when the mind is right: “nothing is so apt to cause 

rebirth in the World of Heaven as right view.” (ibid)  The whole Universe, from heaven to hell and 

all in between, arises from the mind’s right-or-wrong-ness. 

 

There are these four perversions of perception, four perversions of thought, four perversions 

of view.  What four?  To hold that in the impermanent there is permanence, is a perversion of 

perception, thought and view.  To hold that in the not-suffering there is suffering, is a 

perversion . . . to hold that in the not-self there is self . . . that in the impure there is purity, is 

a perversion of perception, thought and view. (AN ii 51) 

 

The perversions of views are the abnormality that fuels all other problems, the roots of sin and guilt, 

the basic instincts and fatal attractions that make the world tick – like a time-bomb.  They give rise to 

the worries and problems, frustration and stress, anxiety and depression, vexation and passion, 

disorder and disease 
123

 that threaten personal as well as global order, because they operate against 

the order, the Way of the universe. 

  

Buddhist redemption and salvation mean nothing other than being delivered from these bonds.  The 

“good news” is that liberation from ignorance, suffering, and Samsara is totally up to us; we have all 

the means and all eternity to get it right, and once liberated it will be for ever and ever.   

                                                
123 According to Scott Peck, a well-known psychologist (The Road Less Traveled), “Psychological disorders 

are all disorders of thinking. So narcissists, for instance, cannot or will not think of other people . . .  What we 

used to call passive-dependent people are people who don’t think for themselves. Obsessive-compulsives tend 

to have great difficulty thinking in the big picture. And I would say that if you have a patient or a client who 

has some real difficulty, psychological difficulty, look for the problem in their thinking. There is some area 

where they are not thinking correctly.”  
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“The only way” is mindfulness to recognize the bonds.  Because they go deep down under the 

surface of daily consciousness, stubborn and deep-rooted, we need calm and clear penetration power 

to see where they come from and how to go about it.  The task of spiritual cultivation is therefore to 

“calm and stop” (samatha) in order to “discern” (vipassana), to transform selfishness [6] into 

selflessness, malevolence [2] into benevolence, etc.   

 

To become successful and permanent, this task has to be performed at the root-level of the mind, the 

eighth (alaya) consciousness.  Spiritual cultivation, in terms of purification, means breaking through, 

dissolving, and “emptying out” the mental formations of the fourth skandha – which can happen only 

when also the former body, feeling, and conception skandhas have been purified.  Cultivation work, 

dissolving the bonds on the (pre-birth) “forming forces” level, therefore needs clear-minded 

meditation and concentration power.  The real work of meditation and realization, leading to 

enlightenment, is to uproot the ten bonds.   

 

Even in our best moments we are still compelled by desire, to hold onto it or to reach a higher stage.  

From a minor incident, such as being disturbed in our concentration efforts, we already see the rise 

of anger, vexation instead of patience (one of the six perfections).  We don’t know where they come 

from and where they go, the bliss of concentration we are seeking and the frustration of distraction 

we get instead; we do not even know where one thought comes from, so ignorant we are.  We may 

be proud of our meditation or spiritual exercise, complacent, self-righteous and conceited to have 

reached this stage, thinking “how many in the world could follow me?”  Even when attaining an 

exceptional experience of clarity and insight, there is still doubt about the many questions that 

remain unsolved, waiting for the eye of wisdom to open, not even knowing the origin of our own life 

(it was a common practice in Buddha’s time to remember one’s conception, last death, and former 

lives 
124

); we are unable to see our “original face” and the source of eternal life; we are apprehensive 

about our further odyssey in the Triple World; and we are in the dark about much more. 

 

In truth, we can never avoid unwholesome action.  To some extent we are always trespassing against 

the “ten commandments” in subtle or not so subtle ways [1] taking or harming other lives, [2] 

stealing or taking advantage of others, [3] enjoying sexual fantasies, [4] lying, seldom speaking and 

thinking what is really true, while [5] slander, [6] rude or thoughtless babble and [7] gossip may be 

the usual topics of our inner talk or when confiding in others.  Our state of mind is often “defiled” by 

[8] craving and grasping something material, physical, emotional, or intellectual; by [9] 

dissatisfaction with ourselves and others, annoyance instead of compassion and unconditional love; 

and by [10] wrong views, in fact all our thinking being “false,” coming from an un-enlightenment.   

 

The defilements shroud us in a way that we cannot see them; they befuddle, mislead and 

confuse us; when active they strengthen their roots and their attachment becomes 

unbreakable; they reproduce themselves and they accommodate their environment to 

                                                
124 Visuddhimagga, XIII, 69 
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facilitate our giving rise to them; they mix up with their cause – incorrect judgment – and 

make us err about the objects of our knowledge; they bend our consciousness toward 

entangling objects and do us drop the good we could do; they bind us like ties that prevent us 

from leaving the sphere of existence they belong to; they incapacitate us and make us leave 

the right path in order to follow false masters; and they deteriorate the world we live in.  The 

world, in its variety, is born from karma (acts).  It is because of the proclivities (bonds) that 

karma-forces accumulate; in the absence of these basic tendencies the acts are not capable of 

producing new existence.  Therefore, these tendencies are the root of existence, of rebirth or 

karma. (AK v 1) 

 

They are defined as outflows “because they fix beings in samsara, flowing from the supreme heaven 

to the deepest hell; they flow out through the six senses which are like wounds or punctures; it is the 

flow that scatters the mind like running water, the magnetism that attracts cyclical existence.  Just as 

it takes great effort to lead a boat against the current, when the effort lessens, the boat is carried away 

with the current.”  They are like torrents that seize, lift up, and carry away, also carrying away what 

is pure and wholesome.  They are attachments because they make the beings attach themselves to the 

sufferings of rebirth; they are grips because they hold us in their grasp and make us grasp. (AK v 40)    

 

The wrong views and attitudes are divided into ten according to their nature, but depending on the 

level and the way they are dissolved throughout the Triple World – they persist in heaven – they 

number eighty-eight altogether. 
125

  Playing a crucial role in the process of liberation, their 

attenuation or elimination defines the level of realization.  Cultivation of the path is essentially the 

process of inspecting and examining, exposing, gradually weakening and dissolving the bonds; it is 

not the creation of something else or new, something pure or “super,” but instead simple elimination 

of what is wrong. “Faith in Mind” also means that when all wrongness is gone, pure brightness and 

bliss, knowledge and vision remain.  Our original face has been there all along, like the sun behind 

the clouds.  Enlightenment simply means to stop being not enlightened. 

  

None other than self can cleanse our mind, and nothing else but the removal of sorrow, fault, guilt, 

shame, and blame make us really happy.  There is no need for another action than the transformation 

of pure concentration to realize the “highest good.”  Dhyana-samadhi is the most natural, virtuous 

and disciplined state of mind.  Its joy is spontaneous, for happiness is natural: 

 

It is in the nature of things (dharmata) that the absence of remorse is present in a virtuous 

person.  For one who is free from remorse there is no need to intend to be joyful.  This is in 

                                                
125  Or 98 or 128, according to different schools and their methods of definition.  All 10 bonds fall under the 

first truth of suffering; two times seven bonds (body view, extreme view and observance view not included) 

are abandoned through seeing the second truth of origin-accumulation and the third truth of  cessation of 

suffering; eight bonds, the observance view included, can be abandoned by seeing the fourth truth of the path. 

This makes 32 bonds untied by seeing truth.  Anger, attachment, delusion, and arrogance are also abandoned 

through meditation, accounting for 36.  Of these 36 bonds in the Desire World, 26 still exist in the heavens of 

the Form World, and these 26 also come back in the Formless World; thus 88 (cfr. AK 19, 28, 12). 
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accordance with nature that joy arises in a person who lacks remorse.  For one who is joyful 

there is no need to determine in the mind that delight/rapture should arise.  This is in 

accordance with nature that delight arises in a joyful person.  For one who is enraptured 

there is no need for purposeful thought to calm the body.  This is in the nature of things that 

with delight the body is calmed.  When the body is calmed there is no need to think of bliss.  It 

follows nature that when the body is calmed, bliss is experienced.  For one who experiences 

bliss there is no need to think of concentration.  It follows naturally that a blissful mind is 

concentrated.  For a person in concentration there is no need to think about knowing and 

seeing things as they really are . . .  and to realize liberation by knowing and seeing.  

(AN v 2-3) 

 

 The Four Fruits of the Path 

 

When the Buddha was asked about the “whereabouts” of a group of followers who had died, he 

explained the specific rebirth for each of them: one had “attained in this life, by the destruction of the 

outflows, through his own super-knowledge, the uncorrupted liberation of mind, the liberation by 

wisdom,” the state of an arhat. (Chapter 2)  Some had been reborn in heaven as “non-returners” (S. 

anagamin) and would gain Nirvana without returning to this world, because they had eliminated the 

five bonds of ego view, doubt, observance view, sense desire, and anger.  Those who had dissolved 

three knots, ego view, doubt, and observance view, but who had also reduced desire, anger and 

delusion/ignorance, would “return only once” (sakrdagamin) and then make an end to suffering.  

Those who had only freed themselves of the ego, doubt, and observance views had “entered the 

stream” (srotaapanna) and, incapable of falling back into the lower destinies, were on their way to 

reach Nirvana in the future. (DN ii 92) 

  

These four stages of attainment, called “the four fruits of the path,” are traditionally described as:  

[1] the Stream-enterer, after the disappearance of three fetters/bonds – ego view, doubt, and belief in 

rituals and rules – has joined the course, is no more subject to rebirth in the lower worlds (animal, 

ghost, hell realms), and is firmly established to reach enlightenment.  After passing through heavenly 

and human lives seven more times, he/she puts an end to suffering.   

[2] The Once-returner, after the disappearance of the same three fetters and also reduction of greed, 

anger, and delusion, will only return once more to this world and then put an end to suffering. 

[3] The Non-returner, after the disappearance of two additional fetters – sensuous desire and anger – 

reappears in a higher world and from there will reach Nirvana without returning.   

[4] The Arhat or “holy one,” after the disappearance of the outflows of desire for existence, of 

conceit, restlessness, and ignorance, reaches already in this very life deliverance through the wisdom 

that is free from fetters and that is personally realized. 

 

Stream-enterers or “first-fruit arhats” are those who had an awakening.  Their discovery of ultimate 

truth has entered them in the stream of Dharma-nature, the realm of absolute substance.  They have 

joined the class of sages and have left the ugly side of human nature to enter the pure course/stream 

of spirituality.  They have done so by witnessing the empty nature of self and everything else, and 
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ever since that awakening they perceive the causality of dependent origination, and thus emptiness, 

all the time.  Having realized that “the nature of what arises from causation is empty” (Chapter 2), 

they no longer give rise to karmic causation.  Free from attachment to self and realizing emptiness, 

they do not see “things” (Chapter 1); all people and phenomena in the whole, beautiful world are 

okay, but this does not really matter.  Stream-enterers transcend relative existence.  Their mind 

grasps and seizes nothing.  They have “developed a mind that stays nowhere” (Chapter 7), and what 

they do in the human world is only for the benefit of others.  When they perform great merit, they do 

not dwell on it.   

  

Stream-enterers can be found among those who tend to sacrifice for others, who remain quiet and 

devote themselves to inner cultivation, those without worldly ambition and lust, or with some 

special, unworldly features.  Whether they meditate or not, they are constantly aware.  But they have 

only entered the stream; their concentration power has subdued the bonds but the roots of wrong 

compulsions are not yet eradicated.  As a rule, those who have “seen the Way” also know what must 

be done to fully “realize the Way” that leads to Buddhahood; they walk the bodhisattva path.  They 

connect with the right teachings and the right people, to join the Sangha of sages, and they are sure 

not to be reborn in any of the lower destinies, which would indefinitely postpone final emancipation.   

 

After this lifetime they may go to heaven but they need to come back among mankind a few more 

times before they can reach enlightenment.  Those who do not need much cultivation anymore do not 

have to spend a whole life every time, but can proceed quickly – dying as an infant, for instance, 

which is in this case a sign of excellent, not bad, karma.  Some are born gifted, in a good family or 

with other favorable conditions, while others may be poor and unnoticed.  Life’s circumstances 

depend not only on one’s spiritual attainment but also on previous lives’ karma.  Those who 

seriously cultivate the spiritual path may, in fact, encounter more difficulties, like sickness or 

worldly failure and misfortune, or even suffer humiliation and disdain.  The reason is that previous 

bad karma has to be resolved; it is only when former debts are paid and unwholesome karma has 

been dissolved that final wisdom can open up and enlightenment arrive.  This, according to the 

Buddha, is also the reason that people who engage on the spiritual path suffer as a result.  The 

redemptive power of suffering is also known in the major religions: “suffering is a gift from God; it 

is part of the process of salvation.”  Cultivators of the path exhaust adverse retribution now and will 

be greatly recompensed for the good they do. 

  

The Once-returners are those who have finished paying their debts.  They may not even fully return 

once, but rather be conceived by parents with whom they have a good affinity, and leave again while 

still in the womb, in which case a miscarriage is more reason for joy than sorrow.  The Non-returners 

or “third-fruit arhats” are a higher class.  They have resolved life and death and are free to come and 

go, without fear.  The Arhat, finally, has resolved all fetters and can stay out of Samsara altogether, 

for eighty-four-thousand kalpas, which is a lot of cosmic periods, but not for eternity.  Upon leaving 

his concentration the Arhat still returns to prepare for the “complete and perfect enlightenment” of 

Buddhahood through cultivation of the wisdom, virtues, merits, and skills of a bodhisattva, to acquire 

the powers of an omniscient Buddha.   
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These four fruits of the path are related to the concentration level of dhyana.  The first dhyana is 

characterized by a tangible independence from the body in the sense-desire world and generates 

rebirth into the Form World.  With correct insight, those who have also “entered the stream” know 

that such felicitous stay in heaven is the natural outcome of their merit, but not the end of Samsara.  

They also know that they do not fully know yet, that the problem of life and death is not solved and 

that cultivation of the path has only taken off.   

  

Those who reach the second dhyana as Stream-enterer still need a few more lives among mankind to 

cultivate the path and reach final liberation.  At this stage, anger, false views, and observance views 

have made place for only right views, truthfulness, compassion, and benevolence, although the bonds 

are only attenuated and still bind to existence.  When only one more lifetime is needed before final 

deliverance, the second fruit of the path, Once-returner, is experienced.   

 

At the third stage of Non-returner, ego view, doubt, clinging to rules and rituals, desire, and anger 

have been dissolved.  These practitioners are reborn in the Pure Abodes, among the pure beings in 

the highest heaven of the Form World, from where Nirvana is gained without rebirth.  When leaving 

this world, a Non-returner knows that there is no need to come back, that he owes nothing to this 

world anymore, that all debts are paid, and that there is no further retribution-existence to undergo.  

The superior happiness of the third dhyana is also that of supreme contentment, knowing that any 

lingering karma obligations have ended, which eventually causes the shift into the fourth dhyana.   

  

The former dhyanas were caused by the exercise of unifying mental concentration. The “one 

thought” of the fourth dhyana, however, gathers all thought in oneness, opens up emptiness and 

enters the state of clear purity.  When concentration power has reached its full potential, it can be 

directed towards the super-powers and super-knowledges.  This meditation mastery also generates 

autonomous power over life and death; the body has been thoroughly transformed and can be turned 

into light, disappear in a flash and leave nothing behind when leaving this world, or even transform 

instantly into the body of a new infant. 

  

Nirvana is realized when enlightenment concurs with the fourth dhyana stage.  For Mahayana, the 

Arhat stage is not final but only a temporal retirement from Samsara.  In Chan (Zen) Buddhism a 

Great Arhat is still considered as imperfect, “a guy who knows for himself,” “a fellow carrying a 

board” on his shoulder, seeing only on one side.  A Bodhisattva, however, realizes both emptiness 

and wondrous being and commits himself to help and guide others “for as long as there is one living 

being not saved.”  He moves freely throughout the Triple World, reincarnates willfully, and is solely 

devoted to the welfare of others, not just the kindred spirits and “the good ones” who understand but 

to the salvation of all, no matter what they think or where they are, from heaven to hell.  There are 

Bodhisattvas down there to help the most pitiful beings in the universe. 

 

Beyond the dhyana-heavens of the Pure Form World there are still higher heavens, the realms of the 

Immaterial or Formless World.  When concentration reaches these upper realms, consciousness 
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expands into infinity.  This heavenly world is graded into the four realms of boundless space, 

boundless consciousness, nothingness, and neither perception nor non-perception (Chapter 3).  When 

concentrating on infinite space, for instance, the meditator perceives a void without limit.  Mind and 

body are dissolved and identical with the formless and limitless void.  This void is still a mental 

object, however, a vast and vacant, spatial-physical phenomenon that is not Nirvana, not the 

transcendent-immanent emptiness of the absolute. 

 

“The four dhyanas and eight samadhis” are not consecutive but cyclic-distributive in nature (one can 

enter the concentration of infinite space, for instance, without having established the four dhyanas).  

They describe the sequence of samadhi concentration but not its meaning or substance.  There is only 

one concentration, one “oneness of mind” that applies to all stages.  When entering samadhi, i.e. 

unmoving, single focus, the mind may focus on emptiness, infinite consciousness, or on any other 

meditation object.  There are, in fact, “eighty four thousand kinds of samadhi.”  The concentration 

realm and experience is a secondary issue, a matter of procedure; it enables one to proceed toward 

enlightenment, which is beyond all realms and states of mind that come and go.   

  

“The four dhyanas and eight concentrations” are not exclusive or even typical for Buddhism but 

common ground for all spiritual disciplines.  Regardless of one’s belief, tradition or discipline, there 

is no genuine spiritual attainment outside this universal process of mind-purification.  Only the ninth 

“extinction concentration,” the stage of an Arhat, completes the Path and is typical for Buddhism.  

When this samadhi is realized, the ten bonds have been undone, delusions and attachments on all 

earthly and celestial levels are wiped out, the outflows have ceased fueling life-and-death existence, 

and liberation from the skandhas has become a transcendent reality.  To reach that ultimate spiritual, 

mind-over-matter dominance, concentration has to go beyond mere no-thought into thorough 

emptiness.  Realization of the ninth concentration – Nirvana – also means the removal of limits and 

constraints on one’s achievement, on what an adept can initiate or create.  With the accomplishment 

of “true emptiness” comes mastery of emptiness, of the source of energy and creation, and mastery 

of life, not only as understanding but also as control over its origin.  For a Buddha and for great 

Bodhisattvas, life is truly infinite; their truth-body has an unlimited capacity for incarnation, 

apparition, and transformation.  This Triple Body is the final and full realization of “Mind-only,” of 

priority of mind over matter. 
126

 

 

Buddhism corrects the religious view of heaven as eternal.  A stay in heaven may last for ages and 

ages, and continue after this world perishes and a new universe emerges, but the longest and highest 

stage in Samsara is still not Nirvana.  Even the Nirvana state of an Arhat is not truly eternal (it lasts 

“no longer” than eighty-four-thousand kalpas) and falls short of the “perfect and complete 

enlightenment” of Buddhahood.  It may seem an eternity but in the experience of an Arhat, when 

eventually leaving the pure concentration of one thought/moment, it all passed in an instant.  Time is 

relative, eternity too is empty, the world, the universe is gone in the twinkling of an eye.   

                                                
126 Trikaya: Dharma-kaya, Sambhoga-kaya, and Nirmana-kaya; next chapter.   
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What is the difference between buddhas (enlightenment) and common people (ignorance)?  

It is nothing other than realizing or not realizing mind. The substance of the awakened state, 

of buddha, is present within you, but you do not recognize it. Not recognizing their minds, 

beings stray into the six streams of existence . . .  Do not seek this mind outside, look within! 

Let mind search for itself! Reach certainty about how the nature of mind is! . . .  

Mind is discovered to be without something outside or inside. It does not have someone that 

looks; it is not the act of looking. It is experienced as a great original wakefulness without 

center or edge, an immense all-pervasiveness that is primordially empty and free. This 

original wakefulness is intrinsic and self-existing. It is not made right now, but is present 

within yourself from the very beginning. Decide firmly that the view is to recognize just that!  

To possess confidence in this means to realize that like space, mind is spontaneously present 

from the beginning . . .   

Meditation means to leave your mind uncontrived, uncorrupted and fresh. Let your mind rest 

in its natural, unrestrained and free state. By neither placing your mind on something outside 

nor concentrating inwardly, you remain free of focus. Within this great equal state of your 

innate nature, let your mind stay unmoved, just like the flame of a butter lamp that is not 

moved by the wind . . .    

When mind moves into a variety of thoughts, you should direct your attention into this mind 

itself. Like a thief entering an empty house, empty thoughts cannot in any way harm an empty 

mind . . .   The awakened mind of enlightenment is not created through causes nor destroyed 

through circumstances. It is originally present in you as your natural possession . . .  All the 

Buddhas of past, present, and future awaken to enlightenment in the continuity of actualizing 

this after attaining stability. (Padmasambhava, ibid.)  

 

All enlightened ones go through the same training, stabilizing the mind until it stays unmoved.  

There are many ways to cultivate concentration, but they all come down to purifying and then 

emptying the mind.  Religions are often unclear on this.  The final purpose of prayer, reading, 

chanting, meditation and contemplation is not concentration on a specific object but the act of 

concentration itself.  The many different objects, images, concepts and idols of faith and devotion are 

expedient methods, auxiliary means that (should) lead to mental clarification and unification, to 

replace all thoughts and contents with the “presence of one.”  The assertion of religion that the one 

(absolute) God is transcendent, beyond all imagination, should be taken seriously.  The central 

message of those who experienced God – mystics, saints, and sages – is that the mind has to become 

“empty of all images.”  In the process of spiritual cultivation one learns that illumination arises of 

itself when the mind gets rid of all imagining and conceiving, when it stops entertaining all contents 

of consciousness.  All scenarios, no matter how adored and beloved, should be left behind and 

transcended to make place for “That” which is not a vision or experience of any kind but the 

realization of the eternal omnipresence of Mind. 

  

The Western medieval mystics, for example, knew that there is “no difference whatsoever between 

the soul and God,” between self and Other – once they reached a stage of mental purity they called 
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“naked mind,” where the Mind-ground is no longer covered by images, thoughts and ideas.  Since 

the infinite cannot be known as long as the mind is occupied by some finite, there is no other 

condition than samadhi, and no other way leading to it than mindfulness training.  But samadhi is 

only the means, just another impermanent-empty, coming-going state of consciousness; it functions 

like a mirror and enables the mind to see clearly.  After attaining samadhi one usually needs the 

guidance of an enlightened master to turn the mind around and realize Mind. 

  

There are many phenomena that may accompany samadhi and sidetrack the process of spiritual 

cultivation, such as clairvoyance, remembering former lives, levitation, bilocation and other 

supernormal powers.  None of these should be mistaken for enlightenment.  As Padmasambhava also 

warned: “Within this state, experiences can occur: your consciousness may become overflowing, 

bright or stop altogether; blissful, radiant or free of thoughts; it may feel murky, without reference 

point, and out of tune with the ways of this world. As these are just temporary experiences, do not 

cling to or fixate on them at all!” . . . only then can one “possess the experience of meditation.” (ibid) 

 

 The Road to Enlightenment  

 

Shortly before he died, the Buddha called a meeting of his disciples to give a final instruction, in the 

manner of a legacy or testament.  Since the Buddha committed nothing to writing (the Buddhist 

tradition relied on oral transmission for a few centuries), original Buddhism summarized his 

teachings in lists (S. Abhidharma) to facilitate memorization.  Such is the case with “The Thirty-

seven Aids to Enlightenment.”  This list provides the guidelines or “requisites pertaining to 

enlightenment.”  Its thirty-seven steps present a successive cultivation process that outlines the 

conditions and requirements that, when progressively implemented, lead to final realization.  Not 

only are they common for all schools of Buddhism but they also summarize and consummate all 

spiritual cultivation in general.  They serve as a checklist to measure and verify one’s progress (and 

to determine if someone has yet reached enlightened). 

 

 [1-4]  The Foundations of Mindfulness 

  

The first and basic practice, for Buddhism as for all spirituality, is mindfulness (see the Ten 

Methods).  This attention-awareness training aims at establishing a clear presence of mind at all 

times and circumstances.  In order to become aware of “things as they are” these methods usually 

combine “the four foundations of mindfulness” with “the four marks of existence” (Chapter 2), 

focusing on [1] the body as impure, [2] sensations as suffering, [3] consciousness as impermanent, 

and [4] all phenomena as without self.  Such constant mindfulness lays the groundwork for the “site 

of enlightenment.”  When mindfulness is firmly established, the next steps follow naturally. 

  

 [5-8]  The Right Efforts 

  

Mindfulness of things as they are – of being impure, impermanent, suffering, and no-self – creates a 

skillful and correct frame of mind that arouses diligence and determination.  Sporadic and vague 
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intentions turn into a concrete, steady, and strong motivation to seek realization.  Attention and 

diligence become a persistent and energetic exertion.  The “four right efforts” focus on [1] avoiding 

and [2] overcoming unwholesome attitudes, in order to [3] develop and [4] maintain wholesome, 

skillful states of mind.  This involves the resolve and energy to do only what is right, the unceasing 

effort to avoid all evil and do more good, to prevent what is wrong by not only correcting old habits 

but also by making positive changes to one’s behavior and character.  One can only do this by 

cutting off wrong inclinations at their root, by preventing wrong thoughts from arising altogether – 

for which the former attainment of mindfulness and concentration is needed.  The right efforts are 

aimed at dissolving the “ten bonds” and “eradicating the four outflows.” 

   

To avoid what is unwholesome is a defensive and passive action, and is not in itself enough to ensure 

progress on a path of spiritual awakening.  Right effort must include the development and 

maintenance of ever more goodness, so that we not only follow the positive side of our nature and 

our already acquired good habits and virtues, but also initiate and master new qualities, “generate 

desire, endeavor, stir up energy, exert the mind and strive for the arising . . . maintenance, 

preservation, increase, development and completion of skilled states of mind.” (MN ii 11)   

  

When cultivating greater virtue, before unknown energy produces unflagging zeal that obliterates 

“temptation.”  Against this great exertion even Mara or the devil have no influence.  Advancement 

proceeds with unfailing progress, without difficulty, labor, or strain; only excellence is at work and 

generates forever more positive energy.   

 

 [9-12]  The Fulfillments 

  

The “four spiritual fulfillments” are also called the “fulfillments of wish,” the “four roads to power,” 

the “bases of spiritual power” and the “steps to supernatural powers” because they create 

independence from ordinary physical law and lead to actual emancipation, spiritual power, and 

mastery of mind over matter.  Such power means autonomy of mind, independence and freedom 

from physical constraints and obstacles, and the capacity to act according to one’s own free will.  It 

means the self-reliance and self-sufficiency to fulfill one’s desires, to enjoy with ease and at liberty 

whatever excellence one wishes, whenever and wherever. 

  

Ordinary life is quite the opposite, burdened by unfulfilled wishes in a world where desire, want, 

need, and strife never end – desire for better and more, for power and control over health, future, 

environment and, if possible, over others too (as in politics).  But desires remain unfulfilled, dreams 

unrealized.  Life is a permanent pursuit of what is not (yet) present and a struggle to avoid what is 

not wanted.  The main thing ordinary people want is fulfillment of desire, which they never get. 

   

Spiritual cultivation is also a matter of desire to attain something better and higher, to have our 

prayers heard, and to realize what is not here yet.  Such spiritual quest is hoping, striving, and 

struggling for the fulfillment of a lofty desire.  When we intend to attain concentration, for instance, 

instead of commanding blissful samadhi we are struggling with our legs; while trying to establish 
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stable mindfulness and bright awareness, we witness a stream of crazy thoughts we cannot stop, 

instead of the calm clarity of Nirvana we are looking for.   

  

When we attain the goal of undisturbed calm and clarity, however, we have fulfilled our desire.  True 

concentration brings a joy that is born from the absence of desire: the fulfillment of physical pleasure and 

mental joy that is characteristic of the first dhyana and its emancipation from the World of Desire.  This can 

only be realized after long meditation training and growing experience.  Knowing and understanding the 

teaching is not enough, neither is believing, unless our faith is so strong that it breaks through in “one 

thought” without further distraction (samadhi).  The first of the four steps towards spiritual power is 

fulfillment and satisfaction of desire.  The mind having reached autonomy and spiritual mastery, becomes 

free from distractions, failings, and other unwanted hindrances. 

 

The second fulfillment is that of energy, of exertion fostered by constant effort and progress on the 

path.  If there is no progress there is regression.  The third step to mind-power is fulfillment of wish 

regarding mental states.  Whenever a specific concentration is wanted, it is present.  Any state and 

function of mind can be reached in a thought and maintained without further thought.  Fourth is the 

fulfillment of contemplation.  If contemplation of emptiness is wanted, all is empty.  If a Buddha is 

visualized, his manifestation appears in all detail and splendor.  When a spiritual image is 

contemplated, or the white skeleton envisioned, the vision is present and stays of itself, for as long as 

one wishes.  When this power of samadhi-vision is reached, the former three factors are also 

fulfilled. 

  

The popular practice of the Pure Land school, for example, consists of mindfulness and repetition of 

Amithaba Buddha’s name, in order to secure rebirth in his “Western Paradise of Ultimate Bliss.”  

When based on this concentration accomplishment, this method leads already in this life to the 

contemplation of that Buddha Land.  The same is true for the esoteric methods of Tantrism.  Besides 

pure virtue and living insight into no-self and emptiness, these methods require real concentration 

power, according to these four spiritual fulfillments.  If these conditions are not in place, no real 

visualization can be achieved.  The Buddhist texts are full of references to these specific power 

phenomena and fulfillment principles, which cannot be grasped by mere intellectual knowledge but 

only through meditative experience.  The Tantric texts deal with profound and practical instructions 

for the application of the Buddha’s advanced teachings, based on empirical realization which a mere 

conceptual, academic approach cannot understand.  

  

 [13-17]  The Faculties 

  

Spiritual realization builds upon five faculties or roots.  Without “roots” there can be no substantial 

“growth” and development.  The first is faith, not blind belief in others’ revelations but rather belief 

in what is real.  It is an unshakable confidence in Dharma as the universal truth, as the Law of laws, 

the Science of sciences.  Dharma includes all spiritual teaching – not just one school of thought and 

practice but the Buddhist doctrine as a whole (from the four noble truths, dependent origination, 

karma and rebirth in the Triple World, no-self and emptiness, to the higher Mahayana teachings). 
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This faculty is not easy to obtain.  Correct faith in what is right does not commit mistakes.  To 

believe in the Buddha and think that this is right and others’ beliefs are wrong is already a mistake.  

To believe in Buddhism means to trust and know for sure, not just believe, that “all is empty,” not as 

a vague “relativity of all conditioned things” but as an absolute understanding that the fruit of 

enlightenment itself – Nirvana – is nothing whatsoever but inconceivable emptiness; that the end of  

the path, the result of all our striving will be empty.  

 

Emptiness is daunting, if not terrifying, if one is not prepared for it.  When people suddenly glimpse 

it, it may seem unbearable, like diving in absolute silence with no self to hold onto, no ground to 

stand upon and nowhere to go, nor any time to look forward to nor anything to dwell upon, because 

there is absolutely nothing in sight.  To believe in Buddhism is to expect nothing, except the 

realization that there is nothing to expect, that the fruit of enlightenment is empty. Without emptiness 

and no self (-subtsance, S. svabhava), all would be unreal, unchanging, unrelated, and uncaused; 

within it, all is infinitely possible. 

 

Popular Buddhism, however, like other religions, is full of superstition, of desire, supplication, hope, 

and imagination of all kinds of things, such as hoping or assuming that when offering some incense 

and bananas our prayers will be answered in return.  Ordinary religion is thus more like commerce 

and sneaky business, not spiritual at all: “I do my best, perform this and that, love my neighbor, do 

my duties, say my prayers, go to church, and in return I expect Heaven to give me what I want” – 

good health, good family, good job, good fortune, to win a case, to pass an exam, a miraculous 

healing, and so on.  This is not religion but primitive magic, to impose one’s will upon Heaven, to 

use God for one’s petty, selfish purposes, to blow up one’s unfulfilled desire beyond the natural 

order and justice of the universe.  This kind of popular religion ignores and denies the nature of 

reality, has no sense of cause and effect, misses reason and faith, except faith in “trade.”  Such barter 

with God leads not to faith but to unbelief: “If I do not get what I want and pray for but get 

misfortune instead, I can’t believe anymore.”  “I have been trying so hard, practicing meditation for 

such a long time and sacrificed so much, but I have gotten nowhere, so I’ve lost faith.”  This kind of 

belief does not come close to spiritual realism but is rather akin to superficial, materialistic 

superstition: belief that one’s wishful thinking can change the Mind of the Way.     

  

Belief in Buddhism does not start with conviction or devotion but with an introspective search for 

truth.  This supposes comprehensive understanding of the Buddhist teachings, not only from reading 

current, popular commentaries but the main classical scriptures as well.  Buddhism’s basic article of 

faith is: “this mind is Buddha.”  To believe that “all is Mind only” we first have to become clear 

about “this mind.”  When the root of faith is established, belief means to aim for nothing less than 

Buddhahood: “Mind is Buddha, Buddha is mind; mind is here, I have mind.”  This mind is originally 

and fundamentally empty, and what is originally empty is invariably empty.  There is no other self, 

no Other and no second, said the Buddha; any second is already a fake.  “Faith in mind is non-

duality, non-duality is faith in mind” (Faith in Mind Inscription).  “Faith is the source of truth, the 

mother of all virtue and merit” (Avatamsaka sutra). 
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The second faculty is the energy root.  To enter the realm of enlightenment means to exercise 

truthfulness thought after thought.  Each moment should yield the extinction of delusion, of ego-

body and ego-mind; the whole Triple Universe and its immense range of phenomena are Mind-only.  

We may know the theory of enlightenment but to enter its truth and abide in it we have to proceed 

with energy.  The spirit of cultivation practice should never leave us, not under any circumstances, 

not even in sickness or upon death.  When energy cannot be shaken even when the body runs out and 

the elements collapse, then only can it be considered as “spiritual” accomplishment. 

  

Most important are the faculties of mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom.  As long as mindfulness 

does not take root, concentration cannot grow and blossom into dhyana.  Real concentration is 

mastery at all times and under all circumstances, whether moving or still, whether looking inside or 

outside.  This root means that even if one ascends to heaven or descends to hell (to help liberate other 

beings) there is dhyana-concentration in all events, blissful or painful.  When there is no root of 

concentration, all knowledge and understanding are in vain.  Wisdom builds on dhyana-samadhi.  

These are the five spiritual roots or the “controlling faculties of faith, energy, mindfulness, 

concentration, and wisdom, leading to tranquility, leading to awakening.” (MN ii 12) 

 

 [18-22]  The Powers 

  

When the “faculties” are established, the foundation is laid to turn them into the five spiritual powers 

of faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom.  When the roots grow, through constant 

practice, they gain strength and power to realize “according to wish.”  Mental mastery is now 

energized to the extent of activating the supernormal powers and higher knowledges.  An act of faith 

is now an act of superpower.  With real concentration-power one has only to recollect one thought, 

and all worries, troubles, and obstacles are broken, all afflictions and vexations, passions and 

temptations (klesa) disappear.  Without faith every step is a problem; without the root of unwavering, 

positive trust, mere belief is powerless, unreal, wishful thinking.   

 

When faith is firmly established, it generates higher knowledge, the ability to see karma at work, to 

remember past lives and see beings passing from one state to another, etc.  The energy-root becomes 

an extraordinary power-source of psychic, extrasensory, and supernormal faculties.  It is like 

mastering an art; with daily practice it produces a spontaneous skill that achieves a command of 

nature – naturally.  Such spiritual power unfailingly activates and generates miraculous response.  

Miracles for Buddhism are nature’s reaction to one’s own action (not another’s supernatural 

intervention); they are the manifestation of accomplished samadhi and wisdom power.  If one has 

developed the power of mindfulness, all can be done naturally and immediately.  For instance, one is 

able to control and direct the body’s energy (qi, prana, kundalini) at wish.  With real mind power the 

super powers and knowledges of samadhi are accomplished at will. 

  

When the five roots have developed into the five powers they destroy all obstacles, including the five 

hindrances: faith-power destroys doubt, energy-power destroys sloth and torpor, mindfulness-power, 
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concentration-power, and wisdom-power destroy all further restlessness and worry, confusion and 

distraction, frustration and anger, desire and false thinking. 

 

These are the initial prerequisites for enlightenment upon which all further Buddhism builds: 

 

As to [the four applications of mindfulness, the four right efforts, and the four bases of 

spiritual power] many of my disciples have attained accomplishment and go beyond through 

super-knowledge. It is by cultivating and often practicing these four bases of spiritual power 

that, by destroying the outflows, even in this very life, one realizes by one’s own unaided 

power the mind’s liberation, the wisdom of liberation . . . One of these fruits may be 

expected: either realization in this very life, or the stage of no-return . . . or at the moment of 

death . . . by having worn down the five lower bonds, one is liberated midway, or one reduces 

time . . . or is reborn in the Pure Abodes . . .  

To enjoy the various forms of power . . .  to extend the power of the body even as far as the 

Brahma World . . . this is the practice that leads to the cultivation of power.  Whosoever has 

missed the four roads to spiritual power has missed the right path leading to the extinction of 

suffering. (SN v 285ff) 

 

 [23-29]  The Seven Factors of Enlightenment 

  

The road to enlightenment focuses on a step-by-step mastery and perfection of seven powers.  When 

the first, mindfulness, becomes clear awareness and unshakeable presence of mind at all times, 

nothing escapes its attention.  If a thought reflects ignorance, mindfulness looks into the source of 

this ignorance; since thought is empty, is it real or not?  When there is constant mindfulness the mind 

reaches its goal – clear awareness in each persistent thought.  Emptiness is seen at will and one 

clearly knows how it is attained and what it depends on, where to find the key to emptiness, the heart 

of all matter.  Only correct mindfulness is able to achieve this and only when it is achieved has one 

arrived at “Buddhism,” the teaching and practice of a Buddha or Enlightened One.  What comes 

before this spiritual power stage still belongs to ordinary religion or philosophy. 

 

The second factor for enlightenment is the ability to distinguish the truth, to unerringly discern 

between truth and falsity.  Without concentration and wisdom, one is unable to investigate the 

universal truth of Dharma, to evaluate and distinguish between the different teaching methods of the 

Buddha, to survey the different schools of Buddhism, to assess other religions and spiritual 

disciplines, or to measure one’s own spiritual achievement.  Some Dharma is basic and elementary 

for all, some is expedient and provisional; “skillful means” or ingenuity of Dharma is also Dharma.  

Dharma also pertains to existence, to “wondrous being,” not only emptiness.  To distinguish between 

substance and appearance, noumenon and phenomenon, to discern what is situational and what is 

essential, in both Theravada and Mahayana, is part of this “investigation of Dharma.”   

 

Next is the perfection of the energy factor, the zeal of uncompromising progress, of diligence at all 

times.  To develop mastery, these three – mindfulness, insight, energy – need to be fulfilled where 
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we experience them simultaneously at a single thought-moment.  When all distracting thoughts and 

disturbing feelings have made place for the light of no-doubt and no-thought, the fourth factor of 

rapture or supreme joy follows naturally.  Full of bliss, life is radiant, meaningful and lacking 

nothing.  All physical discomforts disappear, trouble and pain are dispelled, body and mind are 

subtle and serene, lucid and “light” in both a physical and luminous sense.  “When concentrating the 

body in the mind and the mind in the body, and when entering the state of bliss and buoyancy in the 

body, it is then that the body is more buoyant, softer, more wieldy, and luminous.” (SN v 283) 

    

The sixth factor of dhyana-samadhi brings stability of mind, radiant clarity and clear awareness at all 

times.  Each thought remains within samadhi, enhanced by the “lightness and ease” of the former 

factor.  This concentration performs and fulfills whatever one wishes, realizing energy, memory, 

contemplation, and the four roads to spiritual power.  When reaching the fourth dhyana, it enjoys the 

higher faculties and supernormal powers, such as the ability “to go to the Brahma world (heaven) by 

spiritual power with a mind-made body or with this physical body.” (ibid. 283)  This level is able to 

secure any vision or dimension, and perceive Emptiness and wondrous Being at will.   

  

As a matter of course the seventh enlightenment factor arises: equanimity, rising above all 

impermanence of both mind and matter.  This includes the capacity of detachment and 

transcendence, not only freedom from sadness and gladness but also the power to dissolve all issues 

and physically realize emptiness by choosing to either renounce earthly life and leaving Samsara (in 

a lightning flash of “fire-samadhi”), or prolong this existence, or enter a new rebirth here or 

elsewhere.  Samadhi-concentration means not only spiritual but also physical skill and mastery.  

Buddhist liberation is actual transcendence and concrete, empirical emancipation, power of 

autonomy over life and death.   

 

These faculties and powers all need to be worked out, whether before or after an awakening.  One 

must know and understand the Dharma as explained in all sections of the Tripitaka (the “triple 

basket” consisting of sutras or discourses of the Buddha, the sastras or commentaries, and the vinaya 

or precepts for monastic conduct), and realize the superpowers of samadhi, purification and mind-

body transformation, elimination of the ten bonds, and the wisdom of liberation.     

  

 [30-37]  The Eightfold Path 

  

The final steps toward enlightenment involve the perfection of the eightfold path.  Perfect view 

means to have clear understanding, firm grasp and doubtless certainty as far as knowledge and 

insight are concerned.  It includes full view and clear comprehension of all truth and practice of 

cultivation methods, along with a solid view of ultimate truth and correct interpretation of both 

immanent and transcendent reality.  All views, ideas and opinions arise from the viewpoint of truth, 

the immediate functioning of prajna-wisdom, the light of bodhi.  

 

Perfect thought concerns actual thinking, practical reasoning, discerning and applying perfect view.  

When thoughts still represent ignorance and views are not quite right or complete, one has to resort 
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to right thinking, investigation, and consideration.  As with concentration, initial meditation requires 

the exercise of right thoughtfulness, correction of thinking, observation and examination of the 

nature of things to bring them into the right perspective.  The first dhyana is based on this kind of 

reflection, on correct thinking.  Before attainment of concentration comes clear thinking and 

examination of the facts.  These observations bring about correct thinking which leads to the 

viewpoint of truth, whereupon the wrong is gone of itself.  One who really knows no-self is not 

selfish anymore. 

  

Perfect speech is attained when one who practices the path speaks only the truth, the right words, 

even when laughing, praising, or scolding; all words issue forth from bodhi-awareness.  Perfect 

action is accomplished when all conduct is correct, no matter what one does or faces; whether 

meeting people, responding to events, or handling affairs, all is well done, following a pure and 

wholesome course of action, without mistakes.  If conduct is not in accordance with one’s words and 

teachings, there is no real enlightenment but a charlatan. 

  

Perfect livelihood is achieved when every activity and enterprise displays the purity, clarity, and 

charisma of “truth, goodness, and beauty.”  Living is wholesome and healthy in all respects.  There is 

no inclination to deviate from virtue, to be dishonest, cunning, licentious, acquisitive or stingy, or to 

practice profane ways of living for profit (greed) or for fame (arrogance, delusion).  Such life is 

without a hint of egotism, vanity, or ambition, without resentment or grudge (anger), and without 

indecision (doubt) – the five roots of deviant attitudes.  Right living is the living proof of the 

universal validity of virtue.  It is blessed and displays relevance, value and meaning; it inspires and 

conveys a deep sense of naturalness and fulfillment, more than words can do.  Perfect livelihood 

shows and proves what a “real man” looks like and how a “noble one” behaves.  To begin with, since 

enlightenment knows no self, life is for the sake of others only, to help the world.   

  

With perfect effort, whatever one thinks or does achieves a step further on the path.  Energy builds 

upon energy, capacity and efficiency multiply, expanding and accumulating the results of practicing 

the path of realization: from initial awakening or “stream-attainment” to Arhat, to the ten stages of 

the Bodhisattva path, to Buddhahood.   

  

Perfect mindfulness is the only state of right mind; it is spontaneous, always clear and present, self-

possessed mastery, not dependent on other factors or circumstances.  When wholly mindful, the 

mind knows no ego and delivers “truth, goodness, and beauty” in serene, open, almost childlike 

simplicity and spontaneity, without a hint of self-consciousness, self-righteousness, or self-defense.  

Plain and humble, the mind’s quality is concurrently one of blinding light and unyielding energy, 

hard and clear as diamond.   

  

Perfected mindfulness leads to the correct samadhi.  Perfect concentration is the last condition for 

enlightenment.  Without samadhi transformation, there can be no penetration to the essence of 

reality, to the essence of life, and no know-how of liberation from birth and death.  The “correct 
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samadhi” (next chapter) is the only situation where transcendental wisdom can arise and 

enlightenment take place. 

  

These are the final guidelines of a Tathagata, the legacy with road map of one who arrived at our 

destination.  These thirty-seven “wings to awakening” are the conditions required to “take off” and 

transcend the life-and-death cycle of the Triple Universe. They all come down to “three trainings,” 

the tripod of all spiritual development: [1] conduct, [2] concentration, and [3] wisdom. 

   

Concentration, when imbued with morality, brings great fruit and profit.  Wisdom, when 

imbued with concentration, brings great fruit and profit.  The mind imbued with wisdom 

becomes free from the outflows of sense-desire, becoming, false views, and ignorance. 

 (DN ii 81) 

 

Liberation from the outflows, the last step to enlightenment, builds on the completion of these three.  

Any shortcoming or infringement with regard to conduct, concentration, or wisdom misses the mark, 

and any deviation from this road comes from delusion or non-enlightenment.  Whatever the way we 

choose, in the world or as a recluse, Theravada or Mahayana, Zen or Mahamudra, Buddhism or any 

other “ism,” religion or philosophy, these are the guidelines.  They encompass morality and 

discipline, mindfulness and contemplation, wisdom and compassion.   

 

The Spiritual Tripod 

 

The road to enlightenment is long and arduous, but there is no other way.  Even if one achieves an 

excellence that will secure a place in heaven, when the power of that karma runs out, that existence 

also runs out, and the cycle thus continues, up and down all over again.  Good karma alone is not 

enough, although badly needed – one must “avoid all evil and do more good” in order “to purify the 

mind.” 

  

The mind depends on an organism and its mental-spiritual capacity is based on its physical circuitry.  

One may believe in an eternal soul, in possessing a spirit that is immortal and independent from this 

body and this world, but this cannot be proven.  Human awareness depends on the functioning of a 

body, and the highest human intelligence – transcendental wisdom and enlightenment – depends on a 

thorough mind-body transformation.  According to Indian and Chinese yoga traditions (already 

established before the arrival of Buddhism, in the 1
st
 century for China), the “art of the mind” is a 

process of transformation from biological vitality (C. jing) to pure energy (qi) to spiritual awareness 

(shen), a mind-body skill (gongfu) that is little or not at all known in the West.  The general belief 

has been that “no one organism can possibly yield to its owner the whole body of truth” (William 

James).  Indeed, the body needs to be “upgraded,” purified, energized, and transformed into a 

spiritual vessel before it can realize “the Body of Truth” (Dharma-kaya – next chapter).   

  

Even a normal healthy condition does not allow for much more clarity than the dimness we witness 

now, and our most exalted illuminations are temporary, the working of the (superficial) sixth 
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consciousness.  These glorious moments may reveal a higher degree of pure and expanded awareness 

(dhyana) but nothing about the basic alaya-consciousness.  All states and contents of mind belong to 

the process of mental-conscious activity, and as they come they also leave.  When reaching 

concentration there is clear knowing of what goes on in the mind, but this is still caused and 

conditioned knowing, and as long as there is discriminative thinking it is still “false thought,” a 

skandha shadow produced by ignorance.  When purity is known as purity, then it is still ignorance, 

non-enlightenment; knowing of knowing is not direct, immediate seeing.   

  

When self-consciousness has ceased and the mind is empty of knowing self and other (duality) but 

only knows emptiness, then there is awakening or “seeing of the Way.”  This “emptying out” of all 

knowing, not grasping or dwelling on any thought, is the task of meditation training.  Even those 

who have experienced an initial awakening have to go back to verify and work out this 

“epistemological deconstruction.”   

  

In actual practice, the mind cannot settle down and be cleared right away.  It is constantly drawn into 

a force-field that is much stronger than all our good intentions.  As we try to focus, we are drawn into 

feelings of the body by the power of the feeling (second) skandha.  And when we are able to forget 

the body, we are drawn into blissful feelings of calm, still generated by the same sensation skandha.  

It is therefore important to concentrate on one object and not be distracted by any consideration, 

sensation, or perception.  This becomes the more important when, in making progress, the vital 

energy starts moving (kundalini).  “Roots of excellence” and great courage are needed to pay no 

attention at all to whatever may be felt or seen, and to dismiss even the most impressive of 

experiences.  Only when such mental emancipation is exercised can the physical body be released 

and open up its circuitry for the free flow of energy, and the real cultivation work can take place, 

along with the process of “the four intensified practices” – which are the stages that apply to all 

advanced mental development and spiritual cultivation. 

  

“Stopping” eventually means to cease all of the outflows, the wheel of birth and death, the cycle of 

dependent origination arising from ignorance.  Before one can stop being un-enlightened, one has to 

stop “flowing out” through the senses – as we constantly do.  The most serious “leaking” problem is 

sex.  To enter real concentration is impossible without eliminating the “root poison” of desire and 

lust.  Without abstinence at some stage of cultivation, mere meditation is like cooking sand to 

prepare food.  “If you don’t give up sexual lust to cultivate dhyana-samadhi, after a hundred 

thousand eons it will still be hot sand” (Surangama sutra).   As long as there is lust, the vital energy 

leaks through all doors of sensation, perception, and conception, and as long as the energy is leaking 

it can never fill us to the brim of transformation and sublimation (turning jing into qi into shen), 

making cultivation a vain exercise.  But when our faculties are recollected and their leaking is 

steadily reduced through training, we can attain “no leaking” until the body naturally and inevitably 

takes us through the process of transformation, until not a nerve or a cell will not experience the bliss 

of dhyana-samadhi.   
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After the energy-channels are open, concentration is still focused on a single object, but this 

samadhi-awareness will no longer have a connection with the physical realm; only then can we know 

what transcendental wisdom and final liberation from the mortal body and the material world means.  

Even death no longer makes an impression, and all one has to do is maintain this concentration until 

the energy flows completely through.  Then the body becomes suspended and superfluous, personal 

energy unites with cosmic energy, consciousness pervades all space.   

  

This achievement was also known in ancient China where the sage Mencius (380-289 BC, a follower 

of Confucius) reached such concentration level at the age of forty: 

 

“My mind has not moved since I was forty,” said Mencius . . .   

“I wonder if you could tell me something about the mind that cannot be moved?”. . .   

“The attention is the leader of the vital energy while the energy is that which fills the body.  

Where the attention arrives there follows the energy.  Therefore it is said, “Hold the attention 

and do not force the energy.”  When the attention is unified/concentrated the energy is 

activated, and when the energy is unified the attention is activated . . .    

I am good at cultivating my vast-flowing energy . . . It is difficult to explain. This energy is 

supremely great and supremely firm.  If cultivated with integrity and without impediment, it 

covers all between Heaven and Earth.  This energy connects rightness with the Way; without 

it, it disintegrates.  It is generated by the accumulation of rightness, and cannot be obtained 

by assuming rightness.  If the mind is dissatisfied with conduct, it starves.  You must work at 

it and never forget it. (Mengzi, 2A 2) 

 

This spiritual power training was originally called “art of the mind” and “inner training,” and later 

“cultivation of the Way (Dao).”  It starts with the cultivation of rightness, morality and virtue (the 

“De” of “Dao-De Jing” means both power and virtue).  Just as in ancient Greek philosophy, Chinese 

wisdom knew “the moral order of the universe.”  Mencius explains the transformation process from 

being an ordinary person to becoming a sage as a sequence based on the power of virtue and 

concentration, leading to wisdom: 

 

What is good and what is true?  To desire it is called good.  To possess it in oneself is called 

true.  To fully realize it is called beautiful.  To shine forth with its fullness is called great.  To 

be great and be transformed by it is called sage.  To be sage and transcend knowledge is 

called spirit (divine, shen). (7B 25) 

 

All elements of spiritual cultivation are present in this art of transformation: building on the potency 

or karmic merit of right conduct and constant mindfulness (“work at it and never forget it”), body 

and mind enter a state where the obstructions (the causes of distraction and lethargy, psychological 

and physical problems) are lifted and the energy-circuitry of body and brain opens up and fills with 

new, pure energy.  Only after this body-mind purification can the mind reach the level of “noumen” 

or divine spirit, the clarity and psychic energy of dhyana, the door to higher, meta-physical 

knowledge.  “Where yin and yang (the basic energy of the physical world) do not penetrate is called 
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shen.” (Yi Jing/I Ching, the Book of Change)  Mencius’ spiritual program develops goodness 

together with wisdom and compassion:  

 

 The ten thousand things are all here in myself.   

 There is no greater joy than to look back into myself and find self-realization.   

 There is nowhere nearer to seek goodness than in persistently regarding others as  

 oneself. (7A 4) 

 

* * * 

 

The stage of freeing oneself from the first body/matter and second sensation skandhas overcomes the 

first barriers on the spiritual path.  The experience is one of unspeakable ease and joy, of merging 

with the universe, but it is not yet true emptiness.  It is the first step for entering dhyana and 

mastering separation from sensation and conception, the stage where one can produce a “mind-

made” or “will-born” body with the spiritual capacity to move freely without impediment.    

   

The first reason why so few people attain true concentration and realization is the inadequacy of 

conduct and insight, of ethics and seeing truth, the two other legs of the tripod.  When our insight and 

worldview are not in accordance with the reality of life and the universe (Chapters 3 and 4), then 

there can be no connection with the truth and virtue/power of the Way.  If there is no clear and firm 

grasp of life-and-death’s root-source, time goes by without experiencing the living truth of the 

“eternal sages.”   

  

“Whether Tathagatas arise in the world or not” (Buddha), the basic tenet remains universal: “avoid 

evil, increase good, and purify the mind.”  Spiritual progress, from beginning to end, is detection and 

correction of the defilement of the mind, unraveling the knots of the deep-rooted wrong views and 

attachments that incline, inhibit, and bind us to samsara.  Finding truth is integrally linked with 

behavior.  If we cannot understand or make progress in meditation, the problem may not be method 

or technique; and one should not think that one only has to find a master to teach a shortcut or secret.  

Even the greatest bodhisattva can only tell that the secret is within, and that we should “do our 

homework” on the tripod first: read and study to deepen and broaden our insight, practice 

mindfulness and meditation to develop concentration, and carry out moral discipline and virtue.  If 

mental conduct is not transformed, meditation cannot progress, samadhi cannot be attained, and 

insight cannot become complete.  Buddhism, the truth of all Tathagatas, is about real life; the 

eightfold path is not some oriental, esoteric fad, and there is no alternative.  Enlightenment is the 

only final way-out of suffering and delusion.  No matter how hard we work at anything else, there 

comes an end to it, which will make us see how empty it was, as if it never existed.   

  

Every person is visited by different experiences.  These are generated by different karmic seeds in 

the alaya consciousness.  The endless idiosyncrasy of personal experience, including the varieties of 

spiritual and religious experience, is an emanation of consciousness that is “formatted” by ages of 

karmic history.  Only knowledge and insight into the laws of universal-spiritual cultivation can tell 
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where experiences come from and what they really are.  A real spiritual person, someone who 

practices cultivation of the Real, is rigorously honest and uncompromising with regard to self-

examination.   

Nothing is quite as difficult as not deceiving oneself.  (Ludwig Wittgenstein) 

 

There is much confusion and abnormality among “seekers” and “believers” nowadays because they 

neglect the foundation of “human being science.”  If conduct cannot be transformed, it will be 

impossible to transform the energy-body, and dhyana-samadhi as precondition for actualizing the 

innate potential for enlightenment remains out of reach.  There is no other to blame for our ignorance 

and suffering, just as no other can liberate us from self-generated karma.  Only self is responsible for 

the fix we are in, and for getting out of it. 

 

Buddhism calls this fix unwholesome “afflictions, vexations, and defilements” (klesa).  These 

problematic complexities are not only the impulses and passions, volitional forces stronger than 

ourselves and resulting in guilt, but also the vicissitudes of life that worry and trouble, twist and 

cripple our mind.  As far as our transcendental substance or eternal soul is concerned, our original 

self-nature remains fundamentally bright and pure, because it is empty.  But people blunder against 

their essential nature and damage themselves and others, harming society and the world at large, 

because they are deluded and vexed by these afflictions and passions.  People err and commit crimes 

because they are “under the influence” of the wrong views and bad acts they have fostered 

throughout their lives, and through the ages, and continue to accumulate and reinforce (the fourth 

skandha that shapes life). 

 

As subconscious energy-patterns, these afflictions and compulsions affect both our mental and 

physical state; they incarnate into the specific physiognomy, temperament, and character of an 

individual personality.  True spiritual cultivation therefore not only transforms character but also 

physical energy-patterns as well.  When cultivation improves, health and complexion improve, 

because mental conduct and its endless stream of consciousness underlies and shapes the energy web 

that animates every cell of the body, not only the wiring of our brain.   

  

If we did not have problems and afflictions to bother us, however, we would not be alarmed and 

alerted and wake up to strive for self-improvement.  It is actually the problems and afflictions, the 

negative energies that are turned around and transformed into positive powers that pave the road to 

enlightenment.  The saying “our strength grows out of our weakness” is true for the deepest 

concentration and highest transformation.   

  

To attain profound health and normalcy, one has to convert a “fallen state” and transform dis-order 

(leading to dis-ease) into order.  The order of the Way (the way life and the universe work), however, 

can only be clearly seen after having had an awakening for the Way.  When the Nature of ultimate 

reality is recognized as pure perfection, there will be natural connection and spontaneous compliance 

with Its order, virtue and power.  But an “awakening” is only the beginning of the enlightenment-

road, of the bodhisattva-path toward perfect and complete enlightenment (Buddhahood).  One who 
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has experienced the Way cannot be lead into temptation anymore, and will gladly devote the rest of 

this life to upholding the precepts of a monk or a nun.   

  

The relationship between behavior and energy can already be seen from the fact that the more good 

we do, the more our thoughts, emotions, and bio-mental energies improve.  The working of the Way 

can already be seen by simply avoiding mistakes.  Evil is not caused by some other power or external 

circumstance but by a multitude of negative forces that are buried like seeds in our perplexed 

consciousness.  Seeing the Way and transforming the subconscious layers of consciousness can only 

take place through deep meditation; insight (vipassana) comes after calm/stopping (samatha).  

Meditation will reveal not only the “84,000 afflictions in one thought-moment” but also as many 

cures to treat them.    

  

Spiritual cultivation and self-realization means that we have to take immediate actions.  We cannot 

wait for another time and circumstance, for an ideal opportunity or for another agent to redeem us, or 

we may be waiting till death, and will be very disappointed at what happens next.  Self-cultivation 

means to be aware at every moment and under all circumstances, not least difficult ones.  A spiritual 

cultivator behaves in private with the same diligence as when in the presence of others. 

   

Without this commitment meditation is not only useless but a misdemeanor, a sin of laziness, 

selfishness, and theft.  It is stealing from the universe’s energy without giving anything in return.  As 

soon as we are born we start taking in and taking advantage of the Life breath.  Later on, we never 

stop using the resources of Life, “stealing” in order to satisfy our greed and self-love.  We constantly 

consume the inexhaustible Life force, the giver of all Life, the One that is (only really) rich and 

generous, powerful and humble, giving all and everything without expecting anything in return.  

Instead of learning from the Way and its infinite resources, we act in the opposite way.  Instead of 

learning the art and happiness of giving, we train hard in the art of taking.  We take advantage of so 

many people’s efforts; to live for a day we need the work of many to provide us with our necessities.  

We not only enjoy but take pride in taking ever more, in getting and spending; we are proud to be 

rich, to be taking too much.  The spirit of human being science is the reverse: to benefit – not profit 

from – society and mankind, to start giving in return.  

 

Ambitious, selfish grasping simply degrades us, depletes our human and existential resources, not 

only diminishing our inner value but also jeopardizing and depleting our future karma – health, 

intelligence, happiness, etc.  The truly great, smart, and successful on the cosmic, everlasting scale 

are the “poor in spirit” (Jesus), those who practice giving instead of taking, compassion, simplicity, 

humility, detachment, and selflessness rather than the opposites. 

 

The Buddhist spirit is not a lofty doctrine or sublime experience but a plain program of skillful 

conduct whose purpose is to carry out the vows of wisdom and compassion.  Its daily prayer is:  
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I vow to save limitless sentient beings,  

I vow to cut off endless afflictions,  

I vow to learn measureless spiritual methods,  

I vow to accomplish the supreme Buddha-way. 

  

Sages and saints all over the world have exemplified, often without formal meditation practice but 

always with unrelenting mindfulness (of morality and discipline, of God and heaven, of death, 

giving, etc.) how to achieve the purpose of spiritual cultivation.  If the ancients were successful in 

discovering and complying with the Way, and we in modern times are not, it is because of conduct.  

Our world is going through a phase of disbelief and disorientation, and lots of what is sold as 

spirituality shows only bewilderment and deception, because it lacks the foundation of human 

common sense.  When the meaning of human life is lost, not only is human life wasted but the (little) 

good karma is spent, leading to less-than-bright futures ahead. 

  

To “avoid evil, do good, and purify the mind” is the alpha and omega of the Way.  Mental 

development means not more information but more moral clarity in the first place.  “To clear the 

mind and see Nature” (Chan/Zen) means to develop what is pure and positive only, to acquire the 

qualities, roots, faculties, fulfillments and powers that prepare for the perfection of enlightenment.  

The universe knows no other way, as all major religions and spiritual disciplines in East and West 

have taught – life is not for one’s own but for goodness’ sake.  
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Chapter  7 

 

WISDOM  and  ENLIGHTENMENT 

 

Thus have I heard.  One time, the Buddha entered the correct samadhi experience with the 

spiritual power of the Great Light Treasury.  This samadhi is where all Tathagatas abide in 

radiance and majesty.  It is the pure ground of enlightenment of all beings.  When body and 

mind are calm and extinguished, the original-fundamental dimension of equality completely 

fills the ten directions in accord with non-duality.  In the realm of non-duality all pure lands 

are manifested. 

         

This opening statement of the Sutra of Perfect Enlightenment 
127

 summarizes the whole of 

Buddhism, both truth and practice.  It is one of the great books of Buddhism, a truly “spiritual” 

classic that originated in a “transcendental” realm.  The spiritual powers of the Buddha enable him to 

appear in other worlds and dimensions and address their inhabitants.  This resulted in scriptures that 

belong to the Mahayana or Great Vehicle tradition.  The Buddhist texts we have read so far belong to 

the earliest records we have of the Buddha’s teachings during his lifetime, those of the Theravada 

sect and its Pali canon.  These belong to the Nikaya tradition, also called Hinayana or Small Vehicle.  

The Pali canon is the only surviving collection of the Buddha’s spoken words on earth.  It was 

recorded a few centuries after being orally transmitted together with other traditions and texts that 

are no longer extant.   

 

The Buddha’s teachings extend beyond these early oral traditions.  There is, for instance, the 

monumental Avatamsaka sutra (Flower Ornament Scripture 
128

), which was originally addressed to 

bodhisattvas and deities in a heaven of the pure Form World.  This Perfect Enlightenment Sutra was 

not spoken for humans nor in heaven but among Great Bodhisattvas in the supramundane realm of 

the Dharma-kaya, the transcendental dimension of absolute reality. 

 

The opening words one time of this and other Mahayana sutras refer to this supra-mundane realm 

(transcending the Triple Universe; Chapter 3).  For the enlightened mind there is only one time.  The 

three periods of past, present, and future belong to ordinary time consciousness.  As the Diamond 

sutra explains: “Neither the past mind nor the present mind nor the future mind can be grasped,” 

because there is no past, present, and future.  When “seeing things as they are,” there is only this 

moment right now, here before us, only this one time.  Besides the is of what is now there is nothing 

whatsoever, not even a so-called present time.  Past and future exist only in the mind, in memory and 

anticipation.  History is what remains of the past and is remembered in the present, while this very 

moment is already history as soon as we think of it.  Hence, there is only one real time and all other 

                                                
127  T 17.842.913.  Recent English translations with commentaries are: Charles Muller, The Sutra of Perfect 

Enlightenment (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), and Chan Master Sheng-yen, Complete 

Enlightenment (Elmhurst, NY: Dharma Drum Publications, 1997, and Boston: Shambhala Publications, 1998) 

128  Translated by Thomas Cleary, The Flower Ornament Scripture.  The Buddist Avatamsaka Sects are 

named after this sutra, Huayan in Chinese, Kegon in Japanese. 
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time is relative to this moment.  “To know this moment only is thoroughly knowing” said the Chan 

masters.  “A millennium is one thought-moment, one thought-moment is ten millennia.”  Truth 

knows no time or history, no ancient and no modern; true reality is “neither coming nor going” 

(Heart sutra, next). 

 

This eternal dimension transcends any frame of time, space, or form (including thought and 

language).  In this sutra it is called “the great light treasury of spiritual penetration power.”  

According to the Chinese commentaries “great light” relates to “treasury” (storehouse, S. garbha) as 

function to substance.  Treasury means the source and essence of reality, while light or illumination 

refers to the manifestation of the Buddha’s wisdom.  The reach of this penetration power is 

unobstructed and inconceivable or spiritual (C. shentong). 

   

The great light treasury is nothing other than the greatest treasure we all share: the original, pure 

substance of the mind.  Its realm of boundless, infinite light reveals itself when the basic (alaya) 

consciousness is transformed into “great and perfect mirror wisdom.”  This light is perpetual calm 

illumination.  It has no appearance, qualification or form of existence and therefore it is not 

impermanent/transient, dependent, caused and conditioned (like all relative existence; Chapter 1).  

The pure substance of the mind is eternally clear and pure.     

 

This universal illumination reveals itself when the mind enters “the samadhi of great light,” which is 

the samadhi that is naturally and spontaneously experienced upon enlightenment.  Its spiritual power 

is not only a matter of supernormal faculties or miraculous powers but of great prajna wisdom.  

Compared to it, the five higher powers and knowledges (divine vision, divine hearing, divine 

ubiquity, knowledge of others” minds, and knowledge of former lives) are small; spirits and ghosts 

can also have them.  A Buddha’s power even goes beyond the sixth knowledge of an “arhat” or 

realized one – to terminate the existential outflows – which gods and angels do not have (or they 

would not be what and where they are; Chapter 3).   

 

Because of its original-fundamental nature, the human mind can become enlightened, i.e. purified 

and transformed through the correct samadhi-concentration to experience this light (the last step of 

the eightfold path).  Dhyana-meditation can lead to a myriad of different samadhi experiences but 

this “correct samadhi experience with the spiritual penetration of the great light treasury” is unique.  

Only “great and thorough enlightenment” provides this samadhi, the only “right concentration.”  

This great light treasury is an experience all Tathagatas and enlightened ones have in common, the 

realm of every Buddha.  This realm is available for anyone, however, since all conscious beings 

intrinsically possess Mind.  To realize the Buddha-mind means to enter this great illuminating 

treasury. 

 

Although this experience is common to all enlightenment, it reveals something Western religion and 

philosophy are unaware of (except for a few mystics), namely “the original dimension of equal 

identity, perfectly present in the ten directions, in accord with non-duality.”  Its foremost 

manifestation is the original-fundamental equality of all conscious beings.  This equality refers to the 
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basic substance of the mind which is the same for all.  This original-essential nature of the mind is 

the ground of all being and the ground of all truth, the one and only ultimate source/substance.  Its 

pure and simple sameness is characterized by an identical and impartial oneness, without any 

difference or other-ness whatsoever.  To become perfectly enlightened means to be perfectly equal 

with all Buddhas of all times in all worlds.  Not only all Buddhas, past and future, but also all living 

beings in all realms and dimensions are united in one fundamental identity.  This equality is what 

non-duality refers to: the trinity-in-identity of Mind, Buddha, and Living Beings. 

 

We do not know and experience this ultimate equality, not because our minds are essentially 

different, but because we do not use our mind correctly to realize its innate potential.  When the mind 

functions perfectly, it acts like a clear mirror, itself empty and therefore reflecting all and everything 

perfectly.  If purely aware “for one thought” (samadhi knows only one thought), everyone could 

enter the realm of a Buddha and exercise its “spiritual power with great brilliance and majesty.”  But 

we are not able to realize that pure, empty condition and are even hardly aware of the obstacles that 

cover our great light (the ten bonds; Chapter 6).   

 

Ignorant of their own substance, living beings in the Triple Universe are unaware of their greatest 

treasure.  Because they ignore it, their state of mind is perpetually in either dissipation or oblivion, 

either restless and distracted, filled with scattered thoughts throughout the day, or sunk in 

unconsciousness most of the night.  Pure concentration, a state of mind that is neither cluttered with 

thinking nor sinking into oblivion, is the condition to recognize the pure mind.  The ordinary and 

common condition of an impure mind is called “false thinking, erroneous mentality” in Buddhism.  It 

includes all mental images, views, opinions, and ideas, even thoughts of good and evil and judgments 

of right and wrong.  This discriminating consciousness is the immediate cause that prevents the 

radiant presence of the mind from shining through.   

 

The purpose of all meditation and spiritual exercise is therefore to “purify the mind” to realize this 

original, basic nature.  When the mind is cleared of false thought it shines of itself with the light of 

its pure substance.  Being purely aware without any distraction, shadow, dissipation, elaboration, or 

discrimination, it abides in spontaneity.  Pure spontaneity is the goal and consummation of all 

(difficult) self-cultivation and spiritual training, the end of all discipline and observance of rules, 

precepts and commandments.  It is the only correct concentration that gives rise to great wisdom 

because it is nowhere darkened or obstructed, confined by nothing.  Spontaneity is the final 

fulfillment of the three trainings: moral discipline, concentration, and insight.   

 

The realization of this pure ground of enlightenment is the goal of not only Buddhism but of all 

spirituality.  This “great light treasury” is, moreover, the final aspiration of all human effort to find 

meaning and happiness.  The purpose of it all, be it self-improvement, altruism and virtuous action, 

religious devotion and contemplation, philosophical insight, scientific penetration, psychological 

self-knowledge, or even artistic expression, is to realize this light.  People wonder and ponder, 

engage in all kinds of activities from praying and fasting, psychotherapy and meditation to heroic 

self-sacrifice, in order to find this clear and silent illumination.  Even the goal of the positive 
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sciences like biology, physics, cosmology, and space exploration is somehow to discover the secret 

of life, the quintessence all is made of, the source where we and all creation come from.  There is 

only one final quest and ultimate challenge, the search for this great light, the one origin of both 

matter and spirit. 

 

The purpose of learning Buddhism and practicing meditation is to attain what this Perfect 

Enlightenment Sutra calls the “calm extinction of body and mind.”  The aim is deconstruction 

without any construction: purification of the mind’s defilements and vexations (klesa), 

disentanglement from the ten bonds and the four outflows.  To empty the mind and the body is not an 

easy task, however, and takes a long time of serious practice.  It is already hard to attain the initial, 

elementary stage of meditation, namely the “stopping” (samatha) of thoughts and feelings; the longer 

we sit in motionless silence, the more we feel compelled to move (dissipation) or to fall asleep 

(oblivion).  To put an end to all “false mentality” both body and mind have to be calmed and 

“extinguished.” 

 

The body comes first because it is our residence of chemistry and electricity that causes trouble in 

the first place.  We may try to concentrate with all might to stay focused and exercise pure awareness 

but the body will not let us.  We are not able to enjoy peaceful clarity for more than a few moments 

without the body (first skandha) reminding us of its presence, stirring feelings and sensations (second 

skandha), arousing brain-activity and perceptions (third skandha), thus preventing us from being 

“tranquil and extinguished.”  Achieving pure/empty mind is only possible after the body has been 

purified/emptied, through the work of meditation and mind-body transformation.  Correct dhyana-

concentration is the result of a systematic, step-by-step workout that cleanses and clarifies the whole 

mind-body complex. 

 

The next step after body-mind transformation is the realization of the “union of equality.”  Since 

ancient Greece we have known the ideal of “democracy” – for a minority of men only.  The Buddha 

and every Tathagata perceives the absolute equality of all living beings.  Despite a person’s different 

qualities of character, race, gender, culture, religion, or intelligence, all people are basically exactly 

equal.  Humans and non-humans, angels and saints, gods and buddhas are all equal without 

exception or distinction.  As soon as the calm extinction of body and mind is attained, the pure 

ground of enlightenment manifests itself, and in “one thought” (samadhi) it is revealed that all are 

perfectly equal.  One cannot even say that a God who has been in power and glory for ages and ages 

or a Bodhisattva who has been “the mother of Buddhas” for kalpas would be more or have more (of 

purity, perfection, knowledge, power) than me if I would become a Buddha now.   

 

This equality is a matter of substance and transcends the functions and forms of existence.  Because 

its absolute nature is not among phenomena, it is called “emptiness.”  This is the only reality that is 

truly transcendent and spiritual-eternal, beyond the causality, impermanence, and duhkha (suffering) 

of all existence in the Triple Universe.  It is the one Ground we all stand upon, the original-

fundamental union we all belong to, our only real self-identity.  This is our true homeland, not a 

territorial or global or even cosmic dominion, nor a religious community or heavenly kingdom, but 
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our original native land where no birth and death prevail.  This is the universal Self-nature to which 

all sentient beings belong, the essence of life in all the destinies.  The ineffable Lord of Lords is no 

more ineffable than the light of our own nature.  The strangest of aliens has exactly the same mind, 

and the poorest devil is none other than this self.   

 

Everything, all souls and bodies, all physical and meta-physical phenomena, worlds and universes, 

creations and revelations are just functions of this one Substance, manifestations of one Mind, 

emanating from an all-inclusive, all-pervasive pure Body of Essence.  Buddhas permanently abide in 

this eternal light and they enjoy its inexhaustible power.  But their substance is not different from all 

living beings in all walks and courses of life, from the lowest hells to the highest heavens.  “All are 

created equal,” without distinction or exclusion, and without creator.   

 

To realize this pure ground of enlightenment, body and mind extinction comes first.  Once 

established, it is spontaneously present, “perfect and complete in the ten directions.” “The Tathagatas 

permanently abide in the radiance and majesty of this great light samadhi” and they are therefore the 

only ones to speak with authority about the truth.  They know for a Fact that there is nobody nowhere 

that does not belong to it (what would be outside or without this ground of being would not be).  

Because its presence is without obstacle or limit, there is no place that is not pure, perfect, and 

complete.  It fills all time and space, all lives and histories.  This Pure Enlightenment Ground knows 

no absence, shortage or loss, no beginning or end, no increase or decrease, no impurity or purity.  

This Self-nature is not dependent on any other, not on causes and conditions, nor any situation or 

event; it is not subject to any laws or rules, creeds or opinions.  Unsupported by anything it supports 

all, like empty space.  This is called the truth of non-duality.   

 

Non-duality means that there is “no second” or “other” but only one basis for all reality and one 

single body of substance, which is the complete and perfect enlightenment realm.  There is Buddha 

in pure places and Buddha in impure places.  There is Buddha in heaven and Buddha in hell, Buddha 

in our hearts, in good people as well as bad people.  Renouncing the world is perfect enlightenment, 

involvement in the world is perfect enlightenment, Buddhahood is perfect enlightenment and plain 

life is perfect enlightenment.  There is nowhere without perfect enlightenment.   

 

The final sentence “In the realm of non-duality all pure lands appear” means that when non-duality is 

realized, everywhere is experienced as pure, all realms and dimensions are manifested as pure lands.  

Even conventional impurity is seen as perfectly pure.  Because the nature of apparently impure 

existence is empty of self-substance it cannot interfere with or pollute the absolute reality of 

emptiness.  Reality seen through the eyes of enlightenment is thoroughly pure and empty, including 

the imperfect phenomena as seen by the unenlightened mind.  All being is perfectly pure because it is 

empty of self-substance; all is interdependent, caused, impermanent, ever changing, not real being.  

What is unreal cannot affect the Real.  And since this Light is all-pervasive, whoever perceives it 

sees everywhere; there is nothing hidden and there is nothing that is not known. 
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Transcendental Wisdom 

 

Enlightenment is omniscient because it knows the substance of reality.  “Being nowhere and being 

nowhere absent” the absolute abides nowhere because it is nothing (relative), and it is everywhere 

because it is the substance of all.  This knowing, called great or transcendental wisdom, exceeds the 

scope of ordinary consciousness because it knows the source of consciousness and of all phenomena.  

Also called the “perfection of wisdom” or “wisdom gone beyond” (S. prajna-paramita), it goes 

beyond “this side” of existence-experience, beyond the transience of life and death in this or another 

world, and beyond the uncertainty of commonsense, opinions, and beliefs.  Transcendental wisdom 

is what makes Buddhism, and what makes it “great.”  It is so great that it not only transcends all 

other knowledges and faiths but Buddhism itself. 

 

“Transcendent, ultimate reality,” and “ground of being” are words for what is impossible to express.  

Transcendental wisdom indicates the knowledge of the absolute, the understanding of ultimate truth.  

Once awakened it functions as permanent samadhi and joins the community of eternal sages, those 

who are beyond birth and death.  “All saints and sages owe their distinction to the Uncreated.” 

(Diamond sutra)  Buddhist saints and sages are distinguished sages because they know the 

(uncreated) source of creation.  

 

Transcendental wisdom forms a family of five.  The head is called “wisdom of the real.”  It is the 

realization of the substance of reality that is revealed when the mind awakens for the “pure ground of 

enlightenment.”  This is not achieved by thought or any altered state of consciousness, because the 

Uncreated transcends all phenomena and creations of consciousness, and hence cannot be grasped in 

any way.  The substance of reality is inconceivable and cannot be defined, reasoned or discussed.  

This does not mean that it cannot be known but that it should not be conceptualized or interpreted.  

What can be arrived at through thought-process, reflection, and abstraction belongs to the domain of 

conceptual images, ideas, and notions otherwise known as “false thoughts.”  Thought is the construct 

of consciousness and false/void when applied to reality, as thoughts know nothing but themselves.  

“Seeing reality” is a matter of living experience, of immediate evidence, of witnessing Self-

manifestation.  To “see the Way appear before us” happens only in an empty, image/thoughtless 

mind.  The Uncreated is arrived at when all creations are “extinguished” (a name for Nirvana). 

 

This wisdom knows the distinction between “the ultimate” and “God,” (in the religious sense of 

personal divinity, Father in Heaven, Lord of creation, or impersonal Deity).  The common confusion 

in religion is to “take the name of God in vain” (against one of the 10 Commandments).   Preachers 

and believers all too often use “God” to explain whatever falls outside the scope of ordinary 

consciousness.  What they usually call “God’s will” is in fact the working of karma, while “God’s 

grace, blessing, illumination/revelation” belongs to the bliss and light of pure concentration.  The 

“unthinkable ranges” of dhyana-samadhi and karma belong to concentration and karma, not to a 

personal intervention of an outside super-agent.   
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Wisdom traditions in the East have known about the higher levels of consciousness and wisdom 

since antiquity.  Whatever the name for the absolute substance of reality (That, Dao/Tao, the Way, 

True Reality, Nirvana, etc.), many have sought it but few have found it.  When they did, however, 

they acquired this “wisdom of reality.”  It was only then that they knew the essence of life and the 

universe, on earth as in heaven. 

 

A second aspect of transcendental wisdom is the “wisdom of experience.”  When spiritual cultivation 

reaches a certain degree, one’s experience rises to that level.  One’s attainment defines the level of 

experience, which in turn opens up and illuminates one’s whole life experience.  Everyone knows 

only the experience level of which one is capable, and nothing about higher states and stages.  The 

ordinary life experience is one of restlessness and confusion, worry and trouble, anxiety and 

discomfort of many kinds (getting tired every day and growing old every life).  The experience of 

wisdom makes all the difference.  It generates both a physical and mental fulfillment that rises above 

the common life experience.  This new experience is activated by the former “wisdom of the real,” 

spontaneously produced by the recognition of ultimate substance.  Such an awakening opens up a 

wisdom and experience store without bottom or end.  In Buddhism it is called “wisdom without a 

teacher” or “spontaneous wisdom.”  It is not transmitted by someone else but shines forth when 

one’s own “great light treasury” lights up.  It is a liberation from ignorance and an explosion of 

knowledge and intelligence, uncovering all there is to be known, including karma and rebirth in the 

Triple Universe (which the Buddha already knew before, and which triggered, his enlightenment; 

Chapter 2). 

 

A third aspect is the “wisdom of literature.”  Information and learning in the form of ideas and 

symbols such as language and words prepare the way for wisdom.  Good writing and artful language 

are not given to everyone, as only few have the gift of literary art to write with exquisite style and 

beauty.  Beauty not only reflects but also transmits insight and experience, to the extent that readers 

can be lifted up to the level of an author’s experience.  People may read and learn a lot about art and 

literature but this does not necessarily turn them into talented writers and artists.  The same is true for 

spiritual cultivation, which may turn us into “cultivators” but not “realizers.”  Once awakened, 

people who may never have learned to read or write suddenly become experts and artists in language 

and writing.  This is a natural outcome of enlightenment, not based on deliberate composition and 

artificial construction; what is “made up” is of no use and is no real art (as much “modern art”).  

Realized people also possess a fabulous memory and even remember what they have read in former 

lives.  Besides wisdom this is also a matter of concentration power.  Original Chan (Zen) literature, 

for instance, is therefore hard to read and understand without meditation accomplishment.
129

 

                                                
129  “The Zen school was very important in Chinese culture. This is especially true of its literary quality, 

which was apt to be expressed in poetry. In reality, those Zen masters were not composing poems: instead, it 

was a spontaneous outflow from their inherent nature. When the fundamental nature attains its most empty 

and aware, perfectly good and perfectly beautiful state, beautiful feelings naturally flow forth. Thus the realm 

of literature was elevated by the Zen influx. This literary excellence was by no means deliberately learned; 

rather, it was spontaneous. Thus the Zen masters wrote essays without using the standard essay form. Instead, 
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“Wisdom of method” is another natural working of the wonderful nature of prajna wisdom.  

Enlightened people will spontaneously know how to teach and inspire others, without being taught 

by others, and have the ability to deal with people and events with natural skills of virtue, social 

conduct and communication.  As can be seen in the early sutras, the Buddha was a master in 

“expedient means,” explaining and clarifying the most difficult topics in a simple and direct way, 

causing people to understand and awaken instantly.  The pictures of bodhisattvas with many, up to a 

thousand, hands and eyes convey this message.  To arrive at “great compassion” with great 

effectiveness, one has to exercise as many qualities and skilful means as necessary to help different 

people in different situations.  

 

The fifth aspect that accompanies the “perfection of wisdom” is called “carrying out vows.”  This 

means conduct, morality and virtue that naturally accomplish pure goodness and excellence, as 

exemplified by the “six perfections” (S. paramita) of the bodhisattva path.  These are: [1] the 

perfection of generosity (dana) or selfless giving, giving up oneself and one’s interests for the benefit 

of others, [2] the perfection of moral discipline (sila) that transforms all behavior, inner and outer, 

into pure and virtuous conduct, [3] patience (ksanti) to exercise loving kindness and compassion for 

all under all circumstances, forbearance in adversity and great perseverance in learning the 

fathomless truth, [4] vigor and energy (virya) of constant mindfulness, leading to [5] dhyana-

concentration.  These five accomplishments come before [6] prajna wisdom and are therefore called 

the “five attendants of wisdom.”  When integrated into transcendental wisdom, they attain “complete 

and perfect fulfillment,” and as a result of their liberating and transcending quality they are carried 

out spontaneously, free from intentional purpose, ulterior motive, or self-consciousness, so that 

“giving,” for instance, is done without even thinking of a giver, a gift, a receiver, or a result.   

 

Diamond Sutra 

 

Among the extensive Buddhist wisdom literature there is the short but unique Diamond sutra.
130

  It 

has exercised the greatest influence of all Buddhist scriptures in East Asian Mahayana Buddhism 

because it has the power to open one’s transcendent wisdom eye.  Although it is not easy to read, it 

was the first printed book ever published in history, in 868 in China (600 years before the Gutenberg 

Bible in the West). 

 

It opens with a most ordinary scene describing the Buddha simply doing his daily chores: 

 

                                                                                                                                                              
every passage is meditation work, and they are really hard to read and understand.” (Nan H.C., Working 

Toward Enlightenment, 228) 

 

130  T 8.235.748  Among the many translations with commentaries are Thomas Cleary, Hui-neng’s 

Commentary on the Diamond Sutra in The Sutra of Hui-neng, Grand Master of Zen (Boston: Shambhala 

Publications, 1998), Lu K”uan Yü, Ch”an and Zen Teaching, Vol.1 (Samuel Weiser: York Beach, ME, 1993), 

and Edward Conze, Buddhist Wisdom Books (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1975) 
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At mealtime the World Honored One put on his robe, took his bowl, and entered the great 

city of Sravasti to beg for food.  After making his round in the city, he returned to his place 

and had his meal.  Then he put away his robe and bowl, washed his feet, arranged his seat 

and sat down. 

 

The “Teacher of Gods and Men” had no servants to cook or buy his food or prepare his seat.  He was 

not chauffeured around but went about barefoot, carrying a bowl to beg for alms.  Among all his 

students, disciples, followers, admirers, sponsors, and volunteers, who probably wished nothing 

more than to assist him, he had no attendants, no personal manager or private secretary.  He took 

care of himself and dirtied his feet like every common man in India.  This is the first message: life is 

plain and serious, and the Buddha performed its duties in earnest, not to “teach a lesson.”  In the 

most ordinary he established the most exalted teaching, explaining the wisdom of a Buddha which is 

the live experience of enlightenment: great enlightenment is not different from actual reality.  

Enlightenment is nothing special or spectacular.  It has no mysterious or sacred flavor, no ritual or 

religious behavior.  Enlightenment is clear presence of mind in the midst of daily life.  

 

After lunch, while preparing to rest and sit in meditation for a while, one of his chief disciples came 

forward and asked, on behalf of the community, how to cultivate and apply the mind: 

 

“How wonderful, World Honored One, how well is the Tathagata mindful of the 

bodhisattvas, how good does he take care and instruct them.  Good men and good women, 

when they set their mind on supreme, universal and perfect enlightenment, how should they 

stay and control their mind?”  The Buddha answered “Good, Subhuti, as you say, the 

Tathagata is good at being mindful of the bodhisattvas and he instructs them well.  Now 

listen carefully to what I have to say.  When good men and good women set their mind on 

supreme, universal and perfect enlightenment, they should stay like this, and control their 

mind just like this.” 

 

When asked what to do in order to attain enlightenment, the Buddha did not give a lofty sermon or 

learned exposition but practical advice, at the spur of the moment.  Subhuti had watched him at 

mealtime, doing his daily things with a perfectly clear presence of mind, and he was struck by the 

way his teacher was mindful of the “bodhisattvas,” those who followed him to learn from his 

enlightenment.  His answer was simply to “stay just like this,” which means to practice mindfulness.  

“Just like this” is just like Subhuti’s and the audience’s current state of mind, because after asking 

the question they were just waiting for the Buddha to answer, one and all attention, with nothing else 

on their mind (open-empty concentration).   

 

Like all the Buddha’s teachings, the highest Buddhist doctrine deals with practice.  Spiritual 

realization starts with watching one’s inner conduct and minding the mind.  To “control the mind” 

means to be constantly aware of what is going on in the mind, and “take good care” of it.  This is not 

only mindfulness of discipline but the basis for spiritual development in general.  Methods of 

cultivation in all spiritual and religious traditions come down to one thing: all belief and discipline, 
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no matter what we practice, is application of mindfulness, or “being well aware.”  To guard one’s 

thoughts and take good care of the mind is the only way to purify the mind.  This sutra first shows 

how plain and simple it is to be enlightened in the midst of daily life, and then it explains that the 

heart of all illumination is to pay attention to our daily mind, and not anything else.      

 

Our daily mind is a perpetual vanity fair.  To be well aware and clearly know what is going on in our 

mind means to abandon our chronic dis-ease.  Human life is such that we always think and worry, 

even when we don’t know what to think or worry about.  People are restless because they are not 

satisfied with themselves, with life and with things as they are, but always pursuing and “doing 

something” to improve one’s (unsatisfactory) situation and to flee the emptiness of the present 

moment.  Mindfulness means to stop and stay with the present moment, to get out of the habit of 

“false thinking,” unrest and anxiety, and stop the endless clutter of thoughts and emotions.   

 

To be truly clear minded is to be like a Buddha.  Mindfulness is not only the beginning of practice 

but also the end, the perfection of all Buddhas.  To “set the mind on supreme, perfect and complete 

enlightenment” is to aspire for Buddhahood; to be a bodhisattva, a student of enlightenment, is to 

behave like a Buddha.  “To see Nature and understand/illuminate Mind” one has to find the Buddha 

in one’s own mind.  That every “good man and good woman” can do it is another spectacular 

message in a simple answer. 

 

The major difference between Buddhism and other religions is that the latter assume a “first cause,” 

that all and everything depend on an outside Agent and that nothing can be done without the Other.  

Religions rely on the Lord to come to our aid and save us, telling us moreover that we shall listen to 

Him ever after.  Buddhism instead teaches that if we cannot save ourselves no Lord can help us, that 

we are our own Lord.  The only reason why we do not realize it is because of lack of mindfulness, 

ignoring instead of minding the mind.  (Ignorance of the nature of the mind is the first cause in the 

chain of birth-and-death existence; Chapter 4). 

 

The “pure ground of enlightenment” shines equally in all.  A Buddha exercises no authority or 

lordship.  “Buddha” means the lord of everyone’s own mind.  Just as his accomplishment was based 

on self-effort and self-realization, so does learning Buddhism not involve worship or superstition, 

blind faith or pretending, no other reliance than trust in the mind.  It makes no sense to ask and pray 

for help if we don’t help ourselves, nor does it make sense to do wrong and then beg to be forgiven.  

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas do not dispense forgiveness but wisdom.  If we don’t purify the mind, no 

one else can do it.  To “set the mind on supreme, universal and perfect enlightenment” is to seek it in 

the mind, not in revelations, second comings, judgment days, gurus or esoteric techniques.  To be 

saved for all eternity, there is nowhere to turn but inside.   

 

All spiritual cultivation confronts this basic problem.  The mind cannot settle and stay still; no matter 

how much we contemplate and pray, regret our sins and adore God’s perfection, God remains silent 

and we remain the same; no matter how much we meditate, we wander off in distraction, make the 
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same mistakes (ten bonds) and our problems do not end.  Even the greatest hero may conquer the 

world but not his mind.   

 

The way to approach this general concern, said the Buddha, is simply to stop and stay.  All methods 

start from “staying”; stopping/calm/cessation (samatha) comes before discerning/insight (vipassana).  

Only after focusing all attention and entering unmoving concentration can real understanding, vision, 

insight, and wisdom arise.  Without focus on one (like holding a camera and focusing on one point) 

there is no clear picture, no real penetration and contemplation, let alone dhyana-samadhi and 

transcendental wisdom.  There can be no “seeing of the real” as long as there is looking at the 

constructs of consciousness. 

 

The Diamond Sutra tackles the foremost problem for all seekers of all times: How can the endless 

stream of thought, “like a waterfall” said the Buddha, ever stop and stay?  His answer is simple and 

clear, but hard as diamond.  To stay is “just like this,” to control the mind is to be in this very 

moment only.  When there is only this moment, the waterfall stops.  Subhuti and the others were only 

waiting for the answer, already without distraction.  This very moment is the way, the method to stay 

without “second thought.”  When the next “false thought” does not come along, the mind is already 

settled and subdued.  For religion, the purpose is believing or repenting with one’s whole heart so 

that there is but this “one thought” and the peace and calm that comes with it is already the answer, 

God’s grace and the soul’s eternity.  In this timeless moment with no other concern than pure 

awareness of its original, open and empty presence is where to stop and stay.  

 

The whole point of Buddhist practice is to grasp this moment, hold on to it and stay with it 

peacefully.  Accomplished Buddhists with cultivation expertise (gongfu) are able to enter 

concentration without effort but with profound ease and well-being, for as long as they wish.  When 

leaving their concentration, after hours, days, or weeks, or even more (sic), it feels like a few 

moments.  Such meditation skill does not come overnight, obviously, but it grows gradually with 

daily practice.  For beginners, the trick is to pretend, to extend the moment of empty clarity between 

two thoughts and “let it be” instead of letting it go.   

 

This sutra teaches the highest method of staying, which is to stay nowhere.  There is no need for the 

mind/thoughts to stay anywhere, because they do not stay anyway.  All thoughts are gone forever, 

like drifting clouds and ripples on water, without leaving shadow or trace.  The correct way is not to 

dwell on anything.  “To develop a pure mind . . . you should produce a mind that does not dwell on 

anything” was the passage from this sutra that kindled the awakening of Hui-neng, the Grand Master 

of Chan/Zen (when he was still young and illiterate; after that he went into seclusion for many years 

to work out the “factors of enlightenment”; Chapter 7).   

 

The way to practice is not to have no thoughts (as the Buddha discovered early on when practicing 

“no-thought concentration”; Chapter 2).  When the mind stays nowhere it is like a clear mirror, pure 

and empty of itself; it is not grasping, choosing or rejecting, reacting or interfering as it always does.  

Any further action to attain or maintain some meditative experience is already clouding the mirror.  
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Today’s joys or sorrows come and go but do not stay.  All things and events come and go without 

ever coming back, arising and subsiding without leaving a mark or stain.  “Stay like this, control the 

mind like this” means to stay without staying, to control without controlling.  The mind has nothing 

to be controlled, after all; thoughts and feelings leave it anyhow; this very moment is already gone 

and never to be recovered.  As in a mirror, all images are already empty (otherwise the mind would 

since long be full), and there is no need to empty the mind on top of that (adding a false thought of 

emptiness to suppress the rest).  If staying clear and seeing thoughts appear and disappear without 

getting involved, without dropping and drowning in them, this mind right now is pure and empty. 

 

* * * 

 

Subhuti did not seem to understand and said after a while: “Yes indeed, World Honored One, we 

would like to hear about it.”  The Buddha explained: 

 

Great bodhisattvas should control their minds like this.  All kinds of beings . . .  be they 

material or immaterial, I let them all enter Nirvana and save them through extinction . . .   

Thus I save immeasurable, innumerable, unlimited beings, but in reality there is no single 

being attaining salvation. Why? If a bodhisattva has an image of a self, an image of a person, 

an image of a society, an image of a lifetime, that is not a bodhisattva. 

 

Conscious or not conscious of it, we live with specific ideas about ourselves and others, about being 

a person with such and such qualities and achievements, about living an individual, limited life, and 

about others living their different, separate lives.  These images arise from a false ego-view, a bundle 

of notions about being some-body, such as being young or old, male or female.  Driven by habits and 

compulsions that arise from these images, we play the role of that somebody and take advantage of 

what we imagine to be.  We label ourselves and everybody else on account of social and financial 

status, race and gender, education, position, culture and ideology, similarities and differences, and 

based on these images we harbor self-esteem, pride and prejudice, ambition and suspicion, rivalry or 

guilt, elation or depression, slighting and envying others, claiming what is good and right for 

ourselves and passing on to others what is wrong.   

 

Above all, our ego-view centers around the image of a lifetime, and everything is subordinate to 

having a good, healthy, happy, and long life for ourselves.  This lifetime is one’s whole world, to be 

enjoyed as much as possible because it is all there is.  Such ego-preoccupation naturally extends 

beyond this short, disappointing life.  People presume to be saved for eternity upon observance of 

certain beliefs and performances, priding themselves (as chosen, saved) and slighting others 

(unbelievers, infidels, heathens) for not observing the same images.   All human problems, personal 

and global, arise from these ego-notions, images that create borders, distinctions, contradictions, and 

conflicts. 

 

Bodhisattvas do not live for themselves; they do not even think of themselves as themselves, not as 

the livers of their lives and not of their lives as their lifetimes.  To live for enlightenment means not 
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only that all endeavor is to benefit others, instead of oneself, but when helping others, you don’t even 

feel that you are helping an “other being,” says the Buddha.   

 

A bodhisattva should not dwell on anything when practicing generosity.  That means giving 

without dwelling on materiality . . .  or on anything.  A bodhisattva should give like this, not 

dwelling on phenomena.  Why? If bodhisattvas give without dwelling on phenomena, their 

blessings and virtues are inconceivable.  What do you think, can the space to the east be 

measured and conceived . . .  the space to the south, the west, the north, the four intermediate 

directions, the zenith, and the nadir? . . .   The blessings of giving without dwelling on 

phenomena are also like this, inconceivable. 

 

The Buddha advised to practice selfless giving in order to attain enlightenment, i.e. to realize no-self 

and emptiness.  Buddhism is for wisdom, not charity or meditation mastery, but its wisdom is also 

the consummation of virtue and merit.  Wisdom goes hand in hand with compassion in the sense of 

universal and unconditional goodness.  Contemplation without action is sterile; meditation alone 

cannot deliver the experience of no-self and emptiness without “carrying out the vow” of 

enlightenment, of being empty of self through acting selflessly and giving away and giving up 

oneself.  When there is no self anymore, emptiness is empty.  For selfless conduct, loving others not 

like oneself but more than oneself, compassion is wisdom and wisdom is compassion.  True love 

knows no self.  Wisdom knows only one Self, one Body.  You are me and your suffering is mine. 

Universal compassion does not love some more than others, because it is not a matter of sentiment.  

Sentiment comes from attachment, from a liking-disliking ego, wisdom from loving without self. 

  

Transcendental wisdom grows from practicing transcendence, from giving up oneself and dwelling 

on nothing when giving.  Generosity that does not think of oneself as giving something to somebody 

expects no merit or reward.  Real goodness is not giving with the intention or purpose of doing good 

and being rewarded (here or in heaven); it is giving “without letting your left hand know what your 

right hand is doing” (Jesus).  When liberality is liberated from self-images, it leads to pure 

concentration (thoughts arise from an ego) and to love’s consummation; this is also the purpose of 

religion: to conquer self-regard as the source of sin and alienation from God. 

 

The gift can be material, intellectual, or spiritual: devoting oneself to learning and contribute to 

human civilization as a scientist or engineer; as a teacher offering education and inspiring wisdom 

(not just cramming students” brains but teaching them values and “human being science”); as a 

mother raising a family, a doctor or nurse healing the sick, or a manager serving the community.  

Real giving is more than charity in the sense of giving to the needy and relieving the distressed, more 

than volunteering for the sake of something or somebody.  The “correct view” of “generosity” (dana, 

the first perfection on the bodhisattva path, and one of the methods of mindfulness; Chapter 5) is that 

there is no giver, no gift, no beneficiary, and no result.  The giver is empty, the gift is empty, and the 

receiver is empty.  The perfection of giving, the bodhisattva’s spirit of saving others and the world, 

follows the example of the Buddha’s perfect enlightenment.  After he has saved and liberated he 

walks away free, not claiming any merit or accomplishment for his work of salvation, not expecting 
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praise, worship or authority-monopoly (as gods do; see the ten commandments).  The compassion of 

wisdom knows that all are absolutely equal and that salvation adds nothing.   

 

The breadth, depth, and height of this spirit leads to the greatest, inconceivable liberation.  The 

result, cosmic approval, Nature’s response (karma) to this wisdom-action confers such pure and great 

power-energy that its blessings are incomparable and immeasurable.  Pure goodness connects with 

the Heart of the universe, the selfless giver of all.  Because its quality is transcendent, the quantity-

result surpasses the limits of space in all directions.  In other words, the merit of selfless goodness is 

what makes life worth living; it is the only real value of a person.  All else is a waste, left behind 

when we die, leaving us empty-handed except for the remainder of karma.  Transcendental merit is 

karma that provides one with more than one will ever need. 

  

The Buddha first told his audience to “stay just like this” and when they did not understand he 

explained that they should practice mindfulness of giving without dwelling on anything.  Whatever 

excellence done, one should let it go.  This spirit of liberality is the quintessence of the spiritual life.  

“Spiritual” means to transcend images and limitations of form in time and space.  “Inspired” means 

to soar beyond attachment and self-interest.  To “pray always” means to constantly “lift up your 

hearts” and be mindful of giving, in communion with the inconceivable goodness, truth, and beauty 

of the Way, one action (compassion), one understanding (wisdom), and one mind with the Mind. 

 

To dwell on something means to be pinned down by it, to grasp something is to be held in its grasp.  

The way of the bodhisattva is to let go when doing good as well as when suffering.  Good things and 

suffering are but two sides of the same coin; after sorrow comes happiness and after happiness comes 

sorrow.  To practice transcendent wisdom, suffering is the test.  If one cannot put down one’s 

worries, difficulties, and adversities, one cannot let go and transcend the good things either.  

Liberation is not disappointed and discouraged by adversity, not held down by misery or pain, nor 

complacent and proud in success; it is neither superior nor inferior but equally at peace and ease 

under all circumstances. 

 

Salvation is a matter of transcendence, because in ultimate reality the Real is not dependent on any 

event or found in any phenomenon.  The Transcendent is not a being and has no (relative) form, 

appearance, or face.  Whatever has appearance is finite, not infinite.  To revere an image, adore a 

person, or worship an idol is superstition.  

 

Subhuti, what do you think, can the Tathagata be seen as a physical appearance? . . .  

Whatever has appearances is void and illusory.  If all appearances are seen as non-

appearances, then you see the Tathagata. 

 

The Buddha explained his title of “Tathagata” or thus-come/gone as “coming from nowhere and 

going nowhere”: not coming and not leaving, not coming to be and not passing away, not moving 

and not still, he is always equally present.  The Tathagata in his “body of Truth” (dharma-kaya) is 

eternally with us, always before us.  For sincere faith, enlightenment is right here. 
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Buddha or “God” (as absolute) cannot be seen in any appearance, which means that we should not 

(mis)take any appearance/function for Substance.  This is the meaning of the Chan/Zen expression 

“when you meet the Buddha, kill the Buddha.”  The Buddha’s existence in a bodily form is only an 

indication that refers to another body called the “Body of true Reality,” which is the substance-body 

of Self-nature. When paying respect to the Buddha or to God, we do not honor Him but ourselves.  

He does not save us, but we save ourselves.  Real respect is not revering another but One-Self.  The 

highest truth in all religions proclaims the same thing: it is not another but you who save yourself. 

 

To see the Buddha is to see no-body.  To see a vision, apparition, or revelation in any form means an 

appearance and also disappearance.  To see the eternal/infinite Way is not an encounter that comes 

and goes.  The body of ultimate truth, the substance of reality is not only without end but also 

without beginning (arrival).  This Dharma-body can only be seen with the eye of wisdom; it is like 

space, invisible but everywhere.  The original substance of life and beings, worlds and heavens, is 

the one source of all physical and meta-physical phenomena.  Therefore the Uncreated is seen in all 

its creation.  All is function, process and manifestation of this One.  Equally present, there is no more 

or less, no higher and lower, no superior or inferior epiphany of emptiness.  As long as anything 

(relative) is seen as more, better, or absolute, It remains hidden.  It can be seen when no phenomena 

are grasped and nothing is imagined, as in giving without dwelling on anything.  Once seen, one 

knows and treats all beings as equal, with unconditional love and impartial respect.    

 

For the highest wisdom, plain reality is the greatest wonder of all and there is therefore no need to 

create something separate, supernatural, or sacred.  True Reality is seen when all appearances are 

seen as they are, as mere appearances, like waves in the ocean, made of nothing but water, endlessly 

happening, arising and subsiding, with no particular/separate self of their own.  “There are basically 

no things” (Hui-neng).  When all existence is seen as relative, in heaven as on earth, reality is seen as 

it is.  The Buddha became enlightened only after having seen (through) the highest heavens.   

 

He refers to himself as a Tathagata, an embodiment of pure truth, “merely a speaker of Truth, of 

Reality, of True Suchness.”  His teaching speaks of nothing but the truth, of the way things really 

are.  His truth is the living experience of life’s original and fundamental purity, a purity is so pure 

that no words can speak of it.  Therefore, the Word of the Real cannot be spoken, and without 

speech, without uttering a word, it sounds like thunder.  Such is all the Buddha’s teaching, he did not 

say a word: 

 

Therefore you should not grasp at the truth, nor grasp at non-truth.  In this sense the 

Tathagata always says to you, know that the truth I teach is like a raft that still has to be 

relinquished, the more so non-truth. 

Subhuti, what do you think, has the Tathagata not attained supreme, universal and perfect 

enlightenment, has the Tathagata not a doctrine to teach?   

Subhuti said, As I understand the meaning of the Buddha’s teaching [now], there is no fixed 

thing called supreme, universal and perfect enlightenment and no fixed teaching the 

Tathagata could expound.  Why?  Doctrines taught by the Tathagata are ungraspable and 
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unspeakable; they are not truths and not non-truths. Why? All saints and sages distinguish 

themselves by the Uncreated . . .  So-called Buddhism is not Buddhism. 

 

Other translations read “an Absolute exalts the Holy Persons” (Conze), “all saints and sages exist 

through uncreated truth, yet they have differences” (Cleary).  Accomplished saints and sages may 

differ in their teachings because their “wisdom of method” inspires them in “skillful ways” 

depending on the needs and comprehension of the public, time period, and culture.  But the essence 

of their realization is one and the same.  The truth that sets them apart is the formless Uncreated 

which is not to be approached or conceptualized by creations in any form.  It is beyond, transcends 

all methods and ideologies, creeds and institutions.  The Buddha refused to found an institution 

“because a Tathagata does not think in such terms.” 

 

Ultimate reality is the same for all people and all times.  True Suchness does not differ for religions 

and cultures.  Spiritual convictions and methods of cultivation are temporary means to lead towards 

That which cannot be taught, pointed out or laid down, specified or codified in scriptures or in 

churches.  What is transcendent does not depend on what is immanent, absolute truth not on relative 

frames of reference.  The heart of wisdom is to see Buddhism as a means of transportation with the 

goal of arriving at the destination, which is not any “ism.”  It is but an expedient tool, a temporary 

model or construct that has to be deconstructed and left behind in the end.  This process of 

deconstruction is not an esoteric message for advanced adepts and bodhisattvas but for everybody 

who has wisdom and “faith in mind.” 

  

The heart of Buddhism is no Buddhism at all.  As with all other human institutions and disciplines, it 

relies on theoretical and practical terms of reference “as a raft to reach the other shore” where it has 

to be abandoned.  (This also means that without a raft one does not get there).  Practice of cultivation 

such as mindfulness, contemplation, visualization, mind-body transformation and other techniques, 

are ways of contrived action and deliberate behavior that bring about certain effects.  These belong to 

conditioned origination and do not transcend the process of causation and becoming.  Whatever takes 

an effect has its beginning and end, its time to take place in a specific, impermanent form, and is 

therefore exhaustible and not inexhaustible. 

 

This is why Buddhism does not advocate particular methods of cultivation.  The uncreated does not 

become more uncreated through application and realization.  All sentient beings are already Mind.  

The heart of all matter is not to be introduced where it would not already be.  It needs no help to be 

what it is not, and no purpose or action can add an inch to Emptiness.  The Buddha does not say that 

“all is empty”; the word empty is not even used in this sutra but it ends with the words: 

 

All created/conditioned phenomena are like dreams, illusions, bubbles, shadows, like dew, or 

like lightning. You should view them like this. 

 

Buddhist doctrine and practice is about Nirvana, but Nirvana has no realization and no Buddha.  This 

highest Buddha-dharma is the “great practice” and the “unequaled realization.”  To say a word about 
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the Uncreated is already a creation; to speak is wrong and to remain silent is wrong; concentration is 

wrong and no concentration is also wrong.  To realize this transcendental wisdom in a “great and 

thorough awakening” is to realize “that all creation is originally/basically non-created” or “not-

born.”    

 

This wisdom, the intelligence of all Buddhas, makes Buddhism what it is.  Ultimate truth is a matter 

of spiritual science (from the Latin for “know”), of self-evidence, experiential verification, and 

empirical certainty.  It cannot be found through mere belief (religion) or speculation (philosophy).  

The Buddhist way differs from belief systems in that it puts first and foremost critical questioning, 

objective observation, self-examination and reform, thorough penetration of present reality.   
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The core of this wisdom, the “heart” of Buddhism, is contained in a few lines, called the Heart Sutra, 

the main daily “prayer” in Buddhism.  It is addressed to Perfect Wisdom (prajna-paramita): 

 

Heart Sutra 
1
 

 

When the Bodhisattva Sovereign Beholder 
2 
was exercising the profound wisdom perfection, 

he perceived the five skandhas as empty and he transcended all suffering. 

Sariputra, form is not different from emptiness and emptiness is not different from form; 

form is just emptiness and emptiness is just form. 

So are feeling, perception, volition-formation, and consciousness. 

Sariputra, all phenomena are marked with emptiness, they are neither born nor extinguished, 

neither pure nor impure, neither increasing nor decreasing. 

Therefore, in emptiness there is no form, no feeling, conception, formation, or consciousness; 

no eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mind; no form, sound, smell, taste, touch, or thought. 

There is no realm of sight, etc. and no realm of cognition; there is no ignorance or ending of 

ignorance, etc. and no aging and death or ending of aging and death. 

There is no suffering, no cause/accumulation or cessation of suffering, and no path.
3 

There is no wisdom and no attainment.  Because there is nothing to attain, Bodhisattvas rely 

on perfect wisdom and have no obstruction in their mind.   

Without obstruction they have no fear, and having left inverted views 
4 
and dreams far 

behind, they realize ultimate Nirvana. 

All Buddhas of past, present and future rely on this wisdom-perfection to attain unsurpassed, 

universal, and complete enlightenment (anuttara samyak sambodhi). 

Therefore know that prajna-paramita (wisdom-perfection) 
5
 is a great spiritual mantra, 

a mantra of great clarity, a supreme and unequaled mantra, able to remove all suffering. 

It is truly real and not void. 

Recite the prajna-paramita mantra like this: 

Gaté, gaté, páragaté, párasámgate bódhi svahá! 
6 

                                                
1
  The Heart of the Perfection of Wisdom Sutra  T 8.251.848c 

2
  Guan-zi-zai, usually called Guan-shi-yin, Perceiver of the World’s Sounds, and Guan-yin (Kuanyin), 

Kannon in Japanese, Avalokitesvara or Lord Avalokita in Sanskrit.  

3
  the six faculties and their respective fields and objects, the twelve links of interdependent origination, and 

the four noble truths. 

4  
considering impermanent as permanent, suffering as happiness, no-self as self, impure as pure.

 

5
   The title Prajna-paramita not only refers to scripture and mantra but also to the personification of Perfect 

Wisdom, “the Mother of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.”   

6
  A mantra is recited in its original language, because its sound is as important as its meaning:  

  Gone, gone, gone beyond, gone absolutely beyond, enlightenment, hail! 
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Sariputra is one of the Buddha’s chief disciples, an arhat noted for his knowledge of Abhidharma 

(scholastic learning).  When Sariputra asks the Buddha how to practice the perfection of prajna-

wisdom, the Buddha invites a bodhisattva who is an expert in this matter to explain.  His name 

“Sovereign Beholder” indicates his specialty, as bodisattva names usually do.  His method consists 

of “beholding,” which is insight-contemplation (vipassana).  The Heart sutra, like the Diamond sutra 

and Buddhism in general, deals with practice rather than theory, showing the way to self-realizing 

the end of suffering and the end of ignorance, i.e. real happiness and intelligence.  In one sentence it 

tells what wisdom is all about: to practice concentration in such a profound manner that all existence 

is exposed as empty.  This exercise of concentration and wisdom is not only an excellent method for 

spiritual cultivation but the only way to reach “perfect and complete enlightenment” as “all Buddhas 

past and future rely on it.”   

 

This practice consists of “shining” (zhao) with the light of wisdom.  When concentration is correctly 

practiced (“not dwelling on anything”) for a long time, it generates the light of wisdom that shows all 

existence in its real dimension.  When concentration grows deep and strong, reality reveals its empty 

nature.  This is an undeniable, empirical experience of transcendence: the body is empty, the mind is 

empty, and the physical world is empty.  Not only is the physical/natural world empty but also the 

spiritual/supernatural world.  All existence is perceived as equally empty.  There is no bodily 

sensation and no feeling, no mental perception and no thought anymore; all distracting thoughts and 

feelings are gone.  When the five skandhas, including mental formations, subconscious dispositions 

and the ten bonds are dissolved, all is solved.  Suffering, problems and difficulties have ended.  

Darkness has gone and all is bathing in light, clearly seen as it is, like the sun lighting up the earth  

and exposing everything everywhere.  Before that, we walk with the light of thought, as if holding a 

torch in the dark and seeing one thing at a time.  Profound concentration and wisdom leads to an 

explosion of light and perception, seeing and knowing inside and outside without limit or 

obstruction. 

 

To “shine” and “behold all as empty” is not an easy achievement, however.  This wisdom method 

relies on the gradual exercise of reflecting on the impermanence of the mind, the body, and the 

environment, as constantly changing.  Having no permanent being and no substance of their own, 

they are empty.  When the skandhas are experienced as empty, one’s ego-attachment disappears and 

so does suffering.  The body is suspended, empty, and unreal as if non-existing but united with 

empty space.  Only this stage of spiritual cultivation is really spiritual, representing real 

transcendence, going beyond the impermanence, futility, and suffering of immanent existence.  

There is freedom from vexations and troubles (klesa), and unimaginable liberty and ease.  Buddhism 

is for nothing else but for deliverance, emancipation and mastery, and is not meant to tie oneself up 

with belief, doctrine, or practice. 

   

This “shining” capacity sees all existence and all birth-and-death phenomena as empty.  To become 

aware of this innate, pre-existential light and let it “shine” is the basic function of concentration.  

While revealing and shining on the deeper layers of consciousness (like the sun shining on ice), the 
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existential bonds are melting away because they are not further provided with karmic energy.  

Through constantly shining the stream of thoughts eventually becomes empty and thoughts stop 

coming.  When this practice becomes a solid mastery, the “wisdom of true reality” manifests itself 

spontaneously and inevitably.  Without obstruction or limit the mind shines with the light of its 

substance.  This light is nothing mysterious but plain and present awareness.  The purpose of all 

spiritual cultivation is to “stop and stay” in this pure awareness, until its “penetration power” is able 

to “shine and behold” the whole of existence as empty, naturally and without effort.   

 

The Bodhisattva Sovereign Beholder is like every bodhisattva, both a specialist in compassion and 

an excellent teacher.  He knows that to “shine and perceive” emptiness right away is not possible, 

and he explains how to proceed step by step.  “Form is not different from emptiness . . .”  Although 

we know that all matter, the body and the whole world, is constantly changing, and although we may 

believe, as modern physics has discovered, that physical reality is indeed empty – from subatomic 

particles to the whole universe, it all arises from a “quantum vacuum” – we don’t see it that way.  

This is because our wisdom light is covered by the five skandha-shadows.   

 

First, there is the form/matter skandha of our physical body that is made up of the same “empty” 

particles and elements.  One may be full of goodwill and sincerely aspire to concentration and 

wisdom but as we sit down to contemplate clear emptiness we witness instead a dark opacity of flesh 

and bones, blood and fluids, nerve-electricity flowing, oxygen burning and brain-chemistry brewing, 

immersing us in a stream of thoughts and feelings without end.  Our body does not listen to us but to 

the life-force that moves it, the force of karmic energy that processes us (fourth skandha) from birth 

to death to rebirth.  Moving with the physical energies and elements, our body and brain never stop 

producing sensation and mentation (second and third skandhas).  As long as the first skandha of 

body/matter is not emptied out, we remain buried under a mountain of mass-gravity, while the other 

skandhas keep us in the dark as well, at every moment from birth to death and beyond.   

 

We first have to create conditions to empty the body.  As long as the body is not empty, no soft 

approach can ignore, let alone dissolve, its hard evidence.  Great wisdom and compassion have 

therefore designed many methods of cultivation to empty the body, such as the contemplations of 

impurity, of the body as unclean, the white skeleton, and breathing and vital energy cultivations.  All 

these methods serve to realize the emptiness of the body and matter skandha.  When the body’s 

energy-circuitry opens up and the energy flows freely through, the body can then dissolve into clear 

emptiness (like after viewing one’s white skeleton and seeing it reduced to dust in the wind). These 

and other traditional meditation exercises are exact and proven methods that have opened the way for 

many people who have realized “the fruits of the path.”  As the history of Buddhism shows, 

whenever there was “realization of practice” there was an amazing display of wisdom and spiritual 

powers.  But whenever the nitty-gritty work of meditation was neglected for abstract speculation, 

Buddhism was in decline. 

  

After realizing that “form is not different from emptiness” the next step is to realize that “emptiness 

is not different from form.”  Once emptiness is realized, that initial “realm of emptiness” has to be 
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emptied too.  The experience of empty clarity is still a mental phenomenon and a changing 

appearance of perception that has to be left behind in order to reach “true emptiness.”  Emptiness is 

not a separate reality, not something else like a “pure realm” that stands apart from present reality 

(one could compare with the quantum void of physics).  It is not non-existence as opposed to 

existence.  The second stage is therefore of crucial importance, in order to realize that emptiness is 

not different from but coincides with form and the other skandhas, and to avoid a false view of 

emptiness (“if all is empty, why care?”).  

 

“Emptiness is exactly form/matter” means that existence exists because of emptiness.  It is because 

all is made of emptiness that this body and this world exist just as they do, always moving and 

transforming in an infinite web of simultaneous interdependent origination, with nothing to obstruct 

or limit endless change and new formation.  All phenomena appear-disappear and operate along 

other-than-self causes and conditions.  All functions perfectly according to the law of cause and 

effect because it is nothing of itself.  Form and emptiness (energy) function as one.   

 

In this sense all “creation is created out of nothing,” being nothing but transformation of energy; 

energy is nothing in and of itself, nothing but potentiality (like H2O molecules which can turn into 

water and oceans, clouds and icecaps, fog and steam, tears and urine).  All phenomena and the 

universe itself exist because of emptiness, which was there before the big bang, space and time.  

Without emptiness there could be no room for anything to appear and nowhere to disappear.  It is the 

infinity that shapes endless finites.  All things arise from emptiness and subside in emptiness, which 

gives birth and which also terminates.  It is no-thing but produces all things, independently and with 

sovereignty.  It creates being and finishes being all on its own.  It is the only one in command of 

existence, the only “master of the universe,” perfectly in charge of all.  This “self-nature” is 

absolutely capable of all because it is empty of all relativity.  This was the Buddha’s main discovery 

when he became enlightened.   

 

What arises from causes and conditions is empty in nature; 

from empty nature arise all causes and conditions. 

 

“The same is true for sensation, perception, forming process, and consciousness.”  Just like the 

objective, material side of reality, all forms of mental subjectivity, sensation, thought, life-energy, 

and consciousness are empty as well.  Neither feeling nor thought, karmic force nor consciousness 

differ from emptiness.  Consciousness itself is (made of) emptiness, and emptiness itself is (manifest 

in) consciousness, which becomes obvious when watching the “past, present, and future mind.” 

 

For great wisdom, all manifestation and creation is seen immediately as it is.  When the five 

skandhas are empty, all is achieved and liberation is established.  That “all is empty” does not mean 

that nothing matters and therefore nothing needs to be done.  On the contrary, as long as the 

skandhas are not solved, further training is needed by all means.  There are many expedient methods 

to bring about their deliverance, but when realized, all methods and models, revelations and beliefs, 

rules and conventions are equally empty. 
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This empty substance is none other than the very essence of our life.  Our real being is not among the 

phenomena of existence, the facts and vicissitudes of life and death.  Our “real self” is never born 

and never dies and the substance of our life was never created and will never perish.  Birth and death 

are changing phenomena and alternating appearances.  To solve the problem of life and death and to 

enjoy true “life everlasting” is to realize this, both mentally and physically. 

 

But whether we find it or not, believe it or not, the Life of our lives, the Mind of our minds is 

perfectly what it is.  It is not produced when we find it and not absent when we ignore it.  It is not 

something that may visit or leave us, or change with our changing experiences.  It cannot be 

improved upon, as no amount of effort or merit, speculation or contemplation, grace or revelation 

can reveal more than it already is.  It does not increase when we increase our prayers or meditation, 

good deeds and sacrifices, and it does not decrease when we “don’t give a damn.”   

 

The formless Uncreated is always empty and has nothing to do with any creation or cessation.  It is 

the one and only presence that is never and nowhere absent.  It cannot be brought about by activity or 

rest, nor does it need our contribution to become (more) empty.  This is the ground of truth and the 

causal basis for enlightenment one has to be clear about before real meditation and spiritual 

cultivation can actually start.  This is the right view, the first step of the eightfold path, and the 

beginning of Buddhism.  

 

In practice, this means that we don’t have to empty our thoughts because they are already empty, 

gone before we know it and never coming back.  A thought of emptiness is gone and leaves nothing 

behind; there is no such thing as emptiness.  And this is true for everything.  All things are no-things, 

all existence is emptiness, and emptiness is all existence (thoughts can keep coming and going 

because they are empty).  There is existence all the time, and we have awareness all the time, but it is 

empty.  It is here and it is all there is, with absolutely nothing beyond or behind it.   

 

The more “empty” (pure, open, clear) the mind’s mirror is, the more clear the picture becomes.  “No-

mind” (Chan/Zen) is not knowing nothing, nor does knowing nothing mean concentration.  It is 

neither existence nor nothingness, it is not ceasing consciousness but “activating a mind that abides 

nowhere.”  It is neither grasping existence nor grasping non-existence either (the Middle Way).  “It is 

empty of itself without emptying, and concentration of itself without concentrating.  When empty, it 

is existence; when existence, it is empty.”
131

 

  

“Therefore, in emptiness there is no form . . .”; there is no-thing to be seen, heard, felt or to be 

conscious of, and “there is no ignorance and no termination of ignorance . . .  no wisdom and no 

attainment.”  As soon as we conceive of emptiness, we are not conceiving emptiness but a mental 

construct of emptiness, something we create with the superficial (sixth) consciousness.  Emptiness is 

                                                

131  Nan Huai-chin, Yuanjuejing lue shuo, 53-55 
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a word to express neither being nor non-being.  It is the ultimate Mark of Existence, not different 

from existence and not nothingness but “truly real and not void.” 

 

If whatever we think and undertake is not “it” but a mental fabrication and false thinking, how can 

we get rid of ignorance?  Transcendental wisdom means that ignorance is empty too, like a hologram 

projected in empty space, nowhere becoming or going out of existence.  Like every other 

phenomenon, the working of ignorance is also the functioning of emptiness, caused and conditioned 

by the power of karma.  No matter what the phenomenon is, it is not really “being” because gone 

when gone.  But it is not non-existing either, because it “is” clearly there when caused into existence.  

Nothing really arises or vanishes, as there is “neither production nor extinction.”  Whether we know 

it or not, understand it or not, it understands itself.  

 

Whether moving or keeping quiet, hearing noise or silence, these are all appearances of motion and 

calm, activity and passivity.  Concentration means to be clear about both, to know exactly when 

action is acting and when silence is silent, and to stir no further thought.  Then only can there be 

awareness of That which is witnessing both distraction and tranquility, and that has nothing to do 

with changing appearances.  That is “never born and never dies, is not defiled and not pure, does not 

increase nor diminish” because it is perfect and complete, always present everywhere.  So is our true 

nature because we are not defined or restricted by any form in space and time.  To learn and practice 

Buddhism is to start from infinity. 

 

Nirvana and Samsara 

 

Nirvana is a Buddhist term to refer to the total substance of all existence in the universe, 

including all life, physical and mental, of all living beings.  Before all causes are set in 

motion, when body and mind are in the primordial state of silent calm without one thought 

arising, it is manifested as calm and motionless; it transcends the realm of metaphysics.  To 

define its absolute character, its character-less, form-less, unperturbed and realm-less realm, 

it is called the state of extinction.  This is not at all the empty rest everything undergoes when 

terminated by death.  To indicate the creative functioning of Nirvana, it is also defined as the 

perfect clarity and purity of great enlightenment.  With formlessness as its distinctive form, 

this is the absolute reality.  It transcends thought and consciousness, and neither language, 

writing nor theory can fathom or convey its ultimately profound and ineffable truth.  This is 

the one and correct eye in the whole of Buddhist teachings and the true goal set forth in all 

Buddhist theories.  From the human standpoint there is no other special way to arrive at the 

realization of Nirvana than to approach it from this actual body and mind. 

In terms of their basic capacity, all physicality and mentality of body and mind is but 

functioning of the wondrous Mind of the Absolute.  In ancient and modern times, in East and 

West, mankind’s quest about life and the universe, the highest and ultimate goal of all 

religion, philosophy, and science, is to attest to this.  It is the transcendental, original-

fundamental substance of all creation in the universe, and of human nature and life.  

Whatever the standpoint, all names and definitions like Buddha, Heaven, Lord, God, Spirit, 
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Dao (Way), Energy, Matter, or Mind, they all point to this.  When taking on the garment of 

religion, it becomes Deified, in philosophical form it is Idealized, on the throne of science it 

is Energized.  But whatever the explanations and interpretations, all these are ultimately not 

its true face.  As soon as it falls into language, it revolves within the sphere of conceptual 

thought, producing ideas and words, itself becoming a construct of consciousness, relative 

and not at all the absolute, unchanging true Reality. 
132

  

 

Enlightenment is called “great penetration and great awakening” because it realizes the wondrous 

Mind of the Absolute, the substance of the whole spiritual and material universe.  The quest for 

enlightenment goes to the bottom of mind and things, self and the world.  Thorough penetration 

means not only understanding “substance” but also knowing how to “function.”  Awakening to the 

Way the universe works also reveals the “know-how” of creation.  To realize the quintessence of 

creation also puts one at the helm of creation.  When the mind penetrates to the source of being it 

acquires the power to control being, to be the master over life and death, thus effectively realizing 

that “emptiness is form/matter” and that “true emptiness creates wondrous being.”  Enlightenment 

works as spiritual-physical emancipation. 

 

The end of spiritual cultivation, of realizing no-self and emptiness, means liberation and autonomy of 

existence.  The capacity to take up existence at will is based on a mind-created body of one’s own, 

not on a body born from the sex of others but from a self-initiated mental act.  Transcendental 

wisdom generates the same dhyana-concentration power that also creates the “pure light” bodies of 

those in the dhyana-heavens.  When body and mind are concentrated in emptiness, then emptiness 

and creation merge and all will be empty when one wants it, and exist when one wants it.  As 

theoretical doctrine, this is called the contemplation of the mean (Madhyamika), of emptiness that 

holds the middle between being and non-being.  As practical truth it means “to be capable of true 

emptiness and capable of wondrous being.”  The highest wisdom does not renounce the world or cast 

aside existence but reveals the wonder of emptiness, which is an infinite capacity for creation.  

 

The Buddha’s Triple body of truth/substance (dharma-kaya), enjoyment/retribution (sambhoga-

kaya), and manifestation (nirmana-kaya) is based on this accomplishment.  Such achievement, real 

supremacy of mind over matter, is very rare in human history.  Only this “trinity-in-unity” realizes 

the full extent of the highest Buddhist doctrine of “Mind-only.”  The substance of enlightenment is 

the one source of both matter and spirit, while its function is not only knowing Dharma but also the 

power to incarnate freely and to transform infinitely.  To master this mind-science is the end of all 

theory and practice, of all spirituality and all science and technology. 

 

This highest empowerment is the result of the deepest humility, of utter selflessness.  To actualize 

the “great Self” the little self has to die.  Humility is the first precept of Buddhism, required in order 

to understand and practice the principle of no-self, and to eliminate the illusionary ego.  Real self-

actualization means self-annihilation.  The deepest kenosis or self-negation ascends to the highest 

                                                
132  Nan Huai-chin, Chan yu Dao gailun 73-4, The Story of Chinese Zen 175-6 
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transcendence.  “Extinction of body and mind” is the one and only door to the “self, Purity, Bliss, 

and Eternity” of Nirvana. 

 

“Though I preach Nirvana, there is no true extinction. All things from their origin are in themselves 

marked by quiet extinction.”  Nirvana is not the ending of a Buddha or the end of the world.  Buddha 

goes on, the world goes on, and life goes on.  For the Buddhas, who are in full control, the power of 

creation opens up an inexhaustible range of existence.  They become cosmic Buddhas and create 

inconceivable vast worlds and pure lands (that are not part of Samsara, unlike the heavens in the 

Triple Universe).  The most popular trend of Buddhism in East Asia, Amithaba’s Pure Land of Bliss 

is based on such creation.  Once reborn there, one is certain of future enlightenment and liberation 

from the birth-death cycle. 

 

Emptiness does not dissolve the universe but opens up its boundless potential.  Emptiness is also not 

elsewhere, apart or different from the world.  All creation is not different from its substance.  

Emptiness is the substance of both creation and extinction.  There is no duality between the world 

and ultimate reality.  “This Dharma abides in the dimension of Truth while the world always stays in 

it.”  Buddhist Dharma is not outside the world but right in it.  Truth is originally and always present, 

in accordance with the non-duality of the Absolute.  What is universal, eternal, and transcendental is 

never in decline or out of fashion.  Therefore “no form of livelihood is opposed to Reality.”  

Renouncing the world to work out personal salvation, or staying in the world to work for the benefit 

of others, it is all Buddha work.  Theoretically there is no need to leave the world in order to realize 

the Truth that is never absent, but in practice a lot of time in seclusion is needed to delve inside and 

dissolve the ignorance and the bonds that have kept us from enlightenment “since beginningless 

time.”     
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Chapter  8 

 

BUDDHISM and WESTERN WISDOM 

                      

                                    All philosophy, of East and West, 

 has the same centripetence. 

 Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

If Buddhism is true, then its main elements of both truth and practice should also be found in other 

spiritual traditions.  This chapter highlights some aspects of Western thought and religion to 

demonstrate that whenever the human mind reached pure concentration and transcendental clarity, it 

converged with the Buddhist path of enlightenment.  These similarities are not always obvious at 

first sight because Eastern and Western traditions have developed along different premises.  But 

when seen in the light of “Dharma” (universal truth), it becomes clear what is essential in both – and 

what is not.  In other words, understanding Buddhism helps to distinguish the common and final 

truth in all the great traditions of humanity.  

 

Amazing as it may sound, all spiritual experiences run parallel and coincide as they approach their 

final goal; like climbing a mountain, the paths to go upward and the scenes along the road vary, but 

the view from the top is the same.  The higher the paths ascend, the closer they correspond.  In 

technical Buddhist terms, all spiritual realization develops along the road of mental clarification, 

which is the universal sequence of “the four dhyanas and eight samadhis.”  In the end, the highest 

spiritual, religious and philosophical achievements in the West have also realized the non-duality of 

ultimate reality based on the experience of no-self and emptiness.  

 

Greek Philosophy 

 

Western philosophy originated in ancient Greece during the middle of the first millennium BC.  Karl 

Jaspers has called this remarkable period of spiritual awakening the “Axis Period”, when the 

founders of all major civilizations on Earth appeared.  The key players were not only the Indian 

sages and the Buddha but also Laozi and Confucius in China, the Hebrew prophets, Zoroaster 

(Zarathustra) in Persia, and the natural philosophers in Greece.  The last are called “natural 

philosophers” because of their common inquiry into the origin and nature of the universe.  Their 

activity laid not only the foundation for both the physical and metaphysical disciplines of science and 

philosophy, but also for the conceptualization of the mystical experiences in Western spirituality.   

 

Anaximander 

 

The ancient Greek philosophers were impressed by “the drama of impermanence and suffering” 

which inspired them to search for the source and substance of all that “coming to be and passing 
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away.” 
133

 The most remarkable of them was perhaps Anaximander (610-546 BC).  He shared with 

his contemporaries the belief in a metaphysical and a moral order of the universe.    

 

The Pre-Socratics used the term kosmos to denote a unified universe with boundless worlds and 

heavens.  Anaximander was the first, however, to introduce the concept of an infinite substance at 

the origin of the universe, as the basic principle of all things.  He believed this infinite substance 

(apeiron) to be indefinite and not belonging to the elements of existence, while his colleagues 

considered water, air, or atoms as the essence of all being.  Anaximander argued that the elements 

arise from and disappear into this infinitude.  He claimed that the apeiron is the primary substance of 

all being “from which arise all the heavens and worlds.”  It is “eternal and ageless,” “encompassing 

all the worlds.” 

 

The apeiron was not a mere philosophical idea but rather a cosmic vision based on the 

comprehension of all existence that stems from its infinite source.  For Anaximander, that source is 

an original peaceful unity and is discovered through intuitive contemplation.  He also perceived the 

causality and compensation of all existence in time, according to a cosmic law and universal truth 

“to which every personal preference must yield.”   

 

His philosophy presents basic Buddhist premises, not just those of “impermanence and annihilation 

which saddened and perplexed all of that (his) generation,” but also ideas of the transcendent-

immanent reality of an indefinite-infinite substance.  According to Werner Jaeger,  “The apeiron is 

not a definite element but includes everything in itself, and guides everything, . . .  it is immortal and 

indestructible, an active force . . .  constantly producing new worlds and assimilating them again . . .   

Thus, when things are produced by the apeiron, they leave the original unity in which all warring 

contraries of this world are brought together in peace . . . It is necessary that things should pass away 

into that from which they are born.  For things must pay one another the penalty and compensation 

for their injustice according to the ordinance of time . . .  This eternal process of compensation is at 

work not only in human life but in the whole world . . .   nature too with its forces and oppositions is 

subject to an immanent rule of law, like mankind, and it is this rule of law which regulates coming-

to-be and passing-away throughout creation . . .  All nature is subject to universal laws . . .  a moral, 

not a physical law of nature . . .  Natural phenomena are governed by a moral standard . . .  a 

justification of the nature of the universe.”  

 

“[Anaximander] shows creation to be a cosmos “writ large” — namely a community of things under 

law . . .   His conception of the universe as the spiritual discovery of the cosmos . . .  made in the 

depths of the human soul . . .  produced by intuitive thought, the same kind of thought which created 

the idea of the infinite number of universes . . .   Anaximander’s doctrine of the systematic justice of 

the universe reminds us that the most important idea in the new philosophy, that of Cause, was 

originally the same as the idea of Retribution.” 

                                                
133 Werner Jaeger, Paideia, the Ideals of Greek Culture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1943), vol. I, 

158-161 
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This universal law (Dharma) of causality and moral order (karma) was a viable worldview during 

Anaximander’s time.  It was natural for the Greeks to base the ordering of human life and society on 

the law and order of the cosmos. “At every new stage in the development of the Greek spirit . . .  this 

co-ordination of the ethical and social structure with the cosmic order . . .  is so characteristic of 

Greek thought.”  Werner Jaeger further comments on “the astonishing scope and breath of Ionian 

thought,” as compared to the shrinking of the modern mind: “this great discovery opened the way to 

countless new philosophical explorations.  The idea of a cosmos is even now one of the most 

essential categories of man’s understanding of the universe, although it has gradually lost its 

metaphysical in its scientific meaning.” 
134 

 

 

Socrates 

 

The Greek spirit culminated in Socrates, “the greatest teacher in European history.”  He saw the 

moral order of the cosmos reflected in the human soul, while he himself was a living model of it, a 

“moral colossus.”  According to Plato (like Jesus and the Buddha, Socrates wrote nothing himself), 

he was “we may truly say, of all the men of his time whom we have known, the best and wisest and 

most righteous man.” 
135

  Plato regarded his teacher as a completely liberated individual, whose 

message was self-realization, or human emancipation attained through self-development.  Socrates’ 

achievement was, in fact, an application of the three trainings: moral conduct, concentration power, 

and realization of truth.  He even maintained that “virtue is knowledge,” and that “love of wisdom” 

(philo-sophy) is worthless if wisdom does not improve human conduct.  (In this sense, some modern 

thinkers would not qualify as true philosophers).  

 

According to Socrates’ philosophy, the purpose of life is to attain wisdom, proper understanding and 

clear vision of “things as they are,” not for the mere sake of obtaining knowledge but for the purpose 

of cultivating virtue.  Philosophy as way of life “takes care of the soul,” grants insight and access to 

the Good, the highest principle in the cosmos.  But to know the Good, one has to be good first.  Like 

the Buddha, Socrates relied on plain human resources to uphold a secular spirituality that 

transcended the religion of his time.  His faith was not supernatural belief but clarification of the 

mind because he not only believed in the nature of the human mind but also realized its potential to 

an uncommonly high degree. 

 

As a result of his unusual moral discipline and virtue, Socrates possessed exceptional concentration 

power.  He used to withdraw in silent concentration,
136 

and we are told that once he stood fixed and 

focused in absorption (samadhi) without moving for twenty-four hours, attracting a crowd who knew 

about his curious practice and spent the night watching him.
137

  According to Diogenes, “Once he 
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saw a dead leaf falling from a tree on the ground and sat there until the wind had blown the leaf, two 

days later” (Lives of Eminent Philosophers).  

 

This concentration power and the merit of his “moral majesty” enabled Socrates to perceive a higher 

reality which he called “Heaven.”  His Heaven became a central theme of Plato’s philosophy, who 

called it the World of Forms or Ideas.  Socrates’ concentration power led to the dhyana-level of 

mental clarification that revealed a higher dimension of heaven (the dhyana-realm of the Form 

World) than the pantheon of gods who were worshiped as the state religion (the lower heavens of the 

Desire World; chapter 3).  He was, just like Jesus, unjustly sentenced to death because of his 

influence as a “new religious” teacher.   

 

The official indictment brought against him, according to Plato’s Apology, was that “Socrates is a 

wrongdoer because he corrupts the youth and he does not believe in the gods the state believes in, 

but in other new and spiritual beings,” while Xenophon’s Memorabilia cites his religious “impiety” 

first.  The real reason was that his whole life was, like the Buddha’s, “to serve the truth” while being 

critical of the Athenian way of life.  The principles of reason that made him question the world 

around him were worth dying for. 

 

Socrates laid the foundation not only for a rational philosophy but for a mystical one as well.  He 

introduced the “art of contemplation” which leads to the actual experience and “assimilation of 

God,” not based on revelation, mythology, or superstition but instead “with the help of wisdom”: 

 

That is why we should make all haste to take flight from this world to the other, and that 

means becoming like God so far as we can, and we become like God when we become 

righteous and pure, with the help of wisdom.
138

 

   

Socrates’ central message is that the human mind (psyche, soul) has an absolute substance, with the 

innate capacity of realizing divine life and eternal truth.  His teaching method was therefore not a 

didactic instruction but an engaging dialogue with his audience in order to “awaken” their 

understanding within.  His perception of the human mind’s own potential was based on “philosophy” 

in the true sense, love of wisdom – meta-physical (transcendental) truth imbued with the heavenly 

bliss of dhyana. 

  

It was only when moral virtue and/or concentration power lost its stance in society that Western 

philosophy devolved into a tradition of mere thinking, reasoning, arguing and disagreeing while 

losing love of wisdom in the process. 
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Plato 

 

Like that of his teacher, the central idea in Plato’s discourse is that the nature of the human soul is, in 

essence, no different from the nature of the divine, or from the cosmic intelligence or “world soul” 

(nous) at the origin of all being.  The human soul originally had a perfect vision of Truth and Reality, 

but once it is born into a body in this world, it undergoes suffering which obscures the knowledge it 

once had (ignorance).  The soul now moves confusedly in a world of change and impermanence 

where individuals can have conjecture and opinion (false thinking) but no real knowledge. 

 

Plato’s philosophy is both a theory and a method of contemplation aimed at the purification of the 

soul, to clear its vision and to enable it to recover the knowledge of eternal truth in order for the soul 

to participate in what alone is real, to “assimilate God.”  This purification is not a matter of outside 

intervention or divine infusion but of inner development through a long and arduous process of 

“constant mindfulness of heaven,” correction of thinking (right view) and departure from what is 

transient and insubstantial toward the contemplation of what is unchanging and real.   

 

This contemplation induces a gradual ascent into a new world, the world of Forms or Ideas, from 

which the old world must be transcended.  The soul has to distance itself from the body and its 

desires and passions, as well as from the illusion of the senses in this world.  “Real knowledge” for 

Plato necessitates a transformation of the whole person in order to ascend and witness the realm of 

pure intellect.  He refers to this realm as a divine dimension above and beyond the heavens of the 

gods (like the dhyana-heavens of the Form World above the heavens of the Sense-desire World). 

 

The soul is capable of realizing this realm because it originally belonged to it, and is of the same 

divine nature (syngeneia, kinship), the same eternal substance that existed before and beyond the 

creation of heaven and earth.  The soul returns to its original state in the act of contemplation 

(theoria), in which it experiences an immediate (no-thought) unification with Truth, Goodness, and 

Beauty.  This reunion happens in a gradual process of detaching from false views (doxa), of 

correction and education (paideia), reorientating and awakening to true reality.  Plato writes: 

 

Education is not what some people declare it to be, namely putting knowledge into souls that 

lack it, like putting sight into blind eyes . . .  The power to learn is present in everyone’s soul 

...  like an eye that cannot be turned around from darkness to light without turning the whole 

body . . .  away from this changing world, until its eye can bear to contemplate reality and 

that supreme splendor which we have called the Good. 
139

  

 

He uses his famous parable of the Cave (in Republic) “to illustrate the degrees in which our nature 

may be enlightened or unenlightened.”  Real learning enables the student to see the light instead of 

being engulfed in a world of ever-changing shadows.  The idea of ignorance of one’s own lack of 

knowledge plays a major role in Platonic philosophy, particularly in his early play Acibiades.  Both 
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Socrates and Plato (and the ancient Chinese philosophers) recognized the first step to self-cultivation 

as the acknowledgment of personal ignorance (the first link in the chain of existence).  Turning back 

towards the light involves both an intellectual and moral purification.     

 

Plato understood that the final realization of one’s original being depends on contemplation, which 

entails separation from the body and the world of the senses.  Plato cites Socrates to explain the 

condition of concentration as leaving the body, the senses, and the world of sense-desire (definition 

of the first dhyana): 

 

When does the soul attain truth? — for in attempting to consider anything in company with 

the body, she is obviously deceived. Then must not true existence be revealed to her in 

thought, if at all? And thought is best when the mind is gathered into herself and none of 

these things trouble her — neither sounds nor sights nor pain nor any pleasure, — when she 

takes leave of the body, and has as little as possible to do with it, when she has no bodily 

sense or desire, but is aspiring after true being . . .  the soul runs away from the body and 

desires to be alone and by herself? 
140

 

 

This sounds remarkably similar to a description of Buddhist meditation.  To throw off ignorance — 

the result of one’s own wrongness — and experience the splendor of awakening, all one must do is 

turn around from illusion towards pure contemplation.  Once in the presence of the higher reality, the 

mind and body undergo a meditative ecstasy (dhyana).  When the mind enters this dimension and 

stays in it until it reaches pure clarity, it no longer recognizes the difference between knower and 

known.  Then is revealed, in an instant, the “supreme glory and splendor” of the ultimate nature of 

reality, which is a Form that transcends all Forms (formless) “beyond being” (emptiness) which 

produces all being.  As in Buddhism, pure concentration or samadhi precedes awakening and 

transcendental wisdom. 

 

Plato’s “practice of dying” (melete thanatou; self-annihilation) is the only way to separate the soul 

from the body and the sense world.  He considered personal thoughts and feelings to be impermanent 

and without substance (false thinking).  Returning to one’s original being means liberation from the 

shadows (another translation of skandhas).  For Plato the ecstasy of contemplation abides nowhere, 

in no form or phenomenon whatsoever, but in the supreme Good.  Spiritual realization means a 

gradual ascent into the World of Forms, and mental development from illusion to true reality.  This is 

a comprehensive program, from dialectic (right thinking) to ethics and contemplation (such as the 

eightfold path).  Virtue means to control desire, impulses, and passions, especially anger, in order to 

create the foundation for tranquility and absence of distraction.  The highest reality — sometimes 

called the Good, or Truth, Beauty, Limit/Ultimate, or simply That — is beyond thought and 

knowledge.  It is suddenly realized in a leap from the highest divine contemplation to the One (non-

duality). 
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Although Buddhist precepts echo throughout the canons of Plato and Socrates, these ideas merely 

hint at what in Buddhism developed as an explicit and exact “spiritual science.”  The way of the real 

philosopher is a life of moral and mental purification, “because it is impossible for the impure to 

reach the pure.” 
141

  The physical aspect of this purification-contemplation process involves the 

health and energizing of the body (the Greek philosophers had their daily meetings at the 

gymnasium, but their gym was a place for exercise and philosophical discussion, for mind-building 

rather than body-building).  Their body is treated as a vehicle to transport the soul, to participate in 

the higher, spiritual realm, while the experience of truth is also physical – “love of wisdom” brings 

tangible joy and pleasure (dhyana).  

 

Plato and Socrates rarely talk about their ultimate insight, as “That” can neither be conceived of in 

any form, language, or definition (logos), nor represented by any image or idea (phantasia).  The 

ultimate contemplation cannot be brought about or exercised through any intermediary because it 

transcends both the World of Forms and consciousness.  One can only prepare for the contemplation 

to reveal itself.  The One is ineffable; one touches it, one is united with it in ecstatic contemplation, 

but one cannot describe it.  Plato almost sounds like a Chan master stressing the crucial role of an 

awakened teacher to “transmit the light”:   

 

There is no writing of mine about these matters, nor will there ever be one. For this 

knowledge is not something that can be put into words like other sciences; but after long-

pursued intercourse between teacher and pupil, in joint pursuit of the subject, suddenly, like 

light flashing forth when a fire is kindled, it is born in the soul and straightaway nourishes 

itself. 
142

 

 

As in the Chan collection of The Transmission of the Lamp Records (C. Chuan Deng Lu), once one’s 

lamp is lighted, it shines autonomously and can kindle others because its light is inexhaustible:    

 

Let’s examine its image in more detail as follows . . .  The sun not only provides visible things 

with the power to be seen but also with coming to be, growth, and nourishment, although it is 

not itself coming to be . . .  Not only do the objects of knowledge owe their being known to the 

Good, but their being [itself] is also due to it, although the Good is not being, but superior to 

it in rank and power.
143

 

 

Here Plato describes both the transcendence (“beyond being,” “non-being,” “beyond the heavens”)  

of what Buddhism calls “emptiness” and “the great light treasure, the pure ground of enlightenment.”   

 

Some scholars believe that Plato did not write about his (or his teacher’s) highest realization and 

reserved teaching it only for advanced students of his Academy.  That both philosophers belong to 
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“the sages who discern themselves by the Absolute/Uncreated,” however, is clear from texts such as 

Symposium.  At the end of a progressive realization of “love” (dhyana-bliss) and after the mind has 

grown strong and attained oneness of concentration (samadhi), the uncreated nature of Beauty is 

described in a language that literally echoes the Heart sutra: 

 

Until, having at this point grown and waxed strong, he beholds a certain kind of knowledge 

which is one . . .  He who has been educated in the things of love up to this point, beholding 

beautiful things rightly and in due order, will then, suddenly, in an instant, proceeding at that 

point to the end of the things of love, see something marvelous, beautiful in nature: it is that, 

Socrates, for the sake of which in fact all his previous labors existed.  

First, it ever is and neither comes to be nor perishes, nor has it growth nor diminution. 

Again, it is not in one respect beautiful but in another ugly, nor beautiful at one time but not 

at another . . . nor beautiful here but ugly there, as being beautiful to some but ugly to others.  

Nor on the other hand will it appear beautiful to him as a face does, or hands, or anything 

else of which body partakes, nor as any discourse or any knowledge does, nor as what is 

somewhere in something else, in earth, or in heaven, or in anything else; but it exists in itself 

alone by itself, single in nature forever, while all other things are beautiful by sharing in that 

in such manner that though the rest come to be and perish, that comes to be neither in 

greater degree nor less and is not at all affected . . .  

What then do we suppose it would be like, if it were possible for someone to see the Beautiful 

itself, pure, unalloyed, unmixed, not full of human flesh and colors, and the many other kinds 

of nonsense that attach to mortality, but if he could behold the divine Beauty itself, single in 

nature? Do you think it a worthless life, for a man to look there and contemplate that with 

that by which one must contemplate it, and to be with it . . . to beget, not images of virtue, 

because he does not touch an image, but true virtue, because he touches the truth? 
144

 

 

Plato describes the highest beauty in terms of non-duality, as in the transcendental wisdom literature: 

“It neither comes to be nor perishes . . .  nor appears in heaven . . .  exists in itself alone by itself, 

single in nature forever, while all other things share It in such manner that though they come to be 

and perish, It is not at all affected . . .   itself pure, unalloyed, unmixed, single in nature.”  To realize 

this nature, the mind has to become focused, devoid of second thoughts of images or knowledge, 

dwelling on nothing and transcending all phenomena.  

 

Another Buddhist characteristic of Plato’s and Socrates’ wisdom is the service of mankind: 

   

The business of us who are the founders of the State will be to compel the best minds to attain 

the knowledge which we have already shown to be the greatest of all — they must continue to 

ascend until they arrive at the Good; but when they have ascended and seen enough we must 

not allow them to do as they do now . . .  remain in the upper world . . .  but descend again 
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among the prisoners in the den, and partake of their labours and honours . . .. making them 

benefactors of the State and therefore benefactors of one another.
145

    

 

The highest education, which should produce leaders for society, includes wisdom and 

contemplation.  Like all meditation, contemplation must lead to action (“carrying out vows”).  

Compassion is the functioning of “love of wisdom.”  Plato’s lifelong dedication was not to religion 

or philosophy but to spiritual education in culture, ethics, and politics.  His teaching aims, like 

Socrates’, for the “awakening” of morality and the ordering of society in the original Greek spirit.  

Plato was convinced (like Confucius in China) that only sages who have seen the truth can truly 

guide their fellow men.  Only those who know the Good know what “the good for all” is all about; 

they know the cosmic order that should also order human life.  Contemplation of the Good is for the 

good of others. 

 

Plato also addresses the Buddhist theme of karma and rebirth.  The Meno presents the theory of 

recollection, “that all knowledge is stored in the immortal soul, and to know is actually to recollect,” 

confirming the Buddhist notion that it is possible to recollect former lives and what one has learned 

in them:  

 

Thus the soul, since it is immortal and has been born many times, and has seen all things 

both here and in the other world, has learned everything that is. So we need not be surprised 

if it can recall the knowledge of virtue or anything else which, as we see, it once possessed. 

All nature is akin, and the soul has learned everything, so that when a man has recalled a 

single piece of knowledge – “learned” it, in ordinary language – there is no reason why he 

should not find out all the rest, if he is brave and does not tire of the search, for searching 

and learning are in fact nothing but recollection. 
146

    

 

Socrates continues this line of thought in the Plato’s Protagoras, in which the teacher discusses virtue 

as part of the knowledge that exists in the soul and thus it is learnable.  Since virtue is knowledge, to 

do evil is involuntary, a result of ignorance: “I am fairly certain that no wise man believes anyone 

errs willingly or voluntarily perpetrates any evil or base act. They know very well that all evil or 

dishonorable action is involuntary.” 
147

  To know is to be virtuous.  

 

In the Phaedrus Plato discusses the immortality and knowledge of the soul, and in the Phaedo he 

explains karma and rebirth almost as a Buddhist would, including accounts of human, animal, 

hungry ghost, and divine destinies (Chapter 3): 

 

 If at its release the soul is pure and carries with it no contamination of the body, because it 

has never willingly associated with it in life . . .  if it has pursued philosophy in the right way 
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and really practiced how to face death easily–this is what “practicing death” means 

(mindfulness of death)– . . .  then it departs to that place which is, like itself, invisible, divine, 

immortal, and wise, where on its arrival happiness awaits it. 

But if at the time of its release the soul is tainted and impure, because it has always 

associated with the body and cared for it and loved it, and has been so beguiled by the body 

and its passions and pleasures that nothing seems real to it but those physical things . . .  and 

if it is accustomed to hate and fear and avoid what is invisible but intelligible by philosophy . 

. .  it will be permeated by the corporeal . . .  heavy, oppressive . . .  weighed down and 

dragged back into the visible world . . .  and hovers about tombs and graveyards. The 

shadowy apparitions which have actually been seen there are the ghosts of those souls which 

have not got clear away, but still retain some portion of the visible, which is why they can be 

seen . . .  

Of course these are not the souls of the good but of the wicked, and they are compelled to 

wander about these places as a punishment for their bad conduct in the past . . .  until at last, 

through craving for the corporeal they are imprisoned once more in a body. And as you 

might expect, they are attached to the same sort of character which they have developed 

during life . . .  Those who have carelessly practiced gluttony or selfishness or drunkenness 

are likely to assume the form of donkeys and other perverse animals . . .  or of similar 

animals . . .  And those who have deliberately preferred a life of irresponsible lawlessness 

and violence become wolves and hawks and kites . . .   

The happiest, and those who reach the best destination, are the ones who have cultivated the 

goodness of an ordinary citizen– what is called self-control and integrity– which is acquired 

by habit and practice, without the help of philosophy and understanding . . .  

But no one who has not practiced philosophy, and is not absolutely pure when he leaves the 

body, may attain to the divine nature; that is only for the lover of wisdom. 
148

 

 

Plato’s wisdom forms the basis of modern Western philosophy. 
149

  His was more than a philosophy 

in the modern sense; it was a teaching of contemplation, not mere theoretical knowledge and rational 

speculation about the truth but immediate experience of it.  His wisdom also formed the framework 

for mystical philosophy and theology, and through the ages, Platonism has guided both the religious 

and the secular spiritual disciplines of the West in the formulation of their quests. 
150

 

 

Eight centuries later Plotinus (204-270, the founder of Neo-Platonism) defined the nature of ultimate 

reality, Plato’s supreme Good, as absolutely One (non-duality) and transcendent, beyond the 

contemplation (theoria) of the Forms.  Plotinus’ vision of the universe constitutes a cosmic sequence 

that is reflected in the mind (dhyana-concentration and dhyana-heavens) and is developed through 
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contemplative activity that leads from dispersion to integration.  From this level of unified 

consciousness (samadhi) Plotinus experienced moments of “mystical ecstasy” where self is lost and 

united with the inconceivable and ineffable presence of the absolute.  This One transcends being and 

intellect and begets infinite life and creative power.  It can be realized while the soul is still in the 

body.  However, return to the One is a rare and sporadic experience, and only the most advanced 

mystics can experience it as an uninterrupted presence.  Plotinus’ Neo-Platonism was the source for 

conceptualizing the early Christian mystical tradition.        

 

Christian Mysticism 

 

Plato’s philosophy about the soul’s nature served as a model for the insights and divine experiences 

of later sages and mystics in the West, including those belonging to Jewish (Kabbalah), Islamic 

(Sufism), and Christian mysticism.  For monotheistic religions, the highest spiritual goal is “union 

with God.”  In early traditions, this mystic union meant the live experience of the primordial unity of 

human and divine nature (Origines, Pseudo-Dionysius and others).  “Breaking through” worldly 

constraints to a union with God meant the realization of one’s original being, a reversion to one’s 

pre-creation state, an “awakening” for what one had always been and will always be.  (The goal of 

Sufi mysticism, for instance, was to reach the state where “one is as one was when he was before he 

was.”)   

 

Christianity changed course, however, and disregarded this universal spirituality in exchange for a 

particular religious experience, an emotional “love” relationship with a personal God (Bernard of 

Clairvaux in the twelfth century led this movement).  This permanently altered the course of 

Christian spirituality; as the Vatican recently decreed, the purpose of the Christian life is “to 

contemplate the love of God in a personal, intimate and profound dialogue.”      

 

Mystical union, in its broadest sense, is “the unmediated, transforming experience of the unification 

of man or man’s soul with the highest reality.  Such union represents the supreme and most authentic 

elevation of the human spirit as it reaches a fusion with, or at least a living cognition of, God or the 

transcendent ground of being.”
151

  The question, however, still hotly debated by theologians and 

philosophers, is about the nature of “God or the transcendent ground of being.”  Is the ultimate 

ground of all being a heavenly Being or personal God (or Trinity) as in the monotheistic religions, or 

is it a trans-personal and universal Absolute (as with Plato and Eastern traditions)?  Discussion of the 

nature of the mystical experience further clarifies these questions: is the ultimate ground a union of 

the individual soul with God, an encounter of a separate “I” with a divine “Other,” a union in the 

mind (unitas spiritus) where both remain as distinct, personal entities?  Or is it a “unity without 

difference” (unitas indistinctionis), as Christian mystics have also claimed? 

  

From the Buddhist viewpoint the two can be reconciled, because they ultimately lead to the same 

experience.  There is no contradiction because differing mystical experiences are matters of degree, 
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of function and not of substance.  When the mind becomes pure and clear, it ascends into the 

progressive stages of mental concentration.  Dhyana-samadhi opens an “inconceivable” range of 

vision and understanding.  The love-experience of a divine encounter may take place on the level of 

the heavens in the Desire-Sense World or on the first dhyana-heavens of the Form World (where the 

Lords of religion reside).  But as contemplation deepens and purifies, the mind ascends into the 

higher and purer stages of the four dhyanas and eight samadhis in the Pure Form and the Formless 

World.  Ultimately, the initial, divine encounter of “two” dissolves into an experience of no-self (and 

no-other), emptiness, and non-duality, as witnessed by the most advanced mystics. 

 

Divine encounters are of a temporary nature; they come and go and often display the characteristics 

of the first dhyana-stage.  One sure sign of such an encounter is the transformation of mind and body.  

The ensuing bliss is not only spiritual ecstasy but also physical rapture.  In theistic religions the 

union with a divine person is often experienced as a “sexual ecstasy” and described in terms of erotic 

mysticism or “spiritual marriage” (as in the Song of Songs, a major biblical theme in the love 

mysticism).   

 

Such dazzling physical pleasure is a natural sensation that accompanies all higher concentration, 

however.  There is in fact no real spiritual attainment without the “bliss and rapture” of dhyana.  Its 

“heavenly” pleasure is the physical proof of accordance and connection with the Way. 

 

When sustained and stabilized, contemplation develops into an unmoving, vast, and constant power 

that ascends beyond itself into the higher concentration stages.  If the other “factors of 

enlightenment,” virtue/merit and the roots and powers of fulfillment, are in place, the wisdom of no-

self and emptiness arises and transcends the heavenly dhyana-samadhi realms, leaping beyond all 

(relative) existence-experience to witness the eternal, transcendental presence of the Uncreated.  This 

realization of no-self and wisdom necessarily reveals the non-duality of the absolute, and it 

transcends any state of mind, level in heaven, or coming-and-going experience. 

   

The degree of realization depends on the degree of wisdom and concentration the mystic, saint, or 

sage has acquired, in this and former lives.  Mysticism starts where dhyana concentration starts, or 

there is no real “spiritual” experience of any dimension beyond the world of thought and senses.  

Whether accompanied by heavenly vision and divine embrace or not, pure concentration always 

brings the blessings of dhyana (Chapter 6).   

 

But even individuals who undergo a religious or divine experience have not yet “transcended”; these 

experiences are of a temporary nature and remain within the range of worlds and beings, life and 

death, in the Triple Universe.  When the dhyana-experience is maintained, strengthened, and 

purified, however, it eventually reveals the “purity, bliss, eternity, and self” of the Uncreated, the one 

source and ground of all being: self and other, human and divine. 

 

This was the surprising, startling discovery of the mystics.  Although their belief systems told them 

“Other”wise, their highest spiritual experiences revealed the original-fundamental essence as an 
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absolute, single, non-dual self–identity.  Although Western mysticism proceeded without the 

guidance of Eastern enlightenment teachings, the utmost application of spiritual cultivation led 

nonetheless to a total “negation” of orthodox church doctrine and to the realization of “the Absolute 

which distinguishes all saints and sages.” 

 

Corroboration of spiritual oneness and universality of the Way came, unexpectedly, from the 

different (and disagreeing) religions.  The mystics who achieved the highest proficiency uniformly 

confirmed not only the unifying nature of the ultimate spiritual experience but also that the road to 

the top follows a universal (dhyana-samadhi) sequence.  They understood that the process of mind 

clarification and ultimate realization is, like anything else in the universe, causal and exact, not a 

matter of supernatural “grace” and divine whim or favoritism.   

 

The higher the level, the closer the mystical experiences of different traditions intersect with both 

each other and with transcendental wisdom.  Christian mystics referred to their initial experiences in 

a monotheistic-dualistic framework, the only one they knew, but when they advanced into the higher 

levels of dhyana-samadhi they broke out of that framework.  In a myriad of hints, implicit 

suggestions as well as clear statements, they demonstrated an absolute transcendence of religious 

beliefs.  The Christian mystics struggled to express in dualistic language their undeniable experience 

of ultimate non-duality, no-self and emptiness.  The resultant divergence between their “beliefs” and 

their actual experience (especially in a medieval, authoritarian, and oppressive environment), without 

any help of enlightened teachers or teachings, bears witness to their extraordinary achievement. 

 

From their own testimonies we learn that even the most fervently religious, God-loving mystics, as 

they persevered and advanced in their cultivation, arrived at a stage of “no-self and emptiness” where 

they and their divine lover “become one and dissolve into a pure nothingness, where all 

differentiation is annihilated, without remainder.” 

 

This means that the different religious doctrines and practices have real value; they lead to a higher 

level of consciousness, a genuine perception of a heavenly dhyana world based on pure (dhyana) 

concentration.  Spirituality cannot do without certain ways and means of cultivation, many of which 

are inherent in religion, be it Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism, or Buddhism.  Religious 

doctrines and practices may help one along the path toward experiential realization of the one and 

only absolute reality, above and beyond the differences of religious beliefs. 

 

For instance, all upward journeys start with morality and continue with mindfulness and one-pointed 

focus (there has to be focus on some point).  Religious mindfulness of Heaven is, in fact, one of the 

Buddhist methods of mindfulness.  Some approaches may be more expedient and efficient than 

others, but efficiency always relies on the sincerity and perseverance of the effort, on the act of 

concentration (no-thoughts) itself, not on the thoughts (beliefs) before and after it.  All religious 

approaches follow a road of purification and ascent, climbing the dhyana stairs of heaven.  Wherever 

the tripod of moral discipline, meditative concentration, and insight-wisdom was seriously and 
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persistently practiced, dogmatic variances were overcome and there arose “the saints and sages who 

distinguish themselves by the Uncreated.” 

 

According to Evelyn Underhill, an unbiased authority on mysticism:  

 

I understand [mysticism] to be the expression of the innate tendency of the human spirit 

towards complete harmony with the transcendental order; whatever be the theological 

formula under which that order is understood.  This tendency, in great mystics, gradually 

captures the whole field of consciousness; it dominates their life, and in the experience called 

“mystic union,” attains its end. Whether that end be called the God of Christianity, the 

Worldsoul of Pantheism, or the Absolute of Philosophy, the desire to attain it and the 

movement towards it — so long as this is a genuine life process and not an intellectual 

speculation — is the proper subject of mysticism.  I believe this movement to represent the 

true line of development of the highest form of human consciousness. 
152

 

 

The Beguines 

 

Christian mysticism reached its apex during the Middle Ages.  The high wave of spiritual realization 

originated among a movement of women known as the “Beguines.”  They were, originally, women 

who did not marry and adopted a communal but independent and alternative way of religious life.  

They did not join the established religious orders not because they found conventional convent life 

too challenging but because the Beguines found the official institutions insufficient for their 

aspirations.   

 

Besides the historical circumstances that made it difficult for these often cultured and emancipated 

women to adhere to the existing clerical order (and disorder!), it was a deeper, ideological departure 

from institutional medieval religion that prompted the Beguine movement.  After so many centuries 

(of previous lives) of cultivating Christian faith, virtue, and devotion, these women developed an 

awareness of a higher order than the traditional belief system, an order which transcended the 

religious dualism of “divine and human”, supernatural and natural creation, sin and redemption, etc.  

Some Beguines came to realize — based on the unmistakable, empirical evidence of their mind-and-

body (dhyana) transformation — the natural relationship and original-fundamental identity of human 

and divine nature.   

 

This wave of transcendental awakening, a passage from a pious dualistic faith to the direct intuition 

of non-duality, was based on a gradual development, a purification and transformation process that 

was, essentially, the process of dhyana-concentration.  The Beguines discovered that “when the soul 

is fixed in such meditation, and none of the corporeal senses performs its function, it is called 

ravishment . . .  When the soul is in that condition, then she is in contemplation.”
153

  For the best 
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among them, the result was a rudimentary enlightenment, the realization of no-self, emptiness, non-

duality, and the absolute equality of everyone’s essential nature. 

 

This new movement was initially regarded with suspicion and later with hostility from theologians 

and church officials, who were more concerned with maintaining power than with cultivating 

spirituality.  Church leaders eventually contained, condemned, or even burned Beguine practitioners 

at the stake.   

  

A series of intriguing historical questions surrounds the lifestyle of these women – how, why, and 

under what circumstances of day-to-day life as well as with what worldview, values, moral and 

spiritual cultivation did the Beguines’ exceptional illumination take place (after the so-called dark 

ages)?  Why did this occur among independent women rather than among monastic professionals?  

One factor to consider is that these women “live[d] a frugal life on the labour of their own hands,” 

which was considered at the time as “the most perfect and holy form of religious life because they 

lived by their own efforts and did not burden the world with their demands.”
154

  (This factor also 

played a crucial role in the development of the Chan/Zen Buddhist movement in China, the result of 

the reforms implemented by the great master Bai Zhang.  He is famous for saying in his old age, 

when his disciples had hidden his tools to prevent him from working in the field, whereupon he 

refused to eat: “A day without work is a day without food.”)     

 

A pioneer of the Beguines’ transcendental breakthrough was Marguerite Porete (1250-1310).  In The 

Mirror of Simple Souls she describes the ascent of the soul in seven stages “we call states, for so they 

are.  And these are the degrees by which one ascends from the valley to the height of the mountain, 

which is so isolated that one sees nothing save God.  Each degree of being has its own level.”  In the 

first stages, which are characterized by courage and commitment to the traditional Christian 

commandments (discipline), one practices detachment, does good works in order to nourish the 

spirit, and engages in self-denial to destroy their own will, because “it is necessary to be pulverized 

in breaking and bruising the self in order to enlarge the place where love would want to be . . .  to 

unencumber the self to attain one’s being.”  By the fourth stage, the mind has become selfless, pure 

and open enough to enter the (first dhyana) level of experience characterized by light, unification and 

clarification of thought, as well as by delight, the ravishing ecstasy caused by the spiritual and 

physical transformation, usually called “love” by the Western mystics (as by Plato): 

 

The fourth stage is that the Soul is drawn by the height of love into the delight of thought 

through meditation . . .  through the height of contemplation . . .  the pure delight of love, by 

which she is singularly joyful and charmed  . . .  Thus the Soul cannot value another state, for 

the great brightness of love has so totally dazzled her sight that she sees nothing beyond her 

love.  And there she is deceived, for there are two other stages . . .  Love has deceived many 

souls by the sweetness of the pleasure of her love. 
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The fifth stage is one of further clarification, guided by two considerations: 1) God is all and self is 

nothing “except total wretchedness” (the realization that “ego” is nothing but wrong views and 

attitudes, the “ten bonds”), and 2) “one rapturous overflow of the movement of Divine Light,” a 

superior delight which shows the ego “where it ought not to be, in order to dissolve . . .  where it 

ought to be.”  Porete’s fifth stage parallels the second dhyana stage and leads to the wisdom (“divine 

understanding”) of no-self, emptiness, and One-Self.  

 

Now such a Soul is nothing, for she sees her nothingness by means of the abundance of divine 

Understanding, which makes her nothing and places her in nothingness. And so she is all 

things, for she sees by means of the depth of the understanding of her own wretchedness, so 

deep and so great that she finds there neither beginning nor middle nor end, only an abyssed 

abyss without bottom.  There she finds herself, without finding and without bottom.  One does 

not find oneself who cannot attain this . . .  

Now she is All, and so she is Nothing, for her Beloved makes her One.  Now this soul has 

fallen from love into nothingness, and without such nothingness she cannot be All . . .  The 

fifth stage has set her right . . .  completely in repose and placed in possession of free being, 

which gives her rest through excellent nobility of all things. 

The sixth stage is that the Soul does not see herself on account of such an abyss of humility 

which she has within her . . .  she sees only that there is nothing, except God himself, who is, 

where all things are from; and what is, is God himself; and therefore she sees nothing but 

herself; for who sees who is, sees nothing but God, who sees himself in this same soul . . .   

And so the Soul, freed and pure and clarified from all things . . .  sees neither God nor 

herself, but God sees himself of himself in her, for her, without her; which shows her that 

there is nothing but him . . .  

The seventh stage Love keeps within herself in order to give it to us in eternal glory, of which 

we will have no understanding until our soul has left our body.
155

 

 

The theme of “Nothingness and All” reflects the transcendental wisdom idea of non-duality and 

identity between emptiness/Nirvana and existence/Samsara.  The final stage of eternal glory, the 

“complete enlightenment stage where all Tathagatas permanently abide in splendor and majesty,” is 

indeed only for those who have attained “extinction of body and mind” (Chapter 7).  

 

In a general manner, when reading the mystics one can replace words like “God” and “love” with 

“Mind” and “dhyana” to highlight the universal meaning and relevance of their experience.  In the 

above passage all major elements for spiritual cultivation are present – moral discipline and 

mindfulness with concentration practiced in such sincere manner that it leads to the realization of no-

self and emptiness and the perception of transcendental wisdom.  The language of medieval theology 

Porete uses should not distract us from the message she conveys.  She can only communicate with 

traditional, theological concepts of duality to express her experience of non-duality.  “God who sees 
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himself in the soul” is in other words the manifestation of Self when the ego is gone.  This seeing is 

not a seeing of something or somebody but of nothing.  When seeing emptiness and no-self, all is 

transcended and the mind sees nothing but itself, as Self, as Mind/God, the one and only Substance 

of All.  (From the old French it is not clear what the pronouns mean — “he, him, his” or “it, that”, 

etc. — but from the context it is clearly not a male person). 

 

The concept of “Love” in Porete’s writings does not refer to an individualized, personal affection but 

to the trans-personal ecstasy of dhyana-concentration, which Porete clearly understood.  She 

describes the first and second dhyana-stages in terms that could, mutatis mutandis, be taken from a 

Buddhist meditation manual: 

 

Thus Love, who gives her this being, remains in her and she remains in nothingness, but not 

in love . . .   In such a stage, she has perceptions and meditations, for this is the stage of 

contemplation which retains Thought with it in its assistance [first dhyana]. 

Now [she] remains in nothingness, for Love remains in her, and thus she is at such a stage 

without herself.  Thus nothing remains of herself which might make her melancholy or 

charmed: Thought has no more lordship in her.  She has lost the use of her senses — not her 

senses, but the use.  For Love has enraptured her from the place where she was, in leaving 

her senses in peace [second dhyana], and so has enraptured their use. This is the completion 

of her pilgrimage, and the annihilation by her rendering of her will, which is dissolved in her. 

 

The repeated use of terms like “nothingness” and “remain” reminds the reader of the condition of 

“stopping and dwelling nowhere” (Diamond sutra) for developing further, pure concentration, which 

leads to no-self and the ecstasy (“displacement”) and emancipation from the senses and from 

thought. 

 

For it could not be that any intellect, however illuminated, could attain any of the 

flowings/affluences of divine Love, but the love of such Soul is so conjoined to the flowings of 

the “more” of this ulterior divine Love, that she is adorned with the adornments of this 

ulterior peace, in which she lives, and stays, and is, and was, and will be without being. 

Because just as the iron is invested with the fire, and has lost its own semblance, because the 

fire being the stronger has transformed it in itself, just like this is this Soul invested with the 

more, nourished and transformed into this more, for the love of this more, taking no account 

of the lesser, but always remaining and being transformed into the more of ulterior, 

permanent peace, where she is not to be found . . .   What never was given, nor is, nor will be, 

makes her naked and places her in nothingness . . .  He (It, That) is, and nothing is lacking to 

him; and I am not, and so nothing is lacking to me. And he has given me peace and I live only 

by peace, which is born from his gifts in my soul without thought . . .  Such being makes me 

have one love and one will and one work in two natures. Such power has the annihilation of 
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the unity of divine rightness . . .  This more shows her her nothingness, naked without 

covering . . .  all and nothing . . .  
156

 

 

Porete describes the marvels of dhyana-samadhi with the characteristics of both concentration and 

wisdom.  The superior energy-flow of dhyana generates an “ulterior” bliss of eternal peace which 

dissolves duality into unity, thought into no-thought, self into no-self, dependence into self-

sufficiency, and (relative) being into naked emptiness.  With Porete as with all other mystics, “fire” 

is a recurring theme that suggests the kundalini sensation and the “heath” phenomenon that is the 

initial stage of every realization process (“the four intensified practices”).  The love-fire of dhyana-

samadhi is the transforming catalyst in the purification process, which is a total dissolution of self 

and duality: 

 

for between him and her, through transformation of love, there is not any difference, 

whatever there might be of natures . . .  so enflamed in the furnace of the fire of love that she 

has become properly fire, which is why she feels no fire, for she is fire in herself, by the virtue 

of the Love who transforms her into the fire of love.  This fire burns of itself in all places and 

in all moments of the hour without consuming any matter . . .  For whoever feels something of 

God through matter which he sees or hears outside himself, because of work which he does 

by himself, this is not the total fire.
157

 

 

So also no nature of fire adds any matter into itself, but instead it makes of itself and the 

matter one thing, no longer two but one. So it is with those of whom we speak, for Love draws 

completely their matter into herself.  Love and such souls are one same thing, and not two 

things, for this would be discord; but it is one single thing, and thus there is accord.
158

     

 

Total fire is matter-less and formless, always present and all-encompassing.  Whoever perceives any 

form or change (“coming and going, increase or decrease”) because of the work of an ego does not 

see God (as absolute, uncreated) but false division of the One.  The delight of Love annihilates the 

self and reveals emptiness, which is the condition to return to the pre-existential nature of the 

uncreated.  

 

She has fallen from grace into Love and from love into Nothingness, and from Nothingness 

into Clarification of God, who sees himself with the eyes of his majesty, who at this point has 

clarified her of himself. And she is so dissolved in him that she sees neither herself nor him; 

and therefore he sees completely himself alone . . .  There is no one except him; no one loves 

except him, for no one is except him, and therefore he loves all alone, and sees himself all 
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alone, and praises all alone with his own being. And this is the [final] point, for it is the most 

noble being the Soul can have here below.
159

 

And one sole encounter or one meeting with that ultimate eternal ancient and ever-new 

goodness is more worthy than anything a creature might do, or even the whole Holy Church, 

in a hundred thousand years . . .  

 All things are one for her, without a why, and she is nothing in a One of this sort. Thus the 

Soul has nothing more to do for God than God does for her. Why? Because he is and she is 

not. She retains nothing more of herself in nothingness, because he is sufficient of himself, 

that is because he is and she is not. Thus she is stripped of all things because she is without 

existence, where she was before she was. Thus she has from God what he has, and she is 

what God is through the transformation of love, in that point in which she was, before she 

flowed from the goodness of God.
160

 

 

This could (and did) lead to confusion if interpreted without personal knowledge and attainment of 

samadhi, no-self, and emptiness.  According to a host of tearful witnesses, Marguerite Porete burned 

at the stake in a state of jubilance, leaving no doubt that she had joined the community of eternal 

saints and sages.  Despite an unenlightened establishment, she proved that Christianity provides the 

means to “meet with that ultimate eternal ancient and ever-new goodness.”  (As with all the mystics, 

if she could have enjoyed the guidance of a Tathagata or an enlightened teacher, she would have 

accomplished more and with less trouble.)    

 

She was not alone in her “incredible” discovery but provided the voice of a broad transcendental 

movement with many known and more unknown souls who cultivated a “pure experience” of God.  

The awareness — that in “the ground of being” there is an original and fundamental identity between 

the soul and God, which can only be realized under the condition of total self-annihilation — appears 

for the first time with Hadewijch (1210-1260).  Hadewijch is considered to be the finest proponent of 

love-mysticism in the Christian tradition.  Her lyrical love (“minne”) poetry endlessly adulates her 

relation with Christ.  But Hadewijch recognizes that these “comings and goings” of divine embraces 

are not the ultimate spiritual end.  At the peak of her ecstasy she perceived that, when she and her 

divine lover become “one,” it was not as two beings fusing but as one being dissolving, becoming 

absolutely nothing in a transformation where “no difference” and “no distinction” remained.  As with 

Porete, the transformative power of the dhyana (divine love) experience led to the transcendence of 

self and other, and took her to the threshold of non-duality “in one spirit.” 

   

But soon I lost this beautiful man and could not see him in outward forms anymore, and I saw 

him completely become nothing and so disappear and wholly dissolve in one, that I could not 

recognize or perceive him outside me, and not distinguish him in me. It was then to me as if 

we were one without difference . . .  Thereafter I remained in a passing away in my Beloved, 
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so that I wholly melted away in Him, and nothing remained of myself to me; and I was 

changed and taken up in the spirit. 
161

 

 

Her highest spiritual state was the assimilation of herself and the divine persons into one essence, 

where she became illuminated beyond conception (“transcendental” wisdom).  

 

And in this unity into which I was taken and where I was enlightened, I understood this 

Essence and knew it more clearly than, by speech, reason or sight, one can know anything 

that is knowable on earth.
162

 

 

“But before Love thus bursts her dikes, and before she ravishes man out of himself and so touches 

him with herself that he is one spirit and one being with her and in her . . . ”
163

, before that comes the 

condition of concentration, without thought. 

 

All that comes into the person as thought of God and all that he may understand of him and 

represent in any image, that is not God. For if man could grasp and understand with his 

senses and with his thoughts, then God would be less than man . . .  
164

 

           

Hadewijch was not one of “the many souls who are deceived by the sweetness of love”; like Porete, 

she advanced into “one-fold” contemplation, effected by the power of dhyana.   

 

With the power of love thought has to be wrest from its selfness and transported into 

transcendence.  There she is guided, purified, expanded, in obscure ways, and resurrected in 

a high essence in the triumph of grace . . .  She did not return in her advance, into the 

nakedness of oneness above understanding . . .  where the spirit stays in naked silence, purely 

without will . . .  purified from all attachment to creation, in all nakedness and emptiness.” 
165

   

 

Apparently continuing into the second dhyana, she transcended beyond thought and knowledge, and 

“above Scripture and creation.”  She entered the one-fold essence of her being where her identity 

with God was always present, as in a clear mirror; she achieved this without any spiritual 

intermediate but “naked,” seeing the true nature of the Great in one living vision, in single 

contemplation, without the help of senses, above all knowing and understanding. “Knowing has left 

me above understanding and far beyond the senses; thus should I be silent and keep staying where I 
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am. But it is like a desert, to be there in that region; because there, neither sense nor word can attain 

or do anything.” 
166

 

 

Hadewijch’s ultimate experience was “God” as the most intimate presence in herself.  Her divine 

love experience begat an increasingly pure process until her union in love turned into being God 

him/her/it Self.  As other Beguines only dared to indirectly suggest, she denied any differentiation of 

divine persons (Trinity) in the one essence of God, which was not different from, nor other/greater 

than, her own essence.   

 

Hadewijch announced in a concisely prophetic and poetic vision, then, the major themes that inspired 

the great mystics of the next centuries, who followed in the steps of the bold Beguines. (Notice again 

the similarity with the Heart sutra):  

 

Those who are poor in spirit without delusion 

receive in that wide oneness, 

which has no end nor beginning 

nor form, nor manner, nor reason, nor sense 

nor assuming, nor thinking, nor perceiving, nor knowing; 

she is without circle wide immeasurable. 

In this wild wide oneness 

abide the poor of spirit in unity. 

There they find nothing but emptiness, 

always in the presence of eternity. 
167

  

 

Meister Eckhart  

 

The transcendental breakthrough of the Beguines found a unique expression in Meister Eckhart 

(1260-1327).  Among the Christian mystics who explained “the eternal and everlasting truth,” he was 

the most outspoken and did so the most clearly; he was also the closest mystic-philosopher to 

Buddhist truth and practice.  Although he operated within the framework of Christian medieval 

theology, using the concepts and language of a theistic-dualistic discipline, his consequent logic and, 

more important, his personal experience pushed through all historical ideology into the unmistakable 

perception of perennial truth.   

 

Though Meister Eckhart used accepted theological vocabulary in his writings, the philosophical 

similarities and parallels with universal-Buddhist themes therein — such as detachment and mind-

purity, concentration and no-thought, impermanence, no-self and emptiness, ultimate one-ness and 

non-duality, Mind-only and Mind-ground — are striking.  One only has to read the word God in 

Eckhart’s own context, not in the conventional religious interpretation, to see that he was referring to 
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a transcendent reality no different from what “saints and sages” consider the unspeakable.  God is a 

metaphor for his extraordinary living experience: from the wonderful working of dhyana-samadhi to 

the essence of pure Mind, which he called the empty ground of all being. 

 

His central theme was the “Father” who gives continual birth to the “son” in the human soul.  

“Father” stands for the eternal, absolute Substance, “son” for the realization of its presence in the 

innermost ground of the mind.  Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are different aspects of the Self-Nature 

equally present within all three and within ourselves.  He also called the transcendental Nature or 

pure Nothing, which is the Essence of all and everything, “it” (not unus but unum), the “Godhead,” 

the One Singleness beyond the divine persons, the formless beyond all forms of existence.  The only 

way to realize that presence, to witness that birth in ourselves, is perseverance in naked, imageless 

contemplation; the only thing we can do is to “go out of ourselves to let God come in,” to become 

empty of self, of body and thoughts, and to enter pure concentration.   

  

Like other mystics, Eckhart interpreted the Bible and traditional theology in a new, transcendental 

light: 

Whoever would hear the eternal wisdom of the Father, he must be within, and at home, and 

must be one.  There are three things that prevent us from hearing the Eternal Word. The first 

is corporeality, the second is multiplicity, the third is temporality. If a man had transcended 

these three things, he would dwell in eternity, he would dwell in the spirit, he would dwell in 

unity and in the desert — and there he would hear the eternal Word. Now our Lord says: “No 

one hears my word or my teaching unless he has abandoned self.” 

Nothing hinders the soul’s knowledge of God as much as time and space, for time and space 

are fragments, whereas God is one.  Therefore, if the soul were to know God, it must know 

him above time and outside space.
168

 

 

The condition for understanding eternal truth is concentration, whereby one dwells in unity within by 

transcending the body and all phenomena and realizing no-self: 

    

For to hear the Word of God demands absolute self-surrender. The hearer is the same as the 

heard in the eternal Word. All that the eternal Father teaches, is His being and His nature 

and his entire Godhead, which He divulges to us altogether in His Son and teaches us that we 

are that same Son. A man who had gone out of self so far that he was the only-begotten Son 

would own all that the only-begotten Son owns . . .  That man becomes none other than what 

God is Himself. 

 

Only when realizing One Self (“none other than God Himself”, no- [little/separate] self) can one love 

everyone as oneself.  A “single glimpse into this simple ground” reveals the basic equality of all, 

spontaneously inspiring an impartial and unconditional love that makes no distinctions among 

persons but exercises universal compassion.  That Self is the same essence of being in all living 
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beings; it is uncreated and transcends all creation; all creation is nothing (emptiness).  To 

comprehend this original Essence means emancipation, liberation from ego and suffering. 

 

If you love yourself, you love all men as yourself. As long as you love a single man less than 

yourself, you have never truly learnt to love yourself — unless you love all men as yourself, 

all men in one man, that man being God and man . . .  

In leaving [everything he might receive from God] he left God for God, and then God was 

left with him, as God is essentially in Himself, not by way of a reception or a gaining of 

Himself, but rather in an essentiality which is where God is . . .  It is a single oneness and a 

pure union. Here man is true man, and suffering no more befalls that man than it befalls the 

divine essence: as I have said before, there is something in the soul that is so near akin to 

God that is one and not united. It is one, it has nothing in common with anything, and nothing 

created has anything in common with it. All created things are nothing. But this is remote and 

alien from all creation. If man were wholly thus he would be wholly uncreated and 

uncreatable. If everything that is corporeal and defective were to be comprehended in this 

unity, it would be no different from that which this unity is. If I were to find myself for an 

instant in this essence, I would have as little regard for myself as for a dung-worm. 

God gives to all things equally, and as they flow forth from God they are equal: angels, men 

and all creatures proceed alike from God in their first emanation . . .  If you could take a fly 

in God, it is in God far nobler than the highest angel in himself. Now all things are equal in 

God and are God himself . . .  He rejoices, pouring out all His nature and His being into his 

likeness, for He is Himself this likeness.   

 

Knowing this Essence means the end of suffering even in the midst of pain; one sees all events as 

infallible and just (everything being of God’s will, the law of the universe, karma); and one is equal 

and happy in this perception (equanimity is, like compassion, a perfection of wisdom). 

 

A man who is established thus in God’s will wants nothing but what is God’s will and what is 

God. If he were sick he would not want to be well. To him all pain is pleasure, all multiplicity 

is bare simplicity (naked oneness). Even though it meant the pains of hell it would be joy and 

happiness to him.  He is free and has left self behind, and must be free of whatever is to come 

in to him: if my eye is to perceive color, it must be free of all color . . .  The eye with which I 

see God is the same eye with which God sees me: my eye and God’s eye are one eye, one 

seeing, one knowing and one love. 

 

The truth of no-self in a medieval theological context took the form of a philosophical principle: that 

a receiver cannot receive unless it is empty itself, just as the eye can see any form or color only 

because it is empty of any form or color.  The main task is to die as a separate ego, and establish no-

self in pure concentration without a second thought (samadhi). 

 

That man who is established thus in God’s love must be dead to self and all created things, 

paying as little regard to himself as to one who is a thousand miles away. That man abides in 
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likeness and abides in unity in full equality, and no unlikeness enters into him . . .  That man 

who both has and is resigned, and never again glances at what he has abandoned but 

remains firm, unmoved in himself and unchangeable, that man alone has left self. 
169

 

 

In another of his popular sermons (some of which have multiple versions because they were 

transcribed from the notes of listeners), Eckhart elaborated on “concentration” as a gradual process 

of mind-purification.  The observation of the impermanence of all existence leads to the separation 

(from change and impermanence) that is typical of the first dhyana, and “climbing higher” the 

second dhyana arises without thought.  There, the non-duality of ultimate reality is revealed before 

any “outflow” into existence takes place.  

 

God is one and does not change. All that God ever created, He created changeable. All 

things, as they are created, bear the mark of change on their backs. This means that we 

should be one in ourselves and apart from all; firm and unmoved, we should be one with 

God. Outside of God there is nothing — but nothing! . . .  What is purity of heart? Purity of 

heart is what is apart from and detached from all material things, collected and enclosed 

within itself, and then plunging from this purity into God and being united with Him . . .   

“Climb up higher, draw up higher”. The ground of the soul can be penetrated by nothing but 

the pure Godhead . . .  The soul in herself, as she is above the body, is so pure and delicate 

that she receives nothing but pure naked Godhead . . .   

One is something purer than goodness or truth. Goodness and truth do not add anything, but 

they add in thought, and when it is thought, something is added . . .   One means that to which 

nothing is added.  The soul receives the Godhead as it is purified in itself, with nothing 

added, with nothing thought . . .   All creatures are in God and are his very Godhead . . .    

I speak of one Godhead, because there nothing is yet flowing forth, and nothing is touched or 

thought. 
170

 

 

Eckhart used the terms “nothing” and “nothingness” in the Buddhist sense of the emptiness of all 

things and the Emptiness of the Transcendent: 

 

All creatures are pure nothing.  I do not say they are a trifle or they are anything: they are 

pure nothing. 
171 

 

“Saint Paul rose from the ground and with open eyes saw nothing.”  I think this text has a 

fourfold sense. One is that he saw Nothing, and the Nothing was God . . .  The second: when 

he got up he saw nothing but God. The third: in all things he saw nothing but God. The 

fourth: when he saw God, he saw all things as nothing . . .     
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Anything you see, or anything that comes with your ken, that is not God, just because God is 

neither this nor that. Whoever says God is here or there, do not believe him. The light that is 

God shines in the darkness. God is the true light: to see it, one must be blind and must strip 

from God all that is “something” . . .  When the soul is unified and there enters into total self-

abnegation, then she finds God as in Nothing . . .  He saw God where all creatures are 

nothing. He saw all creatures as nothing, for he has the essence of all creatures within him. 

He is an essence that contains all essence. 
172 

 

 

When the mind, through concentration, realizes no-self and emptiness, all is seen as empty and 

emptiness is seen as the essence of all.  “God” means Essence, Nothing, the Uncreated with whom 

Master Eckhart was most familiar.  God, Mind, and Self are one and absolutely formless; to see God 

as Godhead or Absolute, the mind has to be empty of self and all phenomena; there is no other or 

intermediate way.  Only in pure and open concentration can the Mind become clear in and for itself. 

  

Here God’s ground is my ground and my ground is God’s ground. Here I live from my own 

as God lives from His own. For the man who has once for an instant looked into this ground, 

a thousand marks of red minted gold are the same as a brass farthing. Out of this inmost 

ground, all your works should be wrought without Why . . .  Indeed, if a man thinks he will 

get more of God by meditation, by devotion, by ecstasies or by special infusion of grace than 

by the fireside or in the stable — that is nothing but taking God, wrapping a cloak round his 

head and shoving Him under a bench. For whoever seeks God in a special way gets the way 

and misses God . . .   

Where creature stops, God begins to be. Now all God wants of you is for you to go out of 

yourself in the way of creatureliness and let God be within you. The least creaturely image 

that takes shape in you is as big as God . . .   As soon as this image comes in, God has to 

leave with all his Godhead. But when the image goes out, God comes in. God desires you to 

go out of yourself as much as if all His blessedness depended on it.  My dear friend, what 

harm can it do you to do God the favor of letting Him be God in you?  Go right out of 

yourself for God’s sake, and God will go right out of Himself for your sake! When these two 

have gone out, what is left is one and simple . . .  

All things are created out of nothing, therefore their true source is nothing, and as far as this 

noble will inclines to creatures, it is dissipated with creatures in their nothing . . .  But I say: 

whenever this will turns back from itself, and from all creation for a moment into its primal 

source, then the will has its true birthright of freedom and is free, and in this moment all time 

lost is recovered . . .  You have the whole truth in its essence within you. 
173

 

 

In this sermon Eckhart sounds like a Chan master with the authority, candor, and joy of an awakened 

one (compare, for instance, Hui-Neng’s “If you reflect back, you will find the secret is on your 

side”).  His message was liberation and self-realization of our original and fundamental Identity.  
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When the individual self ceases and all is seen as empty, equally empty, then “God” must be wholly, 

totally received.  (“Must” means naturally and spontaneously of itself, not by way of a special 

intervention or salvation from the outside, while “wholly, totally” means “absolutely” because the 

nature of the Absolute is neither divisible nor gradual, increasing nor decreasing, giving nor 

receiving.) 

 

For Eckhart, “God” as the Uncreated cannot be caught in any of our or his creations; eternity cannot 

be found in any conditions or in limited time and space.  One moment of awakening transcends all 

creation, and one look into the Mind-ground reveals all, for all time.  The seeing and comprehension 

of the Absolute is immediate; as soon as no-thing and no-body stands in its way, the whole is known 

and understood – or it has not been seen.   

 

The road to this immediate awakening is the gradual process of dhyana-samadhi.  According to 

Meister Eckhart, abiding “in absolute stillness for as long as possible” is better than praying, 

sermons, or virtuous activity: 

 

And so in truth, if you would find this noble birth, you must leave the crowd and return to the 

source and ground whence you came. All the powers of the soul, and all their works — these 

are the crowd. Memory, understanding and will, they all diversify you, and therefore you 

must leave them all: sense-perceptions, imagination, or whatever it may be in which you find 

or seek to find yourself . . .  Where God will thus know Himself, there your knowledge cannot 

subsist and is of no avail. Do not imagine that your reason can grow to the knowledge of 

God. If God is to shine divinely in you, your natural light cannot help towards this end. 

Instead, it must become pure nothing and go out of itself altogether, and then God can shine 

in with His light, and He will bring back in with Him all that you forsook and a thousand 

times more, together with a new form to contain it all . . .  So in truth, no creaturely skill, nor 

your own wisdom nor all your knowledge can enable you to know God divinely. For you to 

know God in God’s way, your knowing must become a pure unknowing, and a forgetting of 

yourself and all creatures . . .  

Absolute stillness for as long as possible is best of all for you. You cannot exchange this state 

for any other without harm. That is certain . . .  Do not imagine that God is like a human 

carpenter, who works or not as he likes, who can do or leave undone as he wishes. It is 

different with God: as and when he finds you ready, He has to act, to overflow into you, just 

as when the air is clear and pure the sun has to burst forth and cannot refrain. It would 

surely be a grave defect in God if He performed no great works in you and did not pour his 

goodness into you whenever He found you thus empty and bare . . .  You need not seek him 

here or there, He is no further than the door of your heart . . .  He can hardly wait for you to 

open up . . . : opening and entering are a single act. 
174
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As any enlightened master would teach, there is only one way to train the mind and arrive at 

“stopping” (samatha) and “staying” until God’s grace (samadhi) does its work automatically.  

Eckhart apparently took it for granted that his listeners understood, and were capable of what we 

consider to be advanced meditation or samadhi.  He thus taught the light and delight, including body-

transformation, of the first dhyana. 

     

It is so charming and delightful that you become weary of all things that are not God or 

God’s . . .  It is a property of this birth that it always comes with fresh light. It always brings 

a great light to the soul . . .  The superfluity of light in the ground of the soul wells over into 

the body which is filled with radiance . . .  Light and darkness cannot co-exist, or God and 

creatures: if God shall enter, the creatures must simultaneously go out.  A man is fully aware 

of this light. Directly he turns to God, a light begins to gleam and glow within him, giving 

him to understand what to do and what to leave undone, with much true guidance in regard 

to things of which before he knew or understood nothing . . .  But by this work it is only the 

ground (of the soul) that is stirred, and the freer you keep yourself the more light, truth and 

discernment you will find. Thus no man ever went astray for any other reason than that he 

first departed from this . . .  So he who would see light to discern all truth, let him watch and 

become aware of this birth within, in the ground. Then all his powers will be illuminated, and 

the outer man as well.  

 

He elaborated on the many effects of this dhyana-transformation and constantly referred to it as an 

ongoing process of self-cultivation, a work of deconstruction to be carried out.      

 

But the soul is scattered abroad among her powers (senses) and dissipated in the action of 

each . . .  thus her ability to work inwardly is enfeebled, for a scattered power is imperfect. 

So, for her inward work to be effective, she must call in all her powers and gather them 

together from the diversity of things to a single inward activity . . .  How much more then 

should we withdraw from all things in order to concentrate all our powers on perceiving and 

knowing the one infinite, uncreated, eternal truth! To this end, then, assemble all your 

powers, all your senses, your entire mind and memory; direct them into the ground where 

your treasure lies buried. But if this is to happen, realize that you must drop all other works 

— you must come to an unknowing, if you would find it . . .   We cannot serve this Word 

better than in stillness and in silence: there we can hear it, and there too we will understand 

it aright — in the unknowing. To him who knows nothing it appears and reveals itself . . .  

Then we shall become knowing with divine knowing, and our unknowing will be ennobled 

and adorned with supernatural knowing. And through holding ourselves passive in this, we 

are more perfect than if we were active . . .  But our bliss lied not in our activity, but in being 

passive to God...  For just as God is boundless in giving, so too the soul is boundless in 

receiving or conceiving. And just as God is omnipotent to act, so too the soul is no less 

profound to suffer/experience, and thus she is transformed with God and in God. . .   
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In this way your unknowing is not a lack but your chief perfection, and your 

suffering/experiencing your highest activity. And so in this way you must cast aside all your 

deeds and silence your faculties, if you really wish to experience this birth in you. 
175

 

 

The deconstruction is a matter of suffering through experiencing undoing and unknowing to become 

totally empty for the clarifying work of God/Mind itself.  Being infinite and formless, God/Mind 

reveals itself as soon as the mind becomes pure and empty.  Any content or experience apart from 

that unknowing non-duality is futile.  

 

Whatever comes to you in that will bring you pure being and stability; but whatever you seek 

or cleave to apart from this will perish — take it how you will and where you will, all will 

perish. This alone gives being — all else perishes. 
176 

 

 

If the soul sees anything imaged, whether she sees the image of an angel or her own image, it 

is an imperfection in her.  If she sees God as He is God, or as He is an image, or as He is 

three, it is an imperfection in her.  But when all images are detached from the soul and she 

sees nothing but the one alone, then the naked essence of the soul finds the naked, formless 

essence of divine unity, which is super-essential being, passive, reposing in itself.  Oh wonder 

of wonders, what noble suffering that is, that the essence of the soul can suffer nothing but 

the bare unity of God! . . .   

If I say God is a being, that is not true: He is a transcendent being, and a super-essential 

nothingness . . .  So be silent and do not chatter about God, because by chattering about Him 

you are lying and so committing a sin . . .   

If you understand anything of Him, that is not He, and by understanding anything of Him you 

fall into misunderstanding . . .  You should wholly sink away from your you-ness and dissolve 

into His His-ness, and your “yours” and his “his” should become so completely one “Mine” 

that with Him you understand His unbecome Isness and perceive forever his uncreated is-

ness, and his nothingness, for which there is no name . . .   

You should know him without image, without means, and without semblance.  But if I am to 

know God without means, then I must really become He and He I.  I say further: God must 

really become I and I must really become God, so fully one that this “he” and “I” become 

and are one “is”, and in that “isness” work one work eternally, for this “he” and this “I” — 

that is, God and the soul — are very fruitful . . .  

You should love God non-spiritually,  . . .  for as long as the soul is in spirit-form, she has 

images; as long as she has images, she has means; as long as she has means, she has not 

unity or simplicity (singleness) . . .  Therefore your soul should be de-spirited of all spirit, she 

should be spiritless; for if you love God as He is God, as He is spirit, as He is person and as 

He is image — all that must go! 

— “Well, how should I love him then?” 
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— You should love him as he is: a non-God, a non-spirit, a non-person, a non-image; rather, 

as He is a sheer pure limpid One, detached from all duality. And in that One may we 

eternally sink from nothingness to nothingness. So help us God. Amen. 
177

 

  

To realize the birth of God within, one must destroy all notions one associates with God: notions of 

spirituality and religion, devotion and affection.  Everything that comes into the mind expels God; 

everything consciousness creates to know and dwell upon, all concepts and ideas, words and 

scriptures, are false and distracting images; whatever we understand is misunderstanding or false 

thinking; all words and learning about God are babble and “by babbling about Him you are lying and 

committing sin.”  As if this condemnation was not clear enough, Eckhart emphasized that there is no 

God, spirit, or person other than the purity of non-duality, which can only be understood when 

sinking from emptiness into the emptiness of emptiness.  He even seems to distinguish the stages of 

emptiness (Heart sutra).   

 

Meister Eckhart did not talk about his personal experience and how he achieved this transcendental 

wisdom, but he never tired of pointing out how to arrive at this birth-without-death:  

 

How it may take place in us and be consummated in the virtuous soul . . .   For what I say 

here is to be understood of the good and perfected man . . .  not of the natural, undisciplined 

man, for he is totally ignorant of this birth . . .  Therefore the soul in which this birth is to 

take place must keep absolutely pure and must live in noble fashion, quite collected and 

turned entirely inward; not running out through the five senses into the multiplicity of 

creatures, but all inturned and collected and in the purest part . . .  These words and this act 

are only for the good and perfected people, who have so assimilated the essence of all virtues 

that these virtues emanate from them naturally, without their seeking.
178  

 

 

Only after making clear in his first sermons that he spoke for those who had perfected morality and 

discipline did he elaborate on the other two legs of the Tripod, concentration and wisdom.  He was 

all but silent about “the silence you told us so much about,” 
179

 and he endlessly advised people to 

cultivate stillness and emptiness to achieve “extinction of body and mind,” “beyond perception and 

non-perception.” 

 

The more completely you are able to draw in your powers to a unity and forget all those 

things and their images which you have absorbed, and the further you can get from creatures 

and their images, the nearer you are to this and the readier to receive it. If only you could 

suddenly be unaware of all things, then you could pass into an oblivion of your own body . . .  

[when] the spirit so entirely absorbed the powers that it had forgotten the body: memory no 

longer functioned, nor understanding, nor the senses, nor the powers that should function so 
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as to govern and grace the body, vital warmth and body-heat were suspended . . .  In this way 

a man should flee his senses, turn his powers inward and sink into an oblivion of all things 

and himself . . .  God works without means and without images, and the freer you are from 

images, the more receptive you are for His inward working, and the more introverted and 

self-forgetful, the nearer you are to this . . .  . Soar above yourself and all your powers, above 

rationalizing and reasoning, above works, above all modes and existence, into the secret still 

darkness, that you may come to the knowledge of the unknown super-divine God. There must 

be a withdrawal from all things . . .  
180

    

Therefore, stand still and do not waver from your emptiness; for at this time you can turn 

away, never to turn back again. 
181

 

 

In other words, Eckhart advised his listeners to “produce a mind that abides nowhere” (Diamond 

sutra) and to practice dhyana-concentration above all things in this world, until emptiness in body 

and mind reveals the “dimension of non-duality” from whence there is no return because it is the one 

ubiquitous reality.  Eckhart understood that the ascent into transcendence above the divine is 

characterized neither by hubris nor self-conceit but instead arises from their opposites. 

      

The man who has brought himself to naught in himself and in God and in all creatures: that 

man has assumed the lowest place, and God is bound to empty Himself totally into him, or He 

would not be God.  I declare in all truth, by the eternal and everlasting truth, that into a man 

who has abandoned self right down to his ground, God must pour out His whole self in all 

His might, so utterly that neither of His life, nor His being, nor His nature, nor of His entire 

Godhead does He keep anything back . . .  

I have sometimes spoken of a light that is in the soul, which is uncreated and uncreatable ...  

which lays straight hold of God, unveiled and bare, as He is in Himself . . .  If a man turns 

away from self and from all created things, then — to the extent that you do this— you will 

attain to oneness and blessedness in your soul’s spark, which time and place never touched. 

This spark is opposed to all creatures: it wants nothing but God, naked, just as He is.  It is 

not satisfied with the Father or the Son or the Holy Ghost, or all three Persons so far as they 

preserve their several properties . . .  In fact I will say still more, which sounds even stranger: 

I declare in all truth, by the eternal and everlasting truth, that this light is not content with 

the simple changeless divine being which neither gives nor takes: rather it seeks to know 

whence this being comes, it wants to get into its simple ground, into the silent desert into 

which no distinction ever peeped, of the Father, Son or Holy Ghost.  In the inmost part, 

where none is at home, there that light finds satisfaction, and there it is more one than it is in 

itself: for this ground is an impartible stillness, motionless in itself, and by this immobility all 

things are moved, and all those receive life that live of themselves, being endowed with 
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reason.  That we may thus live rationally, may the eternal truth of which I have spoken help 

us. Amen. 
182

 

 

His most remarkable sermon is about humility and being “poor in spirit,” mirroring the Buddhist idea 

of “eradication of the outflows” and taking us back to where we originally and eternally are, beyond 

birth-and-death, before ignorance. 

   

Beatitude itself opened its mouth of wisdom and said: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for 

theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”(Mt. 5:3) . . .  For I declare by the eternal truth, as long as 

you have the will to do the will of God, and longing for eternity and God, you are not poor: 

for a poor man is one who wills nothing and desires nothing. 

While I stood in my first cause, I had no God and was my own cause: then I wanted nothing 

and desired nothing, for I was bare being and the knower of myself in the enjoyment of truth . 

. .  Therefore let us pray to God that we may be free of God, that we may gain the truth and 

enjoy it eternally, there where the highest angel, the fly and the soul are equal, there where I 

stood and wanted what I was and was what I wanted. If a man is to be poor of will, he must 

will and desire as little as he willed and desired when he was not . . .  

Therefore I pray to God to make me free of God, for my essential being is above God, taking 

God as the origin of creatures. For in that essence of God in which God is above being and 

distinction, there I was myself and knew myself so as to make this man. Therefore I am my 

own cause according to my essence, which is eternal, and not according to my becoming, 

which is temporal. Therefore I am unborn, and according to my unborn mode I can never die. 

According to my unborn mode I have eternally been, am now and shall eternally remain. 

That which I am by virtue of birth must die and perish, for it is mortal. In my birth all things 

were born . . .  I am the cause of God’s being God: if I were not, then God would not be God. 

But you do not need to know this. 

 

Eckhart spoke from a position of enlightened spirituality, from God/Mind-only, echoing the 

Buddha’s own first statement: “On earth and in heaven, I am the only honored one.”  Without an 

awakening or “breaking-through” it is impossible to understand his words and just as the church of 

his time could not understand, it thus condemned the passages of Meister Eckhart that proclaimed the 

highest truth. 

 

Jan van Ruusbroec  

 

Whereas Eckhart was a master in explaining “seeing truth,” Ruusbroec (1293-1381) focused on 

“cultivation,” on the practice of “the contemplative life” in terms of personal experience and step-by-

step realization.  In vivid and unclouded descriptions he revealed what it takes and how it feels to 

“love God,” and how the process of contemplation clarifies the mind and ultimately “transcends 

God.”  He received the title of “the Wonderful” and is considered “the greatest mystical writer” by 
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many theologians. 
183 

 Evelyn Underhill held him to be “one of the greatest mystics whom the world 

has yet known.  In Ruysbroeck’s works the metaphysical and personal aspects of mystical truth are 

fused and attain their highest expression...  Of the Western mystics none has expressed more lucidly 

or splendidly the double nature of man’s reaction to Reality [activity and rest] . . .  speaking the 

ardent, joyous, vital language of firsthand experience, not the platitudes of philosophy.” 
184  

  

 

One of Ruusbroec’s shorter works, The Sparkling Stone, opens with a summary of his program for 

spiritual perfection.  It starts with the first requirement for entering spiritual contemplation: a life of 

virtue (the first of the three trainings).  “There are three characteristics that make a good person, the 

first of which is a pure conscience undisturbed by remorse caused by deadly sins.  Therefore, who 

wants to become a good person must test and examine himself with great discernment.  Next, one 

must obey God and the Holy Church and his own judgment in all things.”  On the foundation of 

discipline, morality, and goodness, “the good and inspired person” has the calm and contentment to 

practice constant mindfulness of God, even when busy.  “And even if he does not always keep God 

foremost in his thoughts because he is troubled by worldly cares and all the things he has to do, he 

must at least be steadfast in the intention and the desire to live according to God’s dearest will,” says 

Ruusbroec.   

 

If this good person is to become an inward profound and spiritual person, there are three 

more points. The first is that the heart be empty of images. The other is mental freedom from 

desire. The third is to feel inner union with God. Now let everyone who thinks to be spiritual 

examine oneself. Who wants to be imageless of heart can possess no thing with love nor cling 

or deal with anyone with deliberate affection. Because all relationship and all love that are 

not purely for God’s honor “imagine” a person’s heart . . .  And therefore, if a person is to 

become spiritual, he must renounce all fleshly love and cleave to God alone with longing and 

with love and possess him in this way. And this will expel all imagination and all inordinate 

love for creatures. And in possessing God with love, so becomes the person un-imagined 

inside; because God is a spirit whom actually nobody can imagine . . .  In possessing God, 

the person must fall on a naked imagelessness which is God. This is the first point and the 

foundation of all spiritual life. 

 

Ruusbroec thus suggests that the foundation of spirituality is nothing less than dhyana-concentration: 

when the mind is free from desire it can become empty of images (no-thought).  “Possessing God 

with love” generates the power of initial dhyana (“rapture born from separation” from the sense-

world of desire) and prepares the mind for the pure, imageless concentration of the second dhyana.  

The reason for renouncing all fleshly love is to attain pure concentration power.  (“God” here refers 

to the “inconceivable range and working of dhyana”). 
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The next stage is “inner freedom,” the ability “to ascend imageless and unhindered to God in all 

inner exercises . . .  leading to a feeling of spiritual union with God . . .  to taste the goodness of God 

and experience true union with God inside.”  Divine contemplation, for Ruusbroec, is a matter of 

inner freedom; it is autonomy and control to elevate the spirit at will.  Unhindered by thoughts, the 

mind gains power to attain actual connection and unification  (the second dhyana is “born from 

concentration”).  This experience is an absence of images/thoughts and is, instead, absorption in 

God, “who is naked imagelessness.”  “And in this union the inner spiritual life becomes perfected.  

Out of this union, desire is always stirred anew and aroused to new inner works, and by working the 

spirit ascends to a new union . . . without these points one can neither be good nor spiritual.”   

 

Union with God is a gradual process of clarification, not a unique and final experience, but rather a 

systematic development to be worked out and perfected level after level.  Ruusbroec’s definition of 

Christian contemplation is a concrete and empirical unification with God reached by meditative 

power.  The experience of this meditative power is the source of ever new and inexhaustible energy.  

It engages the spiritual life in an ongoing process, a journey ascending into ever purer and higher 

levels of heaven and divine union (dhyana-sequence).  In the process the mind becomes clear for the 

dawn of universal wisdom, ready to realize no-self and emptiness.      

 

You should further know that for this spiritual person to become a God-contemplating 

person, also three points apply.  First he has to feel the foundation of his being to be without 

ground, and he should also possess it.  The other point is: his exercise has to be without 

manner.  The third point: his indwelling shall be a divine enjoyment.  Now understand, you 

who want to live in the spirit, for I am not speaking to anyone else. The union the spiritual 

person feels with God when that union reveals the spirit without ground, that is 

immeasurably deep, immeasurably high, immeasurably long and wide. 

In the same revelation the mind realizes that it has un-sunk itself through love in that depth 

and un-raised in that height and un-gone in that length.  And he feels himself lost in the 

wideness, and he feels himself dwelling in that unknown knowing, and he feels to have fled 

from himself, through that bonding feeling of unification in oneness and through all dying in 

the liveliness of God.  And there he feels himself one life with God.  And this is a foundation 

and the first point in a contemplative life. 

 

Contemplation of God is only for those “who want to live in the spirit” because it is a process of 

transformation that involves startling discoveries.  The experience of no-self and emptiness, of 

“existence without ground,” is for those with strong roots of goodness and spirituality.  It may be too 

frightening for those who are not prepared or who are not used to a “naked and imageless” mind.  

One must establish and stabilize the experience of infinitely open emptiness into a lasting 

(concentration) attainment.  And it must be transcendent, open and empty on all sides, stretching 

infinitely without an image or object, appearance or form to hold onto, without ground to stand upon, 

without border or ceiling, with nowhere, nothing, and nobody to dwell by or abide in.  Not only the 

self but also the divine persons must go to make place for one Self. 
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And out of this rises the other point, which is an exercise above reason and without form. For 

the oneness of God that is possessed in love by every contemplative spirit is eternally 

drawing in and urging in the divine persons and all loving spirits in her selfness.  And 

whoever loves feels the drawing-in, more or less, according to his love and his exercises . . .  

But the contemplative person who has forsaken himself and all things and does not feel 

distracted by anything, because he does not possess anything as his own but remains empty of 

all things, can be constantly naked and unimagined to enter that innermost of his spirit.  

There he finds revealed an eternal light, and in that light he experiences the eternal 

summoning inward of God’s oneness, and he feels himself like an eternal fire of love which 

desires above all to be one with God . . .  For in the transformation of oneness all minds fail 

in their workings and feel nothing else but a total being consumed in the one-fold unity of 

God.  And nobody can experience or possess this one-fold oneness of God if he does not 

stand before it in immeasurable clarity and in love above reason and without form.  In this 

standing before it, the mind in him feels an eternal burning in love. And in that fire of love he 

finds neither beginning nor end, and he feels himself one with that burning of love. The mind 

remains always burning in himself, for its love is eternal.  And he always feels burning up in 

love for he is drawn into the transformation of God’s unity. Where the mind burns in love, 

and when he notices himself, he finds distinction and otherness between him and God. But 

where he burns up, there he is one-fold and has no distinction. And therefore he experiences 

nothing else but unity. For the measureless flame of God’s love consumes and devours all she 

may enfold in her selfness. 
185  

 

 

Thus, there is “self and other” when one self-reflects; when one thinks of self it is a “second thought” 

and the “no-thought” or “one mind” of pure concentration is broken; only when one is not in 

concentration is there a self, and then an other.  In reality, however, there is “nothing else but unity.”  

The contemplative experience is not one of self-and-other but of God-only, gradually burning up the 

ego’s habits until it dies out altogether and the individual finds him or herself transformed and united 

in one selfness, entering into the one-fold or non-dual unity of eternal light, which Ruusbroec calls 

an “incomprehensible light” because it transcends and consumes all imagination and conception, and 

it contradicts traditional theology based on duality. 

 

Ruusbroec’s fire of love is, like union with God, a gradual process: one must “burn up” (extinction) 

until no distinction is left.  This fire, derived from the light, appears whenever Ruusbroec describes 

the contemplation process.  In the beginning the experience is like “when the sun shines into a valley 

. . .  it becomes lighter . . .  more heated and more fertile.”
186   

Light and fire come together and its 

heat elicits clear knowledge.  (“Heat” is not a metaphor but a real warming, the mystical heat that is 

documented in all major spiritual traditions.  In Buddhism this heat is the first stage of the “fourfold 

process of increase” or “the four intensified practices.”)  Upon reaching a certain spiritual level, the 
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experience associated with that level manifests itself in certain phenomena.  “Heat” is generated 

when thoughts and images, the working of conceptual consciousness, are transformed and dissolved 

into emptiness; the fire of samadhi is alight when the identity of emptiness and form is understood.  

Upon reaching the second stage, called the peak or climax, the energy circuit of the body opens up 

and it is only then that there can be “union with the universe” (Chapter 7).  What Ruusbroec 

describes as the working of God’s love is not a specific religious faith phenomenon but a universal 

rule which is also referenced in the Indian Vedas and is central to Yoga and Tantrism. 
187

  

 

In an earlier work, The Spiritual Espousals, Ruusbroec gave a detailed description of the 

contemplation of this heat and light, using words like “beholding” and “shining” (Heart sutra), to 

describe an experiential realm with the characteristics of mind-body transformation of dhyana-

samadhi and resulting in the transcendental wisdom of emptiness and non-duality. 

 

Now understand: the incommensurable inshining of God with incomprehensible clarity . . .  

that same light transforms and permeates the delight of our mind with formlessness, which 

means, with incomprehensible light; and in this light the mind un-sinks itself in blissful rest, 

for the rest is without mode and without ground.  It cannot be known except through itself, 

that is, by rest; for were we to know and understand it, then it would fall into mode and into 

measure, and then it could not satisfy us, but rest would become an eternal unrest.  And 

therefore the one-fold, immersed, loving absorption of our mind produces in us a blissful 

love-sensation, and blissful love is fathomless . . .  And this essential brightness, in an 

embrace of a fathomless love, causes us to lose ourselves and to stream away into the wild 

darkness of the Godhead.  And thus united, without intermediary and with the spirit of God, 

we can then meet God with God, and with him and in him lastingly possess our eternal 

beatitude . . .  

 

The mind-and-body transforming power of dhyana-samadhi dissolves self into no-self and 

intermediate means into no-means, which is the necessary condition for the realization of “God with 

God without intermediary.” 

  

Sometimes the profound person turns inwards simply, following the inclination of delight, 

above all activity and all virtues, with a one-fold inner beholding in blissful love.  And here 

he meets God without intermediary.  And from the unity of God shines in him a one-fold light, 

and this light shows him darkness, bareness and nothingness. In the bareness he loses 

perception and distinction of all things and is transformed and permeated by one-fold 

brightness . . .  And in the bliss of his spirit he overcomes God and becomes one spirit with 

him. And in this union in the spirit of God he comes into an enjoyable savor, and he possesses 

the divine being. And according to the immersion of his self in his essential being, he is filled 

with the abysmal bliss and richness of God. And out of this richness there flow forth, into the 

unity of the higher faculties, an embrace and a fullness of felt love. And out of this fullness of 
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felt love flows forth, into the heart and into the bodily faculties, a delightful, pervasive savor. 

And through these streams a person becomes immobile within, and incapable of his self and 

all his activity; and he knows nothing and feels nothing else in that innermost of his ground, 

in soul and in body, but an unusual clarity with felt well-being and with pervasive savor. This 

is the first mode, which is empty. For it empties the person of all things, and it elevates above 

activity and above all virtues, and it unites the person with God, and makes a firm 

steadfastness of the innermost practice one can exercise . . .  this mode is a passing over all 

things into an emptiness. 
188

 

 

Resting necessitates not only the mental cessation of self and thought but also a physical 

transformation.  The opening up of the energy-channels, streaming through and permeating the 

whole body with “blissful savor,” generates the “firm steadfastness” of dhyana-samadhi and the 

“clarity essential” for “passing over into emptiness.”  Other phenomena of samadhi are the “single 

light” inside the body and the “unity of the higher faculties” by which the activity of thinking and the 

senses becomes united and can be exercised simultaneously.  Concentration or unity of mind 

generates physical pleasure, a vital energy source-flow that also unites and integrates the faculties.  

When mind and body are thoroughly permeated and full of light and delight, bliss and energy, 

immovable concentration is reached without any further mental or physical movement.  The old self 

is incapacitated (not yet extinguished) and there is no longer any drive to move thoughts or the body.  

The “darkness, bareness, and nothingness” Ruusbroec experienced indicate a typical phenomenon 

that occurs when passing from the first to the second dhyana. 
189

 

 

In The Seven Enclosures Ruusbroec used gradual religious contemplation to arrive at a religion-

transcending wisdom.  Entering dhyana is caused by single-minded, “desperate” mindfulness of God 

and nothing else.  

 

Where the human mode is deficient and may go no higher, that is, when the person cleaves to 

God with his intention, with love and with unsatisfied desire and cannot unite, there comes 

the Spirit of our Lord like a mighty fire that burns, consumes, and devours all within Himself, 

so that man forgets himself and all exercise and he experiences himself only as though he 

were one spirit and one love with God. Here the senses and the faculties keep silence and are 

stilled and appeased . . .  This is the first divine mode, which raises up the human spirit into 

it. The second mode, attributed to the Son of God, is where He raises the understanding 

above reason, above consideration and differentiation. The naked understanding becomes 

enlightened and penetrated by divine light so that in divine light it may gaze and contemplate, 

with one-fold vision, divine clarity: the eternal truth with its selfness. Hereupon follows the 

third mode, which we ascribe to our heavenly Father; that is, when He empties the memory of 

forms and images and raises up the denuded mind to its origin, which is He Himself. There, 

man is established in and united to his beginning, which is God. And him is given power and 
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freedom . . .  Beyond all the divine modes, with the same in-sight without modes, he shall 

understand the modeless essence of God, which is a modelessness, for it can be shown 

neither by words nor by activity, by modes nor by signs nor by likenesses. It reveals itself, 

however, to the one-fold in-sight of the imageless mind . . .  

  

The first mode, where “the senses and the faculties are stilled and appeased,” and the second mode, 

“above consideration and differentiation,” coincide with the first and second dhyana.  Ruusbroec 

ascribed the ascending modes to the divine persons of the Trinity.  However, the final God “above all 

the divine modes” is not related to the Trinity or the contemplative experience anymore but is instead  

Absolute, Transcendent and not related to any mode of being.  

 

Because there is no mode nor way, no path nor abode nor measure, no end nor beginning, or 

anything that might be spoken of or shown. And this is the one-fold blessedness of us all, the 

divine essence and our super-essence, above reason and without reason. To realize this, we 

have to be un-minded in that self above our createdness, in that eternal point where all our 

lines begin and end. And in that point they lose their name and all differentiation, and are 

one with the point, and the selfsame one that that point itself is. 
190

 

 

“Super-essence” is a translation for “over-real”, beyond-being, or transcendental.  Consequent 

contemplation reveals that the divine Persons are not the ultimate reality.  God, in the final sense, has 

no (divine) mode of being and does not relate to any mode of consciousness.  Over-real, 

transcendent, or ultimate Reality is one-fold, non-dual and “equally present in all of us” (sic).  

However, that “super-realization” of transcendental wisdom comes only after establishing the first 

and second dhyana.  There are many passages like this one in which Ruusbroec revealed an aspect of 

the universal Way of spirituality, ultimately transcending all differences and leading to the “Purity, 

Bliss, Eternity, and Self” of Nirvana, or the “one point” where all ways end. 

 

In his first work, The Kingdom of Lovers, Ruusbroec already gave a remarkable description of the 

effects of dhyana-concentration, leading to the transcendental perception of no-self, emptiness, and 

non-duality.  

 

When the highest faculties are unconcerned with temporal things and physical pleasures and 

elevated in unity, which causes a delightful rest to permeate body and soul, then the faculties 

are permeated and transposed in the oneness of mind and the oneness in him. The highest of 

the natural way is the essence of the soul that hangs in God, unmovable and higher than the 

highest heaven and deeper than the bottom of the sea and wider than the whole world with all 

elements, because the spiritual nature transcends all physical nature . . .  

In the one-fold enjoyment of the divine essence they are one without difference. In this simple 

unity of the divine essence there is no knowing, nor desiring, nor acting; for this is a 

modeless abyss that is never reached with active understanding. 
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In The Little Book of Clarification, which he was asked to write in order to clarify such unusual 

assertions, he confirmed that the unifying experience has an absolute character that indeed transcends 

the divine persons. 

 

Hereafter follows the unity without difference, for the love of God is . . .  also above all 

distinction in essential enjoyment according to the bare essence of the Godhead. And for this 

reason enlightened men have found within themselves an essential inward gazing above 

reason and without reason, and an enjoyable absorption surpassing all modes and all being, 

sinking away from themselves into a modeless abyss of fathomless beatitude, where the 

Trinity of the divine Persons possess their nature in essential oneness. See, here the beatitude 

is so one-fold and so modeless that therein all essential gazing, inclination and distinction of 

creatures pass away. For all elevated spirits melt away and are annihilated by reason of 

enjoyment in God’s essence which is the super-essence of all essence . . .   Nevertheless, all 

loving spirits are one enjoyment and one beatitude with God without difference. For the 

blessed essence which is the enjoyment of God Himself and all His beloved, is so simple one-

fold that there is no personal distinction of neither Father nor Son nor Holy Spirit, nor any 

creature. 

For there all the elevated spirits in their super-essence are one enjoyment and one beatitude 

with God without difference.  There the beatitude is so one-fold that no distinction can enter 

it evermore. 
191

 

 

In his major work, The Spiritual Espousals, Ruusbroec described “the essential unity of our spirit 

with God” as a universal, fundamental-original nature as opposed to a supernature, without 

beginning or end.  All share it equally insofar as it is a “naked,” empty oneness or non-duality of 

Mind (spirit and mind are the same “gheest” in Dutch, like “Geist” in German). 

 

This essential oneness of our mind with God does not exist by itself [no-self] but it abides in 

God, and it flows forth from God, and it hangs in God, and it returns back to God as in its 

eternal cause, and in this mode it never parted from God nor will it ever do. For this oneness 

is in us by bare [original-fundamental, empty] nature. And were the creature ever to part 

from God, it would fall into a pure nothing. And this unity is above time and place, and 

always acts without cease after the mode of God; only it receives the impress of its eternal 

image passively, insofar as it is God-like and creature in itself. This is the nobility which we 

have by nature in the essential unity of our spirit, where it is naturally united with God. This 

makes us neither holy nor blessed, for all persons, good and evil, have this within themselves, 

but this is certainly the first cause of all holiness and of all blessedness. And this is the 

meeting and the union between God and our spirit in (our) bare nature. 
192
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To paraphrase Ruusbroec in the language of transcendental wisdom (Chapter 6), to realize our empty 

nature is to realize the original dimension of absolute equality.  This empty substance functions 

always and everywhere, wherever there is creation/existence.  In accordance with non-duality, this 

realization reveals all pure (holy, blessed) lands and opens up all virtues and powers of intellect, 

allowing one to understand everything with “great wisdom.”  As Ruusbroec added: “If you 

understand well, then you will understand all the divine truth and far more beyond.” 

 

Throughout his writings Ruusbroec often alluded to this understanding of “the saints and sages who 

distinguish themselves by the Uncreated.”  His over-all approach was theistic/dualistic, as with 

Eckhart and the other Christian mystics, but their highest contemplation of God invariably 

manifested as a Transcendent Godhead.  These mystics use the “skillful means” of religion to guide 

others to the other shore, beyond all belief in duality.  Their God is ultimately and absolutely 

“without difference,” only to be known in oneself as One Self.  Nowhere does their experience of 

God reveal itself as another person, saying “I am God, you know.” 

 

Ruusbroec summed up a lifetime of contemplation in The Twelve Beguines: 

 

Now understand me correctly!  A good inward person, who turns inward into himself, free 

and empty of all earthly things, his heart opened above with worship to the eternal goodness 

of God: there is open the hidden heaven, and from the face of the Love of God shines a 

sudden light like lightning in the open heart of this person . . .  In the meeting of the light and 

the touch, the bliss and the pleasure in soul and body are so great in that elevated heart that 

this person knows not what has befallen him or how he ought to behave. This is called Jubilus 

(joy), which no one can express in words, and no one knows it but the one who feels it. 

  

The reason why traditional Christianity and other religions fail to correctly assess the highest 

achievements of their own tradition, or take steps in the “unitary” direction of the Way, is simply that 

they miss the first step and have yet to experience the joy, in mind and body, of the first dhyana. 

 

Now, there follows the second mode in a contemplative life. Those who are lifted up in a one-

fold purity of their spirit by means of love and worship that they bear to God, stand with 

uncovered bare face before the presence of God. From the face of the Father shines a single 

light in the face of the bare imageless mind that is lifted up above sense, above images, above 

reason and without reason, in elevated purity of spirit. This light is not God, but it is an 

intermediary between the seeing mind and God . . .  In this light, God shows Himself in a 

one-fold manner, not according to distinction nor according to the mode of His Person, but 

in bareness of His nature and of His substance . . .  

Next, there follows the third mode . . .  in which a person sees the face of God, above reason 

and without reason, in bare intellect and in imageless mind . . .  something that neither 

consideration nor reason can attain . . .  The simple one-fold eye of the soul, that is lifted up 

above reason and without reason in a one-fold bare vision, always beholds the Father’s face, 

just as the angels do who are serving us.  For the simple one-fold eye of the soul has nothing 
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else before it than the image that God Himself is.  There it sees God and all things as they are 

one with God, in a one-fold single seeing, and this is enough for it. This is called 

contemplation, that is: to contemplate God in one-fold manner . . .  

 

Ruusbroec knew about angels and many heavens as well as how to perceive and transcend them: 

 

If you want to ascend with your intellect from the earth to the upper heaven, then you have to 

cross over the elements and all the heavens that are in between: so you will find God in his 

realm with your faith.  Likewise, if you want to ascend above your faith to the summit of your 

createdness, which is a hidden heaven, then you should be adorned with all good works 

outward and with virtues and holy exercises inward.  And then you should surpass your 

senses and your imagination and all images, physical and spiritual, thought and forms, and 

all perception.  And thus will you be elevated in an un-imagined, naked vision, in divine light: 

there you may witness the realm of God in you and God in his realm. 

Thus the fourth mode is an empty state united to God in bare love and in divine light, free and 

empty of all practices of love above works and undergoing a simple one-fold love that 

consumes the human spirit and annihilates it in itself, so that a person forgets himself and 

knows neither himself nor God nor any creature but love alone, which he savors and feels 

and has possessed in a one-fold emptiness. He feels himself one breadth with love that is 

without measure and has comprehended every thing and always remains uncomprehended. 

He sees himself united to the eternal length that is immutable without beginning and without 

end, preceding and following all creatures. He understands himself to be uplifted into one 

height with God, who dominates and reigns in heaven, on earth, in all creatures. He also sees 

himself as depth and uplifted in his super-essence, that is God’s being; there he finds himself 

with God and with all the saints as one fathomless blessedness. It is essential to God and 

super-essential to us; it is above all and underneath all, and it is an empty foundation, that is 

a fathomless abode of God and of all that is created. It will never be known but by its 

selfness, and it is for God an empty essential knowing and for us an incomprehensible not 

knowing. When we know and recognize, then we are blessed and united to God in love. 

But when we do not know, then we are an empty blessedness with God above our 

createdness, into a fathomless abyss that is God’s essence, that is never moved by God nor by 

creatures. Thus we understand distinction and difference between God and Godhead, 

working and emptiness. 

 

The Godhead signified for Ruusbroec, as for Eckhart, the Uncreated, the Essence of creation, the 

Emptiness that transcends all existence and all thought and knowing.  In the eternal light of 

unknowing — the “correct samadhi” — both Christians discerned the absolute difference between 

God as divine Person(s) and Godhead as the Absolute.  God means “working,” activity or Function, 

Godhead means empty Substance.  Ruusbroec and Eckhart solved the legendary “mystery of the 

Trinity” (one God and three Persons) by discovering universal truth. 
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In the fruitful nature of the Persons there is threeness in oneness and oneness in threeness, 

eternally working in living distinction. But that simple essence is an eternal being empty of 

God and of all creatures; there we are all one-fold fathomless bliss without difference, which 

is only essential to God and trans-essential for us; there we are above our createdness; there 

we are all un-spirited without spirit and outside our spirit in our transcendental bliss, which 

is abysmal and will never be known but with its selfness.
193 

  

 

Ultimate non-duality was Ruusbroec’s final message.  The union of love with God in Heaven takes 

place where knowing still persists (first dhyana).  Where all knowing and createdness (existence, 

thusness) are transcended, there is only God-ness, one-fold and single emptiness that is also empty of 

God, of God’s persons and of all beings.  Personal Gods belong to the sphere of immanent existence 

(the Triple Universe).  Like all existence, divine beings are “empty” too, and one therefore has to 

become empty of self and “empty of God” in order to see that all are “made of emptiness.” 

 

Ruusbroec’s theme of “working and emptiness, activity and rest” [function and substance, 

compassion and wisdom] further parallels Buddhist thought.  After having forsaken himself and all 

things in the world, which enabled him to enjoy steady and immovable rest in concentration, he went 

back into the world, energized with supreme bliss and clarity of mind, knowing that his work was not 

yet finished.  After contemplation comes action, transformation of the “love” (dhyana-ecstasy) of 

concentration into virtuous conduct and of the wisdom of equality into compassion.  The work of 

love and the work of contemplation go hand in hand, proceeding and ascending in never-ending 

interaction.   

 

To proceed to the next level of “divine union,” the third dhyana-level, is a rare accomplishment, 

however.  This stage — which generates the quantum leap beyond cyclic life-and-death existence 

and is, therefore, “the best of joys that is always sought and preserved by worthy sages” — is a 

concentration that requires a gradual and prolonged development of “immeasurable merit from 

immeasurable virtue.”  Ruusbroec frequently emphasized the interaction of rest and action, “for no 

one can enter into rest above activity unless he has first yearningly and actively loved.  Therefore the 

grace of God and our active love must precede and follow, that is, they must be practiced before and 

after activity. For without the works of love, we can neither merit nor attain God, nor preserve what 

we have obtained through the works of love.”
194 

  

 

He described how cultivation proceeds through the unending work of both meditation and conduct, 

carrying out both mentally and physically, the “pledges of love” [the Buddhist vows of perfection 

and compassion].  He warned against some heresies of his time, such as “natural” (non-spiritual, 

non-detached) rest, false and “one-sided” emptiness, and self-interested love, and he thus answers the 

eternal call of “God” with the spirit of a bodhisattva.   
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At the end of Ruusbroec’s work (where he is cautious not to contradict the doctrines of the Church; 

he knew about Rome’s cruel death penalties) he still suggested the possibility of a shortcut to 

universal truth without roundabout religious and dualistic beliefs and without the delay of the 

afterlife – an immediate realization of ultimate Reality.  He seemed to understand that the “extinction 

of the body” in this life could bring the full realization of non-duality, but that much more merit, 

derived from heroic goodness, is needed to get to this final level. 

 

And he may also be at once enlightened at the very beginning of his conversion, if he would 

offer himself wholly to the will of God and would renounce all ownership of himself: 

everything rests on that . . .  and this would be lighter for him than for another who goes 

upward from below, for he would have more light than the other person . . .  But if we could 

thus prepare ourselves in virtues, we would rapidly divest ourselves of the body  . . .  and 

possess the essential unity in enjoyment, and clearly contemplate oneness in(stead of) 

threeness. 
195

 

 

Many of Ruusbroec’s pronouncements that seem otherwise incomprehensible within a traditional 

religious framework become clear in the light of Buddhist “concentration and wisdom.”  On the 

other hand, it is the Christian way of life that effectuated the highest mystical stages of spiritual 

realization in the West, and revealed the transcendental superstructure of the Absolute as non-

duality. 

 

The question remains: why did people in the Middle Ages have such a high spiritual capacity, and 

why do we lack it?  Why have we reached the lowest spiritual point in history (according to 

enlightened masters)?  From the mystics we learn that their achievement was the result of their 

intense and unrelenting cultivation of “constant mindfulness,” not of the whims of a God who loved 

them more than us.  It seems that the simple and pure lifestyle of ancient times was more favorable 

for spiritual realization and enlightenment.  Furthermore, the “marks of existence” (impermanence, 

suffering, no-self, and emptiness) were more obvious, while we have managed to conceal them. 

 

American Wisdom 

 

 America is the only idealistic nation in the world. 

 Woodrow Wilson 

 

According to the principles of karma, America became the most advanced nation in the world 

because of the virtue of its people, in the first place.  Its success conforms to the general rule for the 

rise and fall of empires, from India and China in the East to Greece and Rome in the West.  The 

Greek founders of Western civilization, prophets and sages, as well as the American founding fathers 

all knew it: morality, not materiality, is the creative principle of the world.  Karma is a global affair 

as well as a personal one; not only are people healthier and wealthier, happier and smarter but they 
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are also born into better societies and environments “already in this world” (Buddha) because of 

better karma.   

 

Morality is the central intelligence and major force that creates all life and worlds in the Triple 

Universe.  People share one or another society and environment because of their similar karma, and 

different karma is what creates different societies, “continents” and worlds (Chapter 3).  If karma is 

capable of creating super-conditions from heavens to hells, it is also responsible for what happens in 

between, for mankind’s well- or ill-being.  That intelligent force is none other than one’s mind in 

action, acting right and propitiously or wrong and self-destructively.  As can be seen from history, 

whenever morality failed, human culture declined.   

 

George Washington declared in his inaugural address that “The foundation of our national policy 

will be laid in the pure and immutable principles of private morality,” and in his final address asked 

“Can it be that Providence has not connected the permanent felicity of a nation with its virtue?”  The 

wise men of his generation knew how reality works; the founding fathers saw what was needed to 

install a “new world” order.  All else – politics, economics, education, happiness and prosperity – 

build upon ethics.  No lower manipulation and fabrication can alter the higher order of things.  If the 

basic, karmic law of the universe is denied, no lesser laws can save a nation.   

 

The fundamental source of America’s eminence is its moral quality, and its status in the world can 

only last as long as that quality lasts.  All quantities are ultimately the result of quality.  Rise and fall, 

for nations as for individuals, result from moral discipline and decadence.  What made America 

great, the most dynamic, most advanced, and happiest nation on earth, is the outcome of its virtue 

and merit.   

 

But for how long?  For as long as Americans honor their original ideals and continue to practice 

virtues such as generosity, kindness and tolerance, equality and respect, objectivity and self-

knowledge, spontaneity and ingenuity, decency and honesty, compassion and caring (to name some 

American qualities that have become rare in the rest of the world).  Most Americans are not aware of 

this unique positive side and tend to minimize or ignore their success, while obsessively focusing on 

some of the country’s bad policies and unjust actions.  Such past episodes should not overshadow the 

actual American scene.  They differ sharply from the fundamental attitude of the founders and of the 

people in general.   

 

America also suffers from too much freedom and emphasis on individual rights and liberties.  “Our 

constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate to the 

government of any other,” according to John Adams.
196

  Why should everyone have the right to act 

upon their whims?  When liberty prevails at the expense of moral discipline, truth, and goodness, 

society degrades.  Accordance with the Heart of creation is the root of all other goods and liberties.  
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The moral and spiritual merit of its people is what made America the leading nation on all fronts, 

from science and technology to democracy and human rights – as its founders planned.  As long as 

the old-fashioned but perennial and universal human values are not smothered by modern trends of 

moral relativism and “scientific” materialism, America will continue to be the land of opportunity 

and attract the better kind from all over the world. 

 

“We may look up to armies for defense, but virtue is our best security,” said Samuel Adams.  This 

does not mean peace at all costs, as Abraham Lincoln also knew.  He is considered America’s 

greatest statesman – for winning the civil war, abolishing slavery, saving the Union, and upholding 

democracy, because of his “intense veneration of the true and the good” which guided him in all of 

these actions.  By the time of his Second Inaugural Address, the most moving speech ever given by a 

president, Lincoln had become a wise and compassionate man, empathetic to the entirety of 

humanity.  He was deeply affected by his visits to the front lines and by his experience of living 

among the wounded soldiers, while his frequent commutes to and from the White House had brought 

him face to face with average Americans and contraband slaves.  He talked about democracy and 

liberty, and for the first time in public, about the black man’s right to vote.  He showed no 

vindictiveness after the war but pledged “a just and lasting peace, with malice toward none, with 

charity for all, with firmness in the right . . . ” (March 4, 1865)  His wisdom and compassion enabled 

what Americans enjoy today: democracy and equal opportunity for everyone, no matter their race, 

creed, or religion, to live the American dream.  Even “the opportunity to debate and to quarrel, while 

retaining a single national spirit and purpose, all is the result of Lincoln’s achievement and 

sacrifice.” 
197

 

 

Benjamin Franklin 

 

Franklin has been called the first American, the ideal American, the perfect social man, the prototype 

of practical wisdom and worldly success.  His charming genius addressed and contributed most of 

America’s contemporary issues and contraptions, from political independence and social institutions 

to the lightning rod and the invention of electricity and the P.O. service.  His humanitarian devotion 

to make life on Earth a more congenial experience made him the most famous “friend of mankind” at 

home as well as abroad.  His Autobiography, once considered “the American bible,” sheds light on 

the reasons for his and for America’s remarkable success. 

 

He advocated ethics, not as a subjective choice or religious ordinance, but as an objective and 

universal framework.  He believed in the power of morality (karma) not only to order society but 

also to shape human nature and destiny itself.  He applied the post-Puritan Enlightenment ideal to 

practical life in society, with a stunning capacity to transform clear-minded focus into action.  In a 

time when democracy was still unthinkable, in a world of kingdoms and class societies, where you 

were born either into property or into lifelong subservience, Benjamin Franklin championed equal 

opportunity.   
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His autobiography demonstrates, without actually saying but proving through his own life story, that 

man creates his own future — “from rags to riches.”  You shape yourself, your society and your 

environment.  Destiny, what you are going to be, lies in your hands, in the habits you acquire now.  

There is no other power that stands in the way of your free will, if you only practice and believe in 

the necessity of virtue and the efficacy of self-help and self-development — which is the power of 

goodness.  His daily prayer, for wisdom, was addressed to “O Powerful Goodness!” 
198

   

 

Franklin “conceived the bold and arduous Project of arriving at moral Perfection.  I wish’d to live 

without committing any Fault at any time . . .   As I knew, or thought I knew, what was right and 

wrong, I did not see why I might not always do the one and avoid the other.”  His lifelong project 

was to write a book on  

 

the ART of Virtue . . .  to explain and enforce this Doctrine, that vicious Actions are not 

hurtful because they are forbidden, but forbidden because they are hurtful...: That it was 

therefore every one’s Interest to be virtuous, who wish’d to be happy even in this World.”  

[But he] “soon found I had undertaken a Task of more Difficulty than I had imagined.  While 

my Attention was taken up in guarding against one Fault, I was often surpris’d by another.  

Habit took the Advantage of Inattention.  Inclination was sometimes too strong for Reason.   

I concluded at length . . . that the contrary Habits must be broken and good ones acquired 

and established, before we can have any Dependence on a steady uniform Rectitude of 

Conduct.
199

   

 

Franklin was sharply aware of the need for “mindfulness” because of the innate and deep-rooted 

tendencies in the human mind (habit-energies, mental formations skandha, ten bonds; Chapter 6).  

Therefore he devised a method of cultivating specific virtues through daily practice and self-

examination.   

 

My Intention being to acquire the Habitude of all these Virtues, I judg”d it would be well not 

to distract my Attention by attempting the whole at once, but to fix it on one of them at a time 

. . .  Temperance first, as it tends to procure that Coolness & Clearness of Head, which is so 

necessary where constant Vigilance was to be kept up, and Guard maintained, against the 

unremitting Attraction of ancient Habits . . .  
200  

 

 

Last but not least comes humility, in particular:  

 

A more modest way in which I propos’d my Opinions . . .  And this Mode, which I at first put 

on, with some violence to natural Inclination, became at length so easy & habitual to me . . .  
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In reality there is perhaps no one of our natural Passions so hard to subdue as Pride.  

Disguise it, struggle with it, beat it down, stifle it, mortify it as much as one pleases, it is still 

alive, and will every now and then peep out and show itself. 
201

   

 

His emphasis was on practice, on method and daily application.  Improving (or changing) one’s 

character is a difficult process but something that can be learned until it becomes an easy, habitual 

skill, as spontaneous as art (art that is not spontaneous is not real art).  His great & extensive Project 

to establish a united Party for Virtue included a platform based on “The Art of Virtue, because it 

would have shown the Means & Manner of obtaining Virtue, which would have distinguish’d it from 

the mere Exhortation to be good, that does not instruct & indicate the Means.” 
202

  He used his 

newspaper to communicate moral instruction, reprinting others’ writings but also his own such as “A 

Discourse on Self denial, showing that Virtue was not secure till its Practice became a Habitude, & 

was free from the Opposition of contrary Inclinations.” 
203

     

 

Benjamin Franklin’s and the Founding Fathers’ view of religion was a deistic belief in Reason, in 

natural law, in universal and verifiable truth (Franklin had a vivid interest in natural science), in 

human benevolence for the benefit of mankind, and in ethics, at the expense of the religious faith and 

piety of their forefathers. 

 

I never doubted . . .  that the most acceptable Service of God was the doing Good to Man; 

that our Souls are immortal; and that all Crime will be punished & Virtue rewarded either 

here or hereafter; these I esteem”d the Essentials of every Religion, and being to be found in 

all the Religions we had in our Country. I respected them all, tho” with different degrees of 

Respect as I found them more or less mix”d with other Articles which without any Tendency 

to inspire, promote or confirm Morality, serv”d principally to divide us & make us unfriendly 

to one another.  This Respect to all, with an Opinion that the worst had some good Effects, 

induc”d me to avoid all Discourse that might tend to lessen the good Opinion another might 

have of his own Religion. 
204

   

 

Morality, then, is not based on God’s commandments, on supernatural belief and an invisible order 

that is higher-than-man, but on an inherently human, secular duty.  It is the quality (good or bad) of 

man’s actions that shapes destiny, future excellence, mediocrity, or inferiority.  These are no longer 

administered from above by a personal, mysterious and unintelligible God but rather by the natural, 

intelligible law and justice that is the property of the Universe.  Virtue and goodness are no longer 

imposed by an external source, such as by church or belief, but instead from within the meaning and 

value of life itself.   
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Religions are respectable insofar as they inspire morality, and in that respect they are better than no 

religion at all.  Morality is a personal, social, and secular affair with its own “raison d’être.”  Its self-

evidence, validity and efficacy restore what was taken away by the traditional religions of the Old 

World: human equality and self-esteem, the power of self-help and self-development, the joy of 

ingenuity and the right of innovation and creation in a free environment – virtues that became 

uniquely natural in creative America.  

 

Franklin saw confusion and ignorance at work in every religious sect, each “supposing itself in 

Possession of all Truth, and that those who differ are so far in the Wrong: Like a Man traveling in 

foggy Weather: Those at some Distance . . .  he sees wrapped up in the Fog  . . .  but near him all 

appears clear. Tho’ in truth he is as much in the Fog as any of them.” 
205 

 Even his contested “errata” 

coincide to some extent with the law of karma.  His errors are not more than printer’s errors, not 

“sins” that deserve everlasting punishment but erasable mistakes.  Once recognized, corrected, made 

good for and “never committed again” (the Buddhist definition of remorse), they are deleted from 

“cosmic memory,” superseded by greater goodness.  “To know one’s fault and definitely correct it, 

there is no greater goodness, indeed!” said Confucius, the founding father of East Asian civilization. 

 

Franklin’s philosophy coincides with Confucianism in many other aspects, such as in the practice of 

self-examination and tracking one’s moral progress, by recording in red and black daily 

achievements or shortcomings on ledgers of merit and demerit with the aim of transforming one’s 

personality and changing one’s destiny. 
206

  Franklin also shared the widely held Eastern (and early 

Christian) belief in reincarnation; the fact that life is eternal, and that every new edition or rebirth can 

be better than the last: 

 

I believe I shall, in some shape or other, always exist; and, with all the inconveniences 

human life is liable to, I shall not object to a new edition of mine, hoping, however, that the 

errata of the last may be corrected.  

 

Jonathan Edwards 

 

Franklin’s contemporary antipode was an unworldly but religious genius, “the American 

Evangelist,” “the Saint Augustine of the New World.”  Jonathan Edwards moved from the first to the 

second leg of the tripod, from morality to concentration, from the extrovert to the introvert realm of 

the American spectrum.  His ecstatic outlook marked a shift from “blind faith” to the experience of 

the divine, focusing on “religious affections” and “spiritual illumination.”  He advanced ecstasy – 

with the characteristics of dhyana-concentration – in mainstream religion as the only means to 

authenticate and realize salvation.  To accommodate the then-prevalent belief in predestination and 

the need to certify one’s “electness” — a mental habit from his Puritan background and Calvinist 

forefathers who were obsessed with the status of their salvation — he explored the rules that govern 
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the process of “spiritual enlightenment” and the characteristics that accompany and endorse the 

experience of “supernatural and divine light.” 

 

He that is spiritually enlightened truly apprehends and sees it, or has a sense of it.  He don’t 

merely rationally believe that God is glorious, but he has a sense of the gloriousness of God 

in his heart . . .  there is a sense of the loveliness of God’s holiness. There is not only a 

speculatively judging that God is gracious, but a sense how amiable God is upon that 

account; or a sense of the beauty of this divine attribute . . .   so that the heart is sensible of 

pleasure and delight in the presence of the idea of it . . .   There is a difference between 

having a rational judgment that honey is sweet, and having a sense of its sweetness.  A man 

may have the former, that knows not how honey tastes . . .   The mind having a sensibleness of 

the excellence of divine objects, dwells upon them with delight; and the powers of the soul 

are more awakened . . .   The beauty and sweetness of the objects draws on the faculties, and 

draws forth their exercises: so that reason itself is under far greater advantages for its 

proper and free exercises, and to attain its proper end, free of darkness and delusion . . .   

This evidence, that they, that are spiritually enlightened, have of the truth of the things of 

religion, is a kind of intuitive and immediate evidence. 
207 

 

 

He and other Christians apparently enjoyed the bliss of dhyana, which they interpreted as evidence of 

their salvation.  They rejoiced in witnessing the irrefutable and physical evidence of God’s grace in 

the radiant glory of their divine experience.  

 

Their joy was “full of glory”: although the joy was unspeakable, and no words were 

sufficient to describe it; yet something might be said of it, and no words more fit to represent 

its excellency, than these, that it was . . .  “glorified joy.”  In rejoicing with this joy, their 

minds were filled, as it were, with a glorious brightness . . .  and made “em themselves to 

shine with some communication of that glory. 
208

   

 

Edwards described more characteristics that point to dhyana-concentration, such as “fixed ideas,” 

aloofness from the world of senses, supernatural pleasure, calm purity, undisturbed peacefulness, 

majestic meekness, awful sweetness, holy gentleness.  His concentration power had grown strong 

during years of “almost perpetual” mindfulness of heaven.  His dhyana-concentration also revealed a 

certain wisdom of the “absolute sovereignty of God” (supremacy of Mind-only). 

 

The doctrine of God’s sovereignty has very often appeared an exceeding pleasant, bright and 

sweet doctrine to me; and absolute sovereignty is what I love to ascribe to God . . .   There 

came into my soul, and was as it were diffused through it, a sense of the glory of the Divine 

Being; a new sense, quite different from anything I ever experienced before . . .   And found, 

from time to time, an inward sweetness, that used, as it were, to carry me away in my 
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contemplations; in what I know not how to express otherwise, than by a calm, sweet 

abstraction of soul from all the concerns of this world; and a kind of vision, or fixed ideas 

and imaginations, of being alone in the mountains, or some solitary wilderness, far from all 

mankind, sweetly conversing with Christ, and wrapped and swallowed up in God.  The sense 

I had of divine things, would often of a sudden as it were, kindle up a sweet burning in my 

heart; an ardor of my soul, that I know not how to express . . .   

There came into my mind, a sweet sense of the glorious majesty and grace of God, that I 

know not to express.  I seemed to see them both in a sweet conjunction: majesty and meekness 

joined together: it was a sweet and gentle, and holy majesty; and also a majestic meekness; 

an awful sweetness; a high, and great, and holy gentleness.  After this my sense of divine 

things gradually increased, and became more and more lively, and had more of that inward 

sweetness.  The appearance of everything was altered: there seemed to be, as it were, a calm, 

sweet cast, or appearance of divine glory, in almost everything . . .  

My mind was greatly fixed on divine things; I was almost perpetually in the contemplation of 

them (concentration).  Spent most of my time in thinking of divine things, year after year . . .  

My mind was very much taken up with contemplations of heaven, and the enjoyments of those 

there . . .   It appeared to me, there was nothing in it but what was ravishingly lovely.  It 

appeared to me, to be the highest beauty and amiableness, above all other beauties: that it 

was divine beauty; far purer than anything here upon earth; and that everything else, was 

like mire, filth and defilement, in comparison of it.  Holiness, as I then wrote down some 

contemplations on it, appeared to me to be of a sweet, pleasant, charming, serene, calm 

nature.  It seemed to me, it brought an inexpressible purity, brightness, peacefulness and 

ravishment to the soul. 
209

 

 

The “sense of sweetness” is one of Edwards” most repeated sensations and may refer to the physical 

phenomenon of exquisite taste, also called “ambrosia” or “nectar” in Eastern traditions, that comes 

naturally at a certain level of samadhi concentration.  Another physical sign is the “sweet burning” or 

the spiritual “heat” at the start of the “four intensified practices” process (see p. 280 under 

Ruusbroec).  Like most mystics, Edwards also witnessed an “awakening of the powers of the soul” 

such as a “vehement longing” and an “inexpressible ardor of the soul” which may correspond to the 

first of the “four steps to spiritual power” (Chapter 6).  Another physical manifestation of dhyana-

samadhi is the brightness that not only makes everything seem new, but also makes those who 

experience it shine themselves with “spiritual radiance.” 

 

Edwards experienced heaven as well as the other extreme of the Triple World.  His sense of the 

reality of hell inspired his (in)famous “sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,” the archetype of all 

fire-and-brimstone sermons.  According to the Buddhist view one can never warn strongly enough 

against the detrimental potential of evil produced by almighty karma.  
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There are in the souls of wicked men those hellish principles reigning, that would presently 

kindle and flame out into hellfire, if it were not for God’s restraints.  There is laid in the very 

nature of carnal men a foundation for the torments of hell: there are those corrupt principles, 

in reigning power in them, and in full possession of them, that are seeds of hellfire . . .  Your 

wickedness makes you as it were heavy as lead, and to tend downwards with great weight 

and pressure towards hell. We often read of the fury of God; as in Is.59:18, “According to 

their deeds, accordingly he will repay fury to his adversaries.” . . .  Oh how dreadful must 

that be! . . .  the fierceness and wrath of almighty God. 
210

 

 

The religious-mystical experience does not “fall from heaven” as unwarranted grace, as a free 

personal gift.  It is a process and development based on long-term (multiple lifetimes) cultivation of 

morality and virtue, on steady mindfulness and concentration, until illumination arrives – “first 

occasionally but gradually growing,” said Edwards.  In other words, “divine illumination” is a matter 

of self-acquired experience that grows with morality and purity of conduct and fades in the absence 

of mindfulness and concentration.  The inexpressible “things” or dhyana-phenomena — which 

Edwards only afterwards interprets as God’s personal intervention — are a matter of natural 

competence, based on gradual self-cultivation.  As with most religious beliefs, predestination can be 

explained, to a certain extent, in a real-life context in terms of natural cause and effect.  The pre-

dispositions and karmic formations that are at the base of all life-and-death existence and that make 

us the persons we are have been self-shaped before we are born and make us re-born either on earth, 

in heaven, or below. 

 

Edwards turned religious-supernatural belief into natural and tangible self-experience.  Unwittingly, 

by attaining initial dhyana-concentration through sustained “mindfulness of heaven,” he lent support 

to universal law and eternal truth rather than to the justification of the particular faith he sought to 

test and verify.  To be sure of salvation for Edwards, to be united with God, for Ruusbroec, or to “go 

to heaven,” for anyone, it is not enough to simply believe.  One has to sense it and become 

transformed by it.  When the dhyana-samadhi experience is established one is transformed in many 

ways, the most important of which are the discoveries of one’s sin, a strong sense of humility and a 

need for self-examination and correction.  In Buddhist terms, when the mind reaches “true 

concentration,” it is not only awed, enraptured and silenced by the purity, brilliance and majesty of 

universal Self-nature, but its “great light” also shines upon inner flaws and obstructions, highlighting 

whatever is not pure and true, uncovering the deeper layers of the “bonds and compulsions” that 

need to be dissolved to make further progress.   

 

As a believer, however, Edwards was quite proud of his humility, which demonstrates how religious  

beliefs may hinder rather than expedite the elimination of the roots of arrogance and ignorance.  

Only complete humility and self-denial can “ignite, climax and endure” the truth of no-self and 

emptiness and reveal “the supreme truth of the world” (of “the four intensified practices”), which is 

ultimate equality and non-duality.  To assume or expect to be personally elected by God for eternal 
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salvation (as a personal, supernatural favor, a special intervention from the Intelligence and Justice 

that governs the Universe) may not be conducive to true humility and to the liberating experience of 

no-self and emptiness.   Rather than becoming a silently-knowing mystic and joining the “saints and 

sages who distinguish themselves by the Unconditioned,” Edwards remained an apologetic 

theologian, arguing about specific conditions for eternal salvation instead of drawing informed 

conclusions from his own experience. 

 

Whenever the purity and lucidity (concentration) of an original spiritual experience is left for self-

reflection and conceptual interpretation, “false thinking” and “images” take over and obscure Reality 

with consciousness constructs, “every thought being as big as God” (Eckhart).  Another wise 

American noted, in this vein, that: “The theorizing mind tends always to the oversimplification of its 

materials.  This is the root of all that absolutism and one-sided dogmatism by which both philosophy 

and religion have been infested.” 
211 

 The American psychologist and philosopher William James 

further remarks: “Churches, when once established, live at second-hand upon tradition; but the 

founders of every church owed their power originally to the fact of their direct personal communion 

with the divine.”
212

  When “verbality has stepped into the place of vision,” 
213

 however, the 

immediate experience (without thought) is left for “second thoughts,” and original Purity for the Fall.   

 

Like the mystics, Edwards spoke always of “God,” but there is no sign that his experiences ever told 

him “I am God.”  They were merely the initial stage of mental concentration which opened up for 

him a higher-than-usual, dhyana-heavenly level of consciousness.  

 

Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

It took another generation or two before the old theology collapsed of its own accord and gave rise to 

a more universal, transcendental wisdom.  This was the work of primarily one man, Ralph Waldo 

Emerson (1803-1882), then considered “America’s greatest thinker” and “the wisest American.”  

The essayist, philosopher, and poet is remembered for leading the “Transcendentalist” movement of 

the mid-nineteenth century.  He was famous as a lecturer and orator for inspiring masses of people.  

His speech The American Scholar was considered America’s “Intellectual Declaration of 

Independence.”  After his resignation from the church, Emerson became the leading voice of the 

intellectual culture. 

  

There is a revolution of religious opinion taking effect around us as it seems to me the 

greatest of all revolutions which have ever occurred that, namely, which has separated the 

individual from the whole world and made him demand a faith satisfactory to his own proper 

nature, whose full extent he now for the first time contemplates . . .  Man begins to hear a 
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voice . . .  that fills the heavens and the earth, saying that God is within him, that there is the 

celestial host. 

 

His conversion or defection was based on a powerful intuition that the substance of man is not 

different from the substance of the universe or “God.”  “Blessed is the day when the youth discovers 

that Within and Above are synonyms.”   

 

Emerson discovered a new dimension that radically transcended his ancestors’ religion.  He quietly 

substituted God by Self, faith by reason, grace or super-nature by nature, and divine providence by 

inherent “compensation” or the just retribution of Nemesis, “who keeps watch in the universe and 

lets no offence go unchastised.”  He saw this breakthrough of transcendental wisdom as nothing but 

“the disclosure of the soul.”
214 

 He moved from particular Christian beliefs to universal truth based 

on a vision of the universe as coherent whole, imbued with a Soul no different from the soul of man.  

The nature of the universe is both moral and self-sufficient — and so must be man.  Man, religion, 

ethics, and mind are no longer separated from nature.  Neither is nature separated from God.  

Emerson’s revolution was an evolution from dualism to non-duality. 

   

We live in succession, in division, in parts, in particles. Meantime within man is the soul of 

the whole; the wise silence; the universal beauty, to which every part and particle is equally 

related, the eternal ONE. And this deep power in which we exist and whose beatitude is all 

accessible to us, is not only self-sufficing and perfect in every hour, but the act of seeing and 

the thing seen, the seer and the spectacle, the subject and the object, are one. We see the 

world piece by piece, as the sun, the moon, the animal, the tree; but the whole, of which these 

are shining parts, is the soul. (The Over-Soul) 

 

If there is duality and a “double consciousness” — one that is an “original and pure sense of Being,” 

of an “aboriginal, universal Self,” “arising in calm hours” and “liberated moments,” and another, 

ordinary consciousness of an impaired and limited self — the first is truth, to be realized, and the 

second illusion, but real.  “Within this erring passionate mortal self, sits a supreme calm immortal 

mind” he declared in the same sermon.  The ego is a “bloated nothingness,” a bundle of error and 

passion, though it fails to affect our eternal Mind.   

 

Although there was little to no American knowledge of Buddhism at the time, Emerson was afire 

with Buddhist wisdom, ignited by the Bhagavad Gita and the Vedas.  His thought shines with the 

light of Self-nature which he called “the Over-Soul,” the light which illuminates both self and the 

natural world.  Through this illumination he offers simultaneously eloquent and beautiful, gripping 

and disturbing evocations of such universal themes, (albeit with other names), as Mind-only, the 

equality-identity of Soul, self-reliance and self-realization, the universal Law of cause and effect, and 

the just and moral order of the universe.  His vision inspires fundamental trust instead of religious 

distrust of nature, as well as overthrowing religion’s anxious, scrupulous subservience to an 
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unfathomable and unpredictable God.  He left the old religion not because of a lack of faith but 

because it lacked faith, saying that “the faith that stands on authority is not faith. The reliance on 

authority measures the decline of religion, the withdrawal of the soul.”  The way in which he found 

these “eternal facts even Jesus cannot alter” was by “seeing things as they are,” observing and not 

evading or substituting the facts of life with pious embellishments, and by leaving behind the wishful 

and egotistic interpretations of the  

 

village theologies, which preach an election or favoritism . . . which, whenever the good man 

wants a dinner, makes that somebody shall knock at his door and leave a half-dollar.  But 

Nature is no sentimentalist, - does not cosset or pamper us.  We must see that the world is 

rough and surly, and will not mind drowning a man or woman, but swallows your ship like a 

grain of dust . . .   Let us not deny it up and down.  Providence has a wild, rough, 

incalculable road to its end, and it is of no use to try to whitewash its huge, mixed 

instrumentalities, or to dress up that terrific benefactor in a clean shirt and white neckcloth 

of a student in divinity. 
215

 

 

Emerson was cruelly initiated in the truth of “suffering and impermanence,” which must have 

consolidated his “transcendental” wisdom.  He had early and difficult confrontations with death in 

his family.  For a year and two months he daily visited the tomb of his beloved young wife, and he 

even opened her coffin.  This “mindfulness of death” (Chapter 5) “liberated forces in Emerson that 

had always been present but had previously lain dormant . . .   “There is a sense in which Emerson 

literally feeds off the death around him”...   a connection between death and the influx of imaginative 

energy that follows . . .   The helplessness of mourning is suddenly transformed into its polar 

opposite, a vision of power so absolute that even the bruteness and immobility of matter itself must 

yield to its ‘instantaneous in-streaming causing’ force.” 
216 

  

 

One of Emerson’s most striking insights was the universal law of causality and karma.  “Ever since I 

was a boy, I have wished to write a discourse on Compensation: for it seemed to me when very 

young, that on this subject life was ahead of theology, and the people knew more than the preachers 

taught.” 
217 

 Universal retribution is so central to Emerson’s worldview that he makes it the Logos, 

the Reason(ing) of the universe, the Intelligence and the Will that shapes life and the world. 

 

Thus is the universe alive. All things are moral. That soul, which within us is a sentiment, 

outside of us is a law.  We feel its inspiration; out there in history we can see its fatal 

strength. “It is in the world, and the world was made by it”. The world looks like a 

multiplication-table or a mathematical equation, which, turn it how you will, balances 

itself…    
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Every secret is told, every crime is punished, every virtue rewarded, every wrong redressed, 

in silence and certainty. What we call retribution is the universal necessity by which the 

whole appears wherever a part appears . . .  Crime and punishment grow out of one stem. 

Punishment is a fruit that unsuspected ripens within the flower of the pleasure that concealed 

it. Cause and effect, means and ends, seed and fruit, cannot be severed; for the effect already 

blooms in the cause, the end preexists in the means, the fruit in the seed.”
218

   

Wise men feel that there is something which cannot be talked or voted away, — a strap or 

belt which girds the world. 
219

 

And of all the drums and rattles by which men are made willing to have their heads broke, 

and are led out solemnly every morning to parade, - the most admirable is this by which we 

are brought to believe that events are arbitrary and independent of actions. . . we have not 

eyes sharp enough to descry the thread that ties cause and effect. . . A man’s fortunes are the 

fruit of his character. . . A man will see his character emitted in the events that seem to meet, 

but which exude from and accompany him. Events expand with the character. . . He looks like 

a piece of luck, but is a piece of causation.
220

   

The dawn of the sentiment of virtue on the heart, gives and is the assurance that Law is 

sovereign over all natures. . . the world is not the product of manifold power, but of one will, 

of one mind. . . and whatever opposes that will is everywhere balked and baffled, because 

things are made so, and not otherwise. 
221

   

 

This was “the sublime creed” he announced in his first lectures (Nature and Address before Divinity 

College), and summarized in a single theme, reminiscent of Franklin, that “Goodness is the only 

Reality.”   

 

The question that concerned Emerson more than “What can I know?” was “How shall I live?” 
222 

   

No theorizing intellect (philosophy) or wishful devotion (religion) can relieve us from the main task 

and daily practice of ethics, of what we do. “So to be is the sole inlet of so to know” is another of his 

unforgettable sayings. (237)   

 

The true meaning of spiritual is real . . . shallow men believe in luck . . .  Strong men believe 

in cause and effect . . .  Let us have nothing now which is not its own evidence . . .   And so I 

think that the last lesson of life, the choral song which rises from all elements and all angels, 

is a voluntary obedience, a necessitated freedom. Man is made of the same atoms as the 

world is, he shares the same impressions, predispositions, and destiny. When his mind is 

illuminated, when his heart is kind, he throws himself joyfully into the sublime order, and 

does, with knowledge, what the stones do by structure.  The religion which is to guide and 

fulfill the present and coming ages, whatever else it be, must be intellectual. The scientific 
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mind must have a faith which is science . . .  There will be a new church founded on moral 

science, at first cold and naked, a babe in a manger again, the algebra and mathematics of 

ethical law, the church of men to come, without shawms, or psaltery, or sackbut; but it will 

have heaven and earth for its beams and rafters; science for symbol and illustration; it will 

fast enough gather beauty, music, picture, poetry . . .  It shall send man home to his central 

solitude, shame these social, supplicating manners . . .  The nameless Thought, the nameless 

Power, the superpersonal Heart,--he shall repose alone on that. (The Conduct of Life, 

Worship)   

 

Emerson intuited the future of religion as “Mind-only.”  He saw that the heart of the universe is 

goodness and justice for all, and he understood the moral law of “cause and effect behind life and 

reality.”  The only creative life-force is the power of retribution or “reception” (karma), extending far 

beyond the exertions and memories of a lifetime:  

 

I can very confidently announce one or another law, which throws itself into relief and form, 

but I am too young yet by some ages to compile a code. The effect is deep and secular as the 

cause. It works on periods in which mortal lifetime is lost. All I know is reception . . .   

I worship with wonder the great Fortune. 
223

 

Power keeps quite another road than the turnpikes of choice and will; namely the 

subterranean and invisible tunnels and channels of life.  It is ridiculous that we are 

diplomatists, and doctors, and considerate people; there are no dupes like these. 
224

 

For whoso dwells in this moral beatitude already anticipates those special powers which men 

prize so highly. . . and the heart which abandons itself to the Supreme Mind finds itself 

related to all its works, and will travel a royal road to particular knowledges and powers.  In 

ascending to this primary and aboriginal sentiment we have come from our remote station on 

the circumference instantaneously, to the centre of the world, where, as in the closet of God, 

we see causes, and anticipate the universe, which is but a slow effect. 
225

 

 

Other perennial truths Emerson wrote of are universal impermanence, existential suffering, illusion 

and ignorance, the insubstantiality of the phenomenal world, and the importance of realizing no-self 

in order to experience the infinitude (emptiness) of Being.  He mused on the delusions of the modern 

world and its impermanence:  

 

As long as our civilization is essentially one of property, of fences, or exclusiveness, it will be 

mocked by delusions. Our riches will leave us sick; there will be bitterness in our laughter, 

and our wine will burn our mouth. 
226
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There are no fixtures in nature.  The universe is fluid and volatile.  Permanence is but a word 

of degree. The things we now esteem fixed shall, one by one, detach themselves, like ripe 

fruit, from our experience, and fall. The wind shall blow them none knows whither. The 

landscape, the figures, Boston, London, are facts as fugitive as any institution past, or any 

whiff of mist or smoke, and so is society, and so is the world. 
227 

  

 

On ignorance and its ensuing wrong views and attitudes, constituting our mental formation or 

temperament (fourth skandha), Emerson wrote: 

 

The dearest events are summer-rain, and we the Para coats that shed every drop. Nothing is 

left us now but death . . .  Dream delivers us to dream, and there is no end to illusion.  Life is 

a train of moods like a string of beads, and as we pass through them they prove to be many-

colored lenses which paint the world their own hue, and each shows only what lies in its 

focus . . .   Temperament is the iron wire on which the beads are strung . . .  Temperament 

also enters fully into the system of illusions and shuts us in a prison of glass which we cannot 

see . . .   Is not our faith in the impenetrability of matter more sedative than narcotics? . . .   

There is the illusion of time, which is very deep; who has disposed of it? . . .   And what avails 

it that science has come to treat space and time as simply forms of thought, and the material 

world as hypothetical, and withal our pretension of property and even of self-hood are fading 

with the rest, if at last, even our thoughts are not finalities.  

 

And in the same breath he summarized the whole of Buddhist cosmology (Chapter 3): 

 

There is no chance, and no anarchy, in the universe.  All is system and gradation.  Every god 

is there sitting in his sphere. 
228

 

 

He clearly knew the condition of no-self for enlightenment; that if “I am nothing, I see all.”  “The 

one thing which we seek with insatiable desire is to forget ourselves . . .  The way of life is 

wonderful; it is by abandonment.” 
229 

 (Emerson’s transcendentalist colleague, Margaret Fuller, an 

early feminist and political activist, advocated universal equality after realizing the truth of no-self 

and suffering: “I saw that there was no self: that selfishness was all folly, and the result of 

circumstance; that it was only because I thought self real that I suffered.” 
230

)   

 

Emerson considered the root of suffering in our current “fallen” state of existence to be ego-

discovery: “It is very unhappy, but too late to be helped, the discovery we have made, that we exist.  

That discovery is called the Fall of Man.”  He saw the Fall in ego-consciousness, in self-reflecting on 

personal existence as separate selves.  
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The great and crescive self, rooted in absolute nature, supplants all relative existence.” 
231

  

“Who shall define to me an Individual?  I behold with awe and delight many illustrations of 

the One Universal Mind.” “Break off your association with your personality & identify 

yourself with the Universe.” “Persons are supplementary to the primary teaching of the soul.  

In youth we are mad for persons. Childhood and youth see all the world in them.  But the 

larger experience of man discovers the identical nature appearing through them all.  Persons 

themselves acquaint us with the impersonal.  In all conversation between two persons, tacit 

reference is made, as to a third party, to a common nature.  That third party or common 

nature is not social; it is impersonal; is God. 
232

   

 

For Emerson God meant absolute Self-nature, and its Substance was manifest in its infallible 

Functioning (karma): “There is a soul at the center of nature, and over the will of every man, so that 

none of us can wrong the universe.” 
233 

 

Most fundamentally, Emerson assumed and imposed nothing on reality and instead let it speak for 

itself.  The only thing man needs is to forget his assumptions, dissolve his compulsions and abnegate 

his ego as well as other illusions in order to become transparent and obedient to the nature of things: 

“We lie in the lap of immense intelligence, which makes us receivers of its truth and organs of its 

activity. When we discern justice, when we discern truth, we do nothing ourselves, but allow a 

passage to its beams.”
 234

  This illumination has the effect of dhyana, although Emerson never 

elaborated on his personal experiences or methods of cultivation and meditation.   

 

Besides wisdom, however, Emerson implied knowledge of the scope of concentration: “There is no 

bar or wall in the soul where man, the effect, ceases, and God, the cause, begins.”  When he was 

once asked to sum up his philosophy, he said that his central doctrine was “the infinitude of the 

private man.”
 235 

  

 

When realizing that origin, the purity and everlasting light of that original-fundamental nature 

reveals itself alone (no-second, non-duality):  

 

The soul gives itself alone, original and pure, to the Lonely, Original and Pure, who, on that 

condition, gladly inhabits, leads and speaks through it.  Then is it glad, young and nimble 

(“lightness and ease” of initial dhyana). It is not wise (no-thought), but it sees through all 

things.  It is not called religious, but it is innocent.  It calls the light its own, and feels that the 

grass grows and the stone falls by a law inferior to, and dependent on, its own nature.  
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Behold, it saith, I am born into the great, the universal mind.  I, the imperfect, adore my own 

Perfect. 
236

 

 

Emerson’s discourse here sounds like a commentary on “Perfect Enlightenment” (Chapter 7).  In his 

first essay, he presaged that when “enlightenment” or pure clear-mindedness and original union is 

restored, “all pure lands appear”: 

 

The problem of restoring to the world original and eternal beauty is solved by the redemption 

of the soul.  The ruin or the blank that we see when we look at nature, is in our own eye.  The 

axis of vision is not coincident with the axis of things, and so they appear not transparent but 

opaque.   The reason why the world lacks unity, and lies broken and in heaps, is because man 

is disunited with himself.”
237

   

 

The problem lies in our seeing, our ignorance in ignoring “the great apparition, that shines so 

peacefully around us.”  He leaves no doubt about the eternal presence of non-dual, ultimate reality: 

 

Life will be imaged, but cannot be divided nor doubled. Any invasion of its unity would be 

chaos. The soul is not twin-born but the only begotten, and though revealing itself as child in 

time, child in appearance, is of a fatal and universal power, admitting no co-life. 
238

   

The sovereignty of this nature whereof we speak is made known by its independence of those 

limitations which circumscribe us on every hand. The soul circumscribes all things. As I have 

said, it contradicts all experience. In like manner it abolishes time and space. The influence 

of the senses has in most men overpowered the mind to that degree that the walls of time and 

space have come to look real and insurmountable; and to speak with levity of these limits is, 

in the world, the sign of insanity.  Yet time and space are but inverse measures of the force of 

the soul.  The spirit sports with time, -- Can crowd eternity into an hour, Or stretch an hour 

to eternity . . . 
239 

 

 

Spirituality means self-cultivation, self-reliance and self-trust.  There is insistence on “self” because 

there is “no other.”   

 

Who is the Trustee? What is the aboriginal Self, on which a universal reliance may be 

grounded?. . . The inquiry leads us to that source, at once the essence of genius, of virtue, 

and of life, which we call Spontaneity or Instinct. We denote this primary wisdom as 

Intuition, whilst all later teachings are tuitions. In that deep force, the last fact behind which 

analysis cannot go, all things find their common origin. For the sense of being which in calm 

hours rises, we know not how, in the soul, is not diverse from things, from space, from light, 
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from time, from man, but one with them and proceeds obviously from the same source 

whence their life and being also proceed.” 
240

   

Mind is the only reality, of which men and all other natures are better or worse reflectors . . .  

From this transfer of the world into the consciousness, this beholding of all things in the 

mind, follow easily his whole ethics. It is simpler to be self-dependent. The height, the deity of 

man is to be self-sustained, to need no gift, no foreign force. 
241 

  

 

For Emerson, self-reliance has nothing to do with “a faith in man’s own whim or conceit, as if he 

were quite severed from all other beings and acted on his own private account, but a perception that 

the mind common to the Universe is disclosed to the individual through his own nature” (Ethics).   

 

“The one prudence in life is concentration; the one evil is dissipation”(Power).  Like Edwards, 

Socrates, or any mystic or sage worthy of this title, Emerson knew the power of dhyana-

concentration, of “ecstasies in which his mind worked with phenomenal brilliancy.”  Although he 

felt “too young by some ages to compile a code” (dharma) himself, he anticipated a new philosophy 

of life that would discard some and consummate other old beliefs: 

 

In liberated moments, we know that a new picture of life and duty is already possible; the 

elements already exist in many minds around you of a doctrine of life which shall transcend 

any written record we have.  The new statement will comprise the skepticisms, as well as the 

faiths of society, and out of the unbeliefs a creed shall be formed.  For, skepticisms are not 

gratuitous or lawless, but are limitations of the affirmative statement, and the new philosophy 

must take them in, and make affirmations outside of them, just as much as it must include the 

oldest beliefs.   

 

Emerson conceded his inadequacy in formulating the new statement, writing that “I am only a sort of 

lieutenant here in the deplorable absence of captains, & write the laws ill as thinking it a better 

homage than universal silence.”  Here he sounds as though he is predicting the advent of Buddhism: 

 

The Teacher that I look for and await shall enunciate with more precision and universality. . . 

those beautiful yet severe compensations that give to moral nature an aspect of mathematical 

science. 

Fortune, Minerva, Muse, Holy Ghost, - these are quaint names, too narrow to cover this 

unbounded substance.  The baffled intellect must still kneel before this cause, which refuses 

to be named, -- ineffable cause, which every fine genius has essayed to represent by some 

emphatic symbol . . .  Jesus and the moderns by love; and the metaphor of each has become a 

national religion.  The Chinese Mencius has not been the least successful in his 

generalization. “I nourish well my vast-flowing vigor” he said . . .  “This vigor is supremely 

great, and in the highest degree unbending.  Nourish it correctly and do it no injury, and it 
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will fill up the vacancy between heaven and earth.  This vigor accords with and assists justice 

and reason, and leaves no hunger.”— In our more correct writing we give to this 

generalization the name of Being, and thereby confess that we have arrived as far as we can 

go.  Suffice it for the joy of the universe that we have not arrived at a wall, but at 

interminable oceans. 
242

 

 

Ironically, Emerson’s most profound and clear insight into the universal workings of “automatic 

moral compensation” became for some scholars “without question the most unacceptable of 

Emerson’s truths, and a major cause of his present decline of reputation.” 
243

   The question is, of 

course, whether his “present decline” is not in fact a sign of the spiritual decline of our time.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

Empires of the future will be empires of the mind. 

Winston Churchill 

 

Enlightenment may be a daunting task, as the lives of the Buddha and the masters show, but it opens 

a wholly new dimension to the human phenomenon.  It proves that the mind has a potential neither 

science nor religion nor philosophy ever dared to imagine.  Humans are not God’s but their own 

creation.  No other power is a match for the mind’s self-power to create its own future, and a future 

that covers all possible destinies, from the highest heaven to the lowest hell, in this or any other 

world.  Above all, the mind offers the promise of liberation from Samsara altogether, not only an 

escape from the interminable life-death cycle but also an autonomy of being that transcends all time, 

space, and form. 

 

Enlightenment is uniquely simple and easy in the sense that nothing else is needed but a pure mind, 

something that is wholly in our hands.  The only condition is to “get it right.”  Self-correction, to stop 

being wrong, leads of itself with scientific-cosmic certainty to the over-fulfillment of all hopes and 

plans and purposes: the bliss of Nirvana where life becomes the everlasting enjoyment of pure light, 

autonomous power and inexhaustible glory, issuing forth from the One that is never born and never 

dies.  “There is an Unborn, Unbecome, Uncreated, Unconditioned . . . [and] since there is the Unborn 

. . . the escape from the born and conditioned is known.” (Ud viii 3, 80)  

 

As no other religion or ideology Buddhism declares that enlightenment is not only possible but 

certain, for all, albeit in a far future; but also that there is no other way out of the birth-death cycle.  

After more than two millennia this Fact is still unknown or ignored in the West.  All emphasis has 

been on religion or supernatural faith and worship, on philosophy or the faculty of thought, and on 

science or the investigation of matter – to explain human life and the universe, and seek a solution 

for the human predicament.  These approaches are enduring because they are valid, but they cover 

only part of the picture.  That is why they have not solved the basic questions and problems every 

man and woman is faced with (Introduction), not because the book of life is unreadable but because 

they have not fully realized the mind’s potential.   

 

The goal of religion is salvation, which means [1] rebirth in heaven, [2] through the power of a 

divine being, [3] who has to redeem us from an ancient deficiency (original sin) we are not 

responsible for but that nevertheless would make us incapable of saving ourselves.  As the Buddha 

discovered even before his enlightenment, [1] Heaven is not a real solution, and [2] the only one who 

can save us is oneself.  The gods of religions belong to one or another heaven within the Triple 

Universe and are subject to the universal law of causation, karma and rebirth (elsewhere) in Samsara.  

They are glorious gods and deserve so much attention because of their excellent karma, the same rule 

that applies for excellence, power and glory among humans.  But devas are not exempt from the 

nature of existence (or they would not exist); it is that natural law (Dharma) that puts them in heaven 
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in the first place (Chapter 3).  Nirvana, on the other hand, is so pure that it transcends all worlds and 

heavens.  No one else can purify one’s mind and transform the impermanence, suffering, and no-self 

– common to all existence (Chapter 1) – into their opposites (eternity, etc.) that are the hallmarks of 

Nirvana.  Nothing may seem so irrelevant as what is going on in the mind, and yet it is the cause for 

human suffering and for its ultimate relief. 

 

The purpose of all spirituality, and of human life, is to “enter the stream” that carries us to “the other 

shore.”  When mastering the first fruit of the path one is sure to put an end to life-death existence in 

the course of not more than seven lives, and when reaching that final destination, one becomes 

“immeasurable, unfathomable like the ocean” and can then function as a Bodhisattva to liberate other 

beings all over the universe, on earth as in heaven.   

 

Upon his enlightenment the Buddha was amazed to find out that the human mind has already all it 

needs to become like him and other Buddhas and eternal sages (Chapter 2).  The difficulty of 

enlightenment does not lie in any external obstruction or inherent, irremediable defect of the human 

mind.  The reason why humans – and gods – have difficulty recognizing the Truth is their attachment 

to personal views and habits, based on a complex of confusion and delusion, called ignorance 

(avidya), which is the primary cause for birth-and-death in Samsara (Chapter 4).  Another reason 

why Buddhism is still little known in the West is that over the centuries it has adopted many 

trappings that make it look like another religion, while its representatives are usually not enlightened 

either; they may represent an outside Buddhist garment but not necessarily its inner, ultimate truth.   

 

In the midst of all different beliefs and opinions it is indeed “unthinkable” for the modern mind to 

envision an absolute truth and ultimate reality, to recognize that the substance of all matter, mind, 

and spirit is pure emptiness – the reason why all creation can function as it does, infinitely.  

Universal and everlasting truth can only be realized when the mind is purified from fleeting thoughts, 

personal views and habits.  The gateway is therefore meditation, to exercise a mind in undistracted, 

unmoving focus and open, empty consciousness.  Once in pure concentration (samadhi) it can then 

give rise to transcendental wisdom (prajna), to “know and see” without relying on others.   

 

This is a [1] spiritual but not [2] religious experience, because [1] it reveals that part of reality that is 

beyond reasoning and sensing but relies on experiential-verifiable insight and self-realization, not on 

[2] blind faith.  Religious history shows a multitude of supernatural events, miracles, visions and 

voices, which are mostly and rightly ascribed to divine intervention.  But the fact is that none of the 

gods and spirits who interact with mankind are “God” in the sense of Absolute, as is commonly but 

mistakenly assumed.  Transcendental wisdom is so called because it “goes beyond” all existence in 

the Triple Universe.  Its abode is the omnipresence of non-duality, beyond self and Other.  Because it 

knows the pure Source of Being it understands all being, on earth as in heaven (Chapter 7). 

 

To experience the totality of being is to know the Absolute as Non-being.  The Uncreated, Uncaused 

and Unconditioned can only be seen from a non-existing, trans-being and trans-personal perspective.  

To transcend all impermanence, impurity, no-self and suffering and experience Nirvana, always and 
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everywhere, is not an illumination that comes and goes, or comes from somewhere (a higher world) 

or without due preparation, but the result of thorough mind-purification. 

 

The point of Buddhism is that birth and death happen because of a specific reason, not some higher 

plan or mistake.  Nothing else but foolhardiness, one’s own simplistic incorrectness, produces 

endless birth-death in Samsara, but only as long as it perseveres.  Summarized as the Ten Bonds, 

these are the mental states that fool us, the fetters that bind us to the Wheel of birth-and-death, the 

attachments to the shadows (skandhas) that cover our original-fundamental light.  They are difficult 

to discern and dissolve because they are deep-seated habit-energies we have cultivated for ages of 

malpractice.  They are what makes us all different, and hard to change (Chapter 6).  Meditation is 

therefore central to Buddhism, not because it may induce some altered states of consciousness but 

because it is “the only way” to purify the mind (Chapter 5).  We are imperfect, frustrated mortals not 

because God created us so or because of someone else’s mistake, but because of self-generated 

karma, “since time without beginning.” 

 

Life is infinite, indeed.  The common view is that human life starts like all animal life at conception.  

In an attempt to look beyond, some look at the stars (astrology) to explain why people are born as 

they are.  Others believe that God gives us a personal soul at that time, to call us back when He 

decides it is time to die.  The common view of the universe suffers a similar flaw.  Both religion and 

science believe that there is an absolute beginning, either a divine creation or a particle explosion, out 

of nothing.  Buddhism shows that there is neither beginning nor end, that this lifetime is only a tiny 

section in a stream that has no limit in time, space, and form. 

 

As pure logic tells us, the source and substance of all life and worlds can be “only one.”  Any second 

would limit and thus annihilate the essence of an Absolute (Chapter 1).  Non-duality also means that 

the ground of our being is not different from the Ground of Being, the inexhaustible source of all 

creative energy.  This lifetime is the result of how we cultivated the “mind-ground” (Zen) in the past 

to reap the current harvest of this life’s specific energies (karma).  But the essence of the mind is an 

original-fundamental awareness that functions like a mirror, always empty and bright, not different 

from the essence of God’s, the universe’s or the Buddha’s Mind.  He found nothing new, only what 

is eternally so. 

 

A liberating idea is that the existential bonds are self-imposed and therefore can be undone by one’s 

own effort.  Nothing else is needed but self-knowledge and self-correction.  This very mind has it all, 

knows it all, and creates it all (the Mind-only doctrine).  But since the bonds are strong and mostly 

subconscious, the purification needed for liberation and enlightenment is a tough process, and one 

that no one else can perform for us.  How could an Other take away the power of a free mind to undo 

its self-made personalities, to remove the layers of dust we have loaded upon its “pure ground of 

enlightenment”?  We do not need God for forgiveness because we have not sinned against any god 

but against our self-nature, and since none of the gods is responsible for our karma, there is nothing 

much they can do about it, except grant us some illumination (grace), but only in so far as our (and 

their) virtue and merit deserve it. 
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Because of its transcendent-immanent experience of totality, Buddhist spirituality is a religion as 

well as a philosophy and a science.  A super-religion, because it reveals heavens and gods more 

numerous and specific than in all faiths combined; a super-philosophy, because its wisdom 

transcends and solves differing opinions and contradicting arguments; and “the science of sciences” 

because it penetrates to the bottom of mind and matter, pointing ahead for much more advanced 

discoveries.   

 

The Buddhist message is one of unique realism and optimism.
244

  It discloses the mind’s capacity not 

only to reveal the whole spectrum of reality, but also all destinies in the Triple World as only the 

work of self-created karma.  This means a spiritual revolution for our personal life as well as for the 

world at large.  Peace and happiness, health and prosperity, intelligence and truth will elude us as 

long as the mind is not taken seriously.  Beauty and flourishing, light and bliss in contemplation, 

goodwill and wisdom in action to solve the problems that plague our lives and our planet, are 

nowhere to be found but in our mind.  (Even aiming for rebirth in heaven depends on it). 

 

To challenge the slumber we are born in and awaken for the Light of Reality, the safest guide is to 

follow enlightenment, in order not to waste another lifetime and avoid the pitfalls and mistakes of the 

past.  Nothing can replace firsthand experience, self-reliance and self-effort.  What cannot be 

experienced and verified is not part of Buddhist spirituality.  Even its description of the heavens and 

gods is not a matter of belief but based on the testimony of all those who had their minds purified to 

“know and see” more than we do.   

 

This does not deny religions; on the contrary, it confirms [1] their emphasis on ethics, [2] the value 

of prayer and contemplation (mindfulness and concentration), and [3] their different gods, because 

there are many.
245

  Religions offer the intermediate level of the spirituality course.  The higher 

enlightenment teachings are for those who graduate from [1] moral virtue and excellent karma, and 

[2] dhyana-samadhi concentration.  As religious mystics have experienced, the practice of their faith 

brought them – without the help of Buddhas – to the brink of enlightenment (Chapter 8).  There is 

therefore no need to become a Buddhist, since one’s own religion might be a safer way to climb a 

major part of the spiritual mountain (the heavens of the Desire and Pure Form Worlds).  Buddhism 

only shows that there is always room for improvement. 

  

Spirituality for the New Millennium 

 

The supremacy of the mind means a reversal of the modern scientific-materialistic worldview.  Life 

on this planet, and the lifespan of the planet itself, do not depend on external, environmental factors 
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 Friedrich Nietzsche called Buddhism “a hundred times more realistic than Christianity… the only really 

positivistic religion in history.” (The AntiChrist, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the Idols, and Other Writings, trans. 

Judith Norman, Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005, 16) 
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  See Stephen Prothero, God is not One (New York: Haper Collins, 2010) 
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in the first place but on the quality of people’s global karma.  The basic force that creates the kind of 

environment to accommodate life, from paradise to hell and all in between, is a moral-spiritual one.  

All worlds and dimensions are part of one and the same Nature.  There is no real split between high 

and low, natural and supernatural; all life is interconnected in one cosmic conveyer belt where gods 

and angels end up as humans and humans become spirits, ghosts, and animals (when behaving like 

them).   

 

It may be hard to believe that the human mind has so much power, to forge its destiny and cosmic 

journeys up and down, without end; and even harder that there is a light shining inside us that was 

never born and never dies, capable of the knowledge and power of a Buddha.  Fewer and fewer 

people have made it their task to set aside all other concerns to verify and realize his promise.  The 

reason why enlightenment is now more difficult than in ancient India or China is a heavier karma 

burden and a problematic make-up of the modern mind, pulled down by material science and 

confined by rational philosophy.  Humans have a streak of insanity; they prefer a state of denial, not 

only ignoring the precarious condition they are in but also denying the mind’s worth as the only 

lasting treasure in the universe.  Nothing prevents us from joining the eternal sages; perfection, 

Nirvana and not Samsara, is our birthright, not an exotic cult. 

 

For most people the main goal in life is to enjoy as much as possible.  Modern society is “inspired” 

by faith in business (moving money from others’ pockets into one’s own).  Even if no cheating or 

stealing is involved, this mentality is a tragedy because it exhausts good karma, and when this life is 

over there may be not much left but the bad stuff.  This miscalculation is not only the basic reason 

for the degradation of nature and the un-sustainability of the environment, but also for the increase of 

harrowing inequality and grinding poverty.  Greed cuts like a double-edged sword, exploiting others 

now and hurting oneself later (those who behave as heartless capitalists or irresponsible politicians 

may be reborn in the developing world they now keep underdeveloped). 

 

To blame Adam and Eve and expect God to do the rest is a primitive belief, an immature 

spirituality that has served humanity well for two millennia.  It was only natural when people 

knew no better, when the enlightenment teachings of the East were missing, to believe in the 

inerrancy of the Bible or the Koran or the Church.  Traditional religions must eventually 

evolve into a more human/secular/global religion, a spirituality that opens the way to witness 

the “higher” order (not manifest for fleshy eyes and brains) that governs life and the universe.  

People doubt and lose faith because you cannot expect them to keep believing in things that 

are not quite true.  The (other) tragedy is that religion itself is causing the decline of 

spirituality and morality; when based on beliefs they obviously crumble when those beliefs 

crumble.  Buddhism shows that morality should not be motivated by supernatural reward or 

punishment but by the nature of being human, by the serious implications of one’s conduct.  

There is, indeed, “only one God”, one Lord of all creation, however, this is not a Lord in 

Heaven but the Lord of Mind.  
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Prayer should not implore God to go out of The Way (of the universe), but to purify the mind and 

“elevate the soul.”  From a Buddhist perspective, it seems utter arrogance to presume that God – in 

the sense of Central Intelligence and Highest Power – would listen to our personal whims and wishes 

to interfere with and twist the laws of existence (karma), to change the causal course of events.  

“God” is either the Absolute or a divine Person in Heaven, but not both.  To be the One who makes it 

all happen, always new and inexhaustible, without limit, beginning, or end, the Source and Substance 

must be “non-existent” and is therefore called Emptiness in Buddhism.  Even the highest heavens, 

the longest lives, the greatest worlds, the brightest energies, the most splendid bliss . . . are what they 

are, caused and conditioned to rise and fall away.  No matter how glorious and long lasting, no 

lifetime is everlasting.  “Eternal” is an abstraction and does not apply to reality – except for 

enlightenment and Nirvana’s transcendence of time, space, and form/existence.  The message of the 

Buddha is exclusive.  Real salvation is only possible through enlightenment – the only cause worth 

living for; all else is ultimately in vain. 

 

This does not imply a denial but a correction, complementing and upgrading traditional beliefs.  

Indian Hinduism and Chinese Daoism, for example, also have teachings and practices that describe 

in detail the various levels of spiritual attainment.  They differ in terminology but deal with similar 

phenomena as the dhyana-samadhi and insight-wisdom training in Buddhism.  Eastern disciplines 

are still a mystery, if not a sore, in the Western eye as long as the norm is to close it (for blind faith).  

The solution is not to prop up the old religion of Abraham and his “jealous God” but to develop a 

spirituality that is based on mind-science, including the moral values and spiritual principles of old, 

and return to the spirit that made America great (Chapter 8) – against the corruption of the young and 

the other liberties that spell nothing but future misery and sorrow.  The inspiration for a new world 

order can find in Buddhism what it needs to become clear about the meaning and purpose of 

existence, because a Buddha’s teaching is in essence eternal truth.   

 

The Middle Way avoids the extremes of both fundamentalism and agnostic liberalism.  It closes the 

seemingly insuperable gap between believers and nonbelievers.  For believers, the Buddhist message 

may be brutal, scattering their dreams of an everlasting refuge in heaven.  For agnostics it offers the 

alarming prospect of a never-ending future where every day will be one of reckoning.  Buddhism 

proves that the world has a spiritual dimension that is far more important than is commonly known, 

and that the human mind is capable of seeing.  The major task will be meditation, to let samadhi see 

(wisdom) for itself. 

 

The heart of all spirituality should be “to see the way things are,” not the way one may 

believe they are.  Like climbing a mountain, the paths to the top are many but the view from 

the top is only one (non-duality), or we aren’t there yet.  Since Emptiness and No-self 

constitute the right view that leads to the correct samadhi (the 8-fold path), another liberating 

message is that the only way for the mind to self-realize is emptying out, not filling up.  The 

road towards enlightenment is difficult but nothing Buddhist after all; “Buddhism is not 

Buddhism.”   
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Human life is open-ended and offers unlimited opportunities.  Karma is as “tremendous and 

fascinating” as the Triple Universe it creates, and it works whether we believe it or not.  No 

effort or sacrifice is in vain; every step in the right direction leads to more light and bliss.  

There is no “end time” to wait for but “this one time only” to work toward enlightenment; the 

more so because the times ahead will make it increasingly difficult for spiritual cultivation.  

The Buddha foresaw the decline of spirituality in this world, in particular the disappearance 

of Buddhism.  It has already disappeared from India, its land of origin, when Hinduism 

replaced it (after absorbing much of it) and Islam destroyed what was left of it.
246

  But the 

Buddha also predicted a bright future, still far away but quite specifically: 

  

After a very long time, about 5.6 billion years from now – certainly before the earth 

has been destroyed – another Buddha, Maitreya, will come to the human realm. At 

that time, because of humanity’s moral and material development, the earth will be a 

peaceful, majestic, beautiful, pure, level, unified, and free place, and populated by 

people who are kindhearted and mutually supportive. In terms of transportation, 

housing, clothing, food, nature, recreation, education, and culture, everything will be 

perfected, enriched, beautified, and purified. People’s life expectance will be long and 

they will be brimming with energy. The world will be unified, people’s thinking will be 

unified, and everyone will treat one another like brothers as they pass their lives in 

health and happiness. Except for feelings such as coldness, heat, hunger, thirst, lust, 

and the experiences of birth and death, people will feel almost as if the Western Land 

of Utmost Bliss had been transported to the earth. 

Buddhists believe that all people who have taken refuge in Sakyamuni Buddha’s 

Dharma will be reborn in our world when Maitreya Buddha comes. They will learn 

the Dharma from Maitreya, and each will receive a prophecy of when and how he or 

she will become a Buddha. To welcome that great and bright future, orthodox 

Buddhists should take responsibility by doing things to help society progress.
247

 

 

Without merit from virtuous conduct, samadhi power, and penetrating wisdom, there is no 

way to make real progress and build a new world order where poverty and disease, confusion 

and blind faith, war and conflict will be things of the past; where the clouds of power-politics 

and greed (economics) will evaporate in the dawn of common sense; and where scientific 

development will explore unexpected frontiers, based on a vision (not opinion) of the Whole. 
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  “During the Golden Age of Indian thought, from the second to the ninth century, the brightest minds from 

all over Asia gathered around the Buddhist masters in Nalanda, the largest and most renowned university, like 

the Harvard of its day. At its peak, it was home to 10,000 students and a faculty of 1,500. In the late twelfth 

century, Muslim armies swept down on Nalanda. The monks were butchered and their libraries, with a 

staggering wealth of handwritten manuscripts, were torched. According to the Dalai Lama, without these 

scholars and practitioners of Nalanda, there would be no Tibetan Buddhism as we know it today.”  Victor 

Chan and Dalai Lama, The Wisdom of Forgiveness, 116  
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  Chan Master Sheng Yen, Orthodox Chinese Buddhism, 177-8 
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The first and foremost task is to lift the shadow that hangs over education.  How can we 

expect the future leaders of society to guide us on the right track toward a more advanced 

humanity when their sense of direction, of right and wrong, is dulled and perverted by the 

influence of the Left?  Buddhism can play a central role in this “coming revolution” (sic), 

because moral relativism and agnosticism may be an extreme but understandable reaction to 

the “extraterrestrial” presumptions of the Right.  Buddhism follows a middle way, neither left 

nor right, and its mind science leaves no doubt about the road ahead.  


